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principles of the science. Now they have it.’
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PEEFACE
TO

THE TWELFTH EDITION.

Tiie Twelfth Edition of the ‘ Principles of Geologj

was being prepal>«d for the press at the^time of the

Author’s 4path in theeSrty part of this year.

After the complete recasting which the work under-

went in preparing the Tenth Edition in 1867, and

the corrections and additions made in the suc-

ceeding Edition which appeared in 1872, my uncle

had found little to alter. The 'corrections were few

and unimportant; most of thm merely verbal. In

all instances they have b*5en introduced. With these

few changes the work remains the same as the

Eleventh Edition of 1872.

LEONAED LTELL.

Kinkordt: October, 1876.





PEEPACE
TO

THE ELEVENTH EDITION.

Thsbb has beet^^ interval of five years between the

last and present edition of this first volume of the

' PrinciplAi of Geology.’ During this time much discussion

has taken place on important theoretical points bearing

on meteorology and climate, and much new information

obtained by deep-sea dredging in regard to the tempera-

ture, and shape, of the bed of the ocean, and its living

inhabitants.

In order to avail myself of this newly acquired know-

ledge, I have found it necessary to recast Chapters X., XI.,

XIL, and XIII., which relate to the geological proofs of

former changes of clifhate, and tbe paramount importance

of tlie distribution and height of the land over all other

causes in bringing about past variations of temperature.

•At the same time I have endeavoured to render more

intelligible some of those astronomical changes which

must periodically affect climate, though probably not in so

influentif . a degree as some have imagined.

Ih Chapter XX- I have briefly dwelt upon the latest

imo'tm^&ctg concerning marine currents, especially those

ih &e Shraits of Gibraltar, and have considered some

tbecnriee <4 oceanic circulation recently propounded to
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account for the cold of the abysBes of the ocean. With

these exceptions, the work has been reprinted mainly as

it stood in 1867, with corrections and additions.

The changes made in the tenth edition were so nume-

rous and important that I have thought it best to reprint

the Preface to that edition in full, thereby giving the

reader the opportunity of knowing what advance has

been made in the work since 1853, when the ninth

edition appeared. The pages of additions and corrections

given in that Preface correspond so nearly to those of

the present volume that the passages referred to may be

always found by turning a few pages backwards or for-

wards.

CIIABLES LYELL.
78 Harley Street

January 15^1872



PEEFACE
TO

THE TENTH EDITION.

It is nqfv thirteen years and a half since the last or ninth

edition of the ‘ Principles of Geology ’ appeared ; a long in-

•terval in the history'tifi^e progress of a science, in which

so many abla investigato^Mid thinkers, in every civilised

country of the world, are actively engaged. In re-editing the

work, I have found <t necessary entirely to re-write some

chapters and to recast others, and to modify or omit some

passages given in former editions. For the sake of those

readers who are already familiar with the ‘ Principles,’ I sub-

join a list of the chief additions now made for the first time,

pointing out the pages at which corresponding matter occurs

in the ninth and tenth editions. .

List of the ^/rinciped Additions and Corrections m the First

Volume of the Tenth Edition of the ‘ Principles of Geology.*

Tenth
Edition Edition

14

189

1801 186
to }> to i
IMj IMji

Additionn and C'orrections.

•

The opinion of Anaximander^ * that fish were the parents of

mankind/ bow far an anticipation of the modern doctrine

of development.

An abridged table of fossiliferous strata in their order of

supwoaition, inserted from the ‘ Elements ’ for the sake

<4 reference.

The Ninth Chapter^ on the progressive development of or-

ganic life, has been entirely re-written.
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Xintli Te&tli
Bdltton Edition.

731 174)
tol to Y

01

J

211 j

921 2121
to to

118 232 J

113
=

2331
to • to -

130 207 J
1001 2081
and^ to

120j 304 J

204 335

223

237

372

376

393
398

271

420
434

447

457

461

Addittoiui Md CometUma.

The Tenth Chapter (corresponding in part with Chapter VI.
of the former edition) has also been re-written. It treats

of the changes of dimate, establidied on evidence, organic
and inorganic, derived from the Tertiary i^Posi-Tertiaiy
formationa

^

The Eleventh Chapter isnew, treating of the proofs of former
vicissitudes in climate, derived from the study of the
Secondarv and Primary fossiliferotis formations.

The Twelfth Chapter, on the geographical causes of former
changes in climate, has been re-wntten. It is illustrated

by three new m^s.
In the Thirteenth Chapter, to which there are onlya few pas-

sages corresponding m former editions, I have considered
how far former vicissitudes in climate may have been in-

fluenced by astronomical changes
; such is variations in

the excentricity of the earth’s orbit, changes in the obli-

quity of the ecliptic, and different phases of the precession
of the equinoxes. Mr Oroll’s suggestion as to th^probable
effects of a large excentricity in producing glacitu epochs is

fully discussed, and the quest^ is entertained whether

• geological dates may be obtdiM, by reference to the com- •

bined efiect of astrotygjU^nimd geographical causes.

The earth -pillars or pyramids of Botzen in the Tyrol and
other localities, illustrated by a drawing of 8ir John
Ilerbchel’s, are here introduced, as showing the power of
rain as distinct from that of rtmiing water. The glacial

origin of the formation of which the pillars are made is

also pointed out.

Notice of the theory of regelation of Tyndall and Faraday in

explanation of the motion of glaciers.

The glacier-lalce of the Alps called ‘ the Maijelen See/ de-
scribed and illustrated by two diagrams, and its bearing
on the origin of parallel roads of Gleiiroj explained.

Live hsh rising in the Aitesian wells of the Sahara.
Facts relating to the origin of mineral and thermal waters

and the hot4<prings of Bath.
Playfair on the origin of the lake-hasin of Geneva.
Mr. Horner on the mode of*computing Ibe antiquity of the

Nile mud; with the opinions of Mr. S, ^afpe. Sir J.
Lubbock, and Mr. Wallace on the subject.

A new hypothesis proposed to explom the origin of the
* mud-lumps ’ of the mouths of the Mississippi, rilnstrated
by a map and two views.

*

The antiquity of the delta and alluvial plain df the Missis-,
sippi discussed with reference to new fiaets brought to
light during the survey of Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot,
in 1861, and the boring of the Arterisn well at New Or-
leans in 1854, to the depth of 600 feet

Mr. H. W. Bates and Piofeasot Aga^s on tbs tli0

Amaaons. *

279 475

Freshwater deposits supposed by Agaiins tw indieeta dn
ancient lake closed by a terminal moraipe of a
considered.

^

^

Delta of the Gmiges—Mr. Fergusson’a opimdn to the
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Ninth
Edition.

Tenth
Edition.

Additlona and

Page Page

origin of ^ the swattdi ’ «hd the mode of formatioati of the

eleyated hanks of riyers.

291 405 Various causes of currents treated of more fully than in the
former edition.

306 614' > Waste of the coast of Norfolk illustrated by the ruins of

Ec<^ Church as they appeared in 1839 and in 1862. A.

drawing by the Bev..S. w- King of the church in 1862.

St Michaers Mount, Cornwall—Three views of the Mount
—Its identity with the Ictis of Diodorus—Drawing of a
Modk of tin dlredged up in Falmouth Harbour.

323 639

3S4 663 Temperature of different divisions or basins of the Mediter-

ranean compared to that of the Atlantic—Saltness of tibe
'

Mediterranean, and a diagram illustrating the result of
Captain Spratt's survey.

Shoals and valleys in the German Ocean—The Silver Pita

and Dogger !l%mk—Comparison of the recent deposits of

these shoals and the crag of Norfolk and Suffolk.

Internal talus of Monte Niiovop containing fragments of
marine shells and potteryp with a section of the mountain.

340 668

616

626 Ropy lava and origin of this structure.

683 Hypothesis of elevation craters not applirahle to Somma or

VesuviuB^^iLvines on the north side of Sommap and the

^ light which throw on its structure, from observa-

tions made by the author in 1867 and 1868—Presence of

land-plants and absence of contemporaneous marine shells

in the ancient tuffs oi Monte Somma.

Tlie reader may also be interested in knowing the dates

of the successive editions of this treatise, as well as of two

other of my geological works, which are intimately connected

with it.

List of the dates of ’publication of successive Editions of the

’ ‘ Elements/ and the ‘ Ariiiquity of Man/

Principles, toI. i. in 8to., published in— ^ ii.

„ i, 2nd edition in 8vo.

„ ii. 2ad edition

!ii. Ist edition

New edition (called the 8rd) of the whole work in

4 Tola. 12ttio

4th edition, 4 vols. 12mo
6th .. •V n

^Semente, ]#t ediHon in 1 voL

6tb PI B vole. 12mo«

2ild edbto in i yok X2mo.

Jan. 1630.

Jan. 1832.

1832.

Jan. 1833.

May 1813.

May 1834.

June 1836.

Mar. 1837.

July 1838.

June 1840.

July 1841.
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Priiunples^ 7th edition^ in 1 vol. 8vo. publiehed in . . . Feb. 1847.

8th edition „ IS50,

Elements^ 8rd edition (or Manual of Elementary Geology) in

1 Tol. 8?o Jwi* 1851.

Elements, 4th edition (or Manual) in 1 vol. 8vo. . . , Jan. 1862.

Principles, 9th edition, published in 1 vol. 8vo. . . . June 1868.

Elements, 6th edition, in 1 voL 1866.

Antiquity of Man, let, 2nd, and 3rd editions . . Feb. —Nov. 1863.

Elements, 6th edition, in 1 vol. 8vo Jon. 1866.

Principles, 10th edition, in 2 vols. 8vo., the first now published. Nov. 1866.

[%* Ort 1876.—Since the above list was made there were published

—

Principles, 10th edition, 2nd vol March 1868.

Student's Elements of Geology ....... Jan. 1871.

Principles, 11th edition 1872.

Antiquity of Man, 4th edition 1873.

Student’s Elements, 2nd edition 1874.

L.L0

The ‘ Principles of Geology/ in the first five editions, em-

braced not only a view of the modern^anges of the earth and

its inhabitants, but also some ifUBBunt of those.monuments

and analogous changes of ancient date, both in the organic

and inorganic world, which the geologist is called upon to

interpret. The subject last mentioned, or geology proper,

constituted originally a fourth book, now omitted, the same

having been enlarged into a separate treatise, first published

in 1838, in one volume 12mo., and called ^The Elements of

Geology,’ afterwards recast in two volumes 12mo» in 1842,

again re-edited under t^je title of ^Manual of Elementary

Geology/ in one volume 8vo. in ]§e51, and lastly under the

title of ‘ Elements of Geology,’ in one volume 8yfi. in J865.

The ‘Principles’ and ‘Elements/ thus divided, occupy,

with one exception, to which I shall presently allude, very

different ground. The ‘ Principles ’ treat of such portions of

the economy of existing nature, animate and ifianimate, as

are illustrative of Geology, so as to comprise an investigation

of the permanent effects of causes now in action, v^hioli may
serve as records to after ages of the present condition of tibe

globe and its inhabitants. Such effects are* the^enduring

monuments of the ever-vaiying state of the phyaiqpl geo-
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graphy of the globe, tbe lasHsg signs of its pari^ destxuo-

tion and r^iovation, and the memorials of tine equally

finctnating condition of the organio world. They may be

regarded, in short, as a symbolical language, in which the

earth’s autobiography is written.

In the ‘Elements of Geology,* on the*other hand, I have

treated briefly ofthe component materials ofthe earth’s crust,

their arrangement and relative position, and their organic

contents, which, when deciphered by aid of the key supplied

by the study of the modem changes above alluded to, reveal

to us the annals of a grand succession of past events—a series

of revolutions which the solid exterior of the globe, and its

living inhabitants, have experienced in times almost entirely

antecedent to the advent of man.

In thus separating the two works, however, I have retained

in the ‘ Principles ’ (Book I.) the discussion of some matters

which might fairly be regarded as common to both treatises;

as, for example, an historical sketch of the early progress of

geology, followed bj^ a series of preliminary essays to explain

the facts and arguments which lead me to believe that the

forces now operating upon and beneath the earth’s surfoce

may be the same, both in hind and degree, as those which at

remote epochs have worked out geological changes.

If I am asked whether the ‘ Principles’ or the ‘ Elements’

should be studied first, I feel much the same difiicnlty in

answering the question«as if a student should enquire whether

h^ ou^ht to take up first a treatise on Chemistry, or one on

Katural Philosophy, subjects sufficiently distinct, yet insepa-

salfly connected. On the whole, while I have endeavoured to

make the two treatises, in their present form, each quite

independent of the other, I would recommend the reader to

study first the modem changes of the earth and its inhabi-

tdmto ^ toey are discussed in the present volume, proceeding

t^rwards t^ &e classification and interpretation of the

Vtotkvments of more remote ages.
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It ‘wiQ be seen in the foregoing list of the dates of publi-

cation, that in 1868 I brought out a Tolnnie on ' the Anti-

qnitj of Man,* or to state the title more ^7, *On the

6teological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man, viith Bemorln

on Theories of the Oiig^ of Species by Variation.’

The subject-matter of this work coincided in part with

that treated of in the ‘ Principles’ and * Elements,’ namely,

the fossil remains of Man and his works; but whereas

these topics occupy a few pages only in* the ‘ Elements ’

and * Principles,’ half a volume is devoted to them in the

Antiquity of Man.’ In the latter treatise also, the ac-

count given of the Glacial Period, and its relation to the

earliest signs of Man’s appearance in Europe and Korth

America, is much more expanded than in the ' Elements’ and

‘Principles,’ and regarded from a dijGPerent point of view.

The manner also in which the origin of species is handled in

the ‘ Antiquity of Man ’ will be found to be different in many

respects from that in which I shall view the same subject in

the concluding volume of this work.

73 HABliHT 6TBM9T

:

Jhvoiiber 6 , 1866 .

CHARLES LYELL.
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t-rOTOGY DRKINEI) COMI‘\UKl> 1'» III^TtUiV— ITS IIKI.ATION TO OIGIKK

ITI'^^U'AL^SCIEJK i:s NOT TO Hr.*G»fNF(irKl»El» I’OHMoGONY.

/"1EOLOGY is ilio s^-ionce which invcstij^Mies Die 8uoci‘s-

yJ sive changes that have tjiken place in the organii; ainl

inorganic kingdoms of nature; it encjuin‘s into the (Jfiuses of

those changes, and the influence which they have exei‘ted in

modifying the surfiice and exitinial siruetiire of our planed.

By these rt'searches into the state* of the eartli and its in-

liabitants at former periods, Ave acquire a uioi’(j })(Tfect know-

ledge of its present condition, and more, coniprehcnsivo views

concerning the hiAVsnow governing its animate and inaninuite

productiyns. ^When AVe study history, vra obtain a more

profound insight into human nature, by instituting a compa-

rison between the present and fofmer states of society. We
trace the long series of events which hav<.‘ gradually lc*d io

the actual po.jture of affaii*s ;
and by connecting effects with

their causes, we are enabled to classify and retain iji tin*

memory a multitude of complicated relations—the various

I)eculiarities of national character—the different degrees of

moral and intellectual refinement, and numerous other cir-

cumstances, which, without historical assf.‘ciaf ion8, vtould be

uninteresting or imperfectly understood. As the present

VOL. I. B
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condition of nations is the result of many antecedent changes,

some extremely remote, and otliers recent, some gradual,

others sudden and violent ; so the state of the iiatni’al world

is the result of a long succession of events ;
and if we would

enlarge our experience of the present economy of nature,

wo must investigate the eRbcls of her operatiohs in former

ej)OcliS.

We oft(Mi discover with surprise, on looking back into the

c'ljroiiicl(‘H of nations. Low the fortune of some battle has in-

11 ueiiced the fat(' of millions of our contempnrarics, when it

has long been forgotten by the muss of the population. Witli

this nunote event we may find inseparably conne(!ted the

geograpliicail boundaries of a gn\at state, the language now
spf)ken by tin; inhabitants, tlieir peculiar manners, laws, and

religions opinions. But far more astonishing and unexpected

are the eoninvtions brought to light, when we carry back our

r(‘S(nirches into tln^ history of nature. The form of a coast,,

the con figuration of the inttu'ior of a country, the existence

and extent of la.kt's, valleys, and mountains, can oftcui be

traced to tlie former prevalence of eai;th<|nakes and volcanos

in r(‘gions whi<*h have long been undisturbed. To these

remote convulsions the present fertility of some districts, the

sterile character of others, the (devaliou of land above the

S(M, (he climate, and various peculiaritiivs, may b(‘ distinctly

referred. On the otluT liaud, many difttinguishiug features

of the surface may often be ascribed to tlie operation, at a

remote era, of slow aiKUtra.miuil (*anses-^- to the gradual depo-

sition of sediment in the lake or iiijthe ocean, or to the prolilic

increase of testacea and c(>nils.

To soloed; anotlier example: we find in certain localities

Bubterraneau deposits of coal, consisting of vegetable matter,

wdiich formerly grew like peat, in swamps, or was drifted into

seas and lakes. These seas and lakes have siyce been filled

up, the lauds whereon the forests grew have been submerged

and covered with new strata, the rivers aud currents which

floated the vegetable masses can no longer be traced, and the

plants belong to species which for ages have passed away

from the surface of our planet. Yet the commercial prospe-

rity, aud numerical strength of a nation, may now be mainly
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depemlcTit on the local distribution of fuel determined by that

ancient state of tliingfs.

Geology is intimately related to almost all the physu‘al

sciences, as history is to the moral. An historian should, if

possible, be at once j^rofoundly acquainted with etliies, poli-

tics, jurisprudence, the military art, theology ; in a word,

with all branches of knowledge by which any insiglit into hu-

man affairs, or into the moral and intellectual nature of man,

can be obtained. Jt would be no less desirable that a geolo-

gist should be well versed in chemistry, natural pliilosopby,

mineralogy, zoology, comparative anatomy, botany ; in short,

in ev(‘ry science relating to organic or inorganic nature.

With these accomplislummts, the historian and geologisf/

would rarely fail to draw corre(‘t and pliilosoi)hical eoiiclii-

sions from the various monuments transmitted to them of

foi nuT occurrences. They wouhl know to what combination

of causes analogous eftects Avere referable, amf they would

tdVn bo cnaj>led to supply, by inference, information con-

cerning many events unrecorded in the defective archives oi’

ibrmer ages. But as ^uch extensive acquisitions arc 8care<dy

within the reach ofany <jne individual, it is necessary that imui

who have deveded their lives to different d<*partinent8 should

unite their efforts
;
and as the hisioria.n receives assist ance

from the antiquary, and from those who liavo cultivated dif-

ferent branches of moral and political 8cien(*e, so the geolo-

gist should avail himself of the aid of many ntUairalists, and

particularly of those who have studicwl the fossil remains oi‘

lost 8i)ecies of animals and plants.

The analogy, however, of the inonnments consulted in geo-

logy, and those available in liistory, extends no farther than

to one class of historical monuments—those which may be

said to be tindesignedhf commemorative of former events. The

buried coin fixes the date of the reign of some Roman (uripe-

ror : the ancient encampment indicates the districts ojice

occupied by invading armies, and the former method of con-

structing militarj' defences; the Egyptian mummies tl]rf)vv

light on the art jf embalming, the rites of sepulture, or the

average stature of the human race in ancient Egypt. The

canoes and stone hatchets, called celts, found in our peat-bogs
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and estuary deposits, afford an insight into the rude arts

and manners of a prehistoric race, to whom the use of metals

was unknown, while flint implements of a much ruder type

point to a still earlier period, when man coexisted in Europe

with many quadrupeds long since extinct. This class of me-

morials yields to no other in authenticity, but it ‘constitutes a

small i)art only of the resources on which the historian relies,

whereas in geology it forms the only kind of evidence which

is at our command. For this reason wc must not expect to

obtain a full and connective account of any series of events

beyond the reach of history. But the testimony of geological

monuments, if frequently imperfect, possesses at least the ad-

vantage of being free from all intentional misrepresentation.

We may be deceived in the inferences which we draw, in the

same manner as we often mistake the nature and import of

phenomena observed in the daily course of nature
;
but our

liability to etr is confined to the interpretation, and, if this be

correct, our information is certain.

It was long before the distinct nature and legitimate ob-

jects of geology were fully recognised, and it was at first

confounded with many other branches of enquiry, just as the

limits of history, jioetry, and mythology wore ill defined in

the infancy of civilisation. Even in Werner’s time, or at the

close of the eighteenth century, geology appears to liave been

regarded as little other than a subordinate department of

Mineralogy; and Desmarest included it under the head

of Physiciil Geographyi But the most common and serious

source of confusion arose from the notion, that it was the

business of geology to discover the mode in which ,the earth

originated, or, as some imagined, to study the efiects of those

cosmological causes which were employed by the Author of

Nature to bring this planet out of a nascent and chaotic state

into a more perfect and habitable condition. Rutton was the

first who endeavoured to draw a strong line of demarcation

between his favourite science and cosmogony, for he declared

that geology was in nowise concerned ‘ vvith questions as to

the origin of things.’

An attempt will be made in the sequel of this work to
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demonstrate that geology differs as widely from cosmogony, as

speculations concerning the mode of the first creation of man
differ from history. But, before entering more at large on

this controverted question, it will be desirable to trace the

progress of opinion on this topic, from tlie earliest ages to

the coinmericement of the present century.
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CHAPTER II.

Ol:IE.N*TAE C0H:M(M]()NV—HYMNS Ol’ TUB VEHA'^—INSTlfUTRS OF MRNl'— HOC-

TRINi: or’ THE Sr(fl->S1^E DlJSTkOCTloN ANJJ HKN(>VATJON OF THE VV(»ltl.T>—
OrtlOIN OF THJS ruXTIflNU (OMMON TO 'IHE EGYI’TIANS -AI>OI"TE» HY THE

(Hil'.KKS- ANAXrMVNDI'.U ON TJIK ORIGIN OF MANKIND FROM F1SH“ SYSTEM

U1 PYTHVOOliAS - OF A lilSTOTl E - DOfJM AS C<>NC'RRN INtJ THE EXTINCTION AND

KKIMtODFcnoN OI GENERA AND SI'ECTE.''—STRARO’s THEORY OF ELEVATION

HV EARTHOI'AKES— PLINY- -CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF

THE ANCIENTS.

0HI i:\TAL CosMocoxY.—Tlie earliest doctrines of the Indian

and Egyptian schools of philosox)hy agreed in ascribing the

Hrst creation of the world to an omnipotent and infinite Being.

They concurred also in representing this Being, who had

existed from all eternity, as having 'repeatedly destroyed

and reproduced the world and all its inhabitants. In the

sacred volume of the Hindoos, called the Ordinances of Menu,
comprisiug the liulian system of duties religious and civil, we
liiid a preliminary chapter treating of the Creation, in which

the eosinogony is known to have hecn derived from earlier

writings and traditions ; and principally from certain hymns
of high antiquity, called the Vedas. These hymns were first

put together, according to Mr. Colebrooke,* in a connected

series, about thirteen centuries before the Chrictian ^3ra, but

they appear from internal evidence to have been written at

various antecedent periods. In them, as we learn from the

researches of Professor Wilson, the eminent Sanscrit scholar,

tAvo distinct philosophical systems are discoverable. Accord-

ing to one of them, all things were originally brought into

existence by the sole will of a single First Cause, which

existed from eternity; accord^g to thecother, there have

always existed two principles, the one material, bj^t without

* Essays on the Philosophy of the Hindoos.
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form, the other spiritual and capable of compelling ‘ inert

matter to develope its sensible properties/ This develop-

ment of matter into ‘ indmdual and visible existences ' is

called creation, and is assigned to a subordinate agent, or the

creative faculty of the Supreme Being embodied in the person

of Brahma. ,

In the first chapter of the Ordinanci^s of Menu above

alluded to, we meet with the following passages relating to

former destructions and renovations of the world :

—

‘ The Being, wfiose powers are incomprehensible, having

created me (Menu) and this universe, again became absorbed

in the supreme spirit, changing the time of energy for the

hour of repose.

‘ When that Power awakes, then has this world its full

expansion
;
but when lie slumbers with a tranquil spirit, then

.tlie whole system fades away. .... For wdiile ]u‘ reposes, as

it were, embodied spirits endowed with principles of action

depart from their bcvoral acts, and the mind itself becomes

inert.’ •

The absorption of all beings into the Supreme essence is

then described, and tfje Divine soul itself is said to slumber

and to remain for a time immersed in ^ the first idea, or in

darkness.’ After which the text thus proceeds (verse fifty

-

seven), ^ Thus that immuiablo power by waking and reposiiig

alternately, revivifies and destroys, in eternal succession, this

whole assemblage of locomotive and iininovahle creatures.’

It is then declared that tliere has been a long succession

of mcimvcmiarasj or periods, each ol' the duration of many
thousand ages, and

—

‘There are* creations also, and destructions of worlds iii-

iminerable : the Being, supremely exalted, performs all this

with as much ease as if in sport, again and again, for the

sake of conferring happiness.’*

No part of the Eastern cosmogony, from which these

extracts are made, is more interesting to the geologist tluin

the doctrine, so frequently alluded to, of the reiterated sub-

mersion of the lanfl beneath the waters of an universal ocean,

*
Institutes of Hindoo Luw. or the Ordinances of Menu, from tlic Saiiscnt,

translated by Sir William Jones, 1790.
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In the beginning of things, we are told, the First Sole

Cause ^ with a thought created the waters,^ and then moved

upon their surface in the form of Brahma the creator, by

whose agency the emergence of the dry land was effected,

and the peopling of the earth with plants, animals, celestial

creatures, and man. Afterwards, as often as a ^^cneral con*

flagration at the close of each manwantara had annihilated

every visible and existing thing, Brahma, on awaking from

liis sleep, finds the whole world a shapeless ocean. Accord-

ingly, in the legendary poem called the turanas, composed

at a later date than the Vedas, the three first Avatars or

descents of the Deity upon earth have for their object to

recover the laiul from the waters. For this purpose Vishnu

is made successively to assume the form of a fish, a tortoise,

and a boar.

Extravagant as may be some of the conceits and fictions

which disfigure these pretended revelations, we can by no

means look upon them as a pure effort of the unassisted

imagination, or believe them to have been coniJ)osed without

regard to oioinions and theories founded on the observation

of Nature. In astronomy, for instance, it is declared that,

at the North Pole, the year was divided into a long day and

night, and that their long day was the northern, and their

night the southern course of the sun
;
and to the inhabitants

of the iijoon, it is said one day is equal in length to one

month of mortals.* If such statements cannot be resolved

into mere conjectures, we have no right to refer to chance

alone the prevailing notion that the earth and its in-

habitants had formerly undergone a succession of revolu-

tions and aqueous catastrophes interrupted by long intervals

of tranquillity.

Now, there are two sources in which such a theory may
have originated. The marks of former convulsions on every

part of the surface of our planet are obvious and striking.

The remains of marine animals imbedded in the solid strata

are so abundant, that they may be expected to force them-

selves on the attention of every people wBo have made some

progress in refinement; and especially whffre one class of

• Meuu^ Inst. c. i. C6, and 67.
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men are expressly set apart from the rest, like the ancient

priesthoods of India and Egypt, for study and contemplatioii.

If these appearances are once recognised, it seems natural

that the mind should conclude in favour, not only of mighty

changes in past ages, but of alternate periods of repose and

disorder of repose, when the animals now fossil lived, grew

and multiplied—of disorder, when the strata in which they

were buried became transferred from the sea to the interior

of continents, and were uplifted so as to form part of high

mountain-chains. Those modern writers, who are disposed

to disparage the former intellectual advancement and civili-

sation of Eastern nations, may concede some foundation of

observed facts for the curious theories now under consideni-

tion, without indulging in exaggerated opinions of the

progress of science
;
especially as universal catastrophes of

the world, and exterminations of organic beings, in the

s(‘uso in which they were understood by the Ijrahmins, are

untenable doctrines. ,

We know that the Egyptian priests were aware, not only

that the soil beneath the plains of the Nile, but that also

the hills bounding the great valley, contained marine shells

;

and Herodotus inferred from these facts, that all lower

Egypt, and even the high lands about Memphis, had once

been covered by the sea.* As similar fossil remains occur in

all paids of Asia hitherto explored, far in the interior of the

continent as well as near the sea, they could hardly have

escaped detection by some Eastern sages not less capable

than the Greek historian of reasoning idiilosophically on

natural phenomena.

We aiso know that the rulers of Asia were engaged in very

remote eras in executing great national works, such as tanks

and canals requiring extensive excavations. In the fourteenth

century of our era (in the year 1360), the removal of soil

necessary for such undertakings brought to light geological

facts, which attracted the attention of a people less civilised

th an were many of the older nations of the East. The his-

torian Eerishta relates that 60,000 labourers were employed

in cutting thrbugh a mound, so as to form a junction

• Ii«io<lot. Eptorpe, 12.
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between the rivers Selima and Sutlej ; and in this mound
were found the bones of elephants and men, some of them

petrified, and some of them resembling bone. The gigantic

dimensions attributed to the human bones show them to have

belonged to some of the larger pachjdermata.*

But although the Brahmins, like the prieslv of Eg3rpt,

may have been acquainted with the existence of fossil remains

in the strata, it is possible that the doctrine of successive

destructions and renovations of the world, merely received

corroboration from such proofs
;
and that it may have been

originally handed down, like the religious traditions of most

nations, from a ruder state of society. The system may have

had its source, in part at least, in exaggerated accounts of

thosedreadfulcatastrophes, which are occasioned by particular

combinations of natural causes. Floods and volcanic erup-

tions, the agency of water and fire, are the chief instruments

of devastatiopi on our globe. We shall point out in the

sequel the extent of many of tjiese calamities, recurring at

distant intervals of time, in the present course of nature

;

and shall only observe here, that they are so peculiarly cal-

culated to inspire a lasting terror, and'are so often fatal in

their consequences to great multitudes of people, that it

scarcely requires the passion for the marvellous, so character-

istic of rude and half-civilised nations, still less the exuberant

imagination of Eastern writers, to augment them into general

cataclysms and conflagrations.

The great flood of the Chinese, which their traditions

cany back to the period of Taou, something more than 2,000

years before omr era, has been identified by some persons

with the universal deluge described in the Old Teslament;

but, according to Mr. Davis, who accompanied two of our

embassies to China, and who has carefully examined their

written accounts, the Chinese cataclysm is therein described

as interrupting the business of agriculture, randier than as

involving a general destruction of the human race. The

A PerBmn MS. copy of the historian from the library of Tippoo Saltan ih"

Ferishta, in the library of the East India 1799 ; which been referred to at

Company, relating to tlie rise and pro- eome length by J^r. JQtnc^and* (Ceol.

gress of the Mahomedan empire in Trans. .24 Series» toL ii. part iii. p.

India, was prooored by Colonel Briggs 389)«
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great Yu was oelebrsted for haring * opened nine channele to

draw off the waters,’ which covered the low hills and bathed

the foot of the highest mountains.’ Mr. Davis suggests that

a great derangement of the waters of the Yellow Birer, one

of the largest in the world, might even now cause the flood

of Yaou to he repeated, and laj the most fertile and popu>

lous plains of China under water. In modem times the

bursting of the banks of an artiflcial canal, into which a

portion of the Yellow River has been turned, has repeatedly

given rise to the most dreadful accidents, and is a source of

perpetual anxiety to the government. It is easy, therefore,

to imagine how much greater may have been the inundation,

if this valley was ever convulsed by a violent earthquake.*

Humboldt relates the interesting fact that, after the

annihilation of a large part of the inhabitants of Cnmana, by

•an earthquake in ‘1766, a season of extraordinary fertility

ensued, in consequence of the great rains which^accompanied

the subterranean convulsion^. ‘ The Indians,’ he says,

‘ celebrated, After the ideas of an antique superstition, by

festivals and dancing, the destruction of the world and the

approaching epoch of its regeneration.’t

The existence of such rites among the rude nations of

South America is most important, as showing what effects

may be produced by local catastrophes, recurring at distant

intervals of time, on the minds of a barbarous and unculti-

vated race. I shall point out in the sequel how the tradition

of a deluge among the Araucanian Indians may be explained,

by reference to great earthquake-waves which have repeatedly

rolled over part of Chili since the first recorded flood of 1590.

The legend ^so of the ancient Peruvians of an inundation

ipany years before the reign of the Incas, in which only six

persons were saved on a float, relates to a region which has

more than once been overwhelmed by inroads of the ocean

since the days of Pizarro.. I might refer the reader to my
account ofthe submergence of a wide area in Cutch so lately as

the year 1819, when a single towOT only of the fort of Sindree
«

* See od * IJie Ohinese/ pub- t Humboldt et Bonpland, Voy. K&iat.

liehed bj the Soo. for the Biffbs. of Hist vol. i. p. 80.

Hee. Know. vol. i- pp. 137? 147.
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appeared above the waste of waters, if it were necessary, to

prove how easily the catastrophes of modem times might

give rise to traditionary narratives, among a rude people, of

floods of boundless extent. Nations without written records,

and who are indebted for all their knowledge of past events

exclusively to oral tradition, are in the habit oflconfounding

in one legend a series of incidents which have happened at

vaiions epochs ; nor must we forget that the superstitions of

a savage tribe are transmitted through all the progressive

stages of society, till they exert a powerful influence on the

mind of the philosopher. He may And, in the monuments of

former changes on the earth’s surface, an apparent oonflrma>

tion of tenets handed down through successive generations,

from the rude hunter, whose tcrrifled imagination drew a

false picture of those awful visitations of floods and earth-

quakes, whereby the whole earth as known to him was

simultaneously devastated.

Egyptian Coemogony.—Kesppcting the cosmogony of the

Egyptian priests, we gather much information from writers of

the Grecian sects, who borrowed almost all their tenets from

Egypt, and amongst others that of thd former successive de-

struction and renovation of the world.* We learn from Plu-

tarch, that this was the theme ofone ofthe hymns ofOrpheus,

so celebrated in the fabulous ages of Greece. It was brought

by him from the banks of the Nile ; and we even find in his

verses, as in the Indian systems, a definite period assigned

for the duration of each successive world.t The returns

of great catastrophes were determined by the period of the

Annus Magnus, or great year—a cycle composed of the revo-

lutions of the sun, moon, and planets, and terminating when
these return together to the same sign whence they wm^
supposed at some remote epoch to have set out. The dura-

tion of this great cycle was variously estimated. According

to Orpheus, it was 120,000 years; according to others,

300,000 ; and by Cassonder it was taken to be 3^,000 years.^

We learn particularly from the Timseus of Plato, the

* Prichawi’i Egypt. Mythol. p. 177. Pridiaid’c EgypUMytho^pi. 18S

t Flttt. de Defecta Orumlonun, cap. t I^batd’s HytboL p. 183.

12. Censoiiniu d« D)< Natslju See also
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Egjptians believed tbe world to be sulqeet to occasional

conflagrations and delnges^ wb^eby tbe gods arrested tbe

career ofbmnan wickedness, and purified tbe eartb firom guilt.

Aftar each regeneration, mankind were in a state of virtue

and happiness, from which they graduall; degenerated again

into vice and immorality. I^m this Egyptian doctrine, the

poets derived the &ble of the decline from the golden to the

iron age. The sect of Stoics adopted most, fully the system

of ^tastro{hes destined at certain intervals to destroy the

world. These they taught were oftwo kinds ;—^the Cataclysm,

or destruction by water, which sweeps away tbe whole human
race, and annihilates aU the animal and vegetable productions

of nature ; and the Ecpyrosis, or destruction by fire, which

dissolves the globe itself. From the Egyptians also they

derived the doctrine of the gradual debasement of man from

*a state of innocence. Towards the termination of each era

the gods could no longer bear with the wickedness of men,

and a shock of the elements or a deluge overwhelmed them

;

after which calamity, Astrea again descended on the eartb,

to renew the golden qge.*

The connection between the doctrine of successive cata-

strophes and repeated deteriorations in the moral character of

the human race is more intimate and natural than might at

first be imagfined. For, in a rude state of socieiy, all great

calamities are regarded by the people as judgments of God
on the wickedness of man. Thus, in our own time, the

priests persuaded a large part of th%population of Chili, and

perhaps believed themselyes, that the fatal earthquake of 1 822

was a gigfn pf the wrath of Heaven for the g^eat political

revolution just then consummated ,in South America. In

like manner, in the account given to Solon by the Egyptian

priests, of the submersion of the island of Atlantis under the

waters of tlm ocean, after repeated shocks of an earthquake,

we find that the event happened-when Jupiter had seen the

moral depravity of the inhabitants.t Now, when the notion

had once gained ^ound, whether from causes before sug-

gested or iKit, that the earth had been destroyed by several

general &tastro]ihes^ it would next be inferred that the

# Fricbsid’a Xlgypt. "UjibiA. p. 198. t Plato'* Timm*.
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human race had been as often destroyed and renovated. And
since every extermination was assumed to be penal, it could

only be reconciled with divine justice, by the supposition that

man, at each successive creation, was regenerated in a state

of purity and innocence.

A very large portion of Asia, inhabited by* the earliest

nations whose traditions have come down to us, has been

always subject to tremendous earthquakes. Of the geo-

graphical boundaries of these, and their effects, I shall speak

in the proper place. Egypt has, for the most part, been

exempt from this scourge, and the Egyptian doctrine of great

catastrophes was probably deiived in part, as before hinted,

from early geological observations, and in part from Eastern

nations.

In the Egyptian and Eastern cosmogonies, and in the

Greek version of them, no very definite meaning can, in

general, be ifttached to the term ‘ destruction of the world ;

’

for sometimes it would seem aknost to imply the annihilation

of our planetary system, and at others a mere revolution of

the surface of the earth. ,

One remarkable fiction of the Egyptian mythology was the

supposed intervention of a masculo-feminine principle, to

which was assigned the development of the embryo world

from chaos, somewhat in the way of incubation. When the

first chaotic mass had been produced by a self-dependent and

eternal Being, it required the mysterious functions of this

subordinate deity to produce the mundane egg frum which

the whole organised world was developed.
*

Aristophanes, alluding to this Egyptian fah^, wbjch had

been engrafted by Orpheus on the Greek mythology, intro-

duced the chorus in his comedy of ' The Birds ’ singing in a

solemn hymn, ‘ How sable-plumaged Night conceived in the

boundless bosom of Erebus, and laid an egg, fiopm which, in

the revolution of ages, sprang Love, resplendent with golden

pinions. Love fecundated the dark-winged chaos, and gave

origin to the race of birds.’ *
^

It is not inconsistent with the Hindoe m;^^OCT to sup-

pose that Fjrthagoras, whose opinions wul ItrSently he.

* Aristophanes* Birds, p. 69it
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mentioned, might have found in the East not only the system

of universal and violent catastrophes and periods of repose in

endlesi^ succession, but also that of periodical revolutions,

effected by the continued agency of ordinary causes. For

Brahma, Yishnu, and Siva, the first, second, and third persons

of the Hindoo triad, severally represented the Creative, the

Preserving, and the Destroying powers ofthe Deity. The co-

existence of these three attributes, all in simultaneous opera-

tion, might well accord with the notion of perpetual but

partial alterations finally bringing about a complete change.

But the fiction expressed in the verses before quoted from

Mend of eternal vicissitudes in the vigils and slumbers of

Brahma seems accommodated to the system of great general

catastrophes followed by new creations and periods of repose.

Opinions of the Qreehs.—Anaximander (610 B.o.) In the 8th

'book of Plutarch’s Symposiacon or ‘ Convivial Conversations,’

the question is raised why the Pythagoreans* were averse

to eating fish, and it is coasidered whether the prejudice

may have ha3 an Egyptian, or a Syrian, or an ancient Greek

source. One of the party alludes to the doctrine of Anaxi-

mander that * Men were in the beginning engendered in fish,

and after they had been nourished andhad become able to shift

for themselves, they were cast out and took to the land.’ A
suggestion is then made that, as fish were the parents of

mankind, Anaximander may have objected to the use of them

as food. Such allusions to an ancient doctrine by no means

warrant us in assuming that AnaxiiQander had really taught

that men should abstain^ from such a motive, from eating

fish, bijj; th^ are curious as affording evidence that the

Milesian philosopher really believed that men originally

sprang from fish. Unfortunately all the works of Anaxi-

mander, the pu|>il of Thales, ore lost. He was bom 610

years before.Christ, and is said to have been the first who
left a philosophical treatise in writing. It is only from a few

brief citations scattered through the pages of later authors,

ihat we learn anvthing of his opinions. Eusebius quotes

ficom a lost work or Plutarch called hrptoftar^t or ‘ patchwork,’

the following words : * Man, according to Anaximander, must

have bem bom from animals ofia diffment form (i^
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$ for Wiiereas other stnimals easily |;et fheir food by

theBaselreB, man alone requires long rearii^; and no one

being such as be was originally, conld bare been pre-

served,’*

In another work of Plutarch we read as foUotrs : f Anaxi-

znander taught that the first animals (rd wpam (jm) were

begotten in moisttire, and were covered with prickly integu-

ments, but as they grew older they came out into the diy land,

ahd their integuments were rent asunder,,’ f Censorinus, in

hie work ‘De Die Natali,’ says that, according to Anaxi-

mander, either fish, or animals very like fish, sprang from

heated water and earth, and that the human foetuses grew in

these animals to a state of puberty, so that when at length

they burst, men and women capable of nourishing themselves

proceeded from them.| Fulljustice cannot, probably, be done

to the views of this ancient author by reference to the few

meagre fragments of his writings which have alone come

down to us, but we trace the same idea running through all

of them, namely, the peculiar helplessness of the human
infant, making it natural to suppose tliat there must hare

been a connection between the embryonic condition of the

first human beings and some previously existing animals.

Anaximander evidently took for granted that man was not

created in an adult or fully developed state, and in so doing he

made at least some slight approach, twenty-five centuries

before our time, to the modern doctrine of evolution. But

none of the above passgiges warrant the conclusion that the

Greek philosopher had anticipated the Lamarckian theory of

progressive development. Yet H. Bitter, writing ip 1819,$

represents him as having taught that after the ^rst imperfect

and short-lived creatures had been engendered in slime, an

advance took place from the lower to the higher grades of

life, until at length man was formed ; and C^^vier, usually

so accurate, but who seems never in this instaoee to have

consulted the original texts, went a step beyond Bitter, and

said, * Anaximander pretended that men had been first fish,

* Buaeb. w/mrap. 1-& | OensariDUadS Dte IV.

t De Pladdis Vliiloaopiioram,bookT.
|
Enoh sad OmWs Bn^dopeiBii,

ehap. Ip. sriaele Jikuimmilm'.
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then reptikMbL maniBialia» sud lastty what' they now
are.’ *A qfeteBnj’-Ihe adds, *whidi, we find reptodaded ijt

times Teiy near to o'tir own, and e^en in ti&e nineteenth

centnij.’ * Qnoi qu’il en soit, Anaximandre, ayant admis

I’ean compie le second principe de la Nature, prdtendait qoe

les hommes ajaifat primitirement 4t4 poissons, ptds reptiles,

puis manlmiflres et enfin oe qu’ils sont maintenant, nous

retrouTmons ce syst^me dans des temps tr^s-rapprooh^e dee

ndtres et mdme dans le diz-neari^me siAsle.'*

Pythagorean 2)oc<mi««.~Pythagoras (680? B.O.), who re-

sided for more than twenty years in Egypt, and, according to

Cicero, had Tisited the East, and conversed with the Persian

philosophers, introduced into his own country, on hisretunr,

the doctrine of the gradual deterioration of the human
race &om an original state of virtue and happiness ; but if

we are to judge of his theory concerning the destruction and

renovation of the earth from the sketch given J)y Ovid, we
must concede it to have been^ far more philosophical than

any known version of the cosmogonies of Oriental or Egyp-

tian sects.

Although Pythagoral is introduced by the poet as deliver-

ing his doctrine in person, some of tlie illustrations are

derived from natural events which happened after the death

ofthe philosopher. But notwithstanding these anachronisms,
we may regard the account as a true picture of the tenets of

the Pythagorean school in the Augustan age ; and although

perhaps partially modified, it must have contained the sub-

stance of the original scheme. Thus considered, it is ex-

tremely curious and instructive
; for we here find a compre-

hensive AimnAry of almost aU the gi'eat causes of change

now in activity on the globe, and these adduced in confirma-

tion of a principle of a perpetual and gradual revolution

inherent in ^ nature of our terrestrial system. These

doctrines, it is^rne, are not directly applied to the explanation

of*geologic»l phenomena ; or, in other words, no attempt is

made to estimate what may have been in past ages, or what

^ Cavier, Hist des fieienees natu- derived their theoxy of progressive

rSiBes, tome i. ^ 91, pul^shed in 1841. devebpment from geological data, the

XAmasdk;iuid0«pift«y former hariiig ptiblished his opinions

Sf^ideiitly Imre aUoded to; Utej had in 1801, and O. St Hilaire in 1898.

TOL. I, 0
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maj hereafter be, the aggregate amount of change brought

about by such never-ending fluctuations. Had this been the

case, we might have been called upon to admire so extra-

ordinary an anticipation with no less interest than astrono-

mers, when they endeavour to define by what means the

Samian philosopher came to the knowledge ofthe Copemican

system.

Let us now examine the celebrated passages to which we

have been adverting :—
* ^

‘ Nothing perishes in this world ; but things merely vary

and change their form. To be bom, means simply that a

thing begins to be something difierent from what it was

before ; and dying, is ceasing to be the same thing. Yet,

although nothing retains long the same image, the sum of

the whole remains constant.’ These general propositions

are then confirmed by a series of examples, all derived from

natural appearances, except the first, which refers to the

golden age giving place to th§ age of iron. The illustrations

are thus consecutively adduced. •

1. Solid land has been converted into sea.

2. Sea has been changed into land? Marine shells lie far

distant from the deep, and the anchor has been found on the

summit of hills.

8. Valleys have been excavated by running water, and

fioods have washed down hills into the Bea.t

4. Marshes have become dry ground.

5. Dry lands have been changed into stagnant pools.

6. During earthquakes some springs have been closed up,

and new ones have broken out. Stivers have deserted their

channels, and have been re-bom elsewhere
;
as the ihasinus

in Greece, and Mysus in Asia.

7. The waters of some rivers, formerly sweet, have become

bitter
;
as those of the Anigris in Greece, Ac-J

8. Islands have become connected with the main land by

* Ovid's Mefcamor. lib. 16.

Eluvie moos estdeductuain 8Bquor«

r. 2267. 'The meaning of this last verse

is somewhat obscure ^ but taken with

the ooidiaiy mftjr be sugjuoeed to allude

to the abrading power of floods, tor

rents, and rivers.

I Theimpregiationfijmnewimnetral

springe, caused by earthquakes in volca-

nic countries, is perhaps here alluded tcv
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the growth of deltas and new deposits
; as in the case of

' Antissa jmned to Lesbos, Pharos to* Egypt, &o.

9. Peninsulas have been divided from the main land, and

have become islands, as Leucadia ; and according to tradition

Sicily, the sea having carried away the isthmus.

, 10. Land hits been submerged by earthquakes ; the Grecian

cities of Helice and Buris, foi* example, are to be seen under

the sea, with their walls inclined.

11. Plains have been upheaved into hills by the confined

air seeking vent, as at Troezene in the Peloponnesus,

12. The temperature of some springs varies at different

periods. The waters of others are inflammable.’**^ Some
streams make the hair to resemble amber and gold, others

influence the mind as well as the body, having some of them
an exciting, others a soporific effect.

13. There are streams which have a petrifying power, and
convert the substances which they touch into marble.

14. Extraordinary inedicin^ and deleterious effects are

produced by whter of different lakes and springs.f

15. Some rocks and islands, after floating and having

been subject to violeift movements, have at length become
stationary and immovable, as Delos, and the Cyanean

Isles, j;

16. Volcanic vents shift their position
; there was a time

when Etna was not a burning mountain, and the time will

come when it will cease to bum. Whether it be that some
caverns become closed up by the movements of the earth,

and others opened, or whether the fuel is finally exhausted,

&c. &c.

The various causes of change^ in the inanimate world

That ia probably an allnaion to the

escape of inflammable gaa, like that in

the diatrict of Baku, veat of the Cas-

pian ; at FietranAla, in the Tuacan
Apenninea

; and eeveral other places.

t Many of those described seem
fiftncifhl fictions, like the exaggerated

TUtnee still attributed to some naineml

i BfiSpe, in% learned and judicious

(fie Hotib Insttlis, cap, 19), has
Bade it appear extremely probable that

all the traditions of certain inlands in

the Mediterranean having at some

former time frequently shifted their

positions, and at length become sta-

tionary, originated in the great change

produced in their form by enrthquakes

and submarine eruptions, of which there

have been modern examples in the new

islands raised in the time of history.

When the series of conyulsions ended,

the island was said to become fixed.
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having been thus ennmerated, those of the animate creation

are next alluded ta The metamorphoses of insects and frogs

are mentioned, and some popular notions respecting other

changes in the organic world, such as the iipringing up of

the phoenix from the ashes of its parent ; but none of the

facts or fables have any geological bearing, unless we consider

the alleged generation of bees and wasps from the putrid

carcases of dead cattle and horses, and the originating of

snakes from the marrow of the human spine in sepulchres, as

implying the adoption of the doctrine of equivocal generation.

The transmigration of souls into the bodies of animals is

referred to as having been taught by Numa Pompilius. But

there is nothing to prove that the Greeks or Bomans had any

fixed ideas respecting a general change of species having oc-

curred in the past history of the globe, still less that there had

been a progressive development of life from the lowest to the

highest grades of organisation. Xenophanes, a Colophonian

who lived b.c. 635, spoke of shells, fishes, and seals which had

become dried in mud, and were found inl^d and on the

tops of the highest mountains. Aristotle, in his treatise on

respiration, speaks distinctly of fossil fishes ; and his pupil

Theophrastus, alluding to such fishes found near Heraclea,

in Pontus, and in Paphlagonia, says, that they were either

procreated from fish-spawn left behind in the earth, or had

gone astray from rivers or from the sea, for the sake of food,

into cavities in the earth, where they had become petrified.

The same writer, treating of fossil ivory and bones, sup-

posed them to be produced by a certain plastic virtue latent

in our earth.
*

Opinions of Aristotle.—From the works ftow extant of

Aristotle, and from the system of Pythagoras, as above ex-

posed, we might certainly infer that these philosophers con-

sidered the agents of change now operating in nature, as

capable of bringing about in the lapse of ages a complete

revolution ; and the Stagyrite even considers occasional ca-

tastrophes, happening at distant intervals of time, as part

the regular and ordinary course of nature. Tire deluge of

DencaBon, be says, afCbcted Greece only, albd ]|^riflLcip0Jly tiie

part called Helliw, and it arose from great inundatigms of
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I rivers duringa rainy winter. But snch extraordinary winters,

he says, though after a certain period they retuni, do not

always revisit the same places.*

Oensorinus quotes it as Aristotle’s opinion, that there were

general inundationB of the globe, and that they alternated

with conflagmtions ; and that the flood constituted the

winter of the Great Year, or astronomical cycle, while the

conflagration, or destruction by fire, is the summer or period

ef greatest heaht *If this passage, as Lipsius supposes, be

an amplification, by Censorinus, of what is written, in * the

Meteorics,’ it is a gross misrepresentation of the doctrine of

the Stagyrite, for the general bearing of his reasoning in

that treatise tends clearly in an opposite direction. He refers

to many examples of changes now constantly going on, and

insists emphatically on the great results which^ they must

produce in the lapse of ages. He instances particular cases

of lakes that had dried up, and deserts that had at length

become watered by rivers and "fertilised. He points to the

growth of the Nilotic Delta since the time of Homer, to the

shallowing of the Palus Mseotis within sixty years from his

own time ; and although, in the same chapter, he says nothing

of changes in the relative level of land and sea, yet in other

parts of the same treatise he speaks of such events in con-

nection with earthquakes.^ He alludes, for example, to the

upheaving of one of the Eolian Islands previous to a volcanic

eruption. ‘ The changes of the earth,’ he says, ‘ are so slow

in comparison to the duration of our lives, that they are over-

looked (\av6difn) ;'and the migrations of people after great

catasfrophes and their removal to other regions, cause the

event to be forgotten.’§

When we consider the acquaintance displayed by Aristotle,

in his various works, with the destroying and renovating

powers of Nature, the introductory and concluding passages

of the twelfth chapter of his ‘ Meteorics ’ are certainly very

remarkable. In the first sentence he says,
‘ The distribution

of land and sea in particular regions does not endure

^ihrooi'hoti all tkne, but it becomes sea in those parts where

‘ * iCetoot. Bb. i wp, XS. f lib ii. cap. U 14, and 16.

tbalBeKat. § Ibid.
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it was land, and again it becomes land wbeire it was sea i and

there is reason for thinking that these changes tahe ^lace

according to a certain system, and within a certain period/

The concluding observation is as follows:—‘As time never

fails, and the nniverse is eternal, neither the Tiinais, nor the

Nile, can have flowed for ever. The places wfiere they rise

were once dry, and there is a limit to their operations ;
but

there is none to time. So also of all other rivers; they

spring np, and they perish; and the eea also continually

deserts some lands and invades others. The same tracts,

therefore, of the earth are not, some always sea, and others

always continents, but everything changes in the course of

time.*

It seems, then, that the Greeks had not only derived from

preceding nations, but had also, in some slight degree,

deduced from their own observations, the theory of periodical

revolutions in the inorganic world: there is, however, no

ground for imagining that th^y contemplated former changes

in the races of animals and plants. Even the fact that

marine remains were enclosed in .solid rocks, although

observed by some, and even made the groundwork of geo-

logical speculation, never stimulated the industry or guided

the enquiries of naturalists. It is not impossible that the

theory of equivocal generation might have engendered some
indifference on this subject, and that a belief in the sponta-

neous production of living beings from the earth or corrupt

matter, might have caused the organic world to appear so

unstable and fluctuating, that f>henomena indicative of

former changes would not awaken intense cariosiity. The
Egyptians, it is true, had taught, and the Stoics had repeated,

that the earth had once given birth to some monstrous

animals, which existed no longer; but the prevailing opinion

seems to have been, that after each great CEStastrophe the

same species of animals were created over again. This tenet

is implied in a passage of Seneca, where, spealdng of ii>

flitore deluge, he says, ‘Every animal shall be generated

anew, and man free^m guilt shall be given to t]j;e earth.^*

* * Ozone ezt integro animal generabitnr, dabituiqne temia liomo inaoiuB aee^

lerum.’—Quumt. Kat iii. e.
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An old Arabian rersion of the dociadne of the aacoesBire

revplationa of the globe^ translated by Abraham Eochellen-

sis,*' seems to form a singular exception to the general role,

for here we find the idea of different genera and species

haring been created. The Gerbanites, a sect of astronomers

who flourished some centuries before the Christian era,

taught as follows :—‘ That after every period of thirty-six

thousand four hundred and twenty-five years, there were pro-

duced a pair of everff species of animal, both male and female,

from whom animals might be propagated and inhabit this

lower world. But when a circulation of the heavenly orbs

was completed, which is finished in that space of years,

other genera and epedee of animals ore propagated, as also of

plants and other things, and the first order is destroyed, and

so it goes on for ever and ever.’ t
Theory of Strabo .—As we learn much of tlxe tenets of the

Egyptian and Oriental schools in the writings of the Greeks,

so, many speculations of the «arly Greek authors ore made
known to us in the works of the Augustan and later ages.

Strabo, in particular, ^nters largely, in the second book of

his Geography, into the opinions of Eratosthenes and other

Greeks on one of the most difficult problems in geology, viz.

by what cause marine shells came to be plentifully buried in

the earth at such great elevations and distances from the sea.

* This author was Begius Professor ininflnitumprodacitur.’—Histor. Orient,

of Syriac and Arabic at Paris, where, Suppl. per Abrahamum Ecchellensem,

in 1685, he published a Latin transla- Syrum Maronitam, cap. 7 et 8, ad

tion of many Arabian MSS. on different calcem Chronici Orientali, Parisiis, a

departments of philosophy. This Irork Typ. Begia, 1685, fol.

has always^ieen ofmddered of high au- 1 have given the punctuation as in the

thority. Paris edition, there being no comma

t ' Gerbanitse docebant singulos after quinque, but, at the suggestion of

ginta sex mille annos quadnngentos, M. de Schlegel, 1 have referred the

viginti quinque bina bx singulis anima- number twenty-five to the period of

Hum spedebus pyiduei, marem scilicet years, and not to the number of pairs

ac feminam ex quibus animaha propa- of each species created at one time, as 1

gantur, huncque inferiorem incolunt had done in the first two editions,

orbem. Absolute autem ooslestium or- Fortis inferred that twenty-five new

bium cixculatione, quse illo annorum speaies only were created at a time ,
a

cottfidtnr spatio, itemm alia producun- construction which the passage will not

tnr ammalium geiiera*et spedes, quern- admit M5m. sur THist. nat. de ITtalie,

adiaodttia et plantarom aHanimque vol. i. p. 202.

nxjmf et pdmui destmktdr ordo^ sioque
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He notices, amongst others, the explanation ofXanthns the t

Lydian, who said that the seas had once heen more exten-

sire, and that they had afterwards been partially dried op, as

in his own time many lakes, rivers, and wells in Asia had

failed during a season of drought. Treating this conjecture

with merited disregard, Strabo passes on to the hypothesis

of Strato, the natural philosopher, who hod observed that

the quantity of mud brought down by rivers into the Euxine

was so great, that its bed must be gradually raised, while the

rivers still continued to pour in an undiminished quantity of

water. He therefore conceived that, originally, when the

Euxine was an inland sea, its level had by this means become

so much elevated that it burst its barrier near Byzantium,

and formed a communication with the Propontis ;
and this

partial drainage, he supposed, had already converted the left

side into marshy ground, and thus, at last, the whole would

be choked up with soil. So, it was argued, the Mediter-

ranean had once opened a passage for itself by the Columns

of Hercules into the Atlantic j and perhaps the abundance

of sea-shells in Africa, near the Temple of Jupiter Ammon,
might also be the deposit of some former inland sea, which

had at length forced a passage and escaped.

But Strabo rejects this theory, as insufficient to account

for all the phenomena, and he proposes one of his own, the

profoundness of which modem geologists are only beginning

to appreciate. ‘ It is not,’ he says, ‘ because the lands co-

vered by seas were originally at different altitudes, that the

waters have risen, or subsided, or„ieceded from some parts

and inundated others. But the reason is, that jthe same land

is sometimes raised up and sometimes depressed, and the sea

also is simultaneously raised and depressed, so that it either

overflows or returns into its own place again. We must,

therefore, ascribe the cause to the ground, either to that

ground which is under the sea, or to that which becomes

flooded by it, but rather to that which lies beneath the sea,

for this is more movable and, on account of its humidity,

can be altered with greater celerity.* 1^ it ^o$er,* hs

* ^ Quod enim hoc attollitur aut ab iSs i<ceedit, ejuid xci catura non ast

aidit, et Tel invndat qusedam loca, vel qnod aha ahie cola hnxitiliom eist aut
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obseirreB in ocmtiumtion, *to derweow eg^tanaHon*from thmgo
which arc obviouB, and in, come meamtre ofdaily occurrence, such

as deluges, earihgyahes, and volcfmie erv^ions,* and suddm
swellings of the land "beneath the sea ; for the last raiee np the

sea also ; and when the same lands subside again, they occa-

sion the sea fo be let down. And it is not merely the small,

but the large islands also, and not merely the islands, but the

continents which can be lifted np together with the sea; and

both large and small tracts may subside, for habitations and

cities, like Bure, Bizona, and many others, have been en-

gulphed by earthquakes.*

In another place this learned geographer, in alluding to

the tradition that Sicily had been separated by a convulsion

in>m Italy, remarks, that at present the land near the sea in

those parts was rarely shaken by earthquakes, since there

were now open orifices whereby fire and ignited matters, and

waters escape ; but formerly, when the volcano^of Etna, the

Lipari Island^ Ischia, and others, were closed up, the impri-

soned fire and wind might have produced far more vehement

movements.t The doctrine, therefore, that volcanos are

safety-valves, and that the subterranean convulsions are

probably most violent when first the volcanic energy shifts

itself to a new quarter, is not modem.
We leam from a passage in Strabo,| that it was a dogma

of the Gaulish Druids that the universe was immortal, but

destined to survive catastrophes both of fire and water. That

this docMne was communicated to them from the East, with

much of their learning, cannot be doubted. Ceesar, it will be

remembered,* says that they made use of Greek letters in

arithmetical computations.^

,

FUny, A.D. 23.— This philosopher had no theoretical

alUora ^
sed quod idem solum modo nils multari possit ’—Strabo, Geog

attolhtur mod6 €eprimitur, simulqu© Edit. Almelov Amst 1707, lib i

etiam mod6 attolhtur modd depnmitur, ^ Volcanw eruptwns, eruptiones fla-

maze itaque yel exundat vel in suum tuum, in tho Latin translations, and in

redit locum.’ the ongiHal Greek, itvatpvtrfi/Mra, gaseoub

Postea, p. 88, ‘ Bestat, ut causam eruptions ? or inflations of land ? Ibid

adscnbamus solo, sire quod man subest p. 08

sire quod in^ndaturl potids tamen ei + Strabo lib. n p 896

maii Subset Hoe enim multd est } Book tv

mobihuSr qu^ ob buniiditatem cele- § B. vi. cb. xiih
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opinions of his own concerning changes of the earth’s surface;

and in this department, as in others, he restricted himself to

the task of a compiler, without reasoning on the facts stated

by him, or attempting to digest them into regular order. But

his enumeration of the new islands which had been formed

in the Mediterranean, and of other convulsions, shows that

the ancients had not been inattentive observers of the changes

which had taken place within the memory of man.

Such, then, appear to have been the opinions entertained

before the Christian era, concerning the past revolutions of

our globe. Although no particular investigations had been

made for the express purpose of interpreting the monuments

of ancient changes, they were too obvious to be entirely

disregarded ;
and the observation of the present course of

nature presented too many proofs of alterations continually

in progress on the earth to allow philosophers to believe that

nature was in a state of rest, or that the surface had remained,

and would continue to remain, unaltered. But they had

never compared attentively the results of the destroying and

reproductive operations of modem tim^s with those of remote

eras, nor had they ever entertained so much as a conjecture

concerning the comparative antiquity of the human race, or

of living species of animals and plants, with those belonging

to former conditions of the organic world. They had studied

the movements and positions of the heavenly bodies with

laborious industry, and made some progress in investigate

ing the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms; but the

ancient history of the globe was tq them a sealed book, and,

although written in characters of the most stri]^g ^tud im-

posing kind, they were unconscious even of its existence.
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—

SAUS8UBE.

Asabiajst writers,—Xfter the decline of the Roman empire,

the cultivation of physical science was first revived with some

success by the Saracens, about the middle of the eighth cen-

tury ofour era. The works ofthe most eminent classic writers

were purchased at great expense from the Christians, and

translated into Arabic ; and A1 Mamun, son of the fia,mous

Harun-al-Rashid, the contemporary of Charlemagne, received

with marks of distinction, at his court at Bagdad, astronomers

and me^ of learning from different countries. This caliph,

and some of his successofs^ encountered much opposition

and jealousy from the doctors of the Mahometan law, who
wished the Moslems to confine their studies to the Koran,

dreading th&jeffects of a diffusion of a taste for the physical

sciences.*

Avtcetma.—Almost all the works of the early Arabian

. writers are lost. Amongst those ofthe tenth centuiy, of which

fct^gments are now extant, is a short treatise,
* On theForma-

thm and (^assification of Minerals,* by Avicenna, a physician,

* H<Kt UrIt. Hist. voL ii. chap. iv. section lii.
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in whose arrangement there is considerable merit. The
second chapter, ‘ On the Cause of Mountains,’ is remarkable;

for mountains, he says, areJbrmed, some by essential, others

by accidental causes. In Qlustration of the essential, he
instances * a violent earthquake, by which land is derated,

and becomes a mountain
;

’ of the accidental, tb6 principal, he

says, is excavation by water, whereby cavities are produced,

and adjoining lands made to stand out and form eminences.*

Omwr—Cosmogony of the Korom.—In the same century also,

Omar, sumamed ‘ El Aalem,’ or ‘ The Learned,’ wrote a

work on ‘The Eetreat of the Sea.’ It appears that on

comparing the charts of his own time with those made by
the Indian and Persian astronomers two thousand years

before, he had satisfied himself that important changes had
taken place since the times of history in the form of the

coasts of Asia, and that the extension of the sea had been

greater at some former periods. He was confirmed in this

opinion by the numerous salt springs and marshes in the

interior of Asia,—a phenomenon from which Pallas, in more
recent times, has drawn the same inference.

Von Hoff has suggested, with great probability, that the

changes in the level of the Caspian (some of which there is

reason to believe have happened within the historical era),

and the geological appearances in that district, indicating

the desertion by that sea of its ancient bed, had pirobably led

Omar to his theory of a general lowering of the waters.

But whatever may have been the proofs relied on, his system
was declared contradictory to certain passages in the Horan,
and he was called upon publicly to recant his enrors ; to

avoid which persecution he went into voluntary banishment
from 8amarkand.t

^ * Montes quand6que Hunt ex causa

eseentiali, quand6que ex causa ac*

cidentali Ex esseutiali causa, ut ex

yehementi motu teme eleratur terra,

et fit mons, Accidentali, &c ’—^Be Clou-

gelatioue Lapidum, ed. Gedaxii, 1682,

t Von Geschiehte der Veriin-

derungen der Erdoberfldche, toI. i. p.

406, who cites Belisle, be}r Hismann^

Welt- und Vhlkeigeschichte. Alte Qa-

schichte, 1*" Theil, s. 284.—The Ara^
biau persecutions foi* heretical dogmas
in theology were often very sanguinary.

In tihe same ages wherein learning was
most in esteem, the 'M‘ii.ho>nattt*ytt were
divided into two sects, one of whom
maintmned that the iaertate

and had subsisted in ikS veiy .esSSnSe

of God for all eternity; and the other,

the Motazalites, who, admitting that the
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13)ie oosmc^ogical opinions expiessed in Koran are few,

and merelj introdnoed iaoidentally : so that it is not easy to

understand how Ihey eonld have interfered so sexionsly with

free discussion on the former Ibanges of the globe. The

Fr<^het declares that the earth was created in two days,

and the monvitains were then placed on it ; and during these,

and two additional days, the inhabitants of the earth were

formed ; and in two more the seven heavens.'’^ -There is no

more detail of circumstances ; and the deluge, which is also

mentioned, is discussed with equal brevity. The waters are

represented to have poured out of an oven ; a strange faUe,

said to be borrowed from the Persian Magi, who represented

them as issuing from the oven of an old woman.t All men
were drowned, save Koah and his family ; and then God said,

‘ 0 earth, swallow up thy waters; and thou, 0 heaven, with-

hold thy rain ;
’ and immediately the waters abated.|

We may suppose Omar to have represented tjie desertion

of the land by the sea to have been gradual, and that his

hypothesis re<iuired a greater lapse of ages than was con-

sistent with Moslem orthodoxy ; for it is to be inferred from

the Koran, that man*and his planet were created at the

same time ; and although Mahomet did not limit expressly

the antiquity of the human race, yet he gave an implied

sanction to the Mosaic chronology, by the veneration ex-

pressed by him for the Hebrew Patriarchs.§

A manuscript work, entitled the ‘ Wonders of Nature,’ is

preserved in the Eoyal Library at Paris, by an Arabian writer,

Mohammed Kazwini, who flourished in the seventh century

of the Hegira, or at the*close of the thirteenth century of

our eraril besides several curious remarks on aerolites,

Koran was instituted by God, con-

oeived it to bare been first made when
revealed to the Prophet at Meccsi and

accused their opp^ents of believing in

two eternal beings. The opinions of

each of these sects were taken up by

dtfiTereufc caliphs in sncoescdon, and the

ioUowers of each sometimes submitted

tiO be biAhaaiied, or fiogged till at the

S td death, rather thata monnce
Umv. Hist* vol. ii.

ok iv.

* Koran, chap. zli.

t Sale’s Koran, chap, zi. see note.

i Ibid.

§ Kossa, appointed master to the Ca-

liph A1 Mamfid, was author of a book

entitled * The History of the Patriarchs

and Prophets, the Creation of the

Univ. Hist. voL ii. ch.

iv.

H Translated by MM. Cheey and De
Sa<7i and cited by M* Elie de Dumont,
Ann. des Sci. nat 1632.
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eartihqtiakes, and tbe successive changes of position which

the land and sea have undergone, we meet with the following

beautiful passage which is given as the narrative of Eidhz,

an allegorical personage:-^'! passed one day by a very

ancient and wonderfully populous city, and asked one of its

inhabitants how long it had been founded, It is indeed

a mighty city,” replied he ;
“ we know not how long it has

existed, and our ancestors were on this subject as ignorant

as ourselves.” Five centuries afterwards, as I passed by the

same place, I could not perceive the slightest vestige of the

city. I demanded of a peasant, who was gathering herbs

upon its former site, how long it had been destroyed. “ In
sooth a strange question ' ” replied he. “ The ground here

has never been different from what you now behold it.”

—

“ Was there not of old,” said I, “ a splendid city here ? ”

—

“ Never,” answered he, “ so far as we have seen, and never did

our fathers ^peak to us of any such.” On my return there

500 years afterwards, Ifound fhe sea in the same place, and
on its shores were a party of fishermen, of whbm I enquired

how long the land had been covered by the waters *P “ Is

this a question,” said they, “ for a man like you ? this spot

has always been what it is now.” I again returned, 600
years afterwards, and the sea had disappeared

; I enquired

of a man who stood alone upon the spot, how lopg ago tbig

change had taken place, and he gave me the same answer
as I had received before, Lastly, on coming back again
after an equal lapse of time, I found there a flourishing

city, more populous and more rich in beautiful buildings,

than the city I had seen the first time, and whei\I would
fain have informed myself concerning its origin, the in-

habitants answered me, “ Its rise is lost in remote antiquity

:

we are ignorant how long it has existed, and our fathers were
on this subject as ignorant as ourselves.” ’

JEarhf Italian Writers.—^It was not till the earlier part of the
sixteenth century that geological phenomena began to attract

the attention of the Christian nations. • At that period a v«y
animated controversy sprang up in Italy, concemit^ the true
nature and <aigin of marine shells, and other oi^onfied fossils,

found abundantly in the strata of the peninsula. The ode-
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brated painter Leonardo da Yinoi, who in hia youth had
planned and executed some navigable canala in ihe north of

Italy, was one of the first, who applied sound reasoning to

these sntgects. The mud of rivMs, he said, had covered and

penetrated into the interior of fossil shells at a time when

these were aiill at the bottom of the sea near the coast.

‘ They teU us that these shells were formed in the hills by

the infiuenoe of the stars ;
but I ask where in the hills are

the stars now forming shells of distinct ages and species ?

and how can the stt^s explain the origin of gravel, occurring

at different heights and composed of pebbles rounded as if

by the motion of running water ; or in what manner can such

a cause account for the petrifaction in the same places of

various leaves, sea-weeds, and marine crabs P ’ *

The excavations made in 1517, for repairing the city of

'Verona, brought to light a multitude of carious petriihctions,

and furnished matter for speculation to different authors,

and among the jjest to T'racas^rOjt who declared his opinion,

that fossil sh^Us had all belonged to living animals, which

had formerly lived and multiplied where their exuviae are

now found. He exposed the absurdity of having recourse

to the ‘ plastic force ’ of Theophrastus (see above, p. 20) which

had power to fashion stones into organic forms
; and with

no less cogent arguments, demonstrated the futility of

attributing the situation of the shells in question to the

Mosaic deluge, a theory obstinately defended by some. That

inundation, he observed, was too transient; it consisted

principally of fiuviatile waters; and if it had transported

sheUs to great diBtanoe8,*mu8t have strewed them over the

surface, not t)uried them at vast depths in the interior of

mountains. His clear exposition of the evidence would have

terminated the discussion for ever, if the passions ofmankind

bad not been ^nlisted in the dispute ; and even though doubts

should fbr a time have remained in some minds, they would

* See Ventttri'fl extracts &om Da t Museitm Oalceol —See Brocchi’s

Vinei’e ]II8S now in LtbrarY of Ineti- Diseonrse on the Progress of the Study

tttbe ctfprance. They^woot mentioned of Fossil Conchology in Italy, where

hfy Bfocelu, my attention wae first eome of the following notices on Italian

Mr. Eallam. L. da writers will be found more at large.

Vkd died 441,
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speedily hare beenremoved by ike fresh, information obisdnbd

almost immediately afterwards, respecting the steactnre of

fossil remains, and of their living analognes.

But the clear and philosophic^ views of Fracastoro were

disregarded, and' the talent and the argumentative powers of

the learned were doomed for three centuries p3 be wasted

in the discussion of these two simple and preliminary

questions ; first, whether fossil remains had ever belonged to

living creatures ; and, secondly, whether, *if ibis be admit-

ted, all the phenomena could not be explained by the deluge

of Noah. It had been the general belief of the Christian

world down to the period now under consideration, that the

origin of this planet was not more remote than a few

thousand years
;
and that since the creation the deluge was

the only great catastrophe by which considerable change

had been wrought on the earth’s surface. On the other

hand, the opinion was scarcely less general, that the final

dissolution of our system was an event to be looked for at

no distant period. The era, il is true, of the« expected mil-

lennium had passed away ; and for five hundred years after

the fatal hour when the annihilation 6f the planet had been

looked for, the monks remained in undisturbed enjoyment of

rich grants of land bequeathed to them by pious donors, who,

in the preamble of deeds beginning ‘ appropinquante mundi
terraino ’ ‘ appropinquante magno judicii die,’ left last-

ing monuments of the popular delusion.*

But although in the sixteenth century it had become
necessary to interpret certain prophecies respecting the

millennium more liberally, and to Sesign a more distant date

to the future conflagration of the world, w^ fin<f, in the

speculations of the early geologists, perpetual allusion to

such an approaching catastrophe ; while in all that regarded

the antiquity of the earth, no modification whatever of the

opinions of the dark ages had been effected. * Considerable

alarm was at first excited when the attempt was wipda to

invalidate, by physical proofs, an article of faith so generally

* In Sieily, in piurticalar, the title- about the penod vhen the good King
deeds of many Taluable giants of land Boger wm expddmg tiie tmoens from
to the monastenes aie headed by such that island.

preambleSi composed by the testators
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reoeired
^
Imt ih^ waA soffioient spirit of toleration and >

candour amongst tiie Italian ecclesiastics, to aUow the sub*

ject to he canrassed with nmch. freedom. They even entered

warmly into the controTersy themselres, often farooring dif*

ferent sides of the question ; and however much we may
jdeplore the Idas of time and labour devoted to the defence

of untenable positions, it must be conceded that they dis-

played fhx less polemic bitterness than certain writers who
followed them * beyond the Alps,’ two centuries and a half

later,

OONTEOVEBST AS TO TEE BEAL EATUBE 0F FOSSIL

OBOAEIO BEMAINS.

MattioU—Falloppio, 1500-1523.—The system of scholastic

disputations, encouraged in the universities of the middle

age's, had unfortunately trained men to habits of indefinite

argumentation
;
and they often preferred absurd dnd extrava-

gant propositions, because greater skill was required to

maintain them; the end and object of these intellectual

combats being victory, |bnd not truth. No theory could bo

so far-fetched or fantastical as not to attract some fol-

lowers, provided it fell in with popular notions; and as

cosmogonists were not at all restricted, in building their

systems, to the agency of known causes, the opponents of

Fracastoro met his arguments by feigning imaginary causes,

which differed from each other rather in name than in sub-

stance. Andrew Mattioli, for instance, an eminent botanist,

the illustrator ofBioscorid^, embraced the notion ofAgricola,

a skilful Clermjm miner, that a certain * materia pinguis,’ or
* fatty matter,’ set into fermentation by heat, gave birth to

fossil organic shapes. Yet Mattioli had come to the conclu-

sion, from his own observations, that porous bodies, such as

bones and shells, might be converted into stone, as being

permeable to what he termed the ‘lapidifying juice.’ In

like manner, Falloppio ofPadua conceived that petrified shells

wmre generated by fermentation in the spots where they are

ibund, or that they had in some oases acquired their form

from * the tomultaous movements of terrestrial exhalations.’

AltBongh celebrated as a professor of anatomy, he taught

VOL. t. n
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that oertain tiisks of elephants, dug up in his time in Apulia,

were mere earthy concretions ; and, consistently with these

principles, he even went so far as to consider it probable,

that the vases of Monte Testaceo at Borne were natural im-

pressions stamped in the soil.* In the same spirit, Mercati,

who published, in 1574, faithful figures of the fossil shells

preserved by Pope Sixtus V. in the Museum of the Vatican,

expressed an opinion that they were mere stones, which had

assumed their peculiar configuration ihom the influence of

the heavenly bodies ; and Olivi of Cremona, who described

the fossil remains of a rich museum at Verona, was satisfied

with considering them as mere ‘ sports of nature.’

Some of the fanciful notions of those times were deemed

less unreasonable, as being somewhat in harmony with the

Aristotelian theory of spontaneous generation, then taught

in all the schools.t Por men who had been taught in early

youth, that' a large proportion of living animals and plants

were formed from the fortuitous concourse of atoms, or had

sprung from the corruption of organic matter, might easily

persuade themselves, that organic sliapes, often imperfectly

preserved in the interior of solid rocks, owed their existence

to causes equally obscure and mysterious.

Cardano, 1552.—But there were not wanting some who,

during the progress of this century, expressed more sound and
sober opinions. The title of a work of Cardano’s, published in

1562, ‘ De Subtilitate ’ (corresponding to what would now be

called Transcendental Philosophy), would lead us to expect, in

the chapter on minerals, many far-fetched theories character-

istic of that age ; but when treating of petrij^ed ^ells, he

decided that they clearly indicated the former sojourn of the

sea upon the mountains.!

Oemlpino—Majoli, 1597.—Cesalpino, a celebrated botanisl^

conceived that fossil shells had been left on theJand by the re-

tiring sea, and had concreted into stone during the consolida-

tion of the soil
; § and in the foUovring year (1597), Simeone

Majoli
II
went farther ; and, coinciding for the most

* D« foMilib. pp. 100 and }76. PiogresBi, toI. i. p. 6J.

t Aristotle, On Animals, dbaptois 1 § De Metallids.
*

nnd 16. , S Dies Canicolane.

! Bio«chi, OoB. Fos. Sul>ap. Disc, sni
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part with the Tiews of Oesalpino, suggested that the shells

and submarine matter of the Veronese, and other districts,

might have been cast up upon the land by volcanic ex-

plosions, like those which 'gave rise, in 1588, to Monte

Kuovo, near Puzzooli. This hint seems to have been the first

imperfect attempt to connect the position of fossil shells

with the agency of volcanos, a system afterwards more fully

developed by Hooke, Lazzaro Moro, Hutton, and other

writers. •

Two years afterwards, Imperati advocated the animal

origin of fossil shells, yet admitted that stones could vege-

tate by force of ‘ an internal principle ;
* and, as evidence of

this, he referred to the teeth of fish and spines of echini

found petrified.*

Palisay, 1580.— Palissy, a French writer on ‘ The Origin of

Springs from Eain-water,’ and ofother scientific works, under-

took, in 1580, to combat the notions of many of his contem-

poraries in Italy, that petrified'shells had all been deposited

by the univers^ deluge. ‘ He was the first,’ said Fontenelle,

when, in the French ^-cademy, he pronounced his eulogy,

nearly a century and a half later, ‘ who dared assert,’ in Paris,

that fossil remains of testacea and fish had once belonged to

marine animals.

Fahio Colowna, 1592.—To enumerate the multitude of

Italian writers, who advanced various hypotheses, all equally

fantastical, in the early part of the seventeenth century, would

be unprofitably tedious ; but Fabio Colonna deserves to be

distinguished ; for, although he gave way to the dogma, that

all fossil {emajps were to be referred to the deluge of Noah,
he resisted the absurd theory of SteUuti, who taught that

fossil wood and ammonites were mere clay, altered into such

forms by sulphureous waters and subterranean heat ; and he

pointed out the different states of shells buried in the strata,

distinguishing between, first, the mere mould or impression ;

secondly, the cast or nucleus ; and, thirdly, the remains of

the shell itself. He had also the merit of being the first to

point out, that some of the fossils had belonged to marine

and some to terrestrial testacea.f

* Btdria Katnnle. t Owwy sogli Aamittb aq^uat e tamst 1629.
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Simo, 1669.—Bat the most remarkable work of that period

was published by Steno, a Dane, once professor of anatomy

at Padua, and who afterwards i-esided many yeaip at the court

of the Grand Duke of Tuscany. His treatise bears the quaint

title of ‘ De Solido intra Solidum naturahter contento (1669),*

by which the author intended to express, ‘On Ohms, Crystals,

and organic Petrifactions inclosed within solid Bocks.’ This

work attests the priority of the Italian school in geological

research; exemplifying at the same time the powerful ob-

stacles opposed, in that age, to the general reception of

enlarged views in the science. It was still a favourite dogma,

that the fossil remains of shells and marine creatures were

not of animal origin ; an opinion adhered to by many from

their extreme reluctance to believe, that the earth could

have been inhabited by living beings before a great part of

the existing mountains were formed. In reference to this

controversy', Steno had dissected a shark recently taken from

the MediteiTanean, and had demonstrated that its teeth and

bones were identical with many fossils found in Tuscany.

He had also compared the shells difcovered in the Italian

strata with living species, pointed out their resemblance,

and traced the various gradations from shells which had

only lost their animal gluten, to those petrifactions in

which there was a perfect substitution of stony matter. In

his division of mineral masses, he insisted on the secondary

origin of those deposits in which the spoils of animals or

fragments of older rocks were inclosed. He distinguished

between marine formations and thpse of a fluvial ile character,

the last containing reeds, grasses, or the trunlw andibranches

of trees. He argued in favour of the original horizontalitj

of sedimentary deposits, attributing their present inclined

and vertical position sometimes to the escape of subterranean

vapours hearing the crust of the earth from below upwards,

and sometimes to the falling in of masses overlying subter-

ranean cavities.

He declared that he had obtained proof that Tuscany tflust

sucoessiyely have acquired six distinct ooDfignrat|f>ns, bavmg
been twice covered by water, twice laid dry with a leveb
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and twice wil^ aa irreg^nlar and uneven surface.* He dis-

played great anxiety to reconcile his new views with Scrip-

ture, for which purpose he pointed to certain rocks as

having been formed before the existence of animals and

plants : selecting unfortunately as examples certain forma-

tions of limestone and sandstone in his adopted country,

now known to contain, though sparingly, the remains of

animals and plants,—strata which do not even rank as the

oldest part of our secondary series.

Sdlla, 1670.—ScUla, a Sicilian painter, published, in 1670,

a treatise, in Latin, on the fossils of Calabria, illustrated

by good engravings. This work proves the continued ascen-

dency
.
of dogmas often refuted ; for we find the wit and

eloquence of the author chiefly directed against the obstinate

incredulity of naturalists as to the organic nature of fossil

^ells. He quotes the remark of Cicero on the stpry that

a stone in Chios had been cleft open, and presei\,ted the head

of Paniscus in relief:—‘I bqlieve,’ says Cicero, ‘that the

figure bore soiRe resemblance to Paniscus, but not such that

you would have deemed it sculptured by Scopas •, for chance

never perfectly imitafes the truth.’ Like many eminent

naturalists of his day, Scilla seems to give way to the popular

persuasion, that all fossil shells were the effects and proofs of

the Mosaic deluge.

Diluvial Theory .—The theologians who now entered the

field in Italy, Germany, France, and England, were in-

numerable ; and henceforward, they who refused to subscribe

to the position, that all marine organic remains were proofs

of the ^osaic deluge, were exposed to the imputation of

disbelieving llie whole of the sgored writings. Scarcely any

step had been made in approximating to sound theories since

the time of Fracastoro, more than a hundred years having

been lost, in writing down the dogma that organised fossils

were mere sports of nature. An additional period of a cen-

tury and a half was now destined to be consumed in ex-

j^o^g the hypothesis, that organised fossils had all been

buried in the sdid, strata by Noah’s flood. Never did a
•

itaqm Etiwise tudee sgnoectmns. dost 1»b fluids, bis plsna,

st.siMa, Ifls siqpen ftesrit,' fltc.
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theoretical fallacy, in any branch of science, interfere more

seriously with accurate observation and the systematic clas-

sification of facts. In recent times, we may attribute our

rapid progress chiefly to the careful determination ofthe order

of succession in mineral masses, by means of their different

organic contents, and their regular superposition. But the

old diluvialists were induced by their system to confound all

the groups of strata together, referring all appearances to

one cause and to one brief period, not tg a varieiy of causes

acting throughout a long succession of epochs. They saw

the phenomena only, as they desired to see them, sometimes

misrepresenting facts, and at other times deducing false con-

clusions from correct data. In short, a sketch of the pro-

gress of geology from the close of the seventeenth to the end

of the eighteenth century is the history of a constant and

violent struggle of new opinions against doctrines sanctioned

by the implicit faith of many generations, and supposed to

rest on scriptural authority. ,

Quirini, 1676.—Quirini,in 1676,* contended, in opposition

to Scilla, that the diluvial waters could not have conveyed

heavy bodies to the summit of mountains, since the agitation

of the sea never, as Boyle had demonstrated, extended to

great depths ;
and still less could the testacea, as some pre-

tended, have lived in these diluvial waters
;
for ‘ the dura-

tion of the flood was brief, and the heavy raine must ha/ve

destroyed the saltnese of the sea!’ The opinions of Boyle,

alluded to by Quirini, were published a few years before,

in a short article entitled ‘ On the Bottom of the

From observations collected from the divers,of the pearl

flshery, Boyle inferred that, when the waves were six or

seven feet high above the surface of the water, there were

no signs of agitation at the depth of fifteen fitthoms ; and

that even during heavy gales of wind, the motion of the

water was exceedingly diminished at the depth of twelve

or fifteen feet. He had also learnt from some of his infor-

mants, that there were currents running in opposite direic-

tions at different depths, t Quirini was the fii^ v^ter who

* Ue TeitacBit foMilibiu Muk Sep- t Boyle’s Worki, voiL iiL p,. 110.

talieni. lAOdon, 1744
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ventured to maintain that the univeraality of the Mosaic

cataclysm ought not to be insisted upon. As to the nature

of petrified shells, he conceived Ifhat as earthy particles

united in the sea to form the shells of mollusca, the same

crystallising process might be effected on the land; and

that, in the Jatter case, the germs of animals might have

been disseminated through the substance of the rochs, and

afterwards developed by virtue of humidity. Visionary as

was this doctrine, it gained many proselytes even.'amongst

the more sober reasoners of Italy and (Germany; fijr it

conceded that the position of fossil bodies could not be

accounted for by the diluvial theory.

Plot—Lister, 1678.—In the meantime, the doctrine that

fossil shells had never belonged to real animals maintained

its ground in England, where the agitation of the quesrion

began at a much later period. Dr. Plot, in his * Matural

History of Oxfordshire’ (1677), attributed tq a ‘plastic

virtue latent in the earth* the origin of fossil shells and

fishes
;
and Lister, to his accurate account of British shells,

in 1678, added the fossil species under the appellation of

iwrbmated wnd bivctlvS stones. ‘ Either,’ said he, ‘ these

were terriginous, or, if otherwise, the animals they so

exactly represent have become extinct.* This writer appears

to have bwn the first who was aware of the continuity over

large districts of the principal groups of strata in the

British series, and who proposed the construction of regular

geological maps.'^

Leibnitz, 1680.—The great mathematician Leibnitz pub-

lished his ‘ Protogoea! in 1680. He imagined this planet to

have been onginally a burning luminous mass, which ever

since its creation has been undergoing refrigeration. When
the outer crust had cooled down sufficiently to allow the

vapours to be condensed, they fell, and formed a universal

ocean, covering the loftiest mountains, and investing the

whole globe. The crust, as it consolidated from a state of

fusion, assumed a vesicular and cavernous structure; and

being rent in some places, allowed the water to rush into the

* Oogyboaie and Pliillijw, ‘On^nea of the Oecdogy of England and
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subterranean hollows, whereby the level of the primeval

ocean was lowered. The breaking in of these jast ca^iemB is

supposed to have given rise to the dislocated and deranged

position of the strata * which Steno had despribed,’ and the

same disruptions communicated violent movements to the

incumbent waters, whence great inundations .ensued. The
waters, after they had been thus agitated, deposited tJieir

sedimentary matter during intervals of quiescence, and hence
the various stony and earthy strata. ‘ We may recognise,

therefore,’ says Leibnitz, ‘ a double origin of primitive masses,

the one by refrigeration from igneous fusion, the other by
consolidation from aqueous solution.’ By the repetition of

similar causes (the disruption of the crust and consequent

floods), alternations of new strata were produced until at

length these causes were reduced to a condition of quiescent

equilij)rium, and a more permanent state of things was
established.*

Hooke, 16'08.—The ‘ Posthumous Works of Robert Hooke,
M.D.,’ well known as a great mathematician amd natural phi-

losopher, appeared in 1 705, containing ‘ A Discourse on Earth-

quakes,’ which we are informed by hfe editor, was written in

1688, but revised at subsequent periods. Hooke frequently

refers to the best Italian and English authors who wrote
before his time on geological subjects ; but there are no pas-

sages in his works implying that he participated in the en-

larged views of Steno and Lister, or of his contemporary,
Woodward, as to the geographical extent of certain groups
of strata. His treatise, however, is the most philosophical

production of that age, in regard to the causes of former
changes in the organic and inorganic kingdonft of nature.

‘ However trivial a thing,’ he says, ‘ a rotten shell may
appear to some, yet these monuments of nature are more

^

certain tokens of antiquity than coins or medals, ainAft the
best of those may be counterfeited or made by^ and design,

as may also books, manuscripts, and inscriptions, as all the
learned are now sufficiently satisfied has often been actually

* Foi an aUe analysis of the -riewa on the Ftogiess of Ged^cal
of Leibnitz, in bis Protogoea, see Mr. 1882.

Conybeare’s Report to the Brit. Aesco.
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practised,* &o. ;
‘ and though it must be granted that it is

very difficult to read them (the recoils of nature) and to raise

a i^ronology out of them, and to state the intervals of the

time wherein snch or such catastrophes and mutations have

happened, yet it is not impossible.’ *

Bespectingathe extinction of species, Hooke was aware that

the fossil ammonites, nautili, and many other shells and fossil

skeletons found in England were of different species from any

then known ; but h§ doubted whether the species had become

extinct, observing that the knowledge of naturalists of all the

marine species, especially those inhabiting the deep sea, was

very defective. In some parts of his writing, however, he

leans to the opinion that species had been lost; and in

speculating on this subject, he even suggests that there might

be some connection between the disappearance of certain

kinds of animals and plants, and the changes wrou^t by

earthquakes in former ages. Some species, he observes, with

great sagacity, are * peculiar to^ certain placee, and not to be

found elsewhete. If, then, such a place had been swallowed

up, it is not improbable but that those animate beings may
have been destroyed with it ; and this may be true both of

aerial and aquatic animals : for those animated bodies,

whether vegetables oranimals, which were naturally nourished

or refreshed by the air, would be destroyed by the water,’ &c.t

Turtles, he adds, and such large ammonites as are found in

Portland,seem tohavebeen theproductions ofhottercountries

;

and it is necessary to suppose that England once lay under the

sea within the torrid zone ! To explain this and similar phe-

nomena^ he indulges in a variety of speculations concerning

changes in the position ofthe jCxis of the earth’s rotation, ‘ a

shifting of the earth’s centre of gravity, analogous to the

revolutions of the magnetic pole,’ &c. None of these conjec-

tures, howevqip, are proposed dogmatically, but rather in the

hope of promoting f^sh enquiries and experiments.

In opposition to the prejudices of his age, we find him

arguing against the idea that nature had formed fossil bodies

‘ for no other end than to play the mimic in the mineral

* Posth. Works, Lecton, Feb. 29, 168S. t Posth. Works, p 327-
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kingdom ;
’—maintaining that figured stones were * really the

several bodies they represent, or the mouldings of them

petrified,’ and ‘ not as some have imagined, “ a lusus naturro,”

sporting herself in the needless formation of useless beings.’*

He explained, with considerable clearness, the different modes

in which organic substances may become la{)idified; and,

among other illustrations, he mentions some silicified palm-

wood brought from Africa, on which M. de la Hire had read

a memoir to the Royal Academy of IVance {June 1692),

wherein ho had pointed out, not only the tubes running the

length of the trunk, but the roots at one extremity. De la

Hire, says Hooke, also treated of certain trees found petrified

in the ‘ river that passes by Bakan, in the kingdom of Ava,

and which has for the space of ten leagues the virtue of

petrifying wood.’ It is an interesting fact that the silicified

wood' of the Irawadi should have attracted attention nearly

two hundrt^ years ago. Remarkable discoveries have been

made there in later times (18^7) of fossil animals and vege-

tables, by Mr. Crawfurd and Dr. Wallich.f *

It was objected to Hooke, that his doctrine of the extinc-

tion of species derogated from the w?sdom and power of the

Omnipotent Creator ; but he answered, that, as individuals

die, there may be some termination to the duration of a

species ;
and his opinions, he declared, were not repugnant

to Holy Writ : for the Scriptures taught that our system

was degenerating, and tending to its final dissolution
;

‘ and

as, when that shall happen, all the species will be lost, why
not some at one time and some at another ? ’ J

But his principal object was to account for the n^anner in

which shells had been conveyed into the higher pai^ of ‘ the

Alps, Apennines, and Pyrenean hills, andtbe interior of con-

tinents in general.’ These and other appearances, he said,

might have been brought about by earthquakqis, ‘ which have

turned plains into mountains, and mountains into plains,

seas into land, and land into seas, made rivers where there

*' Posth. Worlcs, Lectnie, Peb. 16, ‘Observations made in the Indies by
1688. the Jesuits.’

t See Geol. Trans, vol. ii. part iii. p. J Posth. Works, Leotare, May 28,

177, second series. De la Hire cites 1689.

Father Dnehats in the secondvolnme of
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were none before, and swallowed up others that formerly

were, &c. &c.
;
and which, since the creation of the world,

have wrought many changes on the superficial parts of the

earth, and have been the instruments of placing shells, bones,

plants, fishes, and the like, in those places where, with much
astonishment,*we find them.’* This doctrine, it is true, had

been laid down in terms almost equally explicit by Strabo, to

explain the occurrence of fossil shells in the interior of conti«

nents, and to that geographer, and other writers of antiquity,

Hooke frequently refers
;
but the revival and development of

the system was an important step in the progress of modern

science.

Hooke enumerated all the examples known to him of sub-

terranean disturbance, from ‘ the sad catastrophe of Sodom
and Gomorrah,’ down to the Chilian earthquake of 1646.

Tlie elevating of the bottom of the sea, the sinking and sub-

mersion of the land, and most of the inequalities of the earth’s

surface, might, he said, be accounted for by the agency of

these subterraitean causes. He mentions that the coast near

Kaples was raised during the eruption of Monte Nuovo
;
and

that, in 1591, land rose in the island of St. Michael, during

an eruption : and although it would be more difficult, he says,

to jwove, he does not doubt but that there had been as many
earthquakes in the parts of the earth under the ocean, as in

the parts of the dry land; in confirmation of which, he

mentions the immeasurable depth of the sea near some

volcanos. To attest the extent of simultaneous subterranean

movements, he refers to an earthquake in the West Indies, in

the yearjl690j where the space of earth raised, or ‘struck

upwards,’ by the shock, exceedefH, he affirms, the length of

the Alps and Pyrenees.

Hooke’s diluvial theory ,—As Hooke declared the favourite

hypothesis of ;the day, ‘ that marine fossil bodies were to be

referred to Noah’s flood,’ to be wholly untenable, he appears

to have felt himsdf called upon to substitute a diluvial theoiy

of his own, and thus he became involved in countless diffi-

culties and contradictions. ‘ During the great catastroph e,’

* Foatb. Works, p. 312.
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he said, ' there might have been a changing of that part which

was before dry land into sea by sinking, and of that which

was sea into diy land by raising, and marine bodies might

have been buried in sediment beneath the ocean, in the

interval between the creation and the deluge.’ * Then follows

a disquisition on the separation of the land from the waters,

mentioned in Genesis ; during which operation some places

of the shell of the earth were forced outwards, and others

pressed downwards or inwards, &c. Hip diluvial hypothesis

very much resembled that of Steno, and was entirely op-

posed to the fundamental principles professed by him, that

he would explain the former changes of the earth in a more

natural manner than others had done. When, in despite of

this declaration, lie required a former ‘ crisis of nature,’ and

taught that earthquakes had become debilitated, and that

the Alps, Andes, and other chains, had been lifted up in a few

months, hccwas compelled to assume so rapid a rate of change,

that his machinery appeared escarcely less extravagant than

that of his most fanciful predecessors. For this reason,

perhaps, his whole theory ofearthquakes met with undeserved

neglect.

Eay, 1692.—One of his contemporaries, the celebrated

naturalist, Ray, participated in the same desire to explain

geological phenomena by reference to causes less hypothetical

than those usually resorted to.f In his essay on ‘ Chaos and

Creation,’ he proposed a system, agreeing in its outline, and

in many of its details, with that of Hooke
;
but his knowledge

of natural history enabled him to elucidate the subject with

various original observations. Earthquakes,^he suggested,

might have been the second causes employed at the creation,

in separating the land from the waters, and in gathering the

waters together into one place. He mentions, like Hooke, the

earthquake of 1646, which had violently shaken the Andes

for some hundreds of leagues, and made many alterations

therein. In assigning a cause for the general deluge, he

* Posth. Works, p. 410. He speaks of Hooke ta one * whom for

t Bay’sFhysico-theologicalDiscourses his learning and deep iasig^t into the

-were of somewhat later date than mysteries of nature he deservedly ho-

Hooke’s great work on earthquakes, noured.’— CM chap. iv.
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preferred a change in the earth’s centre of gravity to the

introduction of earthquakes. Some unknown cause, he said,

might hare forced the subterranean waters outwards, as was

perhaps indicated by ‘the breaking up of the fountains of the

great deep.’ **

Ray was one of the first of our writers who enlarged upon

the effects of running water upon the land, and of the en-

croachment of the sea upon the shores. So important did

he consider the agenpy of these causes, that he saw in them

an indication of the tendency of our system to its final disso-

lution ; and he wondered why the earth did not proceed more

rapidly towards a general submersion beneath the sea, when

so much matter was carried down by rivers, or undermined in

the sea-cliffs. We perceive clearly from his writings, that

tbe gradual decline of our system, and its future consumma-

tion by fire, was held to be as necessary an article of faith by

the orthodox, as was the recent origin of our ^anet. His

discourses, like those of Hooke, are highly interesting, as

attesting the familiar association in the minds of philosophers,

in the age of Newton, of questions in physics and divinity.

Ray gave an unequivocal proof of the sincerity of his mind,

by sacrificing his preferment in the Church, rather than take

an oath against the Covenanters, which he jcould not reconcile

with his conscience. His reputation, moreover, in the scien-

tific world placed him high above the temptation of courting

popularity, by pandering to the physico-theological taste of

his age. It is, therefore, curious to meet with so many cita-

tions from the Christian f§.ther8 and prophets in his essays

on physical scjence—to find him in one page proceeding, by

the strict rules of induction, to Explain the former changes of

the globe, and in the next gravely entertaining the question,

whether the sun and stars, and the whole heavens, shall be

annihilated, together with the earth, at the era of the grand

conflagration.

FTooduford, 1696.—^Among the contemporaries of Hooke

and ^y, Woodward, a professor of medicine, had acquired

most extensive information respecting the geological

strabture of the crust of the earth. He hod examined many

parts of the British strata with minute attention ;
and his
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systematic collection of specimens, bequeathed to the TJni-

rersity of Cambridge, and still preserved there as arranged

by him, shows how far he had advanced in ascertaining the

order of superposition. From the great number of facts col-

lected by him, we might have expected his theoretical views

to be more sound and enlarged than those of tis contempo-

raries
;
but in his anxiety to accommodate all observed phe-

nomena to the scriptural account of the Creation and Deluge,

he arrived at most erroneous results, c He conceived ‘ the

whole terrestrial globe to have been taken to pieces and dis-

solved at the flood, and the strata to have settled down from

this promiscuous mass as any earthy sediment from a fluid.’ *

In corroboration^of these views he insisted upon the fact,

that ^marine bodies are lodged in the strata according to

the order of their gravity, the heavier shells in stone, the

lighter in chalk, and so of the rest.’ f H^'y immediately ex-

posed the unfounded nature of this assertion, remarking truly

that fossil bodies ^ are often mingled, heavy with light, in the

same stratum
;

’ and he even went so far As to say, that

Woodward ^ must have invented the jghenomena for the sake

of confirming his bold and strange hypothesis.’ {

Burnetj 1680-1690.—At the same time Burnet published

his ^ Theory of the^Earth.’ § The title is most characteristic

of the age,— ‘ The Sacred Theory of the Earth ; containing

an Account of the Original of the Earth, and of all the gene-

ral Changes which it hath already undergone, or is to

undergo, till the Consummation of all things.’ Even Mil-

ton had scarcely ventured in his jpoem to indulge his ima-

gination so freely in painting scenes of the
^
Crea;tion and

Deluge, Paradise and Chaos. He explained why the primeval

earth enjoyed a perpetual spring before the flood
;
showed

how the crust of the globe was fissured by ^ the sun’s rays,’

so that it burst, and thus the diluvial waters were let loose

from a supposed central abyss. Hot satisfied with these

themes, he derived from the books of the inspired writers,

and even from heathen authorities, prophetic views of the

* Essay towards a Natural History of | Oonsequences of the Bisluge, p. 160.

the Earth, 1605. Preface. § First published in Latin between

t Ibid. the years 1680 and 1690.
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I
future revolutions of the globe, gave a most terrific descrip-

tion of the general conflagration, and proved that a new
heaven and a new earth will rise out of a second chaos—after

which will follow the blessed millennium.

The reader should be informed, that, according to the opi-*

nion of many respectable writers of that age, there was good
scriptural ground for presuming that the garden bestowed

upon our first parents was not on the earth itself, but above

the clouds, in the middle region between our planet and the

moon. Burnet approaches with becoming gravity the dis-

cussion of so important a topic. He was willing to concede

that the geographical position of Paradise was not in Mesopo-
tamia, yet he maintained that it was upon the earth, and in

the southern hemisphere, near the equinoctial line. Butler

selected this conceit as a fair mark for his satire, when,
amongst the numerous accomplishments of Hudibras, he
says,— »

lie knew the seat ofJ^aradise,

Gould tell in what degree it lies
j

And, as ho was disposed, could prove it

Below the jnoon, or else above it.

Yet the same monarch, who is said never to have slept

without Butler^s poem under his pillow, was so great an
admirer and patron of Burnet’s book, that he ordered it to

be translated from the Latin into English. The style of the
^ Sacred Theory ’ was eloquent, and the book displayed

powers of invention of no ordinary stamp. In was, in fact, a

fine historical romance, as ®uffon afterwards declared; but it

was treated as^ work of profound science in tlie time of its

author, and was panegyrised Addison in a Latin ode,

while Steele praised it in the ‘ Spectator.’

Whiston^ 1696.—Another production of the same school,

and equally characteristic of the time, was that of Whiston,

entitled, ‘ A New Theory of the Earth; wherein the Creation

of the World in Six Days, the Universal Deluge, and the

General Conflagration, as laid down in the Holy Scriptures,

are shown to be perfectly agreeable to Reason and Philo-

fcphy.’ Bfe WM at first a follower of Burnet ;
but his faith

iu the infallibility of that writer was shaken by the declared
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opinion of Newton, that there was every presumption in

astronomy against any former change in the inclination of

the earth’s axis. This was a leading dogma in Burnet’s

system, though not original, for it was borrowed from an
Italian, Alessandro degli Alessandri, who had suggested it

in the beginning of the fifteenth century, to account for the

former occupation of the present continents by the sea. La
Place has since strengthened the arguments of Newton,

against the probability of any former revolution of this kind.

The remarkable comet of 1680 was fresh in the memory of

every one when Whiston first began his cosmological studies

;

and the principal novelty of his speculations consisted in at>

tributing the deluge to the near approach to the earth of one

of these erratic Ijodies, and the condensation of the vapour

of its tail into water. Having ascribed an increase of the

waters to this source, he adopted Woodward’s theory, sup-

posing all ‘stratified deposits to have resulted from the
‘ chaotic sediment of the fioed.’ Whiston was one of the

first who ventured to propose that the text of Genesis should

be interpreted differently from its enrdinary acceptation, so

that the doctrine of the earth having existed long previous

to the creation of man might be no longer regarded as un-

orthodox. He had the art to throw an air of plausibility

over the most improbable parts of his theory, and seemed
to be proceeding in the most sober manner, and, by the aid

of mathematical demonstration, to the establishment of his

various propositions. Locke pronounced a panegyric on his

theory, commending him for halving explained so many
wonderful and before inexplicable things. ^His ebook, as

well as Burnet’s, was attacked and refuted by Keill.*

Hutchinson, 1724.—John Hutchinson, who had been em-
ployed by Woodward in making his collection of fossils,

published afterwards, in 1724, the first part of his ‘Moses’s
Principia,’ wherein he ridiculed Woodward’s hypothesis. He
and his numerous followers were accustomed to ^Anlgiir^

loudly against human learning; and they maintained that

the Hebrew Scriptures, when rightly translated, <^mprised a

* An Eztmination of Dr. Bomet’a Theory, &c. 2d ed. 17S4.
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> perfect STstem of natural philosophy, for which reason they

objected to the Newtonian theory of ^rittetiion.

CeUtvua.—^Andrea Celsios, the Swedish astronomer, pub-

lished about this time his remarks on the^adual diminution

and sinking of the waters in the Baltic, to which I shall hare

occasion to advert more particularly in the sequel (Ch. 31).

Schmehser, 1708.—In Germany, in the meantime,

Scheuchzer published his ' Complaint and Vindication of the

Fishes’ (1708), ‘PisiJium Querel® et Vindicise,’ a work of

zoological merit,' in which he gave some good plates and

descriptions of fossil fish. Among other conclusions he

laboured to prove that the earth had been remodelled at the

deluge. Pluche, also, in 1732, wrote to the same effect

;

while Holbach, in 1 753, after considering the various attempts

to tefer all the ancient formations to the flood of Noah,

exposed the inadequacy of this cause.
^

Italian Geologists—Vallimeri, 1721.—I return with pleasure

to the geologists^of Italy, who Receded, as has been already

shown, the naturalists of other countries in their investiga-

tions into the ancient history of the earth, and who still

maintained a decided pre-eminence. They refuted and ridi-

culed the physico-theological systems of Burnet, Whiston,

and Woodward ;
while Vallisneri,* in his comments on the

Woodwardian theory, remarked how much the interests of

religion, as well as those of sound philosophy, had suffered

by perpetually mixing up the sacred writings with questions

in physical science. The works of this author were rich in

original observations. He attempted the first general sketch

of the marine deposits of Italy, their geographical extent, and

most characteristic organic remains. In his treatise ‘ On
the Origin of Springs,’ he explained their dependence on

the order, and often on the dislocations, of the strata, and

reasoned philosdphicaUy against the opinions of those who
regarded the disordered state of the earth’s crust as exhibit-

ing signs of the wrath of God for the sins of man. He found

himself under the necessity of contending, in his prelimi-

n^ chapter, against St. Jerome, and four other principal

* D« Cor[a Uadni. crittche, &c 1721.

VOl. I,
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interpreters of Scripture, besides several professors of divinity, ^

‘ that springs did not flow by subterranean siphons and cavi-

ties from the sea upwards, losing their saltness in the passage,’

for this theory had been made to rest on the infallible testi-

mony of Holy Writ.

Although reluctant to generalise on the® rich materials

accumulated in his travels, Vallisneri had been so much
struck with the remarkable continuity of the more recent

marine strata, from one end of Italy -to the other, that he

came to the conclusion that the ocean formerly extended

over the whole earth, and after abiding there for a long

time, had gradually subsided. This opinion, however un-

tenable, was a great step beyond Woodward’s diluvian hypo-

thesis, against which Vallisneri, and after him all the Tuscan

geologists, uniformly contended, while it was warmly sup-

ported by the members of the Institute of Bologna.*

Among others of that day, Spada, a priest of Grezzana, in

1737, wrote to prove that the petrified marine bodies near

Verona were not diluvian.t Mattani drew a similar inference

from the shells of Volterra and otfeer places : while Costan-

tini, on the other hand, whose observations on the valley of

the Brenta and other districts were not without value,

undertook to vindicate the truth of the deluge, as also to

prove that Italy had been peopled by the descendants of

Japhet.J

Moro, 1740.—Lazzaro Moro, in his work (published in

1740 )
^ On the Marine Bodies which are found in the Moun-

tains,’§ attempted to apply th® theory of earthquakes, and

changes of level in the earth’s crust, aa expounded by

Strabo, Pliny, and other ancient authors, with whom he

was familiar, to the geological phenomena described by

Vallisneri.il His attention was awakened to the elevating

power of subterranean forces by a remarkalble phenomenon

* Brocchi, p. 28. of his views were in acoordfince with

t Ibid. p. 88. theirs, he was probably ignorant of their

I Ibid. writings, for they had not been tians*

g 8ui Crostacei ed altri Corpi Iffarini lated. As he always refers to the Latin

che si trovano sni Monti. edition of Bomet, an^ a Frendi trans-

Moro does not cite the works of lation of Woodward, we may presnme

Hooke and Ray : and although so many that he did not read English.
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whicli happened in hie own time^ and whiok had also been

noticed by Yallisneri in his letters. A new island rose in

1707 from deep water in the Gulf of Santorin in the Medi-

terranean, during continued shocks of an earthquake, and,

increasing rapidly in size, grew in less than a month to be

half a mile ih circumference, and about twenty-five feet

above high-water mark.* It was soon afterwards covered by

volcanic ejections, but, when first examined, it was found to

be a white rock, bearing on its surface living oysters and

Crustacea. In order to ridicule the various theories then in.

vogue, Moro ingeniously supposes the arrival on this new
island of a party of naturalists ignorant of its recent origin.

One immediately points to the marine shells, as proofe of

the universal deluge ; another argues that they demonstrate

'the former residence of the sea upon the mountains ; a third

dismisses them as mere sports of nature
;

while a fourth

aflBrms, that they were bom and nourished within the rock

in ancient caveyis, into.which #alt water hod been raised in.

the shape of vapour by the action of subterranean heat.

Moro pointed with gaeat judgment to the femits and dis-

locations of the strata described by Yallisneri, in the Alps

and other chains, in confirmation qf his doctrine, that the

continents had been heaved up by subterranean movements.

He objected, on solid grounds, to the hypothesis of Burnet

and of Woodward
;
yet he ventured so far to disregard the

protest of Yallisneri, as to undertake the adaptation of every

part of his own system to the Mosaic account of the

creation. On the third day, he said, the globe was every-

where covered^ the same d^th by fresh water ; and when
it pleased the Supreme Being that the dry land should

appear, volcanic explosions broke up the smooth and

regular surface of the earth composed of primary rocks.

These rose izf mountain masses above the waves, and

allowed melted metals and salts to ascend through fissures.

The sea gradually acquired its saltness from volcanic exha-

lations, and, while it became more circumscribed in area,

incased tn di^th. Sand and ashes ejected by volcanos

* For an fMGonntofaBiimlfir eruption Frindpleii of Oeologr* vol. ii. p. 09,

hi tihe Gulf of Santoriti in 1866, see 10th ed 1868.
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were regpilarly disposed along the bottom of the ocean, and

formed the secondary strata, which in their turn were lifted

up by earthquakes. We need not follow this author in

tracing the progress of the creation of yegetables and

animals on the other days of creation ;
but, upon the whole,

it may be remarked, that few of the old* cosmological

theories had been conceived with so little yiolation of

known analogies.

GenerelKs illuatraiiom of Moro^ 1749.'—The style of More
was extremely prolix, and, like Hutton, who, at a later

period, advanced many of the same views, he stood in need

of an illustrator. The Scotch geologist was hardly more

fortunate in the advocacy of Playfair, than was Moro in

numbering amongst his admirers Cirillo Generelli, who,

nine years afterwards, delivered at a sitting of Academi-

cians at Cremona a spirited exposition of his theory. This

learned Carmelite friar does not pretend to have been an

original observer, but be hUd studied sufficiently to enable

him to confirm the opinions of Moro by arguments from

other writers j and the selection of cthe doctrines then best

established is so judicious, that a brief abstract of them

cannot fail to be acceptable, as illustrating the state of

geology in Europe, and in Italy in particular, before the

middle of the last century.

The bowels of the earth, says he, have carefully preserved

the memorials of past events, and this truth the marine

productions so frequent in the hills attest. From the reflec-

tions of Lazzaro Moro, we may assure ourselves that these

are the effects of earthquakes in past times, which have

changed vast spaces of sea into terra firma, and inhabited

lands into seas. In this more than in any other department

of physics, are observations and experiments indiq)ensable,

and we must diligently consider facts. Tbe*land is known,

wherever we make excavations, to be composed of different

strata or soils placed one above the other, some of sand^

some of rock, some of chalk, others of marl, coal, pumice,

gypsum, lime, and the rest. These ingredients ^are some^

times pure, and sometimes confusedly intermixed. Within

ore often Imprisoned different marine fishes, like dried
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mvacomiWf ftAd more fireqnently shdls, crastaoea, corals,

* plants, ibc., not only in Italy, but in IVanoe, Germany,

England, Africa, Asia, and America;—sometimes in tbe

lowest, sometimes in the loftiest beds of the earth, some

upon the mountains, some in deep mines, others near the

sea, and others^ hundreds of miles distant from it. Wood-

ward conjectured that these marine bodies might be found

everywhere; but there are rocks in which none of them

occur, as is sufficiently attested by Yallisneri and Marsilli.

The remains of fossil animals consist chiefly of tiieir more

solid parts, and the most rocky strata must hare been soft

when such eiuvise were enclosed in them. Vegetable

productions are found in different states of maturity, in-

dicating that they were imbedded in different seasons.

. Elephants, elks, and other terrestrial quadrupeds, have been

found in England and elsewhere^ in superficial strata, never

covered by the sea. Alternations are rare, yet not without

example, of marine strata, with those which contain marshy

and terrestrial productions. Marine animals are arranged

in the subterraneous beds with admirable order, in distinct

groups, oysters here, d^talia or corals there, &c., as now,

according to Marsilli,* on the shores of the Adriatic. We
must abandon the doctrine, once so popular, which denies

that organised fossils were derived fr'om living beings, and

we cannot account for their present position by the ancient

theory of Strabo, nor by that of Leibnitz, nor by the uni-

versal deluge, as explained by Woodward and others : ‘nor

is it reasonable to call the Deity capriciously upon the stage,

and to make him work mfracles for the sake of confirming

our precohceivM hypothesis.*—‘ I hold in utter abomina^

tion, most learned Academicians ! those systems which are

built with their foundations in the air, and cannot be

propped up without a miracle ; and I undertake, with the

assistance of Moro, to explain to you how these marine ani-

mals were transported into the mountains by natural causes, ’f

A briel abstract theii follows of Moro’s theory, by which,

^ 8«ggio flfiico intonio alia Stosia del in aria ; taasBime qaando & tale, che non

Jfjaa^part i. p.o24* ^ posaa Bostenewi Benza un miraeolo,’ &c.

t ^Abbondino al sommo qaaLBivoglia —Dt* Crost^ei e di altre ProduE. del

dia na $ j^ta fiibbricato Mare, &c. 1749.
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says Generelli, we may explain all tlie phenomena, as YsUis-

neri so ardently desired, ‘ without violence, without fictiohs,

without hypo^esis, without miracles’—‘Senza violenze,

senza hnzioni, senza supposti, senza miracoli.’ The Car-

melite then proceeds to struggle against an obvious objection

to Moro’s system, considered as a method of explaining the

revolutions of the earth, naturally. If earthquakes have

been the agents of such mighty changes, how does it happen

that their effects since the times of history, have been so

inconsiderable ? This same difficulty bad, as we have seen,

presented itself to Hooke, half a century before, and forced

him to resort to a former ‘ crisis of nature : ’ but Generelli

defended his position by showing how numerous were the

accounts of eruptions and earthquakes, of new islands, and

of elevations and subsidences of land, and yet how much
greater a number of like events must have been unattested

and unrecorded during the last six thousand years. He
also appealed to Vallisneri as an authority to prove that the

mineral masses containing “'shells bore, upon the whole, but

a small proportion to those rocks which were destitute of

organic remains ; and the latter, *says the learned monk,
might have been created as they now exist, m the beginning.

Generelli then describes the continual waste of mountains

and continents, by the action of rivers and torrents, and
concludes with these eloquent and original observations
‘ Is it possible that this waste should have continued for

six thousand, and perhaps a greater number of years, and
that the mountains should remain so great, unless their

ruins have been repaired ? Is It credible that the Author
of Nature should have founded the world d^n such laws,

as that the dry land should for ever be growing smaller,

and at last become wholly submerged beneath the waters ?

Is it credible that, amid so many created things, the moun-
tains alone should daily diminish in number and bulk,

without there being any repair of their losses 9 This would
be contrary to that order of Providence which is seen to

reign in all other things in the universe. Whm^faxe Ideem
it just to conclude, that the same cause which, in the be-

ginning of time, raised mountains from the abyss, has down
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to the present day continued to produce others, in order to

^restore from time to time the losses of all such as sink down
in diflFerent places, or are rent asunder, or in other ways

suffer disintegration. If this be admitted, we can easily

understand why there should now be found upon many
mountains so ^eat a number of Crustacea and other marine

animals/

In the above extract, I have not merely enumerated the

opinions and facts which are confirmed by recent observa-

tion, suppressing all that has since proved to be erroneous,

but have given a faithful ^abridgment of the entire treatise,

with the omission only of Morons hypothesis, which Generelli

adopted, with all its faults and excellences. The reader will

therefore remark, that although this admirable essay embraces

so large a portion of the principal objects of geological re-

search, it makes no allusion to the extinction of certain

classes of animals
;
and it is evident that no opinions on thU

head had, at that time, gained a firm footing in ftaly. That

Lister and other English naturalists should long before have

declared in favour of the loss of species, while Scilla and most

of his countrymen hesitated, was perhaps natural, since the

Italian museums were filled with fossil shells belonging to

species of which a great portion did actually exist in the

Mediterranean ;
whereas the English collectors could obtain

no recent species from such of their own strata as were then

explored.

The weakest point in Moro’s system consisted in deriving

all the stratified rocks from volcanic ejections
; an absurdity

which his opponents took care to expose, especially Vito

Amici.* *Mor?) seems to l\jive been misled by his anxious

desire to represent the formation of secondary rocks as having

occupied an extremely short period, while at the same time

he wished to employ known agents in nature. To imagine

torrents, rivers, currents, partial floods, and all the operations

of moving water, to have gone on exerting an energy many
thousand times greater than at present, would have appeared

pireposterous and incredible, and would have required a

* Sai Teetacei della Sicilia.
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hundred violent hypotheses; but we exe so unaoquaiated

with the true sources of subterranean distuAmnces, that their

former violence may in theory be enultiplied indednitely,'

without its being possible to prove the same manifest oon-

tradiction or absurdity in the conjecture. For this reason,

perhaps, Moro preferred to derive the materials of the strata

from volcanic ejections, rather than from transportation by

running water.

MarsilU.—Marsilli, whose work is alluded to by Qenerelli,

had been prompted to institute enquiries into the bed of the

Adriatic, by discovering, in the territory of Parma, (what

Spada had observed near Verona, and Schiavo in Sicily,) that

fossil shells were not scattered through the :^cks at random,

but disposed in regular order, according to certain genera

and species.

Vitafiano Donati, 1750.—With a view of throwing further

light upon these questions, Donati, in 1750, undertook a

more extensive investigation of the Adriatic, and discovered,

by numerous soundings, thdt deports of ^nd, marl, and

tufaceous incrustations, most strictly analogous to those of

the Subapennine hills, were in the act of accumulating there.

He ascertained that there were no shells in some of the sub-

marine tracts, while in other places they lived together in

families, particularly the genera Area, Pecten, Venus, Murex,

and some others. He also states that in divers localities he

found a mass composed of corals, shells, and crustaceous

bodies of different species, confusedly blended with earth,

sand, and gravel. At the depth of a foot or more, the organic

substances were entirely petrified find reduced to marble ; at

less than a foot from the surface, they approadhed hearer to

their natural state ;
while at the surface they were alive, or,

if dead, in a good state of preservation.

Baldawari.—^A contemporary naturalist, Baldassari, had

shown that the organic remains in the tertiary marls of the

Siennese territory were grouped in families, in a manner

precisely similar to that above alluded to by Donati.

Pt^on, .1749.—Buffon first made ^nown his theoretical

views concerning the former changes of the earth, in his

‘ Natural History,’ published in 1749. He adopted the thecoy
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of an original volcanio nudens, togetber witti the uniTersal

oooan of Leibnitz. Bj tbis aqueous envelope the bigbest

J
fttmtains were once covered. Marine currents then acted

dentlj, and formed horizontal strata, by washing away

solid matter in some parts, and depositing it in others ; they

also excavated deep submarine valleys. The level of the

ocean was then depressed by the entrance of a part of its

waters into subterranean caverns, and thus some land was

left dry. BufEbn seems not to have profited, like Leibnitz

and Moro, by the observations of Steno, or he could not

have imagined that the strata were generally horizontal, and

that those which contained organic remains had never been

disturbed since the era of their formation. He was conscious

of the great power annually exerted by rivers and marine

currents in transporting earthy materials to lower levels, and

he even contemplated the period when they would destroy

all the present continents. Although in geology he was

not an original observer, his genius enabled him to render

his hypothesis attractive
;
and by the eloquen<'e of his style,

and the boldness of his speculations, he awakened curiosity,

and provoked a spirit oftenquiry among his countrymen.

Soon after the publication of his ‘Natural History,’ in

which was included his ‘Theory of the Earth,’ he received

an official letter (dated January 1751) from the Sorbonne, or

Faculty of Theology in Paris, informing him that fourteen

propositions in his works ‘ were reprehensible, and contrary

to the creed of the church.’ The first of these obnoxious

passages, and the only one relating to geology, was as

follows :—
‘ The waters of the sea have produced the moun-

tains ancP vallSys of the land—the waters of the heavens,

reducing all to a level, will at last deliver the whole land

over to the sea, and the sea successively prevailing over the

land, will leave dry new continents ^e those which we

inhabit.’ Buffon was invited by the College, in very courteous

terms, to send in an explanation, or rather a recantation of

his unorthodox opinions. To this he submitted; and a

general assembly of the Faculty having approved of his

‘ Deelaratien,’ he was required to publish it in his next work.

The document begins with these words ;—‘ I declare that I
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had no intention to contradict the text of Scripture ;
that I

believe most firmly all therein related about the creation,

both as to order of time and matter of fact ; I aha^ndon enery-

tkmg in my book respecUng the formation of the earth, and,

generally, all which may be contrary to the narration of

Moses.’ *
c

The grand principle which Bufifon was called upon to re-

nounce was simply this,
—

^ that the present mountains and

valleys of the earth are due to secondary causes, and that

the same causes will in time destroy all the continents,

hills, and valleys, and reproduce others like them.’ Now,

whatever may be the defects of many of his views, it is no

longer controverted that the present continents are of

secondary origin. The doctrine is as firmly established as

the earth’s rotation on its axis; and that the land now

elevated above the level of the sea will not endure for ever,

is an opinion which gains ground daily, in proportion as we

enlarge our experience of the changes now in progress.

Targioni^ 1751.—Targioni,*in his airoluminous ‘Travels in

Tuscany, 1751 and 1754/ laboured to fill up the sketch of

the geology of that region left by 9teno sixty years before.

Notwithstanding a want of arrangement and condensation

in his memoirs, they contained a rich store of faithful obser-

vations. He has not indulged in many general views, but

in regard to the origin of valleys, he was opposed to the

theory of Buffon, who attributed them principally to sub-

marine currents. The Tuscan naturalist laboured to show

that both the larger and smaller valleys of the Apennines

were excavated by rivers and flodds, caused by the bursting

of the barriers of lakes, after the retreat of tfie ocean. He
also maintained that the elephants and other quadrupeds,

so frequent in the lacustrine and alluvial deposits of Italy,

had inhabited that peninsula
;
and had not been transported

thither, as some had conceived, by Hannibal or the Romans,

nor by what they were pleased to term ‘ a catastrophe of

nature.’

Lehman^ 1766.—In the year 1766 the treatise of Lehman,.
t

* Hist. Nat. tom. v. 4d. de limp. Bojalo. Paris, 1760.
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a Geraum mineralogist, and director of the Pmssian mines,

appeared, who divided mountains into 4hree classes; the

&rst, those formed with the world, and prior to the oration

of animals, and which contained no fragments of other rocks;

the second class, those which resulted from the partial

destruction of the primary rocks by a general rerolntion;

and a third class, resulting from local revolutions, and in

port &om the deluge of Noah.

A French iaronslation of this work appeared in 1759, in the

preface of which, tUe translator displays very enlightened

views respecting the operations of earthquakes, as well as of

aqueous causes.*

Oetner, 1758.—^In this year Gesner, the botanist of Zurich,

published an excellent treatise on petrifactions, and the

changes of the earth which they testify.t After a detailed

enumeration of the various classes of fossils of the animal

and vegetable kingdoms, and remarks on the different states

in which they are found petrified, he considers the geological

phenomena connected with the&i ; observing, that some, like

those of (Eningen, resembled the testacea, fish, and plants

indigenous in the neighbouring region
; t while some, such

as ammonites, gryphites, belemnites, and other shells, are

either of unknown species, or found only in the Indian or

other distant seas. In order to elucidate the structure of

the earth, he gives sections, from Yerenius, Buffon, and

others, obtained in digging wells; distinguishes between

horizontal and inclined strata; and, in speculating on the

causes of these appearances, mentions Donati’s examination

of the bed of the Adriatic^ the filling up of lakes and seas

l>y sediment ; \he imbedding of shells, now in progress ;
and

many known effects of earthquakes, such as the sinking dqwn
of districts, or the heaving up of the bed of the sea, so as to

form new islands, and lay dry strata containing petrifactions.

Theocean, he says, deserts its shores ht many countries, as on

the borders of the Baltic ; but the rate of recession has been

so i^w in the last 2,000 years, that to allow the Apennines,

* Bw>i d’vfe Hist. nat. dM OovehM in Latin,

dfl 1ft Tftnft. 17(9. t Part ii. chap. 9.

t J(din Qtmet puUiabed at Leyden,
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ythow sumniitB are filled with marine shells, to emerge to

their present height, would have required about 80,000

years,—a lapse of time ten times greater, or more, than the

age of the uniTerse. We must therefore refer i^e phenomenon

to the command of the Deity, related by Moses, that * the

waters should be gathered together in one place, and the

dry land appear.’ Qesner adopted the views of Leibnitz, to

account for the retreat of the primeval ocean : his essay dis-

plays much erudition
;
and the opinions of preceding writers

of Italy, Germany, and England, are commented upon with

fairness and discrimination.

Ardumo, 1769.—In the year following, Arduino,* in his

memoirs on the mountains of Padua, Vicenza, and Verona,

deduced, from original observations, the distinction of rocks

into primary, secondary, and tertiary, and showed that in

those districts there had been a succession of submarine

volcanic eruptions.

Michell, 1760.—In the following year (1760) the Rev. John

Michell, Woodwardian Professor of Jfineralogy at Cambridge,

published in the Philosophical Transactions, an Essay on

the Cause and Phenomena of Earthquakes.f His attention

had been drawn to this subject by the great earthquake of

Lisbon in 1755. He advanced many original and philo-

sophical views respecting the propagation of subterranean

movements, and the caverns and fissures wherein steam

might be generated. In order to point out the application

of his theory to the structure of the globe, he was led to

describe the arrangement and disturbance of the strata, their

usual horizontality in low counfties, and their contortions

and fractured state in the neighbourhood of mountain

chains. He also explained, with surprising accuracy, the

relations of the central ridges of older rocks to the 'long

narrow slips of earth, stones, and minerals,’ which are

parallel to these ridges. In his generalisations, derived in

great part from his own observations on the geological

structure of Yorkshire, he anticipated many of the views

* Oiotnale de’ Crisdini. 1 769 Kev. Feb. 1818. Ximd. and

t See a Sketch of the Histoiy of Eng- Edinb. Phil. Mag. tqI. x. and ii. 1B32-

liflh Geology, by Dr. Pitton, in 83.
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more folly developed by later naturalists. Some of Miobell’s

observations anticipate in so remarkable a manner the theories

established forty years afterwards, that'his writings would

probably have formed an era in the science, if his researches

had been uninterrupted. He held, however, his professor-

ship only eight years, when his career was suddenly cut short

by preferment to a benefice. From that time he appears to

have been engaged In his clerical duties, and to have entirely

discontinued his scientific pursuits.'*^

Catcott, 1761.—Michell’s papers were entirely free from all

physico-theological disquisitions, but some of his contem-

poraries were still earnestly engaged in defending or impugn-

ing the Woodwardian hypothesis. We find many of these

writings referred to by Catcott, a Hutchinsonian, who pub-

lished a 'Treatise on the Deluge’ in 1761. He laboured

particularly to refute an explanation offered by his contem-

porary, Bishop Clayton, of the Mosaic writidgs. That

prelate had declared that the deluge ' could not be literally

true, save in respect to that part where Noah lived before

the flood.’ Catcott insisj^d on the universality of the deluge,

and referred to traditions of inundations mentioned by

ancient writers, or by travellers, in the East Indies, China,

South America, and other countries. This part of his book

is valuable, although it is not easy to see what bearing the

traditions have, if admitted to be authentic, on the Bishop’s

argument, since no evidence is adduced to prove that the

catastrophes were contemporaneous events, while some of

them are expressly represented by ancient authors to have

occurred in suscession. •

Forim—Odowrdi, 1761.—^The doctrines of Arduino, above

adverted to, were afterwards confirmed by Fortis and Des-

marest, in their travels in the same coimtry; and they, as

well as Baldassari, laboured to complete the history of the

* The abrupt iuepetuion of Miohell*s clergjmen, the reward of success dis-

sd^ntifto career exemplified the disad- qualified them, if they conscientiously

Taiitag0cme worlciog of a system in full discharged their new duties, from

fom^ Qxibrd and Cambridge in the farther advancing the cause of science,

' lash century, the chairs of mathe» and that, too, at the moment when

maties, natural philoso^y, chemistry, their labours would naturally bear the

botahy, afltronomy, geology, mineralogy, richest fruits,

and othocs, being dleqnently filled by
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Snbapennine strata. In the work of Odoardi,* there was alao

a clear argument in favour of the distinct ages of the older

Apennine strata, and the Snbapennine fbrmations of more

recent origin. He pointed out tiiat the strata of these two

groups were unconformahle, and must have been the deposits

of different seas at distant periods of time.
*

Baepe, 1763.—A history of the new islands by Baspe, an

Hanoverian, appeared in 1763, in Latin.t In tlis work, aU

the authentic accounts of earthquake^ which had produced

permanent changes on the solid parts of the earth were

collected together and examined with judicious criticism.

The best systems which had been proposed concerning the

ancient histoiy of the globe, both by ancient and modem
writers, are reviewed; and the merits and defects of the

doctrines of Hooke, Bay, Moro, Buffon, and others, fairly

estimated. Great admiration is expressed for the hjrpothesis

of Hooke, and his explanation of the origin of the strata is

shown to have been more Correct j;han Mgro’s, while their

theory of the effects of earthquakes was the same. Baspe

had not seen Michell’s memoirs, and his views concerning

the geological structure of the earth were perhaps less

enlarged; yet he was able to add many additional arguments

in favour of Hooke’s theory, and to render it, as he said, a

nearer approach to what Hooke would have written had he

lived in later times. As to the periods wherein all the earth>

quakes happened, to which we owe the elevation of various

parts of our continents and islands, Baspe says he pretends

not to assign their duration, still less to defend Hooke’s sug-

gestion, that the convulsions almost all took jfiace during the

deluge of Noah. He adverts to the apparent indications of

the former tropical heat of the climate of Europe, and

the changes in the species of animals and plants, as among
the most obscure and difficult problems m geology. In

regard to the islands raised from the sea, within the times of

histoiy or tradition, he declares that some of them were

* Sni Ooipi Uariai dftl Feltviao, aophical Woibi <tf Leibnitc. Aout. et

1761. Leipzig, 1766;’a]aosvAi»af 'Tasne’s

t De Novi's e Mari Natis Insalis. GIoxds/ and MnnohaiiSQn^B

Baspe was also the editor of the * Philo- Travels.’
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composed of strata coataining organic remains, and that

they irere not, as Baffon had asserted, made of mere Tolcanic

ma^r. His work concludes with an eloquent exhortation

to naturalists to examine the isles which rose, in 1707, in the

Grecian Archipelago, and, in 1720, in the Azores, and not

to neglect such splendid opportunities of studying nature

* in the act of parturition.’ That Hooke’s writings should

have been neglected for more than half a century, was mat-

ter of astonishment to Baspe ; but it is still more wonderful

that his own luminous exposition of that theory should,

for more than another half-century, have excited so little

interest.

Fwhsd, 1762-1773.—Fuchsel, a German physician, pub-

lished, in 1762, a geological description of the country

between the Thuringerwald and the Hartz, and a memoir

on the environs of Rudolstodt;* and afterwards, in 1773, a

theoretical work on the ancient history of the earth and of

man.t He had evidently advanced considerably beyond his

predecessor L^man, and was aware of the distinctness,

Wh as to position and, fossil contents, of several groups of

strata of different ages, corresponding to the secondary for-

mations now recognised by geologists in various parts of

Germany. He supposed the European continents to have

remained covered by Ihe sea until the formation of the

marine strata called in Germany ‘ muschelxalk,’ at the same
• 'time that the terrestrial plants of many European deposits,

attested the existence of dry land which bordered the ancient

seaj land which, thereforf, must have occupied the place of
' the present ecean. This pre-existing continent had been

gradually swallowed up by tlie sea, different parts having

subsided in succession into subterranean caverns. All the

'sedimentary strata were originally horizontal, and their

• present state ef derangement must be referred to subsequent

oscillations of the ground.

As there were plants and animals in the ancient periods,

tK> also there must have been men, but they did not all

* iUU Ae£lsmia Btectonlis Maguo- from an excellent anal^sie of hi« me-

tinm, Tol. IL Erfmct moire by M. Eeferatein. Jburo. de

. t Tbis account of Fucihael ie derived G^logie, tom. ii. Oct. 1880.
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descend from one pair, bnt were created at rarious points on

the earth’s surface ; and the number of these distinct birth-

places was as great as are the original languages of nations.

In the writings of Fuchsel we see a strong desire mani-

fested to explain geological phenomena as £a,r as possible

by reference to the agency of known causes j and although

some of his speculations were fanciful, his views coincide

much more nearly with those now generally adopted, than

the theories afterwards promulgated 'by Werner and his

followers.

Brander, 1766.— Gustavus Brander published, in 1766, his

‘ Fossilia Hantoniensia,’ containing excellent figures of fossil

shells from the Eocene marine strata ofHampshire. ‘ Various

opinions,’ he says in the preface, ‘ had been entertained con-

cerning the time when and how these bodies became deposited.

Some there are who conceive that it might have been effected

in a wonderful length of time by a gradual changing and
shifting of the sea,’ &c. Bv t the most common cause as-

signed is that of ‘ the deluge.’ This conjecture, he says, even
if the universality of the flood be npt called in question, is

purely hypothetical. In his opinion, fossil animals and
testacea were, for the most part, of unknown species

; and
of such as were known, the living analogues now belonged to

southern latitudes.

Soldani, 1780.—Soldani applied successfully his know-
ledge of zoology to illustrate the history of stratified masses.

He explained that microscopic testacea and zoophytes inha-
bited the depths of the Mediteri|inean

; and that the fossil

species were, in like manner, found in those deposits wherein
the fineness of their particles, and the absence of pebbles,

implied that they were accumulated in a deep sea, or far

from shore. This author first remarked the alternation of

marine and freshwater strata in the Paris basfti.*

Fortit—Testa, 1793.—A lively controversy arose between
Fortis and another Italian naturalist. Testa, concerning the
fish of Monte Bolca, in 1793. Their letters,f written with
great spirit and elegance, show that they were awvue that a
* Saggio orittogiafico, &o. 1780, and t Lett, sm Bewi Foeaili di

other Worki. Milan, 1793.
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Italian natoralists, together with C<ntest apd

f|p#|p)l^iif(we basUfengaged in pointing out the aasdegjr

^ 4e$«sits of modem and ancient seas, and |he>

|^^«nd STvat^ements of their organic inhabituats; mA
sj^ttlmne fopgresa was making, in the same eountt^, ih.

^i|^^|P||p||4Ite aneient and modern volcanic rocks, some0
pwi^&4^ins| observers among the English and Qeiman

and Wallerius, were wasting tbsdif

|^ft^g^’-ecmtett^Uhg,*aeeording to the old Woodwatdiast

i^iat aB the strata were formed bj Noab’S dalnge.

Wldtehmwt*s description of the rocks of Derbyshire #aa

^ag^nit and he atoned for false theoretical views by

Itmrid^ ^ha'lnr their refutation.
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n^n'Ww hu the middle, the schistose at iheir

^gain on th«';)6utside of theses

jif wdtAfilBd ivould proTe a general law in the

dsteposed chiefly df primary rockat

jb 179fl^ and 1704, he made
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* SUM. iet. flnea US. 1178. peat,
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many geologioal obserratioiusm the atvata

Wolga and the Caspian, and adduced of idle gveOini^

extent of the latter sea at no distaai era iu idie

history. His memoir on tiie fossil Ixmes of fiihetla aiibcaei^

attention to some of the most remarkable {lieiunnena

geology. He stated that he had fonnd a rhii^ceroB entirem
the frozen soil, with its skin and flesh : an elephant, foimd

afterwards in a mass of ice on the shore of the North SeB»

removed all doubt as to the credibility of so wonderfol a
discovery.*

The subjects relating to natural history which engaged

the attention of Pallas, were too multifarious to admitd his

devoting a large share of his labours exclusively to geolc^.

Saussure, on the other hand, employed the chi^ portion d
his time in studying the structure of the Alps and Jura, and

he provided valuable data for those who followed hint Ho
did not pretend to deduce any general system iroiajna nu-

merous obseirvations ; and tl^e few theoretical opinioail whi0h

escaped from him, seem, like those of Pallas, to haarO been

chiefly derived from the cosmological speculations of |(tUcod<>

ing writers.
'

* Nov comm F4tr XVII. Cuvier, &oge de PsUm.
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• •

-The art of mining had long been taught in

EVaaOe, Oermanj, and* Hungary, in scientific institutions

established for that purpose, where mineralogy has always

been a principal branch of instruction.

Werner was named, in 1775, professor of that science in

the ‘ Skdiool of Mines,* at Freyberg, in Saxony. He directed

bis attention not merely to the composition and external

charaeten of minerals, bub also to what he termed ‘geo>

gnosjy* or the natural position of minerals in particular rocks,

togetherjfnth^ihe grouping of those rocks, their geographical

4ist{0ii)xti<Hi» and varioos relations. The phenomena ob-

served in the structure of the globe bad hitherto served for

litBe ^ise than to furnish interesting topics for philosophical

diasttssion : bqt when Werner pointed out their application

to practical purposes of mining, they were instantly re-

gprded b^ a huge class of men as an essential part of their

l^tllsMi^Aal education, and from that time the science was

FtSpitted in Europe more ardently and systematically.

'taind was at Onoe imaginatiTe and richly stored

%ll|i ials)M^9aneoas kuowledge. He assoiriated every thing

» 2
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with his &TOuriie science, ftod in his exeiOldTS

pointed out all the economiesl uses ifkineittls^ and IdMilB

application to medicine : the inftuenoe of tiie miaesal

position of rocks upon the soil, and of idle soE npoa iliti

resources, wealth, and civilisation of man. Ehs tdid saii%'

plains of Tartary and Africa, he would say, <fetfllned Kbd^
inhabitants in the shape of wandering shepherds; the

granitic mountains and the low calcareons and aUnvial

plains gave rise to different manners, d/>grees of wealth, and
inteUigence. The history even of languages, and the migra-

tions of tribes, had been determined by the direction of

particular strata. The qualities of certain stones used in

building would lead him to descant on the architecture of

different ages and nations ; and the physical geography of a
country frequently invited him to treat of military tactics.

The charm of his manners and his eloquence kindled en>

thusiasm in* the minds of his pupils
;
and many, who had

intended at first only to u'^qaire a slight knowledge of

mineralogy, when they had once heard him* devoted theni*

selves to it as the business of their Uves. In a few yeiNFS, a
small school of mines, before unheard of in Smoiie, pa$
raised to the rank of a great university ; and men already

distinguished in science studied the German language, apd
came from the most distant countries to hear the great cradle

of geology.*

Werner had a great antipathy to the mechanical lahofur of

writing, and, with the exception of a valuable treakusi on
metalliferous veins, he could neve^ be persuaded to pen, murC
than a few brief memoirs, and those containuig nokdflWs^c^

ment of his general views. Although the natural

of his disposition was excessive, approaching even

he indulged in the most bold and sweeping generafitetibiai^.

and he inspired all bis scholars with a most Ed&’lil

his doctrines. Their admiration of his genius, ai^ thdlM^
ings of gratitude and fnendship which they cE fidt

were not undeserved ; but the supreme twniaqpfd

him om the opinions of his contempoi;wftes wad
prejhdioiel to the progress of scieniee} no wy

* Onviw, WwtMr.
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^ advtmitiagieawhioli itderived teom

l^jyaariijoas. K it lietm Hiat deliverybe ibe drst, second,

wvk 'teqdi^te in Sk popular orator, it is no less oeitain,

Hikt to>dntTel is of &st, second, and third importance to

(iPloee desire to 4»iginate jnst and comprehensive vievra

oopoernihg Uus stmctnre of onr globe. Now Werner had

not traveihid to distant countries ; he had merely explored a

Itttall portion of Germany, and conceived and persuaded

others to believe that^tbe whole surface of onr planet, and all

the mpuntaln’Chains in the world, were made after the model

of his own province. It became a ruling object of ambition

in the minds of his pupils to confirm the generalisatiouB of

their great master, and to discover in the most distant parts

of tixe globe his ‘ universal formations,’ which he supposed

had been esK^h in succession simultaneously precipitated over

the whole earth from a common menstruum, or ‘ chaotic fluid.*

It now appears that the Saxon professor had misinteipreted

many of the most important %ppearances even in the im>

mediate neighbourhoufiT of Freyberg. Thus, for example,

within a day’s journey ^f his school, the porphyry, called by

him primitive, has been found not only to send forth veins or

dikes through strata of the coal formation, but to overlie

them in mass. The granite of the Hai-tz mountains, on the

other hand, which he supposed to be the nucleus of the

chain, is now well known to traverse the other beds, as near

Gtoslar; sad still nearer Freybeig, in the Erzgebirge, the

mica shkte does not mantle round the granite as was sup-

poaed, but aWts abruptly^against it. Fragments, also, of

^ greywacli^ 'slate, contajiiiDg organic remains, were

fhiand mitangled in the granite of Gie Hartz, by M. de

Sei^^mdorf.*

prinmpal merit of Werner’s system of instruction con-

listad in steady directing the attention of his scholars to

^ constant relations of superposition of certain mineral

but he had been anticipated, as has l^en shown in

P|l chf^tov in the discovery of this general law, by

•ft T sWfifliMttsfl far thjn Inthrmiitinn aad partly to Dr. Charle* Ebirtmarig,

p)llt1lj;lh%Siilii nnflqirtrir nni! Wiirnlii the tranilator of tbie work iuto Otr*

•l)Si,!V]i|alMWioTeetlsn«dtiMieoaittry, mao.
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several geologists in Italy and elsewhere; and his leading

divisions of the secondary strata were at the same time, and

independently, made the basis of an arrangement of the

British strata by our countryman, William Smith, to whose

work I shall refer in the sequel.

Controversy between the Vulcanists and Nephinists.--^ In re*

gard to basalt and other igneous rocks, Werner’s theory was

original, hut it was also exirernely erroneous. The basalts

of Saxony and Hesse, to which his observations were chiefly

confined, consisted of tabular masses capping the hills, and

not connected with the levels of existing valleys, like many
in Auvergne and the Vivarais. These basalts, and all other

rocks of the same family in other countries, were, according

to him, chemical precdpitates from water. He denied

that they were the products of submarine volcanos; and

even taught that, in the primeval ages of the world, there

were no volcanos. His theory was opposed, in a twofold

scmse, to the doctrine of the^fpermanent agency of the same

causes in nature
;

for not only did he introduce, without

scruple, many imaginary causes supposed to have once

effected great revolutions in the earth, and then to have

become extinct, but new ones also were feigned to have

oomc into play in modern times
;
and, above all, that most

violent instrument of change, the agency of subterranean

heat.

So early as 1768, before Werner had commenced his

mineralogical studies, Easpe had truly characterised the

basalts of Hesse as of igneous prigin. Arduino, we have

seen, had pointed out numerous varieties of tiap-reck in the

Vicentin as analogous to volcanic products, and as distinctly

referable to ancient submarine eruptions. Desmarest, as

before stated (p. 61), bad, in company with Fortis, examined

the Vicentin in 1760, and confirmed Arduino’s views. In

1772, Banks, ^Solander, and Troil compared the columnar

basalt of Hecla with that of the Hebrides. CoUini, in 1774,

recognised the true nature of the igneous rocks on
Ehine, between Andemach and Bonn. In 177^, Gnettard

visited the Vivarais, and established the relation of basaltic

currents to lavas. Lastly, in 1779, Faujas published his
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deseription of the volcanos of the Vivarais and Velay, and

showed how the streams of basalt had poured out from

craters which still remain in a perfect state.*

Detnmrest—When sound opinions had thus for twenty

years prevailed in Europe concerning the true nature of the

ancient trap-rocks, Werner by his simple dictum caused a

retrograde movement, and not only overturned the true theory,

but substituted for it one of the most unphilosophical that

can well be imagined. The continual ascendency of bis

dogmas on this subject was the more astonishing, because a

variety of new and striking facts were daily accumulated in

favour of the correct opinions previously entertained. Des-

marest, after a careful examination of Auvergne, pointed out,

first, the most recent volcanos which had tlieir craters still

'entire, and their streams of lava conforming to the level of

the present river-courses. He then sliowod that there were

others of an intermediate epoch, whost^ craters were nearly

efikccd, and whose lavas were Ijss intimately connected with

the present valleys; and, lastly, that there were volcanic

rocks, still , more ancient, without any discernible craters or

sconce, and bearing the closest analogy to rocks in other parts

of Europe, the igneous origin of which was denied by the

school of Freyberg.t

Deamarest’s map of Auvergne was a work of uncommon
merit. He first made a trigonometrical survey of the district,

and delineated its physical geography with minute accuracy

and admirable graphic power. He contrived, at the same

time, to express without the aid of colours, many geological

details, including the different ages, and sometimes even the

structure, of the volcanic rocks, and distinguishing them from

the fresh-water and the granitic. They alone who have care-

fully studied Auvergne, and traced the different lava streams

ftpm their craters to their termination,—the various isolated

basaltic cappings,—the relation of some lavas^ to the present

Talleys,-^the absence of such relations in others,—can appre-

, the extraordinary fidelity of this elaborate work. No
ibthbrdisttact of equal dimensions in Europe exhibits, perhaps,

* Cttvfer, l^oge de Besinarest. and M6m. clc I’ln^t., St'iouces matb^mat.

/ t Journ. de Pbys. vol. xiii. p. 1!5 ; et phys. vol. ri. p. 219.
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BO beautiful and varied k series of phenomena; an^^ fcnrto^

nately,d)esmarest possessed at onee the mathauatical

ledge required for the construction of a maps in nodner^

ology, and a power of original generalisation.

Dolomieu—Montloeier^ 1784-1788.—^liolomieu, another of

Werner’s contemporaries, had found prismatic basalt among
the ancient lavas of Etna; and, in 1784, had observed the

alternations of submarine lavas and calcareous strata in the

Val di Noto, in Sicily.* In 1790, also^ he described similar

phenomena in the Vicontin and in the T)'roLt Montlosier

published, in 1788, an essay on the theory of the volcanos of

Auvergne, combining accurate local observations with com^

preheiisive views. Notwithstanding this mass of evidence^

the scholars of Werner wore prepared to support his opinions

to their utmost extent
;
maintaining, in the fulness of their

faith, that even obsidian was an aqueous precipitate. As
they were blinded by their veneration for the great teacher,

they were impatient of opposition, and soon imbibed the

spirit of a faction; and their opponents, the Vulcanists,

were not long in becoming contaminated with4he same in-

temperate zeal. Ridicule and irony were weapons more

frequently employed than arguments by the rival sects, till

at last the controversy \>as carried on with a degree of

bitterness almost unprecedented in questions of physical

science. Desmarest alone, who had long before provided

ample materials for refuting such a theory, kept aloof from

the strife
;
and whenever a zealous Neptunist wished to draw

the old man into an argument, he^as satisfied with replying,

‘ Go and see.’J ^

Hutton, 1788.—It would be contrary to all analogy, in

matters of graver import, that a war should rage with such

fury on the Continent, and that the inhabitants of our island

should not mingle in the affray. Although im England the

personal influence of Werner was wanting to stimulat^^

to the defence of the weaker side of the question, th^
trivfd. to find good reason for espousing the Wernerian

with great enthusiasm. In order to explain t% peouiiaXf;

* Journ. tie Pliys xxv. p. 191. J Oavier, Moge de Demuareat

t Ibid. tom. zxxvii. ptirt li. p. 200.
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I3(»>t|.vef whkh led manj to eiiter, *even -mth party feeling,

into iH% contest, it will be necesBary to present the reader

with it ebeteh of the views unfolded by Hutton, a contem-

of the Saxon geologist. Hutton had been educated

as a physician, but declining the practice of medicine, he

resolved, wheQ young, to remain content with the small

independence inherited from his father, and thenceforth

to give his undivided attention to scientific pursuits. He
resided at Edinburgh, where he enjoyed the society of

many men of high attainments, who loved him for the sim-

plicity of his manners and the sincerity of his character.

His application was unwearied; and he made frequent tours

through different parts of England and Scotland, acquiring

considerable skill as a mineralogist, and constantly aniving

.
at grand and comprehensive views in geology. He commu-
nicated the results of his observations unreservedly and with

the fearless spirit of one who was conscious that love of

truth was the sole stimulus of Ii\h exertions. When at length

he had matured ^lis viewis, he piJldislied, in J 788, liis ‘ Theory

of the Earthy^* and the same, afterwards more fully developed

in a separate work, in f795. This treatise was the first in

which geology was declared to be in no way concerned

about ‘ questions as to the origin of things the first in

which an attempt was made to dispense entirely with all

hypothetical causes, and to explain the fc'rnier changes of

the earth’s crust by reference exclusively to natural agents,

^utton laboured to give fixed i)rinciple8 to geology, as

Newton had succeeded in doing to astronomy
; but, in the

Mmer science^ too little i)ro^ess had been made towards

fulwhing the necessary data, to enable any philosopher,

hovwer great his genius, to realise so noble a project,

II^tt(mia/n theory .
—

‘ The ruins of an older world,’ said

Hutton, ' are visible in the present structure of our planet

;

and the strata which now compose our continents have been

beneath the sea, and were formed out of the waste of

jp^p^xisting continents. The same forces are still destroying,

decomposition or mechanical violence, even the

roehs, and transporting the materials to the sea,

* Ed. Phil. Traus. 1788.
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where they are spread out, and form strata analogous to those

of more ancient date. Although loosely deposited idoug the

bottom of the ocean, they become afterwards altered fShd ccm-

solidated by volcanic heat, and 'then heaved up, fractured,

and contorted.^

Although Hutton had never explored any region of active

volcanos, he had convinced himself that basalt and many
other trap-rocks were of igneous origin, and that some of

them had been injected in a melted st[j,te through fissures in

the old(^r strata. The compactness of these rocks, and their

different aspect from that of ordinary lava, he attributed to

their having cooled down under the pressure of the sea
; and

in order to remove the objections started against this theory,

las fi'iend, Sir James Hall, instituted a most curious and

instructive series of chemical experiments, illustrating the

crystalline arrangement and texture assumed by melted

matter cooled under high pressure.

The absence of stratification in granite, and its analogy,

in mineral character, to rocks which he defemed of igneous

origin, led Hutton to conclude that granite also must have

been formed from matter in fusion ; and this inference he

felt could not be fully confirmed, unless he discovered at

the contact of granite and other strata a repetition of the

phenomena exhibited so constantl}^ by the trap-rocks.

Resolved to try his theory by this test, he went to the

Grampians, and surveyed the line of junction of the granite

and supei'incumbent stratified masses, until he found in Glen

Tilt, in 1785, the most clear |tiid unequivocal proofs in

support of his views. Veins of red granite ^re there sefen

branching out from the principal mass, and traversing the

black micaceous schist and primary limestone. The inter-

sected stratified rocks are so distinct in colour and appear*-

ance as to render the example in that locality most striking,

and the alteration of the limestone in contact was Yery

analogous to that produced by trap veins on calcareous

strata. This verification of his system filled him wilih

delight, and called forth such marks of joy and^extdtai^Bj;^

that the guides who accompanied him, says his biograi^r^

were convinced that he must have discovered a vein of
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silver Of He was aware that the same theory would

not expla^ the origin of the primary schists, but these he

oalled pdanary, rejecting the term primitive, and was dis-

posed to consider them as sedimentary rooks altered by heat,

and that they originated in some other form from the waste

of previously existing rocks.

By this important discovery of granite veins, to which he

had been led by fair induction from an independent class of

facts, Hutton prepare^ the way fur the greatest innovation

on the B3’'stem8 of his predecessois. Valllsneri had pointed

out the general fact that there were certain fundamental

rocks which contained no organic remains, and which he

supposed to have been formed before the creation of living

beings. More, (Jenerelli, and other Italian writers, embraced

the same doctrine
;

and Lehman regarded the moun-

tains called by him primitive, as parts of the original

nucleus of the globe. The baine t(met was a» article of

faith in the school of Frejbeiji^: and if an) one ventured to

doubt the possilfility of •our luung enabled to carry back our

researches to the creation of the present order of things, the

granitic rocks were triumphantly appealed to. On them

seemed written, in legible characters, the memorable in-

scription

—

l)innn/i a roe non fur cose create

Se non eterno
, t

and no small sensation was excited when Hutton seemed,

with unhallowed hand, desirous to ei’ase characters already

regarded by many as satred. ‘ In the economy of the

world/ said tfie Scotch goohfgist, ‘ I can find no traces of a

beginning, no prospect of an end / a declaration the more

startling when coupled with the doctrine, that all past

changes on the globe had been brought about by the slow

agency of existing causes. The imagination was first

fatigued and overpowered by endea^ourlng 1 o conccuve the

immensity of time required for the annihilation of whole

^ PlayfHir’s Works, vol ir p 7 ft

‘Before ine thiols create ^eie none, Bare things

Eternal/
Dante’s Inferno, canto ni , Card’s Translation
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continents by so insensible a prooess; and when 4he

thoughts had wandered through these interminable padbds^

no resting-place was assigned in the remotest distanee#

The oldest rocks were represented to be of a derivative

nature, the last of an antecedent series, and that, perhaps,

one of many pre-existing worlds. Such views of the im-

mensity of past time, like those unfolded by the New-
tonian philosophy in regard to space, were too vast to

awaken ideas of sublimity unmixod with a painful sense of

our incapacity to conceive a plan of such infinite extent.

Worlds are seen beyond worlds imnieasurably distant from

each other, and, bej^ond them all, innumerable other systems

are faintly trac(‘d on the confines of the visible universe.

The chaiacteristic feature of the Huttonian theory was,

as before hinted, the exclusion of all causes not supposed to

belong to the present order of nature. But Hutton had

made no step beyond Hooke, Moro, and Raspe, in pointing

out in what manner the laws now governing subterranean

movements might bring about geological changes, if suffi-

cient time be allowed. On the contrary, he seems to have

fallen far short of some of their views, especially when he

refused to attribute any part of the external configuration of

the earth’s crust to subsidence. He imagined that the con-

tinents were first gradually destroyed by aqueous degrada-

tion
;
and when their ruins had furnished materials for new

continents, they were upheaved by violent convulsions. He
therefore required alternate periods of general disturbance

and repose ; and such he believed had been, and would for

ever be, the course of nature. i

Gencrelli, in his exposition of Moro’s system, had made B
far nearer approximation towards reconciling geological ap-

pearances with the state of nature as known to us
;
for while

he agreed with Hutton, that the decay and reproductioil of

rocks were always in progress, proceeding with the utmost

uniformity, the learned Carmelite repi’esented the repairs of

mountains by elevation from below to be effected by

equally constant and synchronous operation, ^eithe^ of'

these theories, considered singly, satisfies all the ooniHtims

of the great problem, which a geologist, who rejects cosmos
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Iqgiettl tisases, ie called upon to solve; but thej probably

eoutabi together the germs of a perfect system. There can

he U0O doi:^t, that periods of disturbance and repose have

fii^oired each other in succession in every region of the

' g^be; but it may be equally true, that the energy of the

aubtonunean movements has been always uniform as regards

the wiials mrth. The force of earthquakes may for a cycle

of years have been invariably confined, as it is now, to large

but determinate spacer and may then have gradually shifted

its position, so that another region, which had for ages been

at rest, became in its turn the grand theatre of action.

UluKtrations of BuHon, 1797.—In the explana-

tion proposed by Hutton, and by Playfair, the illustrator of

his theory, respecting the origin of valleys, great stress was

laid on the action of the rivers now flowing in them. They

peihaps ascribed valleys in general too exclnsively to this

one cause, "fet Playfair, in speaking of the uppef valley of

the Ehone (see chap, xvui.), has jhown that he did not wholly

disregard the inrfuenoe ot subterranean movements, and of

the waves of the sea, during the original emergence of the

land.

Although Hutton’s knowledge of mineralogy and chemistry

was considerable, he possessed but little information con-

cerning organic remains ; they merely served him, as they

did Werner, to characterise certain strata, and to prove

their marine origin. The theory of former revolutions

in organic life was not yet fully recognised; and without

this class of proofs in support of the antiquity of the globe,

the indefinite periods demanded by the Huttonian hypothe-

sis appeared visionary to many ; and some, who deemed the

doctrine inconsistent with revealed truths, indulged very

uncharitable suspicions of the motives of its author. They

accused him of a deliberate design of reviving the heathen

dogma of an ‘ eternal succession,’ and of denying that this

wqrid ever had a beginning. Playfair, in the biography of

his ftieud, has the following comment on this part of their

*In the planetary motions, where geometry has

^(iatsSied^ eye so fhr, both into the future and the past,

1*9 diseuver no mark either of the commencement or
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termination of the present order. It U unreasonably indee^

to suppose that such marks should anywhere exist*

Author of Nature has not given laws to the universe^ which,

like the institutions of men, carry in themselves the elements

of their own destruction. He has not permitted in BBs

works any symptom of infancy or of old age^» or any sign by

which we may estimate either their future or their past

duration. He may put an end^ as He no doubt gave a hegimdng^

to the present system, at some deteri^inate period of time

;

but we may rest assured that this great catastrophe will not

be brought about by the laws now existing, and that it is

not indicated by anytliing which we perceive.^*

The jjarty feeling excited against the Huttonian doctrines,

and the open disregard of candonr and temper in the con-

troversy, will hardly be credited by the reader, unless he

recalls to his recollection that the mind of the English

public waS^at that time in a state of feverish excitement. A
class of writers in France Ijad been labouring industriously

for many years to diminish the in^uence of the clergy, by

sapping the foundations of the Christian faith; and their

success, and the consequences of the Revolition, had alarmed

tlie most resolute minds, while the imagination of the more

timid was continually haunted by dread of innovation, as by

the phantom of some fearful dream.

Voltaire^ 17J30-1760.—Although Voltaire was actively en-

gaged throughout the greater part of his literary career in

a successful war against religious intolerance, and in defence

of those who were persecuted for opinions to which they had
been led by freedom of enquiry, yet he contemplated with no
friendly feelings the cultivators of geology in general. He
found that the most popular systems of geology had bean

accommodated with much ingenmiy to the account given in

Genesis of the creation and deluge, and he regarded the

science as one which had been successfully enlisted by the

theologians as an ally in their cause. *

When ridiculing the theories of Burnet, W<;M)dward,

other physico-theological writers, he declared th|.t they were

Playfair'i 'Woikft, toI. iv, p. 55.
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da Ibud changes cf scene on the face of the globe as were

tiie popobtce at a play. * Every one of them destroys and
renovates the earth after his own fashion, as Descartes

Gained it : for philosophers put themselves without ceremony

in the {dace of God, and think to create a universe with a

wofd.^ In his anxiety to shake the popular belief in the

universal deluge, he endeavoured to inculcate scepticism as

to the real nature of fossil shells, and to recall from contempt

the exploded dogma o/ the sixteenth century that they were

sports of nature. Yet in his later writings, speaking of the

fossil shells of Touraine, he admits their organic origin, and

in another of his works we find him implyii^ the true nature

of the shells collected in the Alps and other places, by

ascribing them to Eastern species which had fallen from the

hats of pilgrims coming fi’om Syria.

Coivper—Williams, 178^-1789.—Some faint idea may be

formed of the obloquy to which geologists exposed them-

selves by announcing the most, obvious results of their in-

vestigations, if ^e obsefve the manner in which they were

mentioned even by the amiable poet Cowper. In his poem
of ‘ The Task ’ he says :

*

Somp dull and boro

,
The solid earth, and from tho Mtiata there

Extract a register, by which we learn

That lie who made it, and revealed its date

To Moses, was mistaken in its age.f

The date here alluded to for the creation of this planet, or

rather of the universe, wal 4001 years before the birth of

'"Christ; a date which for more than eighty years before

Cowper published ‘The Task^ had been printed in the

authorised versions of the Bible in the margin of the first

chapter of Genesis, and was regarded by millions with the

same reverence as the text of the Bible itself. Cowper was

probably as little aware as are the majority of the present

readers of this version that this chronology was derived from

th^ speculations of Usher, Archbishop of Armagh, and is

* DifweErtatioD ^nvoy^e k rAcadimie livib dana notre Globe,

ds Bot^ogne^ aur laa Ohangemaaa ax* t The Tabk» book ai ,
* Thu Garden.
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nowhex^e to be found in the naraMiva of the

author or authors of the Hebrew cosmogony,*^
"

To pass over the works ofmany divinee, it may bema^tiltoed

that among the foremost ranks of the intolerant at tilit

period are found several laymen who had cOlifilderibl#^

claims to scientific reputation. Among lihes^

Williams, a mineral surveyor of Edinburgh, who published

a * Natural History of the Mineral Kingdom,’ in 17805 a
work of great merit for that day, and pf practical utility^ as

containing the best account of the coal strata. In his pre-

face he charges Hutton with * warping everything to support

the eternity of the world. ’f He descants on the pernicious

influence of such sceptical notions, as leading to downright

infidelity and atheism, ^and as being nothing less than

to depose the Almighty Cieator of the universe from His

office.’t

De Luc—Kirwan, 1798.—De Luc, in the preliminary dis^

course to his Treatise on Geology§ says, ^ the weapons have

been changed by which revealed religion is* attacked
; it is

now assailed by geology, and the knowledge of this science

has become essential to theologians.’ He imputes the failure

of former geological systems to their having been anti-

Mosaical. It might be supposed from these and other

similar charges that the geologists of that age were animated

by a polemical and aggressive spirit
;
but, on the contrary,

those writers who were fortunate enough ‘ to discover the

true causes of things,’ rarely deserved another part of the

poet’s panegyric, ^Atque metus omnes suhjedt p^dibus^ The
caution, and even timid reserve, of many eminent authors

in Italy and elsewhere from the early period to that at which

we have now ai-rived is very apparent ; and there can hardly

be a doubt, that they subscribed to certain dogmas^ and

particularly to the first diluvian theory, out t)f deference to

* The date of 4004 years b c for the present time (1871) in the huge audiuit

creation was published (see Horner, reprints giren out from the OUMRAndAa

Presidential Address, Quart Geo Joum Press at Oxford.
^

1861, p Ixix.) in 1701 in an edition of t ?• 657*

the Bible now to be seen in the British t P 69.

Museum, and is continued up to the { London, 1809.
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miAx^ than from conviction. If they

|N9^ diesimalat^on, we may feel regret^ but must

not blame thmr want of moral courage, reserving rather our

0|(»lldemxia^on for the persecuting spirit of the times, which

dalileo to abjure, and the two Jesuita to disclaim the

Aofxurdiilg to De Luc, the first essential distinction to be

made between the various phenomena exhibited on the sur-

face of the earth was, to determine which were the results of

causes still in action, and which had been produced by

causes that had ceased to act. The form and composition of

the mass of our continents, he said, and their existence above

the level of the sea, must be ascribed to causes no longer in

action. These continents emerged, at no very remote period,

on the sudden retreat of the ocean, the waters of which made

their way into subterranean caverns. The formation of the

rocks which enter into the crust of the earth began with the

precipitation of granite from a primordial liquid, after which

other strata containing the remains of organised bodies were

deposited, till at lost the pfeseni sea remained as the residuum

of the primordial liquid, and no longer continued to produce

mineral strata.**^

Kirwan, president of the Royal Academy of Dublin, a

chemist and mineralogist of some merit, but who possessed

much greater authority in the scientific world than he was

entitled by his talents to enjoy, said, in the introduction to

his ‘Geological Essays, 1799,^ ‘that »ound geology graduated

into religion, and was requined to di8i)el certain systems of

atheism or infidelity, of which they had had recent experi-

ence*’f He was an uncompromising defender of the aqueous

themy of all rocks, and was scarcely surpassed by Burnet

and Whiston in his desire to adduce the Mosaic writings in
' Confirmation of his opinions.

^
Hutton answered Kirwan’s attacks with great warmth,

nyi^lrith the indignationjustly excited by unmerited reproach,

had always displayed,’ says Playfair, ‘ the utmost dis-

to admire the beneficent design manifested in the

Ott Geology. t Introd. p 2
li^sOdOi TnMuili^nlbyDo la fSo,

tout. G
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structure of the world ; and he ooutamplated with delight

those parts of his theory which made the greatest additions

to our knowledge of final causes.* We may say wilh equal

truth, that in no scientific works in our language oan moM
eloquent passages be found, concerning the fitnessj hajrmiouy,

and grandeur of all parts of the creation, ^an in those of

Playfair. They are evidently the unaffected expressions pf

a mind which contemplated the study of nature, as best

calculated to elevate our conceptions of the attributes of the

First Cause. At any other time the force and elegance of

Playfair’s style must liave insured popularity to the Hut-

toniau doctrines; but by a singular coincidence, Neptuni-

anism and orthodoxy were now associated in the same creed;

and the tide of prejudice ran so strong, that the majority

were carried far away into the chaotic fluid, and other cos-

mological inventions of Werner. These fictions the Saxon

professor had borrowed with little modification, and without

any improvement, from his ^"predecessors. They had not the

smallest foundation either in Scrip'ture or in common sense,

and were probably approved of by many as being so ideal

and unsubstantial, that they could never come into violent

collision with any preconceived opinions.

William Smith, 1 790.—While the tenets of the rival schools

of Frcyberg and Edinburgh were warmly espoused by devoted

partisans, the labours of an individual, unassisted by the

advantages of wealth or station in society, were almost un-

heeded. Mr. William Smith, an English surveyor, published

his ^Tabular View of the British Strata* in 1790, wherein he

proposed a classification of the secondary formations in the

West of England. Although he had not communicated with

Werner, it appeared by this work that he hod arrived at the

same views respecting the laws of superposition of stratified

rocks; that he was aware that the order •of successioix qJt

different groups was never inverted ; and that they might'be

identified at very distant points by their peculiar orgoikii^

fossils.

From the time of the appearance of the^ ‘ Tabubir

author laboured to construct a geological map 6f the

of England; and with the greatest disinterestedness of mibd,
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the results of his investigations to all who
desxreiS information, giving such publicity to his origins!

vieWB^ ee to enable his contemporaries almost to compete

kith iit the race. The execution of his map was com-

pleted in tdlS, and remains a lasting monument of original

talent and extitordinary perseverance ;
for he had explored

the whole country on foot without the guidance of previous

observers, or the aid of fellow-labourers, and had succeeded

in throwing into natural divisions the whole complicated

aeries of British rocks. D^Anbuisson, a distinguished pupil

of Werner, paid a just tribute of praise to this remarkable

performance, observing, that *what many celebrated mineralo-

gists had only accomplished for a small part of Germany in

course of half a centurv, had been effected by a single

-individual for the whole of England.’*

Werner invented a new language to express his divisions

of rocks, and some of his technical terms, such as greywacke,

gneiss, and other^ passei^carrentin every country in Europe.

Smith adopted for the most part English y>rovincial terms,

often of barbarous sound, such as gault, coimbrash, clunch

clay ; and affixed them to subdivisions of the British series.

Many of these still retain their place in our scientific classi-

fications and attest his priority of arrangement.

MODERN PROGRESS OP GEOLOG V.

The contention of the rival factions of the Vulcanists and
Keptunists had been carried to such a height, that these

names had beepme terras of reproach ; aiid the two parties

had been less occupied in searching for truth, than for such

arguments as might strengthen their own cause or serve to

annoy their antagonists. A new school at last arose, which

professed the stiyictest neutrality, and the utmost indiff<*rence

to the systems of Werner and Hutton, and which resolved

diligently to devote its labours to observation. The reac-

tton^ provoked by the intemperance of the conflicting pai ties,

pow produced a tendency to extreme caution. Speculative

V3epP4l were discountenanced, and, through fear of exposing

* Sde Pr. Fittob^s Memoir, before cited, p 60.
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themselves to the suspicion of a bios towards the dogmais of

, a partj, some geologists became anxious to entertain* no

opinion whatever on the causes of phenomena, and

inclined to scepticism oven where the conclusionst dvdaeible

from observed facts scarcely admitted of reasonable doebt.

Geological Society of London, 1807.—Btrt althotigh ^e
reluctance to theorise was carried somewhat to <ncce8S, no

measure could be more salutary at such a moment than a

suspension of all attempts to form what were termed
‘ theories of the earth.’ A great body of new data was

required ;
and the Geological Society of London, founded in

1807, conduced greatly to the attainment of this desiraUe

end. To multiply and record observations, and patiently to

await the result at some future period, was the object pro-

posed by them
;
and it was their favourite maxim that the

time was not yet come for a general system of geology, but

that all must be content for many years to be exclusively

engaged in furnishing materials for futuie generalisations.

By acting up to these principles with consistency, they in a

few years disarmed all prejudice,( and rescued the science

from the imputation of being a dangerous, or at best but a

visionary pursuit.

A distinguished modern writer has with truth remarked,

that the advancement of three of the main divisions of geo-

logical enquiry has, since the middle of the eighteenth

century, been promoted successively by three different na-

tions of Europe—the Germans, the English, and the French,*

We have seen that the systematic study of what mi^ be

called mineralogical geology had its originmnd chief point

of activity in Germany, where Werner first described witib

precision the mineral characters of rocks. The classificatik>n

of the secondary formations, each marked by their pectdiw

fossils, belongs, in a great measure, to Enj^land, wheve tilD

labours before alluded to of Smith, and those of the nUMt
,

active members of the Geological Sociei^ of London,

steadily directed to these objects. The foundation iibe

third branch, that relating to tiie tertiary fowsAlinii)^

* Whevrell, British Critic, No.nrii. p. 187. 1$81.
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IptiA ill I^snaee bjr the splendid work of Cuvier and Brong^iart,

in 1808, ‘ On the Mineral Geography and Organic

Beidaint of the Keighbourhood of Paris.’

Wem&yetill trace, in the language of the science and our

pr<w^t methods of arrangement, the various countries where

the growth of these several departments of geology was at

difBerent times promoted. Many names of simple minerals

and rocks remain to this day Geiman; while the European

ditisions of the secoi\dary strata are in great part English,

and are, indeed, often founded too exclusively on English

types. Lastly, the subdivisions first established in the Paris

basin have served as normal groups to which other tertiary

deposits throughout Europe have been compared, even in

cases where this standard was wholly ina2)plicable.

No period could have been more fortunate for the discovery,

in the immediate neighbourhood of Pans, of a rich store of

well-preserved fossils, than the cominenoemont of*the present

century; for at no former era h.id Natural History been

cultivated with ^ich enthusiasm in the French metropolis.

The labours of Cuvier in comparative osteology, and of La-

marck in recent and Ibssif shells, had raised these departments

of study to a rank of which they had never previously been

deemed susceptible. Their investigations had eventually a

powerful effect in dispelling the illusion which had long

prevailed concerning the absence of analogy between the

ancient and modern state of our planet. A close comparison

of the recent and fossil species, and the inferences drawn in

regard to their habits, accustomed the geologist to contem-

plate the earth as having been at successive periods the

dwelling-place of animals and plants of different races, some

terrestrial, and others aquatic—some fitted to live in seas,

others in the waters of lakes and rivers. By the consideration

of these topics,“the mind was slowly and insensibly withdrawn

SiOm imaginary pictures of catastrophes and chaotic confu-

shmj such as haunted the imagination of the early cosrnogo-

Numerous proofs were discovered of the tranquil

4f|h4diion fit sedimentary matter, and the slow development

' er ''Organic life. If many writers, and Cuvier himself in the

number^ still continued to maintain that ‘the thread of
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induction was broken,’* yet, in reasoning by the strict rules of

induction from recent to fossil species, they in a g^eat measure

disclaimed the dogma which in theory they professed. The

adoption of the same generic, and, in some cases, eren ofthe

same specific, names for the exuvim of fossil animals and their

living analogues, was an important step towards familiarising

the mind with the idea of the identity and unity ofthe system

in distant eras. It was an acknowledgment, as it were, that

part at least of the ancient memorials of nature were written

in a living language. The growing importance, then, of the

natural history of organic remains may be pointed out as the

characteristic feature of the progress of the science during

the present century. This branch of knowledge has already

become an instrument of gi-eat utility in geological classifi^

cation, and is continuing daily io unfold new data for grand

and enlarged views respecting the former changes of the

earth. •

When we compare the results of observations in this

century with those of the three pre^eding centuries, we can-

not but look forward with the most sanguine expectations

to the degiee of excellence to which geology may be carried,

even by the labours of the i)resent generation. Never, perhaps,

did any science, with the exception of astronomy, unfold, in

an equally brief period, so many novel and unexpected truths,

and overturn so many preconceived opinions. The senses hoid

for ages declared the earth to be at rest, until the astronomer

taught that it was carried through space with inconceivable

rapidity. In like manner was •the surface of this planet

I’egarded as having remained unaltered sinae its creation,

until the geologist proved that it had been the theatre of

reiterated change, and was still the subject of slow but never-

ending fluctuations. The discovery of other systems in

boundless regions of space was the triumph of astronomy
$ to

trace the same system through various transformations—4o
behold it at successive eras adorned with different hills and
valleys, lakes and seas, and peopled with new inhabitantSrWaS ^

the delightful meed of geological research. By the «

* Diacours aur les B4voItttiona de la Tem.
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itrwe RieMoTed re^ona of space, and the rektive distances

ofthO^KSaFenlj bodies;—^bj the geologist myriads of ages

irere re(^coned, not by arithmetical computation, but by a

train ofidiymeal events—a succession of phenomena in the

aninsate and inanimate worlds—signs which convey to our

minds more de^nite ideas than figures can do of the immen-

sity of time.

Whether our investigation of the earth’s history and

structure will eventually be productive of as great practical

benefits to mankind as a knowledge of the distant heavens,

must remain for the decision of posterity. It was not till

astronomy had been enriched by the observations of many
centuries, and had made its way against popular prejudices

to the establishment of a sound theory, that its application

to the useful arts was most conspicuous. The cultivation of

geology began at a later period ; and in every step which it

has hitherto made towards sound theoretical pninciples, it

has had to contend against ipore violent prepossessions.

The practical advantages already derived from it have not

been inconsiderable ; but our generalisations are yet imper-

fect, and they who comd after Us may be expected to reap

the most valuable fruits of our labour. Meanwhile the charm

of first discovery is om: own ; and, as we explore this mag-
nificent field of enquiry, the sentiment of a great' historian

of our times may continually be present to our minds, that

*he who calls what has vanished back again into being

enjoys a bliss like that of creating.’*

* Nifil^nhr’s Hitt, of Rome, toI. i.*p d. Hare and Hurlwall's traoslation.
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CHAPTER V.

PREJUDICES WHICH HAVE RETARDED THE PBOQRESS OF

GEOLOGY.

PREP0SSEfi.«»10N8 IN RyGARJ) TO Till- DUHATION Ot PAST TIMS—PJWITDICBS

AUISINO FROV OUB PICLflAR I OSITION AS INHABITAlTrS OF TKB J&Airt)—

OTHERS OCCASIONS BY OLR NOT SLUNG SUBTERRANEAN CHANGES NOW
IN PROGKJ'SS—AIL THPSR C4USPS rOMBlNF TO MAKF THE FORMER COtIRSB OF
NAIURI- AlPFAR I»IF1 LliENT fUOM THE PRESENT—OBJECTIONS TO THE DOO-

TRINF THAI CAUSES SIMII AB IN KIND AND EMEROT 10 THOSE NOW ACTING*

HAVE PRODUCED THE KlRMJrR CHANQFS OF THE EARTH’s SURFACE, CON-

SIDERFD.

c

Ip we reflect on the history ,of the progress of geology, as

explained in the preceding dhapters^ we peftjeive that there

have been great fluctuations of opinion respecting the natu;re

of the causes to which all former changes of the earth^s

surface are referable. The first observers conceived the

monuments which the geologist endeavours to decipher to

relate to an original stat<‘ of the earth, or to a period when
there were causes in activity, distinct, in kind and degree*

from those now constituting the economy of nature. These

views were gradually modified, and some of them entir^y

abandoned, in proportion as observations were multiplied, an4

the signs of former mutations were skilfu^Jy interpreted.

Many appearances, which had for a long time been regarded

as indicating m}steriou8 and extraordinary agency, were

finally recognised as the necessary result of the laws uov
governing the material woild; and the discovery of this

unlooked-for conformity has at length induced some phlb*

sophers to infer, that, during the ages contemplate iia

geology, there has never been any intermptiojl t0>/4he

agency of the same uniform laws of change*
,
The ,

assemblage of general causes, they conceive, may h&m
sufficient to produce, by fheir various cotcibinetteni^
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dirersitf efSaets, of whidi the shell of the earth

hw iweseiTed the zoemorials
; and, conAstently with these

|Msteoi|i|e8s the recoi;yence of analogous changes is expected

, by them iii time to come.

tVlhotibEer we coincide or not in this doctrine, we must

admit that tha gradual progress of opinion concerning the

intoeession of phenomena in very remote eras, resembles, in

a eingnlar manner, that which has accompanied the growing

ihteljigenee of every people, in regard to the economy of

nature in their own times. In an early state of advancement,

when a greater number of natural appearances are unintel-

ligible, an eclipse, an earthquake, a flood, or the approach

of a con^et, with many other occurrences afterwards found

to belong to the regular course of events, are regarded as

prodigies. The same delusion prevails as to moral pheno-

mena, and many of these are ascribed to the intervention

of demons, ghosts, witches, and other immaterial and

supmiatuTal agents. By degrees, many of the enigmas of

the moral and physical ^orld are expLuned, and, instead of

being dne to extrinsic and irregular causes, they are found

to depend on fixed and invariable laws. The philospher at

last becomes convinced of the undeviating uniformity of

secondary causes ; and, guided by his faith in this principle,

he determines the probability of accounts transmitted to him
of formee occurrences, and often rejects the fabulous tales of

former times, on the ground of their being irreconcilable

yritih the experience of more enlightened ages.

Pir^osiieeeions in regard tp the duration of past time.-—As a

bidief in the v^ant of conformity in the causes by which the

eartk^s crust has been modified in ancient and modern periods

tfUS, for a long time, universally prevalent, and that, too,

amongst men who were convmced that the order of nature

had been uniform for the last several thousand years, every

tij^boomsiance which could have influenced their minds and

r an undue bias to their opinions deserves particular

Now the reader may easily satisfy himself, that,

apdeviating the course of nature may have been

iWtriiest epochs, it was impossible for the first cul-

^ irf geology to come to such a conclusion, so long
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as they "were under a delusion as to the age of the

and the date of the first creation of animate beings. HoWSfteir

fantastical some theories of the sixteenth century may tmw
appear to us,—however unworthy of men of great talent 1^*4

sound judgment,—we may rest assured that^ if the IMIse

misconception now prevailed in regard to the memorials of

human transactions, it would give rise to a similar train of

absurdities. Let us imagine, for example, that Champollion,

and the French and Tuscan literati when engaged ii^ ex-

ploring the antiquities of Egypt, had visited that countiy

with a firm belief that the banks of the Nile were never

peopled by the human race before the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, and that their faith in this dogma was as

difficult to shake as the opinion of our ancestors, that the

earth was never the abode of living beings until the creation

of the present continents, and of the species now existing,

~

it is easy to perceive what extravagant systems they would

frame, while under the influence of this delusion, to account

for the monuments discovered in E^j^pt. The sight of the

pyramids, obelisks, colossal statues, and ruined temples,

would fill them with such astonishment, that for a time they

would be as men spell-bound—wholly incapable of reasoning

with sobriety. They might incline at first to refer the con-

struction of such stupendous works to some superhuman
powers of a primeval world. A system might be •Invented

resembling that so gravely advanced by Manetho, who relates

that a dynasty of gods originally ruled in Egypt, of whom
Vulcan, the first monarch, reigued nine thousand years

j

after whom came Hercules and other demigods, who Were
at last succeeded by human kings.

When some fanciful speculations of this kind hod amused
their imaginations for a time, some vast repository of mum-
mies would be discovered, and would immediately undeceive

those antiquaries who enjoyed an opportunity of personally

examining them
;
but the prejudices of others at a distancOi

who were not eye-witnesses of the whole phenomena, i^ool4

not be so easily overcome. The concurrent report of mAtUy
travellers would, indeed, render it necessaiy for thmtt

'

accommodate ancient theories to some of the new
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xanek 'frit and ingenoitj would be tequired to modify and

del^Ad tiieir old positions. Each new invention would

vkUKto a greater number of known analogies ; for if a theory

bi|fneqtah«d to embrace some false principle, it becomes more

ll^ldoiaairy' in proportion as facts ore multiplied, as would be

'the ease if geometers were now required to form an astro*

nomioal system on the assumption of the immobility of the

earth.

Aqumgst other fanciful conjectures concerning the history

of Egypt, we may suppose some of the following to be started.

‘ As the banks of the Nile have been so recently colonised

for the first time, the curious substances called mummies
could never in reality have belonged to men. They may
have been generated by some plastic mrtue residing in the

interior of the earth, or they may be abortions of Nature

produced by her incipient efforts in the work of creation.

For if deformed beings are sometimes bom even*now, when
the scheme of the univeise is inlly developed, many more

may have been "sentbetbre their time, scarce half made up,”

when the planet itself was iii the embryo state. But if these

notions appear to dcroga^;e from the perfection of the*Divine

attributes, and if these mummies be in all their parts true

representations of the human form, may we not refer them

to the future rather than the past ? May we not be looking

into the *wonib of Nature, and not her grave ? May not

these images be like the shades of the unborn in Virgil’s

Elysium—^the archetypes of men not yet called into ex-

istence ? ’ •

These speculations, if advocated by eloquent writers, would

not fail to attract many zealous votaries, for they would

rrfieve men from the painful necessity of renouncing precon-

ceived opinions. Incredible as such scepticism may appear, it

hcts be^ rivalled by many systems of the sixteenth and seven-

teentih centuries, and among others by that of the learned

$blloiiq>io, who, as we have seen (p. 33), regarded the tusks

fbssil dlephants as earthy concretions, and the pottery or

«f vases in the Monte Testaceo, near Borne, as

WMsi of nature, and not of art. But when one generation

EMI'' away, and another, not compromised to the
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support of antiquated dogmas^ had succeeded^ they

review the evidence afforded by mummies more impartieflty#

and would no longer controvert the preliminary

that human beings had lived in Egypt before the nineteenth

century : so that when a hundred years perhaps had heei^

lost, the industry and talents of the philosopher would he

at last directed to the elucidation of points of real historicdl

importance.

But the above arguments are aimejJ against one oidy of

many prejudices with which the early geologists had to

contend. Even when they conceded that the earth had been

peopled with inanimate beings at an earlier period than was

at first sujiposed, they had no conception that the quantity^

of time bore so great a proportion to the historical era as is

now generally conceded. How fatal every error as to the

quantity of time must prove to the introduction of rational

views concerning the state of things in former ages, may be

conceived by supposing the annals of the civil and military

transactions of a great nation to be perused under the im-

pression that they occurred in a period of one hundred instead

of two* thousand years. Such a portion of history would

immediately assume the air of a romance
; the events would

seem devoid of credibilitj , and inconsistent with the present

course of human affairs. A crowd of incidents would follow

each other iii thick succession. Armies and fleefts would

appear to be assembled only to be destroyed, and cities built

merely to fall in ruins. There would be the most violent

transitions from foreign or intescine war to periods of pro^

found peace, and the works effected during the yearu of

disorder or tranquillity would appear alike superhuman in

magnitude.

He who should study the monuments of the natural world

under the influence of a similar infatuation, must draw a

no less exaggerated picture of the energy and violence of

causes, and must experience the same insurmountable

culty in reconciling the former and present state of nature*

If we could behold in one view all the volcanic cones thrown

.

up in Iceland, Italy, Sicily, and other parts of

during the last five thousand years, and could eeo the iatas
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hnm flowed during the same period; the dislocations,

imbs^d^noes, and elevations caused during earthquakes
; the

htlsds added to various deltas, or devoured by the sea, to-

gethelf' with the effects of devastation by floods, and imagine

that all these events had happened in one year, we must

flmn most exalted ideas of the activity of the agents, and

the suddenness of the revolutions. If geologists, therefore,

have misinterpreted the signs of a succession of events, so as

to cqnclude that oentijries were implied where the characters

indicated thousands of years, and thousands of years where

the language of Nature signified millions, they could not, if

they reasoned logically from such false premises, come to any

conclusion than that the system of the natural world

bad undergone a complete revolution.

We should be warranted in ascribing the erection of the

great pyramid to superhuman power, if we were convinced

that it was raised in one day ; and if we imagine,"in the same

manner, a continent or mountain-chain to have been ele-

vated during an equally small fraction of the time which

was really occupied in upheaving it, we might then be justified

in inferring, that the subterranean movements were once far

more energetic than in our own times. We know that during

one earthquake the coast of Chili may be raised for a hundred

miles to the average height of about three feet. A. repetition

of two tiiousand shocks, of equal violence, might produce a

mountain-chain one hundred miles long, and six thousand

feet high. Now, should one or two only of these convulsions

happen in a century, it would be consistent with the order

of events experienced by the Chilians from the earliest times

:

hnt if the whole of them were, to occur in the next hundred

years, the entire district must be depopulated, scarcely any

animals or plants could survive, and the surface would be

one confused bt^ap of ruin and desolation.

One consequence of undervaluing greatly the quantity of

;|kast time, is the apparent coincidence which it occasions of

^events necessarily disconnected, or which are so unusual,

would be inconsistent with all calculation of chances

Iri^oae them to happen at one and the same time. When
'

4|Sdj(M>ked4bt association of such rare phenomena is
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witnessed in the present course of nature, it seareelji^ evc^

fails to excite a suspicion of the preternatural in those Btipii

which are not firmly convinced of the uniform agency'^

secondary causes ^—as if the death of some individui^ i^

whose fate they are interested happens to be accompanied

by the appearance of a luminous meteor, or a comet, or the

shock of an earthquake. It would be only necessary to

multiply such coincidences indefinitely, and the mind of

every philosopher would be disturbed. Now it would be

difficult to exaggerate the number of physical events, many

of them most rare and unconnected in their nature, which

were imagined by the Woodwardian hypothesis to have

happened in the course of a few months: and numesrous

other examples might be found of popular geological theories,

which require us to imagine that a long succession of events

happened in a brief and almost momentary period.

Another ‘liability to error, very nearly allied to' the former,

arises from the frequent contact of geological monuments

referring to very distant periods of time. We often behold,

at one glance, the effects of causes yhich have acted at times

incalculably remote, and yet there may be no striking cir-

cumstances to mark the occurrence of a great chasm in the

chronological aeries of Nature’s archives. In the vast interval

of time which may really have elapsed between the results

of operations thus compared, the physical condition of &©
earth may, by slow and insensible modifications, have beoonm

entirely altered ; one or more races of organic beings may
have passed away, and yet have left behind, in the particular

region under contemplation, no trace of their existence.

To a mind unconscious of these intermediate events, the

passage from one state of things to another must appear so

violent, that the idea of revolutions in the system inevitably
,

suggests itself. The imagination is as muCh perplexed by

the deception, as it might be if two distant points in spooe

were suddenly brought into immediate proximity. Letw
suppose, for a moment, that a philosopher should lie. dci^’'

to sleep in some arctic wilderness, and then be Atansfetjceil. ..

by a power, such as we read of in tales of enchautmem:';^,#"
'

valley in a tropical country, where, on awaHng, hO
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Mmfidlf surrounded by birds of brilliant plumage, and

all l^e luYnriance of animal and vegetable forms of which

Nature is so prodigal in those regions. The most reasonable

suppodition, perhaps, which he could make, if by the necro-

mancer’s art he were placed in such a situation, would be,

that he was dreaming ; and if a geologist form theories under

a similar delusion, we cannot expect him to preserve more

consistency in his speculations than in the train of ideas in

an ordinary dream. ,

It may afford, perhaps, a more lively illustration of the

principle here insisted upon, if I recall to the reader’s recol-

lection the legend of the Seven Sleepers. The scene of that

popular fable was placed in the two centuries which elapsed

between the reign of the emperor Decius and the death of

Theodosius the younger. In that interval of time (between

the years 249 and 450 of our era) the union of the Eoman
empire had been dissolved, and some of its faired provinces

overrun by the barbarians of the north. The seat of govern-

ment had passed from* Eome to Constantinople, and the

throne from a pagan persecutor to a succession of Christian

and orthodox princes. ?rhe genius of the empire had been

humbled in the dust, and the altars of Diana and Hercules

were on the point of being transferred to Catholic saints and

martyrs. The legend relates, ^ that when Decius was still

persecuting the Christians, seven noble youths of Ephesus

concealed themselves in a spacious cavern in the side of an

adjacent mountain, where they were doomed to perish by the

tyrant, who gave orders tliat the entrance should be firmly

secured with a pile of huge stones. They immediately fell

into a deep slumber, which ^was miraculously prolonged,

without injuring the powers of life, during a period of 187

years* At the end of that time the slaves of Adolius, to

#liom the inheritance of the mountain had descended,

rem6ved the stones to supply materials for some rustic

edifice : the light of the sun darted into the cavern, and the

<ewiai sleepers were permitted to awake. After a slumber,

» as libey thought, of a few hours, they were pressed by the
^

aafii itf btinger, and resolved that Jamblichus, one of their

T idiould secretly return to the city to purchase bread
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for the use of his companions. The youth could no

recognise the once familiar aspect of his native

and his surprise was increased by the appearance of a

cross triumphantly erected over the principal gate' Cf

Ephesus. His singular dress and obsolete language coii«*

founded the baker, to whom he offered an ancient medal of

Decius as the current coin of the empire
;
and Jamblichus^

on the suspicion of a secret treasure, was dragged before

the judge. Their mutual enquiries produced the atnazing

discovery, that two centuries were almost elapsed since

Jamblichus and his friends had escaped from the rage of a
pagan tyrant.’

This legend was received as authentic throughout the

Christian world before the end of the sixth century, and

was afterwards introduced by Mahomet as a divine revelation

into the Koran, and from hence was adopted and adorned

by all the hations from Bengal to Africa who professed the

Mahometan faith. Some vestiges even of a similar tradition

have been discovered in Scandinavia. ^ This easy and

universal belief,’ observes the philosophical historian of the

Decline and Fall, ^ so expressive of the sense of mankind,

may he ascribed to the genuine merit of the fable itself. We
imperceptibly advance from youth to age, without observing

the gradual, but incessant, change of human affairs; and
even in our larger experience of history, the imagination is

accustomed, by a perpetual series of causes and effects, to

unite the most distant revolutions. But if the interval

between two memorable eras couid be instantly annihilated

;

if it were possible, after a momentary slismber of two
hundred years, to display the new world to the eyes of a
spectator who still retained a lively and recent impressiou of

the old, his surprise and his reflections would furnish thc

pleasing subject of a philosophical romance. ’***•

Pryudices arising from our peculiar position a$ inhahitOn/iis

qf the land.—The sources of prejudice hitherto cousidisrod

may be deemed peculiar for the most part to the infancy bf
the science, but others are common to the first edtivators ot

* Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chap, xxadii.
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and arO ail singularly calculated to

saiue deception, and to strengthen our belief

'course of nature in the earlier ages difiered widely

iWt tlow established. Although these circumstances

cannot be fully explained without assuming some things

proved, which it baa been my object elsewhere to demou-

jrtrate,* it may be well to allude to them briefly in this place.

The first and greatest difficulty, then, consists in an

haintual unconsciousness that our position as observers is

essentially unfavourable, when we endeavour to estimate the

nntfure and magnitude of the changes now in progress. In

consequence of our inattention to this subject, we are liable

. to serious mistakes in contrasting the present with former

states of tlie globe. As dwellers on the land, we inhabit

about a fourth part of the surface; and that portion is

almost exclusively a theatre of decay, and not of reproduc-

tion, We know, indeed, that new deposits are annually

formed in seas and lakes, and .that every year some new
igneous rocks are produced in the bowels of the earth, but

we cannot watch the progress of their formation
; and as

they are only present to 6ur minds by the aid of reflection,

it requires an effort both of the reason and the imagination

to appreciate duly their importance. It is, therefore, not

surprising that we estimate very imperfectly the result of

operations thus unseen by us; and that, when analogous

results of former epochs are presented to our inspection, we
cannot immediately recognise the analogy. He who has

observed the quanying of stpno from a rock, and has seen it

'shipped for some distant port, and then endt^avours to

conceive what kind of edifice will be laised by the materials,

is in the same predicament as i •geologist, who, while he is

confined to the land, sees the decomposition of rocks, and

jhe transportation of matter by rivers to the sea, and then

endeavours to picture to himself the new strata which
is building beneath the waters.

ariamgfrom our not seeing suhtirranean changes,

-^or is his^osition less unfavourable when, beholding a

eruption, he tries to conceive wdiat changes the

^ <jf Oeolc^y. Stk edit., 1866 , and Student’s Elements, 2iicl edit., 1874

iruxi« I. H
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column of lava has produced, in its passage upwards, oi^

intersected strata ;
or what form the melted matter iQajir aar

same at great depths on cooling
; or what may be the extent

of the subterranean rivers and reservoirs of liquid matter £Kr

beneath the surface. It should, therefore, be remembered,

that the task imposed on those who study thq earth’s history

requires no ordinary share of discretion
;
for we are pra*

eluded from collating the corresponding parts of the, system

of things as it exists now, and as it existed at former periods.

If we were inhabitants of another element—if the great

ocean were our domain, instead of the narrow limits of the

land, our diffifultics Avould be considerably lessened j while,

on the other hand, there can be little doubt, although the

reader may, perhaps, smile at the bare suggestion of such

an idea, that an amphibious being, who should possess our

faculties, would still more easily arrive at sound theoretical

opinions ill geology, since he might behold, on the one hand,

the decomposition of rocks .ni the atmosphere, or the trans-

portation of matter by running vtater ; and, on the other,

examine the deposition of sediment in the sea, and the

imbedding of animal and vegetable remains in new strata.

He might ascertain, by direct observation, the action of a

mountain torrent, as well as of a marine current; might

compare the products of volcanos poured out upon the land

with those ejected beneath the waters ; and might mark, on
the one hand, the growth of the forest, and, on the other,

that of the coral reef. Yet, even with these advantages, he

would be liable to fall into, the greatest errors, when
endeavouring to reason on rocks of subtqp:anean ori^n.

He would seek in vain, within the sphere of his observation,

for any direct analogy to the process of their formation, and

would therefore be in danger of attributing them, wherever

they are upraised to view, to some ‘ primeval state of nature^’

Btt if we may be allowed so far to indulge the imagina*

tion, as to suppose a being entirely confined to the nether

world—some ‘ dusky melancholy sprite,’ like tJmbriel, vfho

could ‘ flit on sooty pinions to the central ea^,’ but IfEo

was never permitted to ‘sully the fair < face of lights’

emerge into the regions of water and of air ; and if this
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busy himself in inrestigating the structure of

4be >!gl9be» he might frame theories the exact oonverse of

thbae mmsJly adopted by human philosophers. He might
tn4i» tliAt the stratified rocks, containing shells and other

Cfllfttllde remains, were the oldest of created things, belonging

to some original and nascent state of the planet. ‘ Of these

masses,* he might say, ‘ whether they consist of loose in-

coherent sand, soft clay, or solid stone, none have been

fierm^d in modem times. Every year some of them are

broken and shattered by ear’thquakes, or melted by volcanic

fire } and when they cool down slowly from a state of fusion,

they assume a new and more crystalline form, no longer

mdi&iting that stratified disposition and those curious

impressions and fantastic markings, by which they were

previously characterised. This process cannot have been

carried on for an indefinite time, for in that case all the

stratified rocks would long ere this have been fused

and crystallised. It is therefore probable that the

whole planet once consisted of those mysterious and

curiously bedded formatmns at a time when the volcanic

fire had not yet been brought into activity. Since that

period there seems to have been a gradual development of

heat ; and this augmentation we may expect to continue

till the whole globe shall be in a state of fluidity, or shall

' consist, in those parts which are not melted, of volcanic and
crystalline rocks.’

Such might be the system of the Gnome at the very time

that the followers of Leibnitz, reasoning on what they saw
Ott the outer suiface, might be teaching the opposite doctrine

6# gradual refrigeration, and avijrring that the earth hod
begun its career as a fiery comet, and might be destined here-

after to become a frozen mass. The tenets of the schools of

the netber and <Jf the upper world would be directly opposed

to ea<^ other, for both would partake of the prejudices in-
’

evftlibly resulting from the continual contemplation of one

ohms of phenomena to the exclusion of another. Man
<j^A|6rv$s th64llnnual decomposition of crystalline and igneous

' t|ic^!^ka^a]>d may sometimes see their conversion into stratified

but he cannot witness the reconversion of the
V 9
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sedimentary into the crystalline by subterranean heat. He
is in the habit of regarding all the sedimentary rocksW
recent than the nnstratified, for the same reason

suppose him to fall into the opposite error if he saw the

origin of the igneous class only.

For more than two centuries the shelly^ strata of the

Subapennine hills afforded matter of speculation to the early

geologists of Italy, and few of them had any suspicion tliat

similar deposits were then forming imthe neighbouring sea.

Some imagined that the strata, so rich in organic remains,

instead of being due to secondary agents, had been so created

in the beginning of things by the fiat of the Almighty.

Others, as we have seen, ascribed the imbedded fossil bodies

to some plastic power which resided in the earth in the

early ages of the world. In what manner were these dogmas

at length exploded ? The fossil relics were carefully com--

pared with*their living analogues, and all doubts as to their

organic origin were eventuaHy dispelled. So, also, in regard

to the nature of the containing beds of mud, sand, and lime-

stone : those parts of the bottom pf the sea were examined

where shells are now becoming annually entombed in new

deposits. Donati explored the bed of the Adriatic, and

found the closest resemblance between the strata there

forming, and those which constituted hills above a thousand

feet high in various parts of the Italian peninsula. He
ascertained by dredging that living testacea were there

grouped together in precisely the same manner as were their

fossil analogues in the inland strata
;
and while some of the

recent shells of the Adriatic were becoming* incrusted with

calcareous rock, he observed that others had been newly

buried in sand and clay, precisely as fossil shells occur in

the Subapennine hills.

In like manner, the volcanic rocks of the Vicentin had
been studied in the beginning of the last centuiy } but no

geologist suspected, before the time of Arduino, that these .

were composed of ancient submarine lavas. During mapy
years, of controversy, the popular opinion incliilfcd to a belief

that basalt and rocks of the same class had been
’

tated from a chaotic fluid, or an ocean which rose at succes-
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Hive |Mirio4s over the coBtinents, charged with the com-

$lei]tietit8 of the rocks in question. ' Few will now
it would hare been difficult to invent a theory

distant from the truth
;
yet we must cease to wonder

that it gained so many proselytes, when we remember that

its claims to probability arose partly from the veiy circum-

stance of its confirming the assumed want of analogy between

geological causes and those now in action. By what train of

investigations were geologists induced at length to reject

these views, and to assent to the igneous origin of the trap-

poan formations ? By an examination of volcanos now active,

and by comparing their structuie and the composition of

their lavas with the ancnent trap rocks.

The establishment, from time to time, of numerous points

pf identification, drew at length from geologists a reluctant

admission, that there was more correspondence between the

condition of the globe at iemote eras and now, and more

uniformity in tlje laws '^jhich lUve regulated the changes of

its surface, than they at first imagined. If, in this state of

the science, they still d^paired of reconciling every class of

geological phenomena to the operations of ordinary causes,

even by straining analogy to the utmost limits of credibilitj

,

we might have expected, at least, that the balance of proba-

bility would now have been presumed to incline towards the

close analogy pf the ancient and modern causes. But, after

repeated experience of the failure of attempts to speculate

on geological monuments, as belonging to a distinct order of

things, new sects continued to persevere in the principles

adopted by their predecessors. They still began, as each

new problem presented itself, whether relating to the animate

or inanimate world, to assume an original and dissimilar

order of nature ; and when at length they approximated, or

entirely came round to an opposite opinion, it was always

with the feeling, that they were conceding what they had

been justified d priori in deeming improbable. In a word,

tbe same men who, as natural philosophers, would have been

} inci^ulous respecting any extraordinary deviations

from the known course of nature, if reported to have hap-

pened in Iheir oum time, were equally disposed, as geologists,
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to expect the proofs of such deviations at every period jrf,

the past.

I shall proceed in the following chapters to enumerate

some of the principal difficulties still opposed to the theor^

of the uniform nature and energy of the causes which have

woiked successive changes in the crust of the earth, and in

the condition of its living inhabitants. The discussion of so

important a question on the present occasion may appear

premature, but it is one which naturally arises out of a

review of the former history of the science. It is, of course,

impossible to enter into such speculative topics, without

occasionally carrying the novice beyond his depth, and

appealing to facts and conclusions with which he will he

un-icquainit'd, until he lias studied some elementary work on

geology, but it may be useful to excite his curiosity, and

lead him to study such works by calling his attention at

once to some of the principal points of controversy.*

* In tlio < irlier(.dit<ons of this work,

a fourth book added on Otology

Proper, 01 ‘systematic Geology, non-

taming an account of the forme i changes

of the animate and lUdnirn it« cieitioii,

brought to bght by in f xarain ition of

the crust of tlie caith This I after*

wards (in 183S) (Expanded into a sepa-

rate public itioii called the Elements or

Munu 1 of Geology, of which a sixth

edition appeared, January 1865, and

the grcatei part of which is embodied

in thf Students Elements, a second

edition of which was published in 187-t.
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CHAPTER VI.

SUPPOSED INTENSITY OP AQUEOUS FOECES AT EEMOTE PEEIODH.

UrTENSITT OF AQUfOUS CAU6IG8—SIOW ACCUMI71 ATION OP SlRiTA FltOVl*D

Jjy FOSSILS—EATB OF DKMUDATION CAN ONIT KKEF VACi WITH DhPOSlHOy

—^KQKATICS, AND ACTION Ol? ICL—DHLUOKS, AND THf CALSKS TO ’WUJllI

TEBY AfUfi DAFEKRED—SUPPO&kD UNIVKRSALriY OF ANCIENT DEPOMlfS.

Intensity of aqueofs caitses.—The great problem alluded

to at the close of the last chapter may thus^ be stated,

whether the former changes of the earth made known to us

by geology reseyible in kind aiiU degree thost^ now in daily

progress. This question may be contemplated from several

points of view, and it tanbiaces among other subjects the

enquiry, whether there are any giounds lor the belief entei-

tained by many, that the intensity both of aqueous and of

igneous forces, in remote ages, far exceeded that which wo
witness in our own times.

First, then, as to aqueous causes : it has been shown in

our history of the science, that Woodward did not hesitate^

in 1695, to teach that the entire mass of fossiliferous strata

contained in the earth’s crust had been deposited in a few

months ; and,*consequentIy, as their mechanical and deriva-

tive origin was already admitted, the reduction of rocky

masses into mud, sand, and pebbles, the transportation of

the same to a distance, and their accumulation elsewhere in

strata, 'were all assumed to have taken place with a

rapidity unparalleled in modern times. This doctrine was

modified by degrees, in proportion as different classes of

Ojejganio rentains, such as shells, corals, and fossil plants, had

with attention. Analogy led every naturalist

.fo astonae, th^t each full-grown individual of the animal or

vegetaye kingdom, had required a certain number of d.i)s,
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montlis, or years for the attainment of maturity, and

perpetuation of its species by generation ; and thus the fireit

approach was made to the conception of a common staudaid

of time, without which there are no means whaterer of

measuring the comparative rate at which any succession bf

events has taken place at two distinct •periods. This

standard consisted of the average dura,tion of the lives of

individuals of the same genera or families in the animal and

vegetable kingdoms
;
and the multitude of fossils dispersed

through successive strata implied the continuance of the

same species for many generations. At length the idea that

species themselves had had a limited duration, arose Otit of

the observed fact tliat sets of strata of different ages con-

tained fossils of distinct s2)ecies. Finally, the opinion became

general, that in the course of ages, one assemblage of animals

and plants had disajipeared after another again and again,

and new tribes had started into life to replace them.

Denudation ,—In addition io the p/oofs derived from organic

remains, the forms of stratification led also, on a fuller in-

vestigation, to the belief that sedimentary rocks had been

slowly deposited
;
but it was still supposed that dmudation^

or the power of lunning water, and the waves and currents

of the ocean, to strip off* superior strata, and lay bare the

rocks below, had formerly operated with an energy wholly

unequalled in our times. These opinions were both illogical

and inconsistent, because deposition and denudation are

jn-ocesses inseparably connected, and what is true of the rate

of one of them must be true of the rate of the other* within

very narrow limits, and the conveyance of solid matter to a

particular region can only keep pace with its removal from

another, so that the aggregate of sedimentary strata in the

earth’s crust can never exceed in volume the amount of

solid matter which has been ground down and washed away
by rivers, waves, and currents. How vast then must be the

spaces which this abstraction of matter has left vacant ! how
far exceeding in dimensions all the valleys, however nume-
rous, and the hollows, however vast, which we prove ^

have» been cleared out by aqueous erosion ! The evidence erf

tbe work of denudation is defective, because it is the*tendeney

of eveiy destroying cause to obliterate, in great part, the
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of Its own agency. The amount of reproduction in the

^ sedimentaiy strata will only afford a measure of the

of denudation which the earth’s surface has under-

because the same materials in a multitude of cases

been broken up again and again and re-stratified, so

that the last ajftne of many forms through which they have

passed is now presented to our view.

Erratics and Another phenomenon to which the

advoBates of the excessive power of running water in times

past have appealed, is the enormous size of the blocks called

erraUcy which lie scattered over the northern parts of Europe

ahd North America. Unquestionably a large proportion of

these blocks have been transported far from their original

position, for between them and the parent rocks we now find,

nfot unfreqnently, deep seas and valleys intervening, or hills

more than a thousand feet high. To explain the present situa-

tion ofsuch travelled fragments, a deluge ofmud was imagined

by some to havg come fjom th*e north, bearing along with

it sand, gravel, and stony fragments, some of them hundreds

of tons in weight. This#flood, in its transient passage over

the continents, dispersed the boulders irregularly over hill,

valley, and plain ;
or forced them along over a surface of

hard rock, so as to polish it and leave it indented with paral-

lel scratches and grooves,—such markings as are still visible

in the rocks of Scandinavia, Scotland, Canada, and many
other countries.

There can be no doubt that the myriads of angular and

rounded blocks above allfided to cannot have been borne

along by ordinary rivers or marine currents, so great is their

volume and weight, and so clear are the signs, in many
places, of time having been occupied in their successive

deposition ; for while some of them are buried in mud and

ssmd, others are distributed at various depths through heaps

6f regularly stratified sand and gravel. No waves of the sea

raised by earthquakes, nor the bursting of lakes dammed up

for a time^ landslips or by avalanches of snow, can account

observed facts ; but I shall endeavour to show, in

the sequel,'*' thai a eombination of existing causes may have

Conveyed eirratios into their present situations,

^ alsoElemdnUof Geology, ch 11} 12, and Student's Elements, p. 143 , et seq.
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The causes which will be referred to are, first, the

power of ice, combined with that of ruimmg water;

second, the upward movement of the bed of the sea,

verting it gi*adually into land. Without entering at present

into any details respecting these causes, I may mention that

the transportation of blocks by ice is now sflnultaneously in

progress, not only in the arctic and antarctio regions, but in

a part of the temperate latitudes both of the northern and

southern hemispheres, as, for example, on the coaSts of

Canada and Gulf of St. Lawrence, and also in Chili, Pata*-

goiiia, and the island of South Georgia. In those regions

the uneven bed of the ocean is becoming strewed over with

ice-drifted fragments, which have either stranded on shoals, or

been dropped in deep water by melting bergs. The entangle-

ment of boulders in drift ice will also be shown to occur

annually in North America, and these stones, when firmly

frozen into ice, wander year after year from Labrador to the

St. Lawrence, and leach points of. the western hemisphere

farther south than any part of Great Britain.

The general absence of eiratics ui the warmer parts of the

equatorial regions of Asia, Africa, and America, confirms

the same views. As to the polishing and grooving of hard

rocks, it has been ascertained that glaciers give rise to these

effects when pushing forwaid sand, pebbles, and locky frag-

ments, and causing them to grate along the bottofn. Nor

can there be any reasonable doubt that icebergs, when they

run aground on the floor of the ocean, must imprint some-

what similar marks upon it.
*

It is unnecessary, therefore, to refer to deluges, or great

oceanic waves, to explain the transportation of erratics to

great distances.

As to variations in the tides in past times, tlioy can

never have been sufficient to have imparted to-* marine

currents, or to the waves breaking on a coast, a degree of

force greatly exceeding that which they usually exert.

When the excentricity of the earth’s orbi^ of which more
will be said in the thirteenth chapter, is at or n^r its maati*-

mum, the rise of the solar tide will amount to two-and-a^half

instead of two feet
;
but the increased power thus derived
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sOkdr attraction may be neglected by a geologist^

BfWg tbat the configuration of the laud now produces

idyi4!)^it|nces ih the height of the tides to the extent of fifty

feet fifUd upwards, instead of those few additional inches

’ gained by proximity to tho sun in the case above proposed.

At some former^riods, as we shall afterwards see, the local

development of ice, sometimes in one hemisphere, sometimes

in the other, was so great as to enable it to exert a carrying

power far beyond what it now exerts in the same region.

But such increased ice-action, recurring at distant intervals

and for limited periods, is by no means confirmatory of the

theory of those who ascribe paroxybmal energy to causes

supposed to have operated in a nascent state of the planet.

In regard also to ice, we must remember that its action on

land is substituted for that of running water. The one

becomes a mighty agent in transporting huge erratics, and

in scoring, abrading, and polishing rocks, but ^meanwhile

the other is in abeyance. ^When^ for example, the ancient

Bhone glacier conveyed its moraines from the upper to the

lower end of the Lake of^Geneva, there was no great river as

there now is, forming a delta many miles in extent, and

several hundred feet in depth, at the upper end of the lake.

Deluges^—As deluges have been often alluded to (page 10,

^
&c#), I shall say something of the causes which may sup-

posed to give rise to these grand movements of water.

Geologists who believe®that mountain-chains have been

thrown up suddenly at many successive epochs, imagine

that the waters of the ocefin may be raised by these con-

vulsions, and then break in terrific waves upon the land,

-Sweeping over whole continents^ hollowing out valleys, and

transporting sand, gravel, and erratics to great distances.

The sudden rise of the Alps or Andes, it is said, may have

produced a flooS even subsequently to the time when the

earth became the residence of man. But it seems strange

that none of the writers who have indulged their imagina-

^tion in conjectures of this kind should have ascribed a

deltlge to thS sudden conversion of part of the unfathomable

a shoal rather than to the rise of mountain-chains.

tnk the latter ease the mountains themselves could do no
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more than displace a certain quantity of atmospherically

whereas the instantarieous formation of the shoal would dis-

place a vast body of water, which being heaved up to

height might roll over and submerge a large poii^ion df a

continent. ;

If we restrict ourselves to combinations of^causes at present

known, it would seem that the two principal sources of extra-

ordinary inundations are, first the escape of the waters of a

large lake raised far above the sea ; ^and, secondly, tho pour^

ing down of a marine current into lands depressed below the

mean level of the ocean.

As an example of the first of these cases, we may take

Lake Superior, which is more than 400 geographical miles in

length, and about loO in breadth, having an average depth of

from 500 to 900 feet. The surface of this vast body of fresh

water is no less than 600 feet above the level of the ocean $

the lowest part of the barrier which separates the lake on its

south-west side from those 'streams which flow into the head
' 0 r

waters of the Mississippi being about 600 feet high. If,

therefore, a scries of subsidences ,should lower any part of

this barrier, even a few yards at a time, or if earthquakes

should rend it open, the breaches thus made might allow the

sudden escape of vast floods of water into a hj^drographical

basin of enormous extent. If the event happened in the diy

season, when the ordinary channels of the Mississippi and
'

its tributaries are in a great degree empty, the inundation

might not be considerable
;
but if in the flood season, a

region capable of supporting a population of many millions

might be suddenly submerged. But even this event would

be insufficient to cause a violent rush of water, and to pro^

duce those effects usually called diluvial; for the difference

of level of 600 feet between Lake Superior and the Gulf Of ,

Mexico, when distributed over a distance* of 1,860 nailery

would give an average faU of only four inches per mile.
;

The second case before adverted to is where there are large

tracts of dry land beneath the mean level of the oceam It

seems, after much controversy, to be at length a settled

point, that the Caspian is really 88 feet 6 indies lower

the Black Sea. As the Caspian covers an area shout
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tbat of Spaio, and as its shores are in general low and flat,

mtist be many thousand square miles of country less

4ibail 88 feet above the level of that inland sea, and conse-

quently depressed below the Black Sea and Mediterranean,

lliis area includes the site of the populous city of Astrakhan

and other towns^ Into this region the ocean would pour its

waters, if the land now intervening between the Black Sea

(or ratherthe Sea of Azof) and the Caspian should subside.

Yet, qyen if this event should occur, it is ufost probable that

the submergence of the whole region would not be accom-

plished simultaneously, but by a series of minor floods, the

sinking of the barrier being gradual.^ The shores of the

Dead Sea have lately been ascertained by a party of our

Royal Engineers to be about 1,800 English feet below the

level of the Mediterranean, or about four feet less than

l/SOO on an average.f In this case, towns built on hills

nearly 1,300 feet high might be submerged by sncli a change

of level in the barrier as would .open a communication be-

tween the Mediterranean and the* valley of the Jordan.

Sntpposed universality of ancient dfposits ,—The next fldlacy

which has helped to perpetuate the doctrine that the opera-

tions of water were on a different and grander scale in

ancient times is founded on the indefinite areas over which

homogeneous deposits were supposed to extend. No modern
• sedimentary strata, it was said, equally identical in mineral

character and fossil contents, can be traced continuously

from one quarter of the globe to another. But the first

propagators of these opinioys were very slightly acquainted

with the incongtancy in mineral composition of the ancient

It hiEUJ b^en suspected over smet

tbef middle of the last contury, that

the Cai^iau was lower than the ocean,

it being known that in Astrakhan the

mercury in the baiwmeter generally

etande above thirty inches. In 1830,

the Russian government directed the

Academy of St, Petersburg to send an

expedition to determine the relative

level of the Caspian and Black Seas

% a tingoiiometrical survey. It was

that the Caepian was 101 Rus*

iiftiiif KUt lOS |higli|^ fhet lower than

Sea, fFor authorities, see

Journ Kov Gtograph So( Tf>l \iii p
136 )

Hir II Murchison, howi\( r, con-

cludes in 1816, from the best Uussian

author] ties, tliat ^he depression of tht

Ca^pi in IS only 83 feet 6 inchc s

t Sir TToniy James, who pi inned this

survey, which was executed b} Cdpt

Wilson, HE, informs me tlmt on tlio

12th of Match, 1866, tht ditlennco ol

level w IS 1,292 feet lln muximum

depression occurring m tho dry season

amounts to 1,298 feet, tlie minimum,

as ascertained by the drifted seaweed on

the shores, being only 1,289 6 feet
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formations, and equally so of the wide spaces over whicb the

same kind of sediment is now actually distributed by rbreril

and currents in the course of centuries. The persisteiOK^ trit

character in the older series was exaggerated, its extreine

variability in the newer was assumed without proof, tn the

chapter which treats of river-deltas and t^e dispersibn of

sediment by currents, and in the description of reefs of

coral now growing over areas many hundred miles in lengfth,

I shall have opportunities of convincing the reader pf the

danger of hasty generalisations on tliis head. I may also

mention in this place, that the vast distance to which the

white chalk can be traced east and west over Europe, as

well as north and south, from Denmark to the Crimea, seemed

to some geologists a phenomenon, to which the working of

causes now in action could present no parallel. But the

soundings made in the Atlantic for the submarine telegraph

have taught us that white mud, formed of organic bodies

very similar to those of the a,ncient chalk, is in progress over

spaces still more vast.*
* • *

But in regard to the imagined universality of particular

rocks of ancient date, it was almbst unavoidable that this

notion, when once embraced, should be perpetuated
; for the

same kinds of rock have occasionally been reproduced at

successive epochs; and when once the agreement or disagree*

ment in mineral character alone was relied on as the test of

age, it followed that similar rocks, if found even at the

antipodes, were referred to the same era, until the contrary

could be shown. ,

Nowit is usually impossible to combat sucl^an assumption

on geological grounds, solong as we are imperfectly acquainted

with the order of superposition and the organic remains of

these same formations. Thus, for example, the red mari and

red sandstone, containing salt and gypsum (the Triassic group

of the table, p. 1S5), being interposed in England between

the Lias and the Coal, all other red marls and sandstones,

associated some of them with salt, and others with gypsnm,

and occurring not only in different parts of Europe, but

in North America, Peru, India, and salt deserts of

* Elements of Geol., 6th edit p 318 , and Student’s Elements, p. 361.
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ofAfrica—is a word, in everyquarter ofthe globe—were

refsn>ed to one aad the same period. The burden of proof

Sras sot supposed to rest with those who insisted on the

'i!di^t% is age of aU these groups—their identity in mineral

eOSapofldtion was thought sufficient. It was in vain to urge

as as objection the improbability of the hypothesis which

implies i^t all'the moving waters on the globe were once

simultaneously charged with sediment of a red colour.

But the rashness of pretending to identify, in age, all the

red sftndstones and marls in question, has at length been

sufficiently exposed, by the discovery that, even in Europe,

they belong decidedly to many different epochs. The inves-

tigations of De Verneuil in Spain have shown that the red

sandstone and red marl, containing the rock salt of Cardona

in Catalonia, belong to the Middle Eocene or Nummulitic

period. It is also known that certain red marls and varie-

gated sandstones in Auvergne which are undistingpishable in

mineral composition from the New Bed Sandstone of English

geologists, are nevertheless of the same older tertiary period

:

and, lastly, the gypseous red marl of Aix, in Provence,

formerly supposed to be marine secondary group, is now
acknowledged to be a tertiary fresh-water formation. In

Nova Scotia one great deposit of red marl, sandstone, and

gypsum, precisely resembling in mineral character the ‘ New
. IM’ of England, occurs as a member of the Carboniferous

group, and in the United States near the Falls of Niagara, a

similar formation constitutes a subdivision of the Upper

Silurian series.*

Nor was the nomenclatul’e commonly adopted in geology

Irithout its influence in perpetuating the erroneous doctrine

of universal formations. Such names, for example, as Chalk,

Oreemuuid, Oolite, Red Marl, Coal, and others, were given

to some of the principal fossiliferous groups in consequence

of fbineral peculiarities which happened to characterise them

, in the countries where they were first studied. When geolo-

^ts had at length shown, by means of fossils and the order

0^ superposition, that other strata, entirely dissimilar in

^
QOhWr, texture, and composition, were of contemporaneous

’
' * gee Lytll’s Tnreb m N. America, ch. 2 and 25.
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date, it was thought convenient still to retain the old n$kWm^

That these were often inappropriate was admitted f but

student was taught to understand them in no other than a

chronological sense ; so that the Chalk ij(dightbe a

ose sandstone devoid of calcareous matter, as nealr

or a bard, compact, and sometimes flaggy limestone, as in

parts of the Alps, or a brown sandstone or green marl, aS in

New Jersey, TJ.S. In like manner, the Greensand, it was

said, is often represented by limestone and other mineral

masses entirely devoid of green grains. So the Oolitic tex-

ture was declared to be rather an exception than otherwise

to the general rule in rocks of the Oolitic period, and to be

found in strata both of older and newer date
;
and it often

became necessary to afiiim that no particle of carbonaceous

matter could be detected in districts where the true Coal

series abounded. In spite of every precaution, the habitual

use of this^language could scarcely fail to instil into the mind
of the pupil an idea that chalk, coal, salt, red marl, and the

Oolitic structure were far more widely characteristic of the

rocks of a given ago than was really the case.

There is still another cause of deception, disposing us to

ascribe a more limited range to the newer sedimentary forma-

tions as compared to the older, namely, the very general

concealment of the newer strata beneath the waters of lakes

and seas, and the wide exposure above waters of the more
ancient. The Chalk, for example, now seen stretching for

thousands of miles over different parts of Europe, has become

visible to us by the effect, not of one, but of many distinct

series of subterranean movements. Time has been required,

and a succession of geological periods, to raise it above the

waves in so many regions
; and if calcareous rocks of the

middle and upper tertiary periods have been formed, as

homogeneous in mineral composition througjiout equally ex-

tensive regions, it may require convulsions as numerous as all

those which have occurred since the origin of the Chalk to

bring them up within the sphere of human observation.

Hence the rocks of more modem periods may appear pa^^tkd,

as compared to those of remoter eras, not because of anjr

original inferiority in their extent, but because there has wk
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toftektot time since their origin for the development

of Ihlfvettt series of elevatory movements.

I|f. however, to one of the most important charttcter-

iette of ledimentm^rocks, their organic remains, many

of high authority have maintained that the same

of fossils are more widely distributed through forma-

tioha of high antiquity than in those of more modern date,

and that distinct zoological and botanical provinces, as they

are called, which form so striking a feature in the living

creation, were not established at remote eras. Thus the plants

of the Coal, the shells and trilobites of the Silurian rocks,

and the ammonites of the Oolite, have been supposed to have

a wider geographical range than any living species of plants,

crustaceans, or moUusks. This opinion seems in certain cases

to be well founded, especially in relation to the plants of the

Carboniferous epoch, owing partly to greater uniformity of

climate, and partly, as Professor Heer has suggested, to the

fact that almost all the plants—including even large trees

—

of that period, were cryptogamous : so that their minute

spores might be carried by tbe wind for indefinite distances,

as are now the spores of ferns, mosses, and lichens. But a

recent comparison of the fossils of North American rocks with

those ofcorresponding ages in the European series, has proved

that the terrestrial vegetation of the Carboniferous epoch is

• an exception to the general rule, and that the fauna and flora

of the earth at successive periods, from the oldest Silurian to

the newest Tertiary, were as diversified as now. The shells,

corals, and other classes of <yganic remains demonstrate the

foipt that the earth might then have ])een divided into separate

zoological province8> in a manncy: analogous to tliat observed

in the geographical distribution of species now living.

tou u I
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE SUPPOSED FORMER INTENSITY OP THE lONEOUS

FORCES.
•

VOLCANIC ACTION AT SUCCl SSIVE OEOLOOICAL PERIODS—PLUTONIC ROCK^ OP

DJPFUIFNT ADI'S —GRADUAT DEVI* LOPMI«NT OF SCBTPBILANBAN ItOVBtfllNTS

—

FAULTS

—

DOCTHINP OF THE 8UDDPN UPHEAVAL OP PARALLEL MOUNTAIN-

CHAINS —OBJECTIONS lO THL I JtOOF OF IHB SUDDENNESS OF THE UPHEAVAL,

AND THE CONTEMPORANEOUSNESS OF PARALLEL CHAINS—TRAINS OF ACTIVE

VOT CANOS NOT PARALJJ’I—AS lAROE TRACTS OP LAND ARE RXSINO OR SINK-

ING 8LOW1Y, NO NARROW /ONES OF LAND MAY BE PUSHED VP ORADUAlXY

TO GRBATiHUGHrS—BFNDINO OF STRATA BY LATFRAI PRESSURE—^ADEQUACY

OF THE VOICANIC POWER TO HIFCT THIS WITHOUT PAROXYSMAL CONVUL-

SIONS.
• r» ft

When reasoning on the intensity of volcanic action at former

periods, as well as on the power oT moving, water, geologists

have been ever prone to represent Nature as having been

prodigal of violence and parsimonious of time. Now,
although it is less easy to determine the relative ages of the

volcanic than of the fossiliferous formations, it is undeniable

that igneous rocks have been produced at all geological

periods, or as often as we find distinct deposits marked by
peculiar animal and vegetable, remains. It can be shown,

for example, that there are not only trappe^ rocks contem-

poraneous with the Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, and CaitkeVMO

periods, and with each of the several groups intowhich these

are divisible, hut that volcanic products can he mote shricHj)r

limited and assigned to minor subdivisions, such as the Iiowet

and Upper Carboniferous and the Lower and Upper Eocene.

Again, if one of these igneous formations is examined in

detail, we find it to be the product of many successive

tions or outpourings of volcanic matter.* As we enlar;^

* See Elemente of Geology, Sth ed. ; and Student's £Im«nts^ 1S71,

' Volcauic.*
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out knowledge of the ancient rocks formed by soh*

leflii^eaR h^at, we find ourselves compelled to regard them

IGUB liko a^g^^g^te effects of innumerable eruptions, each of

may not have exceeded in violence those now experi-^

In volcanic regions.

It may indeo]^ be said that we have as yet no data for

estimating the relative volume of matter simultaneously in a

state of fusion at two given periods, such as enable us for

instance to compare the columnar basalt of Staffa and its

environs with tbe lava poured out in Iceland in 1 788 ; and

for this very reason it would be rash and unphilosophical to

assume an excess of ancient as contrasted with modern out*

pourings of melted matter at particular periods of time.* It

would be still more presumptuous to take for granted that

the more deep-seated effects of subterranean heat surpassed

at remote eras the corresponding effects of internal heat in

our own times. Certain porphyries and gi*anitefi, Und all the

rocks commonly called plii1onic,irtre now generally supposed

to have resulted from the Slow cooling of materials fused and

solidified under great pressure ; and we cannot doubt that

beneath existing volcanos* there are large spaces filled with

melted stone, which must for centuries remain in an incan-

descent state, and then cool and become hard and crystalline.

That lakes of lava are continuous for hundreds of miles

* beneath the Chilian Andes, seems established by observa-

tioua made in the year 1885.t

Now, wherever the fluid contents of such reservoirs are

poured out successively from craters in the open air, or at

the bottom of#the sea, the matter so ejected may afford

evidence by its arrangement oi ’having originated at different

peHbds f but if the subterranean residue after the withdrawal

of the heat be converted into crystalline or plutonic rock, the

entire mass may*seem to have been formed at once, however

eouii'tiies& the ages required for its fusion and subsequejit

refrigeratioti* As the idea that all the granite in the earth’s

crust was produced simultaneously, and in a primitive state

of the planet, has now been universally abandoned ;
so the

* below, toL ii., Icelandic eruptions

t See below, rol. ii., Ohilian eartliquakd
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suggestion above adverted to may put us on our

against too readily adopting another opinion, namely^^ that

each large mass of granite was generated in a brief period

.

of time. Modern writers of authority indeed seem more aad

more agreed that in the case of granitic rocks, the pansage

from a liquid or pasty to a solid and crystalline state must
have been an extremely gradual process.

The doctrine so much insisted upon formerly, that crystal-

line rocks, such as granite, gneiss,^ mica-schist, quaytzite,

and others, were produced in the greatest abundance in the

earlier ages of the planet, and that their formation has ceased

altogether in our own times, will be controverted in the next

chapter.

Oradual development of subterranean movements.—The ex-

treme violence of the subterranean forces in remote ages has

been often inferred from the fact that the older rocks are

more fractured and dislocated than the newer. But what

other result could we have anticipated if the quantity of

movement had been always equafin equal periods of timeP

Time must, in that case, multiply the derangement of strata

in the ratio of their antiquity. Indeed the numerous except

tions to the above rule which we find in nature, present at

first sight the only objection to the hypothesis of uniformity.

For the more ancient formations remain in many places

horizontal, while in others much newer strata are curved and

vertical. This apparent anomaly, however, will be seen in

the next chapter to depend on the irregular manner in which

the volcanic and subterranean agencies affect different parts

of the earth in succession, being often renewed again and
again in certain areas, while others remain during the whole

time at rest.

That the more impressive effects of subterranean powep,

such as the upheaval of mountain-chainsf may have been

due to m'ultiplied convulsions of moderate intensity rathep

than to a few paroxysmal explosions, will appear the less im-

probable when the gradual and intermittent development of

volcanic eruptions in times past is once established, for

geologists no longer doubt that there is an intimate conr -

nection between the two classes of phenomena.
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—The same reasoning is applicable to gvee^t foAiltSy

or thbi^ Sbiking instances of the npthrow or downthrow of

larg^ masses of rock, which have been thought by some to

impl^ tremendous catastrophes wholly foreign to the ordinary

conrse of nature. Thus we have in England faults in which

i&e vertical dispfiacement of the rocks amounts sometimes to

several hundred, and in other cases to several thousand feet,

while the line of fissure extends horizontally for distances

vaiyitfg from a few hmjdred yards to thirty miles. Their

width varies from less than fin inch to fifty feet, the space

between the opposite walls being now filled up with fragmen-

tary matter from the sides, and various minerals which have

crystallised along the fissures. But when we enquire into the

proofs of the mass having risen or fallen suddenly on the

•one side of these great rents, several hundreds or thousands

of feet above or below the rock with which it was ^onco con-

tinuous on the other side, we find the evidence defective.

There are groove^, it is s|iid, ail4 scratches on the rubbed

and polished walla which have often one common direction,

favouring the theory that^ the movement was accomplished

by a Single stroke, and not by a series of interrupted

movements. But, in fact, the strife are not always parallel

in such cases, but often irregular, and sometimes the

^stones and earth which are in the middle of the fault, or

fissure, have been polished and striated by friction in difier-

ent directions, showing that there have been slidings sub-

sequent to the first introduction of the fragmentary matter.

Kor should we forget that the last movement must always

tend to obliierSte the signs of previous trituration, so that

neither its instantaneousness nor the uniformity of its direc-

tion can be inferred from the parallelism of the stria) that

have been last produced.

When rocks Lave been once fractured, and freedom of

motion communicated to detached portions of them, these

will naturally continue to yield in the same direction, if the

process of upheaval or of undermining be repeated again and

again. The incumbent mass will always give way along the

linca of least resistance, and therefore usually in the places

where it was fortneriy rent asunder. Probably the effects of
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reiterated movement, whether upward or downward, in a

fault, may be undistinguishable from those of a single and

instantaneous rise or subsidence ; and the same may be Said

of the rising or falling of continental masses, such as 9we**

den or Greenland, which we know to take place slowly

and insensibly.

Dodri/ne of the sudden upheaval of parallel

chains .—The doctrine of the suddenness of many former

revolutions in the physical geography of the globe has been

thought by some to derive additional confirmation from a

theory respecting the origin of mountain-chains, advanced an

1883 by a distinguished geologist, M. Elie de Beaumont.

In several essays on this subject, the last published in 1852,

he has attempted to establish two points
;

first, that a variety

of independent chains of mountains have been tibrown tip

suddenly at particular periods
;
and, secondly, that the con-

temporaneous chains thus thrown up preserve a parallelism

the one to the other. / ^ ^

These opinions, and others by which they are accompanied,

are so adverse to the method of interpreting the history of

geological changes which I have recommended in this work,

that I am desirous of explaining the grounds of my dissent,

a course which I feel myself the more called upon to adopt,

as the generalisations alluded to have been very popular,

owing to the known experience of the author as an observer

in the field, his profound mathematical acquirements, and his

skill as a writer. I shall begin, therefore, by giving a brief

summary of the principal propositions laid down in the works

above referred to.*
*

1st. M. de Beaumont supposes ^that in the histoiy of the

earth there have been long periods of comparative repose,

during which the deposition of sedimentary matter has gone

on in regular continuity; and there have also been l^ort

periods of paroxysmal violence, during which that continutty

was broken.

• Ann des Sci nat., scptembre, no- de Beaumont’s theory will be fbimd in

Tembre, et d^embre 1629. Berue the 12th vol. of theBictloiisaii^llitivW*

fraD9ai8e* No. 16. May 1830. Bulletin selle d’Hist. nat* 1862^

de la Soci4t4 GM. de France, p. 864. de Montagnes
;

*

also the lame

May 1847. The latest edition of M. se|iMately.
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At of these periods of violence or revoln-

itk^lie state of the earth’s stirface, a great number of

BiWYhahttitH^ainB have been formed suddenly.

chains thrown up by a particular revolution

hav^e one tmjforxn direction, being parallel to each other

wl&in a few degrees of the compass, even when situated in

itein<3^ r^ions; whilst the chains thrown up at diftereut

periods differ, for the most part, from each other in direction.

*4ihly. Each “ revolution,” or “ great convulsion,” has

fallmi in with the date of another geological phenomenon

;

namely, “the passage from one independent sedimentary

formation to another,” characterised by a considerable dif-

ference in “ organic types.”

‘ Sthly. There has been a recurrence of these paroxysmal
' movements from the remotest geological periods ; and they

may still be reproduced, and the repose in which we live may
hereafter be broken by the sadden upthrow of anotter system

of parallel chains^of mountains. *.

‘ 6thly. The origin ot these chains depends not on parti.il

volcanic action, or a reifeyatiou of oidinary earthquakes, but

on the secular refrigeration of the entire planet. For the

whole globe, with the exception of a thin envelope, much

thinner in proportion than the shell to an egg, is a fused

. mass, kept fluid by heat, but constantly cooling and con-

tracting its dimensions. The external crust does not gradu-

ally collapse and accommodate itself century after century to

the shrunken nucleus, subsiding as often as there is a slight

feilure of support, but it*is sustained throughout whole

geological periods, so as to become partially separated from

the nucleus, until at last it gives way suddenly, cracking and

felling in along determinate lines of fiacture. During such

a crisis the rocks are subjected to great lateral pressure, the

unyielding ones*are crashed, and the pliant strata bent, and

wee fenced to pack themselves more closely into a smaller

<qpnoe, having no longer the same room to spread themselves

/Ont horisontally. At the same time, a large portion of the

mttfe is squees^ upwards, because it is in tlic upward direc-

<Milf that the excess in size of the envelope, as compared

flbe contracted, nm^eus, can find relief. This excess
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produces one or more of those folds or wrinkles in

crust which we call mountain-chains.
^ Lastly, some chains are comparatively modem $

the Alps, which were partly upheaved after the

tiary period. The elevation of the Andes was much more
recent, and was accompanied by the simultaneous outburst

for the first time of 270 of the principal volcanos now ac-

tive."^ The agitation of the waters of the ocean caused

by this convulsion probably occasioned that transient and

general deluge which is noticed in the traditions of so many
nations.^ t

Several of the topics enumerated in the above summary,

such as the cause of interruptions in the sedimentary series,

will be discussed in the 1 1th chapter, and I shall now confine

myself to what I conceive to be the insufficiency of the

proofs adduced in favour of the suddenness of the upthrow,

and the contemporaneousness of the origin of the parallel

chains referred to. At thq* same time I may remark, that

the great body of facts collected together by M. de Beaumont
will always form a most valuable addition to onr know-
ledge, tending as they do to confirm the doctrine that

dift'erent mountain-chains have been formed in succession,

and, as Werner first pointed out, that there ore certain de-

terminate lines of direction or strike in the strata of various

countries.

The following may serve as an analysis of the evidence on
which the theory above stated depends. ‘ We observe,* says

M. de Beaumont, ‘ when we attentively examine nearly aH
mountain-chains, that tlie most recent roclfs extend hori-

zontally up to the foot of such chains, as we should e:cpect

would be the case if they were deposited in seas or htkes^ of

which these mountains have partly formed the shores ; Whilst

the other sedimentary beds, tilted up, and more or less eon-

torted, on the flanks of the mountains, rise in certain points,

even to their highest crests.’ X There are, therefore, in aikll

adjacent to each chain, two classes of sedimeniazy rocks^

ancient or inclined beds, and the newer or horizontal. Xt js

evident that the first appearance of the chain itself waS Sn

* Syattoefi de Montagues, p. 762 t Phil. Mag. and Annals, Ko. (IS.

t Ibid. pp. 761 and 773. New Senes, p. 242.
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between the period when the beds now
Wete deposited, and the period when the strata were

at Its feet/

1^3]^ chain A assumed its present position after the

deposition of the strata 6, which have undergone great move-
ments, and before the deposition of the group c, in which the

strata have not suffered derangement.

If we then discover another chain B, in wliich we find not

only the formation fe, but the group c also, disturbed and
thrown on its edges, we ma}^ infer that the latter chain is of

subsequent date to A
;
for B must have been elevated after

the deposition of c, and before that of the group d
; whereas

A had originated before the strata c were formed.

It is then argued, that in-order to ascertain whether other

mountain^rangds are of contempoianeous date with A and B,

-or are referable to distinct periods, we have only to enquire

Whe^cr the inclined and undistuibed sets of strata in each

raaSige correspond with or differ from those in the typical

ohsilus A and B«*

Now ell this reasoning is perfectly correct so long as the

peariloft of time required for the deposition of the strata h and

^ I^IB^iQpOotively is not made identical in duration with the

of time during which the animals and plants found

fcmkll in b and c may have flourished ;
for the duration of

eegstain groups of species may have greatly exceeded, and

{wobabiy did greatly exceed, the time required for the
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accumulation of certain local deposits, sucli as h

(figs. 1 and 2), In order, moreover, to render the realM^

ing correct, due latitude must be given to the tertia

temporaneous
;
for this term must be understood to aUtidOi

not to a moment of time, but to the interval, whether

brief or protracted, which elapsed between two eveucfes,

namely, between the accumulation of the inclined and tJMfct

of the horizontal strata.

But, unfortunately, no attempt has been made in the

treatises under review to avoid this manifest source of eon-

fusion, and hence the very terras of each proposition are

equivocal
;
and the possible length of some of the intervals

is so vast, that to affirm that all the chains raised in such

intervals were contemporaneous is an abuse of language.

In order to illustrate this argument, I shall select the

Pyrenees as an example. Originally M. E. de Beaumont
spoke of ihis range of mountains as having been uplifted

suddenly {a un seul jef)y but,he has^since conceded that in this

chain, in spite of the general unity and simplicity of its

structure, six, if not seven, system^ of dislocation of different

dates can be recognised.* In reference, however, to the

latest, and by far the most important of these convulsions,

the chain is said to have attained its present elevation S>t a

certain epoch in the earth’s history, namely, between the

deposition of the chalk, or rocks of about that age, and thai

of certain tertiary formations ‘ as old as the plastic clay ;
’ ftu

the chalk is seen in vertical, curved, and distorted beds ot

the flanks of the chain, as the beds 6, fig. 1, while the tertiarjf

formations rest upon them in horizontal stra^ at its base, afi

c, ibid.

The proof, then, of the extreme suddenness of the

sion is supposed to be the shortness of the time which

vened between the formation of the chalk' and the Oldlgii!

of certain tertiary strata.t Even if the interval Were re-

ducible within these limits, it might comprise an indefinite

lapse of time. In strictness of reasoning, howeveiv tli<

author cannot exclude the Cretaceous or the Tertiary p^c^Mb

* Sjrst^mes de Hontagnes, 1862, p. t Fhil. IMEag. and Aiiiials, SS

429. New Series, p. 243.
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||&p|[j|fti^$«Min£bl&4t^ of the interval during vrhioh the

j^Mjiatiiin. ma>j hare taken place, for, in the first place, it

eitgl^Aailliihe aasnmed that the movement of upheaval took

altar tilie close of the Cretaceous period ; we can merely

aajr, it occurred after the deposition of certain strata of

pttriod ;
secondly, although it were true that the event

Imi^ppmed before the formation of all the tertiary strata now

at the base of the Pyrenees, it would by no means follow that

i||)raoeded the whole llertiary epoch.

^e age of the strata, both of the inclined and horizontal

series, may have been accurately determined by M. de Beau*

mont, and still the upheaving of the Pyrenees may have been

going on before the animals of the Chalk period, such as are

found fossil in England, had ceased to exist, or when the

Maestricht beds were in progress, or during the indefinite

ages which may have elapsed between the extinejiion of the

Maestricht animals and the introduction of the Eocene

tribes, or daring the Eocene ejjoch, or the rise may have

been going on throughout one, or several, or all of these

periods. •

It would be a purely gratuitous assumption to say that

the inclined cretaceous strata {h, fig. 1) on the flanks of the

Pyrenees, were the very last which were deposited during

, the Cretaceous period, or that as soon as they were upheaved

all or nearly all the species of animals and plants now found

fossil in them were suddenly exterminated
;
yet, unless this

cmi be affirmed, we cannot say that the Pyrenees were not

upheaved daring the Cretafceous period. Consequently, an-

other range o^ mountains, at the base of which cretaceous

rocks may lie in horizontal stratification, may have been

iriewted, like the chain A, fig. 1, during some part of the

iMUtte gpreat period.

There are mountains in Sicily two or three thousand feet

high, the tops of which are composed of limestone, in which

a huege proportion of the fossil shells agree specifically with

now inhabiting the Mediterranean. Here, as in many

countries, the deposits now in progiess in the sea

inclose shells and other fossils specifically identical with

fMMe the rocks constituting the contiguous land. So
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i^ere are islands in the Pacific, where a tnass of dead

has emerged to a considerable altitude, while other

of the mass remain beneath the sea, still increasing ^

growth of living zoophytes and shells. The chalk

Pyrenees, therefore, may at a remote period have been raised

to an elevation of several thousand feet, while the species

found fossil in the same chalk still continued to be repre-

sented in the fauna of the neighbouring ocean. In a word,

we cfLiinot assume that the origin of a new range of moun-

tains caused the Cretaceous period to cease, and served as

the prelude to a new order of things in the animate creation.

To illustrate the grave objections above advanced, against

the th ory considered in the present chapter, let us suppose,

that ill some country three stales of architecture had pre-

vailed in succession, each for a period of one thousand years;

first the Greek, then the Roman, and then the Gothic
; and

that a tremendous earthquake was known to have occuiTed

in the same district during one of the three periods—a con-

vulsion of such violence as to have levelled to the grouud all

the buildings then standing. If ^n antiquary, desirous of

discovering the date of the catastrophe, should first arrive

at a city where several Greek temples were lying in ruins and

half engulphed in the earth, wliile many Gothic edifices were

standing uninjured, could he determine on these data the

era of the shock ? Could he even exclude any one of the three

periods, and decide that it must have happened during one

of the oilier two ? Certainly not. He could merely affirm

that it happened at some period After the introduction of the

Greek style, and before the Gothic had fallfen into disuse.

Should he pretend to define the date of the convulsion with

greater precision, and decide that the earthquake must have

occurred after the Greek and before the Gothic period,

is to say, when the Roman style was in use, the fallacy in

his reasoning would be too palpable to escape detection

a moment.

Yet such is the nature of the erroneous induction of whi(^

I am now treating. For as, in the example above proposed^

the erection of a particular edifice is an event scarcely ever

coextensive in time with the whole period of a certain style
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df to whioh it conformed, so the deposition of

or tttty otlier set of strata may bare been effected in a

SbMiS jpArt of that geological epoch to which the species of

%(0ill eharaoterising such strata may belong.

Ib is almost superfluous to enter into any further analysis

of the theory of^i)aralleli8m, because the whole force of the

Kcliument depends on the accuracy of the data by which the

contemporaneous or non-contemporaneous date of the ele-

vation of two independent chains can be demonstrated. In

every case, this evidence, as stated by M. de Beaumont, is

equivocal, because he has not included in the possible interval

of time between the deposition of the deranged and the

horizontal formations, part of the periods to which each of

those classes of formations are referable. Even if all the

geological facts, therefore, adduced by the author were true

and unquestionable, yet l^e conclusion that certain chains

were or were not simultaneously upraised is by Ao means a

legitimate consequence. ,

In the third volume of•my firflt edition of the Principles,

which appeared in April 1833, 1 controveited the views of

M. do Beaumont, then ju!&t published, in the same terms as

I have now restated them. At that time I took for granted

that the chronological date of the newest rocks entering into

the disturbed series of the Pyrenees had been correctly

ascertained. It now appears, however, that some of the

most modern of those disturbed strata belong to the num-
muUtic formation, which are now regarded by the majority

g£ geologists as Eocene or Ipwer tertiary.

Perhaps a mpre striking illustration of the difficulties we
encounter, when we attempt*to apply the theory under con-

sideration even to the best known European countries, is

(afforded by what is called by de Beaumont ‘ The System of

the Longmyndsi^ This small chain, situated in Shropshire,

and having a direction of N. 25° E., is the third of the typical

systems to which other mountain-ranges corresponding in

drikt and structure are compared. The date assigned to its

m^eavdl is ‘after the unfossiliferons greywacke, or Cambrian

'WNKta) and before the SUurian.’ But Sir B. I. Murchison

liad shown in 1886, in his ‘ Silurian System,’ and the British
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Goyernment surveyors, since that time, in their sectiOM |ah^
1845), that the Longmynds and other chains of sitnilaa^

position in North Wales were elevated m
In all of them fossiliferous beds of the lower Silurian Ansniih

tion or Llandeilo flags are highly inclined, and often veiriofti.

When, therefore, so grave an error is detected in regard to

the age of a typical chain, we are entitleci to enquire wttili

surprise, by what means nine other parallel chains in UVance^

Germany, and Sweden, assumed to be ^ ante-Silurian,^^ have

been made to agree precisely in date of upheaval with ihe

Longmynds ? If they are correctly represented as older

than the Silurian strata, they cannot be contemporaneous

with the Longmynds, and this only proves how little reliance

can be placed on parallelism as a test of simultaneousness

of upheaval. But in truth it is impossible, for reasons

already given, to demonstrate that each of those nine chains

coincide in date with one another, any more than with the

Longmynds.

It will be seen in the second volume* that various opinions

are entertained as to the minimum thickness which may
with probability be assigned to the solid crust of the earth.

According to some calculations it cannot be less than 800 or

1000 miles thick, and may be more. Even if it be solid to

the depth of a hundred miles, such a thickness would be

inconsistent with M. E. de Beaumont’s hypothesis, which
requires a shell not more than thirty miles thick, or even

less. But it is not denied by those who insist on the solidity

of the exterior of the planet to, a great depth that, though

solid as a whole, it may contain within it va§it lakes or seas

of lava. If so, the gradual fusion of rocks, and the expansive

power of heat exerted for ages, as well as the subsequent

contraction of the same during slow refrigeration, may have

much to do with those movements of upheaval and subsidence

which give origin to mountain-chains. For thete, te

Dolomieu has remarked, are * far less important, propdfr

tionally speaking, than the inequalities on the surface of Cn

egg-shell, which to the eye appears smooth,’ A ‘ centripetal

* See Index, ' Earth, crust of.*
""
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tibe vhde planet as it cools, seems a mightier
<^saB |s xcK^Dire^ to produce wrinkles of such insignifi-

^%fivnNmg his inrestigations, M. E. de BeaumoiA has of

!ktog1t«Pi%‘ multiplied the number of sncoessive periods of

insti^taneous upheaval, admitting at the same time that

OCOMtidually nev? lines of upthrow hare taken the direction of

elder ones>^ These admissions render his views much more

in harmony with the principles advocated in this work, but

they l^mpair the practical utility ‘of parallelism, considered as

a (Cosmological test ; for no rule is laid down for limiting

the interval, whether in time or space, which may separate

two parallel lines of upheaval of different dateB.t In his

latfflT enquiries he has come to the conclusion, that the

principal mountain-ranges, if prolonged, would intersect each

other at certain angles, so as to produce a regular geometric

imangement, which he calls a ‘ pentagonal network.’ This

theory has been ably discussed and controverted by Mr.

Hop]i^s.| • •

Among the various propositions above laid down (p. 120),

it wiB he seen that the sudden rise of the Andes is spoken

ofas a modem event, but Mr. Darwin, in his Geology of South

America, has brought together ample data in proof of the

local persistency of volcanic action throughout a long suc-

> cession ofgeological periods, beginning with times antecedent

to the d^osition of the oolitic and cretaceous formations of

Chili, and continuing to the historical epoch. It appears

tibat some of the parallel ridges which compose the Cordil-

leras, instead of being contemporaneous, were successively and

itiowly upheaved at widely different epochs. The whole range,

after twice subsiding some thousands of feet, was brought up

a^in by a slow movement in* mass, during the era of the

iloceEUe tertiaiy formations, after which the whole sank down

cmfia more several hundred feet, to be again uplifted to its

I^ClHiCnt level by a slow and often interrupted movement.§

f Axt %6ttoei9 do Montognes, p, t AnDirersary Address as President

of the Gool Soc , Teb 1853

t Itoodtui, Sept. 1$50» and § Darwin’s Geology of SoutliAmencaf

^ ItoUtagnea. p. 248, London, 1846.
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In a portion of this latter period the * Pampean mnd *

formed^ in which the Megatherium, Mjlodon,

extinct quadrupeds are buried. This mud contains 1# 4^

recent fpecies of shells, some of them proper to

water, and is believed by Mr. Darwin to be an estOJtty' osf

delta deposit. ^

In studying many chains of mountains, we find tbaffc the

strike or line of outcrop of continuous sets of strata^ end ilie

general direction of the chain, may be far from rectilinear.

It may even deviate from flic normal direction at an angle

of 20° or 30°, as is exemplified in the Alleghanies.* In like

manner, trains of active volcanos and the zones throughout

which modern earthquakes occur are often linear, but though

contemporaneous, all belonging to our own epoch, they are

not by any means parallel, but some at right angles, the 03tte

to the other.

Slow vpfieaval and subsidence.—Recent observations have

disclosed to us the wonderful fact, that not only the west

coast of South America, but also^other lange areas, some of

Ihem several thousand miles in circumference, such as

Scandinavia, and certain archipedagos in the Pacific, are

slowly and insensibly rising; while other regions, such as

Greenland, and parts of the Pacific and Indian oceans, in

which atolls or circular coral islands abound, are as gradually

sinking. That all the existing continents and submarine

abysses may have originated in movements of this kind,

continued throughout incalculable periods of time, is un-

deniable, for marine remains are found in rocks at almost all

eleTations above the sea, and the denudation which the dij

land appears to have sufPered, favours the iSea that it was
raised from the deep bj movements of the earth’s erutt,

prolonged throughout indefinite periods. Bain and fivers^

aided sometimes by slow and sometimes, by suddcoi and

violent movements, have undoubtedly excavated some of the

principal valleys ; but there are also wide spaces whiidi

been denuded in such a manner as can only be ex^ained.‘%

reference to the action of waves and currents on land

emerging from the deep. *r

* See StudeBt’e Element*, p. 70.
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’It maj lM(rlui|>s be said that there is no analogy between

the alow nphehval of broad plains or table lands, and the

io which we must presume all mountain-chains, witli

th^ inclined strata, to hare originated. It seems, Ubwever,

tjio Andes have been rising century after centuiy, at the

rate of sererai feet, while the Pampas on the east have been

raised only a (eyf inches in the same time. Crossing from

the Atlantic to the Pacific, in a line passing through Mendoza,

Mr, Darwin trarersed a plain 800 miles broad, the eastern

part ot which has emeifged from beneath the sea at a rery

modern period. The slope from the Atlantic is at first very

gentle, ^en greater, until the traveller finds, on reaching

MCTidnv-A) that he has gained, almost insensibly, a height of

4,000 feet. The mountainous district then begins suddenly,

and its breadth from Mendoza to the shores of the Pacific is

120 miles, the average height of the principal chain being

from 16,000 to 16,000 feet, without including some promi-

nent peaks which ascend much higher. Now all we require,

to explain the origin of tlie principal inequalities of level

here described, is to imagine, first a zone of more violent

movement to the west of Mendoza, and, secondly, to the east

c^that place, an upheaving force, which died away gradually

as it approached the Atlantic. In short, we are only called

upon to conceive, that the region of tlie Andes was pushed

«p four feet in the same period in which the Pampas near

Mendoza rose one foot, and the plams near the shores of the

Atlantic one inch. In Europe the land at the North Cape is

said to ascend about five feet in a century
;
farther to the

south, as at Ge^e, it amounts to two or three feet in the same
period, while at Stockholm it does not exceed three or foiu

inches, and at certain points still farther south there is no

inovement.

Dut in what manner, it is asked, can we account for the

great lateral pressure which has been exerted, not only in the

Andes, Alps, and other chains, but also on the strata of many
low and nearly level countries? Do not the folding and
fracture of the beds, the anticlinal and synclinal ridges and
troughs, as they are called, and the vertical, and even some-

times the inverted position of the beds, imply an abruptness

VOL. I. K
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and intensity in the disturbing force wholly different in Idind

and energy to that which now rends the rocks during

nary earthquakes ? I shall treat more fully in the second

volume of the probable subterranean sources, whether of

upward or downward movement, and of great lateral presrare,

but it may be well briefly to state in this place that in our

own times, as, for example, in Chili, in 1822, the volcanic

force has overcome the resistance, and permanently uplifled a

country of such vast extent that the weight and volume of

the Andes must be insignificant in comparison, even if we
indulge the most moderate conjectures as to the thickness of

the earth’s crust above the volcanic foci.

To assume that any set of strata with which we are ac-

quainted are made up of such cohesive and unyielding mate-

rials as to be able to resist a power of such stupendous

energy, if its direction, instead of being vertical, happened

to be oblique or horizontal, would be extremely rash. But

if they could yield to a sideway thrust, even in a slight

degree, they would, become squeezed and folded to any

amount if subjected for a sufficient number of times to the

repeated action of the same force. We can scarcely doubt

that a mass of rock several miles thick was uplifted in Chili

in 1822 and 1835, and that a much greater volume of solid

matter is upheaved wherever the rise of land is very gradual,

as in Scandinavia, the development of heat being probably;

in that region, at a greater distance from the surface. If

continents, rocked, shaken and fissured, like the western

region of South America, or verj gently elevated, like Norway
and Sweden, do not acquire in a few days oj hours an addi-

tional height of several thousand feet, this can arise from no

lack of mechanical force in the subterranean moving cause.

It must arise simply from the antagonist forces having pre*

viously become nearly or quite balanced, those of expansion

and resistance having approached an equilibrium. The in-

cumbent crust of the earth is never allowed to attain that .

strength and coherence which would be necessary in order

to enable the volcanic force to accumulate and form en
explosive charge capable of producing a -grand paroxysm^
eruption. The subterranean power, on the contrary, displays
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eveti ia its most energetic efforts an intermittent and miti-

gated intensity, being never permitted to lay a whole con-

tinent in ruins. Hence the numerous eruptions of lava from

the game vent, or chain of vents, and the recurrence of

similar earthquakes for thousands of years along certain

areas ckt gones of country. Hence the numerous monuments

of the successive ejection and injection of melted matter in

ancient geological epochs, and the fissures formed in distinct

ages, and often widened and filled at different eras.

Among the causes of lateral pressure, the expansion by

heat of large masses of solid stone intervening between

others which have a different degree of expansibility, or

which happen not to have their temperature raised at the

same time, may play an important paH. It maj’ also happen

that hot vapours or thermal waters charged with various

mineral matters in solution, may permeate rocks and aug-

ment their volume, while giving rise to new ehenwcal com-

binations and a metamorphie structure. We shall pr(*sently

see, when treating of the great thickness of shallow-water

deposits of different geological periods, how repeatedly

some areas have sunk dowfi hundreds or thousands of feet

• below their original level, and we can hardly doubt that

much of the bending of pliant strata, and the packing of the

same into smaller spaces, has taken place during such sub-

sidence. Whether the failure of support be produced by the

melting of porous rocks, which, when fluid, and subjected to

great pressure, may occupy less room than before, or which,

by passing from a pasty to crystalline condition, may, as

in the case of g;ranite, suffer contraction, or whether the

sinking be due to the subtraction of lava driven elsewhere to

some volcanic orifice, and there forced outwards, or wlietli(*r

it be brought on by the shrinking of solid and stony masses

during refrigeration, or by the condensation of gases, or any

other imaginable cause, we have no reason to incline to the

•idea that the consequent geological changes are brought

about so suddenly, as that large parts of continents are swdl-

lolved up at once in unfathomable subterranean abysses. If

• ca\ities be formed, they will be enlarged gradually, and as

gradually filled. We read, indeed, accounts of engulphed
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cities and areas of limited extent which have sunk down
many yards at once; but we have as yet no authentic

records of the sudden disappearance of mountains, or the

submergence or emergence of great islands. On the other

hand, the creeps in coal mines * demonstrate that gravitation

begins to act as soon as a moderate quantity of matter is

removed even at a great depth. The roof sinks in, or the

floor of the mine rises, and the bent strata often assume as

regularly a curved and crumpled arrangement as that ob-

served on a grander scale in mountain-chains. The absence,

indeed, of chaotic disorder, and the regularity of the plica-

tions in geological formations of high antiquity, although

not unfrequently adduced to prove the unity and instan-

tancousness of the disturbing force, might with far greater

propriety be brouglit forward as an argument in favour of

the successive application of some irresistible but moderated
force.

In conclusion, I may observe that the real point on which
the whole controversy turils is the relative amount of work
done by mechanical force in given quantities of time, past

and present. Before we can deteft’mine the relative intensity

of the force employed, we must have some fixed standard by ^

which to measure the time expended in its development at

two distinct periods. It is not the magnitude of the effects,

however gigantic their proportions, which can inform us iif

the sliglitest degree whether the operation was sudden or

gradual, insensible or paroxysmal. It must be shown that

a slow process could never in apy series of ages give rise to

the same results. ,

The advocate of paroxysmal energy might assume an uni-

form and fixed rate of variation in times past and present

for the animate world, that is to say, for the dying-out and
coming-in of species, and then endeavour Ac prove that the

changes of the inanimate world have not gone on in a
corresponding ratio. But the adoption of such a standard 6f
comparison would lead, I suspect, to a theory by no means
favourable to the pristine intensity of natural causes. That
the present state of the organic world is not stationary, can .

* See Lyell’a Elements of Geology, p, 50 ; and Studenes Elements, p. 56.
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b9 faSrlj infiarred from the fact, that some species are known

to hard become extinct in the course even of the last three

centimes, and that the exterminating causes always in acti-

ritj, both on land and in the waters, are very numerous.

But granting that a secular variation in the zoological and

botanical worlds* is< going on, and is by no means wholly

inappreciable to the naturalist, still it is certainly for less

manifest than the revolution always in progress in the in-

organtc world. Indeed* the quantity of sediment annually

carried down by several of the most important rivers from

the land to the sea, has already been so far measured as to en*

able the physicist by a simple arithmetical calculation to show

approximately in how many years the minimum of change

brought about by sucha process would be capable of excavat-

ing the deepest valleys, and altering the height and volume

of continental masses. Or, if we turn to the ignepus forces,

we find that every year some volcanic eruptions take place,

and a rude estimate might,be mdde of the number of cubic

feet of lava and scoria? poured or cast out of various craters.

The amount of mud and sand deposited in deltas, and the

advance of new land upon the sen, or the annual retreat of

wasting sea-cliffs, are changes the amount of which might be

roughly estimated. The extent of land raised above or de-

•pressed below the level of the sea might also be computed,

and the change arising from such moveineiits in a century

might be conjectured. Suppose the average rise of the land

in some parts of Scandinavia to be as much as two and a

half feet in a hundred years,* the present sea-coast might be

uplifted 830 feet in fourteen thousand years
;
but we should

have no reason to anticipate, from any zoological data

hitherto acquired, that the molluscous fauna of the northern

seas would in th^t lapse of years undergo any sensible amount
of variation. We discover sea-beaches in Norway 700 feet

high, in which the shells are identical with those now living,

although their geographical distributiou has somewhat
altered, the fossil species constituting an assemblage which at

present characterises the sea several degrees farther north.

The rise of land in Scandinavia, however insensible to the

inhabitants, has evidently been rapid when compared to the
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rate of contemporaneous change in the testaceous fauna of

the German Ocean. Were we to wait, therefore, till the

mollusca shall have undergone as much alteration as thqr

underwent between any two of the twelve larger groups from

the Laurentian to the Pliocene (enumerated in the table at

the end of this chapter), or even in the time intervening be-

tween the minor subdivisions of some of these groups, what
stupendous revolutions in physical geography ought we not

to expect, and how many mountain-chains might hot be

produced by the repetition of shocks of moderate violence, or

by movements not ev(*n perceptible to man !

If we turn from the mollusca to the vegetable kingdom,

and ask the botanist how many earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions might be expected, and how much the relative level

of land and sea might be altered, or how far the principal

deltas wiy encroach upon the ocean, or the sea-clifFs recede

from the present shores, before the species of European forest-

trees will die out, he would reply^that suolj alterations in the

inanimate world might be multiplied indefinitely before he

should have reason to anticipate, by reference to any known
data, that the existing species of trees in oxir forests would

disappear and give place to others. In a word, the movement
of the inorganic world is obvious and palpable, and might be

likened to the miiiute-liand of a clock, the imogress of which
can be seen and heard, whereas the fluctuations of the living

creation are nearly invisible, and resemble the motion of the

hour-hand of a timepiece. It is only by watching it atten-

tively for some time, and comparing its relative position after

an interval, that we can prove the reality of its motion.*

* Soe th« AutJior s Annivorstiry Ad- rol. vi. p. 46, from which some of the

dresSf Qusrt. Joiirn. Gool. Soc. 1850, above passages are extracted.
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ASBiOQfSO Qbkbb^ Tj^ble of Fossn-iFEROus Strata; showing their curgno-

LOQJCAX, SUCCBSSION AND ORDER OF SUPERPOSITION.*

1. vwmr.
% K)jBT*TO[OCBKE.

d, KBWBB mOOSKB.

4, OU>BB FIiXOCEiSrE.

», VVVJOl KlOCt&NE. *

4, U)WBft inoCENE.

7. Vn^XSL BOC'E^E.

5, MfDBLE BOCBNBc

9. XfOWJBR BOOICNB.

10. MAESTmCHT BEDS.

11. WHITB CHALK.

19. OfiLOBITlO SERIBS.

1». GAULT.

14. NBOOOMIAN.

14. WBALDEN.

16 , rURBHCK BEDS.

17, POIITLAKD VTONE

18, KIMAIEEIDOK CLAY?

19, CORAL RAG.

20, OXFORD CLAY.

21, GREAT or BATH OOLITE.

22, INFERIOR OOLITE.

29. LIAa

24. UPPER TRIAS.

26. MIDDLE TRIAS.

26. LOWER TRIAS.

27. PERMIAN.

28. COAL-MEASURES^

29. CARBONIFEROUS
LIMESTONE.

ao. UPPER

81. MIDDLE

82, LOWER

88. UPPER

84. LOWER

88. UPPER

M. Lower

if. UPPER

«. lower )

PMT-TS&TXJUIT.

p&xocBxa.

aooBxrxs.

y CXUBTACBOV8.

POXRaSBZC.

DEVONIAN.

[SILURIAN.

I

CAMBRIAN.

Ilaursntian.

niASBZC.

PBRUIZABr.

CAKBOsrzriutotrB.

BSVOXiZAP.

BzainuABr,

pH a ^
« c

H

H O

P5
-r

Q o
cO

2 §

pH §

J

o
S3
c
w
5^.

o
>-<

o
S3
o

<

* For a more detailed and extended list see Elements of Geology, 0th edit, p 102

,

Stndant'a Elemental p. 100.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DIFrFRENCE IN TEXTURE OF THE OLDER AND NEWER BOOKS*

f ONSOIID^TION 01 rossiT n V ROl S MTItATA—SOMP T^LPOSITfl ORIOINAILT SOLID

—TRANSITIOV AVI) SIATl ll>XirUl!i—CR^srAlXINF CHAltACTEB OF FLTTTOi^IC

AVO MITAMOHTHIC 1/OCXS -JU10U\ OF THJ?m ORIGIN—XSSBNTIAIXY SDB-

IJ URANFAV—NO 1 ROOl TH \1 THUftlf'Bf PRODtrCPD MORE ABUNDANTLY AT

ItrMOin PIRIODS

CoxsoiiV iTiov or STRATA.—Another argument in favour

of the di&sinnlarity of the causes operatinsr at remote and

recent eras has been derived by ^many geplogists from the

more compact, stony, and crj stalline texture of the older as

compared to the newer I’ocks. ^

This subject may be considered, first, in reference to the

fossiliferous strata; and, secondly, in reference to those

crystalline and stratified rocks which contain no organic

remains, such as gneiss and mica-schist. There can be no
doubt that the former of these classes, or the fossiliferons,

are generally more compact and stony in proportion as they

are more ancient. It is also certain that a great part of

them were originally in a soft arid incoherent state, and that

they have been since consolidated. Thus we find occasionally

that shingle and sand have been agglutinated firmly together

by a ferruginous or siliceous cement, or that carbonate of

lime in solution has been introduced, so as to bind together

materials previously incoherent. Organic remains have
sometimes suffered a singular transformation, as, for example,

where shells, corals and wood are silicified, itheir calcareoas

or ligneous matter having been replaced by nearly pure
silica. The constituents of some beds have probably set

become hard for the first time when they emetged fWnn
beneath the water.
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Btit> OR ilie other hand, we observe in certain formations

ROW ha progress^ particnlarly in coral reefs, and in deposits

iroiR the waters of mineral springs, both calcareous and

silieeons, that the texture of rocks may be stony from the

firsh !Kiis chHsnmstance may account for exceptions to the

general tnle, ncft unfrequently met with, where solid strata

are superimposed on others of a plastic and incoherent nature,

as in the neighbourhood of Paris, where the tertiary forma-

tions,* consisting often** of compact limestone and siliceous

grit, are more stony than underlying beds of the same

series.

It will readily be understood, that the various solidifying

causes, including those above enumerated, together with the

pressure of incumbent rocks and the influence of subterranean

heat, must all of them require time in order to exert their

full power. If in the course of ages they modify^.the aspect

and internal structure of stratified deposits, they will give

rise to a generaj distinc^ess character iu the older as

contrasted with the newer formations.

Transition ie^ ture .— In tihe original classification of Werner,

the highly crystalline rocks, such as granite and gneiss,

which contain no organic remains, were called primary, and

the fossiliferous strata secondary, while to another class of an
• age intermediate between the primary and secondary he gave

the name of transition. They were termed transition because

j^hey partook in some degree in theii' mineral composition of

%e nature of the most crystalline rocks, such as gneiss and

while they resembled the fossiliferous series in

%n|aming occasionally organic remains, and also in exhibit-

ing evident signs of a mechapical origin. It was at first

imagined, that the rocks having this intermediate texture

bad been all deposited subsequently to the series called

primary, and before all the more earthy and fossiliferous

formations. But when the relative position and organic

remains of these transition rocks were better understood, it

was perceived that they did not all belong to one period.

tbe contrary, the same mineral characters were found in

rtraia of very different ages, and some formations occurring
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in the Alps, which several of the ablest scholars of Wiener

had determined to be transition, were ultimately asc€rtained>

by means of their fossil contents and position, to be members

of the Cretaceous, and even of the nummulitic or older Ter-

tiary period. These strata had, in fact, acquired the transiUbn

texture from the influence of causes which, since their deposi-

tion, had modified their internal arrangement.

Tcxhtre and origin of Plutonic and metdmorphic rocks,*—

Among the most singular of the changes superinducM * on

rocks, we have occasionally to include the slaty texture, the

divisional planes of which sometimes intersect the true planes

of stratification, and even pass directly through imbedded

fossils. If, then, the crystalline, the slaty, and other modes

of arrangement, once deemed characteristic of certain periods

in the history of the earth, have in reality been assumed by

fossiliferoqs rocks of different ages and at different timesj we

are prepared to enquire wdiethor the same may not be true of

the most highly crystalline state, sjich as that of gneiss, mioa-

scliist, and statuary marble. That the peculiar character-

istics of such rocks arc really due. to a variety of modifying

causes is now very generally admitted, and the differences of

opinion among geologists which still prevail, relate chiefly to

the manner in which the transformation has been brought

about. According to the original Neptunian theory, all the •

crystalline foriiiations were precipitated from a universal

menstruum or chaotic fluid antecedently to the creation of

animals and plants, the unstratified granite having been first

thrown down so as to serve as a floor or foundation on which

gneiss and other stratified rocks might repose. Afterwards,

when the igneous origin of granite was no longer disputed,

many conceived that a thermal ocean enveloped the globe, at,

a time when the first-formed crust of granite was cooling,

but when it still retained much of its heat. The hot waters

of this ocean held in solution the ingredients of gneiss, mica-

schist, hornblende-schist, clay-slate, and marble, rooks

which were precipitated, one after the other, in a crystalline

form. No fossils could be enclosed in them, the high tempe-

rature of the fluid, and the quantity of mineral ma'^r whicli
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it held in solution, rendering it unfit for the support of

organic beings*

It would be inconsistent with the plan of this work to

enter here into a detailed account of what I have elsewhere

termed the metcmorphic theory
;
* but I maj state that it is

now demonstrable in some countries that fossiliferous format

tions, some of them older than the Cambrian strata of our

table, p. 185, others of the age of the Silurian strata, as near

Christiana in Norway, others belonging to the Oolitic period,

as around Carrara in Italy, and some even of tertiary date, as

in the Swiss Alps, have been converted into gneiss, mica-

schist, or statuary marble. The transmutation has been

effected by the influence of subterranean heat acting under

great pressure, and aided by thermal water or steam and

other gases permeating the porous rocks, and giving rise to

•various chemical decompositions and new combinations, the

whole of which action has been termed ‘ plutoiiic, as express-

ing in one word^ all the modifying causes brought into play

at great depths, and under conditions never exemplified at

the surface, t To this Peptonic action the fusion of granite

itself in the bowels of the eaith, as well as the development

of the metamorphic texture in sedimentary strata, may be

attributed
; and in accordance with these views the age of

. each metamorphic formation may be said to be twofold, for

we have first to consider the period when it originated, as an

aqueous deposit, in the form of mud, sand, marl, or lime-

stone ; secondly, the date at which it acquired a crystalline

texture. The same strata,•therefore, may, according to this

view, be very ancient in reference to the time of their deposi-

tion, and comparatively modern in regard to the period of

their assuming the metamorphic character.

No proofs that these crystalline rocks were produced moj^e

cA^mdantly at remote periods.— Several modern writers, with-

out denying the truth of the Plutonic or metamorphic theory,

still contend that the crystalline and non-fossiliferous forma-

tions, whether stratified or unstratified, such as gneiss and

^S^eLyelVsElementt^cli xxxv., and t See Student's ElomontB Kemarks

Stnddi&t’fi Elements, p« 560, on hydrothermal action, p 668
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granite, are essentiallj ancient as a class of rocks. 'Sbef:

were generated, say they, most abundantly in a pritner^

state of the globe, since which time the quantity product’
has been always on the decrease, until it became very

inconsiderable in the Oolitic and Cretaceous periods, and
quite evanescent before the commencementc of the tertiary

epoch.

Now the justness of these views depends almost entirely on
the question whether granite, gneiss, and other rocks of the

same order ever originated as such at the surface, or whether,

according to the opinions above adopted, they are essentially

subterranean in their origin, and therefore entitled to the

appellation of hypogene. If they were formed superficially in

their present state, and as copiously in the modem as in the

more ancient periods, we ought to see a greater abundance
of tertiary and secondary than of primary granite and gneiss

;

but if we adopt the theory of their subterranean origin, their

rapid diminution in volume among the visible rocks in the

earth’s crust in proportion as we investigate *the formations of

newer date, is quite intelligible. If a melted mass of matter

be now cooling very slowly at the depth of several miles

beneath the crater of an active volcano, it must remain in-

visible until great revolutions in the earth’s crust have been

brought about. So also if stratified rocks are now by hydro-

thermal action, or under the influence of intensely heated

steam and other gases, undergoing semi-fusion and recon-

struction far underground, it will probably require the lapse of

many periods before they will be forced up to the surface and
exposed to view by denudation, even at a siitgle point.

effect this purpose there may be need of as great a develop-

ment of subterranean movement as that which in the Alps,

Andes, and Himalayas has raised strata containing marine
fossil shells and ammonites to the height of 8,000, 14,000,

and 16,000 feet. By parity of reasoning we can hardly expect

that any tertiary rocks of the hypogene class will have been
brought within the reach of human observation, save ataJew
isolated points, seeing that the emergence of such rocks must
always be so long posterior to the date of their origin; ^*>3,
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as exteDsire denudation must also combine with upheaval

before they can be displayed at the surface throughout^ wide

areas, formations of this class cannot become generally visible

until so much time has elapsed as to confer on them a high

relatlTe antiquity-

AH geologists^who reflect on subterranean movements now
going on, and the eruptions of active volcanos, are con-

vinced that great changes are now continually in progress

in the interior of the garth’s crust far out of sight. They

must be conscious, therefore, that the inaccessibility of the

regions in which these alterations are taking place compels

them to remain in ignorance of a great part of the working

^
of existing causes, so that they can only form vague conjec-

tures in regard to the nature of the products which volcanic

heat, aided by steam and various gases, may elaborate under

great pressure.

When therefore they find in mountain-chaihs of high

antiquity, that what was once the interior of the earth’s

erust has since Keen forced outwards by mechanical violence

or exposed to view by denudalion, they may expect to behold

some of the nether formed rocks of remote eras, the modern
representatives of which they cannot see. They may be

prepared to find that tliese rocks will differ wholly from the

fossUiferous strata deposited at the surface and from the lava

and scoria) thrown out by modern volcanos in the open air.

They may recognise in granite, gneiss, mica-schist, horn-

blende schist, and other oiystalline rocks, products of a nature

and aspect distinct from those which they have observed in

process of formation, and these they may therefore be ready

to refer to the action of subterranean heat and gases under

great pressure.

The contrast in the characters, both positive and negative,

of such rocks with those which are known to be of superficial

origiii is a reason for referring them to operations which

the geologist lias had no opportuniues of observing. The

anomalous appearances are the result, not of an order of

things which has passed away, but of a set of conditions

removed by their very nature from the possibility of being
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CHAPTER IX.

TEEOBT OF THE PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OP ORGANIC
* LIFE AT SGOOlfsSIVE GEOLOGICAL PERIODS.

TUBOHt OFTHM PKOflRB^fllVF m VRLOPMfNr OF filiaWlO I in' -tVIDFNCM IN’

m SUPPORT HERTVEO FROM tOS'*!! PI ANTH—lOsMII AVrMAT 8 —MOLLUSCA

—

’WHETHER THKT HATE ADVANCHl IV (OtADK SlViW THE PAlU TEST ROCKS
'WERE JOBM.KI)—inOH AVTrQ,l 1T\ orcHIKlOPOOA—SllOHl IKDICAllONS OF

PJlOOimS’* AF^OUDFO UY FOSSU FISH —FOhsij AMPHflHA—TUX F nilVniKS—
TAANSTTIOKAT IIIOC HHWIIJS HI I 1111 S AM) IlIliDH—LAND ANlMilS OF
BHMOTK PERIODS WHA HARE FOS^ir BIRDS MAMMALIA -SlOM'Sl II LI) MAR-

' bt PIAIb--^ABSENCE OF CETACFiA IV SI (OVDARY LOCKS — SUCCFS8I\F APVLARANCL
or THE GREAT SLH-CIASSFS )1 M VMMALIA OF ADVANt TNG OHADl' IV CHRONO-
LOGICAL ORDFR- MODIKN OUK IN OF MAN—INIRODI ( TION OF MAN TO WHAT
EXTENT CHANGE IN^Hfc SYSTFAI*

*

In the last throe chapters tv e considered whether the doctrine

of the greater intensity of the aqueous and igneous forces in

remote ages has any foundation m fact, and whether the

peculiar crystalline texture of many of the older rocks favours

the opinion that the former changes in the earth’s crust, of
which geology treats, were brought about by other tlian

ordinary causes. We may now discuss the arguments
derived from the organic creation in support of the notion
that there is a ^want of alialogy and contimiity between the
past and present course of events in the natural world. The
objections on this head were formally stated in 1830, by the
late Sir Humphry Davy. ‘ It is impossible,’ he affirms, ‘ to
defend the proposition, that the present order of things is

the ancient and constant order of nature, only modified by
existing laws : in those strata which are deepest, and which
must^ consequently, be supposed to be the earliest deposited,

forms even of vegetable life are rare; shells and vegetalde

remains are fonnd in the next order; the bones of fishes and
oviparous reptiles exist in the following class ; the remains
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of birds, with those of the same genera mentioned befoi^^ m
the next order ; those of quadrupeds of extinct secies in a
still more recent class; and it is only iu the loose

slightly consolidated strata of gravel and sand, and which

are usually called diluvial formations, that the remains of

animals such as now people the globe are found, with others

belonging to extinct species. But, in noneT of these forma-

tions, whether called secondary, tertiary, or diluvial, have

the remains of man, or any of his works, been discovered

;

and whoever dwells upon this subject must be convinced,

that the present order of things, and the comparatively

recent existence of man as the master of the globe, is as cer-

tain as the destruction of a former and a different order, and

the extinction of a number of living forms which have no

types in being. In the oldest secondary strata ihere are no

remains of such animals as now belong to the surface
;
and

in the rocks, which may be regarded as more recently

deposited, these remains occur but rarely, and with abun-

dance of extinct species ;—there sterns, as it were, a gradual

approach to the present system of things, and a succession

of destructions and creations preparatory to the existence of

man.*

In the above passages the author has done little more than

reiterate the theory of progression which Lamarck had pro-

posed about thirty years before in his Philosophy of Zoology.

Another interval of more than forty years has again elapsed

since Davy wrote, one marked by ever-increasing activity in

paleontological research, yet the new facts brought to light

have scarcely overturned any ofithe leading propositions

above enumerated, although several of them have required to

be considerably modified. Fossil remains of man and rude

works of art have, it is true, been detected in the formations

termed by Sir H. Davy diluvial, in which fbo bones of the

mammoth and other extinct quadrupeds so frequently occur.

But, although these discoveries have enabled us to trace

back the memorials of our race one short step farther into

the past, they have not shaken our belief in the extremely

modern date of the human era, as compared to that of a

* Sir H Davy, Consolations in Travel . Dialogue III. * The Unknomi.’
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0f <9iaob8, each of them characterised hj

Imitxiate and plants.^ The dates of the

iiic^oi^ aiq^aairiuat^ of certain classes, orders, and genera,

of h^her organisation always characterising rooks

nawer in the series, have often been mis-stated,f and the

of chronological errors has engendered doubts as to

the^tmdness of the theory of progression. In these doubts

I myself indulged freely in former editions of this work.

But alter numerous coinfections have been made as to the

date of the earliest signs of life on the globe, and the periods

when more highly organised beings, whether animal or

vegetable, first entered on the stage, the original theory may

be defended in a form but slightly modified.

FoB»il Plants.—^To speak first of the vegetable creation

—

recent investigations have made it more and more clear that

the oldest known flora was characterised by a great predomi-

nance of cryptogamous plants. In the Devoniaffn flora of

Jlorth America the lycopodiacecijs genera, such as the Lepi-

dodendra, were the most ^lumerous, while the associated

plants, such as Sigillaria*, ferns, and Coniferce, although they

ore specifically distinct, a^ee generically with those of the

•carboniferous strata which come next in succession. It had

been suggested that the absence, in the true coal, of the

higher grade of flowering plants, (the dicotyledonous angio-

sperms of Brongniart,) which now constitute three-fourths of

the vegetation of the globe, might be explained by supposing

that the fossil species represent those only which grew in a

particular class of stations, such as low swamps bordering

the sea; and that more h^faly organised genera and species

would have become known to us, had we been acquainted

with the flora of the higher and mountainous regions. But
although it is now universally admitted that the plants which
form the bulk of "the cool grew on the spots where we now
find that fuel, yet there are many vegetable remains in the

^ {a toy Work on Antiquity of and Adolphe Brongniart, a« a'pplied

Xatit I have given, p. 296, a both to the animal and regetablp worlds

eoneiae Itotement of the doctrine of which I need not repiat in the present

j^v^ogtadtoi se laU down by Trot chapter

lile late Hiller, M. t See m} Elements of Geolog), p
Brofc Oir«il, and ^nn 863 .

VOL. L L
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associated sandstones, which must have been drifted firoin a

distance or washed down by great rivers from higher ground
to the sea^coast. Nor can we point to a marsh in the delta

of any existing river, where ferns and other Ciyptogaifts
^

together with Conifene flourish, to the exclusion of all

more highly organised plants.
^

Certain fruits and leaves of the coal-measures, forme^ty

supposed to be those of palms, are now very generally referred

to plants of less perfect structure, bfing variously clas^^ed by

botanists as cycads, conifers, or lycopodiace®. There seems

also ground for suspecting, in accordance with the suggestion

of Dr. Dawson, that the flora of the Devonian rocks of North

America was of a more upland character than that of the coal,

and the mere fact of our having traced this ancient vegetation

(the Devonian and Carboniferous), consisting of several hun-

dred species, over so vast an area in space, in Europe and

North Anierica, and through such a lapse of ages, makes it

probable that we have already obtained a correct notion of the

leading features of the bolany, both upland and lowland, of

those pateozoic times. The almost entire want in this fossil

flora, the first which geology has yet revealed to us, of plants

of the most complex organisation is very striking, for not a
single dicotyledonous angiosperm has yet been proved to

exist in any primary formation, and only one undoubted

monocotyledon,* although these two great divisions taken

together form four-fifths of our living vegetation.

In regard to secondary or mesozoic times, all botanists agree

that palms, with some other monocotyledons, were already in

existence
;
but it seems doubtftS whetherc any trace of a

dicotyledonous angiosperm has yet been detected in rocks

of the Triassic, Oolitic, or Lower Cretaceous (Neocamian)^

periods. Conifers, cycads, and ferns abounded, but the

plants which now constitute the larger portion of our flora,

and comprise all the native European trees except those of

the fir tribe, seem not to have come into being, and must
tainly have been extremely rare before the Upper Creta,pe<^

* Pothocffes GranUmt%Ta>teswnjTom plated. Ig44. TM* id

the coal ehale of Granton near Edin- referred to the famOy

burgh. Edin, Bot. Soc. Trans, vol. i. spike well preserved.
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M k in fiftribtA of tliis ktter age, at A ix-la-Chapelle, that

we al letKlth meet with an assemblage of fossil plants, in

which the ptincipal classes and orders of the liring vegetable

ei^estion fure fully represented. The variety and completeness

0^ the ibssil Aora then attained continued to be conspicuous

throt^gfhout a long^ succession of tertiary ages, in which the

ibrms were perpetually changing, but always becoming

ihore and more like, generically and specifically, to those now

in being. On the whole there appears therefore to have been

an advance in the fossil flora in the course of ages, although

the cryptogamous plants of the Primary periods were some of

them more perfect or of a higher grade than any of the same

class now living. The Gymnogens (cycads and conifers)

became more abundant, as also the Monocotyledons in the

Secondary epochs, while in the Tertiary periods all the lead-

ing forms of the most complex dicotyledons now inhabiting

the globe appear to haie flourished.

Fosiil Animals.—We may nexttvirn to the animal kingdom,

and consider the arguments derived fiom fossil vortebrata and

iuvertebrata in favour of ii^ogressiie development. When-
ever these arguments aie founded on negative evidence, we

cannot be too cautious in our reasoning, and we must alwajs

bear in mind that it has been evidciitl} no part of the plan of

Uature to hand down to us a complete or svstpinatic record of

the former history of the animate world. We may have failed

to discover a single shell, marine or fresh-water^ or a single

coral or bone in shale or sandstone, even in such a formation as

that of the valley of the Connecticut, in which th(» footprints

of bipeds and qudSirupeds abound ; but such failure may have

ariseu, not because the population of the land or sea was scanty*

at that era, but because in genferal the preservation of any

relics of the animals or plants of former times in sedimentary

formations is the exception to a general rule. It is only when
the rocks are made up bodily of the remains of plants or

animals, asin the case ofbeds ofcoal, chalk, oi coral-limestone,

that a representation of certain classes of the animal kingdom

can be looked for as constituting an essential part of the

"^formation* Time so enormous as that contemplated by the

geologist may multiply exceptional cases till they seem to
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constitute the rule, and so impose on the imagination as to

lead us to infer the non-existence of creatures of which no

monuments happen to remain. The late Edward Eorbes ro-

marked, that few geologists are aware how large a proporiatm

of all known species of fossils are founded on single specimens,

while a still greater number are founded on a few individuals

discovered in one spot. This holds true not only in regard to

animals and plants inhabiting the land, the lake, and the

river, but even to a surprising number of the marine mcollusca,

articulata, and radiata. Out knowledge, therefore, of the

living creation of any given period of the past may he said

to depend in a great degree on what we commonly call chance,

and the casual discovery of some new localities rich in pecu-

liar fossils may modify, and, to a great extent, overthrow all

our previous generalisations.

Molhisca.—Of all the invertebrate animals, the moUusca
are the most important in geology, as, owing to the durable

nature of their shells, they have been more generally pre-

served, in strata of every a^o, than the memorials of any other

creatures. They are also peculispdy well fitted to throw light

on the controverted question whether there has or has not

been a gradual advance in the course of ages, from the humbler

and more simple to the higher and more complex grades of

structure. By a higher or more perfect organisation is meapt
one in which there are a greater number of organs specially

devoted to particular functions. Thus in the lowest divisions,

such as the Bryozoa and Brachiopoda, we find no separate

organs of respiration, sight, ot locomotion ; whereas, in the

lamellibranchiate bivalves, although they aVe without heads,

.w’e find a heart, mouth, gills, and foot, with several other

organs, wanting in the mferior orders before alluded to. The
Gasteropoda, again, have a head, mouth, lingual teeth, a
special breathing apparatus, and nearly all of them organs of
sight, while in the highest grade, the Cephalopoda, we meet
with so many instruments apjiointed to perform dkrtinot

functions, such a concentration of the nervous system iu what
may be regarded as a brain, such acuteness of the senses,

especially those of sight and touch, with such powers of looo-*

motion, that we cannot refuse to assign to them a place supe-
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rior to that of aSX the other mollosca, and even to some few

apeoies of the rertebrata^ although these last belong to a

t|pe which as a whole ranks so much higher in the scale.

We have now, therefore, to enquire whether the fossil

representatives of the different divisions of the mollusca above

enumerated, the JSryozoa, Brachiopoda, Lamellibranchiata,

Gasteropoda, and Cephalopoda, made their appearance in

succession in the ancient seas in the same order of time as

they would stand in an ascending series in a zoological classi-

fication. In our endeavour to reply to this question it will be

well to exclude from our survey the fossils of the lowest strata,

or those older than the Lower Silurian (Nos. 35 and 36 of

the Table, p. 135), with which we are so imperfectly acquainted

that it is dangerous to derive from them any conclusions

founded simply on negative evidence. Additions made ft'orn

year to year may change the whole aspect of this primordial

fauna of Barraiide. Already indeed the notion of tile extreme

scarcity of organic remains and their inferiority of grade has

to some extent had to be ab!Lndoned hy the d(»tec*tion in it of

an Orthoceras and of a rich fauna of trilobites, as well as

other forms of life.

To begin then with the Lower Silurian (No. 34 of the same

table), we find that it contains representatives of all the

groups to which we have alluded, and the Cephalopoda alone

have already furnished the conchologist with several hun-

dred species and a long list of genera. Many of these

chambered shells, especially the Orthocernta, were of large

size, and they may possibly have swarmed the more in the

ancient ocean because there were no fishes to compete with

them. It has been remarked by the advocates of ‘ progressive

evolution/ that all the cephali^pods of this era are referable

to the tetrabranchiata, or four-gilled form, a family which is

not so highly organised as the dibranchiata (or two-gilled),

to which the belemnites, so abundant in the Lias, Oolite, and

Chalk, as well as the living cuttlefish, belong. Doubtless the

absence of aU genera of this highest order from the Silurian,

Devonian, and Carboniferous formations may seem to imply

that the testaceous fauna of the older rocks had not yet

obtained so high a grade as it afterwards reached. But the
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cogency of such reasoning is somewhat weakened by

that several genera of Octopods now exist in our sea$5 which

arc without internal bones, like those possessed hyihe Sepia,

or external shells, like those of the Nautilus. Such soft*

bodied cephalopoda, therefore, could not be expected to leave

behind them any lasting memorials of their, existence* It ie

only by assuming that there were no such genera in the

pal^eozoic seas, that we can confidently infer a comparative

inferiority of grade fur the mollusca of that early period.

It has been also reniaiked, in reference to the testaceous

fauna of the priiinry strata, that while the lamelllbranchiate

bivalves are comparatively few in number, brachiopods of

every variety of form are exceedingly abundant. It cannot

be denied that the profusion of these last fixes on this earlier

fauna a stamp of inferiority. But if we lay much stress on

this argument, we find that it is •somewhat counterbalanced

by evidence bearing in an opposite direction, and equally

derived from the proportioivil number of the representatives

of dittereiit orders of mollusca.* If the *Brachiopoda out-

number the Laraellibrancliiata in sj>ecies, so, on the other

hand, do the C'ephalopods outnumbiu* the Gasteropods, espe-

cially the highest divi«?ioii of these last, those which are

siphonated, and which as zoophagous, marine animals seem

to have been superseded by the Orthocerata, Nautilus, and
their cougeii(»rs. In this case, these last, being mollusca of a

liigher gmde, dischai-ged functions now performed to a great

extent by Gasteropods, which are lower in the scale. On the

whole, it cannot be said tliat tire successive development, in

the course of past ages, of higher and more* complex struc-

tures, is by any means conspicuous in that grand branch of

the animal kingdom which is most largely represented in a
f(>«»sil state. The variety j>erhaps of types in the testacea is

greater now than at any former j)eriod,*but the rate of

iidvance in organisation has been slow indeed, if the only

step realised between Lower Silurian and modem times can

be expressed by the passage from a tetrabranchiate to a din

bninchiate eephalopod. Acconiing to such a rate of progress,

we may well conceive that it might require a course of ages

anterior to the Silurian epoch as great as that which has
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«lfi|Nied» in order to bring abont a gradual evolution

|rom ft Inr^osoon to an orthoceras.

3p0$iil failure of the paloBontologist to detect a

idftgle bone of any aquatic animal of the vertebrate claims in

rooks older than the Ludlow formation of Murchison, one of

l^e uppermost diyisiona of the Silurian system, is a fact of no

smell weight in favour of progressive development, although

as the iddest fish (Pteraspis), alluded to above, is by no means

of the*lowest grade, we•may still expect to trace back the

memorialB of the great class of fishes to strata of higher

antiquity^ But when we consider how rich a molluscous

fauna~to say nothing of the crustaceans, sea-urchins, stone-

lilies, and corals—has been met with in Silurian rocks in

almost all parts of the world, it seems impossible to account

for our not having yet found any accompanying bones of fish,

except by supposing that they were not yet in being, or that

they only occupied a limited area. To verify the date of the

first appearance of any new type^of organisation is perhaps

more than we can reasonably expect, as the first representa-

tives of such types probably originate in one region only, from

which they would spread very slowly over the globe.

Next to the Silurian comes the Old Rc*d Sandstone or

Devonian formation, which is so rich in fishes that the

Jinmber of British species alone described by Agassiz, in

1844, amounted to sixty-five, and tbe number has since been

raised to more than a hundred. Almost all of these belonged

to the order of Ganoids, and some few only to that of the

Plaooids, of Agassiz ;
and nt is remarkable that tlie vast

majority of theTossil fish of the succeeding formations, from

the Carboniferous to the Oolitic, consist in like manner of

Ganoids, a family whicli, though so ri(*h in genera in tbe

olden times, is of quite exceptional occurrence at the pre-

sent day, being confined to the North-American rivers, and

those of Africa north of the line. In the chalk, and srill

more in the tertiary formations, we find the majority of the

fish to belong to a great variety of genera of the class called

T^leodd because their skeletons are perfectly ossified, which

is very rarely the case with the Ganoids of the fJder rocks.

!the eartilag^0u$i persistent nature of the spinal column or

s
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uotochord, which is not divided into sqmrate

regarded on the whole as a mark of a lower grad*B» M
also the form of the tail called heterocercal, which is aUnost

tiniversal in fish older than the chalk. Nearly all the living

fish have eqiiilobed tails, and the heterocercal or ineqtdklled

form is looked upon by Owen as a retention of the embryoindbi;

character, or an instance of arrested development. But ths

affinity of the ancient Placoid and Ganoid fishes in the stmc-

ture of their heart, brain, generative organs, and many other

characters to living sharks, as well as to the Aincaa Poly-

pterous and the bony pike, or Lepidosteus, of America, lead<i

the anatomist to assign to them by no means a low place

in the piscine class. In short, a retrospect of the history

of this class in geological time ‘imparts,’ according to

Professor Owen, ‘ an idea rather of mutation tlian of pro-

gression.’*

Heptiles.'—No well-anthenticated example of a reptile

occurring in strata so old as the Devonian has yet been

e8tablished,t and even in the succeeding Carboniferous

formation, it was not till the year 1844 that some repre-

sentatives of the lowest division of this class, the amphibia,

which are regarded by some naturalists as intermediate be-

tween reptiles and fish, were discovered in the coal of Saar-

bruck. In 1852 Dr. Dawson and I discovered the osseous

remains of a reptile in the Carboniferous strata of Nova
Scotia, and in the same formation and country three other

genera, all air-breathers, were found by Dr. Dawson, and

described by him in his ‘ Air-breathers of the CoaL’ Since

that period several genera of the Labyrinthodbnt family, some

containing species of large size, have been found in tiie car-

boniferous rocks of North America and Britain. So late as

1865, four or five now genera of this family determined by

Professor Huxley have been added from the coal of Upperary

in Ireland. Some of these have well-ossified bony skeletons,

although they belong to that sub-class which, like the frogs

and newts, possessed gills at some period of their existence,

and were also marked by other piscine characters. In rocks

* Oven'fl PaluBontology, 2d<1 edit, p t See Klements of Geologj) 6|bh

175. tion, p. 526
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Triassic to the Cretaceoaa inolnaivey

' ettroordinary profusion of reptile life, to which I

oceasioti to allude a.gaan in the eleventh chapter,

irh^n treating of changes in climate. Two orders, the

|)igK>8auria 'and Oompsognatha, have been denominated

^rjsithosceliday li^^ause, as Professor Huxley has especially

^ ^inted out> they supply in some important parts of their

structure a transitional link between the reptiles and birds,

more especially in the case of the Compnognathus lorigipcH^ a

fossil form of the Solenbofen slate, a member of the Jurassic

formation. The hind limbs in particular of those Ornitho-

scelida are much more similar to those of birds than they are

to those of reptiles, and these bird-reptiles, or reptile-birds,

were more or less completely bipedal.* No form of re])tile8

is so remarkable in the Secondiiry or Mesozoic formal ion

as the winged reptiles called Pteroduetjls, which sometimes

attain a great size, one of them from the Koiltish chalk

measuring more than sixteen feat from tip to tip of its out-

stretched wings, and anotHbr in strata of the same age in

America attcaning even larger diimmsioas. Their batlike

wings wex'e not composed of feathers, as in birds, but appear

to have consisted of an extended tneinbrane wliich was sup-

ported, like that of bats, by the fourth digit, which was enur-

^mously elongated. They resemble birds in many of their

osteological characters, among others in the presence of air-

cavities in their bones, the prominent median crest of the

broad breast-bone, and often in their horn-sheathed beaks.

But they are, says Professoraluxley, rather a sort of reptilian

bat than links between reptiles and birds.

Scarcity of Air-breathers in Primary rocks .—Our informa-

tion respecting the fossils of the oldest rocks, especially

those anterior to the Old Red Sandstone or Devonian forma-

tion, is almost exclusively derived from strata of marine

origin. This we might have anticipated, if the ocean always

occupied, as it does now, nearly five parts in seven of tlie

earth’s surface. After many geographical revolutions, after

the sinking down of ancient continents and the upheaval of

newer ones, it is natural that the strata of a very remote age

« Hnzleyi Prev. Add. Oeol. Quart. Jourr. 1870, vol xxvi.
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should coincide generally with the bed of the ancient

rather than with the space which was occupied by
Well therefore may we despair of gaining more than a super-

ficial acquaintance with the terrestrial plants and air-breath-

ing animals which once belonged to those small areas which

represent spaces where palseozoic land of Silqrian or Cambrian

date may have hai)pened to coincide with a portion of our

present ooutiiients and islands. Even if they had never been

submerged from the earliest period, they would have suffered

such denudation by rain and rivers, either when the land was

stationary, or wdien it was undergoing changes of level, that

no parts of the old surface, or of its lacustrine and fluviatile

deposits, would remain. Our best chance of hitting upon

the spots wh(‘re some monuments of such early times have

escaped destruction, would arise from their submergence and

the accuimilation of marine strata upon them or upon the

littoral deposits found in the immediate neighbourhood.

Even then we could only obtain access to the buried strata,

whether fresh-water or littoral, those points where they

liad been exposed to view by the partial waste of the in-

cumbent formations. The general absence therefore in

Cambrian, Silurian, and Devonian rocks of all remains of

land animals is not to be wondered at, and taken alone

raises no very strong presumption against the existence, in,

palmozoic times, of air-breathers of the most highly organised

class.

Up to the year 1865 only a few insects had been obtained

even from the Carboniferous strerta, the land plants of which
are well known to us, and none from the D^fvoniaii. From
this last formation several have now been brought to light

in North America, chiefly of the order Nenroptera, found by
Mr. Hartt, in rocks near St. John’s, New Brunswick, and
determined by Mr. Scudder, of Boston, tJ.S. Why then

should we despair of finding in our future researches some
air-breathers of a much higher order than insects^, Whioh
may have peopled the forests of the Devonian era, in which
some flowei’ing plants of the monocotyledonous class, togelhar

with pines, tree-ferns, Sigillariee, and Lepidodendra or gigantie

Lycopodiace®, flourished. The first puhnoniferons moBusl^
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a filiid sbell^ dialled Pvj^a of which hundreds of

ilidMdaala bate now been detected, was not discovered in

coal nteasures until the year 1852, in Nova Scotia.

regard to birds, they are usually wanting, for

reasons to be explained in the next volume, in deposits of all

ages, even in th^ tertiary periods, where we know that biinls

as well as land quadrupeds abounded. But in the litho-

graphic stone of Solenhofen, a division of the Upper Oolite,

a skejeton of a bird almost entire, and retaining even some

of its feathers, was found in 1862, and determined by Professor

Owen to belong to the class Aves. It differs from all living

birds in the structure of its fore limbs and still more of its

tail, in which last there were no less than twenty vertebrae,

each of them supporting a i>air of plumes. In the tail of

living birds the coalescence or anchylosed state of the ter-

minal vertebrce is a constH?iit character, the vertcbroe being

distinct and separate only in th(‘ einhr) o. Thc^ tail of the

Archeopteryx therefore exhibits as Professor Owen has

pointed out, an earlier or ih(»re embryonic type persistent in

the full-gi*own individual. Although no skeletons of the

feathered tribe have been found in rocks older than the

Oolite, yet the footmarks of a great variety of species of

various sizes, some larger than an ostrich, others smaller than

,the plover, have been observed in rocks of higher antiquity

in North America.* These bipeds have left the marks of

their footsteps on strata of Triassic age in the valley of

the Connecticut, and they are useful in warning us against

speculating on the relative’ gyade of ancient and modern

representative^of this class, seeing that, although there were

SO many of these bipeds, we are so ignorant of their structure.

Hitherto, even footprints of the class Aves have eluded our

search in all formations older than the Trias, so that wo may

declare at present that the first appearance of fish, repiiles,

and birds follows a chronological order in accordance with

#10 jpoaition which the same classes would occupy wlien

aManged zoologically by a naturalist in an ascending scries

:

and we aball presently see that the lowest class of Mammalia

^ See Hitekcock's Keport on Geol. of Mawacbiwisetaj anJ Ljell « Trsirela in

Ifottb Ameficst 12,
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have not yet been traced back so far as the footprints of the

earliest known birds.

Mammalia .—So late as the beginning of the present oon*

tury it was a generally received dogma in geology that the

Thyljicotlionimi Pn^vustn H Araphilheritim Lower jaw,

from ih<" slate of Stoiiesfield, near Oxlbrd.*

Mainmidia had n<it been created before the Tertiary period,

and the first aiiiioiincement of the discovery in the Lower
Oolite of Stonestield, of the jaw of a small marsupial, recog-

j\I\rnn^ci)lmis f.iseidtuM Uecent, from Swan Kiver. Lower jaw

of the natur.il size.i

nised as sxich in 1818 by Cnvier, caused a sensation almost

as great as would now be excited by our finding the bones of

* This figure (No. !]) is from a Jriw-

ifig by Profi'ssor C. Prt'vosl, pii]»lislied

Ann (U*s *S-i, nat. nvril 182b. The
iobbil IK a Jowtr j.iw, adhtnng by its

inner f*ide to the slab of oolite, in whu*Ii

it is Mink. The form of the eond\li,or

posterior proeess of the jaw, is convex,

agreeing with the niammitcrons typo,

and is distinctly seen, an impression of

it being loft on the stone, althouirh in

this specimen the bone is wanting. Tlio

antorior part of the jiiw' has boon par-

tially broken away, so that the double

fangs of the molar teeth are seen fixed

in their sockets, the form of the fangs

being characteristic of the mammalia.

Ten molars are preserved, and the

place of an eleventh is believed to be

apparent. The enamel of some of the

teeth is well preserved.

«t A coloured figure of this small and

elegant quadruped ih given in the Trane.

Zool. Soc vol ii. pi. 28. It is inseot-

ivorous, and wras taken in a hollow

tree, in a country aliounding in ant-

hills, ninety miles to the eoutb-eaBt of

the mouth of SwfUi Biver in Australia.

—Ir is the first living marsnpial species

known to have nine molar teeth in the

lower jaw, and some of the teeth are

widely separated from others, one of

the peculiarities in the Thykeotherimn

of Stonesfield, which at first induced

H. Blainville to refer that creature to

the class of reptiles.
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«(Hne ^ip^iumtiaQai animal in one of the Secondary rocks.

Haoj natntalists, rather than allow their faith in the theory

jprogresfiTedevelopment to be so rudely shaken, cherished

to ^e last a hope that it might ultimately turn out that the

jp Fig 5

• Natiiml wlsto

Phascolotbenum Bucklaudi (Ouf tj) (Si/u Dilelphis Biukland *
) Lowoi

]d\v from Moiusficl i
*

1 The jaw magnified t% ice in lengthy 2 1 he%t cond mohr tooth magnifitd six times

lig 0.

JAW OF STERKOONATHrS FROM ^TOKFSriEID

a Portion ofjaw with three molar teeth fiom Stomsficld (Kjlite Natuial mzo

Falseontology, p 345 ) b Middle tooth of the three contained in the

jaw a, {Owen Ibid
, p 346

) ^

British geologists had been mistaken in their opinion as to

the age of the deposit in which this precious relic was en-

tombed : while other eminent anatomists, M. Blainville among

the noinber^ called in question

^ Thia figure (l?o 6) was taken

fircmi tha anginal, formerly in Mr
Brodonp'a eollection, and now in the

BntUih Mnaenm It consists of the

right half of a lower jaw, of which the

jaiiar aid* la seem The jaw contains

iMMi tsohir taatb, one eanine and three

inouoxs; bat the end of the jaw »
ftemtnved, and traces of the alreolns

the mammalian character of

of a fourth inciflor aio to he seen

With this addition the number of retili

would agree ©tartly with those of a

didelphis Tht fossil is well pn sent

d

in fi slab of {K>htic structure foiitdining

shells of tngoniB and* oflitr marine

remains See BrcKlenp, /o(»l Journ

Tol ill. p 408 Ow<n Proceedings

Gool hoc ,
Novombor 1888
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the relic. But no less than nine other specimens of lower

jaws of mammiferous quadrupeds have since been met wiife

in the same slate of Stonesfield, so that, including the £rSlE

found (fig. 3, p. 156), there are now four distinct species refCir^

able to three genera in this one member of the Lower Oolite*

After Cuvier had referred the specimen first met wiUi to %
marsupial, Professor Owen pointed out tliat the extinct gmms
to which it belonged had considerable affinity to an Australian

mammifer, the Myrmecohins of Waterhouse, which has nine

molar teeth in the lower jaw (see fig. 4).

The next representative of the same class found in the same

slate was at once regarded as an opossum, with which it

agrees nearly in osteologieal character, and precisely in the

number of its teeth (fig, 5, p. 157). But the most remark-

able of all the mammalia of which the remains have been

found at Stoneiafield, was that made known to the scientific

world in 1 85 1, under the name ofStereoymtlmsJ^ The portion

found consisted of part of^ a lower jaw containing three

double-fanged teeth, indicating aa animal small in size, but

larger than any of the other quadrupeds as yet obtained from

those rocks (see fig. 6). Although the teeth differed in

structure from those of any recent or fossil animal yet known,
'

they are admitted by anatomists to have more affinity to the

higher or placental division of mammalia than any of the

species previously found at Stonesfield, or those yet procured

from any rocks older than the Tertiary. It is conjectured

by Professor Owen that it may have been a small, hoofed,

herbivorous animal, or at least a^iixed feeder, but he stjU

regards this conclusion as doubtful; so fail* does Btereo^

gnaihus depart from any known type, whether living or

extinct.

When the Stonesfield oolite had continued for nearly thirty

years to be the only rock which had in any part of the world

afforded an example of a fossil mammifer anterior in date

to the Tertiary i)eriod, the tooth of another small marsnpiai

mammifer, called Microlestes, wa,B discovered in the Upper

^ Thi8 generic name was given to it in whose possession, it bad been ifft

in 1864, by Mr Charlesworth, who twenty years or more,

obtained it from the Bev, J. P, Dennis,
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of in 1847.* Between tibat year and 1863

tiblA roek »id tke XJ]^r Trias of Somersetshire have yielded

i^pocdes of the same gentis, and a stratum probably of

hibetit ikG ssone age in North Carolina has supplied us with

tSSreejawsof a small insectiTorous mammal, probably marsn-

piali called by the late Professor Emmons Dromaiherimn

$^0^6, The only other mammalia as yet discovered in

any other part of the globe in formations older than the

Nocenp are those of tho^ uppermost Oolite or Purbeck strata

in Dorsetshire, where about twenty-five species, referable to

about eleven genera, have been met with between the years

1864 and 1871, all very small, most of them decidedly mar-

supial, and the rest, if not of the same sub-class, belonging

to inseetivora of low grade.f

It may, no doubt, be said that our acquaintance with the

purely firesh-water strata of periods older than the Secondary

is very defective, and that we ought therefore to expect that

memorials of land animals in marine etr.it.i of Primary or

Palffiozoic date w(tuld be very exceptional. Tliere are regions

at inresent, in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, coextensive in

area with Europe and l^rth America, where we might

Ifiredge the bottom and draw up thousands of shells and

corals, without obtaining, one bone of a land qxiadruped.

Suppose our mariners were to report that, on sounding in

the Indian Ocean near some coral reefs, and at some distance

from the land, they drew up on hooks attached to their line

portions of an ape, elephant, or leopard, should we not be

sceptical as to the accuracy pf their statements 9 and if we

had no doubt ofi their veracity, might we not expect them to

* Stonenta, pp 430-440.

t Only two tpecies of Purbeck mam-
ittali diiOQvered by Mr Brodie and ro-

byFmf Oven to hie genus Spain-

vwn^ known before the year

vhen Ms. S. H. Beckles sent me
of fbssiis, which I submitted

Dr, l^lcoik^r. Prom his interpiuta-

tUCMi of remains« chiefly of loves

t ennbloct to announce m
iu sup^anioiit to my Manual

w iGbmtoto of Ocology^ ihut no less

tai kmim. cpeclos of mammidiai

ijiferiible to tight or nine geiK rn, had

then l>een obtained from a Htraluni i ft w
inches thick of the Middle Piubtik, nil

within Bii arev of 600 square yards

This number has now l^ecu lucrcHscd lo

no less than twonty*fivo 8f)ecJth, reftr-

abie to eleven gentra, and the ulude of

them admirably di ncnbed and tiguird m
a Monograph of the PdlapontognphicMl

Society, 1871, by Prof Ouon St hJho

Elements, 6l1i ed
, p. 379 ,

and Student’s

Elements, 187], p 308
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be unskilled naturalists 9 or, if tbe fisrct were

should we not be disposed to believe that some

been wrecked on the spot?

The casualties must always be rare by which land ^nadru*

peds are swept by rivers far out into the open sea^ and

rarer the contingency of such a floating body apt beiug

devoured by sharks or other predaceous hsh, such as.were

those of which we find the teeth preserved in some of the

carboniferous strata ;
but if the carcase should escape, and

should happen to sink where sediment was in the act of

accumulating, and if the numerous causes of subsequent)

disintegration should not efface all traces of the body, in^

chided for countless ages in solid rock, it would be contrary

to nil calculation of chances that we should hit upon the

exact spot, that mere point in the bed of an ancient ocean,

where the precious relic was entpmbed. Can we expect for

a moment, when wo have only succeeded, amidst several

thousand fragments of corals and shells, in finding a few

bones of nqua tic vcrtebrata, that we should meet with a

single skeleton of an inhabitant of the land ?

Clarence, in his dream, saw ‘ih the slimy bottom of the

deep,’
a thousand fearful wrecks

;

A thousand men, that fishes gnawed upon

;

AVedges of gold, great andhors, heaps of pearl.

Had he also beheld, amid * the dead bones that lay scattered

the carcases of lions, deer, and the other wild tenants

of the forest and the plain, IJie fiction would have been

deemed unworthy of the genius of Shakespeare. So daring

a disregard of probability and violation of analogy wotdd
have been condemned as unpardonable, even where the poet

was painting those incongruous images which present

selves to a disturbed imagination during the visions of the

night.

Absence of Cetacea in Secondary rocks,—Butthereisanegan

tive fact of great significance which seems more than any
other to render it highly improbable that we shall ever find

air-breathers of the highest class in any of thepriinai^ strataj^

or in any of the older members of the secondaiTy series.)
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Ibkb ik the absence bitherto of all bones of cetacea

^ ntimex^ns remains of fossil vertebrata entombed

in to<^#ldier than the £ocene. Cetacean bones are of rare

oeciirrasin^ in the Lower Tertiary formations of Europe, the

hsklance in Great Britain being a species of Monodon
ftw London ^ay, and the position even of this specimen

is somewhat doubtful. But in the middle Eocene of America,

as in Georgia and Alabama, the gigantic Zeuglodon, now
admitted to be a true placental mammal, is by no means of

uncommon occurrence.* The dimensions of the cetacea in

general are such that the)^ could hardly have failed to ob-

trude themselves on the notice of collectors had they been

entombed in the mud and sand of Triassic, Liassie, or other

secondary formations where the skeletons of huge reptiles

are so conspicuous. The ichthyosaurs and other carnivorous

saurians seem formerly to have played the part now assigned

to the cetacea in the economy of naturt*
;

cTnd if v^e assume

this to have been the case, it seojns probable that the pla-

dental mammalia, they exited at all before the Tertiary

period, were at least extremely scarce.

Succemve appearance m^chronolofjicaJ order of the great

mih-clasBes of mammalia of higher and higher grade,- --\xi a

classification of mammalia, founded on the modification of

tbeir cerebral structure, Professor Owen has assigned the

lowest place to a sub-class called Lyenccphala, which com-

prises two orders, the Marsupialia and the Monotreinata.

In tihis last are included the Echidna (or duckbilled Platypus)

of Australia and the Omithorhynchua of the same continent.

No members of Uiis lowest division of the mammalia have

yet been found fossil, but we ougnt to look for their remains

in the Carboniferous and other primary rocks, should air-

breathem higher than the class of reptiles ever be dis-

covered in them, assuming that a thorough knowledge of

the succession in time of the fossil vertebrata would bear out

fully the theory of progressive development from the sim-

plest to the most complex types. We should then have

* ffiiqifKMMd cetaciBailv of the lately been ascertained by him to be of

enslaeeolBsi mhk vbk& I fometly eite^ Miocene date—Leidy, Kiptiles of the

on the anthonUr of Dr. lieid^, have Chalk

UOt* 1. K
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monotremata in the Primary, marsnpials in the Secondary,

and placentals in the Tertiary strata, assuming for the

present that the class to which Btereognaihus belongs is still

undetermined.

In the history of the Tertiary and Post-Tertiary series, it

may be said that there is in the mamin^a a still Luther

evolution from the less to the more perfect stmctnres. For

the earliest known species of the placental snb-class does not

belong to the Quadrumanous order, the most ancient repre-

sentative of that sub-class being the Arctoeyon primcevus, a

mammal allied to the bear, which has been met with in

France in Eocene strata older than the Plastic clay or

Woolwich beds. Of later date than this, M. Riitimeyer has

recognised, in a member of the Middle Eocene group of the

Swiss Jura, the jawbone of a monkey allied in some points

to the Mycetes or howling monkey of America and in others

to the Lemurs. If this determination be confirmed when

more of the skeleton has been discovered, the Coenopithecua

lemuroidea would constitute thd oldest known example of a

fossil quadrumanous animal.* The next step occurs in the

Upper Miocene or Faluniau deposits of Europe, in which

several examples of the monkey tribe have been met with,

and among them some of the anthropomorphovs apes. One

of them, the Dryopithecus, allied to the Gibbon, discovered

in the South of France, rivalled man in stature. If in the

Pliocene strata, which followed next in the order of time, no

quadrumana have been detected, we may attribute their

absence to the diminished wartnth of the Pliocene climate,

which began to resemble that now enjoyeJ in the south of

Europe, instead of being, like that of the Upper Miocene,

sub-tropical. For evidence of the gradual development of

the monkeys, apes, and orangs, and of the first appearance

of man, the progressionist will naturally look to tjiose

countries which escaped the rigours of the Glacial period,

whereas our most careful investigations have hitherto been

* The fossil monkey named Macacus nous on the authority ofFro£ Owen, wak

Eocenne by Owen, found in 1840, at pTonounced ky the aaqie anatomist in

Kyson, near Ipswich in Suffolk, in a 1862 to he a paohydsm, mote ample

stratum older than the London day, and data for its ccurect determination having

which 1 formerly cited aa quadruma- been obtained.
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CKM^Soied to tHe temperate latitudes of tlie uortliern hemi-

sphe^ej wfaetlier in tlie Old or New World. However slender

tberefoM maj be the foundation of facts on which such

grand gmieralisations are built, and however anxious we may
not to place too much reliance on the soundness of our

infmmieesj we m%y yet say that the direction in which the

facts point are decidedly towards the theory of progression.

It may no doubt be said that the entire area from which the

Secondaty or Mesozoic species of mammalia, thirty-tliree in

number, have been obtained is confined to a very limited

part of the globe, even when we include the site of the

Dromatherium of North Carolina, between three and four

thousand miles distant from Stuttgardt. But on the other

hand we must recollect that the time throughout which this

fauna has been traced is of vast duration, extending from

the Bhoetic or Upper Triiissic beds to those which form the

Purbeck or last stage of the great Oolitic era. In*Australia

at present, oiit of more than two hundred living species of

mammalia above *three-fourflis are marsupial, and the re-

maining species are confined to the ord(*r8 of bats and

rodents which are small in size and belong to the Lissen-

cephala or lowest sub-class of placental mammalia, when
classified according to cerebral develf>pmeut . In the ancient

strata of Mesozoic age so far as yet known we also find a

predominance of undoubted marsupials, associated with some

species which may perhaps be placental, but which, if so,

are diminutive in size, and belonging to orders of a low

grade in that class. During the long period throughout

which this maAmalian fauna was persistent, there were

abundance of terrestrial and aquatic reptiles, and the species

both ofthe vertebrate and invertebrate classes were frequently

changing, so that the absence of a single cetacean, or olher

representative of the Gyrencephalous orders can hardly he

regarded as wholly accidental, or attributed ^•utirely to our

limited aequaintance with the air-breathers of the period in

question. We may at least alBrm that, in the present shite

of onr knowledge, a comparison of this mammalian fauna

wtUi thst of the Tertiary era which succeeded it next in
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chronological order, points to a law of progTesBive develop-

ment from the more simple to the more complex.

We have then been fairly led by paleeontological researches

to the conclusion that the invertebrate animals flotwitdied

before the vertebrata, and that in the latter class fish,reptiles>

birds, and mammalia made their appeare^ce in a chronolo-

gical order analogous to that in which they wotild be arranged

zoologically according to an advancing scale of perfection in

their organisation. In regard to the mammalia themselves,

they have been divided by Professor Owen, in the classifiea-

tion already alluded to (p. 161), into four sub-classes by

reference to modifications of their brain. In the two lowest,

called Lyencephala and Lissencepbala, are included the

marsupials and insectivora, and these have been met with

fossil in the secondai-y rocks. Next above them in grade are

the Gyrencephala, in which Cetaceans, Proboscidians, Bumi-

nants. Carnivora, and Quadrumana are classed, all of which

ai'c found fossil in tertiary strata. Among these the Quad-

rumana rank highest, and the ATithropomorpbous family takes

the lead in organisation and instinet among the Quadrumana,

coming also last in the order of time. To crown the whole,

the series ends with the foui-th great sub-class, the Archen-

cephala, of which man is the sole representative, and of which

the fossil remains have not yet been detected in deposits older

than the post-tertiary.

Antecedently to investigation, we might reasonably have

anticipated that the vestiges of man would have been traced

back at least as fur as those Pliocene strata in which nearly

all tlie testacea and a certain number of th^ mammalia are of

existing species, for of all the mammalia the human species

is the most cosmopolite, and perhaps more capable than any

other of surviving considerable vicissitudes in climate and*

in the physical geography of the globe.
*

No inhabitant of the land exposes himself to SO many
dangers on the waters as man, whether in a savage or a

civilised state; and there is no animal, therefore,, vrhxm

skeleton is so liable to become imbedded in lacustrine or soh^

marine deposits: nor can it be said that his trains are

more perishable than those of other animals ; for in anci^t
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fields of : IraMe, as Ctivier has observed, the bones of men
have suffered as little decomposition as those ofhorses which

were bniied in the same grave. But even if the more solid

|jia^ of our species had disappeared, the impression of their

forkajnight have remained engraven on the rocks, as have

the traces of th^ tenderest leaves of plants, and the soft

integuments of many animals. Works of art, moreover,

composed of the most indestructible materials, would have

outlasted almost all the organic contents of sedimentary

rocks. Edifices, and even entire cities, have, wnthin the

times of history, been buried under volcanic ejections, sub-

merged beneath the sea, or engulphed by earthquakes ; and

had these catastrophes been repeated throughout an indefinite

lapse of ages, the high antiquity of man would have been

inscribed in far more legible characters on the framework of

the globe than are the forms of the ancient vegetation which

once covered the islands of the northern ocean, of of those

gigantic reptiles which at still later periods peopled the seas

and rivers of the northern h^isphere.

Introduction of Muji, to what extent a change of the system.

-—I shall defer to the next volume the discussion of a theo-

retical question of surpassing interest with which the palaeon-

tologist has been busily engaged ever since the time of

Lamarck, namely, whether it is conceivable that each fossil

fauna and flora brought to light by the geologist may have

been connected, by way of descent or generation, with that

whieh immediately preceded it, our record being so defective

that nearly all the intermediate links by which a transition

was effected froth genus to genus, or from species to species,

have in most cases left behind fhem no vestiges of their

former existence. In support of this opinion, it has been

^argued that the earliest remains of man imply a rude state

of the arts and an entire ignorance of the use ofmetals. On

the other hand, little or no progress has been made in dis-

covering fossil remains which indicate any inferiority in the

cmebral development of the men who were contemporary

wilii the tnammoth, and were the fabricators of the earliest

hnown itone weapons. It may fairly be argued that the

superiority of man depends, not on those faculties and
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attributes which he shares in common with the lower animals,

but on his reason, by which he is distinguished from t^m.
When it is said that the human race is of far higher digi^ty

than were any pre-existing beings on the earth, it is the lii-

tellectual and moral attributes of our race, rather than the

physical, which are considered ; and it is Ijy no means clear

that the organisation of man is such as would confer a de-

cided pre-eminence upon him, if, in place of his reasoning

powers, ho was merely provided with such instincts •as are

possessed by the lower animals. Without entering at present

into the discussion of this and other cognate questions, we

may endeavour to ansvver an objection which has been made

to the doctrine of the past uniformity of nature.

Is not the interference of the human species, it is asked,

such a deviation from the antecedent course of physical events

that the knowledge of such a fact tends to destroy all our

confidence in the uniformity of the order of nature, both in

regard to time past and future ? If such an innovation could

take place after the earth had been exclusively inhabited for

thousands of ages by inferior animals, why should not other

changes as extraordinary and unprecedented happen from

time to time ? If one new cause was permitted to supervene,

differing in kind and energy from any before in operation,

why may not others hare come into action at different epocha?

Or what security have we that they may not arise hereafter?

And if such be the case, bow can the experience of one period,

even though we are acquainted with all the possible effects

of the then existing causes, he 'a standard to which we can

refer all natural phenomena of other periods ?

Now these objections would be unanswerable, if adduced

against one who was contending for the absolute uniformity

throughout all time of the succession ofsublunary events—^if,^

for example, he was disposed to indulge in the philosophical

reveries of some Egyptian and Greek sects, who represented

all the changes both of the moral and material world as re-

peated at distant intervals, so as to follow each other in their

former connection of place and time. For they Compared the

course of events on our globe to astronomical cycles ; and not

only did they consider all sublunary affairs to be under the
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the celestial bodies^ but they taught that on the

ear% as weU as in the heavens, the same identical pheno-

nseurred again and again in a perpetual vicissitude,

same individual men were doomed to be re-bom, and to

peiforiil the same actions as before : the same arts were to

be invented, and the same cities built and destroyed. The

Argonautic expe<}ition was destined to sail again with the

same heroes, and Achilles with his Myrmidons to renew the

combsijb before the walls of Troy.

Alter erit turn Tiphys, ©t altera qujB vehat Argo

Dilectos heroas
;
erunt etiani altera bella,

Atque iteniin ad Tn»jam magnua mittetur Achillea.*

The geologist, however, may condemn these tenets as ab-

surd, without running into the opposite extreme, and denying

that the order of nature has, from the earliest periods, been

uniform in the same sense jlii which we believe it to be uni-

form at present, and expect it to remain so in future. We
have no reason to suppose, that Avhen man first became master

of a small part of^the globe,41 greater change took place in

its physical condition than is now experienced when districts,

never before inhabited, bedbme successively occupied by new
"Settlers. When a powerful European colony lauds on the

shores of Australia, and introduces at once those arts which

it has required many centuries to mature
;
when it imports

a multitude of plants and large animals from the opposite

extremity of the earth, and begins rapidly to extirpate many
of the indigenous species, a mightier revolution is effected in

a brief period than the first entrance of a savage horde, or

their continued occupation of the country for many centuries,

can possibly be imagined to have* produced. If there be no

impropriety in assuming that the system is uniform when
disturbances so unprecedented occur in certain localities, we
can with much greater confidence apply the same language

to those primeval ages when the aggregate number and power

of the human race, or the rate of their advancement in

civilisation, must be supposed to have been far inferior. In

^ Xslqg. it. For an account Human Mind, vol. ii. chap. ii. nect i

;

Sf (A«aS dbetfisaa, aw Dngald Stawart’a und Prichard's Egypt. Mytlioi. p. 177.

Mamaiihi of the Philosophy of the
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reasoning on the state ofthe globe before Hie existence Ofnamn,

we must be guided bj the same rules of induction ne Ubeo.

we speculate on the state of America in the intenrel

elapsed between the introduction of man into Asia, the

X>osed cradle of our race, and the arrival of the first nfi*

venturers on the shores of the New World.
^
In that interval,

we imagine the state of things to have gone on according to

the order now observed in regions unoccupied by man. Even

now, the waters of lakes, seas, and, the great ocean,*which

teem with life, may be said to have no immediate relation to

the human race—to be portions of the terrestrial system of

which man has never taken, nor ever can take, possession

;

so that the greater i)art of the inhabited surface of the

planet may still remapi almost as insensible to our pres^ce

as before any isle or continent was appointed to be our

residence. •

If the barren soil around Sydney had at once become fer-

tile upon the landing of out first settlers ; if, like the happy

isles whereof the poets have given us such' glowing descrip-

tions, those sandy tracts had begbn to yield spontaneously

an annual supply of grain, we might then, indeed, have

fancied alterations still more remarkable in the economy ol"

nature to have attended the first coming of our species into

the planet. Or if, when a volcanic island like Ischia was, fo)‘

the first time, brought under cultivation by the enterprise

and industry of a Greek colony, the internal fire had become
dormant, and the earthquake had remitted its destructiTe

violence, there would then haverbeen some ground for specu-

lating on the debilitation of the subterraneeHn forces, when
the earth was first placed under the dominion of man. But
after a long interval of rest, the volcano bursts forth again

with renewed energy, annihilates one-half ofthe inhabitants,

and compels the remainder to emigrate. l3ie course of na*>

ture remains evidently unchanged
; and, in like manner, tre

may suppose the general condition of the globe, immediatdy

before and after the period when our species first began to

exist, to have been the same, with the exception onljof mantis

presence.

The modifications in the system of which man hi th«
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do tkOtf perhaps, constitute so great a deviation

ixsmk pMvioua analogy as we usually imagine ; we often,

f<nin an exaggerated estimate of the extent of

<mr power in extirpating some of the inferior animals, and

Rinsing others to multiply
;
a power which is circumscribed

Within certain limits, and which is by no means ex*

Olusively exerted by our species.* The growth of human

population cannot take place without diminishing the num-

bers, or causing the entire destruction, of many animals. The

larger beasts of prey in particular give way before us
;
but

other quadrupeds of smaller size, and innumerable birds, in-

sects, and plants, which are inimical to our interests, increase

in spite of us, some attacking our food, others our raiment

and persons, and others interfering with our agricultural and

horticultural labours. We behold the rich harvest which we
0

have raised by the sweat of our brow, devoured by myriads

of insects, and are often as incapable of arresting their

depredations, as of sta) ing the ^hoek of an earthquake, or

the course of a stream of lavvi.

A great philosopher ha5 observed, that we can command
Nature only by obeying her laws ; and this principle is true

^ven in regard to the astonishing changes which are super-

induced in the qualities of certain animals and plants by

domestication and garden culture. I shall point out in the

next volume that we can only effect such surprising alter-

ations by assisting the development ol‘ ceitain instincts, or

by availing ourselves of that mysterious law of their organi-

sation, by which individual peculiarities are transmissible

from one genei%.tion to another.f

It is probable, from these and many other considerations,

that as we enlarge our knowledge of the system, we shall be-

come more and more convinced, that the alterations caused

by the interference of man deviate far less from the analogy

of tiiose effected by other animals than is usually supposed. {

W© Are often misled, when we institute such comparisons, by

(mr knowledge of the wide distinction between the instincts

ef anjnnds and the reasoning power of man ; and we are apt

t See Oi. XLH t See Ch. XXXVIU .
XXXIX ,

XL.,

ffi^CLXXXVL XLII.
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hastily to infer, that the effects of a rational and irrational

species, considered merely as physical agmtsj will diflferalmost

as much as the faculties by which their actions are direft^

It is not, however, meant by the foregoing observations

to convey the idea, that a real departure from the ante-

cedent course of physical events cannot be traced in the

introduction of man. If that latitude of action which enables

the brutes to accommodate themselves in some measui'e to

accidental circumstances could be iipagined to have been at

any fonner period so great that the operations of instinct

were as much diversified as are those of human reason, it

might, perhaps, be contended, that the agency of man did

not constitute an essential deviation from the previously es-

tablished order of things. It might then have been said

that the advent of man upon the earth was an era in the

moral, not in the physical world-r-that our study and con-

templation* of the earth, and the laws which govern its

animate productions, ought.no more to be considered in the

light of a disturbance or deviation from thS system, than the

discovery of the satellites of Jupithr should be regarded as

a physical event affecting those heavenly bodies. Their in-

fluence in advancing the progress of science among men, anJ

ill aiding navigation and commerce, was accompanied by no

reciprocal action of the human mind upon the economy of

nature in those distant planets
;
and so the earth might be

conceived to have become, at a certain period, a place of

moral discipline and intellectual improvement to man,

without the slightest derangement of a previously existing

order of change in its animate and inanimate productions.

The distinctness, however, of the human from all other

species, considered merely as an efficient cause in the physi-

cal world, is real ;
for we stand in a relation to contemporary

species of animals and plants widely different from that

which irrational animals can ever be supposed to have held to

each other. We modify their instincts, relative numbers.,

and geographical distribution, in a manner superior in degree^

and in some respects very different in kii^d, from that in

which any other species can affect the rest. Besides, the

progressive movement of each successive generation of men
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causes iSie human species to differ more from itself in power

and intelligence at two distant periods, than any one species

of the higher order of animals differs from another. The
establishment, therefore, by geological evidence, of the inter-

vention of such a peculiar and unprecedented agency, long

after other parts,of the animate and inanimate world existed,

affords ground for concluding that the experience during

thousands of ages of all the events which may happen on

this globe, would not enable a philosopher to speculate with

confidence concerning future contingencies. But his re-

liance need not be shaken in the unvarying constancy of the

laws of nature, or in his power of reasoning from the present

to the past in regard to the changes of the terrestrial sj’stem,

whether in the organic or inorganic world, provided that he

dpes not deny, in the organic world at least, the ijossibility of

a law of evolution and progress.
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CHAPTEE X.

PUUTHER CONflIDEEATION OP THE AGREEMENT OP THE AUCIENT

AND MODERN CAUSES OP CHANGE—VICISSITUDES IN CLIMATE.

AflfirMENTS nEEIVED I’EOM FOtiMEB I)IFFI-:ilENCEfl IN CU3tfATE—THJB lU3ALITy

OF hrnu FOUMKIt niFFEKflNCKS CONSIDERED-CLIMATE OF THE AGIS OF

DKONZE AND OF STONE— FtlSsiL QrADRUFKDS AND SHELLS OF THE DBIFT

—

lEMI'ERATUJfR OIl>LUD HY THE REMAINS OF THE MAMMOTH AND OTHER

EXTINCT QrADlU'PKDS— CARCASES OF THE ELEPHANT AND RHINOCEROS PRE-

SERVED IN THE FROZEN Ml'D OF SIBERIA— IMPORTANT BEARING OF THE

CONDITION OF THESE F(»SSIL REMAINS ON 1%K THEORY OP CLIMATE—VARIA-

TION IN THE TEMPEUATCKE OF POST-GLACIAL TIMES—ORGANIC AND INOR-

GANIC PROOFS OF GREAT C<MJ) IN THE GIACIAL CTOCH—INTER-OLAOIAL

PERIODS OF DUKNTEN AND CROMER—BRITISH PIJOCENH STRATA, SHO'WING
•r

TRANSITION FROM ^'ARMER TO COLDER CLIMAI'K—THE .SIGNS OF WARM
TEMrEUATirRE AProRDED BY ITALIAN PLIOCENE STRATA—VTARM CLIMATE OF

CENTRAL KUROPE IN T’PPER MIOCENE TlMES^-KRia'ILES AND QUADRTJMANA—
FOSSILS OF THE SIWA 11 K HILLS PPPER MIOCENE STRATA OF TI'EST INDIES— ^
WARM CLIMATE IMPLIED BY LOUVER MIOCENE FAUNA AND FLORA—MIOCENE

FOREST TREES IN HUIH ARCTIC LATITUDES—HIGH TESUPERATURE OF THE EOCENE

PERIOD —SUPFOSKD SIGNS OF ICE-ACTION IMPLIED HY ERRATIC BI^OCKS OF
VPVKH MIOCKaVK and MIDJ^LK KOCKSE CONGLOMKRATKS.

Climate of the Northern Hemisphere formerly differmU—An-'

OTHEK objection to the theory which endeavours to explain

all geological changes by reference to causes now in action

is founded on the forn)er prevalence of cliinaifes hotter than

those now experienced in corresponding latitudes. We have

seen (p. 41) that Hooke, about the year 1688, grounded his

belief in the reality of the higher temperature of the waters

of the ancient sea on the occurrence of "fossil turtles a&d
ammonites in the Portland oolite. In later times the shells

and corals of the other fossiliferous strata, some older and

some newer than this Secondary or Mesozoic rock, were ap^

pealed to as confirmatoiy of the same conclusions, whilst the

botanist referred to the character of the fossil florS* the

ancient carboniferous rocks as favourable to the same doctrine.
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iadiioationa of a high teniperatare recognised in the older

forpiatio&B were the more readily accepted because they

seemed to lend support to the hypothesis of the primeval

i^pieouis fhsion of the planet, the mass of which, while it

radiated heat into the surrounding atmosphere and ocean,

had gradually cooled, and had been constantly acquiring a

thicker crust.

Since I first attempted, in the year 1830, to account for

vicissitodes of climate by reference to changes in the physical

geography of the globe,* our knowledge of the subject has

greatly increased, and the problem to Ite solved has assumed

a somewhat new aspect. More extended observations have

shown that in times past the climate of the extra-tropical

regions has by no means been always hotter than now, but,

on the contrary, there has been at least one period, and one

of very modern date geologically speaking, when the tempe-

rature of those regions was much lower than at jiresent. It

will be desirable, therefore, befoi;e entering into a discussion

of the probable cftuses of the changes of temperature which

have been experienced sftice the earliest of the fossiliferous

rocks were formed, to lay before the reader a brief account

^f the evidence by which the reality of such changes has been

established.

.
At first sight it may seem to be the simplest way of dealing

with this subject to begin with a description of the i)roofs

deduced from organic remains of the state of things in very

remote times, and then to pass on to successive variations in

climate manifested by the fiiuna and flora of later epochs.

Bnt such a method is impracticable, for not only are all the

animals and plants found fossil in the oldest rocks specifically

distinct from those now living, but a large part of the genera

and not a few of the orders to which they belong have for

ages ceased to Sxist. Consequently, when we attempt to

make such a comparison with the view of determining the

difference of the climates which prevailed at two distant

periods, we find it almost impossible to apply the rules derived

the study of the present state of the animate world to

' lieBother which differed from it so widely. The thread of

* Fnnciplos of Geology, let edition. 1830.
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induction seems broken, and we become convinced that in

order to make good our ground, and to reason securely from

the known to the unknown, we must first ascertain the

relation which the present organic creation bears to that of

the period immediately antecedent, when the species of mol-

lusca or those fossils with which we have most to deal were

nearly all identical, and then carry back our retrospect Step

by step to formations of older date. In adopting this course

wo have tlie advantage of comparing, in the first instance, the

species now in being, of which the habits and physiological

characters are known, with the animal and vegetable remains

entombed in the Tertiary formations, in which, as we have

seen in the last chapter, all the classes of animals and plants

are represented in proportions very analogous to those now
prevailing. By this means we escape the danger of one

source of error, namely, that of ascribing the predominance

of certain genera or families to a difference in climate while

in reality this predominancy may have depended not on tem-

perature, but oil the absence of competing tribes of higher

grade, M^hich, according to the laW of progressive develop-

ment, had not yet made their appearance on the earth.

Climate of the Ages of Bronze and of Stone .—In pursuance,

then, of this method of enquiry, we mtay consider, in the first

place, the climate of Europe in times immediately anterior tq

the historical. We there find no indications of any marked
divergence from the present condition of things, whether in

the memorials of the age of bronze or in those of the Neolithic

age,* which preceded it, namelyi^ that to which the Danish

kitchen-middens and many of the Swiss lake dwellings

belonged.

It is evident that the plants and animals which co-existed

with man in those ages were identical with species now living

in the same countries, with the exception of a few known to

have been locally extirpated in historical times.

The next antecedent era of which we have acquired any

information is that designated by the late M, Lartet ^ the

* Sir John Lubl)ot*k, in his ‘ Prehisto- stone, calling the older stone period, that

ric I'iraes/ p. 3, has proposed the term in which man was contemporary with

* Neolithic ’ for this more modern age of many extinct mammalia, * PalfieoliUiic/
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Beindeer period/ when that northern animal, together with

several others fitted for a cold climate, extended its range to

the foot of the Pyrenees. The mammoth and cave-lion, quad-

rupeds more characteristic of an anterior period, have been

found sparingly in this fauna, and another extinct quadruped,

the Irish elk or gigantic deer.* The weapons then in use by

man show a rude* state of the arts, and complete ignorance of

the use of metals. Passing over this intermediate period,

which^is as yet but vagi\j?ly and imperfectly defined, we come

to the older stone age, or ‘ Pala?olithic Period/ comprising

the ancient river-gravels of Amiens and Abbeville in France,

and of Salisbury and Bedford in England, and the superficial

deposits of many other parts of Europe. Here, for the first

time in o^r retrospect, we encounter the bones of a large

number of extinct species of the geiuira elephant, rhinoceros,

bear, tiger, and hytena, as.sif)ciated with the remains of living

animals and of man. The human relics consist almost en-

tirely in North-western Europe of.uupolished flint implements

of a type differenf from thos# of llie later or Neolithic era,

implying a less advanced htate of civilisation. The gravels

containing such works of Jrt and bones of extinct animals

belong to a time when some of the minor fea^tures of the

physical geography were different from those now character-

ising the same part of Europe, a discordance which does not

hold true of the more modern or Neolithic times. The valleys

of the more ancient of the two periods had not acquired their

present width, depth, and outline. The bones of man and

rude works of art occur also in caves associated with the

remains of matnraalia similar to those of the i^alseolithic

gravels above mentioned. The diiormous volume of alluvial

matter formed in the channels of the old rivers, the contorted

stratification of some parts of such alluvium, and the large size

of many of the transported stones which it contains, imply a

climate which generated much snow and ice in winter, and

a mean annual temperature lower than that now found in

the same parts of Europe.f The fossil shells also imbedded

* $ee Mr, BoydBa^v^Bs’Ustofmam' t For contortions of the drift, m
nmKa of th«l>ordogim Cares, Quart. Antiquity of Man, by the Author, p.

Jonra. of Sd., July 1866, p. 343. 138.
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in the same deposits are all of species now living, and cha-

racteristic, with a few exceptions to be mentioned in the

sequel, of Central and Northern Europe. The general absence

of the bones of reptiles, even of those of small dimensions, is

very significant, as indicating a former state of the atmosphere

and of the waters uncongenial to that class of vertebrata.

Climate of the Mammoth and its associates.— Geologists,

when they first examined the fossils of the drift, approached

the subject with the fullest convicjion on their minds that

the climate of the globe in the olden times was warmer than

it is now. This opinion they had legitimately derived from

1 lie study of the Tt^rtiary and Secondary rocks, and when
they encountered the bones of the elephant, rhinoceros, hip-

popotamus, lion, tiger, and hymna plentifully entombed in the

old river-gravels above mentioned, and in the contemporaneous

mud and breccia of caverns, they concluded, without hesita-

tion, that as all tlie genera alluded to are now characteristic of

w'armer latitudes, their presence was in perfect harmony with

ihe received doctrine. The fact that the n^lmeroua land and

fresh-water shells accompanying the same fossils were almost

without exception identical with those now inhabiting the

same country, ought doubtless to have served as a warning

against the belief in a hotter climate
; but the well-known

forms of many large and conspicuous mammalia made a

greater impression on their minds than the comparatively

diminutive mollmsca, with which few were familiar. The late

Dr. Fleming, however, before the notion had gained ground

that a glacial epoch had intervened between tertiary and
historical times, called in question, in 1829, fhe opinion that

the bones of the elephant and rhinoceros, and other associated

pachyderms and beasts of prey, implied a tropical climate.

A near resemblance, he observed, in form and osteological

structure is not always followed in the existing mammiferous
fauna by a similarity of geographical distribution ; and we
must therefore be on our guard against deciding too confi-

dently, from mere analogy of anatomical structure, respecting

the habits and physiological peculiarities of species now no
more. ‘ The zebra/ he remarked, ‘ delights to roafii over the

tropical plains ; while the horse can maintain its existence
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ilmm^liout An leelatud iirinter. The buffalo/ like the zebru^

^prefers a high temperature, and cannot thriye even where the

common ox prospers. The musk-ox, on the other hand;

though nearly resembling the buffalo, prefers the stinted

herba^ of the arctic regions, and is able, by its periodical

ullgrations, to out^iv^ a northern winter. The jackal {Canis

am^us) inhabits Africa, the warmer parts of Asia, and Greece

;

while the isatis, or ai*ctic fox {Canis lagopns)^ resides in the

arctic regions. The African hare and the polar hare have

their geographical distribution expressed in their trivial

names;** and different species of bears thrive in tropical,

temperate, and arctic latitudes.

Other writers soon followed up the same line of argument,

and Mr. Hodgson, among others, in his account of the mam-
malia of Nepal, stated that the tiger was sometimes found

at the very edge of perpetual snow in the Ilirnalayiut Pen-

nant had previously niontioiied that it had si*en among
the snows of Mount Ararat in Aritienia, and later authorities

have placed it beyond all doubt that a i!>[>ecies of tigiu’ identi-

cal with that of Bengal i& common in tlie mughhonthood of

Ljjke Aral, near Sussac, in the forty-fifth dc‘gree of' North

latitude. Humboldt remarks, that the i)art of Southern

Asia now inhabited by this Indian species oft iger is Re])arated

from the Himalaya by two great chains of 'mountains, each

covered with pei'pefual snow,—the cliain of Kuenlun, lat.

35® N., and that of Mouztagh, lat. 12'*,—so that it is im-

possible that these animals should merely liave made ex-

cursions from India, so as to have penetrated in summer to

the forty-eighth^and fifty-third degives of North latitude.

They must remain all the winter north of the Mouztagh, nr

Celestial Mountains. The last tiger killed, in 182S, on tin*

Lena, in lat. 62i®,^wa8 in a* climate colder than that of St.

Petersburg and Stockholm.

J

A species of panther {FeJis irhis)^ covered with long hair,

has been discovered in Siberia, evidently irihahiling, like the

Fleming, Ed. Kew Phil Journ., J Humboldt, Fr.tgrn< ns (1<» Goologto,

xii. 282^ 1S29. &c., Umc n p 3B8 Khn ^nn

t ^ontn. of Aeiat. vok i, p, 240. des Soi nat
,
tomo xxj. pi»

' 390

VOI.. I. K
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tiger, a region north of the Celestial Mountains, which are

in lat. 42^*

In regard to the climate of the living elephant, the Eev*

Robert Everest observes, that the greatest elevation at which

it is found in a wild state is in the north-west Himalaya, at a

place called Nahun, about 4,000 feet abov^ the level of tb®

sea, and in the Slst degree of N. lat., where the mean yearly

temperature may be about 64® Fahrenheit, and the difference

between winter and summer very great, equal to aboubSG*’’ F.,

the month of January averaging 45®, and June, the hottest

month, 91® F.f

Von Sclirenck, writing in 1858, announced that in Amooiv

land, part of North-Eastern Asia, then recently annexed to

the Russian Empire, no less than 34 out of 58 living quad-

rupeds are identical with European species. Among those

which are not European, some are arctic, others of tropical

forms
; in illustration of which, he states that the Bengal

tiger, ranging sometimes porth^^ards as far as lat. 42®, sub-

sists chiefly on the flesh of the reindeer, while, on the other

hand, the small tailless hare or^ pika occasionally wanders

from its polar haunts to paiis of Amoorland sis far south

as 48^t 111 America, the jaii^uar has been seen wandering

from Mexico as far north us Kentucky, lat. 37° N.§, and in

the opposite direction as far as 42° S. in South America,— a

latitude wlii<‘h corresponds to tliat of the Pyrenees in the

northern hemisphere.
||

The range of the puma is still wider,

for it roams from the equator to the Straits of Magellan,

being often seen at Port Faniiflo, in lat. 53° 38' S. When the

Cape of Good Hope was first colonised, the twb-homedAfrican

rhinoceros was found in lat. 34° 29' S., accompanied by the

elephant, hippopotamus, and hymna. Here the migration of

all these species towards the south was arrested by the oeeAn^

but if the African continent had been prolonged still farther,

and the land had been of moderate elevation, it is highly

* Ehronber^r Ann des Sci rmiMtonie

XXI. pp 387, 800

t Everest (»n Cbmateof Foss Eleph.,

Jouin. of Asiat. Soc , No. 2d, p 21

I Nat. Hist. Kev., vol i p. 12, 1861.

Antiquity of Man, p. 1 58,

§ ^dneoque, Atiatitic Jonm,, p. |k8.

II
Dakrwin’s Jounu^.^ of TnweU in

South America, 1832 to 1836; Ut

Voyage of H.M.S. p. 159«
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probable that they might have extended their range to a
greater distance from the tropics*

Kow^ if the Indian tiger can range in our own times to the

eouthem borders of Siberia, or skirt the snows of the Hima-
laya, and if the puma can reach the fifty-third degree of

latitode in South^ America, we may easily understand how
large species of the same genera may once have inhabited

Northern Europe. The mammoth {E, primigeniue)^ already

alluded to, as occurring fossil in England, was decidedly dif-

ferent from the two living species of elephants, one of which
is limited to Asia, south of the 31° of N. hit., the other to

Africa, where it extends, as before stated, as fiir south asilio

Cape of Good Hope. Tlio bones of the fossil species are very

widely spread over Europe and North America; but are no-

where in such profusion as in Siberia, particularly near the

shores of the Frozen Oceai?.

But if we are thence to eoncliuh' that this animal pre-

ferred a northern climate, it will .iialnrally be asked, By what

food was it sustaini^d, and wlTy does it not still survive near

the Arctic circle Pallas and other writers describe the

bones of the mammoth as occurring in a very fresh state

^oughont all the Lowland of Siberia, stretching in a direc-

tion west and east, from the borders of Europe to the ex-

treme point nearest America, from south to north, from hit.

60° and from the base of the mountains of Central Asia to

the shores of the Arctic Sea. (See map, fig. 7, p. 180.) Within

this space, scarcely inferior in area io the whole of Europe,

fossil ivory has been collected almost everywhere, on tho

banks of the Irtish, Obi, Yenesei, Lena, and f>ther rivers.

The elephantine remains do not occur in the marsJies, but

where the banks of the rivers presemt lofty precipices of sand

and clay; from which circumstance Pallas very justly

inferred that, if sections could bo obtained, similar bones

might be found in all the elevated lands intervening

^ The epeoulations which follow, on crimpiinions, MM do Vernf uil Knd

the ftncieel; phyeioel gt^graphy of Sibo- Ke^s^rlmg, in thnr groat woij. on

ria, and tt« fctaerfttiieseae a reeidence Geology of Russia, 184r)(v(*l j p 497),

the nue^tnnoth, wefe flwt given \n havo, in citing this cluiptrr, dec larwl

their pifeefettt form in my 4th edition, that tbcit inveatigatioug havo letl them

Inne Sir B. Mttrehisoh and his to similar coccloinous.
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between the great rivers. Strahlenberg, indeed> had stated,

before the time of Fallas, that wherever any of the great

rivers overflowed and cut out fresh channels daring floods,

more fossil remains of the same kind were invariably dis>

closed.
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Ad to tho position of the bones, Pallas found them in some

places imbedded together with marine remains ; in others,

simply with fossil wood, or lignite, such as, he says, might

have been derived from carbonised peat. On the banks of

the Yenesei, below the city of Krasnojarsk, in lat. 56®, he

observed grinders and bones of elephants, in strata of yellow

and red loam, alternating with coarse sand and gravel, in

which was also much^etrified wood of the willow and other

trees. • Neither here nor^in the neighbouring country were

there any marine shells, but merely layers of block coal.*

But grinders of the mammoth weix? collected much fai'ther

down the same river, near the sea, in hit. 70®, associated

with muriiie remaiiis.f Many other places in Siberia are

cited by Pallas, where sea shells and fishes’ leelh accompany

the bones of the mammoth, rhinoceros, and SibcTiaii buffalo,

or bison {Bos }>risrns), •

Ciircasses of th^phavt anti rhniortiros prtsetTed^ in Jrozai

mmh—But it is not on the Obi ngr th(» Yenesei, but on th<»

Lena, farther to flic east, \Vliere in the same parallels of

latitude, the cold is far more intmme, that fossil reiruiiriH

were first found in the mus? wonderful state of jwservation.

In 1772, Pallas obtained from Wiljniskoi, in lat. ()i®, from

the banks of the Wiljui, a tributary of the Lena, the (‘arcass

of a rhinoceros (/i. ticlKh-lilnvs), taken from the sand in

which it must have remained congealed for ages, tlie soil of

that region being always frozen to within a slight d(‘pth

of the surface. This carcass, which was compared to a

natural mummy, emitted an® odour like putrid flesh, part

of the skin bein^ still covered with short crisp wool and with

black and grey hairs. In allusion to tlu‘ quanf ity of hair on

the foot and head conveyed to St. Petersburg, Pallas asked

whether this animal might not Jiave inhabited a cold region

of Middle Asia, its clothing being so much wai'iner than that

of the African rhinoceros.J

Professor Brandt, of St. Petersburg, m a letter to Baron

Alex. Von Humboldt, dated 1846, adds tlie following ^larti-

culors respecting this wonderful fossil relic :
—

‘ I have been

* PallfM, im IRam, Beieho, pp. + Nov. t'om lV*trop
,
\ ol. xv n. p 58

1

400, 410. {
Ibid p h\n
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so fortunate as to extract from cavities in the molar teeth of

the Wiljui rhinoceros a small quantity of its half-chewed

food, among which fragments of pine-leaves, one-half of the

seed of a polygonaceous plant, and very minute portions of
wood with porous cells (or small fragments of coniferous

wood), were still recognisable. It was also remarkable, on a
close investigation of the head, that the bHood-ressels disco^

vored in the interior of the mass appeared filled, even to the

capillary vessels, with a brown mass (coagulated blood), which
in many places still showed the red colour of blood/ *

Thirty years after the discovery of the rhinoceros by

Pallas, the entire carcass of a mammoth was obtained in

1803, by Mr. Adams, much farther to the north. Itfellfirom

a mass of ice, in which it had been encased, on the banks of

tlie Lena, in lat. 70°; and so perfectly had the soft parts of

the carcass been preserved, that the flesh, as it lay, was
devoured by wolves and bears. This skeleton is still in the

Museum of St. Petersburg, Jtlie head retaining its integument

and many of the ligaments "entire. The skin of the animal

was covered, first, with black bri'itles, thicker than horse-

hair, from twelve to sixteen inches in length
; secondly, with

hair of a reddish-brown colour, about four inches long; and
thirdly, with wool of the same colour as the hair, about an
inch in length. Of the fur, upwards of thirty pounds’ weight
were gathered from the wet sandbank. The individual was
nine feet high and sixteen feet long, without reckoning the

large curved tusks
;
a size rarely surpassed by the largest

living male elephants.t r

It is evident, then, that the mammoth, ii^stead of being

naked, like the living Indian and African elephants, was
enveloped in a thick shaggy covering of fur, probably as

impenetrable to rain and cold as that of the musk-ox,]; The
species may, as Cuvier observed,^ have bee'll fitted by nature

to withstand the vicissitudes of a northern climate ; and it

is certain that, from the moment when the carcasses^ both of

Quart Joum. Geol. Soc. Lond.^ toI. } Fleming, Ed. New PhiL
iv, p, 10, Memoirs. No. xii. p. 28d> 1820.

t .Tournal db Nord, St. Peterabuig, $ Ossemenis ibssils, itli ed,,

1807.
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rhinooeros and elephant, above described, were buried

in Siberia, in latitudes 64® and 70® N., the soil must have

reutained froaen, and the atmosphere as cold as at this day.

The discoveriee made in 1843 by Mr. Middendorf, a distin-

guished Buasian naturalist, and which he communicated to

me in September 1846, afford more precise information as to

the climate of the'Siberian Lowlands, at the period when the

eactinct quadrupeds wim^e entombed. One elephant was found

on thq Tas, between toc Obi and Yenesei, near the Arctic

circle, about lat. 06® 30" If., with some parts of the flesh in

so perfect a state that the ball of the eye is now preserved in

the Museum at Moscow. Another carcass, together with a

young individual of the same species, was met witli in the

same year, 1843, in lai. 75® 15' N., near the river Taimyr,

with the flesh decayed. Jt was imb<*d(le<l in strata of clay

and sand, with erratic bloclcs, at about feet above Die

level of the sea. In the same d(‘pesit Mr. Middendorf ob-

served the trunk of a larch-tree {Puuih Iarn)y fh(» same wood
as that now carried down iiw abundance by tlje Taimyr to

the Arctic Sea. There vS3re also associated marine shells

of Hvivg northern species, aftd which are moreover cliaracter-

ifJlic of the drift or (jlacmJ deposits of Scotland and other

parts of Europe. Among these, Nifmla p;/r///n(^y, TeVina cal^

cqrea^ Mya irunrata, and Havicava were conspicuous.

So fresh is the ivory thioughout Noriliern Jtussia, that,

according to Tilesius, thousands of fossil tusks have becm

collected and used in turning; jet others are still procured

and sold in great plenty. declares his belief that tlie

bones still left in Northern Russia must greatly exceed iii

number those of all the elephants now living on the globe.

Remains of the mammoth have been collected Iroin the

cliffs of frozen mud and ice on the (*ast side of Behring’s

Straits, in Eschscholtz Bay, in Russian America, hit. Cfi' N.

As the cliffs waste away by the thawiie^ of the ice, tusks and

bones fSall out, and a strong odour of animal matter is exhaled

i^m the mud.*^

Ju 1866, in the flat country near the mouths of the Yeric-

between lat. 70® and 75® N., many skeletons of mammoths

* Sm Jtei description of these bones Appon to Btcch^’s
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were found retaining the skin and hair. The heads of

most of them are said to have been turned towards the

south. So late as 1869-70, an exploring expedition was

made by Herr von Maydell, under the direction of the

Academy of St. Petersburg, to the river Indigiska, to ex-

amine some remains said to have been discovered there.

We learn from M. Brandt* that the travelfers found the skin

and hair as well as the bones of the Eldjjhas primigmim at

two i>oints on the river, about thirty miles distant frog] each

other, and sixty-six miles from the Arctic Sea. In one of

the ]c»crdities a perfect skull also was dug out. The preser-

vation of ih(‘se and other individuals before mentioned in ice

or frozen mud is a fact which has a most impoi*tant bearing

on all speculations concerning the climate of the Arctic

regions, both at the time when these animals existed, and

throughout the whole period whiqh has since elai>8ed. There

may havo«been oscillations of temperature, accompanying

changes in the geography of the globe, or partly due to

distinct phases of the prbeestfion of the® equinoxes, or to

various states of the ellipticity of® the earth's orbit since the

era in question ;
but one thing iS clear, that the ice or con-

gealed mud in which the bodies of such quadrupeds wefe

enveloped has never once been melted since the day when
they perished, so as to allow the free percolation of water

through the matrix, for, had this been the case, tlio soft

parts of the animals could not have remained undecom-

posed.

Rome is the most southern limit to which the fossil bones

of the mammoth have as yet been traced in«Europe. Some
were detected in ISoS in Monte Sacro, in the environs of

Rome, where they were recognised by M. Lartet among the

mammalian remains obtained by Professor Ponzi from the

volcanic gravel of that locality. Other specimens, as I learn

from M. de Verueuil, have since been found in ancient allu-

viuni on the banks of the Tiber, at Ponte Molle, associated

with flint implements of contemporaneous date.

We are not obliged, says Dr. Falconer, to suppose that

this ancient elephant, which in Europe extended its range

* Bull, do TAcad. Imp. deo Sciences St. Peterebnrg, vol. xv, p, 347,
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&om tbB IHber to the Lena, and in North America from
Bscbseboltz Bay to the Gulf of Mexico, was enveloped in

every latitude with a thick coveriujr of fur. * The fiw© silky

fleece with which the domestic goat is clothed on the plains

of Tibet, where the winter, at a height of 16,000 feet above

the sea, is most severe, disappears entirely from the same
animal in the valh^ of Gishmero.’*

Dr* Fleming, lonWtefore the discovery above alluded to

by Br^dt, of fossil prbe-leaves in the molar of a Siberian

rhinoceros, had hinted, that ‘tlie kind of food which the

existing species of elephant prefers will not enable us to

determine, or even to offer a i)rul)iible conjecture, concerning

that of the extinct species. No one,’ he said, ‘acquainted

with the gramineous character of the food of our fallow-deer,

stag, or roe, would have assigned a lichen to the rt‘in(ieer.’

Travellers mention that^ even now, when the climate of

Eastern Asia is so much colder than the same parallels of

latitude farther wesi, there are woods not only of Ur, but of

birch, poplar, aiu? alder, on ihe •banks of the Lena, as far

north as latitude 09® 5'.t
•

Piofessor Owen ob8er\eS, tliat tlio leeth of the mammoth
dTffer from those of the living elephants, wli(‘thcr Asiatic or

African, having a larger proportion of dc'iise enamel, which

ipay have enabled it to subsist on theeoarser ligneous tissues

of trees and shrubs. In short, ho is of opinion, lhat tlie

structure of its teeth, as well as the imtuiv of its epidermis

and coverings, may have made it ‘ a meet companion fur the

reindeer.’ ,

It has been* suggested, that as, in our own times, tin*

northern animals niigi*ate, so the Siberian elephant and

rhinoceros may have wandered towards the norih in summer.

The musk-oxen annually desert their winter quarteis in the

south, and cross *the sea upon the ice, to graze lor four

months, from May to Septembei-, on the rich pasturage of

Melville Island, in lat. 75°. The mammoth may in like

manner have made excursions, during the warmth ol a

northern summer, from the central or temjierate part-^ of

» Falconer, iimencao Foesil Ele- t History ofBritish ilammaJi*,

phsmu Nat. Kev.. vol. iii 1863. 18J4, p. 261 ct
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Asia to tbe 75th parallel of latitude, even though, the con*

tinnous land may not have extended so far.

If such were the case, the preservation of their boAes, or

even occasionally of their entire carcasses, in ice Or firozen

soil, may be accounted for, without resorting to 6peoula4d6i|B

concerning sudden revolutions in the former state and;

climate of the earth’s surface. We seem /^titled to assume,,

that, in the time of the extinct elepha^’ and rhinoceros, the

Lowland of Siberia stretched less far towards the north than

now
; for we have seen (p. 181) that tfie strata of this Lowland,

in which the fossil bones lie buried, were originally deposited

beneath the sea
;
and we know, from the facts brought to

light in Wrangel's Voyage, in the years 1821, 1822, and

182.8, that a slow upheaval of the land along the borders

of the Icy Sea is now constantly taking place, similar to that

experienced in part of Sweden. Jn the same manner, then,

as additio/is have been made to the shores of the Gulf of

Bothnia, not only by the influx of sediment brought down by

rivers, but also by the elevjrtioivand conse^ent drying up of

the bed of the sea, so a like combination of causes may, in

modern times, have been extending the low tract of land

where marine shells of arctic species now existing and fossil

bones occur in Siberia. In fact, the observations of Sir R.

Murchison and other travellers have shown that such an ex-

tension has actually taken place. Such a change in the

physical geography of that region, implying a constant

augmentation in the quantity of arctic land, would, according

to principles to be explained in,the twelfth chapter, tend to

increase the severity of the winters, and, by limiting the

supply of food, finally contribute to the extermination of the

mammoth and its contemporaries.

On referring to the map (p. 180), the reader will see how
all the great rivers of Siberia flow at present from south ta

north, from temperate to arctic regions, and they are all

liable, like the Mackenzie, in North America, to remarkable

floods, in consequence of flowing in this direction. For they*

are filled with running water in their upper or southern

course when still frozen over for several hundred miles

their mouth, where they remain blocked up by ioe for
.
six
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in every jeer. The descending waters, therefore,

finding no open channel, rush over the ice, often changing

their direction, and sweeping along forests and prodigious

qmntities of eoil and gravel mixed with ice. Now the rivers

ofl^h^ria are among the largest in the world, the Yencsoi

having a course of 2,500, the Lena of 2,000 miles ; so that

we may easily conUlMve that the bodies of animals which fall

into their watersma}^ transported to vast distaiu'es towards

the Arptie Sea, and, bmre arriving there, may be stranded

upon and often frozen into thick ice. Afterwards, when the

ice Inreaks np, they maj' be floated still farther towai’ds the

ocean, until at length they become buried in fluviatilo and

submarine deposits near the mouths of rivers.

Humboldt remarks that ne:u' the mouths of the Lena a

considerable thickness of frozen soil may be found at all

seasons at the depth of a f«;}v feet ;
so that if a carcass be once

imbedded in mud and ice in such a icsrion aiickiu such a

climate, its putrefaction may be arresU'd For in<h*finilc ages.'**

According to ProfAisor Von Bfvtr of Sf. Petersburg, the ground

is now frozen perinaneutly to fhe depth of 400 feet at the

town of Yakutzk, on the wc^fern bank of the Lena, in lat. 62”

N* 600 miles distant from the Polar Sea. Mr. liedonstrom

tells us that, throughout a wide area in Siberia, the boundary

cliff's of the lakes and rivers consist of altei'nate la3’erB of

earthy materials and ice, in horizontal Rtrafilicutioii ;t and

Mr. Middendorf told me in 1816, that, in Ills lour there three

years before, he had bored in Siberia to tlie depth of seventy

feet, and, after passing through much frozen soil mixed with

ice, had come dewn upon a solid mass of pure transparent

ice, the thickness of which, after penetrating two or three

yards, they did not ascertain.

The late Sir John Kiehardson informed roe, that in the

northetn parts of America, comprising regions now inlni bitcd

many herbivorous quadrupeds, the drift snow is often con-

verted into permanent masses of ice. This snow is commonly

hlowA over the edges of steep cliffs, so as to form an inclined

* Bwiboldt, Fragmeai atiaUque*, Urnaire, who cites Obsiri sur la ‘'i*

tWa 6. p. $98. Wne, Bibl Unn., juillet

t B^bbdl. Qio\. de la Piriode qua*
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talus hundreds of feet high ; and, when a thaw eommeneefiy

torrents rush from the land, and throw down from the top of

the cliff alluvial soil and gravel. This new soil soon becomes

covered with vegetation, and protects the foundation of snow
from the rays of the sun. Water occasionally penetrates

into the crevices and pores of the snow
;
but, as soon as it

freezes, it serves the more effectively to (^hsolidate the mass
into compact ice. It may sometimesr^ happen that cattle

grazing in a valley at the base of suen cliffs, on the borders

of a river, may be overwhelmed by drift snow and at length

enclosed in solid ice, and then transported towards the polar

regions. Or a herd of mammoths, returning from their

summer pastures in the north, may have been surprised^

while crossing a stream, by the sudden congelation of the

waters. The missionary Hue relates, in his Travels in Tibet

in 184G, that, after many of lii^ party had been frozen to

death, the survivors pitched their tents on the banks of the

Mouroui-Ousson (which lower down becomes the famous

Elue River), and saw from tijeir encaniphiont ‘some black

shapeless objects ranged in tile aevoss the stream. As they

advanced nearer, no change either in form or distinctness

was apparent
;
nor was it till they w'ere quite close, that they

recognised in them a troop of the wild oxen, called Yak by

the Tibetans.* There were more than fifty of them en-

crusted ill the ice. No doubt they had tried to swim across

at the iiunnent of congelation, and hud been unable to dis-

engage tliemselves. Their beautiful heads, surmounted by
huge horns, were still above 4he surface, but their bodies

were held fast in the ice, which w^as so transparent that the

position of the imprudent beasts was easily distinguishable ;

they looked as if still swimming, but the eagles and ravens

had pecked out their eyes.^ t

Considering all the facts above enumerated, it seems

reasonable to imagine that a large region in Central Asia,

including, perhaps, the southern half of Siberia, enjoyed, at

no yery remote period in the earth’s history, a climate

^ * Conjectured to be the wild stock of Tartaty, Tibet, and Chiim (ch. xv, p.

Bos grunniess. 234), by M. Hue. Longman, 18$2.
^

t Recollections of a Journey through
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mild to afford food for numerous herds of ele-

phants and rhinoceroses, of species distinct from those now
iMng. It has often been taken for granted that herbivorous

animals, 6f large size, require a veiy luxuriant vegetation for

thoir support
; but this opinion is, according to Mr, Darwin,

completely erroneous ;—
‘ It has been derived,^ he says, * from

our acquaintance ^th India and the Indian islands, whei'e

the Blind has been ac(*)^stomed to associate troops of elephants

with Tioble forests anil ^impenetrable jun; les. But the

S0nth^ parts of Africa, from the tropic of Capricorn to the

Cape of Good Hope, although sterile and desert, are re-

markable for the number and great bulk of their indigenous

quadrupeds. We there meet with an elephant, five species

of rhinoceros, a hippopotamus, a giraffe, the Jios Coffer, the

,elau, two zebras, the quagga, two gnus, and several antelopes.

Nor must we suppose that^ wliile the species are numerous,

the individuals of each kind are few. Dr. Andrew Smith

saw, in one day’s march, in lat. 2 S., without wandering to

any great distance on either^sidc, abf>ut 150 i*hiuoceroses,

with several herds of girattes, and his party had killed, on the

previous night, eight liipp^opotaumses. Yet the country

which they inhabited wfis thinly covered witli grass and

bushes about four feet high, and still more tliiiily with ini-

mosa-trees, so that the waggons of the travellers were not

prevented from proceeding in a nearly direct lino.’*

In order to explain how so many animals can find support

in this region, it is suggested that the underwood, of which

their food chiefly consists, may contain much nutriment in a

small bulk, andtilso that the vegetation has a raj)id growth

;

for no sooner is a part consumed, than its place, says Dr.

Smith, is supplied by a fre)Sh stock. Nevertlndoss, after

making every allowance for this successive production and

consumption, it is*clear, from the facts above cited, that the

quantity of food required by the larger herbivora is mueh less

’^an we have usually imagined. Mr. Darwin conceives that

the amount of vegetation supported at any one time by Great

B^^in may exceed, in a tenfold ratio, the quantity existing

Journal of Travels in S. H.M.S, Beag-lft, p. 08. 2ad ed., London,

Ameriesa, 1332-1836, in Voyage of 1845, p. 86.
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on an equal area in the interior parts of Southern

It is remarked, moreover, in illustration of the small

nection discoverable between abundance of food and the

magnitude of indigenous mammalia, that while in the deseipt

part of Southern Africa there are so many huge animals^

there is not, in Brazil, where the splendour and exuberance

of the vegetation are unrivalled, a singl^iv'ild quadruped of

the largest size.

It would doubtless be impossible ^r herds of mammoths
and rhinoceroses to subsist, at present, throughout the year,

even in the southern part of Siberia, covered as it is with

snow during winter
;
but there is no difficulty in supposing a

vegetation capable of nourishing these great quadrupeds to

have once flourished between the latitudes 40° and 65° N.

Climate of Eiiropeati Drift and Cave Deposits.—Yfe may
now ask, With what European deposits does the frozen mud
of Siberiil containing the remains of the mammoth in so

fresh a state correspond goologically ? Their superficial dis-

tribution, and the species of fTiammalia, as well as the fact

that the shells 'W'hich Middendorf and others observed in

them are of living species, seen/io connect them chranolo|^i-

cally with that palieolithic drift in which fl.int implements

have been detected in England, France, and Italy. ' The
temi)erature which prevailed in the valleys of the Thames,

Somme, and Seine at the era in question, was, according to

Mr. Prestvvich, 20° Fahrenheit colder than now, or such as

would now' belong to a country from 10° to 15° of latitude

more to the north.* This estimate is founded on a careful

analysis of the land and fresh-water shells tfhich accompany

the remains of the mammoth and its associates in the

paltrolithic alluvium. If w’e confine our attention to those

terrestrial shells 'which are most commonly buried in the

same gravel and sand as the Elephas pnmigmius and

ceros fivhorhinus, we find them to amount to no less than

48 species in the valley of the Thames and its neighbourhood#

All but two of these still survive in Britain: these two
•tr f

^elix incamata and Helix 'nuleratay still inhabit the contanetii

of Europe, and have a great range from north to south* The
* Frest'vich, Phil. Traub., 1S64, part 2, p, 89*
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assoein^ted firesh-^water shells, more than twenty in number, ai*e

also British species ; but as they occur, with two or three

exceptions, as far north as Finland, their presence is not

opposed to the hypothesis of a cold climate, especially as the

are capable of being frozen up, and then reviving

again when the river-ice melts. At Pisherton, near Salisbury,

one of the rude flhat implements of the earliest stone age

was found in driftVontaiiiing the mammoth and SilwTiaii

rhinooeros, together mjh the Greenland lemming and a

Spermophihut^ another northern form of rodent allied to tlu^

marmot, besides the tiger, hyaena, horse, and other extinct and

living species
; the whole assemblage being confirmatory of

the opinion, that the men of the early stone period had often

to contend with a climate more severe than that now pre-

vailing in the same parts of Europe.* The late Edward
Forbes compared the condition of Britain and the neighbour-

ing parts of the continent, during the period next •pr(*ceding

the historical, to the ^barren grounds’ of Boreal America,

including the Canadas, Labwidor, Bupert’s Land, and the

countries northwards wli^^re the reindeer, musk-ox, wolf,

arctic fox, and white bear itow live.f But we (ind in boino

parts of the drift evidence of a coiiflioiing character, such as

may suggest the idea of the occasional intercalation of more

gmial seasons of sufficient duration to allow of the migration

and temporary settlement of species coming from another and

more southern province of mammalia, so that their remains

were buried in river gravels at the same level as the hones

of animals and sheUs of a more northern climate. If ue

allow a vast lapise of ages for the accumulation of the drift,

we may take for granted that 4;her(3 must have been such

changes in climate, owing chiefly to geographical conditions

to be explained in the twelfth chapter, and perliaps sometimes

modified by astronomical causes, which will be treated of

in the thirteenth chapter. Bones of the hippopotamus, of a

species closely allied to that now inhabiting the Niks are

often accompanied in the valley of the Thames and elsewhere

Aaf. Mfto, ard edit, Appendix, Forb<*s, in the Mpmoiw of G#ol Surv(*y

p. A of Great 13rit
,
voJ. i p 336 1S46.

t See m admirable eeaay bj E.
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by a species of bivalve shell, Cyrma {GoT^mla) jhmmalis,

now living in the Nile and ranging through a great part of

Asia as far as Tibet, but quite extinct in the rivers of Europe.

Imbedded in the same alluvium with this shell, we find «b

Grays in Essex, Unio lUtoralw^ a mussel no longer

but abounding in France in rivers more southern than tbo

Thames. The Hydrohia maryinata is a shell sometimes

met with in the drift, a species now inlv^.biting more southern

latitudes in Europe. The kind of^elephant and rhiiK>ceros

accompanying the C^rena at Grays (jB. antiqimsKxiii JS. megcL^

rldnuR) are not the same as the mammoth and rhinoceros

wdiicli occur with their flesh in the ice and frozen mud of

Siberia, or in those assemblages of mammalia which have

an arctic olmract(*r in the drift of England, France, and

Germany. Some zoologists conjecture that the fossil species

of liii)])opotamus was fitb'd for a cold climate, but it seems

more probable that when the temperature of the river-water

w'as congenial to tlie C^Tcna above mentioned, it was also

suited to the hippopotnmus.

(Hanoi Epoch .—The next step of our retrospect carries us

back to what has bi^en called the Glacial Epoch, which,

though for the most part anterior to the valley-drifts and

cave deposits of tlio pala'olithic age above mentioned, was

still so closely connected ^’vith that period that we cannot

easily draw a line of deintireation between them. The disper-

sion of large angular fragments of rock, called erratics, over

the nortliern parts of Europe and North America, far from

the nearest parent rocks fioiu which they could have been

derived, had long presented a diflicult enigitia to geologists

before it began to be suspected that they might have been

transported by ice, either on land or by floating bergs, at a
period when large parts of the present continents were sub-

merged beneath the sea.

Those blocks are observed to extend in Europe as far sooth

as lat. SO"", and still farther in America, or to lat, 40°. It was
remarked that some of them were polished, and striated on
one or more of their sides in a manner strictly anS'logons to

stones imbedded in the moraines of existing glaciers in the

Alps. In many areas covered with them both in America
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lUkd Bi|VO|i0, Che underlying solid rooks were seen to be

diiiular soratdies and rectilinear fhrrows, their

direei^OB usually coinciding with the course which the eiiutics

tibeuiflstves had taken. As both the smoothing and striation

the fsaanported fragments and the sur&ces of the rocks

«n «itu vece identical in character with those recently

produced by existiny^ glaciers, it was at length admitted (but

not till after the point,had been controverted for a quarter

of a century, and in dit^ opposition to the opinion of the

earlier geologists) that the' climate which preceded the his-

torical was not only colder as far south as lat. 50° in Europe,

and even to 46° in the Alps, but was marked by an in-

tensity of cold quite unequalled at present in corresponding

latitudes, whether in the northern or southern hemisphere.

Some marine shells of living arctic species, and which no

longer freqnent the seas of 4empeiate latitudes, were found

in the glacial drift of Scotland and North America; so

that evidence derived from the organic as well as from the

inorganic world conspired to establish the former prevalence

of a climate now proper to polar latitudes throughout a great

part of Europe.
'

Sy means of these drifts, and others containing assem-

blages of marine shells more or less northern in character,

great oscillations in the level of the land since the com-

mencement of the Glacial epoch were proved to have taken

place. The change of level in Scotland, as demonstrated

by this kind of proof, amounts to more than 500 feet, in

some parts of England, as in Cheshiie, to 1,300, and in

North Wales to' 1,400 feet; these tnovements having all

occurred in Post-Tertiary times,* or within the period of

the living testacea. But Professor Bamsay infers, fiom

the positiou of the^ stratified drifts of the Glacial period in

North Wales, that the full extent of the vertical move-

ment which brought about first the submergence and then

the re-emergence of the land exceeded 2,000 feet.

Iider*-Qlaeial Periods,—Without entering in this plate

ialo the ^coofis of two continental periods in Britain dining

Ihe Glacial epoch, separated from each other by a long

interval of snbmergeuce, during which Great Britain and

Toil. I. o
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Ireland were in the state of an archipela^ of small

it may be aflSrmed that the excessive cold lasted for a long
series of ages, although not always with the same intensfily.

As illustrative of the fact of the cold having been intermitted
or sometimes mitigated for a season, may be mentioned
the late Hugh Miller called ^ striated pavementGu’ These
consist of horizontal surfaces of boulder/clay, in which the

imbedded boulders are seen to have subjected to a pro-

cess of abrasion similar to that wb^feh the solid rock below
had previously undergone. In siich instances large stones

or blocks fixed in the clay have not only their original and
independent stria?, but have subsequently suffered a new
striation which is parallel and persistent across them all.

These appearances have been observed on the shores of the

Pirtli of Forth, below Edinburgh, and in other places,

both on the east and west coasts of Scotland, and on the

shores of the Solway in England. Some examples of this

second striation may have been due to the ifriction of ice-

bergs on the bed of the sea during a j^eridd of submergence

;

others to a second advance of land glaciers over moraines of

older date.*
^

M, Morlot and others have adduced abundant evidence^ of

two glacial periods in the Ali»s, dining the first of which
the glaciers attained colossal dimensions, filling the great

valley of Switzerland with ice, which reached from the

Alps to the Jura, while on the southern side of the great

chain other contemporaneous glaciers invaded the plains of

the Po, where they have left moraines of truly gigantic

dimensions. After these huge glaciers had retreat^ for a
time, they advanced again, and though not on so large a
scale, they still vastly exceeded in size the largest Swiss

glaciers of our day. The interval of milder weather, marked
by tlie decrease of snow and ice in the Alps, has been called^

by Prof, Heer the Inter-Glacial period, which must have
been of considerable duration, for it gave time for the

accumulation of dense beds of lignite, like those at Dhroten,

and other localities near Zurich. During this intercalated

* * ;
' '

^ A. Oeiki«. Phenomena of Glacial Mcsfra. C. Maclaren* Hugh 1SE$ll6r»

Drift of Scotland, p. 66, who citea Milne-Holmo, and Smith ofJozdandiflL
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seiiss ofwanner seasons tiie climate is supposed by Heer to

have elosel^ resembled that now experienced in Switzerland.

Be inhxi this from the fossil flora of the lignite, especially

{bqsatl^eOocuiTeoce ofcones of the Scotch and spruce flrs, a]id

learee of the oak and yew, all of living species, os well as

from the seeds of certain marsh plants. ' The insects also, and

the fresh-water sbel^[, tell th<* same tale. Among the mam-
mslia occurring in the lignite-bearing shales of Durnten are

an elephant (B. aniiqwuif^^^ extinct species of boar {Urms

gpeloBua), and a rhinoceros diflSerent from li, tichorh inug. That

the formation of the shale and lignite containing the

above-mentioned remains was both preceded and followedhr
periods of greater cold is shown on the one linnd by’' the

polished and striated root surfaces on which the shale and
lignite rest, and on tlje other by the large size of the erratic

•blocks which are superimposed upon them.'**^

In England the lignite, or Forest Bed ns it is eftll<»d, of

Cromer, on the Norfolk coast, presents a siugiilar analogy

to that to Durnten above deStribed. It contains in like

manner the cones of the spruce and the Scotch fir, and the

seeds and leaves of marsh 'plants, and some shells and

mammalia in common with the Swiss deposit. It was also

preceded and followed by a period of greater cold. The

antecedence of a colder climate is proved by the arctic charac-

ter of a large proportion of the shells of living species in-

cluded in the marine strata of Chillesford, near Ipswich, in

lat. 62* N., which, according to the observations of Messrs.

Prfestwich and Searles Wood,* are more ancient than the

forest or Ignite bdU. On the other hand, that the Forest Bed
of Cromer was followed by an era of severe cold, is shown by

thofriCt that it underlies the great mass of glacial drift, which

is in part smstratified, and contains boulders and angnlnr

blodcs transported from great distances, and some of them

mchihiting polished and striated snrfaces.f

We are by no means sufficiently advanced in our interpre-

tation of the monuments of the Glacial epoch, and of the

Irntg Sttocesaion of events which mark its history, to be able

to tifltrm the inter-^|lKcial periods of Durnten and

* Umlt 4ir Sditreic, p, 632. t Antujaitr pf Man, pr 212-218.
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Cromer, above mentioned, were contemporaneous j bat ,

botb of them alike demonstrate that there were osdlfiataoiis

of temperature in the course of that long epoch of- CoW.

There were also great changes, as before stated, in

of the earth’s crust, many movements of upheaval and StdMd*

'

dence, and many conversions of sea into land, and land into

sea, during the Glacial epoch. We ai^n danger of under-

rating the quantity of time during-,wbrnh thie'eojd prevaSed

;

because, in proportion as tbe ic^'lncreases in Sickness, it

cancels all msyf-ks of antecedent glaciation. The grinding

action qf'the'great ice-sheet which now envelopes Greenland

str^tes this j^rocess. Were that ice to melt, it would

require as much skill to detect the evidence of the moraines

and erratics of an older time as in the case of a paUmp-

sest to recover the work of the original author, which had

been purposely washed out to make room for the new manu-

script.
•

!From the foregoing observations, the reader will leam

that the prevalence of a*coMer climate *at the close of the

Tertiary, and in the early paii df the Post-Tertiary periods,

has been inferred from two perfectly independent sources of

evidence, the first of which may be called inorganic, such as

erratic blocks, moraines, and the polishing and striation of

rocks ;
and the second, organic, such as the arctic chaxanter

of the shells found in the drift of temperate regions. ,But

another or third proof was also pointed out by the late

Edward Forbes, as derivable from the present geographical

distribution of animals and plants in mountainous regions,

especially in high latitudes, in Europe anti North America.

After tbe refrigeration of the northern hemisphereliiadiastisdl

for thousands of years, an arctic fauna and flora must Imve

inhabited the lower lands of temperate latitudes, at a taleae

when the more elevated parts of the same country iveue -

biuied under permanent snow and ice. On the return Of 4'

warmer climate, when the excess of 'snow was gra^i^y
reduced, the arctic species of plants, insects, birdl^

;

mammalia, would ascend to the higher parts -of *

tinent, while the plains would Ht invaded by species

ing from the south. Hence an arctic &una a^d flora, ^hich -
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OR&e from polar latitudes for to tLe south, raugfing

eoutiuuoiiidy oyer what are now the temperate regions of

Amdriea, fiurope, and Asia, became restricted to the sum-

!(taj|iti ofthe highest chains, such as the Alps or the mountains

of S^ndinavia, and New Hampshire in the United

States. The identity of the species now found in isolated

patches at or nearN^he top^ -of so many widely separated

mountains would have been inexplicable, had not the geolo-

gist discovered that aboui^the close of the Tertiary era there

was a glacial epoch insA^od of that warm temperature

formerly assigned to times preceding the historical.*

British Pliocene eiraUty showiny transition from warmer to

eoHer dimate.—When we pass beyond the ages when a

colder temperature prevailed, and, receding a step xorther

into the past, examine the fossils of the Bntisli Pliocene

strata, we find in the earliest or lowest members of them

very interesting pi'oofs of a ( limate warmer than i‘liat now
prevailing in England, and mor<i resembling that of the

Mediterranean. As we ascent^ in the 8<‘ries, the shells of

successive groups of strata,‘provineiully called crag in Nor-

folk and Suffolk, are seen to consist less and less of southern

species, while the number of north erii forms is always aug-

menting, until ill the uppermost or newest groups, in which

alntost all the shells are of living spe('ies, the fauna is very

arctic in character, and that even in the r>2nd and 54th

degree of North latitude,

f

PUoome strata of Italy.—The Pliocene strata of Italy,

commonly called sub-Apennii^e, point in like manner to d

worm climate. %uch, for example, of the fossil shells of

Sienna, Parma, and Asti as are of species now inhabiting

the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, correspond in siz(‘

with individuals taken from the wanner of the two seas,

those now surviving in the Mediterranean appearing to be

stunted in their growth, as if deprived of the favourable con-

ditions which the Pliocene period afforded them in Italy4

» Edimd PorW Memoittf of Geol. t Profe'SsoTs Ouidotti of Purina, mid

Smregr, VOU L p. S$9. 1846. Bonelh of Turin, pointed out to me, in

t Sjss p. 206 ; alao Elaiaon^of I82S, many examples i n cou^rmatKm of

pp I98, 004« edit of 1666 ; and this point

8ttident*8 Etoaente, 1671, p. 160.
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It may also be observed, that the extinct species of the snb^

Apennine fauna belong, in great part, to forms whleh itre

now most largely developed in equatorial negions, fiS;, lot

example, the genera Cancellaria, Cassidaria, HeurotomSyllitd

Cyprsea. •

TFcr-m climate of Tipper Miocene Period.—^The next st^
in our retrospective suiwey carries us ^ the monumenls of

the Upper Miocene period. In thi^ /'marine formations of

this era a third A»i' more of the/festacea belong to living

species, not a-' few of which aji^ now inhabitants of more

southem^latitudes, and of the associated fossil species un-

-'kpoTv^i’ as living some belong to genera now characteristic

of more soutliern climates. Although in Great Britain

Upper Miocene strata are entirely wanting, they occur in

Belgium anu North Germany, where they contain shells of

the genera Conus, Cancellaria, and Oliva—forms all of them

foreign to our seas as well as to our British Pliocene deposits,

and proper to and indicative of a higher temperature.

The French strata of the*same age, called the Faluns of

the Loire, point to similar inferences, and, like the contem-

poraneous beds of the Vienna btisin, contain some fossil shells

of species now living in Senegal or off the western coast of

Africa. The Upper Miocene flora and fauna of the whole

of Central Europe afl’ord unmistakable evidence of a climate

approaching that now only experienced in sub-tropical re-

gions. In one of the newest deposits of this Upper Miocene

formation. Professor Ileer lias detected, at (Eninghen, in

Switzerland, the leaves, fruits, and sometimes flowers of

about 500 species of plants, in which w5 find a near re-

semblance to the flora of the Caroliuas and other Southern

States of the American Union. After selecting 488 of these

species as capable of comparison, specifically or generically,

with plants now living, he finds that 131 are sucA as might'

be referred to the temperate zone, 260 to a sub-tropical,

and 85 to a tropical latitude. In the present state of the

globe, the island of Madeira presents the nearest aj^rdach

to such a flora. The proportion of arborescent as omnpazed

to the herbaceous plants is very great, and among the flniner

the predominance of evergreens implies an absence of severe
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wiaUxar otdd. A rich insect fauna, such as belongs to a warm
elimftte, is also attested by the great number of the s|>eoie8

of tibose genera whidi are most easily preservable in a fossil

The reptiles which play so insignificant a part in

fSse PHoeene fauna of Central and Northern Europe form a

more conspicuous feature in these Miocene formations. At
(Eninghmi there are two tortoises and three species of sala-

manders, one of them more gigantic in size than the living

species of Japan. Bones of the monkey tribe are also met
with in Upper Miocene shi^ta near the foot of the Pyrenees

in France, /mong themjs a gibbon, or long-armed ai)e,

equal to man in stature, and the femur of a large species of

this family has been detected by Dr. Kaup in strata of the

same age at Eppelsheim, near Darmstadt, in a latitude

which corresponds to the southern part of Oornwoll.* In

Greece also, near Athens,, the remains’ of Upper Miocene

quadrumona have been met with, confii niing the •inferences

as to the warm temperature of liiuropc previously drawn by

naturalists from Ihe fossils, shells, and corals of Touraine,

Bordeaux, and Vienna. *

Fo$gile of the Siwdlik IlfllK,—It is a matter of no small

interest to have learnt that when the climate of Europe was

sub-tropical, a still greater heat prevailed nearer the equator.

Ow best information on this subject is afforded by the

investigations of Dr. Falconer and Sir Proby Oautley, who

collected, in 1837, a large number of fossil remains from the

Siwllik hills, which skirt the southern base of the Himalaya

to the west of the river Jumna. Here the abundance and

vaiiety of the Ibssil mammalia is prodigious, there being no

less than seven species of proWscidians of the genera mas-

todem and elephant. With these a huge extinct four-horned

ruminant, called Sivatherium, was found, as well as a camel,

a hippopotamus, a hyena, and more than one species of

monkey. The associated reptiles also bear witness to a tem-

peiature higher than that of any European strata of the

same date, for, besides some extinct saurians larger than any

now existing, we find among them the living crocodile of the

Osnges, C. hiporcatas, and the living gavial of the same river,

* Oven, Qeol. Trans., 1862, and Geologist, 1862, p. 247.
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besides a colossal extinct tortoise, of which the shell was W)
less than eight feet in diameter.

Upper Miocene strata of the West Jndtes.—If again we tons

to the Upper Miocene formations of the West Indies, thoss^

for example, of Antigua, San Domingo, and Jamaica, we dis«

cover in them species of corals similar to those found in beds

of the same age at Vienna, Bordeaux, and -Turin, and some of

which, as Dr. Duncan has shown (1863), hare a near affinity

to species now living in the Pa^c (South Sea), Jndian

Ocean, and Red Sea. They leacOMresistibly to the opinion

that there was a much greater analogy in those ages than

there is now between the temperature of the West Indies in

lat. 1
8“ N. and that of Europe in lat. 48“ N.*

Dr. Duncan concludes therefore, not only that there was no

Isthmus of Panama, but also that there was no great barrier

of laud or Atlantic continent separating the Miocene seas of

Europe f^om the contemporaneous seas of the West Indies.

Already in 18.)0 Mr. John Garrick Moore had pointed out

that certain Tertiary shells o£,San Domingo exhibited affini-

ties to the Miocene shells of Europe,t and that, although

such of the San Domingo species as agreed with the living

were chiefly Atlantic forms, there were some so closely alhed

to the existing Pacific fauna as to lead him to infer that

tbei'e had been a channel in Miocene times through what.is

now the Isthmus of Panama, by which the mollusca could

have migi’ated from one ocean to the other. Such an
hypothesis, he observes, will be the more readily accepted

when we consider that the sumpiit-level of the Panama Rail-

way above the sea is only 250 feet, and that the isthmus

nowhere attains an elevation exceeding 1,000 feet, which is

not half the height to which the marine Miocene strata of

San Domingo have been uplifted since their deposition.

Mr. Etheridge has inferred from these and other researches

that the separation from the Pacific dates from the commeno-
ment of the upheaval of the Miocene deposits of the Isthmus

of Panama, which upheaval probably was not completed until

the Pliocene age.

•Dnnciin,West Indian Corals, Quart. t Quart. Qacd. Joom., 1860, VOl. vi.

Geol JouTQftl) p« ^65, vol. XUL 18bd. p. 43«
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Lm^Miocem rfmto,—By referring to our table at page 185,

ibe reader will eee that the Cewer Miocene strata come nestt

in order as we recede from the more modern formations to

those of higher antiquity. They contain scai'cely any living

of shells or plants, yet so many of their fossil remains

common to them and the Upper Miocene formation, that

this &et alone would lead us to expect that they would afford

indbarions ofa warm climate. Such an anticipation is more

than confirmed, both by^egative and positive evidence; for,

in tjM first place, nearly^l the genera of plants which in

thp^^ninghen beds were mentioned as characteristic of tein-

rerate latitudes, are wanting in the Lower Miocene, while

the tropical forms are more numerous. Among those last

are palms of the genus Phcenicites, closely allied to the date-

palm. About 80 other plants are enumerated by Jleer, all of

which would be cut off by .such «i wiiiUt as now prevails in

Central and Southern Euroi>e. Ligneous plants constitute

two-thirds of the flora, and the pvepoiider,int e of ovei greens

exceeds even that observed mHhe Upp(»r Miocene strata of

<Eninghen. There aie also more reptiles in these older beds

and some of considerable feize. Among them are no less

than three crocodiles and fifteen land and fresh-water tor-

toises.*

Miocenefoesil flora of Arctic lahtmh —The Lower Miocene

flora has been traced from Italy northwuids to Devonshire,

and even to Iceland. In these high latitudes, however, the

tropical and sub-tropical genera disappear, though the vine,

tulip-tree, and some other »forms indicate a temperature

15® or 20® Palfr. warmer than that now belonging to the

same countries.f

We find in certain beds of lignite or surturbrand in Ice-

land, recently exapiined by Professor Heer, an assemblage of

fossil plants resembling in many respects that of CEninglien,

bt^fore mentioned. Though not of so sub-1 ropical a charactei

,

they employ a warmth so much exceeding that now enjoyed

in Iceland as did the temperature of the Upper Miocene flora

* Hdefj Uinrelt der Schweiz, p 401.

t Heer and Gaudin, Climat du Pays tertwire, pp 174, 207
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of Central Europe surpass that of the vegetation now proper

to the same region.*

The extent to which the Miocene flora flourished within

the Arctic circle, even as far towards the pole as our ex|dor-

ing expeditions have penetrated, has been clearly pointed

out by Professor Heer, in an important treatise on the

fossil flora of the Arctic regions.f In the numerous plates

which illustrate this work, we see figures of more than mxty

species of North Greenland fossi^plants found opposite

Disco Island, lat. 70'’ N. Among^hem are several species

of Sequoia {Wellingfonia)^ with their male catkins and

cones, agreeing specifically with Lower Miocene plants of

Switzerland, Gorinany, or England. There are also seven

other conifers, four poplars, two willows, three species of

beech, four of oak (some of which have leaves half a foot

long), a plane-tree,‘a walnut, a pUirn or pruiius, a buckthorn,

an andromeda, a daphuogene with large leathery leaves,

and several other evergreens, some of extinct genera. The
large-leaved trees imply, according to Hee*r, a high summer
temperature, while the evergree^is exclude the idea of a

very cold winter. That these afid other fossil plants from

arctic localities really lived on the spot, and were not drifted

thither by marine currents, is proved by the quantity of

leaves pressed together, and in some cases associated witb

fruits, also by the marsh plants which accompany them, and

by the upright trees with roots which were seen by Captain

Inglefiold and by Rink.

Still farther north in Spitzbergen, in lat. 78® 66' N., no
less than 95 species of plants are described b^ Heer, many of

them agreeing specifically with North Greenland fossils. In

this flora we observe Taxodiuiu of two species, a hazel, poplar,

aider, beech, plane-tree, lime {Tilia), and a potamogeton,

which last indicates a fresh-water formation, accumulated

on the spot. Such a vigorous growth of fossil trees, in a

country within 12° of the pole, where there are now scarcely

^ Heer and Gaudin, Climat du Fays of fossil plazits,^CoUeeted Nor-

tertiaire, p. 178. donskiold, and Ca{)t^iii SirLMoClitt-

t Heer, Flora Foseilis Arctica, witli lock, Sir K. Maolura, Colomb, lagle-

40 iilustrativo plates, containing figures field, and others.
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«iiy shrubs except dwarf willow, and where there are only a

few herbaceoufi and cryptogamoua plants, most of the surface

beii% covered with snow and ice, is truly remarkable. When
the fossils are compared with the Miocene species of Central

itoope and Italy, many of them are found to be the same, and

it is clear that the climate was not only much warmer than

now, but the temperature of Europe and the Arctic circle was

much less contrasted ; m vertheless, the flora of Spitzbergen

was by no means so sul^tropical at the ora alluded to as was

that of Switzerland, G^nany, and Devonshire, for in the

Lower Miocene period the difference of latitude made itself

felt as now, although in a less degree. Professor Heer

infers, with great probability, that pines, alders, poplars,

willows, and other hardy genera reached the pole itself in

Miocene times, if there was land there, because they range at

present from 4 to 10 degrees farther north than the Tax-

odium, beech, plane, and lime, which accompany them in a

fossil state in the same formation at Spitzbergen. Some of

the last-mentioned genera in a higher latitude in Spitz-

bergen, by 8, 1 7, and 23 ^degrees, than the living represent-

atives of the same genera. We cannot hesitate, therefore,

to conclude that in Miocene times, when this vegetation

flourished in Spitzbergen, North Greenland, and on the

Mackenzie river, as well as Banks Land, and other circum-

polar countries, there was no snow in the arctic regions, except

on the summit of high mountains, and even there perhaps

not lasting throughout the year.

Ice*action ia the Miocene Period.—If it be asked whetlier in

the entire Midoene series there are no indications of inter-

calated spells of colder climate, like the glacial episode

before mentioned as intervening between the older Pliocene

and the modem eras, I may reply that there are none which

can at present be established on organic evidence ;
but our

geological records are far too fragmentary to entitle us

positively to assume that, in the course of so vast a succes-

sion of ages, there were no oscillations of temperature

ahatogous to those which certainly occurred between the

bioae of the Newer Pliocene period and our own time. Pro-

fessor Bamsay, who has so successfully devoted much time
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and thought to the search for indications of glacial action

in remote eras, reminds us that a geologist must expect.^
encounter great difficulties in such investigations. at

some future era, when large portions of the existing

nents shall have been submerged and overspread with marine

strata, and other parts of them destroy^ by denudation,

we should have the task assigned to us of detecting those

spots where ancient land-surfaces had escaped destruction^ or

where erratic blocks and moraines jpf glaciers were eirtant,

we might well despair of success. ,>It rarely happens that we
have opportunities of examining terrestrial surfaces of high

antiquity, and when visible, their extent is always verylimited.

In the majority of cases they will consist of rocks incapable

of receiving and j^rescrving a glacial polish and striation.

The least evanescent of the proofs of ice-action, which our

era is likely to transmit to future.ages, are, unquestionably,

those large angular erratics which have been carried to great

distances from their parent vocks ; and wherever such masses

occur in older strata they "deserve particular attention. I

shall proceed, therefore, to describe a formation of Miocene
date, which 1 have myself examined, in which the position

and size of the included blocks is such as to make it impos-

sible at present to account for their transportation by any
other cause than the buoyant power of ice.

The marine deposits alluded to consist of strata of sand-

stone and conglomerate, and constitute a member of the

Miocene lurmation of the Colliiia of Turin, a chain of hills in

the suburbs of the capital of Piedmont, on the brow of which
stands the church of the Superga. These stSuta have long

been celebrated for containing a plentiful store of fossil

shells of the same species as those of the faluns of Tou-
I'aine, Bordeaux, and Vienna. The annexed diagram vrill

give the reader some idea of the position of this conglo-

merate (a), which is highly inclined and conformable to the
other strata which dip on each side to the north-west and
south-east from the axis of the chain. I examined the

district in 1857, in company with Signor Ga^aldi^ one of the
ablest of the Italian geologists, and one well versed in glacial

phenomena.
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'0# occasion I satisfied myself that Signot Gastaldi

‘Was right in supposing that the large blocks//, lying on the

surfece of the hills, had been washed out of the beds a a, by

the same action which has hollowed out the valleys.* In

other words, they have not been brought from a distance, as

was once supposed, during the more modern or Post-Pliocene

Glacial period, like the erratics e, which rest on the moraine

d, bht have been washed out of the Miocene beds in the im-

mediate neighbourhood viz., the conglomerate «. This last

^ Fig. 8.

HIU of Su|xjrgft.

Section from the Alpe to th« lljll of the Ruporgn, ehowing the poMlion of

the Miocene erratir )plockH.

a, Conglomoratefl of Miocene ago with large blocks.

b. Marine sub-Apepnine or Pliocene strata.
- . , i

- c. DiluTium or ancient alluvium of varioua ages, some of it below the

moraine d.

i. Moraine of Ivrea of the Glacial ihtkkI, with on-atic blockB.

e. Erratic blocks lying on the moraine if.

/. Miocene blocks washed out of the conglomerate o, and scattered over the

hills of the Superga chain.

N.B.—The dista-jce from the Alpe to the Superga is about thirty mi I's.

is part of a regular series of strata, composed chiefly of sand

of various degrees of coarseness, and of gra,vel, in wluc i

are roUed pebbly of greenstone (or diorite), limestone, por-

phyry, and some other rocks. Among them we occasionally

meet with fragments of serpentine and greenstone, of enor-

^us size, one of which I ascertained by “easmement to

^
U feet in its longest diameter. Signor Gastaldi has s mi

anoaier in the same formation, 26 feet long ;
they are angu a ,

' Oastsldi, Soi Conglwnereti Mioceni del Piemonte. 1861.
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and several of those which I saw, exhibited some faint

and had one of their sides polished, in a manner mnch re^

sembling that produced by glacial action. The whole

ness of the beds through which these blocks are dispersed

varies from 100 to 150 feet. As yet they have yielded ad
organic remains, but they are covered by strata containing

shells of the Upper Miocene formation, and they rest on
Lower Miocene strata for the most part of fresh-water origin.

The fauna and flora, both of the o^rlying and underljdng

rocks, have the same sub-tropic^ character as those of

Miocene date in Switzerland and in Central Europe generally.

Hence the hypothesis of the transport of such huge blocks by

ice-action has naturally been resorted to most unwillingly, but

in the present state of our knowledge it is the only one which

appears tenable. The beds of sandstone alternating with

those in which the blocks are enveloped exhibit no signs of

having been tumultuously accumulated as by a flood. The
erratics seem rather to have fallen quietly into their places.

The nearest spots where any ^imtlar serpentine and greenstone

occur are about twenty miles to the westward, but there has

been so much subsidence of the country during the Miocene

period, so much subsequent deposition of overlying miocene,

pliocene, and alluvial deposits, and such changes in physical

geography, that we cannot decide with any certainty as

to the proximity or distance of the spots from which the

blocks may have come. The absence of organic remains

may possibly imply a sea chilled by floating ice, or by a cold

current from the north
;
but suoh an hypothesis is not very

satisfactor}', because the thickness attained by^he conglome-^

rate in some pai'ts of Piedmont is very great, far exceeding

that seen in the vicinity of Turin. We must conclude^ there-

fore, that its accumulation occupied a great lapse of time,

and if so, it is difficult to understand why there are no organic

remains in it : for although the temporary influx of a cold

current might well be supposed to annihilate a fatina fitted

for a warmer sea, yet the long continuance of such a current

would naturally fit the region for species such as thriTO in

the seas of colder latitudes. Perhaps a lofty mountain^ with

a glacier reaching the sea, would be the least objectionahle
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hjfp6tbesis» since in Patagonia there is a glacier descending

Andes in Eyre Sound, in the latitude of Paris, and

another in the neighbouring Gulf of Penas, kt* 46® 50"' (or the

latitude of the Bernese Alps), both of which convey large

erratic blocks to the Pacific, into which they are floated by

mtiiaerous icebergs*

Fauna and Flora .—In the flora of the upper mem-
of this great series, we find in the neighbourhood of

Paris ^nd in the Isle of Wight, some plants which, like the

palmetto, attest a warmeXtemperature. Among the accom-

panying reptiles, there are many crocodiles and tortoises,

such as we now only meet with in more southern regions.

In the Middle Eocene, as in the calcaire grossier, for example,

near Paris, the marine testaceous fauna is richer and more

varied than that now proper to seas so far north. The flora

of the same division of the^ Tertiary period, as, for example,

that of Alum Bay in the Isle of Wight, of Monte Bolca in

the North of Italy, or that of Aix ^*n Provence in the South of

Prance, comprised species and^gertera having a great affinity

to Lower Miocene forms, bUt departing farther than do these

from the modern Europeafl type, and, according to Heer,

resembling in many respects plants of the tropical regions of

Australia and India.

The nummnlitic formation of this era is of world-wide

extent, and contains many corals of large size, of genera now

common in tropical seas, some of the same fossil species

ranging from Sinde in India to the West Indies.

If, lastly, we turn to the li^wer Eocene strata, we find in

the London cltfy of the Isle of Slieppey fossil fruits of the

cocoa-nut, screw-pine, and custard- apple, reminding us of

the hottest parts of the globe f and in the same beds are six

species of NautiluB^ and other genera of shells, such as Conus,

Voluta, and Ganc^laria* now only met with in warmer seas.

The fish also of the same strata, of which 50 species have

been described by Agassiz, are declaied by him to be charac-

teristic of hotter climates, and among the reptiles are seor

snakes, crocodiles, and several species of turtle.

; SwppoBed signs of ite^aciion m the Eocene Period,—In a bed

of coarse conglomerate of the Eocene period in the Alps,
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phenomexub ,in many respects analogons to those of the

neighbourhood of Turin present themselves# This oongl<h

,

merate is a subordinate member of that vast deposit of
^

stone and shale which is provincially called ‘flysch^ and
* nagelflue/ and which, by its position (for "it is devoid o^

organic remains), seems referable to the middle or * nummU«<

litic ’ portion of the great Eocene series. The well-known
‘ Vienna sandstone ’ is a member of this flysch, which

extends for 300 miles at least, east and west, from Yienna

to Switzerland, along the northern'ilanks of the Alps, and is

again seen in the south, near Genoa, and in several parts

the Apennines, where it is called by the Italians ‘ macigno,*

Its thickness is very great, amounting to several thousand

feet, and occasionally, according to some authorities^ to 6,000

feet. It is often finely stratified, and singularly barren of

fossil remains, although in a few places it contains fucoids.

Here and there, as in the Sihlthal, near the lake of Zurich,

and in the Toggenburg in St. Gall, large blocks are enclosed

in it, some of them angular and others** rounded. These

blocks are occasionally of limestone, and contain ammonites

and other fossils of the oolitic tand liassic formations, as

described by Dr. Baclimanii.* Blocks also of a red variety

of granite of a peculiar composition, not known in siiu in any

part of the Alps, occur in the same conglomerate of the

flyscli. In several places the blocks are 10 feet long, but at

Habkeren, on,the north side of the lake of Thun, many are

seen of enormous dimensions, one of them being 1 05 feet in

length, 90 in breadth, and 45^ in height. They have lost

their edges, either by friction or decompositk^n, but are not

polished or striated.

There has been a lively discussion as to whether the

laigest of the above-mentioned Habkeren blocks came out of

the flysch, or were simply erratics of the* Glacial period
; f

but Escher von der Linth, Studer, Eutimeyer, and Bach-**

mann are clearly of opinion that they have been washed ou#

of the coarse conglomerate. The flysch of Bolgen, neiup

* Bachmann, Fetnfakteu und erra- t MutvhiBon^StnictureofAlps,Qaaxt.

ti^'che Jurablocke im Fljsch des Sihl- Gool Joqtq., volfT. 1840.

thab), and Toggeoburg.
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%iitibidfi»% abo *o<mbBlim foreign blocks of considerable size^

Ij^ sildilar masses, as I am informed by Professor Sueeia,

Tertiary strata of the same age in the Carpathians

and Apennines, but neither on them nor on any others have

nny g^ial strife been as yet observed* We have to account

not <mly for the wonderful size of the granitic rocks, varying

^ dtom 10 to 100 feet in diameter, but for the distance which

they have travelled, which seems to be implied by our

inability to refer them to any Icnown source. They are

distinguishable by their ihineral character from all granitic

erratics of the true or modem glacial period, such as are

strewed over the surface ofthose districts of Switzerland where

there is no outcrop of flysch conglomerate. The hypothesis

that these huge masses were transported to their present

sites by glaciers or floating ice, has been always objected to

on “the ground that the Ecicone strata of numiniihlic age in

Switzerland, as well as in other parts of Europe, contain

genera of fossil plants and animal/} cliaracteristic of a warm
climate. It has *been particularly remarked by M. Desor,

that the stratp, most nearly associated with the flysch in

the Alps are rich in ecliinoflerms of the Spatnngus family,

which have a decidedly tropical aspect. The entire absence

of shells, or of organic remains generally, may iK^rhaps

be thought to favour a glacial origin for the flyscli, but

this negative character is too common in strata of every

age to be of much value, except in connexion with other

proofe of intense cold. Nor must we disguise from our-

selves the fact, that in the» seas of polar regions where

icebergs abound? at present there is b) no means any dearth

of animal life. On the other hand, the regular stratification

and even fine lamination of large portions of the flysch

cannot be said to^be inconsistent with a glacial origin, for

on the Norfolk coast we see thinly laminated clays devoid of

ca^anic remains forming an integral part of unquestionable

glacial deposits.

The great thickness of the flysch, and the fucoids pre-

served in a few beds of it, lead to the conclusion that it was

of marine origin, To imagine icebergs carrying such huge

fragments of stone in so southern a latitude, and at a period

9fQh. |. • p
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immediately preceded and followed by the signs of a wanh
climate, is one of the most perplexing enigmas whidi the

geologist has yet been called upon to solve. It would per-

haps be most in accordance with existing analogies to snp;-

pose a mountainous island occupying the site of the Anstriati

and Swiss Alps from which glaciers descended to the sea.

For in the southern part of New Zealand, between latitudes

43^ and 44® S. in the southern (formerly called the middle)

island, glaciers coming from Mount Cook, the loftiest moun-
tain of a snow-covered chain, readJti to within 500 feet of the

sea, and the same region is inhabited not only by tree-ferns,

but by an Areca palm. These plants of tropical aspect are

now seen flourishing in this district, very near to moraines

and anguliir fragments of stone recently brought down by

ice from the higher regions. But we shall see (Chap. XVI.)

that icebergs, sometimes carrying* huge erratic blocks, float

at the present time in both hemispheres to parts of the sea

hundreds of miles from land, in latitudes nearer the equator

than the Swiss Alps : ought not, therefore, to wonder at

the occiUTcnce of erratics in arty stnitum in the temperate

regions of the globe, at periods when the temperature

resembled that of our time, nor consider them as by any
means implying an intensity of cold equalling that of the

so-called Glacial Epoch,
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CHAPTER XL

;^eki:e vicissitudes in climate—cowiwnwdf.

WABir CmCATB IMPUKIJ HV TUB IWSILH .OF TUB CHALK ‘-C’RHTACBOrS

HUPTILBS'—HOV FAB EXTINCT OBXKUA AND OKDHBS MAY HNAliLK DS TO
IMFftU THR TBMPMBATTBB OF ANCIKNT CLIMATES- BV ID RNCH OF FUUTINO
ICR IM TEB »HA OF THE WHITE CHALK OF 11X0LAND—WAltM CLIMATE t)F

THE OOLITIC AND TKIASSrC PEKlODs— WIDE HANOK OF THE SAMW FATTNA

FROM SOL'TK TO NORTH— AfirNDAm K AND WIDK H\NOK OF HETTlLKS IM-

PLUW A OBNHIIAL AIJHKNCK OF 8HVDUE C(tLD TlliJ NON-KX LSTENCW OF CON-
TieMPOBAHT MAMAfALIA WIIX NOT KI^FLAlN THE PltEI>OM]NAN( K OF UKri'lLKN

' IN HIGH LATITUDES— PUKMIAN FOSSILS - 81 I'PO'iri) SION-; OF ICI*-ACTION

IN TH» FEUMtAN PERIOD — TINnOBMlTY (O' THE Ft»SSIL ILOKA OVK.II

WTHU ABBAS—MUrVILlE IM.AND COAL-PIAN’W% HOW FA If I’ME AHMSNCK OF
FLOWRBING PLANTS VITIATES OF It INFKr.V.NcVs As lo avCIENT CLIMATES

WHKTUKB THE ATMobPHEllK W As ' Hl lft HAKOKO A\ ITH CAHIULNIC ACID IN

TUB COAL PERIOD -VOhSlJ. SHEI.J.S ^AND COHAI.N ol- THE CAUHONII KHODS
ST^TA- CLIMATE IMPLIED HY THK tlKPriLKS Olt AMPnilHA OF THE COAL -

PBVONUN PERIOD, AND SUPPOhMD SIGNS OF It E-A( TION OF THAT ERA

OONAJDEBED—CLIMATE OF THE .SILURIAN PERIOD- -CONCLT'DINfl HKMAItKfe ON
THE CLIMATES OF THE TERTIARY, SECONDARY, AND PRIMARY LPotHS.

In the last chapter I endeavoured to trace back the hisitory

of the changes of climate from modern times to tlie Eocene
period, and we found, that before we had carried back our
retrospect as far as the Newer Pliocene depftsits, proofs

already presented* themselves, both organic and inorganic, of

a temperature much colder tlian that now prevailing in

European latitudes. Although’ this Glacial eijoch, as it

has been called, lasted tor thousands, it not hundreds of
thousands of years, it was of so modern a geological date as

to belong almost exclusively to tlie time when the mollusca

weso the same as those now living. The geographical range

only of species was different, because an arctic fauna was
cmabled by aid of the cold to invade the temperate latitudes.

An examination of the fossils of the Pliocene, Miocene, and
Eocmie strata, viewed snooessively in the order of tWir

. . V 2
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higher antiquity, afforded us evidence of a tempeniitwe

continually increasing, in proj>ortion as we receded

from the Glacial epoch. If, in certain localities in or near

the Alps, some huge transported fragments of rock, encloiNsd

in mioeene and eocene conglomerates, seemed to require the

aid of ice to bring them into the sites they now occupy^ a

local combination of geographical circumstances may perhaps

be conceived, which might account for such exceptioual cases

without requiring a general refrigeration of climate at the

times Tilluded to, or, still more probably, floating icebergs may,

ns suggested (p. 210) in (‘xiflanation of the Habkeren erratics

in the Alps, have brought large fragments from a great

dislanee without requiring us to suppose a lower temperature

than that now prevailing on the earth.

^yarm clinxdf' htj the fossils of the Chalk or Tfpp^

C^Jaceo(ls,'^-^^\hon we pass beyond the gap which divides the

Tertiary from the Secondary formations, between which there

are very few vertebrate gpiiera and no species of invertebrata

ill common, wo obsi'rve in Lbe cretaceous strata signs of a

wann climate similar to those previously derived from tertiary

plants, shells, corals, and reptiles. Many of the principal

imnnbers of this cretaceous series have been traced from the

57th degree of latitude in the northern hemisphere to dis-

tricts which approach within 10 or 12 degrees of the equator,

as at roiidicheriT, Verdachcllum, and Trichinopoly. In

these countries clej)osits occur, which by their ammonites and

many other molIius{*a wtuv recognivsed by the late Edward
Forbes as belonging to beds,«6ome of them corresponding to

oUr English (Jault, and others to strata vfhich immediately

overlie and underlie that formation,* In these Indian forma-

tions are found sliells of the genera Cyprroa, Oliva, IVitoii,

Pyrula, Nerita, and Voluta, Avhich belong to forms now
characterising tropical seas, and some of which only made
their first appearance in Eui’opean latitudes in the uppermost
or Maostricht chalk. The geographical birthplace, says

Forbes, of these genera seems to have been in the tropics

before the Tertiary period, during w'hich last they made a
great figpre in Europe throughout Eocene and Miocene times,

^ See Keport on Fossils collected by ton, Quart, Geol. Jonra.* 1845, vol, i.

C, J. Kaye, Esq., and Eev. W. H. Eger- p. 70.
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again southwards in the Newer Pliocene era, when
tibia cold O^the approaching Glacial epoch had begun to make
itself felt

TPhe plants of the Upper Cretaceous formation of Europe,

so far as they are known, have such an affinity with the

Eocene flora as to point in the same direction in n^gard to

'the existence of a high temperature. They contain a large

number of dicotyledonous angiosperms, whereas the Li)wer

Cretaceous rocks are chamcterised by the absence of these

last, and by a predominance of cycads and of conifers of an

araucarian type, and of ferns referred by some botanists to

genera which also favour the hypothesis of ti warm climate.

In reasoning on the organic remains of the Upper Mio-

cene strata of Central and *Southern Eiin>pe, we had the

advantage of drawing our inferences as to the high tempe-

"rature of the atmosphere ami ocean from aliolls, one-third of

which were of living species, while our concliisioiiH \Vore con-

firmed by the discovery ot contemporaneous genera of plants,

insects, and corals, as well^as apes and monkeys. The
reptiles also were more numerous, some of them of larger

siise than are now found in temperate regions. In the liower

Miocene formation, crocodiles, ehelonians, and large bairn-

chians, and in the Eocene deposits tin* sanu‘ genera ol

reptiles, together with sea-snakes, bore testimony in like

manner to the warm temperature of the sc^as, lakes, and

rivers.

When we pass on to the uppennost mombiT of the Creta-

ceous series, or "^he Maestrich^ chalk, as it is called, we find

a similarly marked development of reptile life in regions

where nothing analogous is now to be met with. Thus, in

latitude 61® N., we encounter in St. Peter’s Mount, Maes-

tricht, the aquatic^ reptile called Mosasaurus, which was

twenty-four feet in length. The same genus is largely

represented in the American cretaceous rocks, from tin'

various divisions of which Dr. Leidy has obtained inon*

than twenty genera of reptiles, most of them extinct, bid

some, like the tortoises {Trionyr and Emijs) and the croco-

diles, of living types.* Several of the crocodiles of this age,

• Cwtac«oiiB lUptilea of Umt«d States. Smithsonian contnbuiion, 1866
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both in Europe and America, are proccelian, that ia to isay,’

they have the anterior portion of each vertebra concave, aa^
the posterior part convex, in which respect they agre^

anatomically with the existing species, and are cantrast^
with all the older known genera of Mesozoic age. The read.8t

will observe, on consulting Owen’s table of the distribution,

of reptiles in past geological ages,* that of tlie five living

orders, crocodiles, lizards, tortoises, snakes, and frogs, the

two last-mentioned have not yet been traced as far back as

the Secondary or Mesozoic periods, but the three first, the

Crocodilia, Lacertia., and Chelonia, are met with in full

strength in Cretaceous times, where they hecome associated

with no less tlian three extinct orders, namely, Pterodactylt,

Ichthyosaurs, and Plesiosaurs. Respecting the first of these,

namely, the flying reptiles, it has been argued, that we have
no right to assume that they required a hot climate, because
tliey aro so highly organised, and have so near an aflinity to

birds in strnctnrt', that +hey may have Veen warm-blooded,

and as capabh' as birds of "sustaining great cold. But the

same argument will not apply to ichthyosaurs or to plesio-

saurs, nor to the numerous cheloiiians which occur in the

different divisions of the Cretaceous period, including the

Wealden strata, in which large terrestrial saurians are so

conspicuous.

Ilou' far extinct ordcrK and tjenern may indicate temperature.

— Tt has been objected, that in speculating on the habits and
physiological constitution of plants and animals of an epoch
so distant from our own as tlift Cretaceous, we enter a region

of doubt and uncertiiinty, because even the Eocene species

are distinct from the living ones, while the Cretaceous
fossils differ as much from the Eocene as do the latter from
living types. Dr. Fleming, therefore, when engaged in a
controversy with Doan Conybeare, in 1830, as to the proofs
of a hotter climate in the olden time, declared that the
reasonijig of his opponents was illogical, and their mode of
dealing with the subject unfair. ‘ They were playing,’ he "n-V|l)

‘ with loaded dice ;
’ for the large number of genera aro now

Owen, Palaeontology, p, 321 .
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in-titifieal and sob-tropical zones, not because they covild

line in colder regions, but simply because the land

sea in those zones are of wider extent, and support in

Sfqoal areas a greater exuberance and variety of animal and

vegetable forms. According, therefore, to the doctrine of

chances, the majority of the genera ofany past epoch, whether

they be extinct or not, will have their nearest living analogues

in hot countries. Many of them will be unrepresented in

the colder parts of the globe, not because of their unsuitable-

ness to the climate of such regions, but because of the com-

parative poverty of the fauna and flora of high latitudes.

The fact, it is said, that the same genus has often species

proper to the torrid, temperate, and frigid zones, is enough

to demonstrate that it is on sitecies alone that we can rely in

questions of climate.*

The caution here enjoined is by no means to be disregarded,

but our scepticism on this head may he carried too far. If

three assemblages of existing specivs were submitted to a good

naturalist, one of'* them ccuning Yrom arctic, another from

tempemte, and a tliird froui tropical latitudes, be would be

able at once to assign the Quarter from which each of the

three groups had been obtained, even though he might never

have seen any one of the upecieg before. lie would be guided

partly by the presence of certain genera and orders, and

partly by the absence or feeble reiiresentatiou of others in

each group. It is by reasoning of this kind that we are

able to arrive at conclusions re82)ecting the temj>erature of

periods when most of the gensra and many oven ofthe orders

of plants and animals differ from those now living, and it must

be remembered that when we study the modern Tertiary for-

mations, in which a considerable proportion of the species are

identical with living ones, we are able to infer from their

associates what was the climate of many species and genera

of animals and plants long since extinct. By this means, our

data of comparison, when we are endeavouring to interpret

tihe monuments of antecedent epochs, are greatly increased,

aipeer it is not merely to the living creation that we can

appeaL
* Edinburgli New Phil Jour., 1880.
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Evicimee of fimUng ice in the eea of the White

Englamd.—The homogeneous character of the white chalfcjOT

upper portion of the great Cretaceous formation ihroQj^lioat

a large part of Europe is now explained by the discor^
it is made up almost exclusively of the remains of the Odt*

careous shells of Foraminifera, while the siliceous portione

have been derived chiefly from plants called Diatoms. It was

ascertained, when soundings were made for the Electric Tele-

graph, that calcareous mud of a similar character ahd»ori|^

is now forming over vast areas in the depths of the Atlantic.

The general absence from the white chalk of sand, pebbles,

drift-wood, and other signs of neighbouring land, is thus ac-

counted for, but the occasional discovery of single and per-

fectly isoliited stones, usually consisting of quartz and green

schist, in the south-east of England, has naturally excited

much surprise. lu what manner fould such stones have been

earned far out into an oi)en sea, so as to fall to the bottom

without any admixture of.other foreign matter? I formerly

endeavoured to explain thisveii’gma by referring to a feet

observed by Mr. Darw in, namely,' that stones of considerable

size are occasionally entangled ifn the roots of floating trees,

and transported to great distances in mid-ocean. One of

them, as big as a man’s head, w'as conveyed in this way for

600 miles to Ket'ling Island, a small ring of coral in the

Indian Ocean. Seaweed also, called Kelp, Fueus vesiculome,

when uprooted, frequently bears along with it from shallow

water pebbles and eaith around which its roots have grown.

But, on rectmsideriiig all the facts now observed, I agree

with Mr. Godwin-Austen that there are so&ie cases which

we cannot account for without introducing the agency of

ice. Thus, for example, in 1857, there was found at

Purley, near Croj’don, in the body of ^e white chalk, a
group of stones, the largest of which consisted of syenite.

This block had been broken up by the workmen before

it was examined by any scientific observer, but the

largest of the fragments was ascertained to be twt^ve

inches in diameter in two directions, and to weigh upNHtfds

of twenty-four pounds. It was surrounded by graniric sand

and pebbles of greenstone, and its dimensions rendered
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Ijbe of transportation by drift-timber inadmissible,

was, moreoyer, a total absence of carbonaceous matter^

^ might have been looked for if a waterlogged tree

bifid iWKih on the spot. Mr Godwin-Ansten^ therefore, has

WSl^ec^ted that the pebbles and loose sand must have been

froaen into coast-ice, and then floated out to sea, and the

atones, he observes, mineralogicollj' considered, present just

such, an assemblage as might now be found ou a beach oii^

the coast of Norway in lat. 60*" N. As to the degree of (fold

required for the formation of such coftstr-ice,^ it may not, the

same author remarks, have exceeded that occasionally ex-

perienced in our times on the easlern coast of England, from

which ice has lifted and floated away far greater w(*igliis.*

Another example of a rounded block, weighing above

thirteen pounds, had b(^eu previoiasl) noticed in ihe ‘chalk

with flints,’ by Mr. Catt ^now Mr. Willoii), ni a pit near

Lewes. Attached to it was Sjwudf/htjt lituafnhy with serpulm

and some bryozoa. It had evKjently been i oiled before

transportation, and before Uie^sofpuhe had fixed themselves

on it. But no large angiTlar blocks ha\c as jet been met

with in the white clialk, of tuch a si/e as to imply the ag(*iu*y

of glaciers and icebergs.

Climate of the Oolitic and Tn<im< /Vuo(7«.-- When W(^

enquire into the cliniatal state of the globe in times which

preceded the Cretaceous, y>g find a v(*ry g(un^ral agret^inont

among zoologists and botanists as to the warmth of European

latitudes in the Oolitic and Triassic eras. The vegetation of

these periods consists chiefljirof ejeads, conihTs, and

Professor HeerVemarks,that the tree which is most counnoii

in the Upper Trias in Switzerland has a near alhuity to a

living African species of Zamia,t and M. Adolphe Brongniart

had long before eijpressed his opinion that the i)Luits of the

secondary periods fiivoured the hypothesis of a climate like

that of the West Indies. The same genera, and, to some

extent, tlie same species of ammonites and s(;me other sIk^Hh

pr<^pa* tooolitic strata in Europe, occur also in formations of

the same age in India, as, for example, in Sciude and in

Cuteh^ lat. 22® N. In a northerly direction the same formations

* Geol. Quart. Jouim , tol. sir, 1808 t Hear Urwelt dor Scliwtjz, p 61
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reach within 13J degrees of the Pole, as was shown by t&e
fossil specimens brought home by Sir l^eopold McCTUxitpcl^).

Among these the Eev. Samuel Haughton recognises a spedek
closely allied to the Ammonites concavus of the Lower Oolite

which was found at Prince Patrick’s Island, lat. 77® W N.
Ill Cook’s Inlet also, lat. 60® N., several ammonites ofjurassio

\ types, if not species, were obtained, and Belemnites paxilloms^

British liassic fossil. But what is far more remarkable,

remains of a large icliihyosaurus of liassic type were brought

from an island in lat. 77° 16' by Sir Edward Belcher. They

have been described and figured by Professor Owen, and as

some of tile vertebrm were inches in diameter, the animal

must have been of considerable size.* More recently, in 1866,

the remains of ichthyosaurians ivere found by the naturalists

of the Swedish expedition, in strata of jnrassic age in Spitz-

bergen in the still more iK)rthern.latitude of 78® 30'.

Ahitiuhuice and varidy of reptiles implies ivarm climate ,

—

The reptiles of the Oolite^and Lias, and of the still older

Trias, are so numerous and\li\k'rsified in form that the period

of the secondary or niosozoic roePs has been called the age

of reptiles. The number of inarhie genera alone of this class

exceeds fifty, while that of the fresh-water and terrestrial

species, including those of achdal habits, is almost as great as

that of the tribes which peopled the sea. Some of these were

more highly organised than any animals of the same class

now living, as the Belodon, for example, of the Upper Trias,

a saurian ab(>ut the size of the largest living crocodile,

but wliich belonged to the ectiuct order of Diuosaurians.

Hermann von Meyer ascertained, in 1865, that it possessed

breathing apertures or spout-holes like the whale, so that we
might imagine it to have been capable of sustaining a cold

climate w'ere it not associated with many reptiles of lower

grade, as well as with shells, corals, and plants which be-

speak a high temperature. On the whole, no less than

eighty reptiles have been described by Hermann von Mey^^
all derived from the Trias of Germany alone. They l>e^ng

entirely to extinct orders, but all of whidb^ according to

* Last of Arctic Voyages.
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Ow0i*i* display affinities more or less decided to living

',£ui^ies of t^e same class, while in the overlying liassic and

d^jbie groups we find representatives of the crocodilian and

cKdbttian orders which 'still exist, together with the four

extinct orders the Pterosaurs, Ichthyosaurs, Plesiosaurs, and

Bhiosaurs. These exhibit various grades of organization,

and the analogy of the living creation is strongly in favour

of their having flourished in a clima te in which the heat was
considerable during part of the year, and the winter brief

and never severe.

Thus, in some of the tein2K>i-atc regions of the southern

hemisphere at present, where the winters are long and the

summers cool, there is an entire absence of reptile life

—

in Tienu del Fuego, for example, and in the woody region

immediately north of the Straits of Magellan (between lati-

tudes 52" and '()" S.), and in the Fjilkland Islands. Not

even a snake, lizard, or frog, is met with
;
altlurngh in these

same countries w't find the guana^co (a kind of llama), a deer,

the puma, a large sjjecies^f foi, many small rodentia, and, in

the neighbouring sea, the seal, togt-tlicr with the poriKiise,

whale, and other cetacea.

In the arctic regions, at jwesent, reptiles are small, and

sometimes wholly wanting, wlnu-e birds, ]arg(j land quadru-

peds, and cetacea abound. Wo meet with betars, wolves,

foxes, musk-oxen, and deer, walruses, seals, wluiles, and

narwhals, in regions of ice and snow, where the smallest

snakes, efts, and frogs are rarely, if ever, seen.

The power o^ reptiles to bffry themselves in the earth, and

to hybemate in a state of torpidity, enables them to exist in

extra tropical regions, but not where the winter’s cold is

excessive or of long duration.

Absence of mammalia does not erjilain the wide range of

reptiles.—In none of the secondary rocks, as before stated,

have any mammalia clearly referable to the placental division

b^n found, whether of terrestrial or aquatic geneni. Their

abseucd may partly account for the extraordinary number of

geocra, species, and individuals of the reptile class. For the

* See a table at geological
,
dietribution of roplilee in Owen'e Palinonlology,

p. 321, 'Sod edit, 1881.
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reptiles enjoyed in those periods a monopoly of a large portion

of the habitable surface which they are now obliged to Bhai*G

with the more powerful mammalia. In the struggle

existence they had only to compete with marsupials of vety

diminutive size, and, so far as we know, there were few con-

temporary birds, so that to a great extent the reptiles per-

formed the functions in iho air, on the land, and in the water,

which the two highest classes of vertebrata now discharge.

But granting that the predominance of reptiles is cheeliedin

our days by the important piirt played by the more highly

organised vertebrata, we can by no means attribute the present

scarcity of saurians (crocodiles and iguanas), lizards, tortoises,

snakes, and the larger batrachians in high latitudes, as

contrasted with their abundance in secondary periods, to the

progress whicdi the animate woidd has made in that great

interval towards a more highly ^'organised state. All the

above-nientioned ord(*rs of reptiles are able to maintain their

ground at present against the ape, elephant,rihinocenjs, tiger,

deer, and other mammalia, large a^d small, in all zones where

they are favoured by sufficuuit heat. If they are absolutely

wanting in polar regions it is evidently not the competition

of the bears, musk-bulFalos, walruses, and whales which sets a

limit to tlunv range in that dirt*ction, but the powder of frost.

There is no area in the globe at present, between the

ixirallels of 10'^ and where a climate exists like that

which we may suppose to have prevailed when the triassic

and oolitic rocks wore formed. But perhaps the nearest

approach to it may be found in the Galapag/>s Archipelag'O

(situated nearly 600 miles w'est of the coast of Peru), which

is of volcanic origin and contains ten principal islands,

some of them from 8,000 to 4,000 feet high, and one of them,

Albemarle Island, 75 miles long. Placed under the equator,

the heat is greater than in temperate latitudes, but it is

moderated by the surrounding ocean, and by a current of

cold water which flows from Patagonia northwards along the

west coast of South America. This archipelago has been

called the land of reptiles, from the extraordinary nnihber of

large tortoises, together with lizards and snakes, which it

supports. Among the lizards are two species of a peculiar
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called AmMyrhyncus, one of them terrestrial and the

other aquatic. The latter is marine, laying its eggs in the

seaweed under water; it affords the only living example,

with the exception of some sea-snakes, of a reptile proper to

ocean, and it serves to show that the existence of seals

and cetacea, which abound in the Pacific, forms no bar to the

coexistence of aquatic reptiles in the same region. The
number of individual tortoises and other reptiles could not

possibly be so great in these islands, were it not for the

absence of mammalia, for a single indigenous spocios of

mouse was the only representative of this class when Mr.

Darwin visited the archipelago in the Beagle in 183o. Even

this rodent seems to have boon confined to Chatliaiii Island,

and may possibly be a variety of a South American form,

introduced by the buccaiuvrs. lii James Island a rat be-

longing to the old-worhl division, no doubt brought by some

ship, had betni naturalised. All ihoisl.mds weio miinhabited

by man until about lbd2, when the first biiiall colony was

founded. In iho fauna of tiio* Galapagos islands we have

therefore a state of things very analogous to that of the

secondary periods before alluded to.

The rich maiine fauna of the St. Cassian beds in the

Austrian Alps, and of the dibtiict of d’Esino in Lombardy, so

well illustrated by Stoppani, affords evidence, througli its

gigantic Ammonites and Ortho(*er<jtd, and by the large si/o of

the Gasteropoda and Lamellibranchiata, that in the east ot

Europe the seas enjoyed a warm climate, at th(* saim* time

that in the west the triassic 1:cptil#*8 before mentioned were

swarming on flie land and in the rivers and estuaries. This

St. Cassian fauna is known to cxtcuid as far north as lat.

and has been traced as far south in India as the Himalaya

mountains in lat.,30®, showing that the elevated temperature

aJluded to was of wide geographical extent.

Tna$9ic c(mghmerate.—The great size of some fragments

of rock in the New Red Sandstone, probably of Triassic age,

in Devonshire, has led Mr. Godwin- Au^^bm to refer their

transpart to ice-action ; but this opinion has been contro-

verted by Mr. Pengelly,* who has shown that such masses

* See his Paper on the Bed Sandetone ConglorntraUb tf Dcrontthiro, jnrt ii
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may not have travelled far, and are such as might have been

moved by breakers beating against a wasting cliff.

Permian foaeih.—Between the Triassic and Pennian rocks

there is a break which doubtless implies a great lapse of time,

of which the records are wanting, in that part of the globe

as yet best known to the geologist. It constitutes the line

of division between the j^rimary and secondary, or between

the Mesozoic and Paheozoic formations. The Permian rocks

have been traced as iar north as Petschora-land in Busaia

between hit. G5° and 70° N. They occur largely in Germany

and England
;
and in North America have been traced as far

south as Kansas and Nebraska, lat. 44® N.

Amongst the Permian shells we find the genera Nautilus

and Orthoceras, and these are sometimes accompanied by

large reptiles of a family called Thecodonts, which combine

in their structure many characters of the living crocodiles

and laceriians. They jire most nearly allied to the Varanians

or Muuitors, which now inhabit tropical countries. The fos-

sil plants of the Ponuiaji foi^iiajion are sfery like those of

the antecedent carboniferous strtffta, of which I shall pre-

sently speak, and indicate the f)revalence of a wariii and

moist climate throughout a great part of the northern

hemisphere.

Supposed siijuft of ice-orJion in the Fermion Period.—^Pro-

fessor llamsay, in an able memoir published in 1855, gave

an account of observations made by him on a brecciated

conglomerate of Permian age in Shropshire, Worcester-
' shire, and other parts of Engjiand, which had led him tp

infer the action of floating ice in tlie seas v>f that remote

period. His arguments arc founded on the following facts :—

i

the fragments of various rocks imbedded in .these breccias

are often angular, and of large size, some of them weighing

more than half a ton ;
they are very often fl&.t-sided, and have

one or more of their surfaces polished and striated. .They

are generally enveloped in a red unstratified marl, in whiphr

they lie confusedly, like stones in boulder-drift.

cases it can be demonstrated that the neared points fifdm >

which these stones could possibly have been conveyed ai«e

the mountains of Wales, more than twenty, thirty, or even
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fifty iiiSies distant ; and it is inferred that the only way in

wMch they canid have retained their angular shape, after

being transported so far from their original position, is by

beil^Lg carried by floating ice* Some of the specimens also

taken by the Professor out of the breccia, and now exhibited

in London, in the Jermyn Street Museum, have tlieir surfaces

rubbed, flattened, and farrowed, like stones subjected to

glacial action. One of the most characteristic o? these

speciniens was obtained from a spot about six miles south-

east of Bridgenorth, near the village of Enville in Worcester-

shire. The fragment is six inches in its longest diameter,

consists of hard dork Cambrian grit, with ti smoothed

surface, exhibiting parallel sets of strife in more than one

direction,* a newer set crossing the oldtT one. 1 am fully

satisfied that such fragmenis Imve been lakiMi out of the

breccia, and the explanaiiiui ofFerod by Pr(dessor Painsuy

appears to me the moat natural, imbued tln^ only <tniv

present state of science which can bo Hiiggestf'd. That

glaciers should have reache<J tl>e sea in hit, in England,

cannot surprise us when we see them coming down at pn'sent

to within 500 feet of the soff in Now Z(‘ahuul, in hit. 44'", or

mucli nearer the equator; and it has been already stated

(p. 210) that tree-ferns and even palms now flourish in New
Zealand, in the immediate neighbourliood of these glaciers.

It should also be borne in mind, that there is a great dearth

of fossil remains in the Permian conglomerates of Central

England; and we know not by wdiat plants or animals the

lands and seas were inhabited^t the time of tludr acciimula/-

tion, and, conse^^^ently, we are ignorant, so far as we depemd

on organic evidence, of the nature of Ihe climate which

prevailed in that part of the Permian era, when tlio stones

which have apparently been glaciated were carried to their

present sites. Professor Suess, who has studied the Permian

conglomerate or Bothliegende in various parts of the Alps,

a^ya that it shows signs of great denudation of pro-existing

,, by the large quantity of quartz pebbles which it contains,

^ but hitherto no signs of ice-borne rocks have there been met

* Quart. Geol. Journ.. rol. li.
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with. The Alpine localities, however, are about 5^ south Of

those alluded to in Great Britain.

Climate of Garboiiiferous Period—fosiil piawis.—If we ue:a!!;t

consider the climate of the Carboniferous period, we shaH

find that botanists have considerably modified the ideas wKch
they originally entertained respecting the tropical temperar^

ture supposed to be indicated by the fossil plants of that era#

The fruit called Trigonocarpon, occurring in such profusion

in the coal inoasnres, was at first referred to the palm tribe,

till the discovery of more perfect specimens enabled Dr.

Hooker to decide Unit it was not a palm, but more probably

belonged to a taxoid conifer, somewhat like the Chinese

Salisbnria. The structure of the coniferous wood preserved

ill these strata exhibits some pointwS of analogy with the

Arauenria} of Chili, Brazil, New Holland, and Norfolk Island.

M. Adolphe Brongnifirt has observed that the great nu-

merical preponderance of ferns over other forms of vegeta-

tion in the Carboniferous era gives us ground to conclude

that the climate was wanri awd pioisl. It must be confessed

that this reasoning loses some of its force when we consider

that the ancient flora is almost entirely destitute of those

flowering plants wdiicli now constitute three-fourths 0/ the

living vegetation. The ferns of the Coal period had fewer

rivals to compete wdth, and more space in which to develop

themselves freely
;

still the fact that many of them belong

to arborescent genera, such as Caulopteris, Zippea, Sphalmo-

pteris, nnd Siemmatopieris, would incline us to think,

according to the analogy of t4ie living creation, that the cli-

mate was warm, moist, and equable, for tr(^e-fems are now
most abundant in islands of the tropical ocean, although

some species extend in New Zealand, as before stated, as far

towards the antarctic regions as the 46jih degree of south

latitude. A warm climate seems also implied by the other

vascular cryptogams which, together with the ferns, from

nineteen-twentieths of the carboniferous flora. They beloi^

to families allied to ferns, such for example as the Sigi&ai^

Lepidodendra, and Calamites, and most of them aitclUod4
vastly greater size, growing even to the height of forest trees^

and had a more complex structure, than any of their modem
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re^sentatives. Their stems had also a lax tissue and, like

liring cryptogams of the same families, they must have

derived the greater part of the water which entered into

their composition, as well as tlieir carbon, by their leaies

firom the air. They probably flourihhed, tlierefore, in an
atmosphere highly charged with aqueous \apour, and such

an atmosphere miisl have been warm. Yet wo must md
suppose the heat to have been tiopical, for hot sunshine, b)

prbmqiting the decomposition of vegetable matter, is adverse

to the formation of coal as it to tliat of peat.

As to the geographical range in the iiortlH‘iii hemibphere

of this ancient flora, it is already nseertaiiiod that it extrunls

from Alabama in the United States in 1 li. to tlie .irctio

regions, while it has been traced in Eniojie fn>m conlial

Spain in lat. 38° to Scotland in lat. r)f)°. Tn the arctic

regions it was first obsoived in Mehillo J'^laml, in lat. 7o°,

dunng Capt, Parry’s expedition. The pi mis II104 eollectod

were examined by the late Dr. Lindli*}, who leco^nised them
as true fossils of tlfe ancient yoal.^ •Tlu' oiiginal t oiled lou has

unfortunately been lo«t, buframong other fossils since bi ought

from the same island by Sis Duipold Mc('‘linto(*lv, Ileer has

rect^nised ferns of the genus S< hizopin ih, a toim character-

istic of the ancient coal. Middendoit louiul Cahnmfih camia -

forrnis in a very high latitude near the mouths ot the Lena.

Von Buck has described strata of the (V>al period eoutmiung

characteristic marine fossils in Bear Island, Lit. 71° dfi" N.,

midway between Spit/bergen and the North (’ipe, 111 about

the same parallel as Melville^fsland ; and fiom asbuciated

rocks of the sanne age and in tbo smi(» locality U<(r h«js

received as many as fifteen species of plants v\ell known as

occurring in different stages ot the European Oarbonifeious

formation.t

After what was said atp. 201 of the spuad of tlie Miocene

flora over the arctic regions, and its neai apjao.ieli to the

^orth Pole, the reader will feel no surprise u1 finding tJiat

m times long antecedent there was an equally vigorous

vegetation in the same latitudes. Moreover, tlu' coal plants

^ Cyclopcedia, art Coni Plants * Stiidcj 1 « E1<.hw i | 424

yoL. I. Q
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were of different genera, and some few of them perhaps of

different orders, from any now existing,and they maytherefore
have been endowed with a constitution enabling them to ac-

commodate themselves to a long polar lyght.

We know, by experiment, that plants which are natives

of the tropics can dispense more easily with the bright light

of those countries than with the heat of the same. Pew
palms can live in our temperate latitudes without pro-

tection from the cold ; but when placed in hot^houses

they grow luxuriantly, even under a cloudy sky, and where

much light is intercepted by the glass and frameworks

At St. Petersburg, in lat. 60° N., many tropical plants have

been successfully cultivated in hot-houses, although there

they must exchange the perpetual equinox of their native

regions for days and nights which are alternately protracted

to nineteen hours and shortened^ to five. How much farther

towards the pole even the existing species might continue to

live, provided a due quantity of heat and moisture were sup-

plied, has not yet been det(^riijined
;
but St. Petersburg is

probably not the utmost limit, a*iid we should expect that in

lat.
j
65° at least, where they would never remain twenty-four

hours without enjoying the sun’s light, they might still fexist.

Suppoml e.rce»H of carbonic acid in the air.—That the air

was charged with an excess of carbonic acid in the Coal period

has long been a favourite theory with many geologists, who
have attributt'd partly to that cause an exuberant growth of

plants. It has been said that there is ten times more carbon
locked up in a solid form in ^he ancient coal-measures, than

all that is now contained in the atmosphere ;«but granting the

truth of this estimate, which is probably far below the mark,
the soundness of the inference has always appeared to me
most questionable. The atmosphere now receives large aup^

plies of carbonic acid by gaseous emanations from the interior

of the earth, wdiicli are most copiously given out in volcanic

regions, and especially by volcanos during eruptionisu 0^
buretted hydrogen also escapes from beds of cod and li^m
and other fossiliferous strata in which organic matter
composing ;

the same gas evidently rising from great depths ig

also evolved from rents in the granitic and other crystalline
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roeka ixk ^hich there are no organic remains. But it does not

foUow that the air is becoming more and more loaded \i^ith

carbonic acid, for there are causes in actionwhich prevent such

a chsmge in the constitution of the atmosphere. Wherever

diift-timber is buried
||

the delta of a river, sea, or lake, or

v^rherever peat is forming, we behold the process hy which

carbon is first extracted by the powers of vegetation from the

atmosphere, and then locked up permanently, or for ages, in

the earth’s crust. As to the volume of carbonaceous matter

which may thus be accumulated, it is a mere question of the

time for which certain species of plants, together with the

conditions fit for making peat and for burying drift-timber,

may endure.*

Some botanists are of opinion that tlio Sigillaria in the

Carboniferous period placed the same part \\hich is now
performed bj the Spliagmim in Eiiropts both of them ttmding

to relieve the atiuosph(*re of part of the taibonic tj^cid whicli

is incessantly evolved from the interior of the earth. Mr.

Darwin attributt*^ the small (lu^an^ity of peat formed m some

regions of South America which uic exoeodinglj damp to the

absence of species of planks p(H*uliculy titled for its produc-

tion. The abundance of coal, tli<»ri‘foie, in certain disirictb

may have arisen from the pcculiaiit} of the vegetation,

and of a climate which prevented d<'coin[)()hition, rather than

from a peculiarity in the atmosjihen' which enveloped the

globe in the Carboniferous peiiod. In the Kunn of Kutdi

there is a great annualdepositof salt caused by the evaporation

of sea-water ; but this arises ^om g( ogiaphn al causes wholly

unconnected with the chemical condition of the ocean, wlucli

is not supposed to contain in that part ol India more than its

average proportion of chloride of sodium. The quantity of

rock salt stored up in the Kunn of Kutch, if that laige district

should bo slowly subsiding, may in time exc(‘f*d in amount all

the brine now held in solution by the ocean, but if so, future*

geologists will have no right to conclude that duiing such

an ai^umulation of chloride of sodium the waters of the sea

were more salt than they usually are. Nay, it

would be even safer to conclude that during the period wlieii

* 8«6 below, Char XVII
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SO much rock salt was forming, the waters of the ocean would

contain less than their average quantity of brine.

Fossil shells and corals of the Carboniferous Period,—If we

now turn from the flora to the fauna of the Carboni^erone

period, wo find among the invertebiTifce animals many large

chambered shells ofCephalopoda,such as Nautilus, Orthoceras,

and others, as well as stone-lilies or encrinites, and corals, all

ofwhich families flourished in those secondary periods, when

for reasons already explained, a warm climate is supposed to

have prevailed. It may indeed be objected, in regard to the

corals, that they all belong to types only met with in the

primary or ])ala'ozoic rocks ;
that is to say, to the orders

Zoantharin rvgosa and Z. tahulaia of Milne-Edwards, which

with one exception became extinct after the Permian era

;

but it must be remembered that these Palaeozoic cup and star

corals of the older or quadi ipartite type have such a range,

from tropical to iioi*tIierii regions, that we must either sup-

pose them to have had grejater powers of adaptation to differ-

ences of climate, or that tlie^ sej^s of higli and low latitudes

had a more equable temperature 1)han they have now.

Garhomferous A^nphibia ,

—

No^representatives of the Verte-

brata have been found in tlie Carboniferous formation except

reptiles and fisli. The species of the former class are con-

fined to two extinct orders, Gariocephala and Labyrmthodon-^

tia^ which are represented by thirteen genera in the coal-

measures of England and Ireland. Both of these depart

widely from living t} pes, but approach most nearly to the

tailed batrachiaiis of our time, to which the salamanders

and cei'tain pereunibranchiate batracliiaift belong. AH
these are members of the sub-class Amphibia, which are

regarded by many zoologists as intermediate between true

reptiles and fish. Their nearest living allies are only found at

present in the northern hemisphere, where they have, accord-

ing to Mr. Gunther, a wide range from north to south, in

America, as well as Eitrope and Asia. They are most
numerously represented in genera, species, and individuals

in the Southern United States, and on the tablet-land of

Mexico. In Guatemala we find that in lat. 16° N:
have already become scarce, being reduced to one or two
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forms. As to their extension in the opposite direction, some
sniall species occur in the Canadian lakes

; one of these, of

^ Menobranchns family, Oiredon hiemaliSf having l)een

, bbiii^ed as far north as Lake Superior, in a place where the

water was frozen overman inch thick every night for three

,.13(ionths.* Such a geographical distribution is confirmatory

of the conclusions as to climate to which we have been led

by the plants of the Carboniferous era, as the tailed batra-

chians* attain their fullest development between the 20th and
40th degrees of latitude, or in a warm zone free from intense

heat or cold.

Devonian Period.—In the antecedent Devonian period

there are no reptiles, not even any of the order Amphibia.
There are abundance of Ganoid fish, which have their

nearest living analogues in the rivers of Northern Africa,

for they are closely related to tlie African Polypterus, of

which several species are found in the Nile, and bthers in

the rivers of Senegal. The associated Placoid fish belong also

to a family found chiefly in ^uatorial regions, though having

a wide range into cooler latitudes. The Devonian, or Old

Eed^crustaceans, such as Pterygotus and Eurypterus, attain

some of them a length of five or six feet, and are therefore

most comparable, in size at least, to crustaceans such as the

King Crab, now living in Japan and America, and in regions

sfciillnearer the equator. The mollusca and corals resemble

generically those of the Carboniferous period. The Devonian

flora chiefly known to us through the labours of American

geologists in th§ State of Ne'vil^York, and in Canada as far

north as lat. 49°. More than sixty American species are

enumerated by Dr. Dawson from that continent, and they

comprise so large a portion of the carboniferous genera,

including tree-fernc, as to point to a similarity of climate.

The same may be said of the European plants of correspond-

ing age, 80 far as they are known.

signs of ice-action in the Old Red Sandstone^ or

Feriod.—^The Rev. J. G. Gumming, in 1848, in his

: of th Isle of Man, compared the conglomerate of the

Old Red Sandstone to ‘ a consolidated ancient boulder clay

* Dr. Samuel Kneeland, Proceed. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. vi. p. 162.
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and more recently (1866), Professor Ramsay has pointed oirti

that the conglomerate of the same age seen at Kirkby-Lons-*

dale, and Sedbergh, in Westmorland and Yorkshire, contains

stones and blocks distinctly scratched, and with longi^

tudinal and cross striations, like the markings produced by

glacial action. I have myself examined this rock, and hare

seen blocks taken from it which exhibit such markings^

some of them undistiiiguishable from those which I hare

observed on blocks taken from beneath a glacier. But

Professor Ramsay has himself adverted to the fact, that the

conglomerate above alluded to has been subjected to violent

movements in different directions, and to great pressui^e

after it was buried under thousands of feet of carboniferous

strata. In consequence of these movements, some markings

have been produced within the body of the rock itself, one

pebble having occasionally been squeezed and forced against

another, so as to indent it. Many of the pebbles also, and

stones two feet and morh in diameter, have acquired that

polish which is called slickenside; and the same may be

seen in various pjirts of the ^marly matrix. We must

not forget that the district in question is exactly in" the

line of a great system or succession of faults, so that here

there has been an unusual repetition of movement and dis-

location of rock, which makes it difficult to decide in many
cases to what kind of mechanical action the effects alluded

to have been due. More evidence, I think, must be obtained

before we can feel perfectly convinced that the markings in

question have had a glacial origin. ^

Climate of the Silurian Period,—When we enquire into the

climate of the Silurian and still older formations, we find

ourselves deprived of some important classes of evidence on
which we have relied when considering the organic remaiw
of the formations of later date. Reptiles fail us entirely^

as in the Devonian rocks ; fish are wanting, except a teyfr

remains in the Upper Silurian
; of plants tibere are notte^

save a few doubtful fucoids and a few cryptogamic spomi|l^'

in the Upper Ludlow
;
we must therefore be content to totm

our opinion as to the state of the climate from those g^eta
of invertebrate animals of which there is a great profusion^
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bnt vthich usually in the primary strata depart widely from

tertiary and Imng types. Of the probable tearing on climate

of the large crustaceans of the genera Euryptems and Ptery-

gotwi X have already spoken when treating of the Devonian

and we find them equally well represented by other

epeoies of the same genera in the higher beds of the under-

lying Silurian. The numerous trilobites, large chambered

cephalopoda, the corals, and the crinoids are also so like those

of the newer members of the Palaeozoic series as to make us

incline to believe that a similar climate prevailed in the

northern hemisphere, and a somewhat uniform temperature

from equatorial to very high latitudes. In speculating,

however, on this subject, we must not forget that much
light has recently been thrown by deep-sea dredging on the

nnitbrmity of temperature which may prevail in the ocean

from high to low latitudes, at depths now known to be

inhabited, though formerly supposed to be below the zero of

animal life. , •

Concluding remarks on Chjmtf.—The result then of our ex-

amination in this and in the preceding chapter ofthe organic

andinorganic evidence as to fhe state of the climate of former

geological periods is in favour of the opinion that the heat

was generally in excess of what it now is. There have

beeU oscillations of temperature, and at leest one period

of excessive cold of comparatively modern date. In the

greater part of the Miocene and preceding Eocene epochs

the frruna and flora of Central Europe were subtropical,

and a vegetation resembling' that now seen in Northern

Europe extended into the arctic regions as far as they

have yet been explored, and probably reached the pole

itself. In the Secondary or Mesozoic ages, the pre-

dominance of reptile life, and the general character of the

fossil types of that great class of vertehrata, indicate a

warm climate and an absence of frost between the 40th

parallel of latitude and the pole, a large ichthyosaurus

^ving been found in lat. 77" 16' N. The great development

the tetrabranchiate and dibranchiate cephalopoda,

with the general character of the mollusca and corals, as

well as of the plants, is in perfect accordance with the
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inferences deduced irom the associated fossil reptiles, if we
then carry back our retrospect to the primary or Palaoozoie

ages, we find an assemblage ofplantswhich imply that a waMt,
humid, and equable climate extended in the Carboniferoosi

period uninterruptedly from the 30th parallel of latitude to*

within a few degrees of the pole, or to northern regions

where at present the severe winter’s frost, and the almost

universal covering of snow lasting for many months, pre-

clude the existence of a luxuriant vegetation. A still older

flora, the Devonian, so far as we have yet traced its geo-

graphical extension, leads to similar inferences, and the

invertebrate fauna of the Devonian, Silurian, and Cambrian

rocks has such a generic resemblance to that of the Carboni-

ferous, Perjniaii, and Triassic periods as to imply that a

similarity of conditions in regard to temperature prevailed

throughout the whole of these six periods.

As to the supposed indications of ice-action in the Miocene

and Eocene and the still remoter Permian periods, the reader

must not forget the cautiorf ahgsady given (p. 210), that

should we meet with erratic blocks of the largest size, having

one or more glaciated surfaces, included in sedimentary strata

between latitudes 40® and 60®, these blocks may have been

carried to their present destination without the aid of glacial

conditions more intense than those now supplied by the

present state both of the northern and southern hemispheres.

We learn from Captain Evans’s ice-chart* that in Januai^

1850 icebergs reached even to the Cape of Good Hope« ia

lat. 35® S. ;
and we shall see in Chapter XVI. t]iat large erratio

blocks have been seen imbedded in icebergs floating far fnnn

land in the southern seas.

* Adimialty Charts, 1865, No. 1241 See also p 249.
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CHAPTEE XTL

VIOISSlTtJDES IN CLIilATE CATJ<^ED BY GEOGEAPHICAL

CHANGES.

Oil fEB CAUSVS OP VICISSITUDES IV ClllIiTr—ON IHP IRP^iNT DIH-USIOV

OF HBAT OVER THE GIOBB—MIAN ANNLAl IS0THL11M\I lINfS -3)W>M)INCL

PP THE Ml*AX TEMPEBATURt ON THl R> 1 Am F POSITION OF LAND AND SJ A—
CLTMATF Ot SOUTH GHOIiOlA AND llliRttA DM 1 1 ICO COJ 1) OF THl AM IHC-

nC REGION—OPLN SF\ NIAP IHl NORTH lOTI—lUKT OF ( T RRl NTS JV

^
EQUALISING THL TIMPERArc HI OI HIGH AM) 1 OW I ATI TUDFS- TIIH lUISFNr

PROPORTION OF POI AK 1 \.ND AINORMM ST (( LESION OI (fOfllKTHICAl

changes RLVKATFD lO US DY <101001 MM SJlOMlVfJ Till AMOINT Ol

XTROPLAN lAND VHTCU HAS DlTN*tJM)IR VATl R SINCF 'IHI COMMINdMINT
OF TIIF IXHINfc UjUDD— VNngillYOl THl LXISTtM CONIININIS CHANOLS
IN GEOGRAPHY WHK H IRlLlDIJ) Till TIRriAIl 11 >Cif MAT hllOUlVG Jill

UNEQUAT DISTRlllUTiftN Ol LAND AND At All I ON Till GIOBH 1 OUMFR
GKOGBAPKICAl CllANOFS MlllCH jfAY HA\P ( Al SI 1) Till IITCTUATIONS IN

CLIMATE REVEUH) TO US HI (lOlOCl IDIAL AlAl \M1II THl EXCISS fP

LAND RFMOIFDIROM I )J \R 10 llOftCAL RFOlONs GRl Al DITIll OF THl SKA

A«fCOMPARED 10 THH MIAN HI If HI OF THT I \NI) AND 1I& CONNECTION 'WITH

THE BLOWNB&S OF CIIMATAL CHANG IS

Cauees of vicwaitudes tn chnuite.— As oni letrospoctive survey

of the fossiUferous rocks of successive periods, given in the

last two chapters, has led us to infer that the eaitli’s surface

ha>8 ekperieneed great changes of climate since it has been

itt];iabited by living beings, ffe, have next to enquire how

such vicissitudes can be rcjtipnciled with the existing order of

nature. The earlier specrlatois in geology availed thein-

adves of this, as of every obscure problem, to confirm their

views concerning ai»period when the planet was in a nascent

or half-formed state, or when the laws of the animate and

inanimate world difiPered essentially from those now esta-

blished $ and in this, as in many other cases, they succeeded,

to ho nnall extent, in diverting attention from that class of

facts which, if fully understood, might have led the way

to an explanation of the phenomena. At first it was imagined

tha'*’ the earth’s axis had been for ages perpendicular to the
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plane of the ecliptic, so that there was a perpetual equinox,

and uniformity of seasons throughout the year; that the

planet enjoyed this ‘ paradisiacal ’ state until the era of the

great flood ; but in that catastrophe, whether by the ahooh

of a comet, or some other convulsion, it lost its equipoise, and

hence the obliquity of its axis, giving rise to the varied seSi-

sons of the temperate zone, and the long nights and days of

the polar circles.

When the progress of astronomical science had exploded

this theory, it was assumed, that the earth at its creation

was in a state of igneous fluidity, and that, ever since that

era, it had been cooling down, contracting its dimensions, and

acquiring a solid crust. It was also taken for granted that

this original crust was the same as that which we are now
studj'ing, and which contauis the monuments of a long series

of revolutions in the animate world. This notion, however

arbitrary,* was well calculated for lasting popularity, because

it referred the mind directly to the beginning of things, and

required no support from any ulterior hypothesis. But the

progress of geological investigation gradually dissipated the

idea, at first universally entertained, that the granite or

crystalline foundations of the earth’s crust were of older date

than all the fossiliferous strata. It has now been demon-

strated that this opinion is so far from the truth that it is

difiicult to point to a single mass of volcanic or plutonicrock

which is more ancient than the oldest known organic remains.

Such being the case, the question of original fluidity, although

a matter of legitimate specuMtion to the physicist, is <Mie

with which the geologist is but little concerned. It mity

relate to a state of things which preceded our earliest records

by a lapse of ages many times greater than the entire .series

of geological epochs with which we are acquainted.

If, instead of indulging in conjectures as to the state of the

planet at the era of its creation, we fix our thoughts steadily

on the connection at present existing between climate sud
the distribution of land and sea, and then consider whe$
influence former fluctuations in the physical geography of the

globe must have had on sisperficial temperature, we inay
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make a near approximation to a true theory. But the effect

of former Tariations in the heat and cold of the different

eeasons in the year, caused by the precession ofihe equinoxes,

combined with the revolution of the apsides, and still more

foliations in the excentricity of the earth’s orbit, will have

to be taken into account, as subsidiary to the more dominant

influence of geographical conditions. Should doubts and
obscurities stiU remain, they should be ascribed to our

limited acquaintance with the laws of Nature, not to revolu-

tions in her economy. They should stimulate us to farther

research, not tempt us to indulge our fancies respecting

imaginary changes of internal temperature, or the unsettled

state of the surface of a planet before it was prepared for the

habitation of living beings.

Diffmion of heat over ihe glohe .—In considering the laws

which regulate the diffusioit of heat over tlie globe, we must
be careful, as Humboldt well remarks, not to regard the

climate of Europe as a type of t,he temperature which all

countries placed under the 4aiu*e latitude enjoy. The physi-

cal sciences, observes this philosopher, always bear the im-

press of the places where they began to bo cultivated
;
and

as, in geology, an attempt was at first made to liken all the

volcanic phenomena to those of Italy, so in meteorology, a

small part of the old world, the centre of the primitive

civilisation of Europe, was for a long time considered a type

bo which the climate of all corresponding latitudes might be

referred. But this region, constituting only one-seventh of

the whole glob% proved eventually to bo the exception to the

general role. For the same reason, we may warn the geolo-

gist to be on his guard, and not hastily to assume that the

tentperature of the earth in the present era is a type of that

which most usually obtains, since he contemplates far

tnightier alterations in the position of land and sea, at dif-

ibreht epochs, than those which now cause the climate of

to differ from that of other countries in the same

paraui&ls of latitude.

It is now well ascertained that zones of equal warmth, both

in the atmosphere and in the waters of the ocean, are neither
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parallel to the equator nor to each other.* It is also known
that the mean annual temperature may be the same in two

places which enjoy very different climates, for the seasons

may be nearly uniform, or violently contrasted, so that the

lines of equal winter temperature do not coincide with those

of equal annual heat or isothermal lines. The deviations of

all these lines from the same parallel of latitude are deter-

mined by a multitude of circumstances, among the principal

of which are the position, direction, and elevation of the

continents and islands, the position and depths of the sea,

and the direction of winds and currents.

On comparing the two continents of Europe and America,

it is found that places in the same latitude have sometimes

a mean difference of temperature amounting to 11°, or even

ill a few cases to 17° Fahr.
;
and some places on the two

continents, which have the saino mean temperature, differ

from 7° to 17° in latitude. Thus, Cumberland House, in

North America (see fig. 9, p. 240), having* the same latitude

(54° N.) as the city of York in England, stands on the iso-

thermal line of 32°, which we have to seek in Europe at the

North Cape, in lat. 71°, but its Summer heat exceeds thst of

Brussels or Paris.f The priiicijial cause, says Humboldt, of

the greater intensity of cold in corresponding latitudes of

North America, as contrasted with Europe, is the connection

of America with the polar circle, by a large tract of land, some
of which is from three to five thousand feet in height

; and,

on the other hand, the separation of Europe from the arctic

circle by an ocean. The oceltn has a tendency to preserve

* We arc indebted to Alex, von Hum-
boldt for huviin; first collected together

the scattered data on winch he founded

an approximation to a true tli<‘ory of

the distribution of heat o>er the gloho.

Many of these data were derived from

the author’s own observvitions, and many

from the works of M. Pierre Prevost, of

Geneva» on the radiation of heat, and

frpm other writers.—See Humboldt on

Isothermal Lines, M6moires d’Arcuoil,

tom. iii. translated in the Edin. Phil.

Journ. vol. iii* July 1820.

The map of Isothermal Lines, pub-

lished by Humboldt and Dove in 1848

(rc-editod by Dove m 18d3, from which
fig. 9 is extracted), supplies a* lai?g^

body of well-established data fttt Stwh
investigations? of which Mr. Hopjl^ns

availed himself in an able essay * On
the Causes which may have

Changes in the Earth’a

Temperature.’—Q. Journ. Bh
1862

, p. 66 ,

t Sir J. Richardson’s Appendix 16

Sir G. Bach’s Journal, l848-..lS4d^ p*

478.
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everywhere a mean temperature, which it communicates to

the eontigucms land, so that it tempers the climate, mode-
rating alike an excess of heat or cold. The elevated land, on

the il^ther hand, rising to the colder regions of the atmo-

sphere, becomes a great reservoir of ice and snow, arrests,

condenses, and congeals vapour, and communicates its cold

to the adjoining country. For this reason, among others,

(Greenland, forming part of a continent which stretches

northward to the 82nd degree of latitude, experiences under

the 60th parallel a more rigorous climate than Lapland

under the 72nd parallel.

But if land be situated between the 45tli parallel and the

equator, it produces, unless it be of great height, exactly the

opposite effect; for it then warms the tracts of land or sea

that intervene between it and the polar circle. For the sur-

face being in this case exj)osod to the Aeitical or steeply

sloping rays of the sun, absorbs a large quantity of heat, and

raises the temperature of the atmosphere which is in contact

with it. For thisVeason, th^ \^estern parts of tlie old conti-

nent derive warmth from ^Lfrica, ^ which, like an immense

furnace, distributes its heatito Arabia, to Turkey in Asia,

and to Europe.’* The north-eastern extremity of Asia, on

the contrary, experiences in the same latitude extreme cold;

for it has the land of Siberia on the noitli between the 65th

and 70th parallel, while to the South it is separated from

the equator by the Pacific Ocean.

A large proportion of the siin’s heat is employed in the

tropics in changing water f^om the liquid to the gaseous

state, being thus absorbed without affecting the therinometer-

The moist aerial currents, therefore, which take their lise

over the ocean and damp regions of equatorial land, carry

a large quantity of latent heat to more northern latitudes,

which is set free as the wind cools and preci[>itfites its vapour

in the form of water or snow, ‘Thus aqueous vapour,’ sajs

Serschel, ‘ becomes an agent in the transfer of heat, in its

state, from one part of the globe or from one region

of the atmosphere to another.’! The upper ii*ade winds (or

antitrades), which pass freely above the peaks of all but the

^ Malte-Bnm, Fbyfi. Geol. book xvu. t Ilorpchel, Mott orology, 1862, art 51
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highest mountains, are able to pursue an almost unbrohen

course over tropical and subtropical latitudes, until they

come to those more northern regions where the act of

densation releases probably as much as three-fourths oftheir

heat. Tlie surface of the land is sometimes raised to a tempe-

rature of 159® F. in South Africa, and perhaps even higher in

Australia (see p. 283), while the surface of the ocean is

rarely heated over 80® F, The effect therefore of land at the

equator will be to cause the hot air to rise with muchj^reater

velocity than it would off the ocean, and to carry rapidly,

from localities moist enough to provide it with aqueous

vapour, a large volume of heat to more northern latitudes.

We must not forget also that, besides this action at great

heights of what has been called the upper trade winds, aerial

currents, sucli as the well-known Scirocco in Italy and the

Fohn in Switzerland, blowing from tropical ta temperate

regions at a lower level, occasionally cause the rapid melting

of the snows of the Apennines and Alps.

In July 1841, accordfpg to M. Denzler, the Fohn blew

tempestuously at Algiers, and, Vrossing the Mediterranean,

in six hours reached Marseilles, and in five hours more it

was at Geneva and the Valais, throwing down a large extent

of forest in the latter district, while in the cantons of Zurich

and the Grisons it suddenly turned the leaves of many trees

from green to yellow. In a few hours new-mown hay was
dried and ready for the haj’^stack. The snow-line of the

Alps was seen by M. Irscher the astronomer, from his

observatory at Neufehatel, by aid of the telescope^ to rise

sensibly every day while the Fohn was bjowing. Its in-

fluence is by no means confined to the summer season, for in

the winter of 1H52 it visited Zurich at Christmas, and in a
few days all the surrounding country was stripped of its sno^^
even in the shadiest places and on the cJ’ests of high ridges

;

and Escher von der Linth has pointed out that, in

tiou to the number of days that this dry wind blows^ the
Alpine glaciers advance or retreat in particular years.

Another way in which the winds have a powerful, though
indirect, influence on climate is by giving origin totheptinei-
pal currents of the ocean. Humboldt, as we have seen (p, 28V^
assigned as a cause for the rigorous climate of Greeuland,
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thatat i« tonnected ndth more northern latitudes by elevated

laaild* Bat, besides this reason, it must be borne in mind
that the eastern coast of that country is skirted for a

thodtend miles by the cold waters of the Greenland current

flowing from the North Pole, while Lapland is warmed by

the waters of the Gulf-stream flowing from the south.

It will be seen at p. 246 how much warmth is conveyed

by this stream to the west of Europe, but the point which

conee:igcis us here is that, if the land now at the equator in

the region where the upper trade wind gains its heat and

force were replaced by ocean, the supply of hot air would

be less, and^he average velocity of the trade winds would be

diminished. Now the equatorial current ofthe North Atlantic

is heapecl up in the Caribbean Sea in a gi’eat measure by the

confluent northern and southern trades, and any dimiimtion

in this force must lessen the head of water in the Gulf of

Mexico, and consequently* the force of the Gulf-stream.

There can be little doubt therefore that the present abnor-

mal preponderance of land at the Equator has a great effect in

raising the temperature of<hc surface of the globe, both by

its continuity from tropica^ to temperate regions, and by

its influence in increasing the warm aerial and oceanic

currents.

In consequence of the more equable temperature of the

waters of the ocean, the climate of islands and of coasts

differs essentially from that of the interior of continents, tlie

more maritime climates being characterised by mild winters

and more temperate summers^ for tlj<» sea breezes moderate

the cold of wiiiber, as well as the,heat of summer. When,

therefore, we trace round the globe those bolts in which the

mean annual temperature is the same, we often find great

differences in climate ; for there are insular climates in which

the seasons are nearly equalised, and eseeessive climates, as

they have been termed, where the temperatnio of winter and

summer is strongly contrasted. The whole of Europe, com-

lltred with the eastern parts of America and Asia, has an

MnstAl^r’ climate. The northern part of China, and the

Atlantic region of the United States, exhibit ^excessive

climates/ We find at New York, says Humboldt, the sum-

mer of Borne and the winter of Copenhagen ; at Quebec, the
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of Parici aad 'tho winter of Petersburg. At Pekin

in Ohina* where the mean temperature of the year is that

of the coasts of Brittany, the scorching heats of summer are

gyeatmrthan at Cairo, and the winters as rigorous as those of

ITpsala.

Memamamd iaotkermcd lines.—If lines be drawn round the

globe through all those places which have the same winter

tempexature, they are found to deviate from the parallels of

latitudgs much farther than the lines of equal mean annual

heat. The lines of equal winter in Europe, for example, are

often curved so as to reach parallels of latitude 9° or 10°

distant from each other, whereas the isothermal lines of

that continent, or those passing through places having the

same mean annual temperature, differ only from 4° to 5°.

If the reader will turn to the annexed map (fig. 9) by Pro-

fessor Dove, he will see that the isothermal line of 32° Pr.

or the freezing point of fresh-water, curves so as tg vary as

much as 14 degrees of latitude in passing from east to west, or

from the south of 'Asiatic Buss^a (lat. 56°) to the north of

Norway (lat. 70° > The sa&ie line then trends soutliward

from Norway to Iceland, and> passing to the southernmost

point'of Greenland, in lat. 60°, continues its course south-

westwards to the south of Hudson’s Bay, lat. 51° 15', a point

more than 18 degrees south of that which it had reached

in the arctic sea. It then inclines again northwards through

N- America to Behring’s Straits.

The isothermal of 14° Fahr. is equally remarkable
:
passing

from Siberia, about 50 miles gouth of Yakutsk, lat. 62° 2'

north, (which lies to the east of ^he limits of our map,) it

inclines northwards to the north of Spitsbergen, in lat. 79°,

then passes southwards through the north of ffreenland, to

68°, in Hudson’s Bay, reaching the same parallel from which

it started in Siberia, then again it inclines north-westwards

bejond the arctic circle till it reaches Point Barrow in

Bus$ian America, lat. 71° 40'. From such frets it is obvious

that the curves of those lines in the same hemisphere which

represent the same mean annual temperatiu'e are by no

means dependent on astronomical causes or on latitude

alone.

VOL. t. B
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Dependmce of the mean temperature on the relative poeiiim

of land and sea.—^When the meteorologist enquires into the

state of things south of the equator, he finds the contrast of

the temperature prevailing in certain lands similarly sitnatad

as regards their distance from the pole, equally strildiig^ not»

withstanding that, on the whole, there is a greater unifor-

mity of climate in the southern hemisphere, in consequence

of a greater predominance of sea over land* The most re-

markable illustration of this contrast is afforded by the island

of South Georgia, 800 miles due east of Tierra del Puego,

in latitude 54° S., or at the same distance from the equator

as Yorkshire. Captain Cook, speaking of this island, says,

in his second voyage, that in January (corresponding to our

July) they never had the temperature more than 10° P. above

freezing, and snow fell occasionally in the same month, the

perpetual snows descending to the level of the ocean. No
trees orshrubs were to be seen in summer, although here and

there, after a partial melting of the ice on the coast, a few

rocks were scantily coven'd^with moss arfd tufts of grass.*

This state of things is remarkable when we reflect that

the highest mountains in ScMlaud, nearly 4,500 feet high,

and four degrees nearer the pole, do not retain snow eVen on

their summits throughout the year
;
and Principal J, D.

Porbes observed, that there is no place as yet known in the

northern hemisphere where the snow-line comes down to the

level of the sea.f The exact height of the mountains in

S. Georgiu is not known, but they are described as being very

high, and in Sandwich Latyl, five degrees to the south, in

a latitude corresponding nearly to the north of Scotland,

mountains 10,000 feet high have been observed, and in those

islands, on the 1st of February, the hottest time of the year,

the whole country from the top of the mountains to the brink

of the sea -cliffs was covered with snow many fathoms thielt«

It was stated that Tierra del Puego is only 800 miles west-

^ Mr. Hopkins raises the question Soc. p. 85. 1852. But the

whether, in South Georgia, the descent gator is generally so aocusate tlist |M
of glaciers to the niurgin of the sea no reason for calling his statomentS fit

might not have been mistaken by Capt. question.

Cook for the descent of the snow-line t J, 1). Forhes, Norway, p. 205.

to the sea-level. Quart. Joum. Geol.
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weo^ of Geoi^ia. As it is in the same latitude, as well

in the same hemisphere, the contrast in climate which it

ptiesents must be quite independent of what we may term

astronomical causes. In Tierra del ruepo the lower limit

of the snow-line ascends, according to Darwin, to between

3,000 and 4,000 feet above the level of the sea, and there are

forests on the flanks of the hills to a height of 1,000 or 1,500

feet.* There are many flowers in the same region and hum-
ming-birds in summer, yet a high range of land runs acioss

the middle of Tierra del Fuego from east to west, reaching

at one point, in Mt. Sanniento, a height of 6,000 feet.

Glaciers also descend to the sea on the Patagonian side in

lat. 58®, at appoint where the strait intersects the main chain

ofmountains which continues the Andes into Tierra del Fuego.

Floating icebergs moreover abound off Cape Horn, where no

less than 2,000 of them are sometimes rount(Ml in the spring

season. There may, perhap*^, be a still greater number of

icebergs coming from the antarctic, continent to that part of

the ocean which surrounds S. Georoia; but the chief cause

of the difiference in climate between S. Georgia and Tierra

del Fuego is probably the presence of the neighbouring low

region of Patagonia, which causes in a great part of the year

the winds from the north to be heated to an extent which the

atmosphere can never acquire when passing over the sea

which extends for twenty degrees north of S. Georgia.

Dr. Hector has remarkedf that the north-west winds, when
they blow for several days in succession from Australia to the

southern island ofNew Zealand,* are so hot and dry as to cause

great floods by the sudden m^jltirig of the snow on the

southern Alps of that island. He observes that if Australia

wl^re submerged, or if, at some former period, the sea covered

. alarger portion of t^e space now occupied by that continent,

the New Zealand glaciers, which are now of considerable

size, would have been more voluminous. I call the reader’s

attention to this fact, because, in speculating on a change of

climate due to altered geographical conditions, it is too often

* Dttrwi]i*s Journal, pp 145, 209.

t Latter to Dr. J. Hooker, July 16, 1864.
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assumed that the alteration must hare taken place in the

immediate region where the temperature has been modified.

Cold of the cmtwrctie regionsi—The cold of the antarctic

regions was conjectured by Cook to he due to the existence of

a large tract of land between the 70th degree of south lati-

tude and the pole. The soundness of these and other specu-

lations of that great navigator has since been singularly

confirmed by the exploring expedition of Sir James Koss in

1841. He observed that the temperature south of the 60th

degree of latitude seldom rose above 32° Fahr. During the

two summer months (January and February) ofthe year 1841,

the range ofthe thermometer was between 11° and 32° Fahr.

;

and scarcely once rose above the freezing poipt. He also

ascertained that Victoria Laud, extending from 71° to 70°

south latitude, was skirted by a great barrier of ice in lat. 78°

south, which rose only 1 50 feet a-bove water, and he estimated

its total, thickness above and below water for about 600

miles to be not more than 1,000 feet, and here the height of

the inland country range's from 4,000 to 15,000 feet, as in

Mt. Melbourne. This elevated region is opposite New Zealand

and Tasmania
;

the whole of*it was entirely covered with

snow, except a narrow ring of black earth (scorise ?) sur-

rounding the huge crater of Mt. Erebus, an active volcano,

which rises 1 2,400 feet above the level of the sea. Another

part of the antarctic laud, namely, that which approaches

nearest to South America or Capo Horn, as, for example,

Graham’s Land, and Louis Philippe Land, reaches also a

great altitude, namely, from«4,000 to 7,000 feet. The exist-

ence of such heights and of so vast an area 6fland—probably

exceeding in dimensions the whole of Australia—may well

account for the intense cold, which reaches to the 60th degree

of latitude, and sometimes farther, towards the equator in

the southern hemisidiere. Captain Biscoe, in 1881-2, de-

scribes Graham’s and Enderby’s Lauds, between latitudes 64°

and 68° south, as presenting a most wintry aspect in summer,

and as being nearly destitute ofanimal life. In corresponding

latitudes of the northern hemisphere, owing chiefly to the

influence of the Gulf-stream, we not only meet with herds of

wild herbivorous animals, but with land (Lapland, Iceland,
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and Oieealand) which man himself inhabits, and where he

has even built ports and inland villages.

Tbe chief causes of the intense cold of high southern

latitudes are twofold : first, the vast height and extent ofthe

antarctic continent ; and secondly, what is no less important,

the almost entire absence of land in the South Temperate

Zone, where its presence would warm the atmosphere. It

may undoubtedly be said, that some part of the cold of

south |K>lar latitudes is due to the fact that their winters

occur when the earth is at its greatest distance from the

sun, and they are eight days longer than the winters of

the northern hemisphere. That this cause is not without its

effect in somewhat augmenting the quantity of antarctic ice,

even with the present moderate excentricity of tlie earth’s

orbit, is most probable, and the amount might be increased

. if a still larger excenti-icity.happened to eoncido with land

of equal extent and elevation at the Bonth Pole
;
but I shall

endeavour to show.in the next chapter, tlmt tlio influence of

excentricity will always be (jHito subordinate to goographioal

conditions in determining cliniahs

Effect of currents in cqncdislny the Itmpirature of hiqli and

low latitudes.—The dominant influence ttf the position of land

in reference to north polar teinpcraturi' is well shown by the

fact that there is open sea nearer the pole than the nfirthern

extremity of Greenland. Antecedently to experience it might

have been thought that the thickness of the ice would iu-

crease as it extended northwards
;

but PaiTy penetrated

within about seven degrees, and Kane within five degrees, of

the North Pole, and they both of them found open sea then*,

though they had reached a latitude so much higher than

that in which the continent of Greenland is enveloped in a

winding-sheet of perpetual snow and ice. From such facts

the geologist may learn that, although in the Glacial epocli

certain mountain-chains and adjoining low-lands may have

been buried in temperate latitudes under a vast covering of

ice, yet the waters of the ocean in much higher latitudes

may not at the same period have been frozen. We arc by no

means called upon as g^eologists to embrace the opinion that

an ice-cap once reached continuously from the pole to lat.
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50°, still less to 40° in the temperate zone. It has long heest

a favourite opinion of northern voyagers that there is Open

sea during part of the year at the pole itself, and the observai-

tions of Eschricht and Iteinhardt on the migrations of Hie

Greenland whale are rather confirmatory of this idea. It sp>

pears that this northern whale, Balcena Mysiieetua, is different

from the whale called B. Biscayensis, a species now almost

extirpated, and which once inhabited the British seas and

the Bay of Biscay, In winter the Greenland whales dcoom-

pany the ice when it floats farthest to the south in Baffin’s

Bay, but in the auiumer, when the ice is only to be found

farther north, they migrate to parts of the sea nearer the

pole, having been seen as far north as man has yet pene-

trated. Apparently they retreat to the polar sea, which

eannot therefore be covered by a continuous sheet of ice, for

in that case they would be snfiocated, since they must

occasionally come to the surface to breathe. They could,

however, pass under con,siderable barrieiys of ice provided

there wore openings here and t^^ere ;
and so they may per-

haps reach a more open sea near the pole, and find sustenance

there during a day of more thaiT five months’ duration. ,This

open soa is partly due to marine currents, by which the

seas of higher and lower latitudes exchange their warm and

cold waters. Of the equalising effect of such currents, as

regards temperature, the Gulf-strcani, which is chiefly caused,

as we shall see in Chapter XX., by the trade winds, affords the

best illustration. The waters ofthe GulfofMexico were calcu-

lated by Reunell to attain iif•summer a teni^erature of 86°

Fahr., and more lately (in 1860) Prof. Bache estimated their

temperature in Juno at 84° F., or 8° above that ofthe Atlantic

in the same latitude. From this great reservoir or caldron

of warm water, a constant current pours, forth through the

straits of Bahama at the rate of three or four miles an

hour. According to Prof. Bache, it is twenty-five miles

wide oft' Cape Florida, and its width increases to 127

miles off Sandy Hook, in lat. 40° 60'. Here it has a tem-

perature of 80° F. for a depth of 15 fathoms, or 90 fiee^

a heat retained in one place as for down as 100 fathoms, while

it continues to be 50° F. to a depth of 500Jathoms. Between
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it uid the land for the whole length of the eastern coatt of

the ITnited States flows a cold current in an opposite direc>

tioa, sailing in width, but usually more than 200 miles wide,

and having a temperature of only 40" F. so that here we
see a^ active transference continually going on, of tropical

heat to the poles and of polar cold to the tropics. Large

icebergs coming from Baffin’s Bay, having their lower parts

immersed in the colder current, move southwards in spite of

the opposite direction in which the superficial stream is run>

ning, and sometimes in direct opposition to a wind from the

south. When the Gulf-stream skirts the great bank of New-

foundland, it still retains a temperature of 8° above that of

the surrounding sea. In about seventy-eight days it reaches

the Azores, after flowing nearly 8,000 geograi)hical miles,

and here it has, according to Dr. Petermaim, a teinpciuturo

of 81" F. From thence it ontends its course a thousand miles

farther, so as to reach the Bay of Biscay, still retaining an

excess of 5° abov(* the mean temperature of that sea. As
it has been known to arrive^there in the mouths of November

and January, it must tend greatly to moderate the cold of

winter in countries on the wbst of Europe. Passing on to

the south-west ofthe Faroe islands, lat. 59° 35', it still retains

a heat of 51" F. at the surface, and 44° F. at a depth of

500 fathoms. Its further course has been minutely and

carefully worked out hy Dr. Peteimaiin, in accordance with

the results of all the exploring expeditious mode up to the

year 1870, by means of which he traces it to Nova Zciublu

with a heat of 86" 5' F., and bfeyond this with a diminishing

temperature into tlie Polar Basin.f

In the centre of the North Atlantic there is a large tract,

between the parallels of 33* and 45" N. lat., which Eennell

called the ‘ recipient of the Gulf water.’ This mass of water

is nearly stagnant, is warmer by 7" or 10’ than the waters of

the Atlantic, and may be compared to the fresh water of a

river overflowing the heavier salt water of the sea. Kennell

estimates the area of the * recipient,’ together with that

*Sselie (in the Onlf-stream,—^Ame- GeoEi^aphitichoMiUlieilungiti, 1C. Band

rican Journal of SeieaM, 1860. 1870, ^(Kl. VI. und VIl.

t Fetarmann. ’Du (ilolftoom ate..’
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covered by the main current, as being 2,000 miles in length

from E. to W., and 360 in breadth from N. to S., which, he

remarks, is a larger area than that of the Mediterranean.

The heat of this great body of water is kept up by the inces-

sant and quick arrivals of fresh supplies of warm water from

the south; and there can be no doubt that the general

climate of parts of Europe and America is materially affected

by this cause.

Principal J. D. Forbes calculated that the quantity of

heat tlirown into the Atlantic Ocean by the Gulf-stream on

a winter’s day would raise the temperature of the atmo-

sphere which rests on France and Great Britain from the

freezing point to summer’s heat.* Scoresby remarked that

the influence of the Gulf-stream extends to Spitzbergen, in

70
""

of N. latitude, and that the great glaciers which fill all

the valleys of that island are cut pff abruptly at the beach by

the remnant of heat which the ocean still derives from this

source.

In Baffin’s Bay, on the west eo^st of Greenland, where the

temperature of the sea is not mitigated by the same cause,

the glaciers stretch out from tli^ shore, and furnish repo^p^ted

crops of mountainous masses of ice which float off into the

ocean.t The number and dimensions of these bergs are pro-

digious. Capt, Sir John Ross saw several of them together

in Baffin’s Bay aground in water 1,500 feet deep ! Many
of them are driven down into Hudson’s Bay, and, accumu-

lating there, difluse excessive cold over the neighbouring

continent; so that Sir John Franklin reported, that at the

mouth of Hayes’ River, which lies in the same latitude as

the north of Prussia or the Aouth of Scotland, ice is found

everywhere in digging wells, in summer, at the depth of

four feet! It is a well-knowA fact that .every four or five

years a large nuffiber of icebergs, floating from Greenland,

ara stranded on the west coast of Iceland. The inhabitants

are then aware that their crops of hay will fail, in eon*-

sequence of fogs which are generated almost incessantly;

* Travels in Norway, p. 202. the GUciers of Spitebergen, Edin.

t Scoreeby'a Arctic Regions, vol. i. New Phil. Journ. vol. iii. p. 07.

p. 208.—Dr. La<ita*8 Observations on^
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and the dearth of food is not confined to the land, for the

temperatnre of the tvater is so changed that the fish entirely

desert the coast.

In the northern hemisphere icebergs are constantly floated

as far south in the Atlantic as the latitude of Madrid in

Europe, or New York in America
;

the farthest point to

which they are habitually carried lies to the S.E. of New-
foundland, in mid-ocean, and about half-way between the

Ajzorei and New York, in VV. long. 45°. Iii the southern

hemisphere they float lo latitudes several degrees nearer

the equator, os, for example, to points off the Cape of Good
Hope between lat. 86° and 89°.* One of these (see fig. 10)

was two miles in circumference, and 150 feet high, appear-

Fir 10

Iceberg bcbd off the Capo of Good IIoju, April 1829

Lat 39® 13' S Long 4H‘‘ 40' L

ing like chalk when the sun was obscure.!, and having t]i(»

lustre of refined sugar when the sun was sliining on it.

Others rose from 250 to 300 lec*t above the 1(W(*1 of the sea,

and were therefore of great volume below; since it is as-

certained, by exfieriments on the buoyancy of ice floating in

sea water, that for every cubic foot seen above there must at

least be eight cubic .feet below water, but it will (lei)eiul ou

the shape of the berg and the position of its centre of gravity

to what depth under water the mass will extend.f Tf ir*e

islands from the north polar regions floated as far towards

the equator as they do in the southern hemisphere, Ibey

might reach Cape St. Vincent, and there, being drawn by

the current that always sets in from the Atlantic tlirougli

* On Icebergs in Low Lfttittides, l>y w.i» mude Phil Tnme 1830.

Cupt. Horsbuzgbi by whom the sketch f Kenneil on Currents, p 95.
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the Straits of Gibraltar, be drifted into the Mediterranean,

so that the serene sky of that delightful region might sootk

be deformed by clouds and mists.

The current which flows from the Indian Ocean through

the Mozambique Channel, having a breadth of nearly a

hundred miles and a velocity varying from two to four miles

an hour, conveys warm water from a tropical to a temperate

region. A cuiTent which flows in an opposite direction

from Capo Horn nortliwards, along the west coast of South

America, conveys colder water towards the tropics.

These oceanic rivers, as they have been called, exercise a

great control over the temperature of the air in certain

areas, causing deviations in the isothermal lines already

alluded to (p. 241). Their course being to a great extent

dependent on the position of the land, they add greatly to

the influence which gcographicai conditions exert on the

state of the climate at any given period. For instance, the

waters in the Culf of Mexico, which are driven westward and

])iled up by the continued infhier^‘e of tlie east wind, are now
deflected back by the Isthmus of Panama. But it is obvious

that if this isthm\is had no e^Sstence, these waters T^ould

flow on westward into the Pacific Ocean, instead of giving

origin to the Gulf-stream. And as the watershed of the

isthmus is in one part only 250 feet above the level of the sea,

the breach here supposed is no extravagant speculation, but

would be effected by a change of level not greater than we
can show to liave occurred in parts of tlie British isles since

the commenceiiient of the Glacial period.

Present proportion of polar land ab7iormal.—It has been

well said, that the earth is covered by an ocean, in the midst

of which are two gi’eat islands and many smaller ones ; for

the whole of the continents and island® occupy about two-

sevenths, or a little more than one-fourth, of the whole super-

ficies of the spheroid ; the area of the sea to that of the

land being as two and a half to one. Now, according to

this analogy, we may fairly speculate on the probability

that there would not be usually, at any given epoch of the

past, more than about one-fourth dry land in a partiouler

region ; as, for example, near the poles, or between them and
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tlie GOtii parallels of N. and S. latitude. If, therefore, at

present there should happen to be, in both these quarters

of the globe, much more than this average proportion of

land, if the land should actually be equal in area to the sea,

and some of it in the arctic region 8,000 feet in height, and
in the antarctic 15,000 feet, this alone affords ground for

concluding that, in the present state oi‘ things, the mean
heat of temperate and polar regions is far below that which

in a nfore ordinary state of the earth’s surface they would

enjoy.

This presumption is greatly heightened when we discover

that there is a deficiency of land between the tropics, whei'e,

in consequence of its being exjwsed to the direct, or nearly

direct, rays of the sun, it would produce the greatest heat.

For in the inter-tropical regions of the globe the sea is to the

land as four to one, instead of two and a half to one. It is

clear, therefore, that we have at present not only more than

the usual degree,of cold in the polar regions, but also less

than the average (piantity yf Inwit uithin the tropics.

The reader will at once pei'ceivc that if it be a h'giiimate

specylation on the part of the geologist to assume, that in

past times the polar regions had usually within them the

normal proportion of sea and land, of two and a half to one,

between lat. 60'’ and the poles, instead of so abnormal a pro-

portion as one to one, the climate of the temperate regions

would be much warmer; and if there weit* periods when a

deep ocean interspersed with a few islands prevailed at both

poles (an event which would ’probably not be rare), theie

mi^ht be an entire absence of permanent snow and ice, even

on the summit of tlie highest mountains. If such were the

case, there would still be oceanic currents causing an ex-

change of temperature between high and low latitudes,

but none of them would convey floating ice to lower the

temperature of the sea between the arctic and antarctic

circles and the tropics. In the present geographical slate

of the globe, the Alps, in latitude 46°, are covered with

perpetual snow, and even under the equator itselfa mountain

26,000 feet high has lately been discovered in Eastern Africa,

which has its uppermost 4,000 feet always above the lowest
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limit of snow
;
* but these mountainous heights would be

very diflferenfcly circumstanced if the aerial currents which
circulate freely from polar to equatorial latitudes were not

reduced in temperature by the wide extent of snow and ice

now prevailing in both polar areas at all seasons of the

year,

Succession of geographical changes revealed to us by geology^

—To those whose attention has never been called to the former

changes in the earth’s surface which geology reveals ‘to us,

the position of land and sea appears fixed and stable. It

may not seem to have undergone any material alterations

since the earliest times of history
;

but when we enquire

into the subject more closely, we become convinced that there

is annually some small variation in the geography of the

globe. In every century the land is in some parts raised,

and in others depressed in lovely and so likewise is the bed

of tlie sort. By these and other ceaseless changes, the con-

figuration of the earth’s surface has been remodelled again

and again, since it was the hahiti^tiou of organic beings, and
the bed of the ocean has been lifted up to the height of some
of the loftiest mountains. The imagination is apt tojbake

alarm when culled upon to admit the formation of such
irregularities in the crust of the earth, after it had once
become the habitation of living creatures

;
but, if time be

allowed, the oj^eration need not subvert the ordinary repose

of naturt'
;
and the result is in a general view insignificant,

if we consider how sliglilly the highest mountain-chains
cause our globe to difter from a perfect sphere, Chimborazo,
though it rises to more than 21,000 feet above the sea, would
be represented, on a globe of about six feet in diameter, by a
grain of sand somewhat less in diameter than the letter o in

this type.

The superficial inequalities of the earth, then, may be
deemed minute in quantity, and their distribution at any
particular epoch must be regarded in geology as temporary
peculiarities, like the height and outline of the cone of

* KeUiman^jaro, discovered by Dr. found it to be 30,065 feet high. Geo-
Redmanii, in 1848, and measured in graph, Journ. vols. xxxiv. xwv.
1862 by Baron Von dor Decken, who
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Vesuvius in the interval between two eruptions. But al-

though^ in reference to the magnitude of the globe, the

unevenness of the surface is so unimportant, it is on the

position and direction of these small inequalities that the

temperature of the atmosphere and the sea, and the circula-

tion both of the aerial and oceanic currents, are mainly

dependent.

Before I insist on the great fluctuations in temperature,

to which the ever-varying form of the earth’s crust must

inevitably give rise, it will be desirable to say something

of those geographical changes which are demonstrated by

our geological records to have taken place. The reader has

been in some degree prepared for the contemplation of such

revolutions by what we have said in our retrospective survey of

former states of the animate creation as bearing on climate.

He has been told that even since the cominoiicemcnt of the

Glacial period, when the living species of testncea and most

of the existing animals and plants were in being, great

changes in the Height of European laiuls have occurred;

what was formerly the b<W ot the sea having been raised,

together with its marine shells, to elevations of 500 and even

l,4(y0 feet, and corresponding subsidences, attended by the

submergence of much ancient land, having taken place

within an era so modern in the history of the earth. In

one part of this Glacial period we find proofs that England

and Ireland were united to each other, and to the con-

tinent, while at other times they were broken up into an

archipelago of small islands ;^ve also find that large parts of

Northern Germany, and Russia, were beneath a sea often

covered with floating ice ; and that the Desert of the Sahara

was under water between lais. 20"^ and 30
°

N., so that the

eastern part of the Mediterranean communicated with that

part of the ocean now bounded by the w'est coast of Africa.

The Atlantic also penetrated far into what is now the basin

of the St. Lawrence, and the White Mountains in New

Hampshire constituted an archipelago. In short, a map of

the northern hemisphere, even in glacial times, would bear

but a distant resemblance to our present maps of the same

region, and so far as we are acquainted with the geology of
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equatorial countries, they have undergone an equa} amount

of alteration. This may be seen by anyone who will consult

Darwin’s map of coral reefs and active volcanos, which shows

how many large areas have been the theatres, some of subsi*

deuce, others of elevation on a great scale, while the species

of shells and corals of the Atlantic and Pacific have remained

unchanged. The continent of South America, from lat. 34®

S. to Patagonia, appears also to have been upraised through-

out its entire width, since the beginning of the Post-Tertiary

period. The geographical distribution of the quadrupeds,

birds, and insects in the islands of the Malay Archipelago

has enabled Mr. Wallace to demobstrate the former union

of those islands with each other and with the mainland

since the present species were in being. He has shown that

the Indian fauna exhibits an abundance of species common
to both sides of those straits, wherever the depth does not

exceed IpO fathoms, whereas if the soundings are deeper,

even though the separated lands be in sight of each other,

the birds and mammalia are ^quito distinct.*

Ifwe reflect on these facts, and consider what a brief space

of time the Post-Tertiary era cfnstitutes os compared to the

whole of the Pliocene period, and if we then endeavour to

form an idea of the duration of the antecedent Eocene and

Miocene epochs by reference to the greater changes in

organic life of which they afford evidence, we shall be pre-

pared to find that a map representing the position of the

land and sea in the earliest division of the Eocene period

will be wholly unlike the picture which corresponding por-

tions of the globe now present ^

In the accompanying map (Plate I.) the proofs ofsubmerg-

ence, during the period alluded to, in all the districts diy-

tinguished by luled lines, are of a most unequivocal chara6«>

ter ; for the areas thus indicated are now covered by deposits

containing the fossil remains of shells and other creatures

which could only have lived in salt water. The most ancient

part of the period referred to cannot be deemed very remote^

considered geologically ; because the deposits of the Peris

* Wallace, A ,
Physical Geography of Malay Archipelago, Joura. of Roy.

G^^ogiaph. SOe 1864.
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mA London basins^ and many other districts belonging to

the older Tertiary epoch, are newer than the greater part of

the sedimentary rocks, those commonly called Secondary

and Primary (Mesozoic and Palceozoic), of which the crust of

the globe is composed. Yet, notwithstanding the compara-

tively recent epoch to which this retrospect is carried, the

variations in the distribution of land and sea depicted on the

map form only a part of those which must have taken place

during the same period. An approximation nicrcdy lias

been made to an estimate of the amount of sea convertul tuio

land in parts of Europe best known to geologists
;
but we

cannot determine how much land has become sea during the

same period
;
and there have been repented interchanges of

land and water in the same places, of which no account could

be taken. *

' 1 was anxious, even in the title of this map, to giuird the

reader against the supposition that it was intendei^to repre-

sent the state of the i)hysical geography of piirt of Europe at

any one point of fmc. Tlie di|Bcfulty, or rather the impossi-

bility, ofrestoring the geography of the globe as it may have

existed at any former period,•c^speeially a remote one, consists

in tffis, that we can only point out where part of the sea has

been turned into land, and are almost always unable to de-

termine what land may have become sea. All maps, there-

fore, pretending to represent the geography of remote geo-

logical epochs must be to a great extent ideal. The map

under consideration is not a r(*storation of a forincu' stat(‘ of

things at any particular mthnent of time, but a synoi)tical

view of a certafii amount of one kind of change (the coiivtT-

sion of sea into land) knowji, to have been brought about

within a given period.

The vertical movements to which the land is subject in

certain regions, consist of the alternate subsidence and up-

rising of the surface; and such oscillations at successive

In cotnpiling this map I have M de Vcmeuil Hezoellent lu.ipof

availed myself of the government sur- has also enablid mt* to extend ihe

veys of England, France, and Q-ermany, ruled lines over part of that country

and of the important map of Russia, where btforc his sun’ey no tertiary

published by Sir Roderick Murchison, strata wore supposed to exist

M. de Vemeuil, and Count Eeyaerhng.
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periods, a great area may have been entirely covered with

marine deposits, although the whole may never have been

beneath the waters at dne time ; nay, even though the relar*

tive proportion of land and sea may have continued unaltered

throughout the whole period. I believe, however, that

since the commencement of the Tertiary period the dry

land in the northern hemisphere has been continually on the

increase, both because it is now greatly in excess beyond the

average proportion which land bears to water on the globe

generally, and because a comparison of the Secondary and

Tertiary strata affords indications of a passage from the con-

dition of an ocean interspersed with islands to that of a

large continent.

But &uppo^ing it were possible to represent all the vicissi-

tudes m the distribution of land and sea that have occurred,

during the Tertiary period, and to exhibit not only the

actual existence of land where there was once sea, but also

the extent of surface now submerged which may once have

been land, tbe map would still fail to express all the important

revolutions in physical geugrapBy which have taken place

within the epoch under consideration. For the oscillations

of level, as was before stated, have not merely been suth as

to lift up the land from below the water, but in some cases

to occasiem an additional rise of tracts which had already

emerged. Thus the Alps Imvo acquired 4,000, and even in

some jdaces more than 10,000 feet of their present altitude

since the coinmencement of tlie Eocene period
;
and the

P}i’enoe.s ha>e attained their •j^'sent height, which in Mont
Perdu exceeds 11,000 feet, since tlie deposiUion of the num-
mulitic or Eocene division of the Tertiary series. Some of

the Tertiary strata at the base of the chain are only a few

hundred feet above the sea, and retain a horizontal posi-

tion, without partaking in general in the disturbances to

which the older series has been subjected
; so that the great

barrier between France and Spain was almost entirely up-

heaved in the interval between the deposition of certain

groups of Tertiary strata.

On the other hand, some mountain-chains may have bocn

lowered during the same lapse of ages, in an equal degree,
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lOid skoals ka.T0 probably been converted into deep abysses,

asseems decidedly to have taken place in the Mediterranean.

Geologists are now agreed that the limestone and associated

strata called nummulitic belong to the Eocene group; as

l&ese rocks enter into the structure of some of the most lofty

and disturbed parts of the Alps, Apennines, Carpathians,

Pyrenees, and other mountain-chains, and form many of

the elevated lands of Africa and Asia, their position almost

implie§ the ubiquity of the Eocene ocean in regions which

are now dry land, not, indeed, by the simultaneous, but

by the successive, occupancy of the wliole ground by its

waters,*

Antiquity of extsting continents,—It is perfectly consistent

with the preceding observations to affirm that our present

continents are extremely ancient. They have all of them, it

,
is true, undergone many minor modifications iii ilieir form

even in Post-Tertiary times, some parts of them having bt»oii

submerged, and others so much raised as Inive been united

with what are no\/islands lying^ab s<)ine distaiK (* from them.

But the principal masses bf land hnve continued so long

above water, that each of them is now tenanted by a distinct

set of^animals and plants More than this : we find, when
we examine the fossil remains of land quadrupeds of Phocen(*

date proper to each continent, that although they may be of

extinct species, they are allied in structure to the living

mammalia of the same region. Extinct species of kan-

garoo, for example, and of other marsupials, jireceded the

living marsupials on the Avstralian coiitinont. In like

mSfUner, speoies^of elejihant and rhinoceros, and of catar-

rhiue monkeys, of forms no longer in existence, inhabited

India in Miocene and Pliocene times, before the living

representatives of the same genera and families were in

being; while, in the New World, the platyrrJiine quadni-

manS and the sloths, armadillos, and other South American

forms belonging to an extinct fauna, tlouiiwhed in times im-

mediately antecedent to those of the recent mammalia of Iho

Bame continent.

• SeoSirB Murcliwon’s Paper on the and my A niin tr»arj Ifldr tt»s for 1 860,

Alps, duart Journ Gool Soc vol \ ,
ibid, vol vi

VOL. I. 8
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The complete dissimilarity, also, of the marine fauna On

the opposite sides of several continents attests the perma-

nence of the great barriers of land, which have, from a

remote age, prevented the migration of fish, moUusca, and

other aquatic tribes from one sea to the other. But the

distinctness of these marine provinces does not go back to

the Lower Miocene period
;
and even when we carry back

our retrospect to the Upper Miocene, we find evidence that

the molhisca and corals of the Atlantic and Pacific Oc^eansby

no means belonged to sucli distinct assemblages of species

as they do now. There must have been up to that lime a

comuiunication through the Isthmus of Panama, as is proved

by tlie study of the corals and marine shells of the West

Indian islaiids.^ If Ave go back still further—to the terres-

trial plants and animals ot the Eocene period—we find such a

mixture of forms now having Uieir nearest living allies in

the most distant parts of the globe, that we cannot doubt

that the distribution of land and seashore scarcely any

resemblance to that iioav estal^lished, while in regard to

the ocean of that era, what we have said (p. 207) of marine

strata of the Eocene period** shows how many mountain-

chains forming the backbones of the present continents were

submerged when the inarim' fauna of that period were already

in existence.

Contiiuuits therefore, although permanent for whole geo-

logical e2H)chs, sliift tludr j)Ositioiis entirely in the course of

ages. The gioat slowne&i» with which the change is always

brought about results from i^culiarity in the external con-

figuration of the earth’s crust, which I shall point out in the

sequel of this cduijder (see p. 2(18).

Both in the eastern and Avestern hemispheres north of the

equator, Avhen wo carry our retrospects beyond the limits of

the tertiarj’ rooks, and pass on to the antecedent -cretaceous

formations, we find abundant proofs of an open sea in regions

which are now continental. In the oldest part of this period,

in the south of England, we find in the Wealden strata the

memorials of the delta of a large river, implying a contour

* See Papers by John Carnet Moore, Elements of Geology, 6th editkm,

Esq ,
and Dr Duncan, referred to in 1866, p 271
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eft land and sea which has no reconcilable relation to exist-

ioig geographical conditions
;
and it is worthy of note that,

although the foundations of this delta sank during the acou-

mnlation of the fluviatile strata as much as 1,000 or some-

times 1,600 ft., yet there continued to be land in the neigh-

bourhood in the south-east of England ; which can scarcely

be explained except by supposing that an upward movement
was taking place in the vicinity of a downward one, or that

adjoinihg ports of the surface were moving slowly in opposite

directions.

The frequent unconformability of strata of different ages

is a proof that, if we had a series of maps, in which restora-

tions of the physical geography of thirty or more periods

were depicted, they would probably' hoar no more res(‘mblance

to each other or to llie actual position of land and sea lhan

does the map of one hemis]>hero at prostnit boar to that of

the other.

Tlie height to which ammonites,* shells, and corals have

been traced in the Alps, Audes; and Himalaya is suflicieni

to show that the materials of all those (‘hains were elabo-

rated under water, and some of tlunn in seas of no slight

depth. Beds of coal, in the ancient carboniferoiiB formation,

attest the former existence of land, since the plants froin

which they are derived must liavi* grown on low swamps

covered with forests. The sand and shales which ovor-

and undcr-lie them must have he(*n formed at the ter-

mination of large hydrographical basins, (^ach drained by

a great river an^l its tributaries; and the accumulation of

sediment bears testimony to contemporaneous denudation

on a large scale, and, constjiquently, to an area of land pro-

bably containing within it one or more mountain-chains.

In the case of the great Ohio or Aj)palachiaii coal-field, tlie

largest in the world, it seems clear that the uplands drained

by one or more great rivers were chiefly to the eastward,

or ocenpied a space now covered by the Atlantic Ocean,

for the mechanical deposits of mud and sand increase greatly

in thickness and coarseness of material as we approach the

eastern borders of the coal-field, or the south-east flanks of

the Alleghany Mountains, near Philadelphia—in other words,
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as we get nearer to the Atlantic. In that region nnmerons

beds of pebbles, often of the size of a hen’s egg, ore seen to

alternate with beds of pnre coal.

It haa also been obseired, in reference not only to the

Carboniferous but to the antecedent Devonian and Silnrim

rocks of North America, that all the mechanical deposits as we

travel from the Atlantic border to the Mississippi diminish

constantly in thickness, while the limestones and rocks of

organic origin, or open-sea deposits, with corals and? encri-

nites, increase and replace the others.

But tlie American coal-fields are all comprised within the

30th and 50th degrees of north latitude
;
and there is no

reason to pn'suine that the lands at the borders ofwhich they

originated ever penetrated so far, or in such masses, into the

colder and arctic regions, as to generate a cold climate.

One of the members of the Carboniferous group, the moun-

tain limestone, was of marine origin, and its occupancy

of large areas in Europe and the United S^tates, and in parts

of North America bordering, th^ Arctic Sea, makes it quite

conceivable that there may have been such a condition of

things at the period of the coal as might give rise to a general

warmth and uniformity of climate throughout the globe.

The Silurian strata now constituting parts of many upland

or mountainous regions in Europe and America were formed

for Uie most part in deep seas far from land, which may
account for their being almost entirely destitute of the

remains of terrestrial plants.

Premit nnequal tliKtnhufufli of land and sea.—Without

dwelling longer on the proofs with which geology supplies us

of former changes in physical geography, it is not too much,

to say that every spot which is now diy land has been aea at

some former period, and eveiy part of the space now covered

by the deepest ocean has been land. The present distribo-

tion of land and water encourages us to believe that almost

every conceivable transformation in the external form of the

earth’s crust may have been gone through. In one epoch

the land may have been chiefly equatorial, in another for the

most part polar and circumpolar. At one period most Of it

may have been north of the line, in another south of it; or
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at one tme aJl in the west, at another the whole of it in the

east. In iUttetration of this point, it may be well to state

that there is now just twice as much land in the eastern as

there is in the western hemisphere
;
and even assuming the

existence of an antarctic continent, more than twice as much
land north of the equator as south of it. But what is most

singular, as showing the capricious distribution of the land

in the present state of the earth’s crust, we find it possible

so to 9ivide the globe into two equal i)arts, that one hemi-

sphere shall contain as much land as water, while the other

is so oceanic that the sea is to the land very nearly as 8 to 1/

This is shown by projecting the hemispheres on the plane of

the horizon of a point in lat. 52° N. and in long. ()° W. of

Greenwich (see p. 262 ). The point alluded to is situated in

St. George’s Channel, about midwa} between Pembroke and

Wexford, and the eye of Uu‘ observer is supposed to be so

placed above it as io see from thence one-liulf of the globe.

In such a positiou he would belioltl at oiu^ view the greatest

possible quantity of land, 41% i&traiisieiiod to the oi)pusiteor

antipodal point, the greatestj:)oSHiblo (Quantity of water.

Iiv previous editions 1 used, in illustration of the same sub-

ject, a map projected for me by the late Mr. James Gardner

on the horizon of London, for he n'garded that nudropolis

as the centre of the Land hemisphere. The maps now pr(‘-

sented to the reader have been executed by Mr. Trelawny

Saunders, who has so divided the globe as to add to tlie Land

hemisphere part of S. America, including a portion of the

Peruvian coas^ while an equivalent aiea of the China S(‘a is

transferred to the Water hemisphere. Jntiniately eonnooled

with the excess of land irt the one hemisphere as c*f)inpared

to that in the other is the fact that, even allowing for tin*

antarctic contineirt as expressed in the map, only one-

thirteenth part of the dry land has any land directly

opposite to it. Thus, in fig. 3

1

the land shaded black

between the China Sea and Lake Baikal answers to that por-

tion of S. America and Tierra del Fnego winch is antipodal

to it. Farther north, a part of the contiueni of Asia,

• The exact proportion of land 1 lOd in the L’lnd Homisphcn , ind 1 to

as calculated bj Mr. Saunders, is 1 to 7 988 in tin" Water Jltmi^phtre
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extending along the arctic sea, as well as a large tract of

Greenland and other arctic lands shaded in the same manner,

are antipodal to the antarctic continent. The dark spots in

South America represent tracts antipodal to Java, Borneo,

Celebes and the Philippines, a part of Sumatra, and the

Malay peninsula. The specks in Africa bear a similar rela-

tion to the islands in the Pacific Ocean, and the dark patches

in Spain and Morocco mark those countries as partially anti-

podal to New Zealand.

The limits of the supposed antarctic continent Imve been

drawn with reference to the known position of Victoria,

Wilkes’, Enderby’s, and Graham’s Lands, and the points

wheie Boss, Weddell, and other nnvigators wore stoi>ped by

the ice; but in order not to exaggerate the
2
>ro]K)rfioji of dry

land in the unexplored area, I have a^sunuHl on(»-eighth of it

to be sea. This reduction Jjiis beiui made by extending the

basin of the ocean somewhat nearer the |>ol(‘ tlian the jxdnts

to which our navigators have jet ^xaudrated, both between

Graham’s and Enderby’s I^and|} a*nd betuotm tlu^ latter and

Termination Land, in the former of which regions the ships

were^usually atopjjed by 2)acTc-ico before reacliing the 70th

and in the other the Goth degree of latitude. On tlio other

hand, I have thought it safer not to re2
)rcsent all the unex-

plored area at the N. Pole as sea; and liavc tlierefore given

one-eighth of it as land, which has been done by introducing

several supposed islands in the oi)en sea said to exist ofl‘ the

Kussian coast, and off tlie N.W. of GreeiiJaiid.

Former geographical changed which mag have cavmJ the

fluctuations in climate revealed to vs hg gtologg,—Having now

shown the reader that there have beem endless changes in

the form of the earth’s crust in geological times, whereby

the position as well«as the height and depth of the land and

sea has been made to vary incessantly, and tliat on tJiese

geographical conditions the temperature of the atmospliere

and of the ocean in any given region and at any given period

must mainly depend, I shall next proceed to speculate on the

nature of the changes which, if assumed, might account for

the leading facts revealed to us by geology, as explained in

the last two chapters.
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In order that our speculations may be confined withiii ili6

strict limits of analogy, I shall assume, Ist, That the propor-

tion of dry land to sea continues always the same. 2ndly,

That the volume of the land rising above the level of the sea

is a constant quantity
; and not only that its mean, but that

its extreme height, is liable only to trifling variations, 3rdly,

That on the wliole, .and in spite of local changes, both the

mean and extreme depth of the sea are invariable; and

4th]y, That the groujiing together of the land in continents

is a necessary j)art of th(‘ economy of nature. I think it

consistent with due caution to make this last assumption,

because it is possible iliat the laws which govern the sub-

terranean forces, and wliich act simultaneously along certain

lines, caiiuot but ])roduce at every epoch, continuous moun-
tain-eluuiis

; so that the subdivision of the hole land into

iiinuTneiable islands may be precluded.

If it bt objected, th.it tlie maximum of elevation of land

find depth of sea fire probably not constant, nor the gather-

ing together of all the land in certain parts, nor even per-

haps the relative extent of land and water, 1 reply, that the

arguments about to be fidducod will be strengthened if, in

these peculiarities of the surface, there be considerable

deviations from the present tjpe. If, for example, all other

circninstances being the same, the land is at one time more
divided into islands than at .another, a gi’ealer uniformity

of climate might be produced, the mean temperature remain-

ing unaltered
; or if, at another era, there were mountains

higher than the Himalaya, these, more e^specially when
placed in high latitudes, would cause a greater excess of

cold. Or, if we suppose that at certain periods no chain of

hills in the world rose beyond the height of 10,000 feet, a

greater heat might then have prevailed iihan is compatible

with the existence of mountains thrice that elevation.

Since I first proposed in 1830 to account for the more
genial climates of former times, by showing that there ia

now an excess of land in polar regions, Mr. Hopkins made
some important calculations to prove that, by reasoning on

data, supplied by the isothermal maps of Dove, we may infer

that a great alteration in climate would be brought abotxt
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i^13b0 nortlieni hemispliere by what every geologist mBst
BSgard aA slight alterations in geography. If, said he, we
assume ; 1st, the diversion of the Gulf-stream from its present

northerly course ;
2ndly, the depression of the existing land

of Korthern and Western Europe to the amount of no more
tl^an 600 feet ; and 3rdly, a cold current from the North,

sweeping over this submerged area, the effect would be, that

both on Snowdon and the lower mountains of the West of

Ireland the snow-line would descend to within 1,000 feet of

the sea-level, and glaciers reach the soa.^ Now everyone

who is aware of the rising and sinking of land, of which we
have proofs since tlie present species of animals and plants

were in existence, or since the coinmenceinent of the Glacial

epoch, will be prepared to concede that, without violating

piPjS^babilit}', we may imagine far mon^ imjK>rtant change's to

liave occurred since the older riiocene ])r riod than those

above suggested. Even if we admit that ilie (ilaeini period

began as far back «s the close of thf^Ke^\cl E'lioccm' era, when
perhaps 5 in 100 of the molbiscai were of different species from

those now living, we might still fairly speculate on the lapse

of a ^period more than ton times as long since the older

Pliocene deposits were formed, for in tlu'se more than half

the shells belong to extinct species. We might reckon on a

tenfold greater amount of geographical change as having

Recurred in an interval sufticient to allow of tluctualions in

cyanic life on so much grandf'r a sc«ilf‘. Even if changes in

the position of land and sea are brought about as slowl)

as those now jn progress, so as to be (juite inscuisible to

ordinary observation, we may still be prepared to believe that

when we go back to the older Pliocene period, land between

the arctic and antarctic circles and the polt* may have been

so much less in qua3itity as compared to wliat it now is, that,

instead of being equal in area to the sea, it may only have

been in the proportion of about 1 to 2^. But such a reduc-

tion of the quantity of land in high latitud(‘s would be

accompanied by an equivalent increase of land in teinpcTate

or tropical regions, unless we suppose the general surtace of

the earth^s crust to have been less irregular than it is now—

‘

* Quarterly Joum Oeol Soc 1 8*j2.
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aD hypothesis which we are not entitled to make. Conse-

quently, whatever is lost to polar areas, where land gives

rise to an augmentation of cold, would be gained in those

lower latitudes, where it causes an increase of warmth.

Therefore a more normal state of geography, or one in which

the polar, temperate, and equatorial regions would each

contain more nearly than they do now a proportion of one

part land to two and a half parts sea, \vould bring back

those genial climates which generally obtained in thfe past

history of the world. Tt may perhaps be thought that the

proofs lately broughi to light of a rich vegetation having

existed in Tertiary and even Cretaceous times within 10® of

the i)o](\ attest a greater extent of land in very high latitudes

than is consistent with the theory above proposed. But the

reader niu^t hear in mind that we are always assuming that

rather more than a fourth of ihe arctic area may have

consisted* of land, and this w'ould be quite sufficient to pro-

dn(*e the fossil plants hitliierto discovered. • It should also be

remembered that we Tnnst for granted that the land

from which arctic Tertiary strata derived their fossil plants

was all above w’ater at the same time, since even if it belongs

to one era, such as tlie Miocene, there may have been great

oscillations of lev(*l and conversion of sea into land and land

into sea during the snoeessive phases of the Miocene vegeta-

tion.

The acconipan}ing map (fig. 13) may help the reader to

imagine what would be tlio amount of change, if the

gi'Ography of the globe wei’e altered from j.ts present ex-

ceptional state to what T consider a more normal condition

of things. In this ideal map the excess of land is removed

from the arctic and antarctic zones, and transferred to

the tropical zone, which last, after this^ accession, contains

only its normal quantity of land, or a proportion to the water

of about 1 to 2^. The land thus shifted from the poles has

not been placed at random in the tropics, but has been made
to fill those oceanic spaces wdiich are supposed to have been

above water in Post-Tertiary, or at least, in Newer Pliocene

times, in accordance with Darwin’s map of coral atolls.

No doubt during such an amount of transposition of sea and
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land in the polar and equatorial zones, there would he a

corresponding amount of change in the outline of continents

and islands in other regions
;
but those changes, if taking

place within the same zone, might have but slight effect on

the general climate of the globe or the average temperature

of the atmosphere. So long as the conversion of sea into

land or land into sea does not cause any alteration in the

proportions ofland to water in the same zones, a vast amount

of fluctuation may take place without those zones being

rendered warmer or colder. Even if the land and sea in the

eastern and western hemispheres were to change places, this

need not affect the general temperature of the earth’s surface,

although the transfer of an equal volume of land from the

torrid zone to the arctic or antarctic regions would cause a

prodigious refrigeration in all latitudes. I have therefore

left the land and sea, as they new are, that those variations

ill geography which would affect climate may be more easily

recognised. In this same map it will be leeen that the dimi-

nution of arctic and antar ‘ticviand would enable oceanic

cuiTents to flow more freely from high to low, and from low

to high latitudes, so tlifit there might always be much open

sea at the poles. But I ha\c not attempted to deal in this

map with submarine geography or the shape of the sea-

bottom, which must nevertheless often affect the course and

direction of ocean currents, as well as that slow movement
by which an intcTchange of waters of different temperature

may be effected between the equatorial and polar seas.

Great dipth of the sea as cowi>ared to the Tjg^ean height of the

land connected with the slowness of chmatal changes.—I shall

conclude this chapter by observing that if at any former period

the climate of the globe was much warmer or colder than it

is now, it would have a tendency to retain that higher or

lower temperature for a succession of geological epochs.

That tendency would usually be in favour ofwarmer climates,

because these would be consistent with a normal state of

geography; but if once abnormal conditions like the pre^

sent pi^evailed, they would be persistent for an indefinite

lapse of ages. The slowness of climatal change here alluded

to would arise from the great depth of the sea as compared
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to the Jieight of the land, and the consequent lapse of time

reqmi<ed to alter the position of continents and great oceanic

basins.

To one who contemplates the vast amount of geographical

change which has occurred in Post-Tertiary, and still more

in Pliocene and Miocene times, it might at drst sight

appear that in the course of such a period as might corre-

spond with the disappearance of one set of organic beings

and the coming in of another, there would be an almost un-

limited rerolution in the outward form of the earth’s crust.

But such an opinion would not be in harmony with the facts

which have come to our knowledge of late years in regard to

the average height of the continents as contrasted with the

enormous depth of the sea, both as inferred theoretically

from observations on the tidal wave, and proved practically

' by deep-sea soundings. These have been very generally

supposed to demonstrate that the average depth of the sea is

16.000 feet
;
while the mean height of the land is only 1,000

feet. Even if this ’estimate of the -average depth of the ocean

be an exaggeration, os sonvb suspect, yet its excess over the

height of the land is indisputable, for inequalities amounting

to three or five miles, which on the land arc so exceptional

as to be confined to a few peaks and narrow ridges, occur in

the abysses of the ocean continuously over wide areas. Tlie

effect therefore of vertical movements, equalling 1,000 feet

in both directions, upward and downward, is to cause a vast

transposition of land and sea in those areas which are now

continental, and adjoining to which there is much sea not

exceeding 1,000 feet in depth. But movements of equal

amount would have no tendency to produce a sensible altera-

tion in the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans, or to cause the oceanic

and continental areas to change places. Depressions of

1.000 feet would submerge large areas of the existing land,

but fifteen times as much movement would be required to

convert such land into an ocean of average depth, or to cause

an ocean three miles deep to replace any one of the existing

continents. It is quite essential to bear in mind this remark-

able feature in the physical geography of the earth, when we

are speculating on the cause of the permanence of a particular
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climate, or distribution of heat or cold daring a series of

epochs. According to the doctrine of chances, it would not

often happen that even one of the polar regions would ooti-

Maps showing the position of Land and Ska which might produce the Extremes of

Heat and Cold in the Climates of the Globe.

Extreme of ffoiit.

Extreme of Cold.

Observations.—These maps are intended to show that continents and islands

having the same shape and relative dimensions as those now existing, might be

placed so as to occupy either the equatorial or polar regions.

In fig. 14, scarcely any of tJie land extends from the Equator towards the poles

beyond the 30th parallel of latitude ; and in fig. 15, a very small proportion of it

extends from the poles towards the Equator beyond the 40th parallel Of latitude.
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tain so mtich land as each of them does at present, but great

indeed would be the chances against the simultaneous pre^

ponderance of such an abnormal quantity of land, both in

arctic and antarctic latitudes.

The annexed maps will enable the reader to understand

the manner in which land, having the same proportion to

the sea of 1 to 2J as it now has, might be collected together

in equatorial or polar regions. Such extremes may never

have qpcurred, but we may safely conclude that there may
sometimes have been an approximation to them in tlie course

'of those ages to which our geological records refer. A
glance at these maps will make it evident that in the resent

state of the globe wo are much nearer to the winter than to

the summer of the ‘ Annus Magnus,’ or great cycle of terres-

trial climate.
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CHAPTER XIII.

VICISSITUDES OP CLIMATE, HOW PAK INPLUENCED BT

ASTRONOMICAL CHANGES,
r

THE PIlECFSmON OP TlfH EQUINOXES, AND VARUTir)N8 IN THE EXCENTRICITY

OF niK ILEKTH’s OUHIT, (ONSIDBKFD as AFFECTINa CLIMATE SIR JOHN

IIERSc IIPl’S VIEWS UPON THIS SUnjBCT—LATER THEORIES AS TO THE EFFECT

OF ASIHONOMKAL CAt'^h'i— ( LIM VTLS OF THE SUCCESSIVE PHASES OP PRE-

CESSION —PliEDOMINA TINO EllPCT or GEOGRAPHICAL CAUSES ON THE PliBSENT

CLIMATE OF THE EARTH - HoW FAR WE MAY SPECULATE ON A PROBABLE

DATIJ JhOR THE GLACIAL PERIOD —EVAPORATION OF ICE AND SNOW IK A DRY

WAl —JtADlATION OF HE\T IMPEDED BY A COVERING OP SNOW—ABSENCE OP

RVCIRRENT tUAClAL PKHIODS IN THE EARLIER FORMATIONS—VARIATION IK

THE OBLIQUIIY OF THE KCI I P’l IC—SUPPOSED VARIATIONS IN THE TEMPERA-

TUJtK 0« SPACE —SUPPOSED DIMINL TION OF THE EARTH'S PRIMITIVE HEAT.

In the last chapter we were chiefly occfipied in consider-

ing how far changes in physical geography or in the position

of laud and sea may account for those variations of climate

to which geology bears testimony. I endeavoured to show

that this class of causes must always have exerted a dominant

influence ;
and we may now consider how far those variations

in the relative position of our planet to the sun and the

other heavenly bodies which astronomy reveals to us, may
have co-operated with geographical conditions in bringing

about fluctuations of temperature on the globe in former

ages. •

The injlucnre of astronomical changes on climate considered

hy Sir J. Hersehel.—Sir John Herschel in 1832* entertained

the question whether there are any astronomical causes

which might oflEer a possible explanation of the difference

between the actual temperature of the earth’s surface and

the climates which appear formerly to have prevailed. ‘ Geo-

meters,’ he observed, ‘ had demonstrated the absolute inva-

riability of the earth’s mean distance from the sun, whence it

would seem to follow that the mean annual supply of* light

* Trans. Geol. Soc 2nd series, vol. iii.
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bti it^lce iavaiiikl^. This, however, ia not

,
total qnantitj of heat received in one re-

llllpmblt la invt^aely proportional to the minor axia ;’ atiU, aa

tealmete eonotmt of difference in the quantity of heat

xeceive^ owing to auoh change in the minor axis,

I,tall sever hy posailality exceed the whole supply in a ratio

^uui 1,003 to 1,000, it may, he says, be neglected in

'<Kt^-^g!eologioal speculations.

Ipnt there ia another way in which changes in the excen-

tlticity of the orbit affect climate. Climate depends, not

merely on the absolute amount of heat, but on the manner

in which it is distributed through different parts of the year,

ea^Cially in the polar and circumpolar zones of the earth.

Sre in &ct three astronomical causes which by their

combination with each other and with varying geographical
* conditions may exert a sensible influence on the earth’s

climate. These are the phenomena known as the excentricity

of the earth’s orbi^ the precession qf the equinoxes, and the

revolution of the apsides.
^ ^

*

It is well known that the orbit of our earth round the sun

ia i^ot circular, but elliptical, the sun occupying one of the

jfoci of the ellipse (see figs. 16 to 19, p. 276), so that the earth

in its yearly course now approaches in December, or our

northern winter, three millions of miles nearer the sun than

it does in June (see fig. 16), the mean distance of the earth

from' the snn being 91,400,000 miles.* The extreme point

approach is called perihelion, the extreme point of distance

e^hMcn. *

The differencS of three millions of miles which now ex-

"prosses the excentricity of tha earth’s orbit is not constant

:

at present the orbit is becoming every year more circular, at a

very slow and somewhat irregular rate, and it will become in

23,980 years after a.d. 1800 neaily as circular as it can ever

bs, or will approach a minimum excentricity, when the differ^

0UCe betweou perihelion and aphelion will only slightly exceed

hS^a mlUiOB of miles, or one-sixth of the present ; after this

(msutrioity will |igain increase at the same slow rate.

*i|ib ihOtremeni will Uot be constant in one direction, but will

* Herschers Astronomy, art 368

TtOLv It
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vary within fixed limits^ the extreme range of

which it can ever attain amounting to fourteen

miles, as was shown by Lagrange towards the end

last century, and more exactly by Leverrier in 1B839- . 33ie

cause of these perturbations is the attraction of the negl^elt

and largest planets, Jupiter and Saturn playing the prin^|MSl

part, and Venus and Mars also exerting a sensible influeil00«
^

Whatever be the ellipticity of the earth^s orbit, says Sir J*

Herschel, the two hemispheres must receive equal absolute

quantities of light and heat per annum, the proximity of the

sun in perigee or its distance in apogee exactly compensa-

ting the effect of its swifter or slower motion.* But the

same writer, in 1858, alluding to some speculations of

Eeynauld, speaks of the marked effects on climate which gr^at

variations in exceiitricity might produce, causing the charac-

ters of the seasons in the two hemispheres to be strongly con-

trasted., So long as the position of the earth’s perihelion

remained the same as no^ ^ we should have in the northern a

short but very mild winter, with a long but very cool summer
—i.e., an approach to perpetual spring

; while the southern

hemisphere would be inconveriienced, and might be rendered

uninhabitable by the fierce extremes caused by concentrating

half the annual supply of heat into a summer of very short

duration, and spreading the other half over a long dreary

winter, sharpened to an intolerable intensity of frost when at

its climax, by the much greater remoteness of the sun j’t

and he goes on to observe that, in consequence of the pre-

cession of the equinoxes, couafbined with the secular movement
of the aphelion, the state of the northern and southern

hemispheres here alluded to, would in the course of, Urbottt

11,000 years be reversed, and as such alternations of oli*"

mate must in the immense periods of the past which tI]kC

geologist contemplates have happened, not once only, btrt

* This follow^, observes Ilorschel, bexlnided into two pordoijkQ hj
from a very simple theorem, wluch may drawn tn atip direottm pWi'B;

be thus stated ‘ The amount of heat centre, the heat received in

received by the earth from the snn, the two unequal segments of

while describing any part of its orbit, is so proddSSd will be equab-^On^i
proportional to thoangle desenbo i round ^ ol. m part li. p 2dS ; eeeond

the sun’s centre.' So that if the orbit f Herschel's Astronomy, fwt*
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of tii^EieB, ^ it is not impossible/ he adds, ^ that

iadioations of widely different climates in former^

t&nefi poy be referable, in part at least, to this cause/

"iJlie precession of the equinoxes here alluded to is due, as

]mown, to the attraction of the sun and moon on the

piT^berant matter at the earth’s equator, and its effect is

to cAuse the different seasons of the northern and southern

hemisphere to coincide successively with all the points

ihrough which the earth passes in its orbit round the sun.

This great cycle of change would be gone through in 25,868

years were it not shortened by being combined with another

movement called the revolution of the apsides, or, in the

passage afiove cited from Herschel, the ^motion of the

aphelion.’ This last consists of a gradual change in the

direction of the major axis of the earth’s orbit, due to tin*

same disturbing forces which cause the ollipticity of the

orbit to vary, namely, the attraction of the larger and nearer

planets. The resqlt of the combination of these two causes

of perturbation is that in ^about* 10,500 years the present

astronomical state of things will be reversed, and in 21,000

years the seasons will have made a complete revolution, so as

again to coincide with the same point in tlie orbit as at

present. For example, our winter in the northern hemi-

sphere occurs at present in perihelion (see fig. 16), our pole

being turned away from the sun when the earth is nearest to

the sun. But in consequence of the pi ecession of the equi-

noxes and the revolution of the apsides, our winter will have

passed in 5,260 rears through aBout one quarter of the orbit,

and nrill occur at a, fig. 17. In another 5,250 years it will

hn^e reached aphelion (see ’fig. 18), and our long northern

winter nights will coincide with the greatest distance of tli<*

earth from the sun.* In another 5,250 years it will hav(‘

reached a, fig. 19; and, finally, 21,000 years from the tinn*

at which it started, the earth will again arrive at that poini

in which our winter and the antarctic summer coincide witli

pedhelion (fig. 16).

If the orbit were circular, and our planet always equi-

ftom the sun, this precession of the equinoxes would

hate no effect upon climate ; but the orbit being elliptical, it
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is easy to see that, astronomically speakini^

winter in perihelion, as shown in fig. 16, oa§^t to 'Ipe

rigorous than winter of the same hemisphere in apheHfisv^
ItffiO

Bguinox
in

npheUou.

5" iStKC Solstice

Diagram illustrative of the Precession of the Equinoxes.

In order to give a clear idea of the ellipse, it has been drawn as

reader looked down upon it directly from above, while the figure# of^ aro

drawn as they would appear if placed rather more on a level with tfa/S »y». ?

The black patches represent winter, the white patches, summer. •

in fig. 18, because the distance of the earth from the

in the first case is less.

M. Adh^mar, in a work entitled ‘ Les B^rolntioi^ 4$ 1ft
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30^^ l^bli^hed in 1840, cmggeated that a sensible effect has

lemilted &om the deviation which has occurred since

^(§0 y&t^ar 1248, of the position ofthe perihelion from the time

of tibe winter solstice in the north. By this movement the

neajNSit approach to the sun now occurs eleven days after

the shortest day. M. Venetz had previously pointed out, as

an historical fact, that before the tenth century the Swiss

glaciers were larger than they are now, and that then, after

retreating for four centuries, they advanced again, and have

been slowly reacquiring their former dimensions. In other

words, at that period when the sun was nearest the earth in

midwinter or for two centuries before and two after 1248,

there was the greatest medting of ice in the northern hemi*

sphere. It may be questioned whether this slight astro-

nomical change, which could hardly produce more than u

difference of half a degree; Fahrenh(dt between the cold of

the present winter and that of 1248, would be appreciable

in the course of 600 jears
;
but the*obbervation may help the

reader to “understand in wl;^.t cVreetion the i)recossion of the

equinoxes, if capable of producing a scnbible change, would

now be affecting climate.

It is obvious that this effect would be intensified whenevei

the ellipticity of the orbit is increased, for the difference

of distance between aphelion and perihtdion is now only

8,000,000 miles, but it would be at some periods as much

m 14,000,000, causing, as Mr. Croll has pointed out, a differ-

ence of heat received at the two points amounting to about

bne-fffth of th^ entire heatrecened ftom the sun, becaust*

the amount of such heat varies inversely as Ihe squares of

the distance.*

Suggestions by Mr. Croll as to ihr fffccts of erctntriciiy ov

cKwafe.“Upon this^Jiiference of heat Mr. Cioll has founded

a theory which attempts to account for former changes of

climate by the tendency which a maximum excentricity

would have to exaggerate the cold in that hemisphere in

which winter occurred in aphelion.! In consequence, he

Hewchel'® Astironomy, art. of climates during geological epochs

PInl Mag, August 1861

t Croll Qllsitho physical causeof change
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says, of the lowering of the temperature hy oue*fifUL 111/##
hemisphere in which winter occurs when the earth is

from the sun, all the moisture precipitated from the
high latitudes would fall in the form of snow instead ofraSh}

and the heat in the same hemisphere of summer in periheltei|«

althoughone-fifth greater thanwhatwe now experience, would
be insufficient to remove the accumulation of winter snow.

The direct power of the sun’s rays would be greatly intensified

when the sky was cloudless, but the melting of so much ice

would, he thinks, in a great measure neutralise their force

by giving rise to fogs and an overcast sky. This point I shall

discuss more fully in the sequel (pp. 280 and 289), but it ap-

pears to me that he is here obliged to make an assumption for

which ue have no certain data—namely, that the intensely

blazing sun in a clear sky which would first melt the ice

would afterwards be sufficiently ,overcome by fog to check
and almost prevent further melting, in spite of the continued
supply of excessive heat during the summer. In accordance

with this view he maintains that, while one hemisphere
during this maximum excentricity would be enduring the
extreme cold of a lengthened -frinter, and having its summer
heat chilled by the melting of ice, the other hemi^here
would be eiijo} ing simultaneously the perpetual spring alluded

to by Herschel
;
the polar winter occurring in perihelion,

when the lemperatuie was one-fifth greater than at present,

and there being no accumulation of snow boyond what the
sun’s rays could dissipate during the course ofthe year.

He has also endeavoured to'^showthat thevast aocumula#)a
of ice which would alternately take place at each poledxpillg
that phase of precession in which winter would occur Whoft
the planet was farthest from the sun, would so deranjgC

earth’s centre of gravity as to draw the ocean towards
pole, and cause the submergence of part of the land ,

‘

W .

Adh^mar, in 1843, had already endeavoured to account for

certain geological phenomena by a coincidence ofthft winter
solstice with aphelion, but without connecting them, ne
CroJl has done, with that greater excentricity ofthe
orbit, which must occasionally in the course of ages tasi^
exaggerate the effects alluded to. Although the d^^dency
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$i Atudi that we cannot yet decide to what extent

moesa of ice would act as a disturbing cause, yet, as

be no doubt that it must have given rise at certain

JiSriQlB to some difference in the ocean’s level, we are greatly

In^sftyted to those scientific writers who hare called atten-

tion to a vera cama hitherto neglected.

In the memoir above alluded to, little or no influence is

^smibod by Mr. Oroll to abnormal geographical conditions,

such ifSs now prevail ; and which, according to the principles

explained in the last chapter, I consider by far the most

influential in the production of great cold. .Granting that

under favotunble geographical circumstances the greatest

accumulation of snow would always take place at that pole

where midwinter happened to occur in aphelion, I also

think it probable that, be the amount of excentricity great or

small, there would be no iupreaso of cold from year to year,

so often as the distribution of land and sea is not excep-

tional, or wheneyer a normal condition of things obtains

as expressed in the idea^ m^p* tig. 13, p. 2G7. More-

over, it appears to me almost certain, that whenever a

deep pcean prevailed at both polos, the astronomical causes

alone would be powerless tor the storing up of ice, and

during extreme excentricity, the minor axis of the ellipse

being shortened, the total quantity of heat received from the

sun would be slightly in excess of the present,* and so far as

it went would be in an opposite direction to that which

would bring about glacial periods. In extreme excentricity

tSmFs iC at le^t as great an ’excess of heat in summer in

|l^r|b#Bon as there is loss in winter in aphelion, so that we

cannot suppose the total amount of snow lying on the ground

to bo increased unless there should intervene some cause to

nilMgate the extreme heat of summer. This has been

supposed by Mr. Oroll to be the case when he says, as above,

that ‘^e first action of the summer sun would be to raise a

fog whi(^ would effectually prevent the sun’s rays from reach-

ing ihe earth. But in the papers in which he advances this

suppoution he does not state the reasons why anything like a

^ See p. 279 ; Meech, Intensity of tho Sun'e Hoat and Light, Smithsonian

Contsihutioiief 1S67«
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universal arctic fog ahonld be produced. T&e
of the sun, for the first part of the summer $4^

tinuallj increasing, and consequently thepow^of^l2|^^^4M^^

air to absorb aqueous vapour is also augmenthigj^

fore not easy to see how fogs could arise, except kn
abnormal quantity of high snow-covered land was eollitoted

around the pole.

Climates of the successive phases of precession with vnct^m^
excentricity .—But there is another circumstance tending to

the equalisation of the heat, which must be borne in mind,

lest we should exaggerate the effects of excentricity on

climate, even when intensified by such abnormal conditions

of the earth’s geography as now prevail. We ought not to

divide tlie 21,000 years before spoken of as constituting the

cycle caused by precession and the revolution of the apsides

into two equal parts, as M. Adhemar and others have pro-

posed, o;ie of which in a given hemisphere should be a cold

period when the winteijs coincide with aphelion, and the

other a warm period whefi ^he winters coincide with peri^

helion. For it must be borne in mind that there will be no

sharply defined line between tlfe warmest and coldest periods,

but a gradual transition between tliese extremes. We shall

get a clearer notion therefore of the varying climatal condi-

tions if we divide the cycle of precession into four quarters

(as in figs. 16 to 19, p. 276), in the first of which there is an

accumulation of ice in the southern hemisphere, because of

the coincidence of the long antarctic night and shoiHi; days
with the greatest distance of the planet from the sun, OT* in

other words, because the southern winter happens when IhO

earth is at or near aphelion, and granting, for the sate of
argument, Mr. CrolPs hypothesis of the accumulation of

and clouds, the more intense heat of 5,350 summers in pOli^

helion is supposed to be unequal to the task of melting ite

snows of an equal number of winters. Then
next quarter, when the vernal equinox occurs at

distance from the sun, and an equable climate is

whatever be the amount of excentricity; for

winters and summers will be of nearly equal

the summer and winter distances from the sun
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e^mea irill oombin^ to make theae seasons vary

the mean, and will cause a reduction of the

jAaoMllk^W aoeumulated in the preceding quarter. In the

the cold of all the winters is neutralised by

to the sun, while the heat of the summers isj in

lilce manner moderated by the earth’s distance from it, so

that here again an equal climate is produced. In the

foutrth quarter, the autumnal equinox falling at or near

aphelion, the same effects will be produced as in the second

quarter, and there will be no great exaggeration of heat or

cold, like that which must take place in the first quarter.

This first quarter therefore is the only one in which, under

fayou]f*able geographical conditions like the present, an accu-

mulation of ice and snow will take place at whieliever pole

has its winter in aphelion.

Present effect of qeograj)kical carnet* oh the climate of the

earth .—A good illustration is afforded of the preponderating

influence of geographical causes .by the result of Dove’s

observations on the presen^ mqpii temperature of the whole

surface of the globe in perihelion as contrasted with its tem-

perature in aphelion.
*

The present excentricity of the earth’s oibit amounts, as

before stated (p. 273), to no more than a million ami a half of

miles in opposite directions from its mean distance from the

sun, which is ninety-one millions. The difference of distance

of the ea^rth from the sun, in aphelion and perihelion, is there-

fore no less than one-thirtieth of the mean distance, and the

planet therefore ought to be Voider at the one time and

hotts^ at the other, not merely by one-thirtieth of the hcMt

received from the sun, but by about one-fifteenth, because the

heat values inversely as the squares of the distance. Yet, as

if in violation of this law, when the temperatures of all places

north and south of the line are reduced to an average, it is

found that the surface of the whole planet is actually warmer

in Juno than in December, i.e. in aphelion than in perihelion.

Xb|#*festilt, which in an astronomical point of view ajipears

$0 paradoxical, is explained in a satisfactory manner when

wo taio into consideration that the effect of land under

sttnsinne is to throw heat into the general atmosphere, and
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SO distribute it by the carrying power of the WT the

whole earth.* For the great extent of land which etist^

between the equator and the fiftieth degi*ee ofnorth latitOHlfe

is exposed to the sun^s rays during a long suminerji whereas

Ihe extent of ocean in corresponding latitudes in the sOtrth-

ern hemisphere prevents any similar generation of heat during

summer, notwithstanding that here, according to fierdehel^s

estimate, the power of the sun is greater by 28® F. when
the planet is in perihelion. *

Another illustration of the counteracting effect of geo-^

graphical causes is afforded by the extreme climates of

Canada and other parts of North America, as well as of cer-

tain parts of Siberia and China, as contrasted with the more
equable climates of the southern hemisphere. A very dif-

ferent result might be looked for if the ascendency of

astronomical causes were complete
;
for in that hemisphere

where winter coincides with the greatest and summer with

the least distance from the sun, the seasong would have been

most contrasted weie it not t^at the preponderance of sea as

compared to land produces an equable or what is called an
^ insular ’ climate.

*

The fact that the cold is now greater throughout a large

part of the southern hemisj)here would seem at first sight

almost to demonstrate the truth of the theory that the coin-

cidence of the winter solstice with aphelion exerts a powerful

refxigerating effect. But the difference of about 10^ F. in

temperate latitudes in the southern hemisphere is shown by
Dovers tables to be due to a 'deficiency of land, which in

excess in corresponding latitudes of the northern hemisphere*

Without denjing that the astronomical cause alluded to may
exercise some influence, it is obviously insignificant m
contrasted with the power of geographical conditioni?.

John Herschel, indeed, computes on theoretical grounds that

there ought to be a difference of 23® F. when two places

compared at the same season and in the same latitudes

opposite sides of the equator
;
that is to say, the summer

coinciding with perihelion pught to have a teinperatlire^

11^® higher, and the winter in aphelion a temperature loitlKT

* Herschers Astronomy, 1 864, p 236, art. 876.
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imaier waount, than the same seasons in the opposite

where these astronomical conditions are reversed,

^ItetesnHs^^observation are not in harmony with this theory,

the djlEerenoe really indicated by the thermometer being only

wHeh is required by theory. Yet there are some

Iteited areas where, according to Herschel, the cxcentricity

maJkas itself felt. The heat, he says, in the interior of

Australia is greater than in the deserts of North Africa

in coniBspondiiig latitudes ; and he has himself observed the

temperature of the surface soil in South Africa to roach

159® F-, which is higher than it liscs in our hemisphere,

where summer does not coincide with perihelion.* The

question, however, of the measurement of heat depends upon

an arbitrary assumption as to the temperature of space, or

the degrees of heat which our thermometers would indicate

if they could be placed at some point be3oud our atmospliere

and shaded from the sun. As it is impossible io lest this ex-

perimentally, and^difterent physicists of the highest eminence

are not agreed even as to th^ co:qdftions of the i^roblem, I shall

not enter into calculations, the accuracy of whicli cannot at

present be depended upon.
*

The simple fact that totally diflFerent climates exist now in

the same hemisphere and under the same latitude would

alone Bufl&ce to prove *that their occurrence cannot be exclu-

sively due to astronomical influence. The reader lias only to

refer to p. 243 to see that the climates of South Georgia and

Tierra del Fuego are at present so different that the former

might be supposed to belong fo a glacial period, while the

latter, by its flowers and humming-birds in the winter, and the

genera of marine mollusca m the adjoining sea, might indi-

cate to the traveller, as well as to some future geologist, such

a temperature as has been spoken of as perpetual spring. This

contrast is due to geographical causes, which if reversed,

so that Tierra del Fuego became the oceanic island, would

reverse the climates also. Mr. Darwin, in the last edition

of his ^ Origin of Species, has inclined towards adopting

ICr. CroU^s theory of alternate glaciation and perpetual

taring ih the opposite hemispheres, on the ground that

s HoTBchers Astronomy, J864, art. 369, note t Pp 450 401
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it would account for some anomalies in the distribai^ of

animals and plants, by affording a refage for tropicid life

during a period of extreme cold. But it appears to me
such cases as the one just mentioned of South Georgis^ iwid

Tierra del Fuego are a warning against assumingthat ghteia^

tion must be universal in all corresponding latitudes the
same hemisphere, and that until we know what climate the
countries now inhabited by tropical animals and plwts were
enjoying in glacial times, it is premature to conteild with
imaginary difficulties as to the survival of forms which would
have been extinguished if the snow and ice had been universal

down to latitude 55°, even over one hemisphere at a time.

How far we may speculate ov a ])Toha})le date for tlie GlcbdaX

Period.—From what I have now said in this and the preceding
chapter, it will bo seen that I consider the former changes of
climate and the quantity of ice now stored up in polar lati-

tudes tq have been governed chiefly by geographical condi-

tions. Nevertheless, since I also cousidef it probable that

a much larger excentricity pf t^e earth’s orbit if combined
with the present excess of polar land would produce an
exaggeration of cold in both hemispheres, it becomes a matter
of no small interest to ascei tain the dates of those variations

in the excentricity of the orbit which may throw lighten the
times when the cold first came on, when it reached its height,

and when it was succeeded by the great thaw which reduced
the ice to its piesont limits.

On my applying to the Astronomer Eoyal, Sir George Airy,

for assistance in this enquiry, he suggested to Mr. Stone^ of

the Greenwich Observatory, to make some of the required

calculations
;
and that eminent mathematician undertook, by

the use of Leverrier’s formula, to determine when the last

high excentricity occurred. He found that it happein^
210,065 years ago,^ and that no other excentricity approach-'
ing to this in amount could be obtained by going back haht^
million of years from the present era. The difference'h^tlwW«a

the greatest and least distances, at the time alluded

Mr. Stone, was about eleven millions of miles, while at^
maximum the difference would be about fourteen

^ Letter to the Author, May 15, 1865 , and see 3?hil. Jui>e
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it is about tbrae millioas, so that the proporlioUB

mio pressed hj the fi^^res 8 11 14. Hence, as

)&i Stone observes, ‘whatever climatic changes may haTe

Tabpi the Tariations io the excentricity of the earth s orbit for a milliozi

before a,b. 1800, and some of the climatal effects of such rariations.

•

1 2 8 4

Nnmbor of years
before A.n. 1800

Excentricity
of orbit

Difference of

distance In millions

of miles

Number of
winter days in

excess

0, •0168 8 8*1

60,000 0131 2f 6-3

A 100 000 •0473 8i 23

150,000 •0332 6 16*1

200,000 •0667 10* 27*7

210,000 •0576 lOi 27 8
\ 0 250,000 0258 44 12-6

300,000 •0424 7? 20-6

350 000 •0196 3} 0-6

400,000 . 0170 3 8-2

450,000 •0308 15

500 000 •0388 7 • 18*8

560,000 •0166 • 3 8

600,000 •0417 • 7i 20 8

660,000 • •0216 4 11

700,000 •0220 4 10*2

760,000 •(W)76 10^ 27-8

(jn 800,000 •0132 H 6-4

860,000 •0747 isl 30-4

900,000 •0102 li 49
D 960,000 •0617 H 261

1

1,000,000 •0161 7-3

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLE.

Colrnin 1. Division of a million years preceding 1800 into twenty equal parts.

Column 2, computed by Mr James Croll by aid of Levorrier’s formula, gives

the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit in parts of a unit equal to the moan distance

or half the longer diameter of the ellipse

Cokmn 3, which together with the following column has been computed by Mr.

John Garrick Moore, gives in millions of miles the difference between the greatest

and least distances of the earth from the sun, during the excentricities given in

Oolnmn 2. •

4 givAS number of days by which winter occurring in aphelion is

longer than the summer in perihelion.

place at some distant period through the existence of

absolute maximum of excentricity, corresponding and

tAightiy inferior changes must have taken place about

210,000 years bdbre Ihe beginning of the present century.’

lijr. (hull, following up the series of calculations begun by
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Mr. Stone rendered a greater eerrice to science by aoootii|tUi^>

ing the laborious task of computing the changes of OAoett*

trioity for a million years preceding and a million £slloniiR|||f

A.D. 1800. 1 have taken the first two columns Of the atmexi0d

table from his memoir, and the results given in the

two columns have been computed by my friend Mr. JTohn

Carrick Moore, who by his mathematical and geologkttl

knowledge has rendered me invaluable assistance in all these

enquiries on changes of climate. It appears to me that the

third and fourth columns will help the reader more clearly

to appreciate the variations in temperature which are indi-

cated by the figures in the second column. A glance at this

table will show that lliere ore four periods in the course Of

the last million of years, namely, those marked A, B, C, D,

in which there has been a large excentricity. For in A it

was nearly three times as great as it is at present; in B three

and a half times
;
in C we find two periods, one three and a

half and the other four aaid a half times as great, with an

interveuing small exoentricity
; and lastly, in the period D,

more than three times the present exoentricity.

The attempt to assign a chronological value to any of our

geological periods except the latest must, in the present

state of science, be hopeless. Nevertheless, independently of

all astronomical considerations, it must, I think, be conceded,

that the period required for the coming on of the greatest

cold, and for its duration when most intense, and the oscil-

lations to which it was subject (p. 192), as well as the retreat

of the glaciers and the ‘grf-at thaw’ or disappearance of

snow from many mountain-chains where the"snow was once
perpetual, required not tens but hundreds of thousands of
years. Less time would not suffice for the changes in physical

geography and orgjinic life of which we*have evidence. To
a geologist, therefore, it would not appear startling thatr
greatest cold should be supposed to have coincided with
period B, 200,000 years ago, although this date mtisi W
considered ns very conjectural, and one which may
likely to err in deficiency of time as in excess. 1

.speculated* on the more remote periods 0 «»»>«^

* Principle*, lOth ed , 1867.
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€%ioiiiil period, bnt upon reconsideration it appears to

im ti)dtt j|;eii^nrapliical conditions are so paramount that

tee wnst not go forther back in time than we are able fair!)'

io BSBome that the principal geographical features of the

oOalaneBtB and oceanic basins approximated to those now
prerailing. If, for example, the Alps and Jura were as high

or perhaps higher than now, we may suppose that whenever

the winter ofthe northern hemisphere coincided with aphelion

during^ period of high excentricity, the Alpine glociera would

have been far in excess of what they are now, whereas if wo
go back 800,000 or 1,000,000 joars to C or D, in order to

reach a somewhat higher excentricity, we know not how far

the geography may have coincided with that now established,

so as to allow of the excentricity augmenting or diminishing

the glaciation of tlie poles. I’here may, for example, have

been no Gulf-stream, the Sahara may have been submerged,

and a great many other areas m.iy ha\ e been so differently

circumstanced that it would be rash to reason upon the state

of climate, whether general or local.

We have no right to assume that the distance of our planet

from the sun during part of the jear would cause so much
cold is to counterbalance the heat resulting from greater

proximity at another period of tlio yo.ir, ualoss the distribu-

tion of land and sea was unfavourable to that interchange of

warmth and cold between polar and equatorial regions on

which the very existence of ice and snow on tin* earth depends.

Jf I am right in believing that the present geographical

circomstances are exceptional, Mien tlie dimute& of the
2
»ole

will be equally Bxceptional, and will have been so during th(‘

whole period when the continents and oceans gradually

assumed their present form. This form is favourable, as we

now see, to tbe simidtaneons glaciation of both polar regions,

ygd we cannot doubt that the local excess of ice and snow

wSU vary in each hemisphere in proportion as winter (“oincides

iriih aphdion. It is therefore natural ‘tliat we should find

pmiods in the Newer Pliocene and Post-Tertiary deserving

appellation of ‘Glacial,’ while a wider ggological survey

might us few or no monuments of such glaciation,

even in the shape of erratics, although if glacial conditions
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had prevailed^ they ought to have abomi4e^

thirtieth and fiftieth parallels of latittldp

requiring such vast periods for their aeeuii^wljion^W
Cretaceous, Neocomian, and Carboniferous ^

^

With regard to the more recent excentricities of tObe

A and B, when a predominance of land in hi^b^aiitbde|pfl^

fiiore safely be assumed, the fact which would seei9a td W0
most favourable to the connection of a large excentricd^ Wifji

an excess of cold is the following : <•

By referring to the map of Isothermal Lines (fig. 9, p.

240), the reader will sec that the mean annual isothermals of

14®, 23°, 32°, 41°, and 50° Fahr., are all of them in their

range from Europe to North America deflected from 18° to

18° of latitude in a southerly direction in their passage from

east to west. The late Edward Forbes has also shown in

one of his maps,^ that the living arctic fanna extends in like

manner 10° farther south on the west side of the Atlantic
(

than on the east side. This difference, as before pointed out

(p. 239), is dependent on‘pmely geographical and not on

astronomical causes ;
the direction of the Gulf-stream from

south-west to north-east- th^ cold polar current flowing

south along the east coast of North America—the extension

of the land of the latter continent continuously towards the

pole in the same latitudes as those where there is open soa

to the north of Europe, are sufficient to explain the presmit

course of the isothermals; and if the cold were now attg««

inented by the coming on of a large excentricity,

isothermals alluded to would* exhibit the same curves,

position being shifted farther south becaifse the new
frigerating influence would operate equally on the eastel^

and western hemisphere. If the effect would not be exactly

equal on both sides the Atlantic, it M?ould be in favUfUr

of greater curves in the direction in which they now belief

because the increase of snow and ice would be greatest 0ti

the side where thereds most land in very high latitudes^

Now we find that in the Glacial period all signs of

tion, such as eigatic blocks, scored surfaces of roch^

boulders, and deposits filled with arctic species of mavilis

Memoirs of the Surrey of Grtat Britain, roL i. plate tS.
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W to be seen in full force on the North American

ooRt^nt ten or more degrees farther south than in Europe.'

tf could aiwume, therefore, that geographical conditions

had been constant, these phenomena would bo in favour of

our attributing the greater intensity of cold iii tlie Glacial

Period to a maximum exceiitricity. Our full reliance, how-

ever, on this line of reasoning is somewhat weakened when
we reflect that a modenito amount of geograidiieal change

in a very high latitude—such as the addition of some islands

near the pole, or the increased height of some of tlio land now
existing between latitudes 70° and 80° N.—might exaggerate

the cold both of the eastern and western hemispheres, aeding

alike on northern Europe and Nortli America. We know,

as a positive fact, that geographical (3hanges have taken place

in the height and position of land since tlie (‘ommencement

of the Glacial Period, although we cannot affirm tliat when
the cold was at its height tfierc was a giu^sHer proportion of

land in high latitudes than at present. If at that time it

\Vere in excess, we are more eertahi that the change alluded

to would intensify the col<f than wo are that a change of

excentrioity would have tlie sifme ellect; for tho laHt-meu-

tioned* conclusion depends upon tho soiimlness of tlie liypo-

thesis that, in spite of the annual supply of solar li(»at being

always equal, the more intense heat vf summer cannot over-

come the increased wintfr’s cold whenever tlie latter gives

rise to a much greater snowlall.

Evwporatuyjn of ice and anoiv,—Now observations on the

Swiss glaciers have shown to wbat an extent those rivers of

ice are often lo^^ered by evaporation, or by the p,issage of

the ice into a gaseous fonn, without its having passed

through the intermediate fluid condition. When (‘crtain dry

winds blow, the siioyv wastes away like cainpJior without

melting; and as we see the average number of inches of

rainfall to diminish constantly, though very iiTegularly, as

we pass from the equator to the pole, so we may reckon on u

diminution of the quantity of snow and the j>revaJenre near

the pole of a dry air, especially if thex^e be snovv-(‘(»vered

lands farther south intercepting aerial currents blowing

VOh. 1. tJ
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from warmer regions, and eausing them to part with their

moisture in the form of snow.

Mr. Darwin, during his visit to Central Chili, was infonx^

that during one dry and very long summer all the snow dis-

appeared from Aconcagua, although it attains the height of

23,000 feet. It is probable, he adds, that much of the snow

at these great heights is evaporated rather than thawed.*

In the Himalayas, where some of the mountain-peaks attain

the height of 29,000 feet, the snow-line on the southenrn side

of the chain occurs at 13,000, and on the northern at 16,000

feet, or, according to some authorities, even at 18,000. * For

the moist winds of the south-west monsoon,* says Herschel,

* deposit their snow almost wholly on the southern side, while

the northern is exposed to the evaporation of one of the

driest regions of the globe.’ In like manner, when winds

from the temperate zone first meet the frozen air of the

antarcric regions, they will part with their moisture, so

that the snow will increase on the out{jr margin of the

antarctic continent rather'than in the interior. As it is well

known that great falls of snow take place chiefly when the

thermometer is about 32® F., and that little, if any, ever falls

when the temperature is much lower, it would certainly be

rash to assume that intense cold near the pole during the

aphelion, when the excentricity is very large, tends to gene-

rate more snow than the dry atmosphere can absorb.

Much snow was seen by Eink to have vanished from the

surface of Greenland in the latter months of autumn, so that

lines of eiratic blocks were disclosed to view. In like manner,

Ross and Hooker observed blocks of stone on the snows of

Victoria Land—facts which w^ould be inexplicable if much of

the snow which falls annually were not removed from the

surface by evaporation and liquefaction in high latitudes.

Mr. Alexander Agassiz, when living on the shores of Lake
Superior, describes the thermometer as being at 5® below

zero for four months in the year, and says that the ai^erage

annual snowfall of fifteen years was seventy-two feet. Y^t
the snow never lay more than six feet thick on the ground^

and disappeared completely in the summer, the snow being

^ DnriA'iji, Journal of Uxe Boagle, 1845, p. 245.
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chidfljr got rid of by evaporation like camphor. He also

ijientions that the ground beneath the snow never froze, and

upon thi« point it is well to bear in mind that a covering of

snow extending over a large area and enduring for a long

time nmst have the effect of preventing loss by radiation,

snow being a very bad conductor of lie at.

It is observed in Canada and New England that parts of

a meadow which are laid bare in winter by the wind having

blown Hway its snow are often frozen for a depth of two

feet or more, so that, when spring retarn^., this portion of

the surface remains brown and barren, while the rest of the

field, having retained its heat during winter in consequence*

of the covering of snow, is green and clothed with a rapidly

growing vegetation# Dr. Hooker found in like manner that

after the melting of the snow on the Himalaya the warmth
of the soil was far above •the mean tomjK*rature of tlie

region, owing to the same cause. In this way there may
be some compensation, the excess,of heat absorbed by the

land during a short but hot «uurtner b(‘ing less freely parted

with in winter owing to the syow. This loss by radiation

during a protracted winter is only one of many elomenis as

yet undetermined which coinplicat(* tin* problem on which

we are sjieculatiug.

Absence ofrecurrent Glacial cj)orhH hi fht mrJivrforwaiiovn .

—

If we now turn from the phjsical difficulties raised by th(*

aSt|x>nomical theory to the question of j^almontological evi-

dence, we find that if the sketch jidiich we have given in the

tenth and eleventli chapters of the former states of (iliiiiate

revealed to us by palojontological research be an approxima-

tion to Hie truth, glacial periods liave not been perpetually

recurring in the northern temperate zone, as they ought

to have done were a liJlrge excentricity alone sufficient, apart

from the co-operation of all other causes, to intensify the

cold of high latitudes. It was shown that tlie flora and

fauna do not exhibit signs of violent revolutions from hot to

cold Bud from cold to hot periods. Ou the contrary, the

continuity of forms, particularly in the class of reptiles, from

the CJarboniferous to the Cretaceous period, is opposed to the

intercalation of glacial epochs con*esponding in importance
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to that of Post-Pliocene date. The Carboniferous Period

must have endured for a lapse of centuries sufficient tp

allow several great cycles of exeentricity to be gone througli.

Yet there must have been nevertheless a long suspension

in the temperate latitudes of the northern hemisphere of

cold such as we now experience, for we do not find in strata

of that age 15,000 feet thick in Nova Scotia any proofs of

intercalated glacial epochs. The peculiar vegetation of the

coal was persistent throughout the greater part of the ages

required for tlio d(q)osition of so great a thickness of

sediment, in which one forest after another was buried on the

spot where it had grown.*

This absence of recurrent periods of cold is perfectly ex-

plicable, if I am right in concluding that they can only be

brought about by an abnormal quantity of land in higji

latitudes
;

for under ordinary* geographical conditions a

maximum exeentricity would only tend to render the climate

less equable, and not colder. If tlie ocean i^revailed in the

polar regions there would bfe nC permanent snow, or no more

than the summer’s thaw woidd dissipate
;
and the diflference

in the total quantity of heat being as 1003 to lOQjO, may,

as Sir J. ITerschel (d)servGd, be neglected, and would, if ap-

preciable, have a luxating and not a refrigerating influence.

We may indet'd imagine an extreme exeentricity and

winter in aphelion io have sometimes co-operated, with

favourable geograi)hical conditions, to produce an excess of

cold ;
but we know so little of the probable distribution of

land in earlier times that I shall not repeat my former

attemi)t to calculate the possible comparative duration of the

Glacial and antecedent Tertiary, Secoridaiy, and Primary

Epochs by a comparison ot the supposed relative amount of

change in the organic world which lias been brought 4bout

in corresponding periods.

Valuation !k the ohllquitij of the ecliptic.—Hitherto we have

been considering the effect on climate of changes in the ex-

centricity of tlie orbit, as if the earth’s axis of rotation were

always inclined, as now, at an angle of 23® 28' to the plane

* See ElemeDts ol Geology by the Author, p. 482.
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of tha ecliptic ; but it is 'well known that this angle is made
to vary by about forty-eight seconds per century by the

action of the planets on the earth, by which the plane of the

ecliptic is now becoming more nearly coincident from year to

year with the equator. This diminution of the obliquity will

go on for ages, after which ^ it will again increase, and thus

oscillate backwards and forwards about a mean position, the

extent of its deviation to one side and the other being loss

than 1^21'.’* Cut Sir John llerscliel inforiiK^d me that

although this limit as calculated by Laplace is true as re-

gards the last 100,000 years, y(‘t, if millions of years are

taken into account, it is conceivable that the deviation may
possibly be sometimes greater, and may even be found to

extend as much as tliree 6r even four degrees on eacli side

of the mean.t Tlie qia^slions eiitereJ into by Laplace and

Leverrier respecting secular changes of tlie c(*li[)tic relative

to a fixed plane, and possilde cliangcH in the position of the

earth’s equator, iiyist be the subject of hiborious comi>uta-

tions before astronomers will havt^ deciJcMl what may be Urn
# •

extreme range of obliipiity, but they arc* agreed that it

must be confined within very^.arrow limits. The result of

this movement, whether we adopt the higher or lower limit

above alluded to, w'uuld be to loft'sen or augineut, ac(‘ur(ling

to its direction, the effects to which the precessioiuil move-

ment gives rise. Whenever the obliquity is greater than

now, more of the arctic and antarctic regions would be ex-

posed to a long night in winter, and cons<*(iuenily the cold

at that season would be greater, and under the opposite

circumstances tfie reverse would take plac(*. The bearing of

this cause on geological phenomena would be twofold. So

often as the extreme of possible obliquity happ(*ned to com-

bine with the maximum exceiitricity and with gi‘Ographical

* Herfichol’a Afatrononiy, art. 640. in .he othi r, and that tlun would Ijo

t Letter to the Author, Ott. 1866. «a disturliug dfiiunt m tlio pioldam.

Kf, remarke (QiUirt. Journ. of Ah, how(^^^, Sir J. ITm*h(>j«I nuiiUoriN

Oct. 1874, p. 443) that when this difter lue lu Ins \Htronoiny, 7th ed

I^i^ace and Leverrier fixed the limit of 186t, he was .iw in oi it wli« n ho gu\o

Vanstion, it was not known that the nu the extrf mo limit whu h lie con wdu d

diameterofthe equatorial circumference possi Lie

18 two miles longer in one diroctiox^lhan
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circumstances of an abnormal character like those now pre-

vailing in high latitudes, a greater intensity of cold ironld be
produced than could exist without such a combination^ atid

so far this would favour a glacial epoch. But when, on the

other hand, the obliquity was at its minimum, the cold would
be lessened, even though all the other conditions which
promote it were in full force. It may also be remarked that

if the obliquity of the ecliptic could ever be diminished to

the extent of four degrees below its present inclinatioh, such

a deviation would be of geological interest, in so far as it

would cause the sun’s light to be disseminated over a broader

zone inside of the arctic and antarctic circles. Indeed, if the

date of its occurrence in past times could be ascertained, this

greater spread of the solar rays, implying a shortening of

the polar night, might liolp in some slight degree to account

for a vegetation such as now characterises lower latitudes,

liaving had in the Miocene and Carboniferous periods a much
wider range towards the pole. Were an adequate supply of

light thus afforded, the Warmth required by such a flora

would rarely have been wanting in past times, for, according

to principles before laid downj a more genial climate would
usually prevail in high latitudes, that is to say whenever the

earth’s geography was in a normal state.

In Mr. Moccli’s Aaluable j)aper, before cited (p. 279), he

treats of the eflects of altered obliquity; but he states* that

his results as to the intensity of solar radiation apply only to

the outside of the e-artli’s atmosphere. If his readers fail to

bear this in mind, they ^^ill be in danger of greatly over-

rating the increased heat in polar regions caused by dif-

ferent phases of precession, excentricity, and obliquity of .the

ecliptic ;
for a large deduction will probably have to be made

for the greater amount of atmosphere* through which lihe

calorific rays must pass in very high latitudes.

The investigation of the true calorific effect of the stm^s

rays for every 5° of altitude, allowing for the increased length

of path traversed by the oblique rays, is given by Sir

Leslie and Mr. Traill.f From this it appears that the totrf

* Meech, Smithsonian Contributions, 1867, pp 21 and 48.

t Article * Climate, Euejel Bntann.
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of ho&t received at the equator, latitude 45%

and tile pedes will be as the numbers 115, 51, and 14 respec-

tively. £ven these figures represent the comparative quantity

of heat at the higher latitudes as being more than the

truth; for they are computed on the supposition of constant

sunshine. As cloud prevails to a greater extent in the

high latitudes than at the equator, the disproportion will be

increased.

Supposed variaiions in the temperature of spare.— Another

astronomical hypothesis respecting the possible cause of

secular variations in climate has been proposed by a dis-

tinguished mathematician and jdiilosopher, M. Poisson. He
begins by assuming, 1st, that the sun and our planetary

system are not stationary, but carried onward by a common

movement through space. 2ndly, that every point in space

receives heat as well as light fk’om innumerable stars sur-

rounding it on all sides, so that if a I'ight line of iy.defiuite

length be produee^l in any directioiv from such point, it must

encounter a star either visible^ oV invisible to us. Jlrdly,

he then goes on to assume, that the different regions of

space, which in the course t>f fnillions of years are traversed

by our system, must be of very uneiinal temperature, inas-

much as some of them must receive a gr(*atf>r, others a less

quantity of radiant heat from the great stellar enclosure.

If the earth, he continues, or any other large body, pass from

a hotter to a colder region, it would not readily lose in tlm

second all the heat which it has imbibed in the first region,

but retain a temperature increasing downwards from the

surfiice, as is tlTe actual condition of our planet.*

Now the opinion originally suggested by Sir W. Herschel,

that onr sun and its attendant planets were all moving

onward through space, in the direction of the constellation

Hercules, is very generally thought by modern astronomers

to be confirmed. But the amount of the movement is still

uncertain, and great indeed must be its extent before this

alone can work any material alteration in the ten-e-

strial oUwates. Mr. Hopkins, when treating of this theory,

* F(HMon, Thterie mathiinst. d« la Chaleur, ComptoK rundus do T.^cad do*

60 .. Jan. 80, 1837.
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remarked that, so far as we are acquainted witfe Wie

position of stars not very remote from the siin, they

seem to be so distant from each other, that there are no

points in space among them where the intensity of tadia^

ting heat would be comparable to that which the earth

derives from the sun, except at points very near to each star.

Thus, in order that the earth should derive a degree of heat

from stellar radiation comparable to that now derived from

the sun, it must be in close proximity to some particular star,

leaving the aggregate effect of radiation from the other stars

nearly the same as at present. This approximation, how-

ever, to a single star could not take place consistently with

the preservation of the motion of the earth about the sun,

according to its present laws.

Suppose our sun should approach a star within the pre-r

sent distance of Neptune. That planet could no longer

remain a member of the solar system, and the motions of

the other planets would be disturbed in a degree which no

one has ever contemplated* a,s pi^obable since the existence

of the solar system. But such a star, supposing it to be no

larger than the sun, and to emit the same quantity offbeat,

would not send to tlie earth much more than one-thousandth

part of the heat wliieh she derives from the sun, and would

therefore produce only a very small change in terrestrial

temperature,*

Snpposed gradual diminution of the earth^s primitive heat .

—

The gradual diminution of the supposed primitive heat of the

globe has been resorted to By many geologists as the prin*

cipal cause of alterations of climate. The matter of our

planet is imagined, in accordance with the conjectures of

Leibnitz, to have been originally in an intensely heated state,

and to have been parting ever since with portions of its

heat, and at the same time contracting its dimensioils.

There are, undoubtedly, good grounds for inferring, from re*-

cent observation and experiment, that the temperature of the

earth increases as we descend from the surface to that slight

depth to which man can penetrate ; but there are uo positive

proofs of a secular decrease of internal heat accompanied
* Quart. Joum. GeoL Soc. 1852, p. 62.
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by CQSlitraotion. On the contrary, Laplace has shown, by

ref^T^tHLjbe to astronomical observations made in the time

of Hipparchus, that in the last two thousand years at least

tb&TeWs been no sensible contraction of the ji^lobe by cooling

;

forbad this been the case, even to an extremely smtiU umount,

the day would have been shortened, whereas its length has

certainly not diminished during that period by of a

second.

I shall allude in the second volume to 11111113" objections

which may be urged against the theory of the intense heut

of the earth’s central nucleus, and shall then enquire how far

the observed augmentation of tempt rature, as we dcst'end

below the surface, ma>" be referuble to oilier causes imoou-

nected with the supposed pristine Huidity of the entire

globe.
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CHAPTEE XIV.

UNIFORTillTY IN THE SERIES OP PAST CHANGES IN THE

ANIMATE AND INANIMATE WORLD.

&T J'PC)<5K1) AITKKXAJK PI- WIOU's (F RLPOSK AND mSf>IlDEa—OBSERVED FACTS

IX wjiiai ijiis dociijinj: has ork.inateo—these may be explained by

SlPPOsINO A LNlFOkM AND UXINrERRl PTED SERIES OF CHANGES—THRES^

h(»lU COXSIDHRAFPIN <>t IIIIS St liJKC f ! URST, IN REKEUENCE TO THE
lAttS WJJItH ODVhUN TJni tORMATlOX OK FO^SIl IKCROl S STRATA, AND THE

MliFTlNG OF TUF AUFAs Ol ShOtMt-NTARY DEPOSITION, SECONDLY, IN RK-

lUiLNCK TO THE I IVINO C’REATI<»N. EXTINCTION OF SPECIES, AND ORIGIN OF

N1 V^ ANIMALS AND PI ANPS
;

FKIUDIY, IN REH.RLNCE TO THE CHANGES

iMioiHci^i) IN Tin: fariu’s <Risr by the continfaxNCe of subterranean

MOILMENTS IN CERTAIN AHlAl, AND THEIR TRANSI HPKNCK AFTER LONG

PI RIODs To NEW AUl AS —oN TI^E COMBINED INFl^rENCE OF ALL THESE

MODES AND CiU^lS oi (HINCE IX PRODUCIXO MREAES AND CHASMS IN THE

CHAIN or RECORDS CONCEUDINt} R14MARKS ON THK IDENTITY OF THE

ANCIENT AND PRESFNT SYSTEM OF TERRESTRIAL CHANGES. ,

Orlijln of the doctrine of alternate periods of repose and

disorder,—Tt has be(‘ii truly observed, that when we arrange

the kunwii fossil iferoiis forniatioiis in clironological order,

they constitute a broken and defective series of monuments;
we pass witliout any intermediate gradations from systems

of strata which are horizontill, to other systems which are

liighly inclined— from rocks of peculiar mineral composition

to others which have a character wholly distinct—from one

assemblage of organic remains to another, in which fre-

quently nearly all the species, and a large part of the geneta,

are different. These violations of continuity are so commk^ii

as to constitute in most regions the rule rather than the

exception, and they have been considered by many geologists

as conclusive in favour of sud^n revolutions in tiie inani-

mate and animate world. We have already seen that^

according to the speculations of some writers, theM h#ve

been in the past history of the planet alternate penods of
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tranqxii&ity and convulsion, the former enduring for ages, and

resembHng the state of things now experienced man ; the

other brief, transient, and paroxysmal, giving rise to new
mountains, seas, and valleys, annihilating one set of organic

beings, and ushering iji the creation of another.

It will be the object of the lU'e.sent chapter to demonstrate

that these theoretical views are not borne out by a fair

interpretation of geological monuments. It is true that in

the soKd framework of the gl(»be we have a chronological

chain of natural records, many links of which are wanting ;

but a careful consideration of all the plieiiomena leads to the

opinion that the series was originally defcH’tivo—that it has

been rendered still more so by time—that a great part of

what remains is inaccessible to man, and ev'^en of that

fraction which is accessible iiiiie-teutlis or more are to this

day unexplored.

The readiest way, perhaps, of persuading the reiylor that

we may dispense ;^vith great and .vuhlm) r(‘vohi1iojis in the

geological order of events Miowing him how a regular

and uninteiTUpted series of changes in the animate and iu-

auiniate world iniist giv(» rise to such l)i’(»aky in tli(‘ scipunico,

and such unconformability of stratituMl rocks, as are usu-

ally thought to imply convulsions and culasiroplu's. It is

scarcely necessary to state that the order of fwents thus

assumed to occur, for the sake of illustration, should be in

harmony with all the eouclusioiis h^gilimately drawn by

geologists from the structure of the earth, and must be

equally in accordance with the* changes observfMl by man to

be now going on in the living as well as in tln^ inorganic

creation. It may be necessary in tluj present slate of

science to supply some part of tlie assunif‘d cours(j of naturt*

hypothetically ;
but,* if so, this must be done without any

violation of probability, and always consisteiiily with tlie

analogy of what is known both of tlie past and present

economy of our system. Although the discussion of so com-

prehensive a subject must c#y the hef'inner far his

depth, it will also, it is hoped, stimulate his curiosity, and

pfiepue him to read some elementary treatises on geology

with advantage, and teach him the bearing on that science
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of the changes now in progress on the earth. At the same

time it may enable him the better to understand the inti-

inate connection between the Second and Third Books

of this work, one of which is occupied with the changes

of the inorganic, the latter with those of the organic

creation.

In pursuance, then, of the plan above proposed, I will

consider in this chapter, first, the laws which regulate the

denudation of strata and the deposition ofsediment ; secondly,

those wliieh govern the Huciuation in the animate world ; and

thirdly, the iuod(3 in which subterranean movements affect

the earth’s crust.

Unifontiiftj of change considered^ Jirnf in reference to denuda^

ilon and sodinif titanj deposition,—First, in regard to the laws

governing the de
2
)osition of new strata. If we survey the

surface of the glob(\ we immediately perceive that it i&

divisible jnto areas of deposition and nori-d(*position ;
or, in

Other words, at any giver time there are (.spaces which are

the recipients, others whicl^ aye not the recipients, of

sedimentary matter. No new strata, for example, are thrown

downondiy land, which remains the same from year to year

;

whereas, in many parts of the ))ottom of seas and lakes, mud,

sand, and p(»bbles are annually s[)read out by rivers and

currents. There are also great masses of limestone growing

ill some seas, chiefly composed of corals and shells, or, as

in the depths of the Atlantic, of chalky mud made up of

fora in ini fora and diatom acea3.

As to tlie dry land, so far from being the receptaxile of

fresh accessions of matter, it is exposed almost everywhere

to waste away. Forests may be as dense and lofty as those

of Brazil, and may sw^irm with quadrupeds, birds, and insects,

yet at the end of thousands of years one layer of black mould
a few inches thick may be the sole representative of those

myriads of trees, leaves, flowers, and fruits, those innumeiv

able bones and skeletons of birds, quadrupeds, and reptiles,

which tenanted the fertile re^on. Should this land be ajb

length submerged, the waves of the sea may wash away in a

few hours the scanty covering of mould, and it may m^vAj
impart a darker shade of colour to the next stratum ofmai*!)
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BlEind, or athor matter newly thrown down. So also at the

bottom of the ocean where no sediment is aeeumulatingp,

seawoiad, zoophytes, fish, and even shells, may multiply for

ages and. decompose, leaving no vestige of their form or sub-

stonce behind. Their decay, in water, although more slow,

is as certain and eventually as complete as in the open air.

Nor can they be perpetuated for indefmitt* periods in a fossil

state, unless imbedded in some matrix nhieh is impervious to

water? or which at least di>es not alhnv a fieo percolation of

that fluid, impregnated, as it usually is, with a slight quantity

of carbonic or oilier acid. Such a frc'e percolation may be

prevented either by ihe mineral naiure of tlie matrix itself,

or by the superposition of an inip<‘rmeiible srratnm ; but if

unimpeded, the fossil shell or bone will be dissolved and

removed, particle after particle, and thus miiindy effaccMl,

unless petrifaction or ilie^biibstitution of some mineral for

the organic matter hiipi)en to tiilv(‘ place.

That there Injs been land as js't‘11 as se.i at all former

geological periods, we knmv frcf^n 11u‘ fact iliat fossil trees

and terrestrial plants are im!)e4ld(‘d in rocks of every age,

except those which are so aitcienl as to be V(‘ry imperfectly

known to us. Occasioiuilly lacustrine and fluviatile shells,

or the bones of amphibious or land reptiles, ])oini to the same

conclusion. The existence of dry land at all yieriods of the

past implies, as before nieiitiom‘d, the partial dejX)sitioii of

sediment, or its limitation to certain areas; and the next

point to which I shall eall the r(‘ader’s atUuilion is tin* shift-

ing of these areas from one region to anoilier.

First, then, variations in the site of sedimentary dej)osition

are brought about indey)eudently ofsuhierraneaii niov^unciits.

There is always a sliglit change from jear to jear, or iroin

ototury to century# The sedinient of tlie Rhone, forc^xamjde,

thrown into the Lake of Geneva, is now cr)nveyed to a spot a

mile and a halfdistant from that w’bej e it {iccmnulated m the

tenth century, and six miles from the point wlnav tJie d(dla

began originally tx) form. \]|p may Iook forward 1o tin* period

when this lake will be filled up, and then ilie dislnbntion of

the transported matter will be suddenly alten*d, for tlni mud

and sand brought down from the Alps will thenceforth, instead
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of being deposited near Geneva, be carried nearly 200 miles

southwards, where the Rhone enters the Mediterranean.

In the deltas of large rivers, such as those of the Ganges

and Indus, the mud is first carried down for many centuzieB

through one arm, and on this being stopped up it is dis-

charged by another, and may then enter the sea at a point

50 or 100 miles distant from its first receptacle. The difec-

tion of marine currents is also liable to be changed by various

accidents, as by the heaping up of new sandbanks, or the

wearing away of clifis and 2)roniontorie8 .

But, secondly, all these caiises of fluctuation in the sedi-

mentary areas are entirely subordinate to those greatupward

or downward movements of land, which will presently be

si)oken of, as prevailing over large tracts of the globe. By
such elevation or subsidence certain spaces are gradually

submerged or made gradually to emerge : in the one case

sedimentary deposition may bo suddenly renewed after having

been suspended for one or \nore geological periods, in the other

as suddenly made to cease after having continued for ages.

If deposition be renewed after a long interval, the new
strata will visually differ greatly from the sedimentary rocks

previously formed in the same place, and especially if the

older rocks have suffered derangement, which implies a

chongt' in the jiliysical geography of the district since the

previous conveyance of sediment to the same spot. It may
happen, however, that, even where the two groups, the

superior and the inferior, are horizimtal and conformable to

each other, they may still differ entirely in mineral charac-

ter, because, since the origin of the older formation, the

geography of some distant country has been altered. In that

country rocks before concealed may have become exposed by

denudation ;
volcanos may have burst out and covered the

surface with scorise and lava
;
or new lakes, intercepting the

sediment previously conveyed from the upper country, may
have been formed by subsidence

;
and other fluctuations may

have occurred, by which the materials brought dotm

thence by rivers to the sea have acquired a distinct minezal

character.
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It is weB known that the stream of the Mississippi is

ehaorged with sediment of a different colour from that of the

Arkansas and Bed Bivers, which are tinned with red mud,

derived from rocks of porphyry and red gypseous clays in ‘ the

fiatr west*’ The waters of the Uruguay, says Darwin, drain-

ing a granitic country, are clear and black; those of the

Parana, red.* The mud with which the Indus is loaded, says

Bumes, is of a clayey hue ; that of the Chenab, on Ihe other

hand, is reddish
; that of the Sutlej is more pale.f The same

causes which make these seveml rivers, sometimes situated at

no great distance the one from the other, to differ givatly in

the character of tlieir sediment, will make the waters draining

the same country at different epochs, especially before and

after great revohitions in physical geography, to be entirely

dissimilar. It is scarcely nece.ssary to add that marine enr-

rents will be affected in an analogous maimer in consequence

of the formation of new shoals, the emergence ofnew islands,

the subsidence of^othors, the gradual wasti' of neighbouring

coasts, the growth of new deltas; the inert'ase of coral reefs,

volcanic eruptions, and other c^iangos.

Uniformity of change considered
y
f>eeo7idhjy in referevre to the

living creation,—Secondly, in regard to tin* vicissitudes of the

living creation, all are agreed that ihe sm‘(‘esHive gr(^ups of

sedimentary strata found in the earth’s crust are not only

dissimilar in mineral composition for reasons above alluded

to, but are likewise distinguishable from each other by their

organic remains. The general inference drawn from the

study and comparison of the •various groniis, arranged in

chronological order, is this : that at successive periods distinct

tribes of animals and plants have inhabited the land and

waters, and that the organic types of the newer formations

are more analogous to species now existing than those of

more ancient rocks. If we then turn to the present state of

the animate creation, and enquire whether it has now become

fixed and stationary, we discover that, on the contrary, it is

in a state of continual flux— that there are many causes

• Darw5i)*« Journal, p. 163, 2nd ed. t Journ JRoy. aeopniph. ^oo., ^ol

p. 189. Hi. p. 142,
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in action whicli tend to the extinction of species, doid

which are conclusive against the doctrine of their tinlimited

durability.

There are also causes which give rise to new varieties aad

races in plants and animals, and new forms are continually

supplanting others which had endxired for ages. But natural

history has been successfully cultivated for so short a period,

that a few examples only of local, and perhaps but one or two

of absolute, extirpation of species can as yet be proved, and

these only whore the interference of man has been conspi-

cuous. It will nevertheless appear evident, from the facts

and arguments detailed in the chapters which treat of the

geographical distribution of species in the next volume, that

man is not the only exterminating agent; and that, inde-

pendently of his intervention, the annihilation of species is

promoted by the multiplication and gradual diffusion of every

animal or plant. It will also appear that every alteration

in the physical geography and climate of the globe cannot

fail to have the same tendency. If we proceed still farther,

and enquire whether new species are substituted from time

to time for those which die odt, we find that the successive

introduction of new forms appears to have been a coflstant

part of tho economy of the terrestrial system, and if we have

no direct proof of the fact it is because the changes take

place so slowly as not to come within the period of exact

scientific observation. To enable the reader to appreciate

the gradual manner in which a passage may have taken

place from an extinct fauna to that now living, I shall say a

few words on the fossils of successive Tertiary periods. When
we trace the series of formations from the more ancient to the

more modern, it is in these Tertiary deposits that we first

meet with assemblages of organic remains having a near

analogy to tho fauna of certain parts of the globe in our own

time. In the Eocene, or oldest subdivisions, some few ofthe

testacea belong to existing species, although almost all of

them, and apparently all the associated vertebrata, aare now

extinct. These Eocene strata are succeeded by a great num-

ber of more modern deposits, which depart gradually in the
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character of their fossils from the Eocene type, and approach

more and more to that of the living creation. In the present

state of science, it is chiefly by the aid of shells that we are

enabled to arrive at these results, for of all classes the tes-

tacea are the most generally diffused in a fossil state, and
may be called the medals principally employed by nature in

recording the chronology of past events. In the Upper

Miocene rocks (No. 5 of the table, p. 135) we begin to And

a considerable number, although still a minority, of i^ecent

species, intermixed with some fossils common to the preced-

ing, or Eocene, epoch. We then arrive at the Pliocene strata,

in which species now contemporary with man begin to pre-

ponderate, and in the newest of which nine-tenths of the

fossils agree with species still inhabiting the neighbouring

'sea. It is in the Post-Tertiary strata, where all tlie shells

agree with species now living, that wc have discovered the

first or earliest known remains of man associated with the

bones of quadruj^eds, some of widely are of extinct species.

In thus passing from the oldef to the newer members of

the Tertiary s}stem, we meet with many chasms, but none

which separate entirely, by a tJroad line of demarcation, one

state of the organic world from another. There fire no

signs of an abrupt terndnation of onc^ fauna and flora, and

the starting into life of new and wholly distinct forms.

Although we are far from being able to demonstrate geologi-

cally an insensible transition from the Eocene to the Miocene,

or even from the latter to the recent fauna, yet, the more we

enlarge and perfect our general survey, the more nearly do

we approximate* to such a coiftiriuous series, and the more

gradually are we conducted from times when many of the

genera and nearly all the species were extinct, to those in

which scarcely a single species flourished which we do not

know to exist at present. Dr. A. Philippi, indeed, after an

elaborate comparison of the fossil tertiary shells of Sicily with

those now living in the Mediteiranean, announced, as the

result of his examination, that there are strata in thai; island

which attest a very gradual passage from a period when only

thirteen in a hundred of the shells were like the species now

YOU I. X
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living in the sea, to an era when the recent species had
attained a proportion of ninety-five in a hundred. There is,

therefore, evidence, he says, in Sicily of this revolution in the

animate world having been effected ^without the intervention

of any convulsion or abrupt changes, certain species having^

from time to time died out, and others having been intro-

duced, until at length the existing fauna was elaborated.’

In no part of Europe is the absence of all signs of man
or his works, in strata of comparatively modem date^ more

striking than in Sicily. In the central parts of that island

we observe a lofty table-land and hills, sometimes rising to

the height of 3,000 feet, capped with a limestone, in which

from 70 to 85 per cent, of the fossil testacea are specifically

identical with those now inhabiting the Mediterranean.

These calcareous and other argillaceous strata of the same

age are intersected by deep valleys which appear to have been

gradually formed by denudation, but have not varied mate-

rially in width or depth since Sicily was first colonised by

the Greeks. The limestone, moreover, which is of so late a

date in geological chronolog}", was quarried for building

those ancient temples of Girgehti and Syracuse, of which the

ruins carry us back to a remote era in human history. If

we are lost in conjectures when speculating on the ages

required to lift up these formations to the height of several

thousand feet above the sea, and to excavate the valleys, how

much more remote must be the era when the same rocks were

gradually formed beneath the waters !

The intense cold of the Glacial period was spoken of in

the tenth chapter. Although we have not yet succeeded in

detecting proofs of the origin of man antecedently to that

epoch, we have yet found evidence that most of the testacea,

and not a few of the quadrupeds, which preceded, were of the

same species as those which followed the extreme cold. To
whatever local disturbances this cold may have given rise in

the distribution of species, it seems to have done little in

effecting their annihilation. We may conclude therefore,

from a survey of the tertiary and modern strata, which con-

stitute a more complete and unbroken series than rocks

of older date, that the extinction and creation of species
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have been, and are, the result of a slow and gradual change

in the organic world.

Uniformity of change considered^ thirdly, in reference to suh-^

terranea/n movements.—Thirdly, to pass on to the last of the

three topics before proposed for discussion, the reader will find

in the account given in the Second Book, Vol. II., of the

earthquakes recorded in history, that certain countries have,

from time immemorial, been rudely shaken again and again

;

while Others, comprising by far the largest part of the globe,

have remained to all appearance motionless. In the regions

of convulsion rocks have been rent asunder, the surface has

been forced up into ridges, chasms have oi)oned, or the ground

throughout large spaces has been permanently lifted up

above, or let down below, its former level. In the regions of

tranquillity some areas have remained at rest, but others

have been ascertained, hy^iv comparison of measurements

made at different periods, to have risen by an insensible

motion, as in Sweden, or to have subsided very slowly, as in

Greenland. That these sai\jie movouients, whellier ascending

or descending, have continued^for ages in tlie same direction

lias been established by historical or geological evidence.

Thus we find on the opposite coasts of Sweden that brackish

water deposits, like those now forming in the Baltic, occur

on the eastern side, and upraised strata filled with purely

marine shells, now proper to the ocean, on the western coast.

Both of these have been lifted up to an elevation of several

hundred feet above high-water mark. The rise within the

historical period has not amounted to many yards, but tlie

greater extent of antecedent upheaval is proved hy the

occniTence in inland spots, several hundred feet high, of

deposits containing fossil shells of sj)ecies now living either

in the ocean or the Baltic.*

It must in general be more difficult to detect proofs of

slow and gradual subsidence than of ele\ation; but the theory

which accounts for the form of circxilar coral reefs and lagoon

isjands, and which will be explained in the concluding

cl^pter of this work, will satisfy the reader that there are

spaces on the globe, several thousand miles in circumference,

* See vol. h. p. 185.
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throughout which the downward movement has predominated

for ages, and yet the land has never, in a single instance,

gone down suddenly for several hundred feet at once* Tet

geology demonstrates that the persistency of subterranean

movements in one direction has not been perpetual through-

out all past time. There have been great oscillations of

level, by which a surface of dry land has been submerged to

a depth of several thousand feet, and then at a period long

subsequent raised again and made to emerge. Nor htfve the

regions now motionless been always at rest; and some of

those which are at present the theatres of reiterated earth-

quakes have formerly enjoyed a long continuance of trsDii-

quillity. But, although disturbances have ceased after having

long prevailed, or have recommenced after a suspension for

ages, there has been no universal disruption of the earth^s

crust or desolation of the surface since times the most

remote.* The non-occurrence of such a general convulsion

is proved by the perftet horizontality .now retained by

some of the most ancient foss,ilife;rous strata throughout wide

areas.

That the subterranean forces have visited diflFerent parts

of the globe at successive periods is inferred chiefly from the

unconformability of strata belonging to groups of difterent

ages. Thus, for example, on the borders of Wales and
Shropshire, wc find the slaty beds of the ancient Silurian

system inclined and vertical, while the beds of the overlying

carboniferous shale and sandstone are horizontal. All are

agreed that in such a case Ihc older set of strata had suf-

fered great disturbance before the deposition of the newer or

carboniferous beds, and that these last have never since been

violently fractured, nor have ever been bent into folds,

w^hether by sudden or continuous lateral pressure. On the

other hand, the more ancient or Silurian group suffered only

a local derangement, and neither in Wales nor elsewhere are

all the rocks of that age found to be curved or vertical.

In various parts of Europe, for example, and particularjly

near Lake Wener in the south of Sweden, and in many parte

of Eussia, the Silurian strata maintain the most perfect hori^

zontality ;
and a similar observation may be made respecting
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limestones and shales of like antiquity in the great lake

district of Canada and the United States, These older

rooks are still as flat and horizontal as when first formed

;

yet, since their origin, not only have most of the actual

mountain-chains been uplifted, but some of the very rocks

of which those mountains are composed have been formed,

some of them by igneous and others by aqueous action.

It would be easy to multiply instances of similar uncoil-

formability in formations of other ages ; but a few more
will suffice. The carboniferous rocks before alluded to as

horizontal on the borders of Wales are vertical in the

Mendip hills in Somersetshire, where the overlying beds of

the New Eed Sandstone are horizontal. Again, in the Wolds
of Yorkshire the last-mentioned sandstone supports on its

curved and inclined beds the horizontal Chalk. The Chalk

again is vertical on the flanks of the Pyrenees, and the ter-

tiary strata repose unconformably upon it, ,

As almost every country supplier illustrations of the same

phenomena, they who aclyocc^te* the doctrine of alttniatc^

periods of disorder and repose may appeal to the facts above

described, as jiroving that every district has been by turns

convulsed by earthquakes and then respited for ages from

convulsions. But so it might with equal truth be affirmed

that every part of Europe has been visited alternately by

winter and summer, although it has always been winter and

always summer in some part of the planet, and neither of

these seasons has ever reigned simultaneously over the

entire globe. They have bceri always shifting from place

to place ; but the vicissitudes which recur thus annually in

a single spot are never allowed to interfere with the inva-

riable uniformity of seasons throughout the whole planet.

So, in regard to •subterranean movements, the theory of

the perpetual uniformity of the force which they exert on the

earth’s crust is quite consistent with th»‘ admission of their

alternate development and suspension for long and indefi-

nite periods within limited geographical areas.

If, for reasons before stated, we assume a continual extinc-

tion of species and appearance of others on the globe, it will

then follow that the fossils of strata formed at two distant
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periods on the same spot will diflFer even more certainly

than the mineral composition of those strata. For rocks of

the same kind have sometimes been reproduced in the same

district after a long interval of time
;
whereas all the evi-

dence derived from fossil remains is in favour of the opinion

that species which have once died out have never been

reproduced. The submergence, then, of land must be often

attended by the commencement of a new class of sedimentary

deposits, characterised by a new set of fossil animaJs and

plants, while the reconversion of the bed of the sea into land

may arrest at ont*e and for an indefinite time the formation of

geological monuments. Should the land again sink, strata

will again be formed; but one or many entire revolutions

in animal or vegetable life may have been completed in the

interval. ,

As to the want of (completeness in the fossiliferous series,

which n:)ay be said to be almost universal, we have only to

reflect on what has been already said of tl\e laws governing

sedimentary deposition, and those^ which give rise to fluctua-

tions in the animate world, to bo convinced that a very rare

combination of circnmstancos can alone give rise to such a

superposition and proservaticni of strata as will bear testi-

mony to the gradual passage from one state of organic life

to another. To produce such strata nothing less will be re-

quisite than the fortunate coincidence of the following con-

ditions : first, a luwer-failing supply of sediment in the same

rt'gion throughout a period of vast duration
; secondly, the

fitness of the deposit in Qwerf part for the permanent preser-

vation of imbedded fossils
;
and, thirdly, a gradual subsidence

to prevent the sea or lake from being filled up and converted

into land.

It will appear in the chapter on coral reefs,* that, in cer-

tain parts of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, most of these

conditions, if not all, are complied with, and the constant

growth of coral, keeping pace with the sinking of the bottom

of the sea, seems to have gone on so slowly, for such inde:^-

iiite periods, that the signs of a gradual change in organic

* See last chapter of vol. ii. of this work.
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life might probably be detected in that quarter of the globe

if we could explore its submarine geology. Instead of the

growth of coralline limestone, let us suppose, in some other

place, the continuous deposition of fluviatUe mud and sand,

such as the Ganges and Brahmapootra have poured for

thousands of years into the Bay of Bengal. Part of this bay,

although of considerable depth, might at length be filled up
before an appreciable amount of change was eftected in the

fish, mollusca, aud other inhabitants of the sea and neigh-

bouring land. But if the bottom be lowered by sinking at

the same rate that it is raised by iluviatile luud, the bay can

never be turned into dry land. In that case one new layer of

matter may be superimposed upon another for a thickness of

many thousand feet, and the fossils of the inferior beds may
differ greatly from .those entombed in the uppennost, yet

every intermediate gradation may be indicated in the pas-

sage from an older to a newer assemblage of species.^ Grant-

ing, however, that such an unbrokep sequence of monuments
may thus bo elaborated in pertaifi parts of the sea, and that

the strata happen to be all of them well adapted to preserve

the included fossils from decomposition, how many accidents

must still concur before these submarine formations will be

laid open to our investigation ! The whole deposit must first

be raised several thousand feet, in order to bring into view

the very foundation; and during the piocess of exposure

the superior beds must not be entirely swept away by denu-

dation.

In the first place, the chanc§.s are nearly as three to one

against the mere emergence of the jnass above the waters,

because nearly three-fourths of the globe are covered by the

ocean. But if it be upheaved and made to constitute part of

the dry land, it must also, before it can be available for our

instruction, become part of that area already surveyed by

geologists. In this small fraction of laud abcady explored,

and still very imperfectly known, we are required to find a

get of strata deposited under peculiar conditions, and which,

having been originally of limited extent, would have been

probably much lessened by subsequent denudation.

Tet it is precisely because we do not encounter at every
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step the evidence of such gradations from one state of the

organic world to another, that so many geologists hare em-

braced the doctrine of great and sudden revolutions in the

history of the animate world. Not content with simply

availing themselves, for the convenience of classification^ of

those gaps and chasms which here and there interrupt the

continuity of the chronological series, as at present known,

they deduce, from the frequency of these breaks in the chain

of records, an irregular mode of succession in the 'events

themselves, both in the organic and inorganic world. But,

besides that some links of the chain which once existed are

now entirely lost and others concealed from view, we have

good reason to suspect that it was never complete originally.

It may undoubtedly be said that strata have been always

forming somewhere, and therefore at every moment of past

time Nature has added a page to her archives
;
but, in refer-

ence to l^his subject, it should be remembered that we can never

hope to comi)ile a consec^itive history by g^ithering together

monuments which were originajly detached and scattered

over the globe. For, as the sj^ecies of organic beings con-

temporaneously inhabiting remote regions are distinct, the

fossils of the first of several periods which may be preserved

in any one country, as in America for example, will have no

connection with those of a second period found in India, and

will therefore no more enable us to trace the signs of a

gradual change in the living creation, than a fragment of

Chinese history will fill up a blank in the political annals of

Europe.

The absence of any deposits of importance containing

recent shells in Chili, or anywhere on the western coast of

South America, naturally led Mr, Darwin to the conclusioii

that ‘ where the bed of the sea is either *8tationary or rising,

circumstances are far less favourable than where the level is

sinking to the accumulation of conchiferous strata of suIBcient

thickness and extension to resist the average vast amount of

denudation.’ * In like manner the beds of superficial

clay, and gravel, with recent shells, on the coasts of Norway

* Darwis’s S. Amenca, pp. 136, 139.
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aad Swedto, where the land has risen in Post-Tertiary times»

are so thin and scanty as to incline us to admit a similar

projM^ition. We may in fact assume that in all cases where

the bottom ot the sea has been undergoing continuous

elevation^ the total thickness of sedimentary matter accumu-
lating at depths suited to the habitation of most of the

species of shells can never be great, nor can the deposits be

thickly covered by superincumbent matter, so as to be oon-

solidatbd by pressure. When they are upbeaved, therefore,

the waves on the beach will bear down and disperse the loose

materials ; whereas, if the bed of the sea subsides slowly, a

mass of strata, containing abundance of such species as live

at moderate depths, may be formed and may increase in

thickness to any amount. It may also extend horizontally

over a broad area, as the water gradually encroaches on the

subsiding land.
,

Hence it will follow that gi'cat violations of contyiuity in

the chronological series of fossil iferous rocks will always

exist, and the imperfectioi^ of^tlle record, though lessened,

will never be removed by future discoveries. For not

pnly will no deposits originate on the dry land, but those

formed in the sea near land, which is ujidergoing constant

upheaval, will usually be too slight in thickness to endure

for ages.

In proportion as we become acquainted with larger geo-

graphical areas, many of the gaps, by which a chronologicMl

table, like that given at page 13rj», i^ rendered defective,

will be removed. We were enabled by aid of the labours

of Professor Sedgwick and Sir Roderick Murchison, to inter-

calate, in 1838, the marine strata ot the Devonian period,

with their fossil shells, corals, and fish, between the Silurian

and Carboniferous tocks. Previously the marine fauna of

these last-mentioned formations wanted the connecting

links which now render the passage from the one to the other

much less abrupt. In like manner the Upper Miocene has

pOt Wprespntative in England, but in France, Germany, and

Swit^fi^rland it constitutes a most instructive link between

the living creation and the middle of the great Tertiary

perlpdii Still we must expect, for reasons before stated, that
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chasms will for ever continue to occur, in some parts of our

sedimentary series.

Concludiny remarks on the consistency of the theory of gra-

dual change with the existence of great breaks in the series*

—

To return to the general argument pursued in this chapter,

it is assumed, for reasons above explained, that a slow change

of species is in simultaneous operation everywhere through-

out the habitable surface of sea and land
;

whereas the

fossilisation of plants and animals is confined to thoi^e areas

where new strata are produced. These areas, as we have

seen, are always shifting tlioir position, so that the fossilising

process, by means of which the commemoration of the par-

ticular state of the organic world, at any given time, is

effected, may be said to move about, visiting and revisiting

difiercnt tracts in succession.

To make still more clear the^ supposed working of this

machinery, I shall compare it to a somewhat analogous case

that might be imagined, to occur in the Jiistory of human
afiairs. Lot the mortality 6f Uie population of a large country

represent the successive extinction of species, and the births

of new individuals the iutroductioii of new species. While

these fluctuations are gradually taking place everywhere, sup-

pose commissioners to bo appointed to visit each province of

the country in succession, taking an exact account of the

number, names, and individual peculiarities of all the in-

habitants, and leaving in each district a register containing

a record of this information. If, after the completion of one

census, another is immediately made on the same plan, and

then another, there will at last be a series of statistical

documents in each province. When those belonging to any

one province are arranged in chronological order, the con-

tents of such as stand next to each othei*will differ according

to the length of the intervals of time between the taking of

each census. If, for example, there are sixty provinces, and

all the registers arc made in a single year and renewed

annually, the number of births and deaths will be so small^

in proportion to the whole of the inhabitants, during the

interval between the compiling of two consecutive document^
that the individuals described in such documents will be
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nearly identical
; whereas, if the survey of each of tlie

sixty provinces occupies all the commissioners for a whole

year, so that they are unable to revisit the same place until the

expiration of sixty years, there will then be an almost entire f

discordance between the persons enumerated in two consecu-

tive registers in the same province. Tliere arc, undoubtedly,

other causes, beside^ the mere quantity of time, which may
augment or diminish the amount of discrepancy. Thus, at

some periods a pestilential disease may have lessejied the

average duration of human life; or a variety of circum-

stances may have caused the hirtlis to be unusually nume-

rous, and the population to multiply ; or a province may be

suddenly colonised by persons migrating from surrounding

districts.

These exceptions may Ix' compared to the accelerated rate

of fluctuations in the hwina and flora of a particular region,

in which the climate and pliysical g<‘<)graj)hy may be under-

going an extraorc^uary degree of aljeivitiou.

But T must lemind the readof that the case above pro-

posed has no pretensions to be regarded as an exact parallel

to the geological phenomena which I desire to illustrate; for

the commissioners are suppotscd to visit the different pro-

vinces in rotation
;
whereas the commcunoratiiig processes

by which organic remains bccoim" fossilised, although they

are always shifting from one area to the other, are yet very

irregular in their movements. They may abandon and revisit

many spaces again and again, before they once approach

another district ; and, besides this source of irregularity, it

may often happen that, whije the depositing process is sus-

pended, denudation may take place, which may be compared

to the occasional destruction by tire or other causes of some

of the statistical documents before mentioned. It is evident

that where such accidents occur the want of continuity in

the series may become indefinitely great, and that the monu-

ments which follow next in succession will by no means be

equidistant from each other in point of time.

If this train of reasoning be admitted, the occasional dis-

tinctness of the fossil remains, in formations immediately in

contact, would be a necessary consequence of the existing
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laws of sedimentary deposition and subterranean movement,

accompanied by a constant dying-out and renovation of

species.

As all the conclusions above insisted on are directly opposed

to opinions still popular, I shall add another comparison, in

the hope of preventing any possible misapprehension of the

argument. Suppose we had discovered two buried cities at

the foot of Vesuvius, immediately superimposed upon each

other, with a great mass of tuff and lava intervening, '"just as

Portici and Resina, if now covered with ashes, would overlie

Herculaneum. An antiquary might possibly be entitled to

infer, from the inscriptions on public edifices, that the in-

habitants of the inferior and older city were Greeks, and those

of the modern towns Italians. But he would reason very

hastily if lie also concluded from these data, that there had

been a sudden change from the Greek to the Italian language

in Campania. But if he afterwards found ihree buried cities,

one above the other, the intermediate me being Roman,
while, as in the former example, the lowest was Greek and

the uppermost Italian, he would then perceive the fallacy of

his former ojiinion, and would begin to suspect that the

catastrophes, by which the cities were inhumed, might have

no relation whatever to the fluctuations in the language of

the inhabitants; and that, as the Roman tongue had evi-

dently intervened between the Greek and Italian, so many
other dialects may have been spoken in succession, and the

passage from the Greek to the Italian may have been very

gradual, some terms growihg obsolete, while others were

introduced from time to time.

If this antiquary could have shown that the volcanic

paroxysms of Vesuvius were so governed as that cities should

be buried one above the other, just as oiten as any variation

occurred in the language of the inhabitants, then, indeed, the

abrupt passage from a Greek to a Roman, and from a Roman
to an Italian city, would afford proof of fluctuations no less

sudden in the language of the people.

So, in Geology, if we could assume that it is part of the

plan of Nature to preserve, in every region of the globe, an
unbroken series of monuments to commemorate the vioiski^
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tude$ of the organic creation, we might infer the eudden
extirpation of species, and the simultaneous introduction of

otherS) as often as two formations in contact are found to

include dissimilar organic fossils. But we must shut our

eyes to the whole economy of the existing causes, aqueous,

igneous, and organic, if we fail to perceive ihai such is nol

the plan of Nature,

I shall now conclude the discussion of a question with

which we have been occupied since the beginning of the fifth

chapter—namely, whether there has been any interruption,

from the remotest periods, of one uniform and continuous

system of change in the animate and inanimate world. We
were induced to enter into that enquiry by reflecting how much
the progress of opinion in Geology had been influenced by

the assumption that the analogy was sliglit in kind, and still

more slight in degree, between the causes which produced

the former revolutions of the globe, and those now in every-

day operation. Ijt appeared clear that the earlier geologists

had not only a scanty acquaintafice with existing changes,

but were singularly tinconscious of the amount of their

ignorance. With the presumption naturally inspired by

this unconsciousness, they had no hesitation in deciding at

once that time could never enable the existing powers of

nature to work out changes of great magnitude, still less

such important revolutions as those which are brought to

light by Geology. They therefore felt* themselves at liberty

to indulge their imaginations in guessing at what mi(jht

he, rather than enquiring wheel is ;
in other words, they

employed themselves in conjecturing what might have been

the course of Nature at a remote period, rather than in

the investigation of what was the course* of Nature in their

own times. •

It appeared to them far more philosophical to speculate

on the possibilities of the past, than patiimtly to oxi)lore the

realities of the present ; and, having invented theories under

the influence of such maxims, they were consistently unwil-

ling to test their validity by the criterion of their accordance

wi& the ordinary operations of Nature. On the contrary,

the olaims of each new hypothesis to credibility appeared
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enhanced by the great contrast, in kind or intensity, of the

causes referred to and those now in operation.

Never was there a dogma more calculated to foster indo-

lence, and to blunt the keen edge of curiosity, than this

assumption of the discordance between the ancient and exist-

ing causes of change. It produced a state of mind unfavour-

able in the highest degree to the candid reception of the

evidence of ihose minute but incessant alterations which

every part of the earth’s surface is undergoing, and b^ which

the condition of its living inhabitants is continually made to

vary. The studemt, instead of being encouraged with the

hope of interpreting tlie enigmas presented to him in the

earth’s structure—instead of being prompted to undertake

laborious enquiries into the natural history of the organic

world, and the complicated effects of the igneous and aqueous

causes now in operation—was taught to despond from the

first. G(»ology, it was affirmed, could never rise to the rank

of an exact science
;
the greater number o€ phenomena must

for ever remain inexplicable, or only be partially elucidated

by ingenious conjectures. Even the mystery which invested

the subject was said to constitute one of its principal charms,

affording, as it did, full scope to the fancy to indulge in a

boundless field of speculation.

The course directly opposed to this method of philoso-

phising consists in an earnest and patient enquiry, how far

geological appearances are reconcilable with the effect of

changes now in progress, or which may be in progress in

regions inaccessible to us, but of which the reality is attested

by volcanos and subterranean movements. It also endea-

vours to estimate the aggregate result of ordinary operations

multiplied by time, and cljerishes a sanguine hope that the

resources to be derived from ubservationo and experiment, or

from the study of Nature such as she now is, are very far from
being exhausted. For this reason all theories are rejected

which involve the assumption of sudden and violent cata-

strophes and revolutions of the whole earth, and its inhabit-

ants—theories which are restrained by no reference to

existing analogies, and in which a desire is manifested to

cut, rather than patiently to untie, the Gordian knot
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We have now, at least, the advantage of knowing, from

experience, that an opposite method has always put geolo-

gists on the road that leads to truth—suggesting views which,

although imperfect at first, have been found capable of im-

provement, until at last adopted by universal consent
; while

the method of speculating on a former distinct state of things

and causes has led invariably to a multitude of contradictory

systems, which have been overthrown oii(‘ after the other-

have been found incapable of luodificatioii—and which liavt*

often required to be precisely reversed.

^The remainder of this work will be devoted to an investi-

gation of the changes now going on in the crust of the cartli

and its inhabitants. The iin])ortance which tln‘ student will

attach to such researches vrill mainly depend on the degree of

confidence which he feels in the principle's above expounded.

If he fiwnlj’' believes in the resemblance or identity of the

ancient and present systeiu of terrestrial changes, he will

regard every fact collected respecting the canst's in Tliurnal

action as affording him a key to 4ho int(*rpreiation of some

mystery in the past. Events *which liave occurred at the

most distant periods in the finiinate and inanimate world

will bef acknowledged to throw light on each other, and tlie

deficiency of our information K'specting some of the most

obscure parts of the present creation a\i11 be remv)ved. For

as, by studying the external configuration of the existing

land and its inhabitants, we may restore in imagination the

appearance of the ancient continents which have passed

away, so may we obtain from the deposits of ancient seas and

"lakes an insight into the nature of the subaqueous processes

now in operation, and of many forms of organic life which,

though now existing, are veiled from sight. Eocks, also,

produced by subterrajriean fire in former ages, at great depths

in the bowels of the earth, present ns, when upraised by

gradual movements, and exposed to the light of heaven, with

an image of those changes which the deep-seated volcano

may now occasion in the nether regions. Thus, although we

ate mere sojourners on the surface of the planet, chained to

a mere point in space, enduring but for a moment of time,

the human mind is not only enabled to number worlds beyond
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the unassisted ken of mortal eye, but to trace the bveitls of

indefinite ages before the creation of our race, and in not

even withheld from penetrating into the dark secrets of the

ocean, or the interior of the solid globe ; free, like fdie S|)irit

which the poet described as animating the uniTerse,

ire per omnee

Terrasque, tractusque marm, coelumque pTofundam.
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BOOK II,

(1I\NGE3 IX THE IXOIUJAXIC WOULD NOW IN PROGRESS

CHAPTER XV.
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Geology was defined to be ilie science wliieli invisligates tlu'

former changes that have t.iken ]>]ace in the organie as well

as in the inorganic kingdoms of Natiue. As Mcissitudes in

the inorganic world are most apparent, and as on ihtnn m.iny

fluetuations in the animate creation must d<^‘pend, they inn)

claim our first consideration/ The great ageiiis of clinngc*

in the inorganic woild may be divided into two piineipal

classes, the aqueous^nd the igneous. To fln^ a(jiu‘ous belong

Rain, Rivers, Springs, Currents, and Tid(^s, and tin* action of

Frost and Snow ; to the igneous, Volcanos and Earth<|unkcs.

Both these classes are instruments of deyradniion as a\c 1)

as of reproduction
;
but they may als(j be regaided ns nn-

tagonist forces. For the aqueous agents ar(‘ inctssnntl}

labouring to reduce the inequalities of the earth’*- surface

to a level; while the igneous are equally ctctive in lestoniig

VOL. I. Y
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the unevenness of the external crust, partly by heaping up
new matter in certain localities, and partly by depressing one

portion, and forcing out another, of the earth’s envelope.

It is difficult, in a scientific arrangement, to give an

accurate view of the combined effects of so many forces

in simultaneous operation
; because when we cons^ider them

separately, we cannot easily estimate either the extent of

their efficacy or Ihe kind of results which they produce. We
are in danger, therefore, when we attempt to examine the

influence exerted singly by each, of overlooking the modifi-

cations which they produce on one another; and these are so

complicated, that sometimes the igneous and aqueous forces

co-operate to produce a joint effect, to which neither of them
unaided by the other could give rise,—as when repeated

earthquakes unite with running water to widen a valley
; or

when a thermal spring rises up from a great depth, and con-

veys the mineral ingredients with which it is impregnated

from the interior of the earth to the swface. Sometimes

the organic combine with th^ inorganic causes; os when a

reef, composed of shells and corals, protects one line of coast

from the destroying power of tides or currents, and turns them
against some other point; or when drift timber, floated

into a lake, fills a hollow to which the stream would not have

had sufficient velocity to convey earthy sediment.

It is necessary, however, to divide our observations on these

various causes, and to classify them systematically, endea-

vouring as much as possible to keep in view that the effects

in nature are mixed and not simple, as they may appear in

an artificial arrangement.

In treating, in the first place, of the aqueous causes, we
may consider them under two divisions ; first, those which

are connected with the circulation of water from the land to

the sea, under which are included the phenomena of rain,

rivers, glaciers, and springs; secondly, those which arise

from the movements of water in lakes, seas, and the ocean,

wherein are comprised the phenomena of waves, tides, and
currents. In turning our attention to the former division,

we find that the effects of rivers may be subdivided into, first,

those of a destroying and transporting, and, secondly, those
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of a renovating nature; in the former arc incluiled the erosion

of rocks and the transportation of matter to lower levels ; in

the renovating class, the formation of deltas by the influx

of sediment, and the shallowing of seas ;
but these processes

are so intimately related to each other, th«at it will not always

be possible to consider them under their separate heads.

ACTION OF FAIN.

Variations in average, raiafaJL— Tt is well known that tlu'

capacity of the atmosphere to absorb aqueous vapour, and

hold it in suspension, increases with every increment of

temperature. This capacity is also found to augment in a

higher ratio than the augJiiontation of the heat. Hence, as

.was first suggested by the geologist Dr. Ilufton, wluui two

volumes of a.ir, of diflerout temperatures, both saturated with

moisture, mingle together, idouds and rain are produced: for

a mean degree of heat having resided from ili(‘ iiuioii of tin)

two moist airs, the excess of vajxAir previously held in sus-

pension by the warmer of the two is given out, and if it bo

in sufficient abundance is precipitated in tlie foiMii of rain.

As the temperature of the atmosphere diminishes gradnally

from the equator towards the pole, the evaporation of water

and the quantity of rain diminish also. According to Hum-

boldt’s computation, the average aniuiiil deplh of rain at the

equator is 9(5 inches, while in lat. to' it is only 29 inches,

and in lat. 60'* not more than 1 7 incli(\s. But there ai-e so

many disturbing causes, that the actual discharge, in any

given locality, may deviate very widedy from this rule. In

England, for example, where fhe average fall at London is

24i inches, as ascertained at the Greenwich Observatory,

there is such irregularity in some districts, that while at

Whitehaven, in Cumberland, there fell in 1819, iiiclun,

the quantity of rain in Borrowdale, near Keswick (only 1 j

miles to the eastward), was no less than 142 indies !
^ As

a rule, the amount of rain in the mountai^ious pai Ls of Great

Britain is more than double that wliich falls in iha

elevated regions. The mean yearly fall of rain at Dpsala,

MiUer, Phil. Trans. ISOl. p
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near the shores of the Baltic, lat. 60® N., is nearly 16 inches,

while at Bergen on the Atlantic coast, in the same lat. and

only 440 miles distant, the fall, according to Professor J. D.

Forbes, is 77 inches. This difference arises from the position

of Bergen on the shore of the ocean where the prevailing

westerly winds discharge their moisture before crossing

Norway and Sweden, on their way to the borders of the

Baltic. Winds blowing from the sea are generally surcharged

wdth moisture, wdiile those blowing from the land are com-

paratively dry, and it is almost everywhere found that the

quantity of rain diminishes as we proceed from the borders

of the ocean into the interior of continents. In India,

Colonel Sykes found by observations made in 1847 and 1848

that at places situated between 17® and 18® north lat., on a

line drawn across the Western Ghauts in the Deccan, the

average fall of rain, diminishing as we proceed eastward, varied

from 219 to 21 inches.* The annual average in Bengal is

probably below 80 inches, yet Dr. Joseph Hooker witnessed

at Chirapoonje(S in the year 1860, a fall of 30 inches in 2t

hours, and in the same place during a residence of six mouths

(from June to November) 530 inches ! This occurred on the

south face of the Khasia (or G arrow) mountains in Eastern

Bejigal (see map, p. 40*^), where the fall during the whole of

the same year probably exceeded GOO inches. So extraordinary

a discharge of water is very local, as will presently be seen,

and may be thus accounted for. Warm, southerly winds,

blowing over the Bay of Bengal, and becoming laden with

vapour during their passage, reach the low level delta of the

Ganges and Brahmapootra, wdiere the ordinary heat exceeds

that of the sea, and where evaporation is constantly going on

from countless marshes and the arms of the great rivers.

A mingling of two masses of damp air of different tempera-

tures probably causes the fall of 70 or 80 inches of rain, which
takes place ontlie plains. The monsoon, having crossed the

delta, impinges on the Khasia mountains, which rise abruptly

from tlie plain to a mean elevation of between 4,000 and 5,000

feet. Here the wind not only encounters the cold air of the

mountains, but, what is far more effective as a refrigerating

Phil. Trails. 1860, p. 354.
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cause, the aerial current is made to flow upwards, and to

ascend to a height of several thousand feet above the sea,

Both the air and the vapour contained in it, being thus re-

lieved of much atmospheric pressure, expand suddenly and are

cooled by rarefaction. The vapour is condensed, and about

500 inches of rain are thrown down annually, nearly twenty

times as much as falls in Great Britain in a year, and almost

all of it poured down in six months. The channel of every

torrent»and river is swollen at this season, and nnicli sand-

stone and other rocks are reduced to sand and gravel by the

flooded streams. So great is the superficial waste (or demn-

(Irftion), that what would otherwise be a rich and luxuriantly

wooded region is converted into a wild and barren moorland.

After the current of warm air Las been thus draijied of a

•large portion of its moi.sture, it still continues its northerly

course to the opposite ilaiik of the Kliasia range, only 20

miles farther north, and here the fall of rain is reduced to 70

iuehes in the yeai\ The same winc^ then blows northwards

at*rosS the valley of the Brabmap(1otra, and at length arrives

so dry and exhausted at the Bhootau Himalaya (lat, 28'’ N.),

that those mountains, up to \lie height of 5,000 feet, are

naked *and sterile, and all their outer valleys arid and dusty.

The aerial current still coutiiiuiiig its iiorllnudy course and

ascending to a higher region, becomes further cooled, con-

densation again ensues, and Bliootan, above 5,000 feet, is

densely clothed with vegetation.*

Ill another part of India, immediately to the westward,

similar phenomena are repeated? The same w^arm and humid

winds, copiously charged with aqueous vapour from the Bay

of Bengal, hold their course due north for 300 miles, across

the flat and hot plains of the Ganges, till they encounter

the lofty Sikkim mountains. (See map, p. 108.) On tin*

southern flank of these they discharge such a deluge of rain

that the rivers in the rainy season rise tw^Ove feet in as many

hours. Numerous landslips, some of them extending three* or

four thousand feet along the face of the mountains, composed

of fragments of granite, gneiss, and slate, descend into tlie

beds of streams, and dam them np for a time, causing

,

* Hooker's Himala/an Jounial,
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temporary lakes^ which poon burst their barriers. * Day and

night/ says Dr. Hooker, ‘ we heard the crashing of falling

trees, and the sound ofboulders thrown violently against each

other in the beds of torrents. By such wear and tear rocky

fragments swept down from the hills are in part converted

into sand and fine mud ; and the turbid Ganges, during its

inundation, derives more of its sediment from this source than

from the waste of the fine clay of the alluvial plains below.’*

Ill the districts above alluded to, and in other regions on

the verge of the tropics, a greater quantity of rain falls

annually than at the equator.

Rainless regions are generally situated in the interior of

great continents, as in the great Sahara of Africa, and in

2)arts of Arabia and Persia. In these cases, the moisture

which the winds derive from the nearest sea is expended on

the lands nearer the coasts. If there are exceptions to this

rule, or coast regions destitute of rain, as that extending

from the north of Chili in lat. 30"* south to Peru in lat. 8°

south, it is where the prevUiling winds are intercepted by a

cliain like the Andes, and made to jxirt with all their moisture

before they reach the lower regions to the leeward.

Prom such fitcts the reader will infer that in the cohrse of

successive geological jieriods there will be great variations in

the quantity of rain falling in one and the same region. At
one jieriod there may be no rain during the year; at

another, a fall of 100 or 600 inches; and these two last

averages may occur on the opposite flanks » of a mountain-

chain not more than 20 miies wide. While, therefore, the

valleys in one district are widened and deepened annually,

they may remain stationary in another, the superficial soil

being protected from waste by a dense covering of vegetation.

In the course of ages, the height of tho land and its position

relatively to the ocean will be more or less changed, and we
must be careful, when speculating on the quantity of pluvial

action in past ages, and the rate of the excavation of valleys,

to remember, that there may have been periods of drought as

well as of flood, the fall being in defect, as well as in excess,

of the present annual mean.

* Hookers Himalayan Journal, ined.
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Recent rain-prints.—Wien examining, in 1842, the exten-

sive mud-flats of Nova Scotia, which are exposed at low tide

on the borders of the Bay of Fundy, I observed not only

the foot-prints of birds which had recently passed over the

mud, but also very distinct impressions of rain-drops. A
peculiar combination of circumstances renders these mud-flats

admirably fitted to receive and retain any markings which

may happen to be made on their surface. The sediment

with which the waters are charged is extremely fine, being

derived from the destruction of cliffs of red sandstone and

shale, and, as the tides rise fifty feet and upwards, large areas

are laid dry for nearly a fortnight between the spring and neap

tides. In this interval the mud is baked in summer by a hot

sun, so that it solidifies and becomes traversed by cracks,

' caused by shrinkage. Portions of the hardened mud may
then be taken up and removed without injury

;
and a cross

section of it exhibits numerous layers, formed by successive

tides, each layer being usually very thin, sometim^^s only

one-tenth of an inch thick. When a shower of rain falls,

the highest portion of tlTo Inud-covered flat is usually

too hard to receive any impressions
;

while that recently

uucov&ed by the tide near the water’s edge is too soft.

Between these areas a zone occurs, almost as smooth and

even as a looking-glass, on which every drop forms a cavity

of circular or oval form, and, if the shower be transient,

these pits retain their shape permanently, being dried by the

sun, and being then too firm to be effaced by the action of

the succeeding tide, which deposits upon them a new layer

of mud. Hence we often find, on splitting open a slab an

inch or more thick, on the upper surface of which the marks

of recent rain occur, that an inferior layer, deposited during

some previous rise ef the tide, exhibits on its under side

perfect casts of rain-prints, which stand out in relief, the

moulds of the same being seen on the l.i.yer below. But in

some cases, especially in the more sandy layers, the markings

have been somewhat blunted by the tide, and by several

**rain-print8 having been joined into one by a repetition of

drops falling on the same spot; in which case the casts

present a very irregular and blistered appearance.
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The finest examples which I have seen of these rain-prints

were sent to me by Dr. Webster, from Kentville, on the

borders of the Bay of Mines, in Nova Scotia. They were made

by a heavy shower, which fell on the 21st of July 1849, when
the rise and fall of the tides were at their maximum. The

impressions (see fig. 20) consist of cup-shaped or hemisphe-

rical cavities, the average size of which is from one-eighth to

one-tenth of an inch across, but the largest are fully half aii

inch in diameter, and one-tenth of an inch deep. The* deptli

is chiotly below the general surface or plane of stratification,

but the walls of tlie cavity consist partly of a prominent rirn

of sandy mud, formed of the matter which has been forcibly

expelled from the pit. All the cavities, having an oval form,

are deeper at one end, where they have also a higher rim,

Recont min-prints, formed July 21, 1849, at Kentville, Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia.

The arrow represents the direction of the shower.

and all the deep ends have the same direction, showing towards

whi^'h quarter the wind was blowing. Two or more drops

are sometimes seen to have interfered with eacji other
;
in

which case it is usually possible to determine which drop fell

last, its rim being unbroken.

On some of the specimens the winding tubular tracks ot

worms are seen, which have been bored just beneath the sur-

face (see fig, 20, left side). They occasionally pass under the
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middle of a rain-mark, having been formed subsequently.

Sometimes the worms have dived beneath the surface, and

then reappeared. All these appearances, both of rain-prints

and worm-tracks, are of great geological interest, as their

exact counterparts are seen in rocks of various ages even in

formations of very high antiquity (e.g. the Carboniferous).*

Small cavities, often corresponding in size to those produced

by rain, are also caused by air-bubbles rising up through sand

or mud
; but these differ in character from rain-prints, being

usually deeper than they are wide, and having their sides

stoepei\ These, indeed, are occasionally vertical, or over-

arching, the opening at the top being narrower than the pit

below. Tn their mode, also, of mutual interference tliey are

unlike rain-prmts.f

In consequence of the effects of mountains in cooling

curr<mts of moist air, aqd causing the condensation of

aqueous vapour in the maim(u* above descril)ed (p. it

follows that in ey(»ry country, as a grueral rule, the more

idevated regions VK'Coino ix^^pc^nal reservoh's of waier, wlii(‘h

descends and irrigates the Iqwer valh^ys and plains. T\ie

largest quantity of water is first carried to the highest region,

and made to descend by steep decliviticjs towards the sea
;
so

that it acquires superior velocity, and removes inort' soil

than it would do if the rain had been distributc^d over th(‘

X>lain8 and mountains equally in proportion to their relative'

areas. The water is also made by these means to pass ovi'r

the greatest distances before it can regain the sea.

Earth-'pyramids or stone-capped pillars of Botzen in

Tyrol.—It is not often that the effects of the denuding action

of rain can be studied sej^arately or as distinct from those

of running water. There are, however, several cases in the

Alps, and especially in the Tyrol near Botzen, whicli present

a marked exception to this rule, where columns of indurat'd

mud, varying in height from twenty to a hundred feet, and

usually capped by a single stone, have been separated by rain

from the terrace of which they once framed a part, and now

* See Elements of Geology, Index, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. IS'n, vol. vji.

Raiu-prints/ p. 239.

t See Lyell on recent and fossil rains.
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stand at various levels on the steep slopes bounding narrow

valleys. Botzen is situated on the Eisack, two miles above

the junction of that river with the Adige, and is 836 feet

above the sea. It is in the valleys of two tributary streams

which join the Eisack a short distance above Botzen, that

the principal groups of pillars occur. Those nearest to the

town and situated about a league and a half to the N.E, of it,

are in the ravine of the Katzenbach, elevated about 1,700

feet above Botzen ;
they are the most remarkable of any for

ilieir number, size, arid beauty. The other pillars occur in

the rnvine of the Finsterbach, near Klobenstein, at the

lieight of about 2,200 feet above Botzen, and three and a

half h'fjgiies N.E. of that town. These I shall describe more

particularly, as the late Sir John F. W. Herschel had the

kindii(\ss to enable me to give an accurate representation of

them drawn by himself in 1824, by the aid of the camera

lucida. I have not room to give his entire drawing, but have

sidected a part of it, repr^'senting the entrapce of a tributary

ravine into the main valley.* (SeeJPlate II.) In such smaller

ravines, the same features which are seen on the boundary

cliffs of the main valley are repeated, with no other dif-

ference than the diminished distance which separates the

opposite banks, and the lesser size and number of the columns

stretching from the top of (*ach bank down to the brook

which flows at the bottom. The breadth of the valley of the

Finsterbach is between 600 and 700 feet, and its depth from

400 to 500. The pillars are many hundreds in number, and
the precipitous banks from which they spring slope at angles

of from 32® to 45°. The lower part of each column has

usually several flat sides, so that it assumes a pyramidal

instead of a conical shape. The columns consist of red

unstratified mud, with pebbles and aiigfdar pieces of stone,

large and small, irregularly dispersed through them. The
whole mass, in short, out of which they are shaped answers

in character to the moraine of a glacier, and some of the

included fragments of rock have one or more of their faces

smoothed or polished, fun’owed and scratched, in a manner'

which clearly indicates their glacial origin* The stones have
not their longer axes arranged in one direction, as would be
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the case if they had been deposited by running water. The
matrix of hard mud has been derived evidently from the de-

composition of the red porphyry, of which the whole of this

countiy is made up, and the most numerous and largest of

the Clipping-stones consist of the same porphyry
;
but blocks

of granite two or three feet in diameter, which must have
come from a great distance, as well as boulders of hard

chlorite rock equally foreign to the immediate neighbour-

hood, are also scattered sparingly through ilie reddish matrix.

The Finsterbach, besides cutting throngli this unstriitified

mass, has excavated its channtd for a depth of several yards

through the und(‘rlying porphyry, or at one point through a

sandstone of the Lower Trias which occasionally appt^ars in

this region. The s(‘ries of g^ndogical events of whicli we
have evidence both in this ravine and in that of the Kn<zen-

bacli, w411 be better understood by vefi^naice to th(» diagram,

lig. 21. First a valley h c was excavated in a eoinitry

eonsisting almost entirely of nnl por[)hyry. Seconflly, this

Diagram illustrative of the furmniion of EartU-pi liars.

(7 A c. Outline of original valley hollowed out of porphyry.

dhctl. Moraine left by glHcier afc,it roeoded up tho valley.

/. Chasm cut by torrent through tho mrjr.nrio before tho first earfli-

pi liars were formed,

h i Channel of tofronl excavated in porphyry below the level of tlie

original valley.

gih. Outline of the present valley, the earth-pdlars marked by dsrk

lines being still standing. The iaint outlines between g and h

represent portions of earth-pillars and thi ir capping-btoiies now

destroyed.

Original valley was filled up in its lower part by moraine

matter, d b e d, probably left by a large glacier as it re-

treated up the valley at the close of the Glacial period.
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Thirdly, the chasm f b was cut out of this moraine by the

Finstcrbach, the red mud presenting a perpendicular face

towards the chasm. This mud, which is very hard and solid

when dry, becomes traversed by vertical cracks after having

been moistened by rain and then dried by the sun. Those

portions of the surface which are protected from the direct

downward action of rain by a stone or erratic block, become

gradually detached and isolated near the edge of the ravine,

as in the case of the incii)ient columns at g and h. If the

capping-stone be small, it soon falls off and the column ter-

minates upwards in a point
;
but if it be large, sometimes

several feet or yUrds in diameter, the column may acquire a

great height, and, although tapering more and more in its

upper portion where its sides have been longest exposed to

the beating of the rain, it still continues to support the over-

hanging mass, which often looks as if poised on a point.

Many of the fallen blocks, once the cappings of pillars

wliich have disappeared, are now seen in the bed of the

torrent, and their former pv>sition and the pillars on which

they rested are expressed by the faint outlines given in the

figure. The lower parts of some of these ancient columns

still exist, because they have acquired new capping-stofies by

the weathering out at the surface of blocks originally buried

at great depths in the moraine. Had the torrent ever risen

during the long period required for the formation of the

pillars, even a few yards above its present height, it would

have swept a>vay the lower columns, which are due therefore

to pluvial action, not interfered with by fluviatile erosion.

If we ascend above a or c, to heights commanding a

general view of the valley and moraine, the lateral terraces

d g and h e look almost flat when contrasted with the pre-

cipitous cliffs g i and h % for the latter slope at angles varying,

as above stated, from 32° to 45°, whereas the terraces afford-

ing rich pastures and arable lands slope at angles varying

from 10° to 16°. Here and there a large boulder or an

angular erratic block is seen lying on the surface, as between

h and e, which at some future time will probably become th^^

head of a column. I measured one of the capping-stones on

the left bank of the Finsterbach not. far below the bridge, and
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found it to be 10 feet in diameter, and the pillar which sup-

ports it 60 feet hijrh. It seems to have owed its superior

height to the large dimensions of the capping-stone, which
has serred as a shed to protect the indurated mud from the

rain and sun. Near the edge of the cliflF in the neighbour-

hood of this large column a wooden roof has been constructed

to prevent that part of the terrace bordering the edge of the

ravine along which the road passes from being split up into

columns by the action of the sun and rain. The necessity of

this shed attests the manner in which the denudation proceeds,

and shows how its progress can be arrested. Some pillars

on the Katzeubaeh have an elegant appearance, being per-

fectly round and vertically grooved or fluted. These grooves

are caused' by included stones which at diftenMit heights

project slightly and give rise to an unequal rate of waste.

In various instances suclu stones give origin to small lateral

pillars, producing what may be called cluster columuH- Both

in the main valley and its tributiw*ies the columns are ar-

ranged in rows, which descend from the edg(‘ of the terrace

to the torrent, as reprcscniect between li and i ; but l)etween

such jiarallel groups or rows are spaces devoid of columns

and filled willi wood, for the most ])art fir-lreos, which form

a picturesque background to the pillars when seen in profile.

These intermediate spaces were probably all once occupied

by columns, which have been undermined and swept away

by occasional and tempen-ary floods.

I was informed by Herr von Kasehnitz that in 1819, in

cutting the road near the bridge over tlie Finstcrbach, sonu*

trees and bushes being removed, the water was able to colh^ct

during heavy rains, and bcoop out a small channel in iho

moraine matter, which it deepened yearly, until it under-

mined and removed*,' in the course of fifteen years, no l(‘ss than

twenty pillars or pyramids, and left in their place a straiglit

empty gully which I saw, and which in tlie course of i inie will

no doubt be filled with forest trees. The natural fall f>f trees

or landslips may sometimes afford an opportiuiily for such

torrential action to come into play. In the absence of this,

or of an earthquake, the columns, which often take centuries

to form, seem capable of enduring for ages.
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I have stated that some of the stones in the pillars are

glaciated, although the instances are rare, and I may add that

the red porphyry at several points in the district spiled Eitten,

where the earth-pillars occur, exhibits on its surface those

dome-shaped protuberances called ‘roches moutonn^es,’ con-

firming the theory of the former presence of glaciers in this

district. The entire absence of shells, fluviatile or terrestrial,

or of bones or any organic remains in the old moraines and

pillars derived from them, supports the same view. iBut it

may be asked why such remarkable columns are so seldom

met with, seeing that glacier moraines, ‘ till ’ or boulder clays,

are almost universal throughout a large part of the Alps,

Scotland, Scandinavia, and North America. The fact is,

that incipient and imperfect columns may be seen in many
districts, but it happens that near Botzen the red porphyry

has given rise, by its disintegration, to dense masses of

mud of,.a peculiarly solid, homogeneous nature, weathering

with a vertical face, and haying in perfection every other re-

quisite for making pillars, naipelyo, first the absence of strati-

fication which, when presentee nsually implies the unequal

destructibility of different layers ;
and, secondly, the occur-

rence of numerous and often very large interspersed stones

ahd blocks of rock.

Earth-pillars in the Canton of Valais iyi Switzerland,—Among
many other examples of earth-pillars which I have seen in the

Alps, some of the finest occur in the canton of Valais in

Switzerland, though none of them form so striking a feature

in the scenery as those near* Botzen. Those at Stalden, in

the valley of the Vispbach, are best known to tourists, and

others occur near Useigne, between Sion and Evolena on the

Borgne, another tributary of the Khone, which, like the Visp,

joins it on its southern or left bank.

The lower portions of both these valleys, like those of

the Tyrol, before mentioned, have first been filled with

moraine matter—in the case of the Borgne, more than 600

feet thick—and through the unstratified mass ravines have

been cut by the action of the river, while rain has been active

in widening their dimensions. In both oases the hardened

mud, drift, or moraine matter, derived chiefly from the decom-
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position of mica-schist, is of a whitish colour, but some in-

cluded stones of serpentine, greenstone, and limestone, with

surfaces distinctly glaciated, betray the glacier origin of the

formation. Ithe columns near Stalden on the Visp, about ten

miles below Zermatt, were more numerous and beautiful in

1821 than they are now. This I ascertained by comparing
their present condition with a drawing made in that year by
Sir John Herschel. Tn July 1855 an earthquake inflicted

much fcjury on the town of Visp, so that in passing throxigh

it three years afterwards, I saw rents still open in the walls

of many of the houses. I then learnt that the same shock

had thrown down a large part of one of the principal

columns, which was 50 feet or more in height, and of which

the capping-stone was 15 feet in diameter. The channel of

the torrent, a small tributary of the Visp, had been deranged

by landslips, and I observed^that the active denudation which

I saw beginning in 1857, had committed no small havoc

among the pillars^ in the eight yeju‘9 which intervened be-

tween that date and my scqpnd^ visit in 1805.

It is probable that few greg.t valleys have been excavati'd

in any part of the world, by rain and running water alone.

During some part of their formation, subterranean move-

ments have lent their aid in accelerating the process of ero-

sion. Such movements being intermittent and often suspended

for ages, and in many cases causing changes of level without

any vibratory jar, their influence may easily be underrated

or overlooked by geologists. At a lower point on the Visp-

bach, half-way between the tovfns of Stalden and Visp, my
guide pointed out to me, in 1857, a ferruginous spring near

the right bank of the river, which had never been seen until

1855, when it was laid open by a landslip, which consisted

of a great mass of drift, probably moraine matter belonging

to the old river terrace. A powerful rill of water flowing from

this spring had already in three years scooped out gully,

and eight years afterwards, in 1865, I found that it had cut

its way much farther back, deepening and widening the small

cTiasm, so that a vineyard which had been continuous before

1855 was then, in 1865, divided by a gap more than forty

yards wide. This modern ravine was about fifteen feet deep
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at its upper extremity, at an elevation of 200 feet above the

Visp, and the depth increased gradually nearer the river.

The shock of 1856 is believed to have shaken the Alps and

the adjoining country over an area 300 miles ^ng and 200

broad. We know not what changes of level it effected, whe-

ther the whole country was upheaved or sunk an inch, or a

foot, or a )'^ard by the event, or whether its position was

unaltered. But we cannot doubt, that it is to a repetition of

such movements reiterated throughout indefinite ages that

we owe the very existence of land above the level of the sea.

We may also be assured that the shape of every district, some-

times even the minor details of its topography, are to a cer-

tain extent modified by the same agency.

I)p 22

Dwarf s lower (/weigh- J harm) iieir A lescli in iht cat ton of Valais

J^rom A sketch by Lad^ taken *^ept 1857 *

Dwarfs Tmoer near Vies< h.—In most of the valleys which

communicate with the principal valley of the Rhone above

the lake of Geneva, there is still a large remnant of that

superficial drift and moraine matter which was left there at

the close of the Glacial eiioch. But even where we find no

* A^alanches had, in 18 )7, thrown down some trees, but the artist has remoitd

others to produce the clearing here represented
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signs of the lateral valleys having been first filled np with
drift to a certain height above their present streams, and
then hollowed out again, it is probable that such denuding
action has not been wanting. In favour of such an opinion,

I may refer to two isolated stone-caj^ped columns of hardened
mud and gravel, which are to be seen in a pine forest near
the village of Viesch, in a picturesque glen at the bottom of

which flows a stream bearing the appropriate name of the

Lawinh Bach or ^ Avalanche Brook/ The column which is

here figured (fig. 22) occurs on the left side of the glen

about 500 feet above the brook on a steep s]o{)e, the angle of

wliich is about 45®. The fundamental rock cemsists of mica-

schist. The height of the column is about 40 feet, its

greatest diameter about 10 feet, and its irregular summit
is caj)ped by angular blocks of gneiss. Fragments of*

the same and of micaceoys and talcose schist and pebbles

of white quartz enter largely into the composition /)f ‘ th63

tower,’ and man^ rocky fragments which may once hav(»

formed the capping-stones* of ptfier columns are everywhere

strewed over the ground. T|jere is a second similar pillar

within 80 or 100 yards of the larger one, which is about half

as high and capped by a single stone about 7 feet in diameter.

The base of this smaller tower is at a higher level by about

60 feet than the summit of the la.rgcr one. I could detect

no scratches or signs of glacial polishing on any of th(' stones

which enter into the composition of tliese ^ towers
;

’ but this

may perhaps be owing to the absence of limestone, serpen-

tine, and greenstone rocks, which are much more favourable

than gneiss for acquiring and retaining glacial markings.

Avalanches of snow descend annually the steep slopes of this

glen, with such force as frequently to uproot the largest pine-

trees
;
and when w8 consider the destructive power of this

cause and the earthquakes which have occurred again and

again in the neighbourhood, wo cannot but wonder that oven

two isolated columns have been spared to attest the foriruT

existence of a mass of matter which seems once to have

levelled up the lower part of this narrow valley to a height

of 500 or 600 feet above the channel of the present stream.

Action of rivers.—The pillars of Botzen before described

VOL. I. z
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(p, 329), especially the tallest and most tapering of them, owe

their formation to the force of separate raindrops, the water

not having been able to collect into rills; but it is rarely pos-

sible to draw a clear line of demarcation between the action of

Fig. 23.

Ravine on the farm of Pomona, near Milledgeville,'*Georgia, as it appeared

January 1846.

Excavated in twenty years, 55 feet deep, and 180 feet broad.

rain and that of running water. When travelling in G-eorgia

and Alabama, in 1846, 1 saw in both these States the com-

mencement of hundreds of valleys in places where the native

forest ^ad recently been removed. One of these newly formed

galleys or ravines is represented in the annexed woodcut.
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from a drawing which I made on the spot. It occurs three

miles and a half due west of Milledgeville, the capital of

Georgia, and is situated on the farm of Pomona, on the

direct road to Macon.*
In 1826, before the land was cleared, it had no existence ;

but when the trees of the forest were cut down, cracks three

feet deep were caused by the sun’s heat in the clay
; and

during the rains, a sudden rush of water through the princi-

pal cra’ck deepened it at its lower extremity, from whence

the excavating power worked backwards, till in the course of

twenty years, a chasm measuring no less than 55 feet in

depth, 300 yards in length, and varying in width from 20 to

180 feet, was the result. The high road has been several

times turned to avoid this cavity, the enlargement of whieli

is stiir proceeding, and the old line of road may be seen to

have held its course directly over what is now the widest

part of the ravine, lii the perpendicular walls of thh? great

chasm appear beds of clay and sand, red, white, yellow, and

green, produced by the deeompspsition in situ of hornblendic*

gneiss with layers and v(‘ins of quartz, which remain entin^

to prove that the wliole mass was once crystalline.

The termination of the cavity 011 the right hand in th(»

foreground is the head or upper end of the ravine, and in

almost every case, such gulloys are lengthened by the streams

cutting their way backwards. The depth at the upper end

is often, as in this case, considerable, and there is usually at

this point, during floods, a small cascade.

I infer, from the rapidity of* the denudation, which only

began here after the removal of the native wood, that this

spot, elevated about COO fetit above the sea, has been always

covered with a dense forest, from the remote lime when if

first emerged from tlie sea.

It is, however, probable that when the granite and gneiss

first rose above the waters, they consisted entirely of hard

rock which had not yet been exposed to superficial decom-

position and disintegration. Still we may conclude that tin*

forest has been continuous from the time when the upper i)or-

tion of these rocks began to be acted upon by rain, carbonic

* Lyoll’B Second Visit to the United States, 1846, vol. ii. p. 20 .
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acid, the winter’s frost, the intense summer heat, and other

causes. I could cite other regions in Georgia and Alabama
where the cutting down of the trees, which had prevented
the rain from collecting into torrents and running off in sud-

den land-floods, has given rise to recent ravines from 70 to 80
feet deep in Tertiary and Cretaceous formations.

Nhivosities of rivers,- -In proportion as such valleys are

widened, sinuosities arc caused by the deflection of the

stream first to one side and then to the other. The unequal

hardness of the materials through which the channel is

eroded tends partly to give new directions to the lateral force

of excavation. When by these, or by accidental shiftings of

flj(‘ alluvial matter in tlie channel, the current is made to

cross its general line of descent, it eats out a curve in the

oi)posite bank, or in the side of the hills bounding the Valley,

from which curve it is turned baok again at an equal angle,

so that it recrosses the line of descent, and gi'adually hollows

out another curve lower ’down in the opposite bank, till the

whole sides of the valley, or liivei^ bed, present a succession of

salient and retiring angles. Among the causes of deviation

from a straight course by which torrents and rivers f;pnd in

mountainous regions to widen the valleys through which
they flow may be inentioxied the confluence of lateral

toiTeiits, swollen irregularly at different seasons by partial

storms, and discharging at different times unequal quantities

of sand, mud, and i)cbbles, into the main channel. The
curves formed by the winding of rivers in their alluvial plains

increase in magnitude in proportion to the volume of the

rivers. Thus the Mississippi, about eighty miles north-west

of New Orleans, near Port Hudson, makes a circuit of

twenty-six miles and returns to within one mile of the point

fioin which it set out; this occurred a£ Eaccourci, which I

visited in 1816,* and in the same year, immediately below

the city of New Orleans, where the stream is about three-

quai'ters of a mile wide, there was a bend of eighteen miles,

after which the river came within five or six miles of the

point from which it started. The extent of these curves

depends on many conditions, especially on the nature and
* Second Visit to the United States, vol. ii. p. 193.
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tenacity of the alluvial soil, often strengthened by the stems
and roots of buried trees, and on the slope or fall of the
river’s bed.

When the tortuous flexures of a river are extremely greai,

the aberration from the direct line of descent may be restored

by the river cutting thro\igh the isthmus which separates

two neighbouring curves. Thus, in the annexed diagram, the

extreme sinuosity of the river has caused it to return for a
bi’ief space in a contrary direction to its main course, so that

a peninsula is fonn^'d, and the isthmus (at a) is consumed on

both sides by currents flowing in oppOvsite directions. In this

ease an island is ^ooii formed,—on <^ither side of which a

portion of the stream usually remains.

TranHporfiiui power of wafer,—In regard to the transporting

lK)wer of water, we may often ho surprised at the facility

with which streams of a small size, and descending a sliglit

declivit}'', bear along coarse sand and gravel
;
for we usually

estimate tlie weight of rocks in air, and do not reflect on

their comparative buoyancy when submerged in a denser

fluid. The specific gravity of many rocks is not more than

twice that of water, and very rarely more than thrice, so

that almost all the fragments propelled by a streAm have lost

a third, and many of them half, of what we usually term

their weight.

It has been proved by experiments, in contradiction to the

theories of the eaflier writers on hydrostatics, to be a

universal law, regulating the motion of running water, that

the velocity at the bottom of the stream is everywhere less

than in any part above it, and is greatest at the surface.

Also, that the superficial particles in the middle of the

stream move more swiftly than those at the sides. This re-

tardation of the lowest and lateral currents is produced by

friction ; and when the velocity is suflScieiitly great, the soil
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composing the sides and bottom gives way. A velocity of

ihreo inches per second at the bottom is stated to be suflScient

to tear up fine clay,—six inches per second, fine sand,—twelve

inches per second, fine gravel,—and three feet per second,

stones of the size of an egg.* Mr. Jamieson has remarkedt
that if the pebbly bed of a rapidly flowing river be examined,

it will be found that the pebbles have a tendency to arrange

themselves in the position shown in tig. 25, which is probably

JTig 25.

that of greatest resistance to the stream. Some sections of

re(*ent gravel in the bed of the river Dee display this arrange-

ment, showing that the gravel had been lodged by a rapid

current of water flowing down the* valley.

Those peculiar inequalities or ridges on the surface of sand

or sandstone which are called ripple-marks arise from the

unequal force of the current fby which the particles of sand

are drifted along the bottom, ^he ridges are at right angles

to the impelling force, and are steepest on their leewarc* side.

They are formed equally by currents of wind (as on sand

dunes), and under water, usually at slight depths. The follow-

ing is the manner in which I once observed the motion of

the air to produce this effect on a large extent of level beach,

exposed at low tide near Calais. Clouds of fine white sand

were blown from the neighbouring dunes, so as to cover the

shore and whiten a dark level surface of sandy mud, and this

fresh covering of sand was beautifully rippled. On levelling

all the small ridges and furrows of this ripple over an area of

several yards square, I saw them perfectly restored in about

ten minutes, the general direction of the ridges being always

at right angles to that of the wind. The restoration began

by the appearance here and there of small detached heaps of

sand, which soon lengthened and joined together, so as to

form long sinuous ridges with intervening furrows. Each

ridge had one side slightly inclined, and the other steep;

* Encyc. Brit. art. ‘ Riverg.* t Quart, Gool. Joum. vol. xri. p. 349.
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the lee side being always steep, as 6, c,—d, e
; the windward

side a gentle slope, as a, 6,—c, d, fig, 26. When a gust of
wind blew with sufficient force to drive along a cloud of sand,
all the ridges were seen to be in motion at once, each en-
croaching on the furrow before it, and, in the course of a few
minutes, filling the place which the furrows had occupied.
The mode of advance was by the continual drifting of grains
of sand up the slopes a b and c d, which gmins, when they
arrived at b and d, fell over the scarps b c and d e, and
were under shelter from the wind ; so that they remained
stationary, resting, according to their shape and momentum,
on different parts of the descent, and a few only rolling to
the bottom. In this manner each ridge was distinctly seen
to move slowly on as often as the force of the wind augmented.
Occasionally part of a ridge, advancing more rapidly than the
rest, overtook the ridge immediately before it and became
confounded with it, thus causing those bifurcations and

Pig 26.
•

branches which are so common on the surface of sandstones

of all ages. In such sandstones, as well as now on the sea-

coast at low tide, we may often detect two systems of ripples

interfering with each other; one more ancient and half

effaced, and a newer one, in which the grooves and ridges

are more distinct, and in a different direction. This crossing

of two sets of ripples arises from a change in the direction of

the tidal or other current,^ or of the wind.

It should be borne in mind that running water derives its

power of rounding off the angles of hard rocks and of under-

mining cliffs, by setting in motion much sand, fine and coarse,

and gravel, which it throws against every obstacle lying in its

way. The force thus acquired by torrents in mountainous

regions is more easily understood; but a question naturally

arises, how the more tranquil rivers of the valleys and plains,

flowing on comparatively level ground, can remove the

prodigious burden which is discharged into them by their
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numerous tributaries, and by what means they are enabled

to convey the whole mass to the sea ? If they had not this

removing power, their channels would he annually choked

up, and the valleys of the lower country, and plains at the

base of mountain-chains, would be continually strewed over

with fragments of rock and sterile sand. But this evil is

prevented by a general law regulating the conduct of running

water,—that two equal streams do not, when united, occupy

a bed of double surface. Naj*^, the width of the principal

river, after the junction of a tributary, sometimes remains

the same as before, or is even lessened. The cause of this

apparent paradox was long ago explained by the Italian

writers who had studied the confluence of the Po and its

feeders in the plains of Lombardy.

The addition of a smaller river augments the velocity of

the main stream, often in the same proportion as it does the

quantity of water. The cause of the greater velocity is, first,

that after the union of two rivers the water, in place of the

friction of four banks, has only that of two to surmount;

2dly, because the main body of the stream, being farther

distant from the banks, flows on with less interruption
;
and

lastly, because a greater quantitj" of water moving Inore

swiftly, digs deeper into the river’s bed. By this beautiful

adjustment, the water wdiich drains the interior country is

made continually to occupy less room as it approaches the

sea ; and thus the most valuable part of our continents, the

rich deltas and great alluvial plains, are i)revented from

being constantly under water.#

River floods in Scotland, 1829.—Many remarkable illustra-

tions of the power of running water in moving stones and
heavy material were afforded by the storm and floods which
occurred on the 3rd and 4th of August 4829 in Aberdeen-
shire and other counties in Scotland. The elements during

this storm assumed all the characters which mark the

tropical hurricanes
;
the wind blowing in sudden gusts and

whirlwinds, the lightning and thunder being such as are

rarely witnessed in our climate, and heavy rain falling

without intermission. The floods extended almost simulta-

neously, and with equal violence, over that part of the north-
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east of Scotland which would be cut off by two lines drawn
from the head of Loch Rannoch (lat. 5C*40 N., long. 4-26

W.), one towards Inverness and the other to Stonehaven,

The united line of the different rivers wliicli were flooded

could not be less than from five to six hundred miles in

length ; and their courses were marked throughout by the

destruction of bridges, roads, crops, and buildings. Sir T.

D. Lauder has recorded the destruction of thirty-eight

bridges^ and the entire obliteration of a great number of

farms and hamlets. On the Nairn, a fragment of sandstone,

fourteen feet long by three feet wide and one foot thick, Was

carried above 200 yards down the river. Some new ravines

were formed on the sides of mountains where no streams

had previously flowed, and ancient river channels, which had

never been filled from time immemorial, gave passage to a

copious flood.*

The bridge over the Deo at Ballater consisted of five

arches, having ugon the whole a water-way of 2(>0 feet.

The bed of the river, on which the piers rested, was com-

posed of rolled pieces of granite and gneiss. The bridge was

built of granite, and had stoo3 uninjured for twenty j ears ;

but the diflerent parts were swept away in succession by the

flood, and the whole mass of masonry disaj^peared in tlu* bed

of the river. ^The river Don,^ observes Mr. Farqubaison, in

his account of the inundations, Mias upon my own premise's

forced a mass of four or five hundred tons of stones, many of

them two or three hundred pounds’ weight, up an incliiu'd

plane, rising six feet in eight or ten yards, and left them in

a rectangular heap, about three feet deep, on a flat ground :

—

the heap ends abruptly at its*lower f*xtreinity.’ f

The power even of a small rivulet, when swollen by rain,

in removing heavy 43odies, was exemplifit'd in August 1.S27,

in the College, a small stream which flows down a slight

declivity from the eastern water-shed of the Cheviot Hills.

Several thousand tons’ weight of gravel and sand wei*(‘

transported to the plain of the Till, and a bridge, tlit'u in

* Sir T. D. Lauder’s Account of the t Quarterly Joum ol Sci Ac No

Great Floods in Morayshire, August xiu New Series, p 331

1829.
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progress of building, was carried away, some of the arch-

stones of which, weighing from half to three-quarters of a

ton each, were propelled two miles down the rivulet. On the

same occasion, the current tore away from the abutment of

a mill-dam a large block of greenstone-porphyry, weighing

nearly two tons, and transported it to the distance of a

quarter of a mile. Instances are related as occurring repeat-

edly, in which from one to three thousand tons of gravel are,

in like manner, removed by this streamlet to still greater

distances in one day.*

Floods caused by landslips, 1826.— The power which run-

ning water may exert, in the lapse of ages, in widening and

deepening a valley, does not so much depend on the volume

and velocity of the stream usually flowing in it. as on the

number and magnitude of the obstructions which h*^ve, at

diflerent periods, opposed its free passage. If a 'torrent,

however small, be effectually dammed up, the size of the

valley above the temporary barrier, and its declivity below,

and not the dimensions of the torrent, will determine the

violence of the debacle. The most universal source of local

deluges are landslips, slides, or avalanches, as they are some-

times called, when great masses of rock and soil, or in some

cases ice and snow, are pi'ecipitated into the bed of a river,

the boundary cliffs of which have been thrown down by the

shock of an earthquake, or undermined by springs or other

causes. Volumes might be filled with the enumeration of

instances on record of these terrific catastrophes; I shall

therefore select a few examples derived from regions which I

have myself visited.

Two dry seasons in the White Mountains, in New Hamp-
shire (United States), were followed by heavy rains on the

28th August 1826, when from the steejf and lofty acclivities

which rise abruptly on both sides of the river Saco, innumer-

able rocks and stones, many of sufficient size to fill a common
apartment, were detached, and in their descent swept down
before them, in one promiscuous and frightful ruin, forests,

shrubs, and the earth which sustained them. Although there

are numerous indications on the steep sides of these hills of

• Gulley, Proceed. Oeol. Soc. 1829.
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former slides of the same kind, yet no tradition had been
handed down of any similar catastrophe within the memory
of man, and ihe growth of the forest on the very spots now
devastated clearly showed that for a long interval nothing

similar had occurred. One of these moving masses was after-

wards found to have slid three miles, with an average breadth

of a quarter of a mile. The natural excavations eonmionced

generally in a trench a few yards in depth and a few rods in

width,"and descended the mountains, widening and deepening

till they became vast chasms. At the base of these hollow

ravines was seen a confused mass of ruins, consisting of

transported earth, gravel, rocks, and trees. Forests of spruce-

fir and hemlock, a kind of fir somewhat resembling our yew
in foliage, were prostrated with as much ease as if they had

been fields of grain
;
for whore they disputed the ground, the

torrent of mud and rock accuinulat(‘d bcdiind, till it gathered

sufficient force to burst the temporary barvii*!*.

The valleys of^ the Amonoosuck and Saco presented for

many miles an uninteiTuptod scene of desolation, all the

bridges being carried away, as^well as those over the tributary

streams. In some places, the road was excavated to the de}>th

of from fifteen to twenty feet ; in others it was covered with

earth, rocks, and trees, to as great a height. The water

flowed for many weeks after the flood, as densely charged with

earth as it could be without being changed into mud, and

marks were seen in various localities of its having risen on

either side of the valley to more than twenty-five feet above

its ordinary level. Many sheep and cattle were swept away,

and the Willey family, nine in number, who in alarm had

deserted their house, were destroyed on the banks of the Saco

;

seven of their mangled bodies were afterwards found near ili(‘

river, buried beneath drift-wood and mouiitaiii ruins,* Eleven

years after the event, the deep channels worn by the ava-

lanches of mud and stone, and the immense heaps of bouMers

and blocks of granite in the river channel, still formed, says

Professor Hubbard, a picturesque feature in the scen(Ty.t

When I visited the country in 1845, eight years after

* Sillixnan’s Jouru/il, vol. xr. No. 2, p 216. Jaii 182!)

i Ibid. rol. xxxir. p 115.
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Professor Hubbard, I found tbe signs of devastation still very

striking; I also particularly remarked that, although the

surface of the bare granitic rocks had been smoothed by the

}>a8sage over them of so much mud and stone, there were no

continuous parallel and rectilinear furrows, nor any of the

fine scratches or striee which characterise glacial action. The

absence of these is nowhere more clearly exemplified than in

the bare rocks over which i)assed the great ‘Willey slide’ of

1826.*

But the catastrophes in the White Mountains are insigni-

ficant, when compared to those which are occasioned by earth-

quakes, when the boundary hills, for miles in length, arc

thrown down into the hollow of a valley. I shall have oppor-

tunities of alluding to inundations of this kind when treating

expressly of ('ai'thquakes, and shall content myself at present

with selecting an example of a flood dae to a diflerent cause.

Flood in ihe valley of Baynes, 1818.—The valley of Bagnes

is one of the largest of the lateral embranchments of the main

valley of the Rhone, above the Lake of Geneva. Its upper por-

tion was, ill 1818, converted into a lake by the damming up

of a narrow pass, by avalanches of snow and ice, precipitated

from an elevated glacier into the bed of the river Dranse. Tn

the winter season, during continued frost, scarcely any water

flows in the bed of this river to preserve an open channel, so

that the ice barrier remained entire until the melting of the

snow in spring, when a lake was formed above, about half

a league in length, which finally attained in some parts

a depth of about 200 feet, and a width of about 700 feet.

To prevent or lessen the mischief apprehended from the

sudden bursting of the barrier, an artificial gallery, 700

feet in length, was cut through the ice, before the water

had risen to a great height. When** at last it reached

such an elevation as to flow through the tunnel, it dis-

solved the ice, and thus deepened its channel, until nearly

half of the whole contents of the lake were slowly drained

off. But at length, on the approach of the hot season,

the central j)ortion of the remaining mass of ice gave way
with a tremendous crash, and the residue of the lake was

• See Lyell’s Second Visit to the United States, vol. i. p. 69,
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emptied in half an hour. In the course of their descent, the

waters encountered several narrow gorges, and at each of

these they rose to a great height, and then burst with new
violence into the next basin, sweeping along rooks, forests,

houses, bridges, and cultivated land. For the greater part

of its course the flood resembled a moving mass of rock and
mud^ rather than of water. Some fragments of granitic

rocks, of enormous magnitude, and which from their dimen-

sions, 'might be compared without exaggeration to houses,

were torn out of a more ancient alluvium, and borne down for

a quarter of a mile. One of the fragments moved was sixty

paces in circumference.* The velocity of tlie water, in the

first part of its course, Avas ihirty-thrc'e feet per sccoml, which

diminished to six feet before it reaelied the Lake of (Jeneva,

where \t arrived in six hours and a half, the distance being

4e*) miles.

t

This flood left behind it, on the plains of Martigny, thon-

sands of trees toim up by the roots, tog(‘tlier with the ruins

of* buildings. Some of tliq bouses in that town were filled

with mud up to the second ^itory. After expanding in the

plain of Martigny, it entered the lihone, and did no further

damage; but some bodies of men, who had been drowned

above Martigny, were aftciwvards found, at the; distance of

about thirty miles, floating on the farther side of the Lake

of Geneva, near Vevay.

The waters, on escaping from the temporary lake, inter-

mixed with mud and rock, swept along for the first four miles

at the rate of above twenty miles an hour
;
and M. Kscljin*,

the engineer, calculated that the flood furnished 300,000

cubic feet of water every second—an eflBux which is five times

greater than that of the Rhine below Basle. Now if part of

the lake had not bdbn gradually drained off, tlu^ flood would

have been nearly double, approaching in volume to some of

the largest rivers in Europe. It is evident, tlau'cdore, fluit,

when we are speculating on the excavating force wliicli n river

may have exerted in any particular valley, the most iiiiportjuii

ThU block was mcnaured ly Capt. in 1818, Kd. Tlii) Journ ,
\oI i p. 187,

B. Hall, B.N. from Memoir of M. Pi-clirr

1 Inundation of the Val de Bngnes,
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question is, not the volume of the existing stream, nor the

present levels of its channel, nor even the nature of the rocks,

but the probability of a succession of floods at some period

since the time when the valley may have been first elevated

above the sea.

For several months after the d6bfi.cle of 1818, the Dranse,

having no settled channel, shifted its position continually

from one side to the other of the valley, carrying away newly

erected bridges, undermining houses, and continuin'g to be

charged with as large a quantity of earthy matter as the fluid

could hold in suspension. I visited this valley four months

after the flood, and was witness to the sweeping away of a

bridge, and the undermining of part of a house. The greater

part of the ice-barrier was then standing, presenting vertical

cliffs 150 feet high, like ravines in the lava-currents eA Etna

or Auvergne, where they are intersected by rivers.

Inui],dations, precisely similar, are recorded to have occurred

at former periods in this district, and from the same cause.

In 1595, for example, a lake jburyt, and the waters, descend-

ing with irresistible fury, destroyed the town of Martigny,

where from sixty to eighty persons perished. In a similar

flood, fifty years before, 140 persons were drowned.

Flood at Tivoli, 1826.—I shall conclude with one more

example derived from a land of classic recollections, the

ancient Tibur, and which, like all the other inundations above

alluded to, occurred within the present century. The younger

Pliny, it will be remembered, describes a flood on the Anio,

which destroyed woods, rocks, and houses, with the most

sumptuous villas and works of art.* Often for four or five

centuries consecutively, this ‘ headlong stream/ as Horace

truly called it, has remained within its bounds, and then,

after so long an interval of rest, has at different periods

inundated its banks again, and widened its channel. The

last of these catastrophes happened 15th Nov. 1826, after

excessively heavy rains, and a lively description of the event

was given to me by eye-witnesses when I visited the spot in

1829. The waters appear to have been impeded by an

artificial dike, by which they were separated into two parts,

Lib. viii. Epist. 17.
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a short distance above Tivoli. They broke through this dike

;

and, leaving the left trench dry, precipitated themselves, 'vvith

their whole weight, on the right side. Here they under-
mined, in the course of a few hours, a high cliff, and widened
the river’s channel about fifteen paces. On this stood the

church of St. Lucia, and about thirty-six houses of the town
of Tivoli, which were all carried away, presenting, as they

sank into the roaring flood, a terrific scene of destruction to

the spectators on the opposite bank. As the foundations

were gi'adually removed, buildings, some of them edifices of

considerable heiglit, were first traversed with numerous rents,

which soon widened into large fissures, until at length tlie

roofs fell in with a crash, and then the walls siink into the

river, and were hurled down the cataract below.

Thexdestroying agency of the flood came within two

himdred yards of the precijjice on which the beautiful temide

of VcvSta stands
;
but fortunately tills precious relie of anti-

quity was spared, ;while the wreck of modern slructuri's vras

hurled down the abyss. A^esta, it will be remembered, in

the heathen mythology, personified the stability of tlie earth ;

and when the Samian astronomer, Aristarchus, first faaj];ht

that tlie earth revolved on its axis, and round the sun, he

was publicly accused of impiety, for ‘ moving tlie (werlasting

Vesta from her place.’ PJayfair obs('rved, that wlnm Hutton

ascribed instability to the earth’s surface, and represented

the continentsjwliich we inhabit as th(' theatre of incessant

change and movement, his antagonists, who regarded thorn

as unalterable, assailed him in ‘a similar manner with accu-

sations founded on religions prejudices.* We might app(*al

to the excavating power of riie Aniu as corroborative of one

of the most controverted parts of the Iluttonian theory ;
and

if the days of omen^had not gone by, the geologists who now

worship Vesta might regard the c&/tastrophe as porfenious.

We may, at least, recommend the modern votaries of the

goddess to lose no time in making a pilgr image to her shrine,

for the next flood may not respect the temple.

Excavation of rocks hy running water .—The rapidity with

which even the smallest streams hollow out deep channels in

* lUustr. of Hutt. Theory, S 3, p. H7.
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Hoft and destructible soils is remarkably exemplified in vol-

canic countries, where the sand and half-consolidated tuflFs

oppose but a slight resistance to the torrents which descend

the mountain-side. After the heavy rains which followed the

eruption of Vesuvius in 1824, the water flowing from the

Atrio del Cavallo cut, in three days, a new chasm through

strata of tuff and ejected volcanic matter, to the depth of

twenl^-five feet. 1 found the old mule road, in 1828, inter-

sooted by this new ravine.

But deep chasms may be gradually eroded through the

hardest rock, b} running water, charged with foreign matter.

Good illustrations of tliis phenomenon may be seen in many

valleys in (yentral France where the channels of rivers have
•/

b(‘eii barred up by solid currents of lava, through which the

streams have re-excavated a passage, oftcm of grejj^t width

{jud from twenty to sev(uity feet in depth. In these cases

there are decisive proofs that neither the sea, nor ati)^ de-

luding wave or extraordinary body of water. Las PjJ-ssed over

the spot since the molted lava was consolidated. Every

hjpothosis of the intervention of sudden and violent agency

is entirely excluded, because the cones of scorifc, out of

which the lavas flowed, are oftentimes at no great elevation

above tlu‘ rivers, and have remained undisturbed during the

whole period which has been Bufficient for Mio hollowing out

of such enormous ravines.

lieani f^xcavation bi/ the Shnefo .—At the. .>vestern base of

Etna, a current of lava (a a, fig. 27), descending from near

the summit of the great volcano, bus flowed to the distance

of fiv^e or six miles, and then reached the alluvial plain of

the Siiueto, the largest of the Sicilian rivers, which skirts

the base of Etna, and falls into the sea a few miles south of

Catania. The lava entered the river about three miles above

the town of Aderno, and not only occupied its channel for

some distance, but, crossing to the opposite side of the valley,

accumulated there in a rocky mass. Gemmellaro gives the

year 1603 as the date of the eruption.* The appearance of

the current clearly proves that it is one of the most modem
of those of Etna ; for it has not been covered or crossed by

* Qiiadro Istorico delT Etna, 1824.
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8ahH»f«wirtre«m8 mr e(jecttoQ% ftod the dive-trees vrliie^ Itad

heem. {iluBteit on its soriiMe were all of siAa& sise ivben I

’Ncamniflii tlia spot in 18$S, yet &ey were all older tlm-w £be
sAtaral trOod on the same kva. In tlie course, therefore,

about two oeotums^ the Simeto has eroded a passage ftom
fifty to several huadted feet wide, and in some parts ftoin

forty to fifty feet deep-

The portion of lava eat iSurong^ is in no part porous or

sooriaceoos, bat eonsists of a compact homogeneous mass of

hard blue reek, somewhat inferior in weight to ordinary

basalt, and containing crystals of olivine and glassy felspar.

The general declivity this part of the bed of the Simeto
is not considerable; but, in consequence of the unequal

waste of the lava, two waterfalls occur at Passo Mansanelli,

itecent exoamtion of lava at the foot of Etna by the nver Simeto

each about six feet in height. Here the chasm (b, fig. 27) is

about forty feefcdeep, and only fifty broad.

The sand and pebbles in the nver-bed consist chiefly of a

brown quartzose sandstone, deriVed from the upper country

;

bat the materials of the volcanic rock itself must have

greatly asmsted the attri^on. This river, like the Caltabiano

on the eastern side of Etna, has not yet cut down to the

ancient bed of whfth it was dispossessed, and of which

the probable position is indicated in the above diagram

(0, fig. 27).

On entering tire narrow ravine where the water foams

down the two cataracts, we are entirely shut out from all

view of the suBtounding eountiy ; and a geologist who is

aconstomed to assoeiate the eb^acteristic features of the

landscape With thewktive age certein rocks, can scarcely

VOIi. J. A
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dissuade himself jram ihe belief that he is eontemplating a

scene in some tottkj |^ge of very ancient date. The ex-

ternal foms of iiie hajd bltie lava are as maseive as any of

the oldest trap>rooka of Scotland. The solid snr&ce is in

some jparts smoothed and almost polished by attrition, and

covm^d in others 'with a Ught-colonred lichen, which imparts

to it'an air of antiquity, whichgreatly heightens the delusion.

But the moment we re-ascend ^e eliff the spell is broken ; for

we scarcely recede a few paces, before the rarine and river

disappear, and we stand on the black and rugged surface of

a vast current of lava, which seems unbroken, and which

we can trace up nearly to the distant summit of that majestic

cone which Pindar called the ‘ pillar of heaven,’ and which

still continues to send forth a fleecy wreath of vapour, re-

minding us that its fires are not extinct, and that ”^^7

again give out a rocky stream, wherein other scenes like

that now described may present themselves to future ob-

servei’s.

Falls of Niagara .—The falls of Niagara afford a magnifi-

cent example of the progressive excavation of a deep valley

in solid rock. Tliat river flows over an elevated table-land,

in which the basin of Lake Erie forms a depression. Where
the river isbues from the lake, it is nearly a mile in width,

and 830 feet above the level of Lake Ontario, which is about

thii'ty miles distant. For the first fifteen miles below Lake
Erie the surrounding country, comprising TJoper Canada on

the west, and the state of New York on the east, is almost on a

level with its banks, and nowhere more than thirty or forty feet

above them.* (See Plate III.) The river being^occasionally

interspersed with low wooded islands, and having sometimes

a width of three miles, glides along at first with a dear,

smooth, and tranquil current, falling only fifteen feet in as

many miles, and in this part of its course resembling an arm

Tlie will find in my Tnirel Tcferred tdotb ftally tO tliOBe and to

in North vol 1 ch 2. andourpd Mr. Hall's Bopovt on tlia Oeology of

geologicttl map and section of tiie Nia- New York, as wall as to the earlier

gara di^^tnctf also a birdh-eye ^iewof writings of H«tiiie{d]| and Kabn in the

the Falls and m^jaeent countiy, coloured eame work, and hare epecnlated on the

geologically, of whioh the first idea wae origiii of the emxpmeni nearwlneh the

suggested by the excellent original falls nay hate been <K$g|aiUy precip*

sketch given by Mr. Bakewell. 1 hoTe tated. VbL' i p. fifi» abd tol. ii. p. 0$.
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body of water is projected, and is driven violently gusts

of wind against the base of the precipice. In consequence of

this action, and that of fi^t, the shale disintegrates and
crumbles away, and portions of the incumbent rock overhang

forty feet, and often when unsupported tomble down, so that

the Falls do not remain absolutely stationary at the same
spot, even for half, a centuiy. Accounts have come down to

us, from the earliest period of observation, of the frequent

destruction of these rocks, and the sudden descent of huge
fragments in 1818 and 1828 is said to have shaken the

adjacent country like an earthquake. The earliest travellers,

Hennepin and Kalm,who in 1678 and 1751 visited the Falls,

and published views of them, attest the fact, that the rocks

have been suffering from dilapidation for more than a century

and a half, and that some slight changes, even in the scenery

of the cataract, have been brought about within that time.

The idea, therefore, of perpetual and progressive waste is

constantly present to the*mind of every beholder; and as that

part of the chasm, which hiip been the work of the last 150

years, resembles precisely in d<»pth, width, and character the

rest of the gorge which extends seven miles below, it is most
natural to infer, that the entire ravine has been hollowed out

in the same manner, by the recession of the cataract.

It must at least be conceded, that the river supplies an
adequate cause for executing the whole task thus assigned to

it, provided we grant sufficient time for its completion ; but,

as this part of the country was a wilderness till near the

end of the last century, we 6an obtain no accurate data for

estimating the exnct rate at which the cataract has been
receding. Mr. Bakewell, son of the eminent gecdogist of

that name, who visited Niagara in 1829, mado the first

attempt to calculate, from the observations of one who
lived forty years at the Falls, and who had been the fitst

settler there, that the cataract had during that period gone
back about a yard annually. But after the most careful

enquiries which I was able to make, during my visit to the

spot in 1841-2, 1 came to the conclusion that the average of

one foot a year would be a much more probable conjecture.

In that case, it would have required 35,000 years for the
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iHreat of 41xe Falls, from the escarpment of Queenstown to

their present site. It seems bj no means improbable that

such a result would be no exaggeration of the truth, although
we cannot assume that the retrograde movement has been

uniform. An examination of the geological stmcture of the

district, as laid open in the ravine, shows that at every step

in the process excavation, tlie height of the precipice, the

hardness of the materials at its base, and the quantity of

fallen Inatter to be removed, must have varied. At some
points it may have receded mnch faster than at present, but

in general its progress was probably slower, because the

cataract, when it began to recede, must have had nearly

twice its present height, and therefore (wi(V> the quantity of

rock to remove.

From observations made by me in 1811, when 1 had the

advantage of being accoini^ni<‘d by Mr. Hall. State geologist

of New York, and m 1812, when 1 le-examined the Niagara

disitrict, I obtaiuud gi'ologieal evideiic(‘ of the iormer exist-

ence of an old liver-bi'd, wUiehjl have no iloubl, indicat(‘s the

original channel Uirougb wliish the w.Hers once flowed from

the Falls to Queenstown, at the In’iglit of nearly !i00 feet

above the bottom of the present goigi*. The geological

monuments alluded to coinsist of patches uf sand and gruvtd,

forty feet thick, containing fluvi.itile ‘.hells of the genera

Unio, Cyclas, Melania, &c., such as now inhabit the waters

of the Niagara above the Falls. Tin* ideniity of the fossil

s[»ecies with the recent is unqnestionabh*, allhough boiu's ol

the extinct mastodon {M. ijujiTntent) are associated with tin*

same in Goat Island. These fresh w.iter deposits occur at

several points along the cliffk founding the ravine, so that

they prove the former extension <*f tn eltwated slnillow

valley, fonr miles below the Falls, a distinet prolongation of

tffat now occupied by the Niagara, in the elevahsl region

inten’ening between Lake Erie and the Falls. Wliatever

theory be framed for the hollowing out of the ravine further

down, or for the three miles which intervene between the

whirlpool and Queenstown, it will always be necessary to

suppose the former existence of a barrier of roch, not of loose

and destructible materifils, such as those composing the
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drift in this district, somewhere immediately below the

whirlpool. By that barrier the waters were held back for

ages, when the fluviatile deposit, forty feet in thickness, and
250 feet above the present channel of the river, originated*

If we are led by this evidence to admit that the cataract has

cut back its way for four miles, we can have little hesitation

in referring the excavation of the remaining three miles

below to a like agency, the shape of the chasm being precisely

similar.

There have been many speculations respecting the future

recession of the Tails, and the deluge that might be oc-

casioned by the sudden escape of the waters of Lake Erie, if

the ravine should ever be prolonged sixteen miles backwards.

But a more accurate knowledge of the geological succession

of the rocks, brought to light by the State Survey, has
satisfied every geologist that the Falls would diminish
gradually in height Ix'fore they travelled back two miles, and
in cons<5quence of a gentle dip of the strat^^ to the south, the

massive liinestoiio now at the t^p would then be at their

base, and would retard, and pe^aps put an effectual stop to,

the excavating process.*

• Since I vi HI toil the rails 1 linve re which have been precipitated into the
pentcdly seen in thi* American news- chanm below Some of these alterations

jmpciH lU'counri^ of clian^ch caused in haromidored it impossible to reach a
the outline of the e.itarait by the wear- spot under the sheet of falling water to

incr away of the cliaiin»*l and the under- which 1 Wvis lod by my guide in 1841.
mintug of huge fragmcius of rock.
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CHAPTER XVL

TRANSPORTATIOK OP SOLID MATTER BT lOK.

CARRTINti POWE» OP aiTEtt-ICK— A'TVTAILY ( tlNVTtHD IKTO THU
bT lAWHEMCB JIV 1TB TttlBrTAttlfW—OttOtJVlv-lCM

,
IT«i OHIOIK ANI> TUANS

POBTIMO PtlWBB-—OLACIKIia— Tim>UY OP TKHlU n<)\> NWAKl) MOVISMHm?—'

SUOOTUPD ANOOmnAkl) lUKKM -JHP M<M<AlNh I KsruAin UO - rEKIiACK ON
NPVCllltUKMFD HYAOIAUI-U lAKK IV 8\\] L/kUl AN h irKltKU<.N COVKUKO WITH

MfD^ANn BTONfrs—imrr^ of oxacipiim and ininkuns- thihi mbfects oh
» TUI? IkJTTOlt TTHPH IHhT Jil V AOUiU M>—JAdilVO OP C OASf U 11017) OlSHM

DRIITPO BY lev ON COA^T 01 lAHUABOU 1)1 0< AS lfO\ 1 11 in 1( U IN JUE

lULTlC. •

•

The power of running water to carry aajul, gravel, and frag-

ments of rock to considerable distnniM's is trreaily augmented

in tlj,08e regions where, during some part of the year, the

frost is of sufficient intensity to convert Ihe water, either at

the surface or bottom of rivers, into ice.

This subject may be considered under three different

heads:—first, the effect of surfaoc-ico and ground-ice, in en-

abling streams “to remove gravel and stones to a distance;

secondly, the action of glaciers in the transport of boulders,

and in the polishing and scAtohmg of rocks ; thirdly, the

floating off of portions of glaciers «>harged with solid matter,

as icebergs, into the sea, and *Jie drifting of coast-ice.

River-ice.—Pebbles and small piece'* of rock may be seen

entangled in ice,* and floating annually down the Tay in

Scotland, M ffir as the mouth of that river. Similar obser-

vations might doubtless be made respecting almost all the

larger rivers of England and Scotland; but there seems

reason to suspect that the principal transfer from place to

place of pebbles and stones adhering to Ice goes on unseen

by us under water. For although the specific gravity of the

compound mass may cause it to sink, it may still be very
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buoyant, and easily borne along by a feeble current. The

ice, moreover, melts very slowly at the bottom of running

streams in winter, as the water there is often nearly at the

freezing point, as will be seen from what will be said in the

sequel of gronnd>ice.

As vns travel eastward in Europe in the latitudes of Great

Britain, we find the winters more severe, and the rivers more

regularly frozen over. M, Lariviere relates that, being at

Memel on the Baltic in 1821, when the ice of the river

Niemen broke up, he saw a mass of ice thirty feet long which

had descended the stream, and had been thrown ashore, lii

the middle of it was a triangular piece of granite, about a

yard in diameter, resembling in composition the red granite

of Finland.*

When rivers in the northern hemisphere flow from, south

to north, the ice first breaks up in the higher part of their

course, and the flooded waters, bearing along large icy frag-

ments, bften arrive at jairts of the streaip which are still

firmly frozen over. Groat inundations are thus frequently

occasioned by the obstruction§ thrown in the way of the

descending waters, as in the case of the Mackenzie in North

America, and the Irtish, Obi, Yenesei, Lena, and other rivers

of Siberia. (See map, fig. 7, p. 180.) A partial stoppage of

this kind oocuired Jan. 31, 1840, in the Vistula, about a

mile and a half above the city of Dantzic, where the river,

choked up by packed ice, was made to take a new course over

its right bank, so that it hollowed oxit in a few days a deep

and broad channel, many leagues in length, throttgh a t^ct

of sand-hills which were from 40 to 60 feet high.

In Canada, where the winter’s cold is intense, in a latitude

corresponding to that of central France, several tributaries

of the St. Lawrence begin to thaw in cheir upper course,

while they remain frozen over lower down, aind thus large

slabs of ice are set free and thrown upon the unbroken sheet

of ice below. Then begins what is called the paOkuig of the

drifted Augments ; that is to say, one slab is made to slide

ever another, lutil a vast pile is built up, and the whole,

being firoz^ together, is urged onwards by the force of the

* Confiid. BUT l6« Blocs enat. 182ft.
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^mmed-up watera and drift-ice. TlimpropeUeiltnotoulr
forces along boulders, but breaks off from cliffs, which border
the nvera, huge pieces of projecting rock. By this means
Mveral buttresses of solid maeonry, which, up 1o the year
XSSa, su|>po«M » woo&n bridge on the St. Maurice, which
falls into toe St* Lawrenee, near toe town of Trois Rivieres,
lat 46 20', torown down, and conveyed by toe ice into
the main vivtt

| and instances have occurred at Montreal of
wharfsFand etone bnildings, from 60 to 50 feet square, having
been remny^ in a similar manner. We leam from Captain
^Bayfield laid down within high-water mark, to

on shore for toe winter, must be cut out

of spring, or they would be carried

Gulnare’s bower-anchor, weighi)ig

^ ^y ^ fii^iy

^ i^be moving ioe broke a

cnbli^ lo-gun brig, and which had rpdt thOs

heaviest gales in the gulf. Had not this

ont out of tljo ice, it would have been carried

’ mto deep^ and lost * /
The sO^Ss^leepmwentedin the annexed plate (PI. IV.), from

a drawing peutenant Bowen, R.N., will enable the reader

to comprehi^d the incessant changes which the transport of

boulders produces annually on the low islands, shores, and

bed of the St. Lawrence above Quebec. The fundamental

rocks ut Richelieu Rapid, situated in lat. 40° N., are liine-

stoufO IMsd state, which are seen at low water to be covered

wll|^{.boVl^ri!^<>f granite. Thes^ boulders owe* their splieroidal

ohta^y to weathering, or the action of frost, which

caused the surface to exfoliate in C(^ncentric plat(*s, so that

all toe moto prominent angles are removed. At the pointer is

a cavity "in the mtfd or sand of the beach, now filled with

vfriter, which was occupied during the preceding winter ( 1 H.hi)

by the huge erratic 6, a mass of granite, 70 wxdglit,

found in thiO spring following (1836) at thedisi^niccof scveiai

feet from its former position- Many small island- are S4‘en

on the river, such os c d, which afford still more striking

proofs of toe carrying and propelling power of ice. These

* Csjit JJayfield, Owl. Soc. Proceeding*, vol n p 223.
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islets are never under water, yet every winter ice is thrown

upon them in such abundance, that it paeJcs to the height of

20, and even 30 feet, bringing with it a continue supply of

large stones or boulders, and carrying away others; the

greatest number being deposited, according to Lieutenant

Lowen, on the edge of deep water. On the island d, on the

left of the accompanying view, a lighthouse is represented,

consisting of a square wooden building, which, having no

other foundation than the boulders, requires to be takeh down
every winter, and rebuilt on the re-opening of the river.

These effects of frost, which are so striking on the St.

Lawrence above Quebec, are by no means displayed on a

Smaller scale below that city, where the gulf rises and falls

with the tide. On the contrary, it is in the estuary, between

the latitudes 47° and 49°, that the greatest quantity of'gravel

aud boulders of large dimensions jire carried down annually

toward^ the sea. Here the frost is so intense, that a dense

sheet of ice is formed at low water, which, <on the rise of the

tide, is lifted up, broken, and.tliaown in heaps on the ex-

tensive shoals which border the estuary. When the tide

recedes, this packed ice is exposed to a temperature wme-
times 30° below zero, which freezes together all the loose

jjieces of ice, as well as the granitic and other boulders. The
whole of these are often swt'pt away by a high tide, or when
the river is swollen by the melting of the snow in spring.

One huge block of granite, 15 feet long by 10 feet both in

width and height, and estimated to contain 1,500 cubic feet*

was conveyed in this manner some distance in the year 1637,

its previous position being well known, as up to that time it

bad been used by Captain Bayfield as a mark for the survey-

ing station.

Grmmd-ice.—When a current of cold air passes over the

surface of a lake or stream it abstracts fiom it a quantify

of heat, and the specific gravity of the water being thereby

increased, the cooled portion sinks. This circulation may
continue until the whole body of fluid has been reduced to

the temperature of 40° F., after which if thq coldi inetease,

the vertical movement ceases, the water which is u^pmrmost

expands and floats over the heavier fluid below, and when it
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has attained a temperature ef 82^ Fahr. it sets into a sheet

of ioe. It would seem thcsrefore impossible, according to this

law of congelation, timt ice should ever form at the bottom
of a river ; and jet soch is the fact, and many speculations

hare been haaarded to account for so singular a phenomenon.
M. Arago is of opinion that the mechanical action of a
running stream produces a circulation by which the entire

body of water is mixed up together and cooled alike, and the

whole being thus reduced to the freezing point, ice begins to

form at the bottom for two reasons, first, because there is

less motion there, and secondly, because the water is in

contact with solid rock or pebbles which have a cold surface.*

Even in the Thames we leant from Dr. Plott that pieces of

this kind of ioe, having gravel frozen on to their under side,

rise up irom the bottom in wiuttT, and tloat on the surface.

* In the Siberian rivers, Wsitz do-seribes large stones as having

been brought up from the river’s bed in the same planner,

and made to fioahf It is a eominen reniurk in Itussia that

where the bottom of the streupi is ninthly, ground-ice forms

less readily, and that It is prtHluced most fret'ly when the

sky is cloudless. In that ctise, stones lying in the channel

part wit& their heat by radiation more rapidly. By an ad-

mirable provision of natun', it is in those ettuntries where

river-courses are most liable to be chokt'd up by large stones

brought down from the up^ter country by floating ice, that

ground-ice comes to the aid of the caiTying power of running

water.

As the atmosphere becomes colder in propor-

tion as we ascend in it, there are mountainous heiglits even

in tropical countries where the, heat of summer is insufficient

to melt the winter’s snow. But to reach the lower limit of

perpetual snow at Ihe equator, we must rise to an elevation

of about 16,000 feet above the sea (see above, p. 2.>1). In

the Swiss Alps, in lat. 46* N., we find the line of perpetual

snow descending as low as 8,S00 feet above the sea, the

loftier peaks of the Al]^e chain being from 12,000 to 1 ri,000

* M. Ango, ASBiMin, &e. ISIS ; wid + Jouro. of Roy Goograph, Soo.

B«v. vol. ri. p. 416.

p 329.
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feet high. The frozen mass augmentiug from year to year

would add indefinitely to the altitude of alpine snmmits,

were it not relieved by its descent through the larger and

deeper valleys to regions far below the general snow-line.

To these it slowly finds its way in the form of rivers of ice

called glaciers, the consolidation of which is produced by

pressure, and by the congelation of water infilteied into the

porous mass, which is always undergoing partial liquefaction

IiR 28

OltKitr with me li il iml 1 lUnd iDaraintH and wi'h terminal cave

L

on its surface. In a day of hot sunshine, or mild rain, in-

numerable rills of pure and sparkling water run in icy chan-

nels along the suiface of the glaciers, which in the night

shrink and come to nothing. They are often precipitated

in bold cascades into deep fissures in the ice, and contribute

together with springs to form torrmits, which flow in tnnnels

at the bottom of the glaciers for many a league, and at
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length issue at their extremities, from beneath beantifixl

carerns or arches. The waters of these streams are always

densely charged with the finest mud, produced by the grind-

ing of rock and sand under the weight of the moving mass.

(See fig. 28.) The length of time during which these glaciers

have existed must have been so great, and there is so much
evidence of their dimensions having been formerly greater

than now, that a considerable portion of the erosion, or of

the widening and deepening of the valley most be attributed

tohi^action. But to what extent the valleys in which the

Swiss glaciers move were excavated by rivers before the

valleys were filled with ice we have no positive data at

present for deciding.

The length of the Swiss glaciers is sometimes between

twenty and thirty miles ; their width in the middle jtortion

wliere they are broadest, occasionally two or three miles;

their depth or thickness soinetimes more than OOO feet.

When they descend steep slopes and precipices, or aw forced

through narrow gorges, tjie ice is broken np, and assnmes

the most fantastic and pietijfea<|ne firms, with lofty peaks

and pinnacles, projecting above tla* general level. These

snow-white masses are often reliev<*<l by a dark background

of pines, as in the valley of Cbamouni ;
and are not only

surrounded with abundance of tb<> wild ^lododendron in full

flower, but encroach still lower into tlu' region of cultivation,

and trespass on fields where the tobacco-plant is flourishing

by the side of the peasant's but.

The cause of glacier motion has during the last quarter

' of a century been a subject of careful investigation and nmeh

keen controversy. Although a question of physics, rather

than of geology, it is too iuletesting to allow me to pass

it ly without soifte brief jnention. De Saussure, whose

"Travels in the Alps’ are fnll of original observations, as well

as sound and oompixdiensive general views, conceived that

the weight of the iee might be sufficient to urge it down the

slope of the valley, if tbe sliding motion were aided by the

water flowix^ at the bottom. For this ‘ gravitation theory
‘

Chaipentier, followed ly Agaseie, snbstituted the hypothesis

of dft*tation. (Hie most sedid ioe is always permeable to
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water, and penetrated by innumerable fissures and capillary

tubes, often extremely minute. These tubes imbibe the

aqueous fluid during the day, which freezes, it is said, in the

cold of the night, and expands while in the act of conge-

lation. The distension of the whole mass exerts an immense
force, tending to propel the glacier in the direction of least

resistance—* in other words, down the valley.' This theory

was opposed by Mr. Hopkins on mathematical and mechanical

grounds, in several able papers. Among other objections,

he pointed out that the friction of so enormous a body-«iS

a glacier on its bed is so great, that tlie vertical direction

would always be that of least resistance, and if a considerable

distension of the mass should take place, by the action of

freezing, it would tend to increase its thickness, rather than

accelerate its downward progress. He also contended (and

his arguments were illustrated by many ingenious expmi-

inents) that a glacier can move along an extremely idight

slope, sblely by the influence of gravitation, owing to the

constant dissolution of ice in coutgct with the rocky bottom,

and the number of separate fragments into which the glacier

is divided by fissures, so that freedom of motion is imparted

to its several parts somewhat resembling that of an imj^rfect

fluid. To this view Principal James D. Forbes objected

that gravitation would not supply an adequate cause for the

sliding of solid ice down slopes having an inclination of no
more than four or five degrees, still less would it explain how
the glacier advances where the channel expands and con-

tracts. The Mer de Glace in* Charaouni, for example, after

being 2,000 yards wide, passes through a strait only 900 yardt
in width. Such a gorge, it is contended, would be choked
up by the advance of any solid mass, even if it be broken

up into numerous fragments. The sathe acute obderver

remarked, that water in the fissures and pores of glaeiefb

cannot, aud does not, part with its latent heat, so as to freeze

every night to a great depth, or far in the interior ot the

mass. Had the dilatation theory been true, the c^ief motion
of the glacier would have occurred about sonse^ when the

freezing of the water must be greatest, and it in fimt,

been at first assumed by those who fayouredtiKfKthypolbesis,
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tib&i ibe maes sctoved faster at the sidei^wli^iihe melting
' iee WM promoted by the etm’s heat, reflected from hottadary

precd^oee*

,AgastBz appears to hare been the first to commence, in

1B41, aided by a skilfnl engineer, M. Dacher Ton der Linth,

a series of exact measurements to ascertain the laws cd
glaeier motion, and he soon discovered, contrary to his

lereconceived notions, that the stream of ice moved more
slowly, at the sides than at the centre, and faster in the

region of the glacier than at its extremity.* Priu-

cipaTtr. D. Forbes, who had joined Professor Agassiz during

his earlier investigations in the Alps, undertc^uk himself an
independent series of experiments, which he followed up with

great perseverance, to determine the laws of glacier motion.

These he found to agree very closely with the laws governing

• the course oi rivers, their progress being greater in the centre

than at the sides, and more rapid at the surface than st the

bottom. This fact was verified by carefully fixing ’a gn'st

number of marks in the ice, arranged in a straight line,

which gradually assumed a b^utiful enrve, the middle part

pointing down the glacier, and showing a velocity there,

double or treble that of the lat(>ral pnrts.f He ascertained

that the rate of advance by night was nearly the same as by

day, and that even the hourly march of the icy stream could

be detected, although the progress might not amount to

more than six or seven inches in twelve hours. By the

incessant though invisible advance of the marks placed on

the ice, ‘ time,’ says Mr. Forbes, ‘ was marked out as by a

shSdow on a dial, and the unequivocal evidence which I ob-

tained, that even whilst walking on a glacier we are, day by

day, and hour by hour, imperceptibly carried on by the resist-

less flow of the icy stream, filled mo with adinirati'>n.'^ In

erder to explain this remarkable regularity of motion, and its

obedience to lews .so strictly analogous to those of fluids, the

seme writer proposed fibe theory, the germ of which was first

hinted by BenflUj that the ice, instead of being solid and

• See Svstkne ^Mudn, ^ Agenic, cien, Ang. ISU

Owot, ead Dewr, «>. 48«, SST, *4«. f 3 . D. Fori «» Travel* >n the Alps,

* t X. IX Fosken. Sth Utttt on Gin- l«t ed, d. 133.
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compaet, » * ^ Ibtlw lioi^, eapabfe of

great pre88iii«i, aadi tbe tacnre ao la inroportioa ae

peratore ia liigber, or ae H approaobw more neaji^ to* ISbe

melting point. He eadeavonred to <diow that '^ia hlpoyMa
rronld aeoonnt fbr manj eomplioated phencmaBa, dipeda^
fat a ribboned or reined atmcture which ia gj^ywlterp
bbaerrable in the ice, and might be prodneed bj HOei of

diacontinnitj, aiisrng from the different rates at whioh the

rarions portions of the semi-rigid glacier admnoe and paaS

each other. Mauj examples were adduced to prove ^at a
glacier can model itself to the form of the ground orer which

it is forced, exactly as would happen if it posseased a

certain ductility, and this power of yielding under intense

pressure was supposed not to be irreconcilable with the idea

of the ice being sufficiently compact to break ihto ftagments

when the siiain upon its parts is excessive f aa where ’&e

glacier turns a sharp angle, or descends li^pon a rapid or

convex tlope. The increased velocity in summer wtfs attri-

buted partly to the greater plasticity of the iee, when not

exposed to intense cold, and pkrtly to the hydroatatio |niea-

Bure of the water in the capillary tubes, which imbibe a|ine

of this liquid in the hot season.

Mr. Hopkins, on the other hand, assnming the ice to be a
rigid, not a viscous moss, attributed the more rapid motiona

in the centre to the unequal rate at which the broad attipca

of ice, intervening between longitudinal fisaures, adraheo;

but besides that there are parts of the glacier where iueb

ffssures exist, such a mode of- progression, said Mr.

would cause the borders of large transverse at

vasses,’ to be jagged like a saw, instead bebag

even and straight-edged.* An experiment made Sa
Mr. Christie, secretary to the Boyal Sodefy, <|em(^B^ii#W

that ice, nnder great pressure, possesses a snffiaimrt di^^^
moulding and self-adapting power to aUntr it te |ki HebMi

upon, as if it were a pasty or viscone subskumift. Jt bioibr

• Sw) Mr Hopkiiis on MoUon of

CiunbRdet Pith Trum 1844, httlo inowiW
tiKi'lliff Msg ima of the con- iii

oesMODB of this sMimr m to s owtoin viswnm <0

flasbeit; in tlis usSs, awds tbs diiar-
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shell of iron an inch and a half thick, th4) interior being ten

inches in diameter, was filled with water, in the course of a
severe winter, and exposed to the frost, with the fuse-hole

uppermost A portion of the water expanded in freezing, so

as to protrude a cjdinder of ice from the fuze-hole
; and this

cylinder continued to grow inch by inch in pn>portioii as tho

central nucleus of water froze. As we cannot doubt that an
outer shell of ice is first formed, and tlien another within,

the coi^tinued rise of the column through the fuze-holo must
prciceed from the squeezing of successive shells of ice, concen-

trically formed, tlirongh the narrow orifice ; and yet the pro-

truded cylinder consisted of entire, and not of fragnuuitary

ice."*^

\Vlien the hypothesis of viscosity had been so admirably

worked out and illuatrale<l by ForU*s us to appear to be

jKririly establishcnl, Dr. Tyndall objected thnl it would uccoimt

for a part only of the fads. Ice, he admithd, dep<»ri8 ilself

as a vibC‘oua Inaly in cases where it is H\ibjeded to plessuro

alone, but when tension comes int<» play Uu* anah^g}^ with u

VISCOUS body cea/n^s. ‘ l^ie ^*glacier widejis, bends, and
niirrows, juid its eeidre moves moye qtiiekly than ith sides.

A viscxais inahS would undoubtedly do the same, Unt the

jnost deli(*«te expenments on tho capacity of iee to yield to

strain,- to sStret(*h out like trea(*le, honey, or tar,—have failed

to detect this stretching [Kiwer. Is there/ he asks, ‘ then, any

other physical quality to which the power of acciunmodation

possessed by glaeier-iee may be referre<l ?’t

Faraday liad called attention, in IHoO, to th(‘ fact thnt if

two pieces of iee having throughout a temperature of F,,

and each melting at its surface, are made to tou(di eacli

other, they will freeze h»gether at the points of coiifa(*t.

This effect will takcs»place even if the iwt# ])iecefl are plungerl

inio hot water aiul held ^together for half a minute. In

virtue of this property, which has been calh'd ‘ regelation/ a

mass of ice crushed into fragments may h* -(|ueez(*d forcibly

into a mould, and then. 8ubjecte<l to hydrauiie, pressure .s^>

that the parts are brought into still clost^r proximity. It is

* Thiu experiment i« «te<l by Mr f Tyndall, a Modt- of Alot ion,

Forbes. Phil Trane. 1846, p 206 1863, pp 186. WJ
VOL. I. B B
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then converted into a coherent cake of ice. All the touching

surfaces of the icy fragments are cemented together by

regelation, by virtue of which property the substance may be

made to take any shape we please. ^ It is easy, therefore/

says Tyndall, ‘ to understand how a substance so endowed

can be squeezed through the gorges of the Alps—can bend

so as to accommodate itself to the flexures of the Alpine

valleys, and can permit of a differential^motion of its parts,

without at 'the same time possessing a sensible <yace of

viscosity.’

The agency of glaciers in producing permanent geological

dirges consists partly in their power of transporting gravel,

band, and huge stones to great distances, and partly in the

smoothing, polishing, and scoring of their rocky channels,

and the boundary walls of the valleys through which they

pass. At the foot of every steep cliff or precipice in high

Alpine regions, a talus is seen of *rocky fragments detached

by the* alternate action of frost and thaw. If those loose

masses, instead of accumulating on a stationary base, happen

to fall upon a glacier, they will move along with it, and, in

place of a single heap, they wifi form in the course of years a

long stream of blocks. If a glacier be twenty miles long,

and its annual progression about 500 feet, it will require

about two centuries for a block thus lodged upon its surface

to travel down from the higher to the lower regions, or to

the extremity of the icy mass. This terminal point remains

usually unchanged from year to year, although every part of

the ice is in motion, because .the liquefaction by heat is just

bufticient to balance the onward movement of the glacier,

which m^y be compared to an endless file of soldiers, pour-

ing into a breach, and shot down as fast as they advance.

The stones carried along on the ice a»e called in Switzer-

land the ‘ moraines ’ of the glacier. There is always ojie

line of blocks on each side or edge of the icy stream, and often

several in the middle, where they are arranged in long ridges

on mounds of snow and ice, often several yards high. The
reason of their projecting above the general level is the non-

liquefaction of the ice in those parts of the surface of the

glacier which are protected from the rays of the sun, or the
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action of the wind, by the covering of earth, sand, and stones.

(See fig. 28, p. 364.) The cause of ‘ medial moraines ^ was
first explained by Agassiz, who referred them to the conflu-

ence of tributary glaciers.* Upon the union of two streams

of ice, the right lateral moraine of one of the streams comes
in contact with the left lateral moraine of the other, and

they afterwards move on together, in tlie centre, if the

confluent glaciers are equal in size, or nearer to one side if

unequal.

• Fragments of stone and sand, which fall through crevasses

in the ice and get interposed between the moving glacier and
the fundamental rode, are pushed along so as to have their

angles more or less worn off, and many of them are entirely

ground down into mud. Some blocks are pushed along be-*

tween the ice and the steep boundary rocks of the valley, and
these, like the rocky channel at the bottom of the valley, often

become smoothed and polished, and scored with parallel fur-

rows, or with line^ and scratches produced by hard minerals

such as crystals of quartz, vhich act like the diamond upon

glass.t This effect is pevfectljv different from that caused by

the action of water, or a muddy torrent forcing along heavy

stones ;
for these not being held fast like fragments of rock

in ice, and not being pushed along under great pressure,

cannot scoop out long rectilinear furrows or grooves parallel

to each other4 The discovery of such mai'kings at various

heights far above the surface of the existing glaciers, and for

miles beyond their present terminations, affords geological

evidence of the former extension'of the ice beyond its present

limits in Switzerland and other countries/

The moraine of the glacier, observes Charpentier, is

entirely devoid of stratification, for there has been no sorting

of the materials, a8*in the case of sand, mud, and pebbles,

wllen deposited by running water. The ice transports indif-

ferently, and to the same spots, the heaviest blocks and the

finest particles, mingling all together, and leaving them in

one confuted and promiscuous heap wherever it melts.

§

* ^tudoa sur les GUdere, 1S40. § Charpentier, Ann. des Mines, tom.

+ See Elements of Geol. ch. xi. Tiii,
; see also Papers by MM. Venets

t Agassiz, Jam. Ed. New Phil. Jouro. and Agassiz.

No. 6i, p. 8S8.

B B 2
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In the foreground of the woodcut, fig. 28, p. 364, some

dome-shaped masses of smoothed rock are represented, called

in Switzerland ‘toches moutonn^s,’ for they are compared

to the backs of sheep which are lying down. These owe
their rounded and smooth outline to the action of the glacier

when it was more in advance, the inequalities of the hard

rock having been planed and rubbed off, in the manner before

described. In 1857 I was able to pass for some distance

under the terminal arch of the great glacier of the -Viesch,

a tributary of the Upper Rhone. It was in autumn (Sept.

Ist), and during the preceding summer the glacier had re-

treated many yards. Under the arch on one side was a floor

of white granite streaked, not only with straight farrows

freshly made, but also with many parallel black lines which

had been ruled by fragments of soft, dark blue slate, fixed in

the moving ice. According as the impinging stones had

been harder or softer than the floor over which they grated

they had cither cut lasting rectilinear farrows in the rock

or liad merely left superficial black marking^ which the

glacier torrent of the ensuing winter would speedily wash

away.

Glacier lake—Marjelen Sec .—There are several instances

in the Himalaya wliei’C glaciers descending from lateral

valleys cross the main valley and convert a portion of it into

a lake by damming up the river. The converse of this may
sometimes hapiien, as where a glacier descending the main

valley causes a lake by blocking up the lower end of a tribu-

tary valley. An example of* this occurs in the Swiss Alps, a

few miles above Brieg, in the Canton of Valais, where the'

great glacier of Aletsch gives rise in this way to a small lake

called the Marjeleu See, which, after lasting for periods

varying from three to five years, is pefiodically drained by

changes which take place in the internal structure of the

glacier. Rents or ‘ crevasses ’ in the ice open and give

passage to the waters, which escape in a few hours,

producing destructive inundations in the country below.

'Nothing is then left but a small stream flowing
"

at the

bottom of the basin, which last, after an interval of about

a year, is again filled, the water rising to its old level, and
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so contiauing for several years. This old level is deter-

mined, not by the height of the glacier-dam, but by that of

a watershed, or col, which separates the Maijelen See from

the adjoining valley of the Viesch glacier, which lies to the

eastward. (See fig. 30, p. 374.) The Maijelen See was about

two miles in circumference when I visited it in August 18G5,

and about forty feet below its normal level ; for in the month
of June, in the preceding year, it had undergone one of its

periodical drainages, and the basin had not yet been filled

again. Such a state of things gave me an opportunity of

examining a point of great geological interest, namely, the

form and structure of a large terrace or line of beach which

encircles the lake basin all round its margin, and which con-

stitutes its shore when it is full, and when its surplus waters

flow over to the Viesch valley. I satisfied myself that this

terrace is a counterpart of one of those ancient shelves or

parallel roads, as they are called, of Olen Roy in Scotland,

which, as Agassix first suggested,,were probably formed on

the edge of lakes daimued, up by ice, which may have existed

in the Glacial period in Sc('tland. The terrace or beach of

the Maijelen See consists chiefly of sand and small pebbles

of quartz, with stones of mica-schist, gneiss, granite, and

a hornblende rock, most of them angular and from a few

inchei^ to four feet in diameter. The sand was stratifiied, but

1 could find no organic remains in it. The width of the

shelf, a b (see fig. 29), is about sixteen paces, and its slope

varies from angles of 5" to 15°. The slope from 5 to r,

which is under water when the lake is full, has an angle of

29°. The vertical height of the uppef part of the shelf a,

above the lowest portion, c, is thirty-six feet. The funda-

mental rock consists of highly inclined mica-schist. The

materials of the 'terrace or shelf are such as might have

been derived chiefly from the waste of the steeply sloping

flanks of the boundary heights / a, but they consist, no

doubt, in part of fragments of rock, stranded by miniature

icebergs, such as e (fig. 29), of which many are continu-

ally detached from the barrier of ice at the lower end of

the lake. I saw many of these bergs floating on the lake,

with stones and mud ^zen into them, parts of the moraine
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of the Aletsch Glacier, and which ^may have come from

distant mountains. The icy fragments were melting, and

j

Section of the glacier lake Ctilletl the Marjolen See.

a he. Tferraco of dotrital mutter formed on the margin of the lake when full

d. Surface of lake 40 feet heloW its usual level.
'

e. Mass of tloatuig ice ^ith included st^ouos •letached from the dam.

/'. Boundary hill compobcd of mica-sch%t.

as their centres of gravity cluinged, they frequently cai)Bized.

The materials thus transported must be strewed in part over

the whole bottom of the lake, but by far the greater number

Relative position of the lake called Miiijelen See and the Valley of Viesch.

a b. Col or dividing ridge between the two valleys.

c. Vertical cliff of ice forming tJie dam.

must be stranded on the shore when the lake is full, or in

its normal condition. In fig. 30 the position of the lake
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dammed up by the Aletsch Glacier, aud its relation to the

adjoining valley of Viesch are shown. The col or lowest

depression between the two valleys is seen at a 6, and along

this level the stream issuing from the Maijelen See, at a,

flows habitually to b, where it falls in a cascade over the

rocks, on its way to the valley of Viesch. In passing from

a to by it cuts through ancient moraine matter, and its

channel has been' deepened artificially several feet, with a

view of preventing the Marjelen See from rising to its full

height, thereby lessening the magnitude of the floods caused

by the bursting of the icy dam. The Mayor or Castellan of

Viesch showed me an old document, from which I learnt

that towards the end of the 17th century (1C88) the govern-

iiioul of the Canton of Valais were busy with a scheme for

draining the Marjelen See, tuul diminishing the volume of

its periodical inundations. This record is valuable, as

teaching us that both the ordinary and exceptional con-

dition of the lake, about two eentm'ios ago, were the same

as now. » ^

Those geologists who have contended that the old beaches

or paijallel roads of Lochaber in Scotland were formed on the

margins of sheets of water blocked up by ic(s have some-

times been met with the objection that we can hardly imagine

such a blockage to be permanent, or to retain the water

steadily at the same level. JSow, as to the constancy of the

level, it is admitted that each of the ycotch shelves coincides

with a watershed or col dividing the glen in which the shelf

ocem's from an adjoining glen. Provided the dam of ice be

higher than this watershed, it may evidlmtly vary in magni-

tude to any amount without in any way affecting the level of

the beach or marginal terrace of detrital matter. But we

also learn from the Marjelen See, that even if the ice-dam

periodically gives way, and is renewed, after months or years,

it will not, if the physical geography of the district remains

unaltered, affect the constancy of the level at which the prin-

cipal beach or road is formed.*

* In the * AnUqoity of Man ’ I have concluding with the papers of Mr
given a deecriptSon of the *p|iTaliel .TamieBon. of Eilou, in BttpiHjrt of the

roads ’ allnded to^ and hare referred to glacier>lake theory.

Uie numerous authors on Uie subject.
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Icehergs.—In countries situate in high northern latitudes,

like Spitzbergen, between 70° and 80° N., glaciers, loaded

with mud and rock, descend to the sea, and there huge frag-

ments of them float off and become icebergs* Scoresby

counted 500 of these bergs drifting along in latitudes 69° and
70° which rose above the surface from the height of 100

to 200 feet, and measured from a few yards to a mile in cir-

cumference.* Many of them were loaded with beds of eai-tli

and rock of such thickness, that the weight was conjectured

to be from 50,000 to 100,000 tons. Specimens of the rocks

were obtained, and among them were granite, gneiss, mica-

schist, clay- slate, granular felspar, and greenstone. Such
bergs inusfc be of great magnitude, because the mass of ice

below the level of the water is about eight times greater than

that above. Wherever they are dissolved, it is evident that

the ‘ moraine ’ will fall to the bottom of the sea. In this

manner many submarine valleys,* mountains, and platforms

becomi? strewed over with gravel, sand, mud, and scattered

blocks of foreign rock, of a nature perfectly clissimilar from all

in tlie vicinity, and which inaj^have been transported across

unfathomable abysses. If the bergs happen to melt in still

water, so that the earthy and stony materials may fall tran-

quilly to the bottom, the deposit will probably be unstratified,

like the terminal moraine of a glacier
;
but whenever the

materials are under the influence of a cuiTent of water as

they fall, they will be soi-ted and aiTanged according to their

relative weight and size, and therefore more or less perfectly

stratified.

We have already stated that some ice-islands have been

known to drift from Bafliu^s Bay to the latitude of the

Azores, and from the South Pole to the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the Cape of Oiood Hope, so ^that the area over

which the eftects of moving ice may be experienced coi^-

prehends a large portion of the globe.

In the account given by Messrs. Dease and Simpson, of

their arctic discoveries in 1888, wl learn that in lat. 71° N.,

long. 156° W., they found a long low spit, named Point

Barrow, composed of gravel and coarse sand, in some parts

* Voyage in 1822, p, 223.
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more than a quarter of a mile broad, which the pressure of

the ice had forced up into numerous mounds, that, viewed

from a distance, assumed the appearance of huge boulder

rocks/*

The fact is important, as showing how masses of drift-ice,

when stranding on submarine banks, may exert a lateral

pressure capable of bending and dislocating any yielding

strata of gravel, sand, or mud. The banks on which icebergs

occasionally run aground between Baffin’s Bay and New-

foundland, are many hundred feet under water, and the force

with which they are struck will depend not so much on the

velocity as the momentum of the floating ice-islands. The

same berg is often carried away by a change of wind, and

then driven back again upon the same bank, or it is made to

rise and fall by the waves of the ocean, so that it may alter-

nately strike the bottom yrith its whole weight, and then be

lifted up again, until it has deranged the superficial beds

over a wide area., In this manner the geologist may account,

perhaps, for the circumstivicc that in Scandinavia, Scotland,

and other countries where ermtics are met with, the beds of

sand, loam, and gravel are often vertical, b(mt, and coiiloried

into the most complicated folds, while the underlying strata,

although composed of equally pliant materials, are horizontal.

But some of these curvatures of loose strata may hIso have

b^en due to repeated alternations of layers of gravel* and

sand, ice and snow, the melting of the latter having caused

the intercalated beds of indestructible matter to assume their

present anomalous position.
'

There can be little doubt that icebergs must often break

off the peaks and projecting points of submarine mountains,

and must grate upon and polish their surface, furrowing or

scratching them, and reducing them to dome-shaped masses,

ih precisely the same way as we have seen that glaciers act

on the solid rocks over which they are propelled.f

We learn from Von Such that the most southern point on

* Joum. of Roy, Oeograph. Soc. of G#»ology, 6th ed.i), 144, fwl Student's

vol. viii, p. 221*. Elements, p. 160, a more full account

't‘ In my Travele in N. America, of the action of floating and coast

-

pp 19, 23, dtc., and SiH^ond Visit to the ice, and its bearing on geology, vrill be

U.Sm vol. i. ch. 2, alto in my Elemoats found.
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the continent of Europe at which a glacier comes down to

the sea is in Norway, in lat. 67® N.* But Mr. Darwin has

shown that they extend to the sea, in South America, in

latitudes more than 20° nearer the equator than in Europe.

Thus in Chili, for example, they occur, as before stated, in

the Gulf of Penas, in the latitude of Central France
;
and in

Sir George Eyre’s Sound, in the latitude of Paris, they give

origin to icebergs, which were seen in 1834 carrying angular

pieces ot granite, and stranding them in fiords, where the

Tig n

lotborg set n 1 100 milos C N E of Enderby 8 Land
Sketclu d by Mr John M Nab t

shores were composed of elay-slate.J A certain proportion,

however, of the ice-islands seen floating both in the northern

and southern hemispheres, aie probably not generated bjr

glaciers, but rather by the accumulation of coast- ice* When
the sea freezes at the base of a lofty precipice, the sheet of ice

is prevented from adhering to the land by the rise and fell

of the tide. Nevertheless, it often continues on shore at the

* Travels in Norway ix p 526

t Journ of Koy. Goograph Soc. rol X Larwm’s Journal, p 263*
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foot of the cliff, and receives accessions of drift-snow blown
from the land. Under the weight of this snow the ice

sinks slowly if the water be deep, and the snow is generally

converted into ice by partial liquefaction and re-congela,tion.

In this manner, islands of ice, of great thickness and many
leagues in length, originate, and are eventually blown out to

sea by off-shore winds. In their interior are enclosed many
fragments of stone which have fallen upon them from over-

hanging cliffs during their formation. Such floating ice-

bergs are commonly flat-topped, but their lower portions are

liable to melt in latitudes where the ocean at a moderate

depth is usually warmer than the surface water and the air.

Hence their centre of gravity changes continually, and they

turn over and assume very irregular shapes.

In a- voyage of discovery made in the antarctic regions

in 18^19, a dark-coloured* angular mass of rock was seen

imbedded in an iceberg, drifting along in mid ocean jn lat.

61^ S. That part, of the ro(*k whicli was visible was about

1 2 feet in height, and from to 6 in width, but the daj’k

colour of the surrounding ic‘e»indicated that much more of

the stone was concealed. The annexed drawing (fig, JU) was

made by Mr. M’Nab, when the vessel was a quarter of a

mile distant.* This iceberg, one of man} observed at sea on

the same day, was between 250 and JJOO feet high, and was

no less than 1,400 miles from any certainly known land. It

is exceedingly improbable, says Mr. Darwin, in his notice of

this phenomenon, that any land will hereafter be discovered

within 100 miles of the spot, and it must bp remembered that

the erratic was still firmly fixed in ice, and may have sailed

for many a league farther before it dropped to the bottom.t

Captain Sir James Boss, in his antarctic voyage, in 1841-2

and 3, saw multitudes of icebergs transporting stones and

rocks of various sizes, with frozen mud, in high southern

latitudes. His companion, Dr. J. Hooker, informs me that

he came to the conclusion, that most of the southern ice-

bergs have stones in them, although they are usually con-

cealed frx)m view by the quantity of snow which falls upon

them.

* Joum. of Rojr. Qeograph. Soc. voL ix p. 526. t Ibid.
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Reiraneportation of anciewt glacial boulders.—The borders

of the Canadian lakes, and the beds of the torrents and
rivers, about 1,000 in number, which flow into those lakes,

are strewn with boulders and erratic blocks which are either

distinctly glaciated, or polished and striated in such a way as

to imply that they belong to*the ancient period of intense cold,

when the country was covered with glaciers. Every year
great numbers of these blocks are lifted up by ground-ice from
the bottom (see p. 362) when the river is frozen over* and on
the breaking up of the ice they are carried down by the

river into the lake, and drifted for a hundred miles or more
in all directions by the wind, and fall to the bottom, so that

at some future period geologists not on their guard might
refer the glaciation of these blocks to the present era instead

of the remote period at which they acquired their superficial

ice-inarkings.* ,

Coaft^ice .—It appears, then, that large stones, mud, and
gravel are carried down by the ice of riyers, estuaries, and
glaciers, into the sea, where^ ths tides and currents of the

ocean, aided by the wind, uidsy cause them to drift for hun-
dreds of miles from the place of their origin. But we have
not yet considered the transporting agency of coast-ice, which
is often very active on the shores of the ocean far from the

points where rivers enter.

The saline matter which sea-water holds in solution pre-

vents its congelation except where the most intense cold

prevails. But the drifting of the snow from the land often

renders the surface-water brackish near the coast, so that a
sheet of ice is readily formed there

; and by this means a
large quantity of gravel is frequently conveyed from place to

place, and heavy boulders also, when the coast-ice is packed
into dense masses, fioth the large an(i small stones, thus
conveyed, usually travel in one direction like shingle-beaclles,

and this was observed to take place on the coast of Labrador
and Gulf of St. Lawrence, between the latitudes 60® and
60® N., by Captain Bayfield during his survey in 1839. The
line of coast alluded to is strewed over for a.distance of no
less than 700 miles with ice-borne boulders, often six feet in

* Letter of Henry Landor^ Canada, to 0. Darwin, March IQ, 1869.
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diameter, which are for the most part on their way from
north to ^uth, or in the direction of the prevailing^ current.

Some points on this coast havQ been observed to be occasion-

ally deserted, and then again at another season thickly

bestrewed with erratics.

The accompanying drawing (fig. 32), for which I am
indebted to Lieut. Bowen, E.N., represents the ordinary

appearance of the Labrador coast, between the latitudes of ^

50* and 60° N. Countless blocks, chiefly granitic, and of

various sizes, are seen lying between high and low water

mark. Captain Bayfield saw similar masses carried by ice

Fig 32

Boulders, chiefly of granite, stranded by ice on the coast of Labrador, b»dwcori

lat 60® and 60® N Lieut. Bowen, R N
)

through the Straits of Belle Isle, between Newfoundland and
the American continent, which he conceives may have tra-

velled in the COnrse of years from Baffin’s Bay, a distance

which may be compared in our hemisphere to the drifting of

Erratics from Lapland and Iceland as far south as Gennany,
France, and England.

It may be asked. In what manner have these erratic blocks

been originally detached? We may answer that some have

fiUlen from precipitous cliffs, others have been lifted up from

the bottom of the sea, adhering by their tops to the ice, while

others have been brought down by rivers and glaciers.
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The erratics of North America are sometimes angular, but

most of them have acquired a spheroidal form, either by

friction or decomposition. The granite of Canada, as before

remarked (p. 361), has a tendency to exfoliation, and scales

off in concentric coats when exposed to the spray of the sea

during severe frosts. The range of the thermometer in that

country usually exceeds, in the course of the year, 100®, and

-sometimes 120® P.
;
and to prevent the granite used in the

buildings of Quebec from peeling off in winter, it is necessary

to oil and paint the squared stones.

In parts of the Baltic, such as the Gtdf of Bothnia, where

the quantity of salt in the water amounts in" general to one

fourth only of that in the ocean, the entire surface freezes

over in winter to the depth of 5 or 6 feet. Stones are

thus frozen in, and afterwards lifted up about 3 feet

perpendicularly on the melting of the snow in summer, and

then carried by floating ice-islands* to great distances. Pro-

fessor Von Baer states, in a communication on this subject

to the Academy of St. l^etersburg;, that alblock of granite,

weighing a million of pounds,'was carried by ice during the

winter of 1837-8 from Finland to the island of Hockland;

and two other huge blocks were transported about the •years

1806 and 1814 by packed ice on the south coast of Finland,

according to the testimony of the pilots and inhabitants,

one block having travelled about a quarter of a mile, and

lying about 18 feet above the level of the sea.*

More recently Dr. Forchhammer has shown that in the

Sound, the Great Belt, and other places near the entrance of

the Baltic, ground-ice forms plentifully at the bottom, and
then rises to the surface, charged with sand, gravel, stones,

and seaweed. Sheets of ice, also, with included boulders,

are driven up on the coast during storms,*and ‘ packed’ to a

height of 50 feet. The Danish pi’ofessor relates a striking

fact to prove that large quantities of rocky fragments are

annually carried by ice out of the Baltic. ‘ In the year 1807/

he says, * at the time of the bombardment of the Danish

fleet, an English sloop of war, riding at anchor in the roads

at Copenhagen, blew up. In 1844, or thirty-seven years

* Jam. Ed New Phil. Journ. No. xlviii. p. 439.
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afterwards, one of onr divers, known to be a trustworthy

man, went down to save whatever might yet remain in the

shipwrecked vessel. He found the space between decks

entire, but covered with blocks from six to eight cubic

feet in size, and some of them heaped one upon the other.

He also affirmed, that all the sunk ships which he had visited

in the Sound, were in like manner strewed over with blocks.’

Dr, Forchhammer also informs us, that during aji intense

frost iij February 1844 the Sound was suddenly frozen over,

and sheets of ice, driven by a storm, were heaped up at the

bottom of the Bay of Taarbeijk, theateiiing to destroy a

fishing-village on the shore. The whole was soon frozen to-

gether into one mass, and forced upon the beach, forming a
mound more than 16 feet high, which threw down the walls

of several buildings. ‘ When T visited ihe spot next day,

I saw ridges of ice, sand, and pebbles, not only on the shoi’e,

but extending far out into the botiom of Iho sea, showing how
greatly its bed had been changed, and how easily, whore it is

composed of rock* it may be furrowc*d and streaked by btones

firmly fixed in the raoving^ce^^

* Bulletin de lii Soc Gcol de Tiaiicc, 1847, tom iv pp 1182,1188
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PHENOMENA OP SPRINGS.

* o
OmOIN OF SPIITNOS—ARTKSIAK WKLT.S—nORINOa AT PAB10—LIVE FXQH

KISINO TW TIIH AUTK«*IAN WKLI S IN THH SAHARA—DISTINCT CAUSES BY WHICH

MrKllUAL AND THERMAL WATERS MAY RH RAISED TO THE SURFACE—THEIR

CONNKCTIOV WITH VOLCANIC AOKNCY—THERMAL WATERS OP BATH—CALCA«

REOrs SPRINGS- -TRAVERTIN OF THE FLSA—BATHS OF SAN VIONONH AND OF

SAN FILIPIH), NEAR RADICOFANI—SPHEROIDAL STRUCTURE IN TRAVERTIN

—

LAKE OF THE 80J FATARA, NF4R ROME—TRAVERTIN AT CASCADE OF TIVOLI—
GYPSEOT S, SILICEOUS, AND I KRRUUINOUS SPRINGS-- BRINE HPBINOS—CAH-

BONATI-D SPRINOS— DlfllNTEORATJON OP GRANITE IN Al'VKRGNE—PEIROLEUM

SPRINGS—PITCH LAKE OF TRINIDAD.

Origm^^of springs.—The ^ictioii of running water on the sur-

face of the land having been considered, we may next turn

our attention to what may Ve termed ‘ the subterranean

drainage,’ or the phenomena of springs. Everyone is familiar

with the fact, that certain porous soils, such as loose sand

and gravel, absorb water with rapidity, and that the ground

composed of them soon dries up after heavy showers. If a

well be sunk in such soils, we often penetrate to considerable

depths before we meet with water; but this .is usually found

on our approaching some lower part of the porous formation

where it rests on an impervious bed; for here the water,

unable to make its way downwards in a direct line, accumu-

lates as in a reservoir, and is ready to ooze out into any

opening which may be made, in the same manner as we see

the salt water filtrate into, and fill, any Hollow which we dig

in the sands of the shore at low tide.

The facility with which water can percolate loose and

gravelly soils is clearly illustrated by the effect of the tides

in the Thames between Richmond and London. The river,

in this part of its course, flows through a bed of gravel over-

lying clay, and the porous superstratum is alternately

saturated by the water of the Thames as the tide rises, and



^jliiaae^V serer^ btb<&ed <bet

'wim ili« tide Mis, so tiiat tiie in»!Is in this

tniPl smd ftow.

ci -water throQgh a poroos medium being

|Se WAj easily luderstand why springs ai% thrown

Oht on tite-tide ^ a hill, where the upper set of strata con>

-dhalh, sand, or other permeable substances, while the

salj|aemit are composed of clay or other retentive soils. The
only did|Cd|V> iudeed, is to explain why the water does not

core out ermywhere along the line of junction of tlie two

formations^ so as to form one continuous land>soak, instead

of a few springs only, and these oftentimes far distant from

each other, l^e principal cause of such a concentration of

the waters pt a few points is, first, the existence of in-

equalities in the upper surface of the impermeable stralnm,

which lead the water, as vulleys do on the external surfoce

of a country, into certain low levels and channels and,

secondly, the freqi^pncy of rents and. fissures, which act as

natural drains. That the ^^enorality of springs owe their

supply to the atmosphere is evident from this, that
^

vary in the different seasons of the year, becoming ^jfr^ je

or entirely ceasing to flow after long droughts, auljP^^®t,.(ii

again replenished after a continuance of rain. Many ^
them are probably indebted for the constancy and uniformity

of their volume to the great extent of the subterranean

reservoirs with which they communicate, and the time re-

quired fta* these to empty themselves by percolation. Such

a gradual and regulated discharge is exhibited, though in a

less perfect degree, in all great lakes; for these are not

' sensibly affected ii^their levels by a sudden shower, but are

only slightly raised, and their channels of efflux, instead of

bei^ swollen suddenly like the bed of a torrent, carry off

tii^ surplus -water gradually.

Much light has been tl^wn, of late years, on the theory

^ i^rixigS,.by the boring of what are called by the French
' we^* because tile method has long been known

‘tend practised in Artois: and it is now demonstrated that

'

jthere sms sheets, and in some places currents, of fresh water,

W" 0 0
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at TarioQS depths in the earth. The instnunent employed in

excavating these wells is a large anger, and the oant^l’ txxred

is usnally from three to four inches in diameter. If a hard

rock is met with, it is first triturated by an iron rod, and lUie

materials, being thus reduced to small fragments or powder,

are readily extracted. To hinder the sides of the well from

falling in, as also to prevent the spreading of the ascending

water in the surrounding soil, a jointed pipe is introduced,

formed of wood in Artois, but in other countries more com-

monly of metal. It frequently happens that, after passing

through hundreds of feet of retentive soils, a water-bearing

stratum is at length pierced, when the fluid immediately

ascends to the surface and flows over. The flrst rush of the

water up the tube is often violent, so that for a time the

water plays like a fountain, and then, sinking, continues to

flow over tranquilly, or sometimes remains stationary at a

certain depth below the orifice of the well. This spouting of

the water in the first instance is owing to, the disengagement

of air and carbonic acid gaSj both of which often bubble up

with the water.* •

[ri At Sheerness, at the mouth of the Thames, a well was

jfitla-ed on a low tongue of land near the sea, through SOO feet

^d the blue clay of London, below which a bed of sand and

pebbles was entered, belonging, doubtless, to the Woolwich

beds : when this stratum was pierced, the water burst up

with impetuosity, and filled the well. By another perforation

at the same place, the water was found at the depth of 828

feet below the surface clay ;*it first rose rapidly 189 feet, and

then, ill the course of a tew hours, ascended to an elevation

of 8 feet above the level of the ground. In 1824 a well was

dug at Fulham, near the Thames, at the Bishop of Londem^
to the depth of 817 feet, which, after traversing the Teriiaty

strata, was continued through 67 feet of chalk. The witter

immediately rose to the surface, and the discharge was sbout

50 gallons per minute. In the garden of the Hortiontt^iaal

Society at Chiswick, the borings passed through 19 feet0
gravel, 242^ feet of clay and loam, and 67i feet of ,

* Consult J Piestmch, Water-bear ng Strata arosnd Lmdon. IStl.

Voorst.)
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the water then rose to the surface from a depth of 329 feet.*^

Mt the Dtihe of Horthtnnberland’s, above diiswick, the

borings were earned throtigh a still greater thickness of in-

cumbent strata down to the chalk, which was reached at the

depth of 620 feet, when a considerable volume of water was
obtained, which rose 4 feet above the surface of the ground.

In a well of Mr. Brooks, at Hammersmith, the rush of water

from a depth of 360 feet was so great as to inundate several

buildings and do considerable damage; and at Tooting, a

sufficient stream was obtained to turn* a wheel, and raise the

water to the upper stories of the houses.f In 1838, the total

supply obtained from the chalk near London was estimated

at six million gallons a day, and in 1851 at nearly double

that amount, the increase being accompanied by an average

fall of no less than two feet a year in the level to which the

water rose- The water stood commonly, in 1822, at high-

water mark, and had sunk in 18ol to 45, and in somg wells

to 65, feet below Jiigh-water inark.^ Tina fact shows the

limited capacity of the subiicrrjmean reservoir.

In the last of three well^ bored through the chalk at

Tours, to the depth of several hundred feet, the water rose

82 feet above the level of the soil, and the discharge amounted

to 300 cubic yards of water every twenty-four hours.§ By
way of a scientific experiment, the suikiiig of a well was

commenced at Grenelle, in tlie suburbs of Paris, in 1834,

which had reached, in November 1839, a depth of more than

1,600 English feet, and yet no water ascended to the surface.

The government were persuaded by M. Aijigo to persevere,

if necessary, to the depth of more than 2,000 feet ; but when
they had descen^d above 1,800 English feet below the

surface, and reached the chloritic series (or upper green-

sand), the water rushed up through the boring, which was

alS>ut 10 inches in diameter at its upper, and 6 at its lower,

extremity. The discharge every twenty-four hours was at

the tete of half a million of gallons of limpid and warm

water, the temperature being 82® P. This implies an

* eabiitd, of Sd No. xxxiii. X Prest\iich, p 69.

p. 72^1Sa4i '

f Bull, de la Soc. G4oJ. de Franco,

f HArieart de Thury, ^Pnite foE^s/ tom. iii. p. 194.

pda
c 0 2
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augmentation of 30® F. beyond the average of Rprings in the

latitude of Paris, making a rate of increase of 1® F. for every

60 English feet of descent. The depth at which the snooes-

sive strata, both tertiary and cretaceous, were encountered,

agreed very closely with the anticipations of the scientifie

advisc/s of this most spirited undertaking.

Mr. Briggs, the British consul in Egypt, obtained water

between Cairo and Suez, in a calcareous sand, at the depth

of 30 feet
;
but it did not rise in the well.* But other* borings

in the same desert, of variable depth, between 60 and 300

feet, and which passed through alternations of sand, clay,

and siliceous rock, yielded water at the surface.f

The rise and (overflow of the water in Artesian wells is

generally referred, and apparently with reason, to the same

principle as the play of an artificial fountain. Let the porous

stratum or set of strata, a a, rest /)n the impermeable rock d,

• 1 ig 33

and be covered by another mass of an impermeable nature.

Tlic whole mass a n may oasilj', in such a position, become

saturated with water, which may descend Irom its higher

and exposed parts—a hilly region where rain falls abun-

dantly. Suppose that at some point, as at b, an opening

be made, Avhich gives a free passage up^'ards to the waters

confined in a n, at so low a level, that they are subjected

to tlie pressure of a considerable column of water collected

in the more elevated portion of the same stratum. The
water will then rush ont, just as the liquid from a large

barrel nrhich is tapped, and it will rise to a height corrS-

sponding to the level of its point of departure, or, r%fber, to

a height which balances the pressure previously exerted

* Bou6, Bisami de. Prog delaG^L t Seventh Rep. Brit Aflaoo, ItSTi

en 1832, p 184 p 66.
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the confined waters against the roof and sides of the stratum

or teseiToir a a. In like manner, if there happen to be a
natural fissure e, a spring will be produced at the surface

on precisely the same principle.

Among ^e causes of the failure of Artesian wells, we may
mention those numerous rents and faults which abound in

some rocks, and the deep ravines and valleys by which many
countries are traversed; for, when these natural lines of

drainage exist, there remains a small quantity only of water

tO’escape by artificial issues. We are nJso liable to be baffled

by the great thickness either of porous or impervious strata,

or by the dip of the beds, which may carry off the waters

from adjoining high lands to some trough in an opposite

direction, as when the borings are made at the foot of an

escarpment where the strata incline inwards, or in a direction

opposite to the face of the ^lift’s.

The mere distance of hills or mountains need not dis-

courage us from mg.king trials : for tlie watois which fall on

these higher lauds readily iu>ne*rate to great depths through

highly inclined or vertical stn^a, or through the fissures of

shattered rocks, and, after flowing lor a great distance, must

often re-asceud and bo brought up again by other fissures, so

as to approach the surface in the lower country. Here they

may be concealed beneath a covering of undisturbed hori-

zontal beds, which it may be necessary to pierce in order to

reach them. It should be remembered, that the course of

waters flowing under ground bears but a remote resemblance

to that of rivers on the surface, there being, in the one case,

a constant descent from a higher to a lovver level from the

source of the stream to the sea; whereas, in the other, the

water may at one time sink far below the level of the ocean,

and afterwards rise %gain high above it.

Among otlier curious facts ascertained by aid of the borer,

it is proved that, in strata of different ages and composil ions,

there are often open passages by which the subterranean

waters circulate. Thus, at St. Oueu, in France, five distinct

sheets of water were intersected in a well, and from each of

these a supply obtained. In the third water-bearing stratum,

at the depth of 150 feet, a cavity was found in which the
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borer fell suddenly about a foot, and thence the water as-

cended in great volume.* A similar falling of the instru-

ment several feet perpendicularly, as if in a hollow space,

has been remarked in England and other countries. At
Tours, in 1830, a well was perforated quite through the chalk,

when the water suddenly brought up, from a depth of 364

feet, a great quantity of fine sand, with much vegetable

matter and shells. Branches of a thorn several inches long,

much blackened by their stay in the water, were recognised,

as also the stems of marsh plants, and some of their roots,

which were still white*, together with the seeds of the same

in a state of preservation, which showed that they had not

remained more than three or four months in the water.

Among the seeds were those of the marsh-plant Galium

niiginosum ; and among the shells, a fresh-water species, Pto-

mrhiH margimtns, and some land /?pecies, as Helix rotundata

and H. striata. M. Dujardin, who, with others, observed

this phenomenon, supposes that the waters had flowed from

some valleys of Auvergne or the^Vivarais, distant about 150

miles, since the preceding aiitumn.t

An analogous phenomenon is recorded at Reimke, near

Bochum ill Westphalia, where the water of an Artesian well

brought up, from a depth of 156 feet, several small fish,

three or four inches long, the nearest streams in the country

being at the distance of some leagues.^ lu some Artesian

wells sunk by the French in the north-eastern part of the

desert of the Sahara, small fish have been frequently brought

up alive, with the first gublt of water, from a depth of 176

feet. J\I, D(!*sor informs us that in January 1863 he saw
some of these fish in a well in the Oasis o^ Ain-Tala. They
ivere of the genus Oyprinodon, not blind like those taken

from the undorground caverns of Adelsberg or Rentucky^

but with perfect e}es.§ The nearest ponds or lakes were

at a great distance on the surface of the desert, and in this

and the other cases before mentioned of the subterranesn

transportation of shells, fish, and fragments of plants#

* H de Thiiry, p 295 f Ibid tom. ix, pu 24S
t Bull de la Soq, Gool. de France, | Gazette de LauBanne, JJMU

tom 1
. p 93.
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see endenoe of the water not liaring been simply filtered

tbrongli porous rook, but having flowed through continuous

underground channels. Such examples suggest the idea that

the leaky beds of rivers are often the feeders of springs.

MINERAL AND THERMAL SPRINGS*

Almost all springs, even those which we consider the purest,

are impregnated with some foreign ingredients, which, being

in a statfe of chemical solution, are so intimately blended with

the water as not to affect its clearness, while they render it

in general more agreeable to our taste, and more nutritious

than simple rain-water. But the springs called mineral con-

tain an unusual abundance of earthy matter in solution, and

the substances wuth which they are impregnated correspond

remarkably with those evolved in a gaseous form by volcanos.

Many of these springs are thermal, or have a higher tempera-

ture than that which belongs to ordinary springs in tlie same

neighbourhood, aryi they rise up thiiough all kinds of rock

;

as, for example, through jjranite, gneiss, limestone, or lava,

but are most frequent in volctiiiic regions, or where violent

earthquakes have occurred at eras eoniparatively modern.

The water given out by hot springs is generally more volu-

minous and less variable in quantity at dliferent seasons than

that proceeding from any others. In many volcanic regions,

jets of steam, called by the Italians ‘stufas,’ issue from

fissures, at a temperature high above the boiling point, as in

the neighbourhood of Naples, and in the Lipari Isles, and are

disengaged unceasingly for ageS. Now, if such columns of

steam, which are often mixed with other gases, should be

condensed before^eaching the surface by coming iii contact

with strata filled with cold water, they may give rise to ther-

mal and mineral springs of every degree of temperature. It

is* indeed, by such means rather than by hydrostatic pi essure

that in many cases we can best account for the rise of large

bodies of water from great depths ; nor can we hesitate to

admit the adequacy of the cause^ if we suppose the expansion

of same elastic fluids to be sufficient to raise columns

of lava to the lofty summits of volcanic mountains. Several

gases, carbonic acid in partioular, are disengaged in a free
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gtate from the soil of Tftrioos districts, especially in regions of

active or extinct volcanos ; and the same are fonnd more or

less; intimately combined with the waters of all mineral

springs, both cold and thermal. Dr. Danbeny and. oilier

writers have remarked, not only that these springs are most

abundant in volcanic regions, but that, when remote from

them, their site usually coincides with the position of some

great derangement in the strata; a fault, for example, or

great fissure, indicating that a channel of communication has

been opened with ihe interior of the earth at some former

period of local convulsion. It is also ascertained that at

great heights in the Pyrenees and Himalaya Mountains, hot

springs burst out from granitic rocks, and they are abundant

in the Alps also, these chains having all been disturbed and

dislocated at times comparatively modern, as can be.shown

by independent geological and sometimes historical evidence.

The small area of volcanic regions may appear, at first

sight, to present an objection to these views, but not so when

we include earthquakes among tlij* effects of igneous agency.

A largo proportion of the land'iiitherto explored by geologists

can be shown to have been rent or shaken by subterranean

moveineuts since the oldest Tertiary strata were fonne'd. It

will also be seen, in the sequel, that new springs have burst

out, and others have had the volume of tlieir waters aug-

mented, and their temperature suddenly raised, after earth-

quakes, so that the description of these springs might almost

with equal propriety have been given under the head of

‘ igneous causes,’ as they are agents of a mixed nature, being

at once igneous and aqueous.

As examples of changes which have occjirred in historical

times, I may here mention, that during the great earthquake

at Lisbon in 1755, the temperature of tile spring called La
Source de la Eeiue, at Bagneres de Lnchon in the Pyrene^,

was suddenly raised as much as 75° F., or changed from a

cold spring to one of 122° F., a heat which it has since re-

tained. It is also recorded that the hot springs at Ba/gakxea

di Bigorre, in the same mountain-chain, became saddenly

cold daring a great earthquake which, in 1660, threw down
several houses in that town.
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Bat I10W9 it will be asked, can the regions of volcanic lieat

send f!(nrth such inexhaustible supplies of water P The diffi-

culty of solving this problem would, in truth, be insurmount-

able, if we believed that all the atmospheric waters found

their way into the basin of the ocean
;
but, in boring near the

shore, we often meet with streams of fresh water at the depth

of several hundred feet below the sea level
;
and most of these

probably descend far beneath the bottom of the sea. Yet,

how much greater may be the quantity of salt water which

sinks beneath the floor of the ocean, through the porous

strata of which it is often composed, or through fissures rtmt

in it by earthquakes ! After penetrating to a considerable

depth, this water may encounter a heat of sufficient intensity

to converi; it into vapour, even under the higli pressuiv to

which it would then be subjected. I’his heat would probably

be nearest the surface in volcanic countries, and farthest from

it in those districts which have been longest free troia erup-

tions or earthquakes. ^

*

In corroboration of siu^Ji an opinion, 1 may mention, that

in regions where voL*anic eis*ptions still occur, hot springs

are abundant, and ocea^ionall)^ attain a boiling tenipiTature,

while, in proportion as we recech* from such (*eiitres of igneous

activity, the Ihennal waters docrejxse in ij*e(pjency and average

heat. In central France, or in the Fitel in Germany, we

find cones and craters so perfect in their form, and streams of

lava bearing such a relation to the shai>o of existing valleys,

as to indicate that the internal fires have become dormant iu

comparatively recent times. It is precisely iu these countries

that hot springs play a conspicuous partT

It would folloW) from the views above explained, that there

must be a twofold circulation of terrestrial waters ;
one caused

by solar heat, an<Tthe other by heat generated in the interior

©four planet. We know that the land would be unfit for

vegetation, if deprived of the waters raised into the atmo-

sphere by the sun ; but it is also true that mineral springs are

powerful instruments in rendering the surface subservient

to the support of animal and vegetable life. Their heat is

believed to promote the development of the aquatic tribes in

many parts ofthe ocean, and the substances which they carry
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up from the bowels of the earth to the habitable stirface, are

of a nature and in a form which adapt them peculiarly for

the nutrition of animals and plants*

As these springs derive their chief impoi-tance to the geo-

logist from the quantity and quality of the earthy materials

which, like volcanos, they convey from below upwards, they

may properly be considered in reference to the ingredients

which they hold in solution. These consist of a great variety

of substances
;
but eliiofly salts composed of carbonic^ sul-

phuric, and hydrochloric acids combined with bases of lime,*

magnesia, alumina, and iron. Chloride of sodium, silica, and

free carbonic acid, as well as nitrogen, are commonly pre-

sent ;
there are also sjjriiigs of petroleum or liquid bitumen,

and of naphtha.

Tlu' ingredients of mineral springs, such as common salt,

chloride of magnesium, and others,, so often agree with the

constituents of sea-water, that the theory of their marine

origin has been naturally suggested. Such jnaterials are, no

doubt, often to be obtained from tlv:)se strata through which

the descending rain-water Hows; but in many cases they

may come from the sea even where the substances are not

found in the same relative proportions as in sea-water ; for,

where hot springs cdiarged with gaseous matter penetrate

through rocky masses, the decomposition of various minerals

must often be going on ; and, where new chemical combina-

tions take place, some of the gaseous, earthy, or metallic

ingredients of springs may be iutercepted in their upward

course.
*

Among the gases, nitrogen is often largely evolved from

springs, as it is from volcanic craters during eruptions. This

gas may be derived, says Dr. Daubeny, from atmospheric

air. which is always dissolved in rain-water, and which, when
this water penetrates the earth’s crust, must be carried down
to great depths, so as to reach the heated interior. When
there, it may be subjected to deoxidating processes, so that

the nitrogen, being left in a free state, may be driven up-

vrards by the expansive force of heat and steam, dr fcyhydi^
static pressure.

Thermal waters of Bath.—The hot springs of Bath may
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serve as aa example of mineral waters containing in solutioti

a varietj of ingredients frequently met with in tliermal

springs. Their mean temperature is 120® Fahr., which is not

only much above that of any other springs in England, but is

exceptionally high in Europe, when we take into account

their great distance from any region of active or extinct

volcanos, or of violent earthquakes. Thus they are 400

miles distant from the Eifel volcanos, lying E.S.E. of them,

and 440 miles from those (also extinct) of Auvergne, which

lie to the S.E. The daily evolution of nitrogen gas amounts,

according to Dr. Daubeny, to no loss than 2^0 cubic feet in

volume. This gas is largejy disengaged from volcanic craters

during eruptions, and carbonic acid gas is also evolved from

the same ‘Springs. The other subsiances held in soluHon

are the sulphates of lime and of soda, and the chlorides of

sodium and magnesium.* As the uniformity of t(*njperature

at all seasons of the year is remarkable in this,
^
and in

thermal springs igoiierally, so is the uniformily of the dis-

charge of water from century; to century, aud of the mineral

ingredients held in solution.^ If we compart* the hot water

forc^ up by springs from below to the vast clouds of aqueous

vapour evolved, for days or weeks iu succession, from volcanic

craters iu eruption, so w^e may liken the voluminous masses

of solid matter raised from great de[)tlis by the hot spring,

to the lava which the volcano pours out on the surface.

There is more analogy in the work done by the two agents,

in raising up matter from great depths, than is commonly

imagined. The waters of Bath are not conspicuous among
European hot springs for the quantity of foreign matter which

they contain, Professor Ramsay has calculated that, if

the mineral ingredients which they pour out were solidified,

they would form in one year a square column nine feet in

diameter, and no less than 140 feet in height. All this

ipatter is now quietly conveyed by a stream of limpid water,

in an invisible form, to the Avon, and by the Avon to the

sea; but if, instead of being thus removed, it were deposited

round the orifice of eruption, like the siliceous layers which

encusst the circular basin of an Icelandic geyser, wx* should

soon see a considerable cone built up, with a crater in the
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middle ;

and if the action of the spring were intermittent,

so that ten or twenty years should elapse between the periods

when solid matter was emitted, or (say) an interval of three

centuries, as in the case of Vesuvius between 1806 and 1631,

the discharge would be on so grand a scale as to afford no

mean object of comparison with the intermittent outpourings

of a volcano.*

Calcareous springs .— Springs which are highly charged

with calcareous matler produce a variety of phenomeaia of

much interest in geology. It is known that rain-water-

collecting carbonic acid from the atmosphere has the pro-

perty of dissolving the calcareous rocks over which it flows,

and thus, in tlie smallest ponds and rivulets, matter is often

supplied for the earthy secretions of testacea, and for the

growth of certain plants on wliich they feed. But many
springs hold so much carbonic acifl in solution, that they

are enabled to dissolve a much larger quantity of calcareous

matter than rain-water; j'lid when the aci4 is dissij)ated in

the atmosphere, the mineral ingredients are thrown down, in

the form of porous tufa or of mc»re compact travertin.

Auvergne .—Calcareous springs, although most abundant in

limestone districts, are by no means confined to them, but

flow out indiscriminately from all rock formations. In

Central France, a district where the luimary rocks are un-

usually destitute of limestone, springs copiously charged with

carbonate of ]imo rise up tlirough the granite and gneiss.

Some of these are thermal, and i)robably derive their origin

from the deep source of volcanic heat, once so active in that

region. One of these springs, at the northern base of the

hill upon which Clermont is built, issues^ from volcanic

peperiiio, which rests on granite. It has formed, by its in-

crustations, an elevated mound of travertm or white con-

cretionary limestone, 240 feet in length, and, at its termina-'

tion, sixteen feet high and twelve wide. Another incrusting

spring in the same department, situated at Chaluzet, near

Pont Gibaud, rises in a gneiss country, at the foot of a regular

volcanic cone, at least twenty miles from any calcareotis rock.

* Ljell. Anniversary Address, British Association, ]8(H.
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Some masses of tufaoeous deposit, produced by this springf,

haF6 an oolitic texture.

ViiUffy of ihs EUa .—If we pass from the volcanic district

of France to that which skirts the Apemiines in the Italiai\

peninsula, we meet with innumerable springs which have

precipitated so much calcareous matter Unit the whole ground

in some parts of Tuscany is coated over with tufa and

travertin, and sounds hollow beneath tlie foot.

In other places in the same country, compact rocks are

•seen descending the slanting sides of hills, very much in the

manner of lava currents, except that they are of a white

colour and terminate abruptly when they reach the course

of a river. These consist of a calcareous precipitate from

springs, some of which are still flowing, while others have

disappeared or changed their posiHon. Such masses are

frequent on the slope of^the hills which bound the valley of

the Elsa, one of the tributaries of th(‘ Arno, which flows near

Colle, through a^ valley several hundred feet d(»ep,* shaped

out of a lacustrine fori^^ation, containing fossil shells of

existing species, I observe(i*ln‘re that the travertin was un-

conformable to the lacustrine beds, its inclination according

with* the slope of the sides of the valley. One of the finest

examples which I saw was at the Molino delle Caldane, near

Colle. The Sena and several other small rivulets which feed

the Elsa have the property of incrusting wood and herbs

with calcareous stone. In the bed of the Elsa itself, aquatic

plants, such as Chara, which absorb large quantities of car-

bonate of lime, are very abundant.

Baths of San Vtgnone ,—Those persons who have merely

seen the actioii of petrifying waters in England, will not

easily form on adequate conception of the scale on which the

same process is exhibited in those regions which lie nearer to

\he active centres of volcanic disturbance. One of the most

striking examples of the rapid precipitation of carbonate of

lime from thermal waters, occurs in the hill of San Vignone

in Tuscany, at a short distance from Eadicofani, and only a

few huu^dj^d yards from the high road between Siena and

Bon^e- The spring issues from near the summit of a rocky

hill, about 100 feet in height. The top of the hill stretches
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in a gently inclined platform to the foot of Hoont Amiata,

a lofty eminence, which consists in great part of Tokanic

products. The fundamental rock, from which the spring

issues, is a black slate, with serpentine (5 h, fig. 34), belong-

ing to the older Apennine formation. The water is hot, has

a strong taste, and, when not in very small quantity, is of a

bright green colour. So rapid is the deposition near the

source, that in the bottom of a conduit pipe for carrying off

the water to the baths, and Avhich is inclined at an ai}gle of

30°, half a foot of solid travertin is formed every year. A
more compact rock is 2>roduced where the water flows slowly

;

and the precipitation in winter, when there is least evapora-

tion, is said to be more solid, but less in quantity by one

fourth, than in summer. The rock is generally white ; some

Jiaihi of San Yignono

parts of it aro compact, and rin<y to the hammer
;
others are

cellular, and with such cavities as are seen in the carious

part of bone or the siliceous millstone of the Paris basin. A
portion of it also below the village of San Vignone consists

of incrustations of long vegetable tubes, and may be called

tufa. Sometimes the travertin assumes precisely the botiy-

oidal and mammillary forms, common to similar deposits in

Auvergne, of a much older date; and, like them, it often

scales off in thin, slightly undulating layers.

A large mass of travertin (r, fig, 34) descends the hill from

the point where the spring issues, and reaches to the distance

of about half a mile east of San Vignone. The beds take

the slope of the hill at about an angle of 6% and the pla^ies'

of stratification are perfectly parallel. One stratum,
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posed of mmj lajers, is of a compact nature, and fifteen

feet ibi<dc ; it smrres as an excellent building stone, and a
mass of fifteen feet in length was, in 1828, cutout for the
new bridge over the Orcia. Another branch of it (a, fig, 34)

descends to the west, for a length of 260 feet, varying in

thickness, but sometimes more than 20 foet deep : it is then
cut off by the small river Orcia, as some glaciers in Switzeiv

land descend into a valley till their progress is suddenly

arrested by a transverse stream of water.

. The abrupt termination of the mass of rock, at ihe river

where its thickness is undiminished, clearly shows that it

would proceed much farther if not arrested by tlio stream,

over which it impends slightly. But it cannot encroach

upon the channel of the Orcia, being constantly undermined,

so- th^t its solid fragments are 8(*en strewed amongst the

alluvial gravel. However enormous, therefore, the mass of

solid rock may appear which has been giv«'n out by this

single spring, we may feel assured,that it is insignificant in

volume when compared io that which has been carried to

the sea since the time it began to flow. What may have

been the length of that period of time we have no data for

conjecturing. In quarrying the travertin, Roman tiles have

been sometimes found at the depth of five or six feet.

Baths of San Filippo .—On another hill, not many miles

from that last mentioned, and also connected with Mount
Amiata, the summit of which is about three miles distant,

are the celebrated baths of San Filippo. The subjacent rocks

consist of alternations of black slate, limestone, and serpen-

tine. There are three warm springs containing carbonate

and sulphate of lime, and sulphate of magnesia. The

water which ri^pplies the baths falls into a pond, where it

has been known^ deposit a solid mass thirty feet thick in

tibout twenty years.* A manufactory of medallions in basso-

relievo is carried on at these baths. The w<iter is conducted

by canals into several pits, in which it deposits travertin and

oiyStois of sulphate of lime. After being thus freed from

its gi^osser parts, it is conveyed by a tube to the summit of

a srnaQ chamber, and made to fall through a space of ten or

* Dr. GfOMw on tto Bath* of San Filippo, £d. Phil. Jonni. voL ii. p. 292,
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twelve feet. The cnrrent is broken in its descent by ntime-

rons crossed sticks, by which the spray is dispersed around

upon certain moulds, which are rubbed lightly over with a

solution of soap, and a deposition of solid matter like marble

is the result, yielding a beautiful cast of the figures formed

in the Aiould. The geologist may derive from these experi-

ments considerable light, in regard to the high slope of the

strata at which some semi-crjstalline precipitations can be

formed ;
for some of the moulds are disposed almost perpen-

dicularly, yet the deposition is nearly equal in all parts.

Spheroidal structure hi travertin*— Travertin of Tivoli.—But

what renders this recent limestone of peculiar interest to

the geologist, is the spheroidal form which it assumes,

analogous to that of the cascade of Tivoli (see fig. 85), in the

neighbourhood of Eoine. Here the calcareous waters of

the Anio inernst the reeds which grow on its banks, and

the foam of the cataract of Tivoli forms beautiful pendent

stalactites. On the sides of the deep chasm into which the

cascade throws itself there is seen 5 n extraordinary accumu-

lation of horizontal beds of fiifa and travertin, from four

to five hundred feet in thickness. The section imme-

diately under the temples of Vesta and the Sibyl displays,

in a precipice about four hundred feet high, some spheroids

which are from sir to e‘ujld feet in diameter^ each concentric

layer being about the eighth of an inch in thickness. The
following diagram exhibits about fourteen feet of this im-

mense mass, as scK'n in the path cut out of the rock in

descending from the temple of Vesta to the Grotto di

Nettuno. I have not attempted to express in this drawing

the innumerable thin layers of which these magnificent

spheroids are composed, but the lines given mark some of

the natural divisions into which they are sej^arated by minute

variations in the size or colour of the laminae. The undula-

tions also are much smaller in proportion to the whole cir-

cumference than in the drawing. The beds (a a) are cf hard

travertin and soft tufa; below them is a pisolite ^(6), the

globules being of different sizes ; underneath this appears a
mass of concretionary travertin (c c), some of the spheroids

being of tlie above-mentioned extraordinary size. In some



pUnM ft «UM8 of amorphotts limestone, or

tnl^ ’imStarii^Bded conoentrie layers. At the bottom Is

fnieV|Mni^lfe^QCpis<^te (6), in which the small aodnlesare

abdol tbs and shape of beans, and some of them of

fiberis^ intmnnixed'mth some smaller oolitic grains. In the

tnHsoeons strata, irood is seen converted into a light tufa.

Fig 86

^ Saetion ofspheroidal coocntionai^ travertin under the Cutioidc of Ti li

The lamination of some of the concentric masses is so minute

that sixty may be counted in the thickness of an inch

;

jebf nctmthiStanding these marks of gradual and successive

d<TO<^l>tin, sections sometimes exhibited of what might

asem to bS perfect spheres. This tendency to a mammillary

and. i^hnkff slaiictnre arises from the facility with which

TPI*. I. DO
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the calcareous matter is precipitated in nearly equal ^(Ue!a*

tities on all sides of any fragment of shell or wo^ or fusy

inequality of the surface over which the mioearal water fiowa,

the form of the nucleus being readily transihitted ihroi}|^

any number of successive envelopes. But these xnasses^can

never be perfect spheres, although they often appear such

when a transverse section is made in 'any line not in the

direction of the point of attachment, lliere are, indeed,

occasionally seen small oolitic and pisolitic grains, ofjsrhich

the form is globular : for the nnelens, having been for a time

in motion in the water, has received fresh accessions of

matter on all sides.

In the same manner T have seen, on the vertical walls at

large steam boilers, the heads of nails or rivets covered by

a series of enveloping crusts of calcareous matter, usually

.

sulphate of lime
;
so that a concretionary nodule is formed,

preserving a nearly globular shape, when increased to a

mass several inches in diameter. In these, as in many
travertins, there is often a combination of the concentric and

radiated structure.
‘

There can be little doubt that the whole of this deposit

was formed in an extensive lake which existed at the® close

of the period of volcanic activity by which the lavas and

tuflPs of the Roman territory were formed. The external

oontiguiation of the country has since been greatly changed,

and the Anio now throws itself into a ravine excavated in

the ancient travertin. Its waters give rise to masses of cal-

careous stone, scarcely ifat all distinguishable from the oM^
rock. I was shown, in 1828, in the upper part of the tr»^

vertiii, the hollow left by a cart-wheel, in which the outer

circle and the spokes had been decomposedj>and the apaoee

which they filled left void. It seemed to me' at the fame

impossible to explain the position of this mould, withOtBt

supposing that the wheel was imbedded before the lake nrW
drained ;

but Rir R. Murchison suggests that it may
been washed down by a flood into the gorge in

and then incrusted with calcareous tufa in the aame
as the wooden beam of the church of St. Loeia WM
down in 1826, and stuck fast in the Grotto of ike



mi will eventuallj be quite imbedded
iu

country around Eome, like many
poi^ W the UPeseail States already referred to^ bas been at

some former period the site of numerous volcanic eruptions;

and the springs are still copiously impregnated with lime»

carbonic add, and sulphuretted hydrogen. A hot spring

was discovered about 1827, near Civita Vecchia, by Signor

Biccioii, which deposits alternate beds of a yellowish tra-

vertin, and a white granular rock, not distinguishable, in

hand specimens, either in grain, colour, or composition, from

statuazy marble. There is a passage between this and

ozdinary travertin. The mass accumulated near the spring

is in some,places about six feet thick.

^•^ha^ce^of-the Solfatara.—Tn the Campagna, between Romo
and Tivoli, is the Lake of^the Solfatara, called also Lago di

Zolfo (laetts albula)^ into which flo^s continually a stream of

tepid water from smaller lake, situated a few yards*above

it. The water is a saturated solution of carbonic acid gas,

whieh escapes from it in such sjnantitios in some parts of its

surface, that it has the appearance of being actually in ebulli-

tion. ** I have found by experiment,’ says Sir Humphry Davy,
‘ that the water taken from the most tranquil part of the

lake, even after being agitated and exposed to the air, con-

tained in solution more than its own volume of carbonic acid

gas, with a very small quantity of sulphui’etted hydrogen.

Its high temperature, which is pretty constant at 80® of Fahr.,

and^the quantity of carbonic acid that it contains, render it

peettlia^ly fitted to afford nourishment to vegetable life. The

banks of travertin are eveiywhere covered with reeds, lichen,

oonfervta, and yfrious kinds of aquatic vegetables
; and at the

same time that thff process of vvegetable life is going on, the

d^^^tsliisations of the calcareous matter, which is ever^ where

deposited, in consequeuce of the escai>e of carbonic acid,

likdvis^ proceed. There is, I believe, no place in the world

^ ^ more striking example of the opi>osition or

of the laws of animate and inanimate nature, of the

^ Iturebisoo* G«oL Quart. Journ. 18J0» rol. ti. p. 293.

an 2
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forces of inorganic cbemicaJi affinity, and those of iihe {KP^ets

of life/*

The same observer informs) ns that he ftsed a stid^^la a

mass of travertin covered by the water in tihfe motStth of May,
and in April following he bad some difficnlty in hxealdng,

with a ^harp-pointed hammer, the maas which adhered to

the stick, and which was several inches in thickness^ The
upper part was a mixture of light tufa and the leaves of con-

fervse ; below this was a darker and more solid travertin,

containing black and decomposed masses of confervm; in the

inferior part the travertin was more solid, and of a grey

colour, but with cavities probably produced by decompo-

sition of vegetable matter.f

The stream which flows out of this lake fills a eanal about

nine feet broad and four deep, and is conspienous #iirthn“

landscape by a line of vapour winch rises from it. It de-

posits calcareous tufa in this channel, and the Tiber probably

receives from it, as well as from nnmerqus other streams,

much carbonate of lime in solutiow, which may contribute to

the rapid gi’owth of its deltif. A large proportion of the

most si)lendid edifices of ancient and modem Home are built

of travertin, derived from the quarries of Ponte Lucano,

where there has evidently been a lake at a remote period, on

the same plain as that already described.

Snlphvrrovs and (ji/paeons springs,—The quantity of othet

mineral ingredients wherewith springs in general are iui-»

pregnated is insignificant in comparison to lime, and this

eavtli is most frequently combiiiod with carbonic acid. But,

as sulidiuric acid and sulphuretted hydrogen ore very fre-

quently supplied by springs, gjpsum may, perhaps, Ite de-

posited largely in certain seas and lakes.^ Among other

gypseous precipitates at present known on the land, I may
mention those of Baden, near Vienna, from the 8prin|fS

which feed the public bath. Some of these supply singly

from 600 to 1,000 cubic feet of water per hour, andde|K)sHa

fine powder, composed of a mixture of sulphate oflima with

sulphur and muriate of lime.} The thermal watera^of

* Consolidation of Travel, pp 123-125 tion phjsique dll

tlbid p 127 P 10.
^

'

X C Prevost, Essai sur Ia Ck>nstitu-
^
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in H poking through strata of Jurassic limestone,

tur^lls^luto gypsum or sulphate of lime. In the Andes,

at 1M ^ ]bca, Lieutenant Brand found a thermal

i^ng "iA^ temperature of 91"^ Fahr., containing a large

proportion of gypsum with carbonate of lime and other in-

gredients.^ M^y of the mineral springs of Iceland, says

Professor Bunsen, deposit gjpsum^f and sulphureous acid

gas escapes
'

plentifully from them as from the Yolcauos

of the* same island. It may, indeed, be laid down as a

geueraj^ rule, that the mineral substances, as before stated,

dissolved in hot springs agree very closely with those which

are disengage in a gaseous form from the craters of active

volcanos.

Siliceous * iprings.

—

Azores.

—

In order that water should

Told' aVery large quantity of silica in solution, it seems ne-

cessary that it should be raibed to a high temperature.^ The
hot springs of the Valle das Fernas, in the island ^of St.

^
Michael, rising tJirough volcanic rocks, precipitate vast

quantities of siliceous sinter. ^
Around the circular basin of '

the largest spring, which is Between twenty and thirty feet

in diapieter, alternate layers are seen of a coarser variety of

sinter mixed with clay, including grass, ferns, and reeds, in

different states of petrifaction. In some instances, alumina,

which is likewise deposited from the hot waters, is the mi-

neralising material. Branches of the same ferns which now

flourish in the island are found completely petrified, pre-

serving the same appearance as when vegetating, except that

they SiCquire an ash-grey colour. Fragments of wood, and

an entire stratum from three to five feet thick, composed of

reeds now coo^on in the island, have become completely

mineralised. ^

^The most abundant variety of siliceous sintev occurs in

layers, from a quarter to half an inch in thickness, accumu-

lated on eaeh other often to the height of a foot and upwards,

|bnd constituting parallel, and for the most part horizontal,

Stratu ninny yards in extent. This sinter has often a beau-

tifat deUii«^cq(^escent lustre. A recent breccia is also in the

^ ^(Srsvels sen>tMB the AAdes, p. 240. | Daubenj on Volcanoes* p. 222.

t ibuisleil de» OheOL 1847.
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act of forming, composed of obsidian, piiimce, and soorise,

cemented by siliceous sinter.*

Geysers of Iceland ,—The origin of the Icelandic gejraers,

or the cause of the intermittent play of l^ose thermal foun-

tains, will be fully considered in Chap. XXXIIL when Yolcatiic

action is treated of. I shall merely allude to them here as

illustrating the deposition of silex now in progreB8.t The
circular reservoirs into which the geysers fall, are lined in

the interior with a variety of opal, and round the ed^s with

sinter. The plants incrusted with the latter substance have

nmch the same appearance as those incrusted with calcareous

tufa in our own country. They consist of various grasses, the

liorse-tail (Eqnisdum), and leaves of the birch-tree, which

arc the most common of all, though no trees of this species

now exist in the surrounding country. The petriKeff sterns"^

also of the birch occur in a state unuch resembling agatised

wood.,t

By analysis of the water, Faraday ascertained that the

solution of the silex is projnotfid by the presence of the

alkali, soda. He suggested *that the deposition of silica

in an insoluble state takes place partly because the, water

when cooled by exposure to the air is unable to retain as

much silica as when it issues from the earth at a temperature

of 180® or 190® Fcilir,, and partly because the evaporation of

the water decomposes the compound of silica and soda which

previously existed. This last change is probably hastened

by the carbonic acid of the atmosphere uniting with the soda^

The alkali, when disunited from the silica, would readily be
dissolved in and removed by running water.§

Mineral waters, even when charged with^a small prbpOr-

tion of silica, as those of Ischia, may supply certain speel^

of corals, sponges, and infusoria with matter for their ttiji-

ceous secretions ; but there is little doubt th6,t rivers obtsJili

silex in solution from another and far more general

namely, the decomposition of felspar. Whan this

* Dr Webster on the Hot Springs of f M. Hobert, Bsllotjii ds &
Furnas, Ed. Phil Journ rol vi p 306. de Emnoer, tonh vil. ^ tl,

'

t See a cut of the Icelandic gevser, § Barrov’s l<»daiid^ |l. iMhI.

chnp. xxxm.
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wkJdbt U^ ^bwSmim ingredient in the hypogene and trap**

peaH rojOfe^ lias disintegrated^ it is found that the residue,

oaUttd eiay, oontaiua but a small proportion of the

silica wllhdi aideted in the original felspar, the other part

having been dissolved and removed by water.^

F^rugmms ^ringa^—The waters uf almost all springs con-

tain some iron in solution ; and it is a fact familiar to all,

that many of them are so copiously impregnated with this

metal; as to stain the rocks or herbage through which they

pass, and to bind together sand and gravel into solid masses*

We may naturally, then, conclude that this iron, which is

Constantly conveyed from the interior of the earth into lakes

and seas, and which doe-j not escape again from them into

the atmosphere by evaporation, mast act as a colouring and

'^cemSHtfiTg isnnciplo in the subaqueous deposits now lu pro-

gress. Geologists are awaie that many ancient sandstones

and conglomerates are bound together or coloured by iron*

Brine 8prbngs.-s-So gieat is the quantity of chldride of

sodium in some springs,•that they jielJ one fourth of their

weight m salt. They aie r«frely, however, so satuiated, and

generally contain, interimxcMl with salt, carbonate and

sulphate of lime, magnesia, and other mineral mgredieuts.

The brine springs of Cheshiie are the iichest in our country;

^those of Nortliwich being almost saturated. There die others

also in Lancashire and Worcestershire uhich are extremely

ricKf They are known to have flowed for more than 1,000

yeanis, and the quantity of salt which they have carried into

the Sevetn and Mersey must be enoimous. These brine

springs rise up through strata of sandstone and red marl,

which Contain large beds of rock salt. The origin of the

brine, therefSre^ may be derived in this and many other

instances from beds of fossil salt
;
but, as chloride of sodium

is one of the products of volcanic emanations and of springs

in volcanic regions, the original source of salt may be as deep-

sentol M thnt of lava.

sidings in Sicily contain muriate of soda, and the

^ Bm ISWmento of G«olog)r , t L Horner, Gtol Tiaus voU lu

901^ Bd. Kow Phil p, 94

youiea. Ha xiou p 246.
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* fiume salso/ in particular, is impregnated I'^th W Ittfge a
quantity, that cattle refuse to drink of it* A hot spring

rising through granite, at Saint Nectaire^ in Auvergne,

may be mentioned as one of many, containing a hirge

proportion of salt, together with magnesia and other in^

gredienW,*

Carbonated springe.—Auvergne.—Carbonic acid gas is veiy

plentifully disengaged from springs in almost all countries,

but particularly near active or extinct volcanos. It has the

property of decomposing many of the hardest rocks with

which it comes in contact, particularly that numerous class iu

whose composition felspar is an ingredient. It renders the

oxide of iron soluble in water, and contributes, as was before

stated, to Ihc solution of calcaieous matter. In volcanic dis-

tricts those gaseous emanations are not confined te-spsings;'

but rise up in the state of pure gas from the soil in various

places. The Grotto del Cane, near Naples, affords an example,

and prodigious quantities,^ are now annually^ disengaged from

every part of the Limagnc d’Auvergne, where it appears to

have been plentifully evolvciftlrom time immemorial As
the acid is invisible, it is not observed, except an excavation

be made, wherein it often accumulates, so that it will ex-

tinguish a candle. There are some springs in this district

where the water is seen bubbling and boiling up with much
noise, in consequence of the abundant disengagement of this

gas. In the environs of Pont Gibaud, not far from Clermont,

a rock belonging to the gneiss formation, in which lead-^mines

are worked, has been found to be quite saturated with car**

bonic acid gas, which is constantly disengaged. The caiy

bonates of iron, lime, and manganese ore so dissolved, that

the rock is rendered soft, and the quartz aiodb remains un-

attaoked.f Not far off is the small volcanic cone of Challiset,

which once broke up through the gneiss, and sent forth sf

lava-stream.

Disengagement of free carbonic acid.—Prof. Bisehoff, in hte

history" of volcanos,t has shown what enormous quantities of

* Asa. de TAuvergne, tom. i p 234 J Edinb. New Phil. Joura ^

t Ann Scient. de TAuvergne, tom ii. 1839

"^nne 1829.
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are in the vicinity of the eziinct

cirolsetil djlf the Khitte (in the neig'hboiirliood of the Laiusheiv

866^ ^ imd tibe Eifel), and also in the mineral

^ !I^aeean and other countries, where there are no
trtieea ofmodem volcanic action. It would be easy to

0a3^#ati^ in how short a period the solid carbon thus emitted
fbonsi the interior of the earth in an invisible form, would
an&onat to a quantity as great as could be obtained from the

trees of a large forest, and how many thousand years would
be required to supply the materials of a dense seam of pure
coal from the same source. I have already alluded (p. 226)
to the doctrine favoured by some geologists of the existence

of an atmosphere highly charged with carbonic acid, at the

period of the ancient coal-plants, and have endeavoured to

show^tiwrtrthe opinion is untenable.* We have no right to

draw such an inference p-a to the fonner choinical consti-

tution of the atmosphere, until we have data for estimating

the volume of cajbonic acid gas euytted from the oetrth in

volcanic regions, or given eut by dead animal and vegetable

substances during putrefaction, iind comparing it with the

volume of the same gas annually extracted from the air,

and afterwards stored up in the earth’s crust in the form of

peat^ buried timber, and organic matter derived from the

animal kingdom.

DismUgrating effects of carbonic acuL—The disintegiatiou

of granite is a striking feature of large districts in Auvergne,

especially in the neighbourhood of Cleiinont. This decay was
caUed by 0olomieu ‘la maladie du gianite.’ The pheno-

menon may, without doubt, be ascribed to the continual

disengagement of carbonic acid gas from numerous fissures.

In the pbwilfi of the Po, between Verona and Parma,

especially at Villa^Pranca, south of Mantua, I observe<l gieat

bids <rf alluvium, consisting chiefly of pebbles of crystalline

I^Ock, pesmolated by spring-water, charged with carbonate of

Hme and eatrbonic acid in great abundance. They are for

tiie most pMt inCrosted with calc-sinter
;
and the rounded

blocks of gneiss, which have all the outward appearance of

* See byeire d^avdle in N. America June 1829
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solidity, and which could only have acquired their sii^e by

trituration when extremely hard, have been so disintegrAted

by the carbonic acid as readily to fall to pieces.

The subtraction of many of the elements of rocks bjr the

solvent power of carbonic acid, ascending both in a gaseobs

state and ^ixed with spring-water in the crevices of rodrs,

must be one of the most active sources of those inteisnal

changes and rearrangements of particles so often observed

in strata of every age. The calcareous matter, for e!!i:a^ple<

of shells, is often entirely removed and replaced by carbottate

of iron, pyrites, silex, or some other ingredient, sucll as

mineral waters usually contain in solution. It rarely happens,

except in limestone rocks, that the carbonic acid can dissolve

all the constituent parts of the mass
;
and for this reason,

probably, calcaieous rocks are almost the only one? ht Hvhich

great caverns and long winding passages are found.

Petrolium springs .— Spiings of which the waters contain a

mixture of petroleum, er rock oil, which ^is a compound oi

hydrogen and carbon, and the vaf ions minerals allied to it,

such as naphtha and asi)halt hv mineral pitch, are very nu-

merous. All these substances, says Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, are

forms of bitumen, some, like petroleum, being fluid, others,

like asphalt, being solid at ordinary temperatures. They are

supposed to be all of organic origin, derived partly from

terrestrial, i)artly fioiii marine plants, and sometimes from

animal remains; for portions, sajs Mr. Hunt, of the tissues

of various marine aiiimals of low grade are destitute of nitro-

gen, and very similar in mineral composition to the wockSj

fibre of plants. The probability, in some cases, of an animsJI

origin has been especially inferred from the abundance oi

animal remains, and the paucity of those ot ]flauts in tJbs

beds containing them.* Petroleum is found in formatiQiia^

every age, from the Lower Silurian up to the Tertiary; IfiXii

a large number of the oil-wells of the United S^tates, trfaltdi

have lately attracted so much attention, are in !)«bYoniim

Silurian rocks.
^ ^ '

In some instances the petroleum appears to

into the wells from the porous strata around, which

* Judd's Letter, Dec. 3, 1874*
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rat^ it, i>r}xQe at other times the bormg inatra^ent

see^ to fttnke upon a fissttte communicating virith a reser-

voir vhidai furnishes at once great volumes of oil.*

gpreAt pitch lake of Trinidad is situated, according to

Wt^lf in Tertiaiy strata, chiefly Upper Miocene, but

perhaps, Lower Pliocene. The asphalt is derived from

faltnininous shales, containing vegetable remains, which are

sometimes seen in the process of transformation, with their

orgatilc structure more or less obliterated. Occasionally the

hituminous substance becomes plastic and even oily, and rises

to tibe surface.t Such changes from oil to a pitch may be

brought about, says Mr. T. S. Hunt, partly by the evaporation

of the volatile ingredients, and partly by oxidation fiom

the air* •

CaJH^ri Mallet observes tliai, near Cape La Braje, in the

island of Trinidad, fluicL bitumeii sometimes oozes out from

the bottom of the sea, and iis<s to the surface. The same

author quotes Giwnilla, as stating, ^n liis ‘ Description of the

Orinoco,^ that, ‘about ais ago, a spot of land on the

western coast of Tiinidad, nAir half-wa} between the capital

and ^ Indian village, sank suddenlj, and was immediately

replaced by a small lake of pitch, to the great tenor of the

inhabitants.^ t

A similar subsidence, at an eailier period, may probably

have given rise to the great pitch lake of Trinidad, the cavity

having become gradually filled with asphalt. Every geologist

ig familiar with the odour emitted from what are called fetid

when first broken. The Niagara limestone of the

tJppet Silurian group in America is sometimes so impreg-

nated with bitumen, that this substance, when the stone is

butned for^ff6e,^ows from the kiln like tar.§

• Sterr^ Hunt, CaiiadiBn Naturalist, J Mallet, cited by Dr Nu^i'ent, Geol

VVkvLp August, 1861 Trans vol i p 6S 1811

t QWwt. Oeol Journ vol 8 ^ ^ Hunt, ibid p 24a
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CHAPTER XVIII.

BEPttODUOTIVB EFFECTS OP BIVEBS.

lAKE DhITAM—OROT\ Til Ol THh DPLF^ OF THE TJPl'EB BHONB IITTIQB XA.1CB

OK OKNKVA—PIAIKAIU OV lllK OklGIV Ol- lAKL BASmS-^COM'PnTATIQH OF

THF AOF 01 DFLIAS -MCINT DHOsiTS IN 3 AKK &TTPBAIOK*^D)BtFAli OF

INI AND SIA8—COXTUSK i)h THK PO—ARIIUCIAL EMBANKMENT^ OF THE FO

AND ADJO>— D»<TTA OI IHl lO, AND OTHl U RITBttS EVTFRINO THE A1)1(X*

AriC—JiAJ ID COVl>USION OF THE 01711 INTO J AND—MINERAL CHAS^CTBBE .

01 niE NEW DHOSirS— MVltlNJ- DILIA OK THE IaIO^E VARIOUS PROOFS

OP 118 INCHFASF SIONY NATURE OF ITS Dl^poSITS—COAST OF ASU MINOR

—DIITA OF IIIL Nil 1 —CHIIONOIOOICAL COMPUTATION OF TKR GROWTH OF

THE NIIL MUD AT MEMPHIS
* i

D1;LTA& If LA'KES
A

I HAVE already spoken in tlie fourteenth chapter of the

action of running water, and of the deiiudiug power of rivers,

but we can only form a just conception of the excavating

and removing force exerted by such bodies of water, when
we have the advantage of examining the reproductive effects

of the same agents: m other words, of beholding in a palpable

form the aggregate amount of matter which they have

thrown down at ceitain points in their alluvial plains, or in

the basins of lakes and seas. Yet it will appear, when we
consider the action of currents, that the growth of deltas

affords a very inadequate standanl by which tiS^easure tho

entire cai*rying power of running w’ater, since a considerable

portion of fluviatile sediment is swept far out to sea.
^

Deltas may be divided into, first, those which are fOTined

in lakes; secondly, those in inland seas, where tidefifi^

almost imperceptible; and, thirdly, those on of

the ocean. The most characteristic distinctioi|^ ^he
lacustrine and marine deltas consists in the nature ef
organic remains which become imbedded in their d<6{K»sit4|
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for, in 1Si0 $f a^^Iako, it is obTious that these moBt coilsist

exe^iMhi^j oC such genera of animals as inhabit the land or

the ^ ^ or lake ; whereas, in the other ease,

thersr'll^be an admiztcire, and most frequently a predomi-

nanOfif ^ animals which inhabit salt water* In regard,

hewi^r, to distribution of inorganic matter, the deposits

of lakes and seas are formed under very analogous circum-

stances*

—Lakes exemplify the first reproductive

operations in which rivers are engaged when they convey the

detritps of rocks and the ingredients of mineral springs from

higheir to lower regions. The accession of new land at the

month of the Rhone, at tho upper end of the Lake of Geneva,

or the Leman Lake, presents us with an example of a con-

siderate thickness of strata which have accumulated since

the historical era. This sheet of water is about 1,200 feet

above the sea, thirtj -seven miles long, and its breadth is

from two to eightymiles. The shape of the bottom ^s very

irregular, the depth having been found to vary from 20

to 160 fathoms.* The Rhoul^, where it enters at the upper

end, is turbid and discoloured; but its waters, w^here it

issnej at the town of Geneva, are beautifully clear and trans-

parent. An ancient town, called Port Vallais (Portus Valpsiro

of the Romans), once situated at the water’s edge, at the

upper end, is now more than a mile and a half inland— this

intervening alluvial tract having been acquired in about

eight centuries. The remainder of the delta consists of a

flat alluvial plain, about five or six miles in length, composed

of 0and and mud, a little raised above the level of the river,

and fbll of marshes.

Sir Hemgp^e la Beebe found, after numerous soundings

in aU parts of thS lake, that there was a pretty uniform depth

‘df from 120 to 160 fathoms throughout the central legion,

and On approaching the delta the shallowing of the bottom

to fe^'lPery sensible at a distance of about a mile and

three^Ufll^prs from the mouth of the Rhone ;
for a line

drawn fyark Giugoulph to Vevey gives a mean depth of

aoiau^ivhat less than 600 feet, and from that part to the

fie U Beebe, IBd. flul Jonnk«voI li p 107 tTan 1820
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Bhone, the flaviatile mod is always foand along the boitcan^'*

We may state, therefore, that the new strata annnaUy^{iiCO'

daced are thrown down upon a slope about two miles in

length
;

so that, notwithstanding the great depth of the

lake, the new deposits are inclined at so slight an angle,

that they'would be termed, in ordinary geological language,

horizontal. «

The strata probably consist of alternations of finer and

coarser particles ; for, during the hotter months from*Apnl

to August, when the snows melt, the volume and velocity of

the river are greatest, and large qirantities of sand, mud,

vegetable matter, and drift-wood are introduced; but during

the rest of tin* year the influx is comparatively feeble, SO

much so, that the whole lake, according to Saussure, stands

six feet lower. If, then, we could obtain a section of the

accumulation formed in the last eight centuries, we should

see a great series of strata, probably from 600 to 900 feet

thick, und nearly two miles in length, inclined at a veaty

slight angle. A much moi’e cousid_erable deposit of simUarly

stratified matter, of au age hutecedeut to the historical,

would be seen extending to the original head of the lake Jive

or six miles distant fi’oni the accumulations of the last 800

years. Simultaneously with the growth of the principal delta^

a great number of rapid toiTeuts are bringing down large

masses of sand and pebbles, and forming smaller deltas at

their mouths round the borders of the lake. The body of

water in such torrents is too small to enable them to spread

out the transported matter over so extensive an area as the

Bhone docs. Thus, for example, there is a depth of eighty

fathoms within half a mdc of the shore, immediately Of^pHO^te

the great torrent which enters east of Bipnii&a^^pn tbgt

dip of the strata in that minor delta mifst be about Ibuv

times as great as that of the deposits formed by the maifi

river at the upper extremity of the lake.f

The capacity of this basin being now ascertafitted, it

he an interesting subject of enquiry, to detemulili^ lUiiWbiKb

number of years Leman Lake will be converted dp^
land. It would not be very difficult to obtamltfae

* Se la Backe, MS. t {{j|d.
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as to approximate at least to

quai:kt% ^ ^tiine rieqttired. for the accomplishmeut of the

kreei^ t^umber of 4^bie feet of water annuallj dis*

the river into the lake being estimated, experi-

mmita be made in the winter and summer months, to

deteimiit^ 1^6 proportion of matter held in suspension or in

chemical solution by the Bhone. It would be also necessary

to allow for the heavier matter drifted along at the bottom,

which might be estimated on hydrostatic principles, when,

the average aze of the gravel and the volume and velocity of

the stream at different seasons were known. Supposing all

these observations to have been made, it w^ould be more easy

to calculate the future than the former progress of the delta

^

bewme it would be a laboriouh task to ascertain, with any

degree^ of precision, the original depth and extent of that

part of the lake which is aln^ady filled up. Even if this

information were actually obtained by borings, it would only

enable us to approximate within a certain number of Seiitu-

rtes to the time when tlit; Rhone began to form its present

delta} but this would not giv(^\is the date of the origin of

the Leman Lake in its present form, because the river may
have Sowed into it for thousands of years, without importing

ttUy eediment whatever. Such would h.ive been the case, if

the waters had first passed through a chain of u}>per lakes

;

and that this was actually the fact, seems indicated by the

course of the Rhone between Martigny and the Lake of

Oeneva, and, still more decidedly, by the channels of many
of its^principal feeders.

Jf we ascend, for example, the valley through which the

Branse flows, we find that it consists of a succession of

basins, one jshgifre the other, in each of which there is a wide

ei^panse of flat alluvial lands, separated from the next basin

a roeky gorge, once perhaps the barrier of a lake. The

liver SM^ms to have filled these lakes, one after the other,

apd fojbitvo piftrtially cut through the barriers, some of which

it ii# ®i^N^Nally eroding to a greater depth. Before,

iherefol^ we can pretend even to hazard a conjecture as to

which the principal delta of Lake Leman or any

deEta c<mimeUced, we must be thoroughly acquainted
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with the geographical featnres and geological

whole system of higher Talleys which oommimiGatte ilvwbi

main stream, and all the changes which they hare

gone since the last series of convulsions which agitated and
altered the fare of the country.

Playfair, in his ‘ Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory of

the Earth,’ after declaring that he agreed in opinion with the

Scotch geologist that the principal valleys of the Alps and

other mountains have been excavated by rivers, frankly^natits

that the Lake of Geneva seems to offer an objection to that

theory. The valley above is so deep and broad, that the mar
terials removed from it ought to have tilled up the lake again

and again ‘on any reasonable supposition concerning its

original magnitude.’ What has become of all the materials

which the Ehone has brought down from the higher ri^gion?

To explain away the difficulty, he suggests, among other

hypotheses, that the lake had no existence while the river was

erodiiig the valley oboye. Part, both of the rising and

sinking of the land, he observes, h^is happened within periods

comparatively moJem. ‘TSs elevations and depressions

may not be the same for every spot; they may be partial, and

one part of a stratum or body of strata may rise to a gflreater

height or be more depressed than another. It is not Impos-

sible that this process may affect the depth of lakes and

change the relative level of their sides and bottom.* * The
Vallais,’ he also adds, ‘ which we consider as the work of the

Rhone, may not lia\e owed all its inequalities to the running

of water. It may, when the Alps rose out of the sea, have

included many depressions of the surface which the river

joined together, and from being a series of lakes formed into

one great valle} .’ t A suggestion has lately made, that

the rock-basin which the Lake of Geneva fflls may have been

scooped out by ice. That it was once occupied by a glacidr

I fully admit, but that the action of the glacier hollowed

the cavity is an hypothesis which appears to me
tenable, for reasons which I l»ave explained elsewhere4

* Plajfair Illustrationb of Hut- f Elements of Ooology, ^
toman Theory, p 366 1865, p 170 , and

t Ibid p 367. p 160 ^
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' Sv^erio)* is the largest body of fresh

anv^^llis srorld^ hei^ eibove 1,700 geographical miles in

Sllteii we fcdlow the siueosities of its coasts,

fild. frs Isngih, on n oorved line drawn through its centre,

he^g more than 400, and its extreme breadth above 150

geografluoal miles. Its surface is nearly as large as the

Wh<^ of ISnghmd proper. Its average depth varies from 80

to 150 Ibthoms ; but, according to Captain Bayfield, there is

rmwomto think that its greatest depth would not be overrated

at 200 frithoms, so that its bottom is, in some parts, nearly 600

fret below the level of the Atlantic, its surface being about

as much above it. There are appearances in different parts

of this, as of the other Canadian lakes, leading us to infer

that its waters formerly occupied a higher level than they

reach .at present ;
for at a considerable distance from the

present shores, parallel l^es of rolled stones and sand are

seen rising one above the other, like the seats of an amphi-

theatre. These ancient lines of shingle are exactly i^ilar

to the present beaches in most bays, and they often attain an

elevation of 40 or 50 feet, aa^ sometimes several hundred

feet, shove the present level. The heaviest gales of wind do

not rdise the water more than three or four feet, and the

loose materials, says Agassiz, which lie within the action of

heavy storms, are entirely deprived of vegetation, whereas

the set of beaches next above are covered by a few crypto-

gamouB and herbaceous plants. At a still higher level, and

retreating more and more from the shores, are terraces on

which grow shrubs and small trees, and above these older

beadles are precipitous banks cut out of loose materials,

which must have been worn for a considerable time by the

aorion of th^i^aves. Six, ten, and even fifteen such terraces

may sometimes bS distinguished one above the other. All

th^ beaches and terraces are composed of remodelled glacial

drift, the stones having lost more or less of their scratches

mid polished appearance, and having been rolled into ordinary

Agassiz, when diseassing tim question how so

many changes may have been produced in the level of the old

d^iore of the lake, inelines to the opinion that the land has

m. X. SB
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risen nnequallj, rather than that the waters have heeti

repeatedly lowered by the snocessive wearing down or re^

moval of the barrier on the side where it is lowest at preasnt*'*^

If we are compelled to grant that such inequalities of laove-

ment hpTe occurred in Post-glacial times, we may W0}1

suppose that others of far greater extent contributed^ bieilbte

and during the Glacial period, to form the basin of the

lake itself.

The streams which discharge their waters into liOlte

Superior, without reckoning many of smaller size, are serend

hundred in number ;
and the quantity of water supplied by

them is many times greater than that discharged at the

Palls of St. Mary, the only outlet. The evaporation, there-

fore, is very great, and such as might be expected from so

vast an extent of surface. On the northern side, which is

encircled by mountains of old crystalline rock, the rivers

sweep^ in many large boulders with smaller gravel and sand,

chiefly composed of granitic and trap roefl^s* There are also

currents in the lake in varioqs directions, caused by the con-

tinual prevalence of strong winds, and to their influence we
may attribute the diffusion of finer mud far and wide over

great areas
;

for by numerous soundings made during Capt.

Bayfield’s survey, it was ascertained that the bottom consists

generally of a very adhesive clay, containing shells of the

species at present existing in the lake. When exposed to

the air, this clay immediately becomes so indurated as to

require a smart blow of the hammer to break it. It effer-

vesces slightly with diluted nitric acid, and is of different

colours in different parts of the lake ; in one district bine, in

another red, and in a third white, hardening into a substance

resembling pipeclay.f From these 8tatemenl3l>«4he geologist

will not fail to remark how closely these recent lacustrine

formations in America resemble the tertiary argillaceous afid

calcareous marls of lacustrine origin in Central Pranoe.^ hx

both cases many of the genera of shells most abundant^ M
Lymnea and Flanorbis, are the same ; and in regard i6 other

.

* Agassiz, Lake Supenor, p 416

t Trans of Lit and Hist Soc. of Quebec, voL i. p* S. IS39,
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dia^sses iaf wpas^ remains there must he the closest analogy^

m I shsjB eaSearonr more fnllj to explain Avhen speaking of

the Iphe^ing of plants and animals in recent deposits.

DELTAS OF INLAND SEAS.

}iMsii:rg thus briefly considered some of the lacustrine

deliM now in progress, we may next turn our attention to

those of inland seas.

. Deltas of the Po and Adige .—The Po affords an instructive

example of the manner in which a great river bears down to

the sea the matter poured into it by a multitude of tributaries

descending from lofty chains of mountains. It has been

calculated by Mr. Geikie that this river removes one foot of

rock frpm the general surfiice of its basin in 729 years.* The

changes gradually effectedJn the great plain of Northern Italy

since the time of the Roman republic are considerable. T3x-

tensive lakes and marshes have been gradually tilled i>p, as

those near Placentia, Paring, and t^iemoiia, and many have

been drained naturally by ihe deepening of the beds of rivers.

Deserted river-courses are not unfiequent, as that of the

Serio Morto, which formerly fell into the Adda, in Lombardy.

The Po also itself has often deviated lioui its course, having,

after the year 1390, deserted part of the toiiitory of Cremona,

and invaded that of Parma ; its old channel being stjll re-

cognisable, and bearing the name of Po Morto. There is

also an old channel of the Po in the territory of Parma, called

Po Vecchio, which was abandoned in the ^twelfth century,

when a great number of towns were destroyed.

To check these and similar aberrations, a geneial system

of embanknagp'*’ has been adopted ; and the Po, Adige, and

almost all tneir trtbutaries, are now confined between high

artificial banks. The increased velocity acquired by streams

thus closed in, enables them to convey a much larger portion

iOf foreign matter to the sea ; and, consequently, the deltas

of the Po and Adige have gained far more rapidly on the

Adriatic since the practice of embankment became almost

tmiversaJ. But, although more sediment is borne to the sea,

* TnuM. Oeol. 8oc. of Glasgow^ 1868, vol iii p 164

a B 2
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part of the sand and mud, which in the natural state of

things would be spread out by annual inundations over #ie

plain, now subsides in the bottom of the river-channels j fm&f

their capacity being thereby diminished, it is necessary, in

order to prevent inundations in the following spring, to ex^

tract matter from the bed, and to add it to the banks of the

river. Hence it happens that these streams npw traverse

the plain on the toj) of high mounds, like the waters of

aqueducts, and at Ferrara the surface of the Po has itoeome

more elevated than the roofs ofthe houses.* The magnitude

of these barriers is a subject of increasing expense and

anxiety, it having been sometimes found necessary to give

an additional height of nearly one foot to the banks of the

Adige and Po in a single season.

The practice of embankment was adopted on Some of the

Italian rivers as early as the thirt«senth century ;
and Dante,

writing in the b('ginning of the fourteenth, describes, in the

seventh circle of hell, u rivulet of tears, separated from a

burning sandy desert by enjbankments ^like those which,

between Ghent and Bruges, were raised against the ocean, or

those which the Paduans had erected along the Brenta to

defend their villas on the melting of the Alpine snows.^

Quale i Fiamoiinglii tra Guzzante o Bruggia,

Temendo il fiotto che in vor lor 9’ awenta,

Faniio lo scliermo, perch^ il mar si fuggia
;

E quale i Pado^ an lungo la Brenta, .

Per difender lor ville e lor castelli,

Auzi che Chiarentana il caldo senta.

In/emo, Ganto xv.

In the Adriatic, from the northern part of the Gulf of

Trieste, where the Isonzo enters, down to south of

Ravenna, there is an uninterrupted series of reemit aoces*

sions of land, more than 100 miles in length, which within

the last 2,000 years has increased from two to twmfy mhff

in breadth. A line of sand-bars of great length has ]been

formed neaidy all along the western coast of this gulf,
'

side of which are lagunes, such as those of Venice, and

large lagune of Comacchio, 20 miles in diameter.

^ Prony, see Cuvier, Disc, prelim, p. HS,
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dieponiied m4i3 brought down hj the streams is contintially

tibo 44pth of the lagrmes^ and converting part

fbeia ateadom.'’^ The Isonzo, Tagliamento, Fiave,

Bx8fdift> Adige, and Po, besides many other inferior rivers,

eontribnte to this advance of the coast-line and to the

dballovittg of the lagnnes and the golf.

The Po and the Adige may now be considered as entering

one common delta, for two branches of the Adige are con-

nectedfwith arms of the Po, and thus the principal delta

has been pushed out beyo'od those bars which separate the

lagunes from the sea. The rate of the advance of this new
land has bemi accelerated, as before stated, since the system

of embanking the rivers became geneial, especially at that

point where the Po and Adige enter. The waters are no

longen peimitted to spread themselves far and wide over the

plains, and to leave behii^d them the larger portion of their

sediment. Mountain torrents also have become more turbid

since the clearing away of foiests, which once clothed the

southern flanks of the Alps. It is calculated that the mean
rate of advance of the delta* of the Po on the Adriatic

between the years 1200 and 1600 was 25 jards or metres a

year, whereas the mean annual gam from 1600 to 1801 was

70 metres.!

Adria was a seaport in the time of Augustus, and had, in

ancient times, given its name to the gulf
; it is now about

twenty Italian miles inland. Eaveniia was also a seaport,

and is now about four miles from the main sea. Yet, even

before the practice of embankment was introduced, the

alluvium of the Po advanced with rapidity on the Adriatic

;

for Spina, a very ancient city, originally built in the district

of BaivenT\^, tft the mouth of a great arm of the Po, was, so

eaidy os the commencement of our era, eleven miles distant

dksQi the sea.^

But although BO many rivers are rapidly converting the

Adjritttio into land, it appears, by the observations of M.

'&at since the time of the Eomans there has been a

* 8«# D» Bfaumont, Qiologi« pta- pvtiini.

voL i. pL SZS. 1M4. J Brocchi, Conch. Fom. Snbap toI, «.

t SMny, entd by Cuvier, Ihesunn p. IIS.
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general subsidence of the coast and bed of this sea in tbe

same region to the amount of five feet, so that the advance

of the new-made land has not been so fast as it would have

been had the level of the coast remained unaltered. The
signs of a much greater depression anterior to the historical

period have also been brought to light by an Artesian well,

bored at Venice in 1817, to the depth of more than 400 feet,

which still failed to penetrate through the modern fluviatile

deposit. The auger passed chiefly through beds of s^nd and

clay; but at four several dejjths, one of them very near the

bottom of the excavation, it pierced beds of turf, or accumu-

lations c»f vegetable matter, precisely similar to those now
formed superficially on the extreme borders of the Adriatic.

Hence we learn that a considerable area of what was once

land lias sunk down 400 feet in the course of ages^*

The greatest depth of the Adriatic, between Dalmatia and

the mouths of the Po, is twenty-two fathoms; but a large

part ef the Gulf of Trieste and (he Adriatic, opposite Venice,

is less than twelve fathoms de§p. Farther to the south,

where it is less jiffectcd by thddnflux of great rivers, the gulf

deepens considerably. Donati, after dredging the bottom,

discovei'ed the new deposits to consist partly of muH and

partly of rock, tlie rock being formed of calcareous matter,

incrusting shells. He also ascertained that particular species

of teslacea were grouiJed together in certain places, and were
becoming slowly incorporated with the mud or calcareous

precipitates.! Olivi, also, found some deposits of sand, and
others of mud, extending half-way across the gulf; and he

states that their distribution along the bottom was evidently

determined by the prevailing current.]; It is probable, there-

fore, that the finer sediment of all the rivers at^the head of

the Adriatic may be intermingled by the influence of the cur-

rent ;
and all the central parts of the gulf may be considered

as slowly filling up with horizontal deposits, similar to those

of the Subapennine hills, and containing many of the same
species of shells. The Po merely introduces at present fine

* ArchiAC. Hifitoire dos Progris de la i. p, 39.

Giol. 1848, Tol. a. p. 232. ] Ibid. tol. ii. p. U
t Brocchi, CoDCh. Foss. Subap. vol.
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oa&d imd mud, for it oarries no pebbles &ttber Him the spot

mbsaee it joins the Trebia, vest of Piacenza. At the northern

borders of the Gulf of Trieste, the Isouzo, Tagliamento, and

ntieny other streams, are forming immense beds of sand and
some conglomerate ; for here some high mountains of Alpine

limestone approach within a few miles of the sea.

In the time of the Bomans, the hot baths of Monfalcone

were on one of several islands of Alpine limestone, between

whioh>and the mainland, on the north, was a channel of the

sea, about a mile broad. This channel is now converted into

a grassy plain, which surrounds the island on all sides.

Among the numerous changes on this coast, we find that the

present channel of the Isonzo is several miles to the west of

its ancient bed, in part of wliich, at Konchi, the old Eoman
bridge which crossed the Via Appia was lately found buried

in fluviatile silt.

Marine delta of ike iJhone.—Tlie lacustrine delta of the

Bhone in Switzerland has alieaJy been considered (l^413)

;

its contemporaneous inanne delta* may now be described.

Scarcely has the river passed^it of the Lake of Geneva before

its pure waters are again filled with sand and sediment by

the ftnpetuous Arve, descending from the highest Alps, and

bearing along in its current the granitic sand and impalpable

mud annually brought down by the glaciers of Mont Blanc.*

The Bhone afterwards receives vast contributions of trans-

ported matter from the Alps of Uauphiny, and the primary

and volcanic mountains of Central France; and when at

length it enters the Mediterranean, it discolours the blue

waters of that sea with a whitish sediment, for the distance

of between six and seven miles, throughout which space the

current of fresh water is perceptible.

Strabo^ description of the delta is so inapplicable to its

|)resent configuration, as to attest a complete alteration in

the physical features of the country since the Augustan age«

It appears, however, that the head of the delta, or the point

at which it begins to ramify, has remained unaltered since the

time of Pliny, for he states that the Bhone divided itself at

Aries into two arms. This is the case at present; one of

the braiudies, the western, being now called Le Petit Bhone,
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which is again subdivided befoi-e entering the Mediternuiefliii«

The advance of the base of the delta, in the last eil^taen

centuries, is demonstrated bj many curious antiquaris^

monuments. The most striking of these is the great and
unnatural detour of the old Roman road fiom XJgemupi to

Beziers (hcet^rrcB), which went round by Nismes (Nemtxmm)*

It is clear that, when this was first constructed, it was

possible to pass in a direct line, as now, across the deltoi^ and

that either the sea or marshes intervened in a tract now con-

sisting of terra lirma.* Astruc also remarks, that all the

places on low lands, lying to the north of the old Roman road

between Nismes and Beziers, have names of Celtic origin,

evidently given to them by the first inhabitants of the

country; whereas, the places lying south of that rOad,

towards the sea, have names of Latin derivation, " and were

clearly founded after the Roman li^nguage had been intro-

duced.

AnMier proof, also, of the great extent ^of land which has

come into existence since the Romans conquered and colo-

nised Gaul, is derived fioin th^fact, that the Roman writers

never mention the thermal waters of Balaruc in the delta,

although they were well acquainted with those of Aix, and

others still more distant, and attached great importance to

'them, as they invaiiably did to all hot springs. The waters of

Balaruc, therefore, must have formerly issued under the sea

—a common phenomenon on the bordeis of the Mediter-

ranean ; and on the advance of the delta they continued to

flow out through the new deposits.

Among the more direct proofs of the increase of land, we
find that Meso, described under the appellation of

Collis by Pomponius Mela,t and stated by him to be nearly

an island, is now for inland. Notre-Dame*^ des Ports, also,

was a harbour in 898, and is now two leagues fix>m the sho^r^t

Fsalmodi was an island in 815, and is now two leagues

the sea. Several old lines of towers and sea-marks occur at

different distances from the present coast, all indioai^g tlfaB

Successive retreat of the sea, for each line has in iMst

* d'Astruc, cited by Von Hoff, vol. i p. 28$.

t lab. 5i. c. v
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ItiMoiittf -Kijiele&B io mttrinere ; nrhich may well be oonceiTecl»

i)fe state tiblt tbeTower ofTignaux, erected on the shore

lio leite as the year 1787, is already a mile remote from it.*

By the confluence of the Bhoiie and the currents of the

He^temuiean, driven by winds from the south, sand-bars

often formed across the mouths of the river : by these

s^eane oonsiderable spaces become parted off from the sea,

a-pd subsequently from the river also, when it shifts its chan-

nels of ^ux. As some of these lagunes are subject to the

‘occasional ingress of the river when flooded, and of the sea

during storms, they are alternately salt and fresh. Others,

after being fiUed with salt water, are often lowered by evapo-

ration till they become more salt than the sea ; and it has

happened, bccasionally, that a considerable precipitate of

chloride of sodium has taken place in these natural salterns.

During the latter part of Napoleon’s career, when the excise

laws were enforced with extreme rigour, the police was em-
ployed to preventisuch salt from being used. The flilhriatile

and marine shells inclosed ip tliesc small lakes often live

together in brackish water ;* but the uncongenial nature of

the fluid usually produces a dwarfish Bi/.e, and sometimes

gives rise to strange varieties in form and colour.

Captain Smyth, in his survey of the coast of the Medi-

terranean, found the sea, opposite the mouth of the Ehone, to

deepen graduallyfrom four to forty fathoms, within a distance

of six or seven miles, over which the discoloured fresh water

extends. The inclination of the new deposits must be too

slight to be appreciable, the slope beings about a tenth of

that already mentioned in the Lake of Geneva (p. 41 3), which

would appear to the eye, in sections of the length usually

exhibited#>in quarries, as horizontal. When the wind blew

pata the south-west, the ships employed in the survey were

obliged to quit their moorings
; and when they returned, the

now Sand-banks in the delta were found covered over with a

graft nbundanoe of marine shells. By this means we learn

oocarional beds of drifted marine shells may become

IfterStratified with fresh-water strata at a river’s mouth.

* BowAa OboiOgmiAle at Hiit d« Frovmce, toI i. p 23, cited by Vo<t HoC
vol. i. p.
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Stony natwre of its deports.—That a great proparttou, at

least, of the new deposit in the delta of the Rhone conrists of

rocJfc, and not of loose incoherent matter, is perfectly ascer-

tained. In the Museum at Montpelier is a cannon taken tip

from the sea near the mouth of the river, imbedded in a crys^

talline calcareous rock. Large masses, also, are continually

taken up of an arenaceous rock, cemented by calcareous

matter including multitudes of broken shells of recent species.

The observations in the nineteenth century made <Jn this

subject corroborate the former statement of Marsilli in the

eighteenth, that the earthy deposits of the coast of Languedoc

form a stony substance, for winch reason he ascribes a certain

bituminous, saline, and glutinous nature to the substances

brought down with sand by the Rhone.* If the number of

mineral springs charged with carbonate of lime -which fall

into tlie Rhone and its feeders injdifferent parts of Franco

be considered, we shall feel no surprise at the lapidification

of tlnriiewly-deposil-ed s^pdiment in this d^ta. It should be

remembered, that the fresh water introduced by rivers, being

lighter ihan the \Nator of the ftea, floats over the latter, and

remains upon llie surface for a considerable distance. Con-

sequently it is exposed to as much evaporation as the waters

of a lake
;
and the area over which the river water is spread,

at the junction of great rivers and the sea, may well be com-

pared, in point of extent, to that of considerable lakes.

Now, it is well known, that so great is the quantity of water

carried off by evai)oratioii in some lakes, that it is nearly

equal to the water flowing in
;
and in some inland seas, as

the Caspian, it is quite equal. We may, therefore, well sup-

pose that, in cases where a strong current does not interfere,

the greater portion not only of the matter held mechanically

in suspension, but of tliat also which is in cliemical solution,

may be precipitated at no great distance from the shore*

When these finer ingredients are extremely small in quantity,

they may only siifiBce to supply crustaoeous animals, corals,

and marine plants, with the earthy particles necessal^ for

their secretions ;
but whenever ijt is in excess (as genersBy

happens if the basin of a river lie partly in a district of active

* Hist. phjs. do la Mer.
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or ^srtiiict YolcazK>B)9 tlien will solid deposits be formed, and

the shells will at once be included in a rockj mass.

Depo^Us on the coast of Asia Minor .—Examples of the ad-

vance of the land upon the sea are afforded by the southern

coast of Asia Minor. Admiral Sir F. Beaufort has pointed

out in his survey the great alterations effected since the time

of Strabo, where havens are filled up, islands joihod to the

mainland, and where the whole continent luis increased many
miles *in extent. Strabo liimself, on comparing the outline

.of the coast in his time with its ancient state, was convinced,

like our countryman, that it had gainotl very considerably

npon the sea. The new-formed strata of Asia Minor consist

of stonCf not of loose incoherent materials. Almost all the

streamlets and rivers, like many of those in Tuscany and the

south, of Italy, hold abundance of carbonate of lime in solu-

tion, and precipitate travertin, or sometimes bind together

the sand and gravel into solid sandstones and conglomerates.

Every delta and tjand-bar thns a(‘(piires solidity, which often

prevents streams from f^vcing their way through them, so

that their mouths are constutrtly (‘hanging their position.*

Delta of the Nile.—That Egypt was ‘ the gift of the Nile,’

was %he opinion of her priests before the time of Hero-

dotus ; and there can be no doubt that the fertility of the

alluvial plain above Cairo, and the very (existence of the

delta below that city, are due to the action of the great river,

or to its powe^ of transporting mud from the interior of

Africa, and depositing it on its inundated plains, as well as

on that space which has been reclaimed ft-pin the Mediterra-

nean, and converted into land.

The depth of the Mediterranean is about twelve fathoms

at a smaU distance from the shore of the delta; it after-

wards increases^gradually to 50, and then suddenly descends

to 380 fathoms. We learn from Lieut. Newbold that nothing

but the finest and lightest ingredients reach the Mediterra-

nean, where he has observed the sea discoloured by them
to the distance of 40 miles from the shore.t The small

^ Emmania, oar a brief deecription t Quart. Jouni. 0-eot iioe, 1848, voL

df the Coaet of Asia Minor, Lon- ir. p. 342.

d<m, 1817.
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progress of the delta in the last 2,000 years affords, perhaps,

no measure tor estimating its rate of growth before it had en-

croached so much upon the coast-line of the Mediterranean.

A powerful current now sweeps along the shores of Africa,

from the Straits of Gibraltar to the prominent convexity

of Egypt, the western side of which is continually the prey

of the waves ; so that not only are fresh accessions of land

checked, but ancient parts of the delta are carried away.

By this cause Canopus and some other towns have been

overwhelmed. The marine current alluded to is caused by
the prevalence for nine months of the year of winds fi*om the

north-west, but they turn in the opposite direction when-

ever, during the remaining months, a wind sets in from the

east. Another reason, however, for the slow advance of the

delta for the last two or three thousand years, is the slow

subsidence of the land, to which allusion will be made in the

sequel.

The Nile for the last 1 500 miles of its CQurse is not joined

by a single tributary, great or small
j
a geographical pecu-

liarity exhibited by no other river in the world. In Nubia,

however, during violent thunderstorms, temporary torrents

are sometimes formed, some of them as low down as be-

tween the first and second cataracts, which wash gravel,

sand, and mud into the Nile. The winds also blow clouds

of sand into it from the desert where the valley is narrow

above the first cataract. About 100 miles, above Cairo, or

200 from the sea, the average width of the valley is about five

miles
;
and I am informed by the Rev. Barham Zincke, who

has lately returned from Egypt (1871), that the bluffs which

bound the plain on the east and west, are composed, some of

them of limestone and some of sandstone, and are^about 400

feet high. In sailing up the stream for about 460 miles,

sometimes the eastern and sometimes the western bluff is in

sight, and they conveyed to him the appearance of having

been cut by the Nile, as if the river had excavated its own
valley. But when we arrive at the first cataract at As«i|i^uan^

the rocks, being formed of granite, seem to have afforded

greater resistance to the erosive power of the river, which

there flows through a narrow gorge instead of a wide aUutrisl^

plaim
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In pming through so mitny degrees of latitude exposed
to a hot sun aad to arid muds blowing from the surround**

iug deserts^ i&e riyer loses much of its water by evapora*

tiou, especially where it is spread out over the plains during

the season of inundation, which lasts about four months*

The aediment annually left behind on the plain consists of

an extremely thin film of matter, most of the mud being

thrown down on the banks, which here, as in all other great

rivers^ are higher than the fiat region between them and

. the heights bounding the valley on each side, so that during

the flood season the banks are seen alone emerging above

the waters, and forming two long narrow strips of land.

The base of the delta is more than 200 miles in length, if

we include* in it all that part of the coast which intervenes

between the ancient extreme eastern and western arms
; but

these are blocked up at present; and that part ofthe coast-line,

about 90 miles in length, which extends from the Rosetta to

the Damietta branches is the only portion now usually called

the Delta. The diameter of this low tract from south to

north, or from the coast to^e head of the delta near Cairo

(or to the ancient site of Memphis, thirty miles distant on

the other side of the river), is about 100 miles. In this re-

gion the rate of the deposition of sediment is considerably

less than in the alluvial plain above, owing to the wide spread

of the waters east and west. The height of the river at

Assouan or the, ancient Philm, where the first cataract occurs,

is 800 feet above its level at Cairo, a distance of 555 statute

miles, following the course of the river, which gives an ave-

rage fell of rather more than half a ioot (0*486 inches)

per mile ;
but the fall between the head of the delta and the

sea is much less considerable. According to Sir J. C. Wil-

kinson, ^e allifVial matter formed in 1,700 years on the land

*about Elephantine, or near the first cataract, Lit. 2 1® 5', is

about 9 feet in thickness; at Thebes, lat. 25® 45', about

7 feet in the same period ; and at Heliopolis and Cairo,

lat. 80% abont 6 feet 10 inches ; and the amount is consider-

ably less at Bosetta and the other mouths of the Nile,

lat. 81® SV.

The bed of the Nile always keeps pace with the general

elevation of the soil <rf Egypt; and the river-banks, like
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those of the Mississippi and its tribotaries (see p. 439), am
much higher than the flat land at a distance, so that they

are seldom covered, as before mentioned (p. 429), during the

highest inundations. In consequence of the gradual rise of

the river’ < bed, the annual flood is continually spreading over

a wider area, and the alluvial soil encroaches on the desert,

covering, to the depth of several feet or yards, the base of

statues and temples which the waters never reached 8,000

years ago. Although the sands of the Libyan deserter have

in some places been drifted into the valley of the Nile, yet

these aggressicnis, says Wilkinson, are far more than counter-

balanced by fhe fertilising effect of the water which now
reaches further inland towards the desert, so that the number

of square miles of arable soil is greater at present than at

any previous period.

The composition of the Nile-mud resembles very closely

that of the Loess or old inundation mud of the Hhine. The
followhig careful analysis is given of it by L{j.88aigne:* Silica,

42*50
;
alumina, 24*25

;
carbonate ef lime, 3*85

;
peroxide of

iron, 13*65; magnesia, 1*05; carbonate of magnesia, 1*20;

humic acid, 2*80; water, 10*70. It was shown by recent

borings, which will presently be mentioned, to be 'very

generally devoid of stratification, except near the margin of

the valley, where violent winds have blown quartzose sand

from the adjacent deserts, so as to cause alternations of sand

and loam in thin layers. It is also stated that around Cairo,

where artificial excavations have been made, or in other

places where the river has undermined its banks, the mud is

divided into layers of different colours, each of them not

exceeding a sheet of thin p.isteboard in thickness.

The late Mr. L. floruer, F.E.S., was of opinion that the

general absence of all indication of successive deposition

might be attributed to the extreme thinness of the layer ol'

matter annually thrown down on the greater part <rf the

alluvial plain. The tenuity of this layer is shch as not to

average, according to the best observers, six inched 'in &
century. The new superficial deposit, which is added to-*

soil already softened by a submergence of several tnonihs,

* Quart. G-eol. Joum. 1849, vol. v. p. 20. Memoiis.
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W iodifttitigioiBliable frotix it* Be^p shrinkage oraoks
Are fcmed both in the new and old soil, where ttiey have
been exposed to a hot sun, and into these is drifted dust,

raised in douds by the winds. The action also of worms,
insects, and the roots of plants, must be added to these dis-

turbing causes, so that it is evident that no distinction can
be left between the deposits of two successive years, even
at points where the labours of the agriculturist have not

intervsned to annihilate all lines of separation.

,
As the pyramids and other monuments of Egypt carry us

back to prehistoric times of more ancient date than do any
equally authentic memorials yet known in other lands, it is

there, if anywhere, that we may hope to obtain data for esti-

mating roughly at least the number of years which have been
requirfd to bring about a given amount of change in the

alluvial plain of a great river.

Herodotus observes, ‘ that the country round Memphis
seemed formerly to have been an arm of the sea gradually

filled by the Nile, in the sjyne manner as the Meander, Ache-
lous, and other streams, had fofmed deltas. Egypt, therefore,’

he says, ‘ like the Red Sea, was once a long narrow bay, and
both gulfs were separated bj a small neck of land. If the

Nile,’ he adds, ‘should by any means ha^e an issue into the

Arabian Gulf, it might choke it up with earth in 20,000 or

even, perhaps, in 10,000 years ; and why may not the Nile

have filled a still greater gulf with mud in the space of time

which has passed before our age ?
’ ^

Mr, Homer suggested to the Royal Society, in 185C,

that they should have excavations and borings made in the

alluvial plain of the Nile, with a view of ascertaining the

thickness of the mud which had accumulated round the

base of the obellisk at Heliopolis and the pedestal of the

statue of Raineses at Memphis, the object being to obt.iin a

chronometric scale, by ascertaining what thickness of sedi-

bad been formed in a given time, and applying that

ISOaSe f&r measuring the antiquity of similar mud previously

thrown down on the site of those monuments before their

erection. The most important result was obtained from an

Euterpe. XI.
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excavation and bt^g n»de near the bane of Ifafe

the colossal statne of Bazneses, the mid^ of srjbosjM^

according to Lepsins, was 1861 years b>o.'^ AnMnnii^^
Mr. Horner* that the lower part of the platfbnn

tion e (fig, 36) was 14| inches below the sBf&ce

ground, or ^lluvial flat a b, at the time it was laldy

been formed between that period and the year i,0«

Fig 86.

JVtle Mud M2e Mud

Flection to explain the thickncse of Kile mud on the site of the pedestal of

the statue of Kamoses at Memphis.

a b Supposed level of the great Plain when the foundation

of the pedestal was laid

c Level of lowest part of foundation of pedestal.

d e Thiokness of mud accumulated since the erection of

the pedestal.

fg Shaft, 16 ft. deep, sunk near the pedostaf.

y h Boring earned down 14 It. below the bottom of the

shait to the junction of the Nile mud with the

underlying desert sand.

t k, Mounils thrown up to protect the area of the TeiOple

from the inundations of the Nile.

fm Present level of the alluvial plain of the Kile.

during a space of 3,211 years, a deposit of 9 feet 4
from d to e round the pedestal, which gives a mean
of 3^ inches in a hundred years. It was farther aiK

“ ^

by sinking a shaft/ jr near the pedestal, and hj

the same place carried to the additiCBal

below the level of the old plain a b the thn^M^ i

* Honiat, On Allvnal Land of Egypt, ^U. SVan.

Mm

,
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mud/ h resting on desert sand amounted to 32 feet ; and it

was therefore inferred by Mr. Horner that the lowest layer

at h (in which a fragment of burnt brick was found) was

more than 18,000 years old, or was deposited 13,496 years

before the year 1850, when the boring was made.

The date of the reign of Rameses has been a matter of

discussion
;
but, even if antiquaries should differ by a few

centuries, the era fixed by Lcpsius may be taken as a sufli-

cient approximation to the truth to be available for the object

here proposed.

To this mode of computation it was objected by Mr.

Samuel Sharpe, that the Egyptians were in the habit of

enclosing with embankments such as i fr, fig. 30, the areas

on which they erected temples and statues, so as to exclude

the waters .of the Nile. Herodotus tells us that in his time

those spots from wdiich the Nile waters had in this manner
been shut out for centuries apiiearo<l sunk, and could be

looked down into from the suiToundijig ground, that gwjuiul

having been raised by the gradual accumulation of sodinieiit

resulting from the annual inundations. The whole tliickness

therefore rZ c of 9 feet 4 inches of mud in which th(‘ pedestal

of the •statue was buried, instead of indicating 3,21 5 years, is

simply the produce of the much shorter p(*riod which has

elapsed since Memphis fell into decay, or since the mounds
i h gave way and allowed the river to iiiundate the site of

the statue. But Sir John Lubbock, in reply to this objec-

tion, has truly remarked that what \ve are really in st^arch of

is the extent to which the flat plain of Aterapl^is / w lias becui

raised by the accumulation of Nile sediment since the statue

was erected; and although the river when it broke through

the embankments and washed mud from them into tl»e enclo-

sure miglif iierliaps in a few years raise the cnelos(*d area up

to'tlie level of the great plain outside I m, yet it could m*ver

heighten that area above the general level. The exceptional

rapidity of accumulation, observes Sir J. Lubbock, would only

be the complement of the exceptional want of deposition

which had preceded.*

Mi\ A. R. Wallace, on reading my Antiquity ofMan, p. 30,

* ^t 3 . Lubbock, The Header, March 20, 1804
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sent me this same answer to Mr. Sharpe’s objection, which

had occurred to him independently. The explanation will

perhaps remove some of the difficulties which Mr. Franks and

other antiquaries experienced in regard to the date assigned

by Mr. Horner, in accordance with his scale, to several pieces

of sculptlire and pottery found at different levels in sinking

through the ten feet of soil e (7, in which the lower part of

the pedestal was buried. It is most desirable, however, that

fresh enquiries should be made to extend and verify the

observations already so successfully begun by Mr. Homer,

with the assistance of a native engineer, Hekekyan Bey, and

under the auspices of the Eoyal Society, liberally assisted by

the late Viceroy of Egypt.

In all calculations referring to the growth of alluvial

deposits, or to the effects of aqueous denudation, our chief

difficulty in geology arises from our inability to measure

correctly the accompanying movements of the land. The

position of certain tombs near Alexandria, and their present

level relatively to the Mediterrane^xn, andtke ruins of certain

towns half submerged in thdXiake Menzaleh, are generally

admitted to imply that there has been a sinking of the land

in Egypt within the historical period. ®

The occurrence of former oscillations of level is also attested

by th(' existence, at different heights, from 30 to 100 feet and

U2)wards, above the level of the present alluvial plain, of a

succession of terraces composed of fluviatile alluvium. In

these Messrs. Adams and Murio have detected fossil shells of

the same species ns those now inhabiting the waters of the

Nile, such as A^thcria semilunata^ Iridina nilotica^ Bulimus

Cyrena flnininalis. The last-mentioned shell is

familiar to us as being so common in the ancient or Post-

pliocene river-deposits of the Thames, in *Londofi and the

neighbourhood, in which the bones of a hippopotamus and

other extinct animals are found.

Such terraces occur both above and below the first cata-

ract; in one of them, at Kalabsh4 in Nubia, the molar, teeth

of a large hippopotamus were obtained, and were identified

by the late Dr. Falconer with the species now living in the

Nile.
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These and other proofs of gradual movements which have

occurred in Post-tertiary times, in Egypt, might have been

looked for by geologists, after they had come by independent

researches to the conclusion, that tlie northern borders of the

Red Sea and a large part of the Sahara, or, in other words,

vast regions east and west of Egypt, had been upraised within

the Post-pliocene epoch. On the one side is the Great Desert,

formerly submerged beneath the sea, and now laid dry,* witli

the Cmrdium edtile frequently strewn over its surface
; on the

.other side, or to the eastward, are littoral deposits 200 feet

high, bordering the western shoi*e of the Red Sea (lat. 28°

N.), which are chiefly made up of coi*als and shells of recent

species, indicating a modem conversion of the ancient sea-

bottom iutoJand. During such great continental movements
we canno-t suppose the intervening valley of the Nile to

have remained stationarj^ in its level, or that the groat river

never shifted its position, and never deepened its channel,

whether cutting through accumulaljons of its own uHid, or

through subjacent rocks qf sandstone and granite.

* Lluuonth oT 0< olog), ]> 171

r F 2
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CHAPTEE XIX.

EEPEODUCTIVE EFFECTS OP RIVEBS

—

continued.

e

DFLTAH FOEMED L’NDRU THE INFLUENCE OF TIDES—HA8IN AND DET.TA OF

THE MISSIHHII'PT— ALLT'VIAL PLAIN—HfVER-HANKS AND BLUFFS—CURVES OF

THU IIIVIHI—NATrUAL KATl.S AND SNAGS—MUD-LUMPS NEAll THE MOUTHS. AND

THFTE pnonVULR OIIKHN—NEW LAKES, AND EFFECTS OF EARTHQUAKES

—

ANTIOUirV OF THE 7) I.LTA— SECTION IN ARTESIAN WELL AT NEW OR-

IFANS DI'.LTA OF THE AMAZONS —DELTA OF THE GANGES AND BRAHMA-

J^OOTRA—HEAD OF THE DELTA AND SUNDFiUBUNDS—ISLANDS FORMED AND
Di:sTROyEI)— CROCtHHI FS—AMOUNT OF FLUVUTII.E SEDIMENT IN THE WATFR

Ain’KSlAN BOUINfS AT CAIAUTTA— PUOOF.S OF SUBSIDENCE—AGE OF THE

DEITA—CONVERGENCE OF DELTAS- ORIGIN OF EXISTING DELTAS NOT CON-

TEMPORANEOUS- -GROUPING OF STRATA AND STRATIFICATION IN DELTAS—
CONlJiOMERATES—CONSTANT INB’KRCITANGK OF LAND AN^) SPA..

9

Fn the last chapter several exalrj)les were given of the deltas

of inlaiul seas, where the influence of the tides is almost

iinperreptible. We may next consider those marine or

oceanic dolfcis, where the tides play an efficient part in the

dispersion of fluviatile sedimenl, as in the Gulf of Mexico,,

where they exert a moderate degree of force, and in the Bay
of Bengal, whore they are extremely powerful. In regard to

estuaries, which Eeniiell termed ‘ negative deltas,’ they will

be treated of more properly when our attention is specially

turned to the operations of tides and currents in the 21st,

22nd, and 23rd chapters. Tii this case, instead of tlie land

gaining on the sea a.t the river’s mouth, the tides penetrate

far inland beyond the general coast-line. **

BASIN AND DELTA OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

Extent of the hasin.—The hydrographical basin of the Mis- '

sissippi displays, on the grandest scale, the action of rtyming

welter on the surface of a vast continent. This magnificent

river rises nearly in the forty-ninth parallel of north lati-

tude, and flows to the Golf of Mexico in the twenty-ninth—

a
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course, including its meanders, of more than 3,000 miles.

It passes from a cold climate, where the hunter obtains his

furs and peltries, traverses the temperate latitudes, and dis-

charges its waters into the sea in the region of rice, tlio

cotton-plant, and the sugar-cane. From near its mouth
at the Balize a steamboat may ascend for 2,000 miles with

scarcely any perceptible difference in the width of the river.

Several of its tributaries, the Ked River, the Arkansas, the

Missouri, the Ohio, and others, would be regarded clsewheri'

as of the first importance, and, taken together, are navigable

for a distance many times exceeding that of the main stream.

The surface drained by the Mississippi and its tributaries is

equal in extent to more than half the continent of Europe,

or Europe Cxclu.sive of Russia, Norway, and Sweden.

N(t riv6r affords a more striking illustration of the law

before mentioned, tliat«an angnicntation of volume does not

occasion a prop<u*tioual increase of surface, nay, is even

sometimes atteneV'd with a narrowing of the channeir Th('

Mississippi is half a iiiilenvidf at its junction with the Mis-

souri, the latter being also *of equal width; yet the uuitod

waters have only, from their confluence to the mouth of the

Ohio, a medial width of about half a mile. The junefion of

the Ohio seems also to produce no increase, but rather a

decrease, of surface,* The St. Francis, White, Arkansas,

and Red rivers are also absorbed by the main stream with

scarcely any apparent increase of its width, although here

and there it expands to a breadth of 1 J, or even to 2 mil(‘s.

On arriving at New Orleans, it is somewhat less than lialf a

mile wide. Its depth there is very variable, the greatest at

high water being 1G8 feet. The mean rate at which the

whole bo^y of water flows is variously estimated
;
according

to Mr. Forshey the mean velocity of the current nt the

surface somewhat exceeds 2^ miles an hour when tin' water

is at a mean height. Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot found

at Natchez a velocity of nearly three miles an liour, at the

depth of five feet from the surface. For 300 miles above

New Orleans the distance measured by the winding river is

about twice as great as the distance in a right line. For the

Flint’s Geography vol. i. p. 112.
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first 100 miles from the mouth the rate of fall is 1'80 inch

per mile, for the second hundred 2 inches, for the third 2*30,

for the fourth 2*57. Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot give

about 4^ inches as the average hill per mile from Memphis
to the mouth, a distance of 855 miles.

The alluvial plain of the Mississippi begins to be of great

Avidth below Cape Girardeau, 50 miles above the junction of

the Ohio. At this junction it is about 50 miles broad,south

of which it contracts to about 30 miles at Memphis, expands
again to 80 miles at the mouth of the Wliite Eiver, and then •

suffers various contractions and expansions until it reaches

the head of the delta, or the point where the Mississippi sends

off its highest branch or arm, called the Atchafalaya. The
delta has a diameter from N.W. to S.E. of about 200 miles,

and a breadth in the opposite direction of about 140. It

compi'iscs, according to the survey of 1 860, an area of about
J 2,300 miles, but to this I shall again refer.

Carhes of the Mmimp}ri.—The river trawjrses the plain in

a meandering course, describjng ’immense curves. After

SAveeping round the half of a ‘circle, it is carried in a rapid

current diagonally across the ordinary direction of its

chaAinel, to another curve of similar shape. Opposite to

each of those, there is always a sand-bar, answering, in the •

convexity of its form, to the concavity of ‘ the bend,’ as it is

called.* The river, by continually Avearing these curves

deepci”, returns, in the manner before described (p. 341 ), on
its own track, so that a vessel in some places, after nailing

for twenty-five or thirty miles, is brought round again to

Avithin a mile of the place Avhonce it started. When the

waters approach so near to each other, it sometimes happens
at high floods that they burst through the small tongue of

land, and insulate a portion, lushing through Avhat is called

the ‘cut-off",’ so that vessels may pass from one point tio

another in half a mile to a distance which it previously

required a voyage of more than twenty miles to reach. As
soon as the river haa excavated the new passage, bars (tf sand
and mud are formed at the two points of junction with the

old bend, which is soon entirely separated from the rnnl"

* Flint’s Goog. toI, i. p. 152.
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river by a continuous mud-bank covered with wood. The
old bend then becomes a semicircular lake of clear water,

inhabited by large gar-fish {Lepidostei), alligators, and wild

fowl, which the steamboats have nearly driven away from

the main river. A multitude of such crescent-shaped lakes,

scattered far and wide over the alluvial plain, the greater

number of them to the west, but some of them also eastward

of the Mississippi, bear testimony to the extensive wanderings

of the*great stream in former ages. For the last two hfindred

• miles above its mouth the course of the river is much less

winding lhan above, there being only in the whole of that

distance one great curve, that called the * English Turn.’

This greater straightness of the stream is ascribed by Mr.

Forshey to the superior tiuiacity of the banks, wliich are more

clayey in this region.

The Mississippi has teen incorrectly described by some of

the earlier geographers, as a river running along the top of

• Fig 37.

Section of channel, hank, levees (a and />), and s^v.nllJ)M of Mississippi River

a long hill, oi mound in a plain. In reality it runs in a

valley, from 100 to 200 or more feet in depth, as a, c, h,

fig- 37, its banks forming long strips of land parallel to the

course of the main stream, and to the swamps g f and d a

lying on each side. These extensive morasses, which are

commonjy well wooded, though often submerged for months

continuously, are rarely more than fifteen feet below the

summit level of the banks. The banks themselves .irc oc-

casionally overflowed, but are usually above water for a

breadth of about two miles. They follow all the curves of

the great river, and near New Orleans are raised artificially

by embankments (or levees), of which sections are seen at a

and ft, fig- 37, through which the river when swollen some-

times cuts a deep channel (or crevasse), inundating the
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adjoining low lands and swamps, and not sparing the lower

streets of the great city.

The clause of the uniform upward slope of the river-bank,

cl bj above the adjoining alluvial plain is this: when the

waters charged with sediment pass over the banks in the

flood sv/ason, their velocity is checked among the herbage

and reeds, and they throw down at once the coarser and

more sandy mailer with which they are charged. But the

fine particles of mud arc carried farther on, so that 'at the

distance of two mil(\s, a thin film of fine clay only subsides,*

forming a still* unctuous black soil, which gradually en-

velops the base of trees growing on the borders of the

swamps.

Wnatr of the hanlcs—It has been said of a mountain torrent,

that ‘it lays down what it will remove, and removes what it

has laid down
;

’ and in like manner the Mississippi, by the

continual shifting of its course, sweeps away, during a great

porticwi of the year, considerable tracts of alluvium, which

w(»rc gradually accumulated by tho overflow of former years,

and tlie matter now left durirfg the spring-floods will be at

some future time removed. After tlic flood season, when the

river subsides within its channel, it acts with destructive

force upon the alluvial bank^, softened and diluted by the

recent overflow. Several acres at a time, thickly covered with

wood, are precipitated into the stream; and large portions

of the islands are frequently swei)t away.

Captain Hall, writing in 1829, observes that some years

before, ‘ whoji tho Mississippi was regularly surveyed, all its

islands were numbered, from the confluence of the Missouri

to the sea : but every season makes such revolutions, not only

in the number but in the magnitude and situation of these

islands, that this enunieration is now almost obsolete. Some-

times large islands are entirely melted away
; at other places

they have attached themselves to the main shore, or, which

is the more correct statement, the interval has been filled

np by myriads of logs cemented together by mud" and
rubbish/ *

Rafis.—One of tho most interesting features in the great

^ Travels in North America, vol. iii. p. 361,
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rivers of this part of America is the frequent accumulation

of what are termed ‘ rafts/ or masses of floating trees,

which have been arrested on their progress by snags, islands,

shoals, or other obstructions, and made to accumulate, so as

to form natural bridges reaching entirely across the stream.

One of the largest of these was called the raft of the Atcha-

falaya, an arm of the Mississippi^ which branches oft* a short

distance below its junction with the Red River. The Ateha-

falaja*being in a direct line with the general direction of the

•Mississippi, catches a large portion of the timber annually

brought down from the north ;
and the drift trees collected

ill about thirty-eight years previous to 1816 formed a con-

tinuous raft, no less than ten miles in length, 220 yards wide,

and eight feet deep. The whole rose and fell with the

water,* yet ‘was covered with green bushes and trees, and its

surface enlivened in Ihu autumn by a variety of beautiful

flowers. It went on increasing till about wlien some

of the trees upon at had grown to the ludght of aboul*bixty

feet. Steps were then taSceii^by the State of Louisiana to

clear away the whole raft afid open the navigation, whicli

was effected, not without great labour, in the space of four

years.

The rafts on Red River are equally remarkable ; in some

parts of its course, cedar trees are hcaiHHl up by themselves,

and in other places pines. On the rise of the waters in

summer hundreds of these are seen : some iviih their green

leaves still upon them, just as they have fallen from a neigh-

bouring bank; others leafless, broken, au4 worn in their

passage from a far distant tributary. Wherever they accumu-

late on the edge of a sand-bar they arrest the curreni and

soon becojie covered with sediment. On this mud the young

willows and the poplars called cotton-wood spring uj), their

boughs still farther retarding the stream, and, as the inunda-

tion rises, accelerating the deposition of new soil. The bank

continuing to enlarge, the channel at length becomes ho

narrow that a single long tree may reach from side to side,

'and the remaining space is then soon choked up by a

quantity of other timber which has become waterlogged and

has sunk to the bottom. This raft, say Messrs. Humphreys
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and Abbot, formed a dam in 1800, which backed the Red
River between twenty and thirty miles, and threw about

three-quarters of its water through two natural outlets into

Soda Lake, affording a navigation round the right bank of

the raft.*

‘ UriforlTinat(‘ly for the navigation of the Mississippi/ ob-

serves Captain Hall, ^ some of the largest truiiLs, after being

cast clown from the position on which they grew, ffet their

roots entangled with tlie bottom of the river, where tliey re-

main anchored, as it w(‘re, in the mud. The force of the

current naturally gives their tops a tendency downwards, and,

by its flowing past, soon strips them of their leaves and

Lranches. Th(‘so fixtures, called snags, or planters, are ex-

1 remedy dangerous to the steam-vessels proceeding up the

stream, in which they lie like a lance in rest, concealed be-

neath the water, with their sliarj) ends pointed directly against

tlio bows of the vessels coming up. For the most part these

formidable snags remain so still that tl^ey can be detected

only by a slight ripple above th^m, not perceptible to iiiex-

porioucod eyes. Sometimes, However, they vibrate up and

clown, alternately showing their heads above the surface, and

bathing them beneath it.’t imminent was the danger

caused by these suags, that a steamboat was constriicled and

provided Avitli machinery by which the greater number of

these trunks of trees were drawji out of the mud.

The prodigious quantity of wood annually drifted down by

the Mississippi and its tributaries is a subject of geological

interest, not merely as illustrating the manner in which

abundance of vegetable matter becomes, in the ordinary course

of nature, imbedded in submarine and estuary deposits, but as

attesting the constant desti’uction of soil and transportation

of matter to lower levels by the tendency of rivers to shift

their courses. Each of these trees must have required many
years, some ofthem centuries, to attain their full size ; the soil,

therefore, whereon they grew, after remaining undisturbed

for long periods, is ultimately tom up and swept away.

* Humphreys and Abliot, Report of t Travels in N. America, vol. iii,

Mis'^isfeippi Surrey, 180 1. p. 362.
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It is also found in excavating at New Orleans, even at the

depth of several yards below the level of the sea, that the

soil of the delta contains innumerable trunks of trees, layer

abore layer, some prostrate, as if drifted, others broken off

near the bottom, but remaining still erect, and with their

roots spreading on all sides, as if in their natural position.

In such situations they appeared to me to indicate a sinking

of the ground, as the trees must formerly have grown iu

marshes above the sea-level. In the higher parts of the allu-

vial plain, for many hundred miles above the head of the

delta, similar stools and roots of trees are also seen buried in

stiff clay at different levels, one above the other, and exposed

to view iu the banks at low Avafer. They point clearly to the

successive growth of forests in the extensive swamps of the

plain, .where the ground was slowly raisc‘d, year after year,

hy the mud throwui clown during inundations. These roots

and stools belong chiefly to tlie deeidaous cypress (Tajivditim

distichvm) and otliyr swamp trees, am] they bear testimo«iy to

the constant shifting of thc^conrse of th(‘ great river, which is

always excavating land originally formed at some distance

from its banks.

MuH-lumpe off the moidha of the river ,—Tlie most southern

or seaward part of the delta of the Mississippi is a long

narrow tongue of land [)roti’iiding itsedf for fifty miles into

the Gulf of Mexico, and terininating in several arms or

passes, as they are called, which have a fan-shaped arrttngti-

ment (see map, fig. 38), the south-west pass being that

through which all the water is now poured out, while each

of the others has, by turns,. at some former period, been the

principal channel of discharge. The narrow tongue of laud

above alluded to consists simply of two low banks covered

with reeds, youn§^ willows, and poplars.

*Iu appearance these banks answer precisely to those <>l* the

river in the alluvial plain (see fig. 87, p. 439) when the inun-

dation is at its height, and nothing is seen above water but

the upper portions of the banks
;

but in the one case we

have on each side a wide expanse of fresh water inteiTupted

only by the tops of the tallest trees which grow in the swamps,
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while in the other we have on each side the salt water of

the Gulf of Mexico, of a bluish-green colour.

Fig 38

Map of part of rho dt Ita of the ]VIi‘'*iis^ippi below New Orleana

a a Post Pliootne foim itioTi partly marine and partly of cypress-swamp
origin, cilled by Piof llilgird * Coast-Pliocerio.’

In this region, where so rapid a conversion is going on from

sea into land, a phenomenon occurs which is without parallel,

* Humphreys and Abbot, Report on the Mississippi River, Plate 11.
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so far as I am aware, in the delta of any other river. I often

heard, during my visit in 1845 to the pilot station called the

Balize, of the swelling up of the muddy bottom of the gulf to

the height of several feet, or even yards, above the level of

high tide, and this in places where there had previously been

Fig. 39.

ao

Map showidfe the positions of the Wart and Carrs Mud-lumps at the .Vorlh-

, East Pass of the Mississippi River, from a survey of Capt. Talcot^, in

1839*

a depth of several fathoms. The pilots told me that ihese

‘ mud-lumps,’ as they call them, sometimes displayed on their

surface llie anchors of vessels, and, in one instance, a cargo of

* This map and the views of the two to me by Qeu. Humphreys, of the V.

mud-ltuaps were kindly communicated Engineers.
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heavy stones from a vessel which was known to have been

wrecked in water ten feet deep. The island of the Balize

originated in this manner, and five salt springs were described

as rising in it, by certain French surveyors, as long ago as the

year 1726.* Mr. Forshey states that, in 1832, a mud-island

made its appearance, in the middle of which a spring issued.

These new islands, as we loxirn from the subsequent survey of

Captain Talcott jj] 1839, vary from an acre to several acres

in extent. The gradual rise of some of them was watched

during the survey, from two feet below water to three feet

above it, and it was observed that they were always situated

Fig 40

S View of Carre Lump, N E Pass*

Extnmie luiiglit above low water, 8 feet

off sonii one of the mouths of the river. They have never been

knoNvn to make their appearance in that part of the delta

where no modern additions are being made to the land.

Sometimes they atiain a height of 10 or er^en 18*feet above

the level of the sea (sec figs. 40, 41). They are composed

almost entirely of tenacious mud, usually homogeneous, but

occasionally mixed with sand. This mud is chiefly pushed

up bodily, but some of it consists of matter broughtiup by a

spring to the top of the dome-shaped mass, and thrown down

on the surface on all sides, over which the muddy water'

* Thomassy, Bulletin de la Soc. Gr^l. de France, tom. xvii. p. 253. 1852‘-50.
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pours. So much carburetted hydrogen or inflammable gas

is emitted, together with salt or brackish water, that Col.

Sidell suggests that they deserve the name of gas vents

rather than of springs. The tubular cavities up which the

springs rise are about 6 inches in diameter, vertical, and as

regular in form as if bored by an auger. One which was

sounded was found to be 2 1 feet deep, and the lead at the

bottom of the line seemed to be still slowly sinking through

thick mud. The springs is&ue at first from the centre and

highest part, and afterwards successively through cracks at

rig 41

S S W. View of the raud-hirop Cfillod the Wiirt E P«i8s

Extreme height above low water, 14 fcet

lower and lower levels, and in some of the oldest mud-lumijs

they hav^altogether ceased to flow.

•During storms, when the surface of the gulf is raised bv the

prevalence of certain winds, the salt water is blown into the

passes, and the waves undermine parts of these mud-liiraps.

The steepness and occasional verticality of the sides in the

Wart and Carr’s Lump (figs. 40 and 41) are due to such

denuding action. Hurricanes have been known to sweep

away an entire mud-lump, or at least such portions of it as
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projected above low water. Col. Sidell informs me, that

when an excavation was made at New Orleans for the founda^

tion of the Custom House, some years after the survey of 1889,

the digging appeared to him to be in the body of an old mud-
lump ; f and no doubt many such would be found in the older

parts of the delta, and they would present a very perplexing

enigma to a geologist who had no clue to their mode of

origin. We learn from Professor Hilgardf that in 18G2 Mr.

D. H. Avery found on the coast of Louisiana, at a distance of

140 geographical miles from the mouth of the Mississippi, a

deposit of rock-salt of very modern,perhaps post-Tertiary, age.

It occurred in a little island called Petit Anse, which rises

partly fnjm the sea and partly from the coast-marsh. As
tins salt formation is said to be 144 acres in extent and 38

leet thick, it may perhaps be more or less continuous under

the delta and be connected with the salt springs in the island

of the Balize mentioned at p. 416. ‘We'fe^ed feel no surprise

at the quantity of gaseous matter disengaged from cracks in

these newly-raised islands, when^ wo recollect that almost

everywhere in Europe, where successful Artesian boring

has been made, the water at first spouts up to a height far

beyond iliat to which it would be carried by simple hydro-

static in'ossuro. A portion of the propelling force usually

consists of atmospheric air and carbonic acid gas, which last

is generated by the decomposition of animal and vegetable

matter. Of the latter there must be always a groat store in

the recent deposits of a delta like that of the Mississippi, as

they enclose much drift-timber at all depths, and the pent-up

gaseony matter will be ready to escape wherever the overlying

impervious clays are iipheaved and rent.

Origin of the mud-lumps ,—I am informed by Col. Sidell,

that when one of the lumps was blown up ‘I'^ith gtfnpowder,

a great ebullition of gas, chiefly carburetted hydrogen, toc4c

place, and left a crater-shaped hollow. Such gas has also

been known to be given out for several years in succes-

sion ;
from which facts the Colonel infers, that^ when it

cannot get vent it may sometimes accumulate to such

an amount as to be able to overcome the pressure of the

I-»etter to the Author, Oct. 16, 1866

t American Journ. of Science, vol xlni.
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Iticumbent mud, and force it up in the shape of a mud-lump.
But this hypothesis leaves unexplained the important fact

that the swelling up of the bottom always takes place ofl:‘

what are called ‘ tlie passes,’ or off the extremity of the

delta, near those points where the chief load of fresh sand,

grayel, and sediment is thrown down on the muddy bottom
of the gulf. The decay of drift timber and other vegetable

matter must be going on actively at various depths all

over the delta, and often far from the river’s mouth
;

so

that it seems to me more probable that the gaseous ema-

nations play only a secondary part, helping to bring up

mud from below and deposit it on the slopes of the newly

raised mound, as in the eruption of a mud volcano. The
initiatory moving power may probably be derived from the

downward.pressure of the gravel, sand, and sediment accu-

mulated during the flood season off the various mouths or

passes, upon a yiebi^fl^Tottom of fine mud and sand. This

new deposit, according to Messrs Humphreys and Abbot,

forms annually a mass of no loss than one mile square,

having a thickness of twenty-4^^ven feet. It consists of mud,

coarse sand, and gravel, which the river lets fall some-

what •abruptly when it first comes in contact with the still

salt water of the gulf. A cubic mass of such enormous

volume and weight thrown down on a foundation of yielding

mud, consisting of materials which, as being very fine and

impalpable, had long before been carried out farthest from

the land, may well be conceived to exert a dow nward pres-

sure capable of displacing, squeezing, and forcing up some

parts of tbe adjoining bottom of the gulf, so as to give rise

to new shoals and islands.

Bailway engineers are familiar with the swelling up of a

peat-mosif or theHbed of a morass, on some adjoining part of

which a new embankment has been constructed. £ saw an

example of this in the year 1889, in the Loch of Rescobie,

in Forfarshire, five miles east of the town of Forfar. That

lake had been partially drained, and the railway mound

was carried over nevfly-exposed, soft, and swampy ground,

which gave way so as to let the mound sink down fifft-en

feet. It then became necessary to pile up additional matter

VOL. I. o G
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fifteen feet thick in order to obtain the required level. On
one side of the embankment, the bog, when I visited the

place, had swollen up in a ridge 40 feet long and 8 feet

high, the upper portion consisting of peaty matter traversed

by numerous willow roots. In the highest part of this up-

raisecV mass were several irregular cracks about six feet in

their greatest width, and open for a depth of two yards or

more. On the opposite side of the railway mound, and about

100 yards distant from it, in the middle of what remained

of the half-drained loch, a new island or ‘ mud-lump ’ was

seen, which had begun to rise slowly in 1837, and had at-

tained before 1840 a height of several yards, with a length

of about 100 feet, and a width of 25 feet. It was still strewed

over with dead fresh-water mussels and other shells
; but

many land plants had already sprung up, so tliat its surface

was green.

In 1852 I saw a remarkable instance'll such a downward

and lateral pressure, in the suburbs of Boston (XJ. S.), near

the South Cove. With a view .of converting part of an

estuary overflowed at high tide into dry land, they had

thrown into it a vast load of stone (chiefly granite) and sand,

upwards of 900,000 cubic yards in volume. Under this

weight the mud had sunk down many yards vertically.

Meanwhile the adjoining bottom of the estuary, supporting

a dense growth of salt-water plants, only visible at low tide,

had been forced gradually upward, in the course of many
months, so as to project five or six feet above high-water

mark. The upraised mass was bent into five or six

parallel anticlinal folds
;
and below the upper layer of turf,

consisting of salt-marsh plants, mud was seen above the level

of high tide, full of sea-sliells, such as Mya armaria^ Modiola

plicahiUty Sangtiinolaria fitsca, Nassa ohsoleta^Naticdl'i'is&riata^

and others. In some of these curved beds the layers of sheHs

were quite vertical. The upraised area was 75 feet wide, an^

several hundred yards long.

Forruaiim^ of lakes in Louisiana .—Another stiikii^ feature

in the basin of tlie Mississippi, illustrative of the changes now
in progress, is the formation by natural causes of great lakes,

and the drainage of others. These are especially frequent in
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the basin of the Red River in Louisiana, where the largest of
them, called the Bistineau, is more than thirty miles long,

and has a medium depth of from fifteen to twenty feet. In
the deepest parts are seen numerous cypress-trees {Taxodimn
^ddstichum) of all sizes, now dead, and most of them with
their tops broken by the wind, yet standing erect under
water. This tree resists the action of air and water longer

than any other, and, if not submerged throughout the whole
year, will retain life for an extraordinary period. Lake
..Bistineau, as well as Black Lake, Cado Lake, Spanish Lake,
Natchitoches Lake, and many others, have been formed, ac-

cording to Darby, by the gradual eletation of the bed of the

Red River, in which the alluvial accumulations have been so

great as to raise its channel, and cause its waters, during the

flood season, to flow up the mouths of many tributaries, and
to convert parts of their courses into lakes. In the autumn,
when the level ois-iied River is again depressed, the waters

rush back, and spme lakes beconm grassy meadows,* with

streams meandering through them.* Thus, there is a peri-

odical flux and reflux between Red River and some of these

basins, which are merely reservoirs, alternately emptied and
filled* like our tide estuaries—with this difference, that in

the one case the land is submerged for several months con-

tinuously, and in the other twice in every twenty-four hours.

It has happened, in several cases, that a raft of timber or a

bar has been thrown by the Red River across some of the

openings of these channels, and then the lakes become, like

Bistineau, constant repositories of water^ But, even in

these cases, their level is liable to annual elevation and

depression, because the flood of the main river, when at its

height, passes over the bar
;
just as, where sandhills close

the entrance of Tin estuary on the Norfolk or Suffolk coast,

the sea, during some high tide or storm, has often breached

the barrier and inundated again the interior.

The plains of the Red River and the Arkansas are so low

and flat, says Mr. Featherstonhaugh, that, whenever the

Mississippi rises thirty feet above its ordinary level, those

* Darby’s Louisiana, p. 33.

o o 2
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great tributaries are made to flow back, and inundate a region

of vast extent. Both the streams alluded to contain red

sediment derived from the decomposition of red porphyry

;

and since 1838, when there was a great inundation in the

Arkansas, an immense swamp has been formed near the

Mamm'^lle Mountain, comprising 30,000 acres, with here and

there lagoOns, where the old bed of the river was situated

;

in which are seen standing innumerable trees, for the

most part dead, of cypress, cotton-wood, or poplar, the

triple-thorned acacia, and others of great size. Their,

trunks appear as if painted red for about fifteen feet from

the ground ; at which height a perfectly level line extends

through the whole forest, marking the rise of the waters

during the last flood.*

Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot mention that -the npper

part of the Eed River lies in a gypseous formation contain-

ing much red clay, from wliich, as well a^from the porphyry

allud6d to by Featherstonhaugh, the colou;* of the sediment

may be derived. f

But most probably the cause® above assigned for the recent

origin of these lakes are not the only ones. Subterranean

movements have altered, so lately as the years 1811-12, the

relative levels of various parts of the basin of the Mississippi,

situated 300 miles north-east of Lake Bistineau. In those

years the great valley, from the mouth of the Ohio to that of

the St. Francis, including a tract 300 miles, in length, and

exceeding in area the whole basin of the Thames, was con-

vulsed to such a degree as to create new islands in the river,

and lakes in the alluvial plain. Some of these were on the

left or east bank of the Mississippi, and were twenty miles in

extent ;
as, for example, those named Reelfoot and Obion in

Tennessee, formed in the channels or valleys of small streams

bearing the same names. *

But the largest area afiected by the great convulsion lies

eight or ten miles to the westward of the Mississippi, and
inland from the town of New Madrid, in Missouri. It is

*

* Featherstonhaugh, Geol. Report. t Report on the Mississippi, p. 40.

Washington, 1885, p. 84.
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called the ‘ Bunk oountiy/ and is said to extend along the

course of the White Water and its tributaries, for a distance

of between seventy and eighty miles north and south, and

thirty miles or more east and west. Throughout this area,

innumerable submerged trees, some standing leafless, others

prostrate, are seen ; and so great is the extent of lake and

marsh, that an active trade in the skins of musk-rats, mink,

otters, and other wild animals, is now carried on there. In

March 1 846 I skirted the borders of the ‘ sunk country ’

nearest to New Madrid, passing along the Bayou St. John

and Little Prairie, where dead trees of various kinds, some

erect in the water, others fallen, and strewed in dense masses

over the bottom, in the shallows, and near tlie shore, were

conspicuous. I also beheld countless rents in the adjoining

dry alluvial plains, caused by the movements of the soil,

in 1811-12, still opegu though the rains, frost, and river

inundations havcT^eatly diminished their original depth.

I observed, moiwover, numerous circular cavities, •called

‘ sink holes,’ from ten to 'thirty yards wide, and twenty feet

or more in depth, which interrupt the general level of the

plain. These were formed by the spouting out of large

quantities of sand and mud during the earthquakes.*

That the prevailing changes of level in the delta and allu-

vial plain of the Mississippi have been caused by the subsi-

dence, rather than the upheaval of land, appears to me
established by .the fact that there are no protuberances of

upraised alluvial soil, projecting above the level surface of the

great plain. It is true that the gradual elevation of that

plain, by new accessions of matter, would tend to efface

every inequality derived from this source
;
but we might cer-

tainly Imve expected to find more broken ground in the great

j)lain westward of the Mississippi, had local upthrows of

alluvial strata been of repeated occurrence.

In regard to the strata composing the lower part of the

great delta, an observation of Darby deserves attention. In

the st^p banks of the Atchafalaya, before alluded to, the

* For 5n account of the ‘innk 1811-1812, see Lyoll’e .Second Viwt to

country,' ihaken by the euthquake of the United States, ch. xsxiii.
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following section, says he, is observable at low water :—first

an upper stratum, consisting invariably of bluish clay,

common to the banks of the Mississippi ; below this a stratum

of red ochreous earth, peculiar to Red River, under which

the blue clay of the Mississippi again appears; and this

arrangefiient is constant, proving, as that geographer re-

marks, that the waters of the Red River occupied alternately,

at some former periods, considerable tracts below their pre-

sent point of union.* Such alterations are probably cdhimon

in submarine spaces situated between two converging deltas >•

for, before the two rivers unite, there must almost always be

a certain period when an intermediate tract will by turns be

occupied and abandoned by the waters of each stream ; since

it can rarely happen that the season of highest flood will pre-

cisely coiTes
2
)ond in each. In the case of the Red'River and

Mississippi, which carry off the wateig,^m countries placed

under widely distant latitudes, an exa^lvoincidence in the

time 6f greatest inundation is very improbable.

Antiquity of the delta and
^
alluvial plain,—After I had

examined the pilot station calletl the Balize, near the mouth

of the Mis8issii>j;)i, in 1846, I endeavoured to estimate the

quantity of sedimentary matter contained in the delta and in

the alluvial plain, and to calculate the minimum of time

which the river must have acquired to deposit so vast a mass

of matter. The area of the delta was assumed by Mr. Forshey

to be about 13,600 square British miles in extent. In the

more recent survey of Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot, in 1861,

it is taken to be somewhat less, or 12,300 square miles. The
average depth of the fluviatile formation in this area I sup-

posed to be somewhat more than 600 feet, and for facility of

calculation I assumed it to be 528 feet, or of a mile. My
conjectures on this head were founded partly on the depth of

the Gulf of Mexico, between the southern point of Florida and
the Balize, and partly on borings 600 feet deep, in the delta

near Lake Pontchartrain, north of New Orleans
, in which

the bottom of the alluvial matter was said not to^haye

been reached at that depth—a result confirmed, as we shall

* Darb/s Louisiana, p. 108 .
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presently see by morerecent experiment. For the quantity

of sediment contained in the water I adopted Mr, RiddelPs

estimate of yaVx weight, and this does not differ materially

from the results obtained by Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot

after a long series of careful measurements, for they give the

solid contents as j-jVt*

From the data above stated as to the thickness of the delta-

deposits and the quantity of solid matter brought down
annujflly by the river (which would amount to 3,702,758,400

•cubic feet), I inferred that the accumulation of the whole

deposit must have taken 67,000 years. But, in the course of

their survey, Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot came to the con-

clusion that the quantity of water annually discharged by the

Mississippi into the gulf had been greatly underrated. They

also remarked that the river pUwshes along the bottom of its

channel even toJI^ iqonth a certain quantity of sand and

gravel, of whidh Wtikd taken no account, equal, according to

them, to about suspension by tbecirer.

Allowing, therefore, for this addition and for the larger dis-

charge of muddy water, they*niake the whole mass of trans-

ported matter nearly double that which I had assumed;

conse*quently the number of years required for the growth of

the whole delta would be reduced to about one half, or to

about 33,500 years, if my former assumed data as to the

probable thickness of the deposit be adopted.

But in 1854* another Ai’tesian w^ell was bored at New
Orleans to the depth of 630 feet, through strata containing

shells of recent species, without any signs of the foundations

of the modem deposit having been reached. The mineral

character of the strata pierced through, as given in the report

of Messrs. Hu^hreys and Abbot, will be seen to consist

throughout or various coloured clays and sands, with much

vegetable matter. One bed of sand at the depth of 682 feet

is described as nearly stony, but the rest as unconsolidated.

At the depth of 66 feet, cypress roots {Taxodium dristichum)

and waterworn pebbles are mentioned— -again at 130 feet bark

of the cypress occurred, as I learn from Professor Hilgard,

^ K^ort of Surv^ of MuusBippi Birer, p. 101.
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and at the depth of 158 feet a cedar log in a sound state.

All these remains are exactly of such a character as we
should expect to find in a formation accumulated in the sea

off the mouths of the great river.

General Humphreys has had the kindness, at my request,

to submit the shells which were brought up from various

depths to Professor Hilgard, author of a valuable report on

the geology of the State of Mississippi, and he informs me
that in one stratum occurring at the depth of 41 feetIn the

Artesian boring, and which was composed 'exclusively of

shells, he has found 22 pieces of mollnsca in a determinable

state. All of them are of species now living in the gulf, and

of which, with one or two exceptions, he . has himself col-

lected specimens on the shores of Ship Island, near the main-

land (see map, fig. 38, p. 444). They all belong to’salt-water

genera, such as Mactra, Area, Cardiajs^Lucina, Venus, Pan-

dora, Astarte, Donax, Tellina, Oliva, Ma^^inella, Buccinum,

Natica, &c. Recent marine shells occurreiat intervals so far

down as 235 feet;but among the spftcies obtained at thatdepth

were a Tellina and Cardium which Mr. Hilgard has not yet

been able to name. He remarks, however, that they do not

agree with any of the American Miocene or Eocene species

known to him. From much greater depths, and near the

bottom of the boring, shells of living species were again

identified, and among them FeM?ts Paphia, Area transversa,

A. ponderosa, and Onathoiion ewneatus, the latter bivalve being

one which swarms in the lagoons of the delta, such as Lake

Pontchartrain, in such numbers that the dead shells are used

for making roads. Professor Hilgard compares the upper

portions of the deposit pierced through, to a formation called

by him ‘ Coast-Pliocene * (which appears to me
,
of Post-

Pliocene age), occurring at slight elevations'‘above the sea

along the coast of the gulf in the State of Mississippi (see

a, a, map p. 444). Some beds of this formation he de-

scribes as containing the common eatable oyster of America,

0. Virginica, together with Myiihit hamatv*^ and the^living

barnacle of that coast, while in other parts it is full of the

roots and trunks of the deciduous cypress. As the beds con-

taining these shells are now some feet above the level of the
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sea, they bear witness to an upheaval of the bottom of the

gulf at a very modern period.

It has already been stated that the base of the marine

formation was not reached in the Artesian well at New
Orleans at a depth of 630 feet. It will be seen by the map
(fig. 88) that at the distance of only twelve miles from the

mouth of the South Pass the soundings already give a depth

of 95 fathoms. Eight miles farther in the same direction we
find 1%4 fathoms, then at 32 miles 452 fathoms—beyond this

•600, and they increase to 1,000 fathoms before we arrive at

the Florida Straits. When we consider the manner in which

the delta at and below New Orleans protrudes beyond the

general coast-line, and that at a distance from the Balize

equal to tha± which separates the Balize from New Orleans,

the gulf i«§ 3,000 feelTdeep, it seems probable that the recent

deposit if it could be gauged would prove to be far more than

600 feet thick, ailU might even attain twice or thrice that

thickness. We must be prepared to find that the greift bulk

of it will contain marine find^not fluviatile shells, and that a

large part of the whole wilt consist of fine clay, although

here and there pebbles and sand brought down to the bar

will Iiave been spread out during storms over wide areas.

In my Second Visit to the United States (vol. li, p. 151),

I have remarked that ‘ all the pilots agree, that when the

Mississippi is at its height, it pours several streams of fresh

water, tinged with yellow sediment, for twelve or more miles

into the gulf beyond its mouths. These streams, floating

over the heavier salt water, spread out into broad superficial

sheets or layers, which the keels of vessels plough through,

turning up a furrow of clear blue water, which forms a dark

streak in the middle of the ship^s wake. We may infer,

therefore, thslftoth in the summer, when the swollen river is

turbid and depositing mud, and in winter, when the ^ea is

making reprisals on the delta, there is a large amount of

sediment dispersed far and wide and carried by currents to

the deeper and u^ore distant parts of the gulf.’

We learn^ from the recent survey of Humphreys and Abbot,

that the narrow strip of land formed near the present mouths

or passes has been advancing for some time at the rate of
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262 feet a year
;
but this fact supplies us with no data for

estimating the rate of growth of the whole delta in past

times. On comparing an Admiralty survey map a hundred

years old, executed by Captain Gould* between the years

1764 and 1771, with the maps made a hundred years after-

wards by the United States surveyors (that by Talcott in

1838, and that of Humphreys and Abbot in 1860), it appears

that the land at the South Pass (see map, fig. 38), instead

of having advanced has receded about four miles within the

last century. This return of the sea to its old limits is doubt-

less owing to this pass having ceased to be a great channel

of discdiarge, so that, instead of new additions being made
to the banks, there has been a loss even of some of the land

that had been gained. The denudation in such cases may
not extend to a depth of many feet ;

but it shoWs, not only

how difficult it is to estimate the avfijgge rate ,of advance of

the land by observations made during smhf^ti periods, but how
exterjsively the coarse materials first thrown down on the

bars may subsequently be remov(?d and spread out in thin

strata over large spaces. Ef'en if we compare the two

American surveys already alluded to, of 1838 and 1860, we
find that in this interval of twenty-two years a bank oi new
land in the Pass a I’Outre, measuring two miles east and

west by half a mile north and south, had been lost or cut

away by the waves.

In boring vertically through any part of the delta, we may
expect to pass occasionally through brackish-water strata,

formed in lagoons, and through others containing purely

marine shells
;
and if there have been oscillations in the level

of the ground, as may well be supposed in the case of tens

of thousands of years, there will be alternations of fluviatile

beds and fresh-water cypress swamps, with clays and sands

containing marine shells. On the whole, I am not disposed

to regard the estimate which I made in 1846 of the time

required for the accumulation of the delta, as extravagant.

The rate at.which the river accomplishes a. given amount of

work is no doubt nearly double what I supposed, as shown

* Admiml Bichords, of the Hydrographical Office, had the luadneBs to show me
the original of this map.
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by Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot ; but, on the other hand,

the quantity of work done, or of mud and sand which has

been carried down into the gulf, is far greater than that

which I assumed as the basis of my calculation.

We have no information obtained by borings in regard to

the thickness of the alluvial deposit in the plain above the

delta, the superficial area of which is about equal to that of

the delta itself. I assumed it to average half that of the

delta, or 264 feet. I grounded this conclusion partly on tlie

jidea that the valley had been subsiding, as a part of it sank

during the earthquake of New Madrid in 1811-1 2, and partly

on the fact that the Mississippi is continually shifting its

course in the great alluvial plain, cutting its channel to the

depth of 100 feet, and sometimes even to 250 feet,—filling up

on one side as much space as it scoops out on the other ; and

these changes alone must, I think, have given a considerable

depth to the allu^l deposit, independently of the filling up

of the original ba^iu of the great rivgr, the capacity of which

was probably increased by«repeated subsidences.

If we ascend the Mississippi for 165 miles above New
Orleans, we find at Port Hudson, on the east or left bank of

the riVer, a cliff continually undermined by the stream. This

cliff I examined in 1846, a.nd tho state of it had been well

described sixty-nine years before by Baiiram the botanist.

At the base of it, about forty feet above the level of the gulf,

is a buried forest, with tho stools and roots in their natural

position, and composed of such trees as now live in the swamps

of the delta and alluvial plain, the deciduous cypress being the

most conspicuous of them. Above this buriod forest the bluff

rises to a height of about 75 feet, and it affords a section of

beds of river-sand, including trunks of trees and pieces of

drift-woofi, arrtffibove the sand a brown clay. From the top

oPthe cliff the ground slopes to a height of 1 50 feet above the

level of the buried forest, or about feet above the sea.

Prom this section we learn that •4e.« have been great

movements and oscillations of level since the Mississippi

began to form an alluvial plain, and to drift down timber into

it, and to bury under its sand and sediment ancient forests,

resembling those which now flourish in the swamps of its
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plain and delta. When the trees were bnried, the ground

was probably sinking, alter which it mast have been raised

again, so as to allow the stream to cut through its old allu-

vium. The depth of this ancient fluviabile formation is seen

to be no less than 200 feet, without any signs of the bottom

being reached. In character it is identical with the deposit

called Coast-Pliocene by Prof. Hilgard (see p. 456, and a, a,

map, p. 4 14), of which, I presume, it is a continuation, but

no marine shells have been detected in Hudson’s Blflff, like

those occasionally met with on the coast.

If, again, we ascend the river to about sixty-five miles due

north of Port Hudson, or about 225 above New Orleans, we
observe another bluff at Natchez, on the same left bank of

the river, more than 200 feet in perpendicular height. The
,

lower part of this cliff consists of gravel and sand, while the

uppermost, sixty feet in thickness, is^a mass of loam exactly

resembling the loess of the valley of the Ehine, without stra-

tification, and full of land-shells, such ast Helix and Pupa,

together with the amphibious genus Succineee, all of species

now living in the same courftry. At a few points in the

lower part of this formation, I observed shells of living spe-

cies of Lymnea, Planorbis, and Cyclas, genera which inhabit

ponds, and which may indicate the channel of an ancient river,

on the borders of which, after it had shifted its course, the

loess was deposited daring inundations. This same loess is

continuous over a vast extent of country, always increasing

in thickness near the Mississippi. It occurs in a bluff at

Vicksburg, eighty miles due north of Natchez (see, section,

fig. 42), where it forms a broad, flat table-land, extending

inland about twenty-six miles from the Mississippi, or east-

ward from d to e. It also recurs, as I learnt fi:om Mr.

Forshey, to the west of the valley of tKS 'Mississippi, in

Louisiana, or at c, fig. 42.

The only fossils of| a truly fluviatile character which have

been met with anywl^%e in this loess are the remains of three

fish discovered lately (March 19, 1866,) by Colonel Green.

They were found in the great platform of loess, two miles

north of Vicksburg, and only four feet below the surface, at

the height of 200 feet above high-water mark. They ore
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considered by Dr. Leidy to belong to the living buffalo>fi8k

of the Mississippi, and tliey probably indicate some local and
exceptional conditions, connected with a more mpid accumu-

Fig. 42.

Var.r.w tiw HfriaeraeTnur

1. Ho^rn alluvioxn of Mteaisaippl. 2. Loam or Loess. 8. /. Eocene. 4. Cretacoous.

lation than usual of mud on a part of the inundated plain

on which no organic remains were usually preserved except

land-shells and Succineee, I consider the loess, from its homo-

geneous nature, the absence of stratification, and its terre-

strial and amphibious shells, to have been formed by a great

river .which, like the Nile, inundated the wide plains bor-

dering it on each side. Granting this, we must assume tliat

since its accumulation there have been great changes in the

level of the’basin of the Mississippi.
^
How far the loes^may

have been anterior to all formations pierced through in

the well at New Orleans, or whether it may have been con-

temporaneous with some of them, is a point I cannot pretend

to deeide, especially as the Port Hudson formation bears tes-

timony to oscillations of level at a very modern period. But

it is evident that the basin of the great river has under-

gone important changes since the loess was deposited,

although the species of land-shells contained therein are all

now living. As*to the mammalia, of which some bones have

been found in the lowest part of the loess and in clay at

its base, they are many of them of extinct tjpecies. Among
these are Mastodon gigant&usy a species of Megalonyx, a Mylo-

don, Bison latifrons, Equus Amerieanus, Felis atrox Leidy (a

large cartiivoM^f the size of the tiger), two species of deer,

ttro of bear and other quadrupeds, some extinct and others

still living.

Before we take leave of the great delta we may derive an

instructive lesson from the reflection that the new deposits

already formed, or now accumulating, whether marine or

fresh-water, greatly resemble in composition, and in the

general character of their organic remains, many ancient
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strata ^111011 enter largely into the strnctnre of the earth’s

crust. Yet there is no sadden revolution in progress, whether
on the land or in the waters, whether in the animate or the
inanimate woidd. Notwithstanding the excessive destruction

of soil and uprooting of trees, the region, which yields a never-

failing supply of drift-wood, is densely clothed with noble

forests, and is almost unrivalled in its power of supporting
animal and vegetable life. In spite of the undermining of

many a lofty bluff and the encroachments of the delta on
the sea—in spite of the earthquake, which rends and fissures,

the soil, or causes areas more than sixty miles in length to

sink down several yards in a few months—the general features

of the district remain unaltered, or are merely undergoing a
slow and insensible change. Herds of wild deer graze on
the pastures, or browse upon the trees

; and, if they diminish

in number, it is only where they give way to man and the

domestic animals which follow in his train. The bear, the

wolf, « the fox, the panther, and the wild^ cat still maintain

themselves in the fastnesses of the forests of cypress and gum-
tree. The racoon and the opossum are everywhere abundant;

while the musk-rat, otter, and mink still frequent the rivers

and lakes, and a few beavers and buffaloes have not yet been

driven from their ancient haunts. The waters teem with
alligators, tortoises, and fish, and their surface is covered

with millions of migratory waterfowl, which perform their

annual voyage between the Canadian lakes and the shores of

the Mexican Gulf. The power of man, it is true, begins
almost everywhere to be sensibly felt, and many parts of the

wilderness to be replaced by towns, orchards, and gardens.

The gilded steamboats, like moving palaces, stem the force

of the current, or shoot rapidly down the descending stream
tlirough the solitudes of the forests and p^8Mes. Already

does the flourishing population of the great valley far exeeSd
that of the thirteen United States when first they declared

their independence. Such is the state of a continent where
trees and stones are hurried annually, by a thousand torrents,

from the mountains to the plains, and where sand and finer

matter are swept down by a vast current to the sea, together

with the wreck of countless forests and the bones of aniTnala
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“whicli perish in the inundations. When these materials reach

the gulf, they do not render the waters unfit for aquatic

animals j but, on the contrary, the sea here swarms with life,

as it generally does where the influx of a great river furnishes

a copious supply of organic and mineral matter. Yet some

people, when they behold the spoils of the land heai>ed in

successive strata, and blended confusedly with the remains

of fishes, broken shells, and corals—when they see portions

of ere(;t trunks of trees with their roots still retaining their

natural position, and one tier of them preserved above another

—are apt to imagine that they are viewing the signs of a

turbulent instead of a tranquil and settled state of the

planet. They read in such phenomena the proof of chaotic

disorder and reiterated catastrophes, instead of indications

of a surfaqe as habitable as the most delicious and fertile

districts now tenanted by man.

Delta of the Amazons .—What has generally been called tlio

delta of the Amazons forms, according to Mr. Batos^* an

irregular triangle,* of whicji each sile measures about 180

miles
;
but the island of Mari^'o, which is as large as Sicily,

occupies a great portion of this space, and inside of this to

the west there are other smaller islands, all now, like Marajo,

surrounded by different arms of the Amazons, and of tlie

Para, the waters of which are blended in a common estuary.

The valley of the Amazons has been lately examined by

Professor Agassiz, who describes it as consisting of three

formations, all df which he considers to be of Post- tertiary

date, and to have been deposited in succession far and

wide in the great basin.f The lowest is a* sandstone
;

the

next above consists of mottled plastic clays, overlaid by a series

of finely laminated clays of various colours, and containing

well-preserve^teaves of plants supposed to belong to the

existing vegetation of the country. These clays pass upwards

into sands and sandstone, occasionally divided by an argilla-

ceous layer, and at some points, as at Obydos, on the main land,

nearly 300 miles westward of Marajo, calcareous beds occur

with fresh-water bivalve shells of existing species. Over this

* Heniy Walter Bates, Delta of the t Agassiz, Physical History of Valley

Amazons, Brit. Assoc. Heport, 1864, of Amazons, Atlantic Monthly, vol,

p 137^
xviii. July and August 1866.
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occurs the third deposit, which appears to me, from the de-

scription given of it by Agassiz, to resemble in some parts

inundation-mud or loess, and in others the produce of land-

floods, which, after denuding the subjacent sandstone, have

left masses of unstratified materials to level up the uneven sur-

face of die denuded strata. The above-mentioned formations

have been traced, according to Agassiz, over an area 3,000

miles in length and 700 in breadth, and their united thick-

ness exceeds 800 feet. By the earlier observers the stratified

portions of this series were supposed to be of marine origin,

and were successively referred to the Devonian, Triassic, and

Tertiary epochs ;
but Agassiz inferred that they were of

modern date, and, wherever he had opportunities of examin-

ing them, of fresh-water origin. The Obydos fossils above

alluded to, which former travellers ascribed to .the genera

Avicula, Solen, and Area, are in reality, according to Agassiz,

Unios or fresh-water bivalves of the family of Naiades, greatly

resembling in shape the marine genera above mentioned, but

of species now living in the Amazons. Mr. Bates informs

me that Spix and Martins considered certain calcareous beds

ofthe same formation, which occur nearer the sea and are used

for making lime, to be of marine origin. These shell-beds are

found at the mouth of the Tocantins, on the island of Marajo,

and towards the sea-coast near Vigia. From the latter place

Mr. Bates himself procured large marine univalves of existing

species, some of them allied to Fusus.

More lately (October 1870) Professor James Orton, of

Vassor College, New York, found shells indicating fresh or

brackish water life in the coloured plastic clays at Pabos,

more than 2,000 miles up the river, which he considers to be

the equivalent of the mottled plastic clays of Agassiz. Mr.

Conrad, to whom these shells were submitted,^tevtes that most

of the forms are very singular and unique, belonging to about

seventeen extinct species, referable to nine genera, of which

only three are now living. From this it is inferred, says

Professor Orton, that the formation cannot be late Tertiary, .

and may be Miocene.* The great mass of shells are bivalves

* See H. Woodward on Tertiary Shells Conrad, American Journ. of Coneholqjy,

of the Ama^onB Valley, Ahii. and Mag. Oct. 10, 1870.

of Nat Hist., Jan. and Feb. 1871 ;
and
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Ihii ‘MtMOli liiipty that this fossil fhana aeoedm

hik^ £bd> JBOW Uving tiMta does any knovni Aietaber

StOirei' Mioeeae of Europe,

i^gewld he ttnahie to form eren a probable guess as

logical and get^graphica! relations of these deposits,

Itry whidi has only been surveyed in what must be

Tjltlli^d and hurried visit during a single season, is not

iirohderfd. Suppose, for example, that a scientific expedition

Itad ^qtlored fbr the first time the valley of the Bhine. On
ditering the Scheldt they would find at Antwerp Pliocene

strata, in some of which the great majority of shells agree

with, those now living in the neighbouring sea. Pursuing

their course tip the river for 200 or 300 miles, they would

bdi^d au both sides of the valley of the Bhine, as between

Bihgen and Basfl, a mass of loess, ynth recent land and am«
phtbious shells, from 100 tp 200 feet thick, having sometimes,

bot^urely, at the bottom, fiehh-water deposits, with living

species cS Lymnea, Planorbis, and Palndina comparable in

'Ige to those of Obydos ; while at Bonn, Mnyence, and other

places th^ Would find Tertiary strata containing at various

heights fresh-water, brackish, and marine fossils, for the most

part of extinct species and Miocene date. In the report of

such A su^osed expedition made for the first time it would

fas unietMioaahle to expect that the successive changes in

<^^nic life or physical geography of the Tertiary and recent

of tl^ Bhenish basin should be clearly determined,

seebog aHer the study of more than half a century we

hkve hot yet accomplished this end. Yet the basin of the

Blfae i^ciSkbM^'Cxth part the size of that of the Amazons.

^
olJi!|*r to e:i^lain the great Amazonian formation above

derierib^* BttMlsssor Agassiz conceives that the whole valley

'fWi fex a loUg|»mdod converted into a lake, by a large dam
ataek^ilng across its seaward extremity, and which

bi^ SUj^ vemoved by the ocean. A similar hypothesis

bM advanced agpabi and again to account for the vast

eiront bf old finviatila and lacustrine deposit** as well as

XGh. I. . .
a B
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for the inundation-^mud called loess, wliich once filled ilie

lower portions of the basins of most of the principal rivers of

the world, such as the Mississippi, Nile, Danube, and Rhine.

I have elsewhere* endeavoured to show that such pheno-

mena are the natural result of oscillations in the level of the

land, extending over large continental areas, by which the

fall of the rivers is lessened at certain periods, giving rise

to accumulations of matter more or less lacustrine, while

subsequently, when a movement takes place in an opjposite

direction, the rivers cat through their old deposits, re-exca-

vating the valleys and often eroding them below their original

depth. There is nothing new, therefore, in the character of

the Amazonian clays, sands, and loess, so far at least as they

are of recent and post-Tertiary date, except the grand scale

on which they are developed. Geologists have usnally.beeii

driven to abandon the theory of a seaward dam at the

mouths of great rivers, such as the Rhine a^d Mississippi, by

the d'lfficulty of imaoinhig first the construction of such

barriers after the valley was formed, and then their subse-

quent disappearance.

Professor Agassiz has hazarded the startling coigecture

that the Amazonian basin was closed up and converted into

a lake by the terminal moraine of a glacier, which stretched

for thousands of miles from west to east, and entered the sea

under the equator. But this distinguished naturalist can-

didly confesses that he failed to discover any of those proofs

wliich we are a(*onstojncd to regard, even in’ temperate lati-

tudes, as essential for the establishment of the former exist-

ence of glaciers where they are now no more. No glaciated

pebbles, or far-transported angular blocks, with polished and

striflted sides, no extensive surface of rock, smooth and tra-

versed by rectilinear furrows, were observed.

The islands, such as Mavajo and others, off the

mouth of the Amazons, certainly imply that vast encroach-

ments of the ocean have taken place since the clays an4‘
i

sands above described were formed. We are also informed

by Agassiz that even in the last ten years the sea has i^ned
'

upon the land on one part of the coast as much as 20t> yarda»

* See above, p. 801, and Ant of Man, p 338 ; S^emenU of Geology, p. 118.'
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md m^hdn tlbje last twealy jrearg one idaad north-eaet of

the Bay of Vigia hae been entirely swept awa^, while it is

probable idiat the Paranahyba and some other rivers in the

province ofMaranbam, which now enter the ocean by indepen-

dent monthsy were once tributaries of the Amazons. Prom
Mr. Batc^ we leam that> about 140 miles inland from the

present co^ast-line, is a low fiat area about 80 miles in length

and width, wholly formed of mud and sediment in compara-

tively# recent times, by the Amazons. The same traveller

gives us a graphic account of the rate at which the great

river in the higher parts of its course is denuding its banks.

^ One morning/ he says, ‘ I was awoke before sunrise by an

unusual sound resembling the roar of artillery ; the noise

came from a considerable distance, one eiash succeeding

another* X supposed it to be an earthquake, for, although

the night was breathlessly calm, the broad river was much
agitated, andthejessel rolled heavily . Soon afi ei wards anotliex

loud explosion took place, followed, by others, which lasted

for an hour till the day dawned, and we then saw the woik

of destruction going forward^on the other side of the livei,

about three miles off. Large masses of forest, including trees

of colossal size, probably 200 feet in height, were rocking to

and fro, and falling headlong one after another into the

water. After each avalanche, the wave which it caused re-

turned on the crumbly bank with tieniendous force, and

caused the fall of other masses by undermining. The hue

of coast over wliich the landslip extended was a mile or two

in length ; the end of it, however, was hid from our view by

an intervening island. It was a grand sigiit ; each downfall

created a cloud of spray ; the concussion in one place causing

other masses to give way a long distance from it, and thus

the craslles sejstinned, swaying to and fro with little prospect

ct ^ terminatiom When we glided out of sight two hours

after sunrise the deBtruction was still going on/ ^

DBXTA OP THE GANGES AND BRAHMAPOOTRA.

As an example of a large delta advancing upon the sea

in spite of the action of a very powerful tide, I shall next

* Bates, Nataeahft on the AmtaoM, vol. ii p 172 1S63

X H 2
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describe that of the Gang^ and BrabmapootMk {or Btntarn-

pooter). TJiese, the two principal rirers of India, descend

from the highest mountains in the world, and partially mingle

their waters in the low plains of Hindoostan, before reaching

the head of the Bay of Bengal. The Brahmapootra, some-

what the larger of the two, formerly passed to the east nf

Dacca, even so lately as the beginning of the present century,

pouring most of its waters into one of the numerous channels

in the delta called ‘ the Megna.’ By that name thtf maiti

stream was always spoken of by Bennell and others in their.

rig 43

Map of tho Bilta of the Oakgks and Baahmafootbil.

memoirs on this region. But the main trunk now with

an arm of the Ganges considerably higher^df, at a ^int
about 100 miles distant from the sea ; and it is constanijyp

according to Dr, Hooker, working its way westward, having

formerly, as may be seen by ancient mapia^ llQ^ved eastward

for a long period.
^

The area of the delta of the combined rivers—tot it is im**

possible now to distinguish what belongs to each—^is eonsid<l^

ably more than double that of the Kile, even if we eatelnde
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from '3ie dlltli large exteat oflow, flat, aUnvial plain, doubt*

lees of flaidatile origin, which stretches more than 100 miles

to tibe hills west of Calcutta (see map, fig. 43,) and much
flu<ther in a northerly direction beyond the head of the great

delta. ^I3ie head of‘a delta, as before stated, is that point

whmre the first arm is given off. Above that poiut a river

receives the waters of tributaries flowing from higher levels

;

below it, on the contrary, it gives out portions of its waters

to lower levels through channels which flow into adjoining

•swamps, or which run directly to the sea. In the great

delta of Bengal there may be said to be two heads nearly

eqai*distant from the sea, that of the Ganges (o, map, fig. 48),

about thirty miles below Bajmahal, or 216 statute miles in a

direct line ^m the sea, and that of the Brahmapootra (b)

belong Cbiiapoonjee, wh€>rc the river issues from the Eihasia

mountains, a distance of 224 miles from the Bay of Bengal.

It will by reference to the map, tlmt the great

body of fresh water derived from the two rivers enteVs the

bay on its eastern side ; idid that a large part of the delta

bordering on the sea is composed of a labyrinth of rivers

and creeks, all filled with salt wiiter, except those imme-

diately communicating with the Hoogly, or principal ana

of the Ganges. This tract alone, known by the name of

the Woods, or Sunderbunds (more properly Soonderbuns), a

wfldemess infested by tigers and crocodiles, is, according to

Bennell, equal in extent to the whole principality of Wales.*

On the sea-coast there are eight great openings, each of

which has evidently, at some ancient perjod, served in its

tom as the principal channel of discharge. Although the

flux and reflux of the tide extend even to the heads of the

delta wl^n the rivers are low, yet, when thej' are periodically

s^palien by taopicaJ rains, their volume and velocity counter-

act the tidal current, so that, except very near^lte sea, the

ebb and flew become insensible. During the flood season,

therefore, the Ganges and Brahmapootra almost assume in

their d^lto the diaracter of rivers entering an inland sea;

the movements of the ocean being then snbordiuate to the

* Xeeoiuit of the G«iig68 aad Bsttampooter Biven, by iXyot BenneU, Phil.

Trsae. 171«.'
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force of the rivers, and only slightly disturbing their opera-

tions. The great gain of the delta in height and area takes

place during the inundations ; and, during other seasons of

the year, the ocean makes reprisals, scouring out the chan-

nels, and sometimes devouring rich alluvial plains.

lalanu's formed and destroyed.—Major E. H. Colebrooke, in

his account of the course of the Ganges, relates examples of

the rapid filling up of some of its branches, and the excava-

tion of new channels where the number of square miles of

soil removed in a short time (tlie column of earth being 114*

feet high) was truly astonishing. Forty square miles, or

26,600 acres, are mentioned as having been carried away, in

one place, in the course of a few years.* The immense trans-

portation of earthy matter by the Ganges and Brahmapootra

is proved by the great magnitude of the islands formed in

their channels during a period far short of that of a man’s

life. Some of these, many miles in extentJJ' have* originated

in large sand-banks thrown up round the jibints at the angu-

lar turning of the rivers, and afterwards insulated by breaches

of the streams. Others, formed in the main channel, ore

caused by some obstruction at the bottom. A large trge, or

a sunken boat, is sometimes sufficient to cheek the current

and cause a deposit of sand, which accumulates till it

usurps a considerable portion of the channel. The river

then undermines its banks on each side, to supply the de-

ficiency in its bed, and the island is afterwards raised by
fresh deposits during every flood. In the great gulf below

Luckipour, formed by the united waters of the Ganges and
Megna, some of the islands, says Rennell, rival in sixe and

fertility the Isle of Wight. While the river is forming new
islands in one part, it is sweeping away old ojjes in others.

Those newly formed are soon overrun with reeds, long

the Tamarix Tndica, and other shrubs, forming impenetrable

thickets, where the tiger, the rhinoceros, the bufBiJo, deer,

and other wild animals, take shelter. It is easy, therefore,

to perceive, that both animal and vegetable remaitte may
occasionally be precipitated into the flood, and become im-

bedded in the sediment which subsides in the delta.

* Trans, of the Asiatic Society, vol. vii. p. 14.
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Three w tom fi^ciea of crocodile, of two distinct sab*

genera, abotuid in the Ganges, and its tributary and con-

tigaons waters ; and Mr, H. T. Colebrooke informed me, that

he had seen both forms in places far inland, seyeral hundred
miles from the sea. The Gangetic crocodile, or Gavial (in

correct orthography, Garial), is confined to the fresh water,

living exclnsively on fish ; but the commoner kinds, called

Koomiah and Muggar, frequent both fresh and salt, being

tnueli larger and fiercer in salt and brackish water.* These
* animals swarm in the brackish water along the lino of sand-

banks, where the advance of the delta is most rapid. Hun-
dreds of them are seen together in the creeks of the delta, or

basking in the sun on the shoals without. They wiD attack

men and pattle, destroying the natives when bathing, and

tam4 and wild animals which come to drink. ‘ I have not un-

frequently,’ says Mr. Colebrooke, ‘ been witness to the horrid

spectacle of a fleatiiig corpse seized by a crocodile with such

avidity that he half emerged above the water with his prey

in his mouth.^ The geoh^gisliwill not fail to observe how pe-

culiarly the habits and distribution of these sauriaiis expose

them to become imbedded in the horizontal strata of fine

mud which are annually deposited over many hundred

square miles in the Bay of Bengal. The inhabitants of the

land who happen to be drowned or thrown into the water

are usually devoured by these voracious reptiles
;
but wo may

suppose the remains of the saurians themselves to be con-

tinually entombed in the new formations. The number, also,

of bodies of the poorer class of Hindoos thrown annually into

the Oanges is so great, that some of their bones or skeletons

can hardly fail to be occasionally enveloped in fluviatilo mud.

It soQietimes happens, at the season when the periodical

is at^ts height, that a strong gale of wind, conspiring

with a high spring-tide, checks the descending current of the

Cuvier referr^ the true crocodiles tus appears to be confined tothe i atuary

,

of the Gftngee to a aiuglo apeciee, C. and C. pahstris, to rangi from the

Bttt I laarh from Dr. Fal- estuary to the central parts of Bengal

conoid that there are three well-marked The Garial (C palMlris) is found along

speeits, C. bipercaim, C. palmtrh. and with €* homhtfrom in the north, and

C. hmhifitmB, C homb^roH$ oeOnre in descends to the region of C biporoatu$

the northarn bramdies of the Ganges, m the estuarj

1,000 miles from Calcutta ; C biporea*
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river, and gives rise to most destructive inundations, From
this cause, in the year 1763, the waters at Luckipour rose

six feet above their ordinary level, and the inhabitants of a
considerable district, with their houses and cattle, were

totally swept away.

The population of all oceanic deltas are particularly exposed

to suffer by such catastrophes, recurring at considerable in-

tervals of time; and we may safely assume that such tragical

events have happened again and again, since the Gadgetic

delta was inhabited by man. If human experience and fore-

thought cannot always guard against these calamities, still

less can the inferior animals avoid them; and the monu-

ments of such disastrous inundations must be looked for in

great abundance in strata of all ages, if the surface of our

planet has always been governed by the same laws. When
we reflect on the general order and tranquillity that reign in

the rich and populous delta of Bengal, notwithstanding the

havoc ^occasionally committed by the depredations of the

ocean, we perceive how unnece^ai^ it is to attribute tlie im-

bedding ot successive races of animals in older strata to ex-

traordinary energy in the causes of decay and reproduction

in the infancy of our planet, or to those general catastrophes

and sudden revolutions so often resorted to.

Depoiritti in the delta,—The quantity of mud held in suspen-

sion by the waters of the Ganges and Brahmapootra is found,

as might be expected, to exceed that of any of the rivers

alluded to in this or the preceding chapters
; for, in the first

place, their feeders flow from mountains of unrivalled alti*

tude, and do not clear themselves in any lake, as does the

Bhine in the Lake of Constance, or the Bhone in that of

Geneva. And, secondly, their whole course is nearer the

equator than that of ihe Mississippi, or any^great

respecting which careful experiments have been made, to de*

termine the quantity of its water and earthy contents. The
fall of rain, moreover, as we have before seen, is excessive on

the southern flanks of the first range of mountains whioh rijW

from the phuns of Hindoostan, and still more iS

the quantity sometimes poured down in one day. (Sl4e abovO,

p. 824) ike sea, where the Ganges and Bi!aluKin|Kk)tra
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diMAtai^ (ib0ir maiu stream at the flood season, onljr redOTers

its tt«SM|iaren07 at the distance of from 60 to 100 miles from

the delta} imd we may tshe for granted that the current con-

fanues to transport the finer particles much farther south

than where the surface water first becomes clear. The gene-

ral slope, therefore, of the new strata must be extremely

gentle. According to the best charts, there is a gradual

deepmdng feom four to about sixty fathoms, as we proceed

firom \he base of the delta to the distance of about one

'hundred mUes into the Bay of Bengal. At some few points

seventy, or even one hundred, fathoms are obtained at that

distance.

One remarkable exception, however, occurs to the regu-

larity of the shape of the bottom. Opposite the middle of

the delta, at the distance of thirty or forty miles from the

coast, there is a deep submarine \ alley, called the ‘swatch of

no ground,’ about fifteen miles in breadth, where soundings

""•varying from 186 to 300 fathoms •fail to reach the bottom.

(See Hiap, ir4C8.) This phenomenon is the more extra-

ordinary, since the depression runs north to within five miles

of tl^e line of shoals ; and not only do the waters charged with

sediment pass over it continually, but, during the monsoons,

the sea, loaded with mud and sand, is beaten back in that

direction towards the delta. As the mud is known to extend

for eighty miles farther into the gulf, a considerable thickness

of matter must-have been deposited in ‘the swatch.’ We
may conclude, therefore, either that the original depth of this

paH cf the Bay of Bengal was excessive, oy that subsidences

have occurred in modem times. The latter conjecture is the

less improbable, as the delta near Calcutta has certainly been

sinking* (a^shown by Artesian borings, see p. 476) during

of its formation. Parts of Bengal have also been

coarttlsed in the historical era by earthquakes, and actual

subsidences have taken place in the neighbouring coast of

dntto^emg, while ‘ the swatch ’ lies not far from the vulcanic

hflHfl which CbUHectB Sumatra, Barren Island, and Ramree.*

Mr. Ihrgusson has suggested that ‘ the swatch,’ in which
.hi

»Sm below, 0b*{)<.XXm sod XXX
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soundings have been made to the depth of no less than 1,800

feet without reaching the bottom, is a channel ‘ scooped out^

by the force of the tides, or one which they have had power to

keep clear. In support of this view he observes that the tides

of the Hoogly have a rotatory motion ;
* hut he is unable to

confirm ^his by any exact observations as to their velocity,

such as might warrant us in ascribing so extraordinary an

effect to their excavating power. To me it seems less difficult

to conceive the pre-existence of a submarine valley 2,O0O feet

or more deep, which may have formed part of the original

basin of the Bay of* Bengal. Before the two great rivers

the Ganges and Brahmapootra reach this deep and central

pai*t of the gulf they meet the tidal current, and, their speed

being checked, they part with their sediment, which has in

this way been prevented from filling up ^ the swatch.’

Opposite the mouth of the Hoogly River, and immediately

south of Saugor Island, four miles from the nearest land of

the d(?lta, a new islet wss formed at the •beginning of the

present century, called Edmongtoife Island, on the centre of

which a beacon was erected as a landmark in 1817. In 1818

the island had become two miles long and half a mile broad,

and was covered with vegetation and shrubs. Some houses

were then built upon it, and in 1820 it was used as a pilot

station. The severe gale of I82d divided it into two parts,

and so reduced its size as to leave the beacon standing out in

the sea, where, after remaining seven years,, it was washed

away. The islet in 183G had been converted by successive

storms into a sand-bank, half a mile long, on which a sea-

mark was placed.

Although there is evidence of gain at some points, the

general progi’ess of the coast is very slow; for tl^e tides,

when the river water is low, are actively employ^ in

ing alluvial matter. In the Sunderbunds the usual nee and
fall of the tides is no more than eight feet, but, on the east

side of the delta. Dr. Hooker observed, in the winter of 1851,

a rise of from sixty to eighty feet, producing among^tlie

islands at the mouths of the Megna and Fenny

Fergasaqm, Cliauges in Delta of the Ganges, Quart. 0eol. iWu. Vd.

xii. 1863,
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wave or ^ bore ’ as they ascend, and causing the river water to

be landed back, and then to sweep down with great violence

when the tide ebbs. The bay for forty miles south of Chitta-

gong is so fresh that neither algse nor mangroves will grow on

it. We may, therefore, conceive how effective may be the

current formed by so great a volume of water in dispersing

fine mud over a wide area. Its power is sometimes augmented

by the agitation of the bay during hurricanes in the month

of May.^ The new supei'ficial stiata consist entirely of fine

• sand and mud ; such, at least, are the only materials which

are exposed to view in regular beds on the banks of the

numerous creeks. Neither here nor higher up the Ganges

could Dr. Hobker discover any land or fresh-water shells in

sectiQBS of the banks, which in the plains higher up some-

times form cliffs, eighty feet in height, at low water. In like

manner T have elsewhere stated* that I was unable to find

any buried shells in the delta or modern river cliffs of the

“-Mississippi. • • •

The Gan'gtrs is always rai'ning the level of its bed and banks

in the same manner as the Mississippi, before described

(p. 439,
diagram, fig. »S7) ;

and we learn from Sir Proby

Cautley and Colonel Baker, that even artificial canals con-

gtructed for inland navigation m India, such as those of the

Jumna, through which the %vater flows freely, deposit in like

manner much of the coarser matter immediately on their

banks, so that ‘these last form a miniature rei)resentation of

those of larger rivers. Mr. J. Fergnsson, in his paper on the

Delta of the Ganges.t differing from all writers of authority

who preceded him, has argued that tlie sediment is thrown

down in consequence of the overflowing river being checked

by meetingswith the still water of the jheels or lakes corre-

slMSBRng*^ those seen at g/and d e, fig. 37, p. 439. In point

bf febt, however, the deposition of the coarser matter takes

place immediately on the highest part of the banks, where the

waters first begin to overflow, and before they reach those

vdlich occur at a lower level in the alluvial plain on each

tide ol the main river. The banks are of equal height and

ail eoafiteuous where no jheels exist.

* Stfeotid Tifrit to lTmt«d States, vol. 11. p 115. t Fergmoi^ it»d.
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No substance so coarse as gravel occurs in any part of tibe

delta of the Ganges and Brahmapootra, nor nearmr the sea

than 400 miles. Yet it is remarkable that idxe boring of an
Artesian well at Fort William, near Calcutta, in the years

1835-40, displayed, at the depth of 120 feet, clay and sand

with pebbles. This boring was carried to a depth of 481 feet

below the level ofCalcutta, and the geological section obtained

in the operation has been recorded with great care. Under

the surface soil, at a depth of about ten feet, they ctime to a
stiff blue clay about forty feet in thickness ; below which was

sandy clay, containing in its lower portion abundance of de-

cayed vegetable matter, which at the bottom assumed the

character of a stratum of black peat two feet thick. This

peaty mass was considered as a clear indication (like the ‘ dirt-

bed ’ of Portland) of an ancient terrestrial surface, with a

forest or Sunderbund vegetation. Logs and branches of a

red-coloured wood occur both above and immedia^tely below

the peat, so little altered that Dr. Wallich was able to identify.^

them with the Soondri tree, Ileritierh Utioralis, oae'of the most

prevalent forms at the base of the delta. Dr. Falconer tells

me that similar peat has been met with at other points round

Calcutta at the depth of nine feet and twenty-five feet. It

appears, therefore, that there has been a sinking down ofwhat

was originally Lind in this region, to the amount of seventy

feet or more; for Calcutta is only a few feet above the

level of the sea, and the successive peatrbeds seem to

imply that the «ubsidence of the ground was gradual or in<-

terrupted by several pauses. Continuing the boring at Fort

William, they entered, below the vegetable mass, upem a

stratum of yellowish clay about ten feet thick, containing

horizontal layers of kuiikar (or kankar), a nodula, ,conm%-

tionary, argillaceous limestone, met with

greater or less depths in all paVts of the valley of the

over many thousand square miles, and always presmiting the

same characters, even at a distance of one ^onsand

north of Calcutta. Some of this kankar is said to be ofAtefy

recent origin in deposits formed by river inundatimii

Saharanpoor. After penetrating 120 feet, they foupd loiMti'
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water-worn fragments of mica-slate and other

Jlf^nda 0f of a size which the current of the Ganges can

JiO lo^Eigeir ti*ajisport to this region. In the various beds

pil^ced through below, consisting of clay, marl, and friable

e^ndstone, with kunkar here and there intermixed, no organic

remains of decidedly marine origin were met with. Too posi-

tive a conclusion ought not, it is true, to be drawn from such

a &ct, when we consider the narrow bore of the auger and

its effect in crushing shells and bones. Nevertheless, it is

worthy of remark, that the only fossils obtained in a recog-

nisable state were of a fluviatile or terrestrial character.

Thus, at the depth of 350 feet, the bony shell of a tortoise,

or trionyx, a fresh-water genus resembling the living species

of Bengal, was found in sand. From the same stratum, also,

they* drew, up .the lower half of the humerus of a ruminant,

of the size and shape, says Dr. Falconer, of the shoulder-

bone of the Cerv'us porcinus^ or common hog-deer, of India.

At the depth of 380 feet, clay with fragments of lacustrine

'^hefis*«caj?^incum\)ent on^wliat appears clearly to have been

another ‘dirt-bed,* or stratnuh of decayed wood, implying a

period of repose of some duration, and a forest-covered land,

which must have subsided 300 feet, to admit of the subse-

quent superposition of the overlying deposits. It has been

conjectured that, at tlie time when this area supported

trees, the land extended much farther out into the Bay of

Bengal than now, and that in later times the Ganges, while

enlarging its delta, has been only recovering lost ground from

the sea.

At tke deptii of about 400 feet below the .surface, an abrupt

change was observed in the character of the strata, which

were composed in great part of sand, shingle, and boulders,

th^ordjjfessils observed being the vertebrm of a crocodile,

sjlSell of a trionyx, and fragments of wood very bttle altered

ahdi similar to that buried in beds far above. Tliese gravelly

bs^^ constituted the bottom of the section at the depth of

ifeeti when the operations were discontinued in conse-

^ an acejident which happened to the auger,

docmprence of pebbles at the depths of 120 and400 feet
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implies important ch&ngeg in the geographical conditioxl ol

the region round or near Calcutta. The fall of the river, or

the general slope of the alluvial plain, may have been

merly greater
;

or, before a general and perhaps unequsZjub*

sidence, hills once nearer the present base of the delta may
have risen several hundred feet, foinning islands in the bay,

which may have sunk gradually, and become buried under

fluviatile sediment.

Antiquity of the delta .—It would be a matter of no«small

scientific interest, if experiments were made to enable ns to

determine, with some degree of accuracy, the mean quantity

of earthy matter discharged annually into the sea by the

united waters of the Ganges and Brahmapootra, The Bev.

Mr. Everest instituted, in 1831-2, a series of observations on

tlie earthy matter brought down by the Ganges, ^t Gha^e-

poor, 500 miles from the sea. He found that, in 1831, the

number of cubic feet of water discharged by the river per

second at that place was^ during the

Eains (4 months) • • • 494,20!?*"

Winter (5 monlbs) .... 71,200

Hot weather (8 months) . , . 80,330

SO that we may state in round numbers that 600,000 cubic

feet per second flow down during the four months of the flood

season, from June to yepteinber, and about 60,000, per second

during the remaining eight months.

The average quantity of solid matter suspended in the water

during the rains was, by weight,
^
j^th i)firt ; but as the water

is about one half the specific gravity of the dried mud, the

solid matter discharged is ^y^th part in bulk, or 577 Cubic

feet per second. This gives a total of 6,082,041,600 cubic

feet for the discharge in the 122 days of the raixH*-^ Thg^pyo*
portion of sediment in the waters at other seasons was Cw*-

paratively insignificant, the total amount during the fite

winter months being only 247,881,600 cubic feet, and duriilg

the three months of hot weather, 38,154,240 cubic feet.i

total annual discharge, then, would be 6,868,077^440xC^I>ic

feet. ' u'!
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l%i8 (|Qantit7 of mud would in one ^ear raise a surface of

280^ square miles, or'a square space, each side of which should

measure IS miles, a height of one foot. To give some idea of

tlm m^^tudeof this result, we will assume that the spectdc

IgeariiT' of the dried mud is only one half that of granite (it

would, however, be more) : in that case, the earthy matter

dischoi^fed in a year would equal 3,184,088,720 cubic feet of

grmiite. Now about 12^ cubic feet of granite weigh one ton

;

and itjs computed that the Great Pyramid ofEgypt, if it were

a solid mass of granite, would weigh about 6,000,000 tons,

l^e mass of matter, therefore, carried down annually would,

according to this estimate, more than equal in weight and

bulk forty-two of the great pyramids of Egypt, and that

borne down in the four months of the rains would equal

forty, pyrapalds. But if, without any conjecture as to what

may have been the specific gravity of the mud, we attend

merely to the weight of solid matt er actually proved by Mr.

Everest to have^een contained in the water, we find that the

tons^ weight wjiich passed down in the 122 days

of the rainy season was 8.39J41 3,760, which would give the

weight of fifty-six pyramids and a half; and in the whole

year •355,361,464 tons, or neaily the weight of sixty pyramids*

The base ofthe Great Pyramid of Egypt covers eleven acres,

and its perpendicular height is about five hundred feet* It

is scarcely possible to present any picture to the mind which

will convey an adequate conception of tlie mighty scale of this

operation, so tranquilly and almost insensibly carried on by

the Ganges, as it glides through its alluvial plain, even at a

distance of feOO miles from the sea. It may, however, be

stated, that if a fleet of more than eighty Indiameii, each

freighted with about 1,400 tons’ weight of mud, were fo sail

down the ^pver every hour of every day and night for four

njdffiffii^cwtinuously, they would only transport from the

higher country to the sea a mass of solid matter equal to that

borne down by the Ganges, even in this part of its course,

hi the four months of the flood season. Or the exertions

of a fleet of aboul; 2,000 such ships going down daily with

flhe seme burden^ and discharging it into the gulf, would
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1)6 DO more than eijiaralent io the o^ra/tkats ikio

river. ^ I

The most volamisous 6nrrent of lava whi<^ has

from Etna within historical timos was that 1669. |*€gen(||jl^

alter correcting Borelli’s estimate, calcnlatod the qaatti^

of cubic yards of lava in this current at 140,000,000. Now
this would not equal in bulk one-Ofth of the sedimentary'

matter which is carried down in a single year by the Gangeit,

past Ghazepoor, according to the estimate above exp^ded#
so that it wo\ild require five grand eruptions of f^na to

transfer a mass of lava from the subterranean regions to the'

surface, equal in volume to the mud carried down in one

year to Ghazejioor.

Colonel B. Strachey, of the Bengal Engineers, has re-

marked to me, not only that Ghazepoor, where Mr. Everest’s

observations were made, is 500 miles from the sea, but that

the Ganges has not been joined there by its most important

feeders. These drain upon the whole 7h0 miles of the

Himalaya, and no more' than 150^ miles 6f that Tnonntajw
chain have sent their contribjitions to the *ffl53h trunk at

Ghazepoor. Below that place, the Ganges is joined by the

Gogra, Gunduk, Khoaee, and Teesta from the north, tp say

nothing of the Sone flowing from the south, one of the

largest of the rii ers which rise in the table-land of Central

India. (See map, fig. 43, p. 4G8.) Moreover, the remaining

600 miles of the Himalaya comprise that eastern portion of

the basin where the rains are heaviest. (See above, p. 324.)

The quantity of water, therefore, carried down to the seamay
probably be four or five times as much as that which passes

'Ghazepoor.
'

The Brahmapootra, according to Major Wilcox,* in the

month of January, when it is nei

160,000 cubic feet of water per

many miles above the head of its delta. Taking

proportions observed at Ghazepoor at the difibrenh seaSCam

as a guide, the probable average discharge of the BcvhloAr

pootra for the whole year may be estimated at ahcQ^
same as that of the Ganges. Assuming this{ and aehtn)^^

* Asiatic Bohoarcbes toI xvii p 466

r its minimunVi^dMChaiges

second at Gwiii|a«c>)i
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i:;|>f in their waters is about a third less than

estimate, the mud home do^ to the Bay of

in one year would equal 40,000 millions of .cuSio

0^ between six and seven times as much as tlrnt brought

> down to i^haseffiftoor, according to Mr. Everest's calculations

|!n ISSl, and 1B^ times as much as that conveyed annually

by the'Miasissiiypi to the Gulf of Mexico.

' Ooi^n^ Strachey estimates the annually inundated portion

. of the delta at 250 miles in length by 80 in breadth, making

an area of 20,000 square miles. The space south of this

hi the bay, where sediment is thrown down, may be 300

miles from E, to W. by 150 N. and S., or 45,000 square

miles,.which, added to the former, gives a surface of 65,000

squiere miles, over which the sedinieht is spread out by the

two rivers. Suppose then the solid matter to amount to

40,000 million!^ of cubic feet per annum, the deposit, he

Observes, must be^ contiiuied for forty-five years and three-

leiBhv*4o .uXai^ the whole area a height of one foot, or

13,600 years to raise it 300 feet ; and this, as we have seen,

is much less than the thickness of the fluviatile strata

actuMly penetrated (and the bottom not reached) by the

auger at Calcutta.

Nevertheless we can by no means deduce from these data

alone what will be the future rate of advance of the delta,

nor even predict whether the land will gain on the sea, or

remain stationary. At the end of 13,000 years the bay

may be even less shallow than now, provided a moderate de-

pression, corresponding to that experienced in port of Green-

land for many centuries, shall take place (see p. 128). A
subsidence quite insensible to the inhabitants of Bengal, not

excggijjfl^sirwo feet three inches in a century, would be more

tMu sufficient to counterbalance all the efforts of the two

mighty rivers to extend the limits of their delta. We have

^een th4t the Artesian borings at Calcutta attest, what the

vart dej^th of the ‘ swatch ' may also perhaps indicate, that

fo^e of sulssiidence has predominated for ages

fluviatile mud, preventing it from raising

. thd plains of Bengal, which now at Calcutta are only a few

1* II
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inches above the level, or from filling up a larger poiitkm oC

the hay.

CONCLITDING EEMARKS ON DELTAS.

Gonvergmce of deltas^—If we possessed an aocnrate series

of maps of the Adriatic for many thousand years, onr re- ,

trospect would, without doubt, carry us gradually back to

the time when the number of rivers descending from the

mountains into that gulf by independent deltas was far

greater. The deltas of the Po and the Adige, for instaAce,

would separate themselves within the Post-Tertiary era,

as, in all probability, would those of the Isonzo and the

Torre. If, on the other hand, we speculate on future

changes, we may anticipate the period when the number
of deltas will greatly diminish

;
for the Po cannot -con-

tinue to encroach at the rate of a mile in a hundred years,

and other rivers to gain as much in six or seven centuries

uponHhe shallow gulf‘, without new junctions occurring from

time to time
;
so that Eridanus^ ^ the king of riyerjiitjoH^^

tinually boast a greater numbeif of tributaries. The Ganges

and the Brahmapootra have perhaps become partially con-

fluent in the same delta within the historical, or at ‘least

within the human, era ;
and the date of the junction of the

Red River and the Mississippi would, in all likelihood, have

been known, if America had not been so recently discovered.

The union of the Tigris and the Euphrates must undoubtedly

have been one of tlie modern geographical changes of our

earth, for Sir Henry Rawlinson informs me (1853) that the

delta of those rivers has advanced two miles in the last si^ty

years, and is supposed to have encroached about forty miles

upon the Gulf of Persia in the course of the last twenty-five

centuries.

When the deltas of rivers, having many mouths,

a partial union at first takes place by the confi^uenoe of

one or more of their arms; but it is not until the

trunks are connected above the head of the eommon
that a complete intermixture of their joint waters wd
ment takes place. The union, therefore, of JPo Mi
Adige, artd of the Ganges and Brahmapootra, is itSd
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Jjftta Mifisot cm the geographical extent of sur^e
fioaSliel hy xivets sueh as now enter the Bay of Bengal, and

Hh^ ooQilder how complete the blending together of the

greater port of their transported matter has already become,

01)4 thiNOQghoat how vast a delta it is spread by numerous

arms, we no longer feel so much surprise at the area occu-

pied by some ancient formations of homogeneous mineral

composition. But our sui^rise will be still farther lessened

whenVe afterwards enquire (Ch. xxii.) into the action ot

• tides and currents in disseminating sediment.

Age of exieting deltas.—If we could take for granted, that

the relative level of land and sea had I’emained stationary

ever since all the existing deltas began to be formed—could

we assume. that their growth commenced at one and the

same instant when the present continents acquired their

actual thape—we might understand the language of geolo-

gists who spealrof ‘ the epoch of existing continents.’ ,They

endeavour to calculate the nge of deltas from this imaginary

fiimopeltod ;
and they caTcqjato the gain of new land ui)on

the sea, at the mouth of rivers, as having begun everywhere

simultaneously. But tlie more we study the histoiy of deltas

the more we become convinced that upward and downward

movements of the land and contiguous bed of the sea have

exerted, and continue to exert, an influence on the physical

geography of many hydrographical basins, on a scale com-

parable in magnitude or importance to the amount of fluvia-

tile deposition effected in an equal lapse of time. In the

basm of the Hississippi, for example, proo^ both of descend-

ing and ascending movements, to a vertical amount of several

hundred feet, can be shown to have taken place since the

existing; species of land and fresh-water shells lived in that

UThe deltas also of the Po and Ganges have each, as w e have

seen (p^f 422 and 476), when probed by the Artesian auger,

Ix^me testimony to a gradual subsidence of land to the extent

Dfaeveral htmdred feet—old terrestrial surfaces or ‘ dirt-beds,’

i forest-land, having been pierced at various depths.

^ t Xi7oS*» Smnd to the United Statee, voL u. chap. 34.
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The changes of level at the month of the Indus in Catch (see

below, Ch. iivui.), and those of New Madrid in the valley

of the Mississippi (see p. 453 and Ch. xiviu.), are e^tmilly

instructive, as demonstrating unceasing fluctuations in the

levels of those areas into which running water is transporting

sediment. If, therefore, the exact age of all modem deltas

could be known, it is scarcely probable that we should find

any two of them in the world to have coincided in date, or in

the time when their earliest deposits originated.
*

Oroiiping of strata in deltas.—The changes which have

taken place in deltas, even within the times of history, may
suggest many iniporlant considerations in regard to the

manner in whicli subaqueous sediment is distributed. If a

lake, for example, be encircled on two sides by lofty moun-
tains, receiving from them many rivers and torrents of dif-

ferent sizes, and if it is bounded on the other sides, where the

surplus waters issue, by a comparatively low country, it is

not difiicult to define some of the leading geologicalJeatojugs

which must characterise the laquslrine formaitionq wH^ this

basin shall have been gradually converted into dry land by

the influx of sediment.
^

The detritus washed down by rivers and torrents from

the adjoining heights to the edge of the lake would sink

at once into deep water, all the heavier pebbles and sand

subsiding near the shore. The finer mud would be carried

somewhat farther out, but not to tlie distance of many
miles, for the greater part, as is seen where the Rhone enters

the Lake of Geneva, falls down in clouds to the bottom,

not far from the river’s mouth. Thus alluvial tracts are

formed near the shore at the months of every torrent and

river
;
pebbles and sand are then transported farther from

the mountains; but in their passage they decnSlElie^n «ixe

by attrition, and are in part converted into mud and sand.

At length some of tlie numerous deltas, which are all di-

rected towards a common centre, approach near to eadi

other ;
those of adjoining torrents become united, and endit

is merged, in its turn, in the delta of the largest river, whdeh

advances most rapidly into the lake, and renders all the minjlW

streams, one after the other, its tributaries. tDhe vaidoni
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uoinen^ iligrediaixts of all are thus blended together into one
hompg^eous mhcture, and the sediment is poured oat from

a channel into the lake.

As 4T6rage size of the transported particles decreases^

while the force and volume of the main river augments, the

newer deposits are diffused continually over a wider area, and
are consequently more horizontal than the older. When at

first there ware many independent deltas near the borders of

the basin, their separate deposits differed entirely from each

other ;
one may have been charged, like the Arve where it

joins the Ehone, with white sand and sediment derived from

granite—anotlier may have been black, like many streams in

the Tyrol, flowing froin the waste of decomposing rocks of

dark slate—a third may have been coloured by ochreoiis se-

diment, like the Red River in Louisiana—a fourth, like the

Elsa in Tuscany, ma}" have held much carbonate of lime in

solution. At first they would each form distinct deposits of

sand, gravel, Cmestone, marl, or q;tlier materials
; but after

thtjir junction, new cheuncul combinations and a distinct

colour would T>e the result,*and the particles, having been

conveyed ten, twenty, or a greater number of miles over

alluvial plains, would become finer. The more ancient sys-

tem of strata would be composed for the most part of coarser

materials, and would sometimes dip at a considerable angle,

ei^pecially if consisting of beds of pebbles. The beds in

the newer group would, on the whole, be finer-grained,

and more homogeneous in colour and mineral composition,

throughout large areas. But, although the law of arrange-

ment here alluded to would cause the older or more littoial

to be characterised in great part by coarser materials than

the newer group, this latter, as it is advanced to a great din-

tancejfrjjinft the shore, would be thrown down, not imme-

diately on older rocks, but on strata made up of tlie finest

mod which had been carried out to great distances when the

littoral deltas first began to form. For tins reason some of

the newer strata of sand or coarser materials are often found

to overlie an older set of much finer grain. By reflecting on

these &ets, we see that the law of arrangement must be very

complex, more especially the relation between the relative
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age of the different groups of sediment and the fineness sit

their component materials.

In those deltas where the tides and strong marine eurrents
^

interfere, the above description would only be applicable

certain modifications. If a series of earthquakes accompany

the growth of a delta, and change the levels of the land from

time to time, as in the region where the Indus now enters

the sea, the phenomena will depart still more widely from

the ordinary type. If, after a protracted period of nest, a

delta sink down, pebbles may be borne along in shallow

water near the foot of the boundary hills, so as to form con-

glomerates overlying the fine mud previously thrown into

deeper water in the same area.
**

Causes of stratifcation in ddtas.—The stratified arrange-

ment, which is observed to prevail so generally in aqueous

deposits, is most frequenily due to variations in the velocity

of running water, which cannot sweep along particles of

more ,than a certain size and weight when moving'at a given

rate. Hence, as the force of thet stream augments or d*e-

creases, the materials thrown (h)wn in successive layers at

particular places are rudely sorted, according to their dimen-

sions, form, and specific gravity. Where this cause ha$ not

operated, as where sand, mnd, and fragments of rock are

conveyed by a gl.icior, a confused heap of rubbish devoid of

all stratification is produced.

Natural divisions are also occasioned in deltas by the in-

terval of time which separates annually the deposition of

matter during the periodical rains, or melting of the snow

upon the mountains. The deposit of each year may acquire

some degree of consistency before that of the succeeding

year is superimposed. A variety of circumstances also gives

rise annually, or sometimes from day to day, to

tions in colour, fineness of the particles, and other charae^

ters, by which alternations of strata distinct in texture ar4
mineral ingredients must be produced. Thus, for

at one period of the year, drift wood may be carried^il(r(y% ^

.

and, at another, mud, as was before stated to be the % V

the delta of the Mississippi ; or

and velocity of the stream ar(

at one time, when thb

I greatest, pebbtea ant^ mm
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nuif 19« ip)Hid over a certain area, over wliioh, vrben the

ivaten are low, fine matter or comical preci|ntatee are

I|nme4. During' innndatkma, the turbid current of fresh

wlier olten repels the sea for many miles ; but when the

river is low, salt water again occupies the same space.

When two deltas are converging, the intermediate space is

often, for reasons before explained, alternately the receptacle

of diffisrent sediments derived from the converging streams

(see p. 454). The one is, perhaps, charged with calcareous,

. the other with argillaceous matter ; or one sweeps down sand

and pebbles, the other impalpable mud. These differences

may be repeated, with considerable regularity, until a thick-

ness of hundreds of feet of alternating beds is accumulated.

The multiplication, also, of shells and corals in particular

spbts, and for limited periods, gives rise occasionally to lines

of separation, and divides a mass which might otherwise be

homogeneous mto distinct strata.

An examinatipn of the shell iparl now forming jn the

Scotch lakes, or the sediment termed ‘ warp,’ which subsides

from the muddy water of**the Humber and other rivers,

shows that recent deposits arc often composed of a great

nuifiber of extremely thin lajers, either even or slightly un-

dulating, and preserving a general parallelism tr* the planes

of stratification. Sometimes, however, the lamiiue in

modem strata are disposed diagonally at a considerable

angle, which appears to take place where there are conflict-

ing movements in the waters. In January 1829 I visited,

ip company with Professor L. A. Necker, of Geneva, the

confluence of the Rhone and Arve, when those rivers were

very low, and were catting channels through the vast heaps

of ddbris thrown down from the waters of the Am* in the

pjlCce^C’Jg'wpring. One of the sand-banks which had formed

' in the spring of 1828, where the opposing currents ol the two

rivmvi neutralised each other, and caused a retardation m the

morion, hod been undermined ; and fig. 44 on the following

id an exact representation of the arrangement of lamin»

m^pinied in a vmrical secrion. The length of the portion here

seen is abont twelve fret, and the height five. The strata

X X OtuuDBt ^ iiregular alternations of pebbles and sand in
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undulatiiig beds : below these are seams of ‘v&ry fiite Sand,

B B, some as thin as paper, others about a quarter of an umh
thick. The strata o o are composed of layers of fine greqnhdL-

grey sand as thin as paper. Some of the inclined Itods will

be seen to be thicker at^'their upper, others at their lower,

extremity, the inclination of some being very considerfible.

Section of a sand-bank in the bed of the Arvo at its confluence with the

Klioue, showing the stiatiflcation of deposits whore ctLrentir meet.

These layers must have accumijlaled one o» the other by

lateral apposition, probably when one of the rivers was very

gradually increasing or diminishing in velocity, so tha^ the

point of greatest retardation caused by their conflicting cur-

rents shifted slowly, allowing the sediment to be thrown down
in successive layers oii a sloping bank. The same phenomenon

is exhibited in older strata of all ages.*

If the bed of a lake or of the sea be sinking, whether at a

uniform or an unequal rate, or oscillating in level during the

deposition of sediment, these movements will give rise to a

different class of phenomena, as, for example, to repeated

alternations of shallow-water and deep-water deposits, each

witlt peculiar organic remains, or to frequent rej^iftions of

similar beds formed at a uniform depth, and en^flltfg tlie

same organic remains, and to other results too complicated

and varied to admit of enumeration here.

Formation of conglomerates.—Along the base of the Mari-

time Alps, between Toulon and Grenoa, the rivers, with

exceptions, are now forming strata of conglomerate and sand.

Their channels are often several miles in breadth, some of
% j

* See Elexaenta of Geology, 6th ed, p 16, and Student’s Elements, p. 17.
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tk€ga^ easily forded for nearly eight

^

jhi 1^ year, whereas during the melting of the snow

are ewoUen, and a great transportation of mud and

pebbtea i&fces place. In order to keep open the main road

called along the sea-coast from*'* France to Italy, it was

neeesaairy to remove annually great masses of shingle brought

down during the flood season. !A portion of the pebbles are

seen in some localities, as near Nice, to form beds of shingle

along*the shore, but the greater part are swept into a deep

sea. TSie small progress made by the deltas of minor rivers

on this coast need not surprise us, when we recollect that

thei’e is sometimes a depth of two thousand feet at a few

hundred yards from the beach, as near Nice. Similar obser-

vations might be made respecting a large proportion of the

rivers in Sicily, and, among others, respecting that which,

immediately north of the port of Messina, hurries annually

vast masses of^anitic pebbles into the sea.

I may Here conclude my remarks upon deltas, observing

that, imperfect as is our#information of the changes which

they have undergone withifr the last three thousand )ears,

they are sufficient to show how constant an int(*rohauge of

sea and land is taking place on the face of our globe. In

the Mediterranean alone, many flourishing inland towns,

and a still greater number of ports, now stand whore the

sea rolled its waves since the era of the early civilisation of

Europe. If we could compare with equal accuracy the

ancient and actual state of all the isliuds and continents,

we should probably discover that millions of our race are now

supported by lands situated where seas aAd lakes prevailed

in earlier ages. While in many districts land animals and

forests now abound where ships once sailed, it is no less

true, oi! the other hand, that inroads of the ocean and sub-

mergence of land by the sinking down of the earth\ crust

have taken place over equally wide areas. When all these

revolutions, gradually brought about by aqueous and igneous

agency, are duly considered, we shall, perhaps, acknowledge

the justice of the conclusion of Aristotle, who declared that

the whole land and sea on our globe periodically changed

places.* . ,

•Smp.22.
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CHAPTEB XX.

DESTROTING AND TRANSPORTING EFFECTS OP OXIDES AND

CURRENTS.

DIFFPRFNCTS TN THF RlSf OT THF ITDI-S—CAU««ES OF CITRIlBNTS—LAOtlXAB

AND OITF CimUT-NlS —CritKVVT IN lAKP 1* llIF —SUBFACE CUBBHNT INTO

THI- VUHTFRRANl-AN Dl h TO EXPFSS OF EVAPORATION—NO 7RRKAKBNT

TNDIH ClllltbNr TN THF «^TllAl^8 OF GIRKAITAR BUT TIDAL ACTION TO THE

BOTTOM—fOVriLAST Ot< T> MI I IlATt BM BI TM LRN THE MBDITEBBANEAN AND

ATI AVllC—CLBBFNTS IN THF BIA( K SI^—VI lOCITT OR CURRENTS —CFJ?BBAL
OCI-ANIC (IBCUTATION—ACTION OF THE REA ON THF BttiriSH COART^SHKTLANS!

1ST ANDS -LA UGH BI 0( KS UI MO\ ID - 1ST I* S BFDl CRD TO Cl IT8TFBS OF BOCES

—

OIIKNHY IMFS— M\S1K 01 FAST COAST 01 SCOTLAND—AND BAST COAST OF

> NOT AND- WASTJh ()!• IllBCIirTH OF IIOTDMlNfSS NOllFOLK AND SUFFOLK

—

ICCLBS CHURCH IN 18 30 AND 1862— SAND DUNKS HOW FAB CHRONOMETERS—
^ f

,

SILTING IT Ol ISTIABIES—TAHMOITH iSTCABTL —SUFFOLK COAST—DLNWTCH

—T SSFX C(;ASr — I ST T AIIY of tub 1 UA'VT^S GOODWIN SANDS^—COAST OF KBNT

—lOUMATTON Ol? THU STRAITS Ol DO\EB—SOUTH COAST OF BNOLAND

—

SI SSFX -HANTS DOR St I—1*0UlLAND—ORIGIN OF THE CHGSIL BANK—TOR BAT

—ST MlCllAtLS MOT NT, COKNMAIL—COAST OF BRITTANY •

Although the bodies of water, termed

tides and are in general due to verj distinct causes,

Collects cannot be studied separately
;
for they produce,

by their joint action, aided by that of the waves, those

changes which are objects of geological interest. These
forces may bo viewed in the same manner as we before coil*

sidered rivers—first, as employed in destroying portions of the

solid crust of the earth, and removing them to other places

;

secondly, as productive of new strata.

Tides.—It would be superfluous at the present day*to ojEer

any remarks on the OAiise of the tides. Hiey are not percept
tible in lakes or in most inland seas ; in the Mediterranean
even, deep and extensive as is that sea, they are scarcely sen*

sible to ordinary observation, their effects betn^ T\Qlts f

ordinate to ttiose of the winds and crureuts. In
however, as in the Straits of Messina, th^
flow to the amount of two feet and upwards^
twelve or thirteen inches; and at VnidteSa T

*'
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of flye feet.* In the Syrtea, also, of the anoioDts,

two wid» i^mUow gulfii, which penetrate very far within the

northemt eoast of AfHca between Carthage and Cyrene, the

rise is sbM to exceed five feet.t The effect of the tide in the

Cie3k»brated Straits of Enripus in Greece ia very remarkable.

These straits at Chalcis or Negropont are only about fifty

feet wide and twenty feet deep, and Captain Spratt observed

during his survey of the Mediterranean that for about four

days before and five after the full and new moon the tide runs

with great regularity six hours to the north and then six

hours to the south at a rate of several miles an hour. The

rise and fall is about one foot on the southern side of the

straits and as much as twenty-six inches on the northern.

At other times he found that the tide was absorbed by the

inlluence of local winds and was very irregular.

In islands remote from any continent, the ebb and flow of

the ocean is very slight, as at St. Helena, for examjile, where

it is rarely above^thrcc feet J In apy given line of coo^t, the

tides are greatest in narrow channels, bays, and estuaries,

and least in the intervening* Iracts wliere the land is promi-

nent. Thna, at the entrance of the estuary of the Thames and

MedVray, the rise of the spring tides is eighteen feet
;
but

when we follow our eastern coast from tbence norihward, to-

wards Lowestoft and Yarmouth, we find a gradual diminution,

until, at the places last mentioned, the highest rise is only

seven or eight feet. From this point there begins again to

be an increasei so that at Cromer, where the coast again re-

tires towards the west, the rise is sixteen feet
;
and towards

the extremity of the gulf called ‘ the Wash,’ as at Lynn and

in Boston Deeps, it is from twenty-two to twenty-four feet,

and in some extraordinary cases twenty-six feet. From
thence &gain there is a decrease towards the north, the ele-

tatiott at the Spurn Point being from nineteen to twenty feet,

and at Flamborough Head andthe Yorkshire coast from four-

teen to sixteen feet.§

At JtOlford Haven, in Pembrokeshire, at the mouth of the

f ofEmd, raL ii p 331, Sdance, Msnsh 1829

338. t heights ot these tides were

Vem« rt Coiiradi8« vol Ii g^veo me by the lute OipteiH Hewitt^

B.N.
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Bristol Channel, the tides rise thirty-six feet ; and at Bdngv
Bead, near Bristol, forty-two feet. At Chepstow on the Wye,
a small river which opens into the estuary of the Severn, th^
reach fifty feet and sometimes sixty-nine, and even seventy-

two feet.* A current which sets in on the French coast, to

the west of Cape La Hague, becomes pent up by Guernsey,

Jersey, and other islands, till the rise of the tide is from
twenty to forty-five feet, which last height it attains at

Jersey, and at St. Malo, a seaport of Brittany. » The
tides in the Basin of Mines, at the head of the Bay of

Fundy, in Nova Scotia, rise to the height of seventy feet.

There are, however, some coasts where the tides seem to

ofifer an exception to the rule above mentioned; for while

there is scarcely any rise in the estuary of the Plata in South
America, there is an extremely high tide on the open c6dst

of Patagonia, farther to the south. Yet even in this region

the tides reach their greatest elevation (about fifty feet) in

the Straits of Magellan, and so far at leasts they conform to

the general rule.
i

Causes of currents .—That movements of no inconsiderable

magnitude should be impressed on a wide expanse of ocean>

by winds blowing for many months in one direction, *toay

easily be conceived, when we observe the effects produced in

our own seas by the temporary action of the same cause. It

is well known that a strong south-west or nOrth-west wind
invariably raises the tide to an unusual height along the

west coast of England and in the Channel, and that a north-

west wind of any continuance causes the Baltic to rise two
feet and upwards above its ordinary level. Smeaton ascer-

tained by experiment, that in a canal four miles in length,

the water was kept up four inches higher at one end than at-

the other merely by the action of the wind along the can^l

;

and the late Major Rennell informs us that a large piece <rf

water, ten miles broad, and generally only three feet

has, by a strong wind, had its waters driven to one side,

sustained so as to become six feet deep, while the windwenl
side was laid dry.f

" ^

* On the authority of Admiral Sir t Bennell on the Channel Cificrent.

F. Beaufort, K.N.
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•As water, therefore, he observes, when pent up so that it

oanxtot esoape, acquires a higher level, so in a place wherre it

cm escoipe, Ihe same operation produces a current
;
and this

onrrent will extend to a greater or less distance, according to

the force by which it is produced.

In such large bodies of water as the North American

lakes, the continuance of a strong wind in one direction

often causes the accumulation of the water on the leeward

side;* and while the Equilibrium is being restored power-

. ful currents are occasioned. In October 1833 a strong

current in Lake Erie, caused partly by the set of the

waters towards the outlet of the lake, and partly by the pre-

vailing wind, burst a passage through the extensive penin-

sula called .Long Point, and soon ex(‘avated a channel niore

nine "feet deep and nine himdn^d feet wide, which was

afterwards widened and deepened.* On the opposite, or

southern epas^ojf this lake, in front of the town of Cleveland,

the degradation of the cliffs had bf*en so rapid for ^veral

years preceding a survey luaije in 1837 as to threaten many
towns with demolition.

f

Major BennellJ has divided currents according to their

ori^n into drift and stream currents ;
the former being due

to constant and prevalent winds impelling the surface water

to leeward until it meets with some obstacle which stops it

and occasions * an accumulation, this accurrinlation then

giving rise to a stream-current. The obstacle may be either

land or banks or a stream-current already formed. A stream-

current may be of any bulk, or depth, or velocity ; a drift-

cunent is shallow, and rarely exceeds in velocity the rate of

half a mile an hour.

One ofthe chief oceanic currents is thatwhich flows through

th^ Moasambique Channel, and there skirts the south-east

eoast of Africa, having a breadth of ninety miles <ind a

• velocity of between two and four miles an hour. On reach-

ing the Cape, it is turned westward by the Lagullas, a great

jsho^ or rather a submerged chain of mountains, which,

* From noteft given me by Capt J Investigation of the Ourponts of

B.K. the Atlantic Ocean, p 21 London,

t Stl1imain*s Jouni. vdL xiziv p 349 1S32
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rising from a deep ocean, cornea nrithin 100 fatboma of

surface. The deflection of this current, saya BenneU,

that it is more than 100 fathoms deep, oihenviae the maSil

body of it would pass across the bank instead of beia^

deflected westward, so as to flow round the CapC of Good
Hope. 'It is then joined by a current from the south or

from antarctic latitudes, and, contimting its course, takes a

northerly direction along the western coast of Aflcica, till it

reaches the Bight or Bay of Benirf. There it is turned

westward, partly by the form of tlie coast and partly perhaps

by meeting the Guinea current, which runs from the north

into the same great bay. From the centre of this bay

proceeds what is called the equatorial current of the Atlantic,

having a width of from 160 to 450 nautical miles, and

holding a westerly coui'se across that ocean, which it tSn-

verscs from the coast of Guinea to that of Brazil. The
whole length is said to be about 4,000 geographical miles,

and ivs velocity from twenty-five to seventy-nine miles per

day, the mean rate being abou^ thirty miles.

,

On approaching the N.E. promontory of South America,

called Cape St. Roque, it divides itself into two parte, one

portion of which pursues a southerly course along the coast

of Brazil, while the principal part of it flows westward, and,

skirting the coast of Guiana, is reinforced by the waters of

the Amazons and Orinoco. After passing the island of

Trinidad, it expands and contributes in some degree to raise

the waters of the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, which

are also supposed to be heaped up by the blowing of the

north-east trade winds—a combination of circumstanees

which gives rise to the Gulf-stream.

The last-mentioned current has already been alluded to in-

the twelfth chapter (p. 289) as moderating the cold a latige

part of the northern hemisphere. A curious fact is related

by General Sabine as illustrating the combined effects of the*

equatorial and Gulf currents last alluded to. He happened

to visit the African coast in 1822, when a vessel was wiecke^>
at Cape Lopez, near the equator, and the year after he lliM

'

at Hammerfest, in Norway, near the North Cape of Earoper*^'

when casks of palm oil derived from the some wueeked <
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TMBel iAurOwn <m shores They had crossed the Atlantic

ofthe lUne in a direction from east to west, made the

i^e West Indian Islands, and then recrossed the

Ai^bantic north of the line from west to east. The last or

noi^therh part of their course may possibly, says General

Sahme, hate be^ due not wholly to the original impulse of

the Gulf-stream, but to the west and south-west winds which

prevail to the northward of the trades.

lEVom the above statements we may understand why
Beunell has characterised some of the principal currents as

oceanic rivers, which he describes as being from 50 to 250

miles in breadth, and having a rapidity exceeding that of the

largest navigable rivers of the continents, and so deep as to

be sometimes obstructed, and occasionally turned aside, by

banks, tha tops of which do not rise within forty, fifty, or

even one hundred fathoms of tlie surface of the sea.*

Currents flowing alternately in opposite directions are

occasioned* by thjP rise and fall of®the tides. The eflbct of

this cause, as we shall se^ in^ the sequel, is most striking in

estuaries and channels between islands.

CufreTii mto the Mediterranean due to excess of evaporation,---^

Another cause of oceanic currents is evaporation by solar

heat. Of this the current which sets constantly from the

Atlantic into the Mediterranean is a good exaiiijde. The

late Admiral Smyth found, during his survey, that a central

current ran constantly at the rate of from three to six miles

an hour eastward into the inland sea, the body of water being

three miles and a half wide. But there are also two lateral

currctots—one on the European, and one on*the African side

;

each of them from a quarter of a mile to two miles broad,

'^nd floM^g at about the same rate as the central stream,

l^hese literal currents ebb and flow with the tide, setting

Aitemately into the Mediterranean and into the Alltiatic.

Bpt it is a generally received opinion that, in spite of their

lection, ih^ is an excess of water flowing inwards, to n^^ke

for the loss which the Mediterranean suffers by evapora-

For the winds blowing from the shores of Africa are

* B«jDiteU o& CnmnU, p. 58 .
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hot and drj, and the temperature of tiie air

great inland sea, as well as that of the water, is higher'

an average than the eastern part ofthe Atlantic Ocean in

same latitude.

The western basin of the Mediterranean, or i^t>

to the west of Sicily, between a, b (fig. 45), was estimated

Fig. 46.

A. Submarine ridgo. about 167 fathoms deep, between Capes Trafalgar and

Spirtol.

B. Adventure and Medina Banks, about 200 fatlioms deep between Sicily and

Africa.

C. Bidgo, about 200 fathoms deep, between the Eastern Basin and Greek Arelti'*

pelago.

D. Asia Minor.

by Captain Spratt in 1845 to Ixave, at depths below one

hundred fathoms, a temperature of about 20° 1^, higher,

than that of the Atlantic in the same latitude.*

extraordinaiy difference would be impossible but fbr^the

existence of a submarine barrier of rock (a, fig. 45) whiclk
'

' ..7

^ Capt. Spratt estimated the tempera- ranean, and in the Athihtic. Ail::

tur«8 of the two seas at 59^^ and 39^^. however, this error afi&QtS both MA'
Since then more perfect thernicimeters equally, it does not in any way Titiftt#,,

have been brought into use, which show the previous genetalisation.

a temperature of 66J® in the Mediter-
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lbKi|id by Admiral Smyth to extend from Cape Trafalgar

ta %«rtel, which are only 22 miles apart. He aacer**

mpied 13rtSi tibe crest of this ridge could iu no paH be lower

than 220 fathoms from the surface ; but Capt. Spratt informs

me that the French atirveyors, in their more recent surveys

of 1654 and 1868, have proved that the deepest sontidings,

tidueh are near the Tangier side, do not exceed 1G7 fathoms.

The ridge being from five to seven miles broad, the shal-

lowest»part of the continuous crest may even now have es-

,caped observation, and it forms a parting wall by which the

colder waters of the Atlantic are prevented from invading the

Mediterranean.* It was formeily supposed that the saltness

ofthe water increased in proportion to the depth
;
but Captain

Spratt*s observations do not bear out this conclusion, though

the -Slgeamis slightly fresher at the surface near the Darda-

nelles, from which a current chaiged with much river w*ater

is constantly flowing.

The question w^s raised as much as 200 jears ago, in

by Dr. Smith, whether there is nut a eouiiter-under-ourrent

from the Mediterranean 1o*11ie Atlantic, pouring hack the

surplus water which is over and above that required to couw-

terWtance evaporation, and the idea of such a coniiter-curreut

was again suggested in 1724 by the following circumslauce.

M. de I’Aigle, commander of a privateer called the ‘ Pho?uix,’

of Marseilles, gave chase to a Dutch nierchant-shij) near

Ceuta Point, and coming up with her in the middle of the

gut, between Tarifa and Tangier, gave her one broadside,

which directly sunk her. A few days after, the sunken ship,

with her cargo of brandy and oil, was cast ashore n(‘ar Tan-

gier, which is at least four leagues to the weslw^ard of the

place where she went down, and to which she must have

floated id a direction contrary to the course of tlie central

cmiTent.t This fact, however, affords no evidence of an under-

current, because the ship, when it approached the coast,

would necessarily be within the influence of a lateral cunent,

«fhieh running westward twice every twent}-four hours,

might hate brought bade the vessel to Tangier.

^ Cspt Spratt, TraTala and Kesearcboa in Cjct* ,
180 ;

t Trans. 172i.

K %I.
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'

An attempt to test the truth of a return unde^HStn^reni '

was made in 1870, under the superintendence of OeptniA

Calver, E.N,, in command of the surveying vessel <Porcupi|te/

sent out by the Admiralty, Dr. Carpenter, who accompanied

the expedition, inferred from the experiments then mad0^
that there was a constant current flowing at the depth of 250

fathoms out of the Mediterranean, an opinion opposed to that

which I had expressed in my former edition (1867, p. 563)^

as such a current appeared to me irreconcilable with the

shallowness of the water over the submarine barrier befbi^e.

mentioned ;
and I found that Captain Spratt, to whom 1 was

indebted for much of iny former knowledge, agreed with me
in thinking that the proofs of the permanent under-current

insisted ni)on by Dr. Carpenter were inconclusive, though he

pointed out at the same time that ^ in such a strait as that of

Gibraltar, where there are tiM influ&tices combined with the

general insets from the Atlantic, an uinler-current at certain

tiuK s is a possibility/ f Last autumn the Admiralty, in further

pursuance of the observations of 1870, sent out the surve3ning

vessel ^ Shearwater,^ commanded by Captain Nares, R.N.,

and provided with more perfect apparatus for making experi-

ments upon the under-current. From the report of Cd^tain

Nares, kindly lent mo by Admiral Richards, we learn that

the outward movement observed by the ‘ Porcupine * below

the inflowing current is, not a permanent under-current, but

the result of the Mediterranean tide, which extends to the

bottom of the Straits, running alternately for several hours

westward and for an equal number of hours eastward,

according to the flood and ebb of the tide, as shown by the

rise and fall of the water on the shore.

This tide, when in a direction opposed to that of the

surface current which flows in from the Atlantic, checks to a
certain extent that influx, and when aided by easterly irinde

was found by Captain Nares to cause, even at the surface a
sot to the westward. Its action appears, however, to

’

much more regular in the depths of the Straits where it k
less interfered with either by winds or by the surface infle|iv. \

See lloy»vl Society Proc rol xix 187Si p. H6.
t Royal Soc Proc. vol. xix 1871, p. ^46.
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1 *0$ oomparing ISte resnlts of tho experimonts made by the

irarr^r%g; officers in the two expeditions, I find no^ng ixre-

obhcihitm or antagonistie. The outward movement reported

by Oaptain Otdver is confirmed by Captain Nares, with the

a^^nal &ot that, during the ebb of the tide this move-

ment is reversed, thns proving that the ander-corront is the

0G^Ct of tidal action. Captain Nares states that the bottom

water in the strait ‘ ran to the westward more rapidly with

idte fiOod than it ran to the eastward with the ebb.* But he

.does not lay mnch stress on this point
;
and Admiral Bichards

informs me that the observations of the ‘ Sliearwater ’

lasting only six days, and chiefiy during the pi'evalence of

easterly winds, were in his opinion too few to decide whether

the volume .of water carried out to the Atlantic was in ex-

cess of that carried in.

The Black Sea being situated in a higher latitude than the

Mediterratveai^ and being the receptacle of rivers flowing

from the north, isnnuch colder, and its loss by conversion* into

vapour less considerable. *11 ^oiiti ibutes a steady supply of

water to the Mediterranean, by a cunent flowing outwards,

for the most part of the year, through the Dardanelles at a

rate of two or three miles an hour. The discharge, however,

<&t the Bosphorus into the Sea of Marmora is so small, when
compared to the volume of water earned in by rivers, as to

imply a great amount of evaporation oven in the Black Sea.

There has been some difficulty in explaining how the

Iffiaok Sea maintains its salinity in spite of the vast body of

fpesh water brought down into it by rivers. , Bat some light

is tbi'Own upon this point by Captain Spratt’s experiments

at Constantinople and Eertch during the years 1858 to 1856.

It was then ascertained that, although a current of the

BSoek S^ flows for a great port of the year across the Sea

of Homora and through the Dardanelles, yet there i-> for

aCVSfoi days in the year a strong reverse current into the

iffioek Sea from the Mediterranean.* This reverse current

^
oeenrs seadnly during the antomn and winter months, when

Hfjfa Black Sea rivers are at tbeir lowest, and when strung

westerly gales in the Mediterranean and iSgean nuse the

* Sfnstt’s Qnta VoL if. p. 349.
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\raters of the latter to a liigher level than theBlack Sea. In
these cases the influx is even greater than the outflowing

carrent at other periods, and thus maintains in the Sea

Marmora a saUnity equal to that of the Mediterranean, and

in the Black Sea rather more than half that amount. The
depth if the ridge across the Bosphorus or channel of Con-

stantinople is not more than 20 fathoms, and that of ihe

Dardanelles about 30, so that the depth of the ordinary

currents carried eastward by this cause is limited by the

shallowness of these outlets.

Evaporation by solar heat, besides affecting the level of

adjoining seas in the way above mentioned, gives origin, by

the formation of aqueous vapour and rain, to all the rivers

which drain the land, and some of these are of such magni-

tude as to augment the volume and velocity of gteat oceanic

currents. Thus the river Amazons, as General Sabine ob-

served iji 1822, preserves a velocity of nearly three miles an

hour at a distance of ujpwards of 300 miles from its mouth,

its original direction being srar&dy altere/1, and the fresh

water having only become partially mixed with that of the

ocean. The river Plate, says Rennell, has still a velocity of

a mile an hour, and a breadth of more than 800 miles, at a

distance of not less than 600 miles from its mouth.

Grratvst velocity of cnrrcntg,—The ordinary velocity of the

principal currents of the ocean is from one to three miles

per hour; but when the boundary lands converge, large

bodies of water are driven gradually into a narrow space,

and then, wanting lateral room, are compelled to raise their

level. Whenever this occurs, their velocity is much increased.

The cuixent which runs through the Race of Alderney,

between the island of that name in the English Channel and

the mainland, has a velocity of about eight miles an hoar.

Captain Hewitt found that in the Pentland Pirth, the stream,

in ordinary spring-tides, runs ten miles and a half an hottr^

and about thirteen miles during violent storms. The greatest

i^ocity of the tidal current through the ‘Shoots* qr New^
Passage, in the Bristol Channel, is fourteen En^ish mUes «a
hour; and Captain Ring observed, in his survey ci

Straits of Magellan, that the tide ran at the same rate
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thMiigliL tla« * First Narrows/ and about eight geograpliical

xnUes an hour in otiier parts of those straits.

When onrrents hare been set in motion by some one or all

of id^e forces entimerated in this chapter, namely, the winds^^ tides, enraporation, and the influx of rivers, another cause

eomes into in modifying their direction. I allude to the

rotation of the earth on its axis, which, however, can only act

when the current so raised happens to be from south to north

or from north to south.

.
The principle on which this cause operates is probably

famfliar to the reader, as it has long been recognised in the

case of the trade winds. Without enlarging, therefore, on

the theory, it will be sufficient to offer an example of the

mode of action alluded to. When a current flows from the

Oa|ie of Good Hope towards the Gulf of Guinea, it consists

of a mass of water, which, ou doubling the Cape, in lat. 3.5°,

has a rotatory velocity ofabout 800 miles an hour; but when
it reaches the Tine^ where it turns westward, it has arrived

at a parallel where the surface of the earth is whirled round

at the rate of 1,000 miles an’nour, or about 200 miles faster.

If this great mass of water was transferred suddenly from

the Higher to the lower latitude, the deficiency of its rotatory

motion, relative!} to tlie land and water with which it wonld

come into juxtaposition, would be such as to cause an appa-

rent motion of the most rapid kind (of no less than 200 miles

an hour) from east to west.

In the case of such a sadden transfer, the eastern coast of

America, being carried round in an opposite direction, might

afarike against a large body of water with treniendous violence,

and a considerable pari of the continent might he sub-

merged. The disturbance does not occur, because the water

of the stieam, as it advances gradually into new zones of the

aea irhich ore moving more rapidly, acquires by friction an

acoderated velocity. Yet as this motion is not imparted

SnstaBtaneonsly, the fluid is unable to keep up with the

Ibll speed of the new sur&ce over which it is successiv^

Vooght. Hence, to Ikutow the language of Herschel, whin

he spealts of the trade winds, *it lags or hangs back, in a
4iNieti(m opposite to the earth’s rotation, that is, from east
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to west;’ and thus a current, which would have ixox

northwards from the Antarctic Ocean to the SquatfW l»^#or

the rotation, maj acquire a relative direction towards ihe we*t.

A striking example in the northern hemisphere of a similar

deflection westward is afforded by the polar current, whioh^

loaded with floating ice, flows southward from the Arotie

Sea in the neighbourhood of Spitzbergeli, having a brm^th

of between 40 and 50 miles, and after passing the southeon

extremity of Greenland, then trends towards the westmnder

the influence of the earth’s rotation, that westerly tendency

increasing as it enters latitudes of increased rotatory velocity.

Here it unites with othei cold and ice-laden currents from

Baffin’s Bay, and then continues its course tovvards the

Labrador coast, and rounding Newfoundland descends along

the eastern coast of the United States at a rate varying fidm

half a mile to three-quarters of a mile an hour, forming a

cold current about 250 fathoms in depth inside or westward

of the Gulf-stream. This last stream affqrds an example of

a motion exactly the converse of the Labrador current.

Flowing at first from about lat. '20° N., it is impressed with

a velocity of rotation of about 940 miles an hour, and runs

to lat. 40°, where the earth revolves only at the rate of

766 miles, or 174 miles slower. In this cose a relative motion

of an opposite kind results; and the current retains an excess

of lotatory velocity, fending continually to deflect it eastward.

The two currents therefore have a tendency to keep separate^

the one from an excess and the other from a deficiency of

rotatory motion. In the region where the two streams nw
side by side we find the rem.arkable phenomenon known a|

the cold wall, an almost vertical division between the warn^
waters of the Gulf-strenm, which range from 60° to 85* Palff.,

and the Labrador current, which, even at its surface; ofteA

has a temperature in the winter months 80* Fahr. lower

the warm stream flowing past it. Each of these cmnentshait

its own peculiar fauna, and Professor Bache found that the U|ie

of.demarcation between them becomes more defined tSwi

d«^h of SO fathoms than at the surface. At whakd^p^
owing to condensation, the Labrador current may acqainl

such specific gravitj' as to cause it to pass under the wemfiAt
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kwAyd^ vreU aBcertained, bat the low temperature

of 40^ JPii)ur« £ouad off I^ida at the depth of 900 &thom8
whSe tibe cRit&ce hae a temperature of 80*^ Fahr. would deem
to be doe to the action of the cold under-current«

is one of the best illustrations of the grand scale on
mHoh the Arctio waters maj restore equilibrium in regard

to level and temperature by transferring bodily southwards

large masses of cold water, not creeping along the bottom,

but astabove stated 250 fathoms in depth, and having all the

characters of ordinary currents which have no doubt been

created by the action of the wind and tide, and which do not

derive their motion from mere differences in temperature

and specific gravity between polar and equatorial waters.

Those winds ^by which large ice-floes, after remaining for

webks in certain bays or coasts, are made to shift their

quarters must give rise to drift-currents, and these to stream-

currents; and if tlie (lulf-stream and other flows of warmer
water from equatorial regions pour injx^ the Arctic basin,-they

must escape in such streams as that seen on the coast of

Labrador. The sliallownesS of Beliring’a Straits, which are

only of the depth of those of Dover, would prevent any large

outflow into the Pacific; and as the only known outh^ts from

this cul-de-sac will therefore be through Baffin’s Bay and

between Spitzbergen and Greenland, this may account for the

force and magnitude of the Labrador current.

Between Iceland and the Faroe Islands the Gulf-stream

and Polar current fight, as Dr. Petermann expresses it,*

for the mastery; and the result of this struggle is a sea

striped with warm and cold areas, as was ^showii by Lord

Dt^erinin 1856, and by Wallich in the ‘Bulldog’ expedi-

tSon commanded by Sir Leopold M’Clintock in 1860. These

fbets $afe particularly interesting as having been fully con-

&tted by the late deep-sea dredgings between the Faroe and

Bhiflasid Islands. Here Drs. Carpenter and Wyville Thomson

ISmilid two areas which, although having the same temperature

of 51^ Pehti at the saj:fime, began to differ at the depth of 150

The one area, inhabited by its own peculiar fauna,

‘eo^pyriajbag large foraminifera ,and siliceous sponges of more

" # SMr MittMSssgsii. JuAtuit Perthw Band 1 0. 1 S7S.
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southern types, lost very little in temperature below llO

fatboms, and at a depth of 500 fathoms had still a warmth^
45® Fahr, The other, or cold area, lost temperature rapi$^

after the depth of 100 fathoms, and at one place below S60

fathoms was colder than the freezing point of fresh watmr.

The wat^r in this area gave proof of its northern origin by

containing echinoderms and other organic remains proper to

Norwegian and still higher latitudes. It has been objected

that we have no right to attribute to the influence of the

Gulf-stream the warmth of all the water which we may find

in the Northern Atlantic above the normal temperature of the

latitude. But when recognising the influence of that stream

in the Atlantic we do not, as Dr. Petermann justly observes^

refer the whole of it to the current which flows out of the

Gulf of Mexico, or deny that it has received accessions upon

its way : we rather retain the name of Gulf-stream just as we

do that of a river from its source to its delta, although many
tributaries coining from, different regions may have swollen

and modified its volume. The inaiir fact that the Gulf-stream

does reach the shores of Europe^ls proved by the well-known

drifting ofWest Indian seeds to the coast of Ireland (see Vol.

II. Chap. XL.), and doubtless the south-westerly winds Which

prevail so largely in the Atlantic must do much in propelling

the superficial waters in the same direction as they are

carried by the regular currents.

Oceanic circulniion,—Besides those sensible currents arising

from the various causes already mentioned, a theory of

general oceanic circulation first propounded by Maury has

lately been brought into prominence by Dr. Carpeotor

in order to account for the cold found at great depths both

in temperate and tropical regions. Captain Shortland, in his

line of soundings made in 1868 for the laying down of the

electric cable between Aden and Bombay, found a tempmu*
ture of 34®*3 Fahr. at a depth of 1,800 fathoms (11,400 feet),

and in the cruise of the "Porcupine ^ in 1869 the bottom temr

perature between latitudes 50® and 70® N. was in severat^isalt^

found to be below the freezing point of fresh watev*^ That
these low temperatures cannot be caused by mere depth is evi^

dent from the fact that in the Mediterranean sotm^gs ha^
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|»een to tlic) depth of 1^^1,800 feet, or nearly ae deepea the

Alps esre high, without ever reaching a temperature below

68^ Fiaht» Whw we reflect therefore that the Aden line of

h^graph 10 fifteen de^es north of the equator, and that cold

water can only conie to that spot from the southern hemi-

aphere, we are hrought to the conclusion that the whole of

the equatorial abysses ofthe ocean arc in some part at least tra-

tarsed by a continuous mass of water not much above o2° Fahr.

It 4s an acknowledged fact tliat when salt water in arctic

and antarctic latitudes is cooled to a temperature below that

at which fresh water freezes, its greater specific gravity

causes it to sink, but it does not become ice until it attains

the temperature of 27® Fahr. or even 25® Fahr. if the saltness

somewhat eifceeds the average. If on arriving at the bottom

it finds there water of less specific gravity it will displace it,

and it is inferred that thus a movement will be induced

towards warmer latitudes, producing what Dr OarjK*nter has

well cliaracierisq^ as a ^ creeping flew/ The direction ef this

movement must be govenaed by local conditions or the shape

of the bed of the ocean, anfl if may take years in traversing

the ninety degrees between tlie poles and the equator. Its

pr<%T68S may be so gi'adiial as not to cause wliat in ordinary

language would be termed oceanic currents, and may even

be consistent witli that perfect stillness found generally to

prevail in the abysses of the ocean. Captain Spratt reminds

us that during the soundings taken across the Atlantic the

sounding line on several occasions coiled itself upon the

sinker when some 200 or 300 fathoms more than the actual

depth happened accidentally or intentionally to have been

paid out from the ship, and thus the coils came Tip in a

bunch together round the deep-sea lead. Such facts tell

strongly against the existence of anything like a sensible

current, but on the other hand they do not prove the water

to be lUotionless, because the tension of the hempen sounding*

line might be such as to afford some resistance to a slight

and almcit imperceptible movement, such as might still be

in the cCurse of time to convey cold water to all

those submarine regions whence there is a free communication,

urwhere no continaous shoal or chain of submarine moantalnB
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If such a movement be tahing plitee^ however ii

must be counterbalanced by a return c€ water back from the

equator to the poles, and how this may be readily effected

will be evident to the reader after what has been said of the

powerful effect of the winds on the surface of the ocean. It

is quite unnecessary to seek foi some recondite cause, such as

the expansion of water by heat in the equatorial zone raising

the level of the sea and causing a flow to the poles down a
gently inclined plane. This theory, which is by no means a
new one, was considered by Sir John Herschel in his ^ Physical

Geography,’ where h(‘ shows that the slope between tropical

and temperate latitudes, u distance of 3,000 or 4,000 miles,

would be HO insignificant that the accelerating force produced

would not exceed one two-millionth part of gravity, and would

be ineffioierit as a motor j)ower. Moreover it remains to lie

proved as a matter of fact whether the surfiice of the equatorial

ocean is really elevated by solar heat above the^ level of the

polar seas. The superficial temperature averages 79°*8 Fahr.

for the whole year, so that the amou*at of evaporation may be

expected to exceed tliat of the Mediterranean, which only

attains an equally high temperature at the surface during the

extreme heat of summer, and falls about twenty-five degrees

lower in winter. If then in spite of this smaller quantity of

heat it is only by an indraught from the Atlantic that the

level of the inland sea can be sustained, it may be questioned

whether, taking into account evaporation, barometric pres-

sure, floating icebergs, and other conflicting and compensaiixxg

causes in the open ocean, we have sufficient data to enable us to

infer in what direction a movement would be induced. Ldidoed

it seems almost idle to be speculating upon supposed undei^

currents so imperceptible as not to be tested by a souudiug^

line, and surface flows depending upon a slope only ca|raJbleoif

producing an accelerating force of one two-millionth |»art ctf

gravity, when we have known currents flowing for ihotibsaiidi

of miles from noi*th to south, and south to north, whiob rea^
for hundreds of fathoms, from the surface to the b(^tO!|n of

deep seas, and flow so many miles a day as to rendel!'

capable of transferring in short periods cff time great

of water of different temperatures from one part ofthe

to another.
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BSmtOrriNO AND TBANSPORTINa POWER OF OURRENIS

Aftear ihese preliminary remarks on the nature and causes of

(nuaents, their relooity and direction, we may next consider

their action on the solid materiala of the earth. We shall

fipd that their efforts are, in many respects, strictly analogous

totbdseofriTars. Ihave already treated, in the third chapter,

pf the manner in which currents sometimes combine with

ice, in eonying mud, pebbles, and large fragments of rock to

great distances. Their operations are more concealed from

pur view than those of rivers, but extend to wider areas, and

ore therefor^ of more geological importance.

Action of the «ea on the BriiLh conet—Shetland Telandg,—If

we follow the eastern and southern shores of tho British

Islands, from our Ultima Thule in Shetland to the Land’s

End in Cornwall, we shall find evidc nee of a aeries of clmuges
*

since the histoncal era,»ve^y illustrative of tho kind and

degree of force exerted by*tides and currents co-operating

with the waves of the sea. In this survey wc shall have an

opphirtunity of tracing their joint power on islands, promon-

tories, bays, and estuaries ;
on bold, lofty cliffs, as well os on

low shores ; and on every description of rock and soil, from

granite to blown sand.

The northernmost group of the British Islands, the Shet-

land, are composed of a great variety of rocks, including

grahite, gneiss, mica-slate, serpentine, greenstone, and many
with some secondary rooks, chiefly sdndstune and con-

Tiiese islands ore exposed continually to the

wkoontrcdled violence of the Atlantic, for no land intervenes

between their western shores and America.* The prevalence,

fhenrefore, of strong westerly gales causes the waves to be

sesadthoaM driven with tremendoas force upon the coast, while

inalso a current setting from the north. The spray of

tlef aids the decomposition ofthe rocks, and prepares them

toesri^ed by tdie mechanical force of the waves. Steep

Bin ho^w^ oat into deep oaves and lofty arches ; and

‘SWiOit einfficy promontory’ ends in a duster of rock, imitating

^ jRaas^a of eobuuna, piimAdes, and obelisks.
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Drifting of large maeaee ofroeJe.—Modem observations show

that the redaction of continuous tracts to such insular masses

is a process in which nature is still actively engaged. ‘The

Isle of Stenness,’ says Dr. Hibbert, ‘presents a scene of une-

qualled desolation. In stormy winters, huge blocks of stones

are overturned, or are removed from their native beds, and

hurried up a slight acclivity to a distance almost incredible.

In the winter of 1 802, a tabnlar-shaped mass, eight feet two

inches by seven feet, and five feet one inch thick, was dis-

lodged from its bed, and removed to a distance of from

eighty to ninety feet. I measured the recent bed from

which a block had been carried away the preceding winter

(a.d. 1818), and found it to be seventeen feet and a half by

seven feet, and the depth two feet eight inches. The removed

mass had been borne to a distance of thirty feet, when it was

shivered into thirteen or more lesser fragments, some ofwhich

were carried still fiirther, from 30 to 120 feet. A block, nine
K

feet ti/o inches by six feet and a half, and four feet thick, was

hurried up the acclivity to a distante of 510 feet.’
*

At Northmavine, also, angulaV blocks of stone, some of

which lire represented in the annexed figure 46, have been

removed in a similar manner to considerable distances by'the

waves of the sea.

Effects of lightning .—In addition to numerous examples of

masses detached and driven by the waves, tides, and currents

from their place, some remarkable effects of lightning are

recorded in these isles. At Funzie, in Fetlar, about the

middle of the last century, a rock of mica-schist, 105 feet

long, ten feet broad, and in some places four feet thick, was

in an instant torn by a flash of lightning from its bed, broken

into three large and several smaller fragments. One of tiiese,

twenty-six feet lofig, ten feet broad, and four feet thi*^, w»8

simply turned over. The second, which was twenty-eigldi

feet long, seventeen broad, and five feet in thiokncM, was
hurled across a high point to the distance of 50 yards.

Another broken mass, about forty feet long, was thiowi^ftitt

Deseription of Shetland l^Ies, p indebted for the fhUowIjig re^rwwl^a-

627. Edm. lS22t to which work 1 am tiona of rockfi in th« Shotlfmd
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bnt in tibe 8a>ia« direction, quite into the sea. There

were alao many smaller fragments scattered np and down.*

When we thus see electricity co-operating with the violent

movements of the ocean in heaping up piles of shattered

rocks on dry land and beneath the wateis, we cannot but

admit that a region which shall be the theatre, for myriads

of ages, of the action of such disturbing causes, might pro-

smit, at some future period, if upraised far above the bosom

of the deep, a scene of havoc and luiu th.it may compare

with any now found by the geologist on the suifaco of our

continents.
iv 16

Stony fiagmeutb drifted by the »< t Northm imho Sbethnd

In some of the Shetland Isles, as on th(‘ ^^CHt of Meikle

Roe, dikes, or veins of soft jjraiiite, have inouldoml away;

while the matrix in which they were enclosetl, beinj^ of the

same substartce, but of a firmer texture, lia s remained un-

altered. Thus, long narrow ravines, Bomeiirnes twenty feet

wide^ are laid open, and often give access to the wavt's.

After describing some huge cavernous apertures into which

the sea flows for 260 feet in Loeuess, Dr. Hibheit, writing in

1822, Enumerates other ravages of the ocean. ^ A mass of

ro(dt| the average dimensions of which may perhaps be rated

^ tw^te or thirteen feet square, and four and a half or five

in thickness, was first moved from its bed, about fifty years

a distance of thirty feet, and lias since been twice

t«irne4 wer.*

forced hy the sea through porphyniic rochn*—‘But

• Or. HiVbert, from MSS. of Kev Goorgc of Fetlar
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the most sublime scene is where a mural pile of porphyry,

escapinfy the process of disintegration that devastating the

coast, appears to have been left as a sort of rampart against

the inroads of the ocean ;—the Atlantic, when provoked
wintry gales, batters against it with all the force of real

artillery —the waves having, in their repeated assaults, forced

themselves an entrance* This breach, named the Grind of

the Navir (fig. 47), is widened every winter by the over^

Grind ol tho Nrnir ])aHbago lorcoU by th<> hei through rocks of hard porphyiy.

whelming surge that, finding a passage through it, separates

large stones from its sides, and forces them to a distance of

no less than 1 80 feet. In two or three spots, the fragments

wliich have been debtched are brought together in immense

heaps, that appear as aii accumulation of cubical masses,

the product of some quarry.’ *

It is evident from this example, that although the ^eatmr

indestructibility of some rocks may enable them to with*

stand, for a longer time, the action of the elements, yet they

cannot pennanently resist. There are localities in Shetland

in which rocks of almost every variety of mineral eompoai*,

tion are suffering disintegration ; thus the sea makes
inroads on the clay slate of Fitfel Head, on the serpei^ite

* Hibbert, p. 628^

^
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ibe Tord HiU in Feilar, and on the mica-schist of the

of Trieste, on the east coast of the same island, ^rhioh

decomposes into angular blocks. The quartz rock on the

Fig. 48.

Granitic rocks named the iJrongs, hetwetu Papa Htonr iitul ITillswiik Nt^a

east of Walls, aild tho gneiss and niica-scliist of Garthiiess,

snfFer the same* fai e. •
•

Destructim of Ulands.—Such devastation cannot be in-

cefi^antlj committed for thousands of )ears without dividing

Pig 4t).

A

GiaitUi<? iwk« to tho »outh of HiTlswick Ness, Shetland

tikiiil they become at last mere clusters of rocks, the

last shreds of masses once continuous. To this state many

appear to have been rednoedy and innumerable fantastic
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forms are assumed by rocks adjoining these islands, to whieti

the name of Drongs is applied, as it is to those of similar

shape in Faroe.*

The granitic rocks (fig. 48) between Papa Stour and HiSs^

wick Ness afford an example. A still more singular cluster

of rocks IS seen to the south of Hillswick Ness (fig. 49), which

presents a variety of forms as viewed from different points,

and has often been likfmed to a small fleet of vessels with

spread sails.f We may imagine that in the course of time

Hillswick Ness itself may present a similar wreck, from the

unequal decomposition of the rocks whereof it is composed,

consisting of gnei-iS and mica-schist traversed in all direc-

tions by veins of fidspar- porphyry.

Midway between the groups of Shetland and Orkney is

Fair Island, said to be composed of sandstone with.high per-

pendicular cliffs. The current runs with such velocity, that

during a c«ilni, and when there is no swell, the rocks on its

shorea are white with the foam of the sea dflven against

them. The Orkii('}S, if carefully m*xarnined, would probably

illustrate our present topic as nmch as the Shetland group.

The north-east j)roinoiitory of Sanda, one of these islands,

lias been cut oft‘ in modern times by the sea, so that it

became what is no>v culled Start Island, w^here a lighthouse

was erected iii 1807, since which time the new strait has

grown broader.

End coast of Scotland,—To pass over to the mainland of

Scotland, we tind that in Invenu'ss-shire there have been

inroads of the sea at Fort George, and others in Morayshire,

which have swept away the old town of Findhom. On the

coast of Ivinciirdiueshiro, an illustration was afforded, at the

close of the last century, of the effect of promontories in pro-

tecting a line of low shore. The village of Mathers, two

miles south of Johnshaven, was built on an ancient shingle

beach, protected by a jirojecting ledge of limestone rock.

This was quarried for lime to such an extent that the «ea

broke through, and in 1795 carried away the whole village

one night, and penetrated 150 yards inland, where it hfti'

maintained its ground ever since, the new village having

Hibhert, p, .319, t IWd.
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tl^en built farthet inland on the new shore. In the Bay of

Montrose, we find the North Esk and the South Esk rivers

Iponring annually into the sea large quantities of sand and

pebbles ;
yet they have formed no deltas, for the waves, aided

by the current, setting across their mouths, sweep away all

the materials. Considerable beds of shingle, brought down
by the North Esk, are seen along the beach.

Proceeding southwards, we learn that at Arbroath, in For-

farshi^e, which stands on a rock of red sandstone, gardens

and houses have been carried aw'ay since the comiue:i(*einent

of the present century by encroachiuents of the sea. In the

same county, at Button Ness, it ha<? become necessary, before

1828, to remove the lighthouses at the mouth of the estuary

of the Tay, which were built on a tract of bh)wn sand, the

sea having encroached for three-quarb'ra of a mile.

Eifittary of the Tay—BtU-Rock Lnfhihons(\—The combined

power which waves and currents can exert in et^tnariis (a

term which Foontinc to bays entenvl both by rivens and the

tides of the sea) was reimii Icably exhibited during the build-

ing of the BeU-*Eock LighSious(s ofi* tlie moulh of the Tay.

The Bell Eock is a siinkou re(d’, consisting of red sandstone,

being from twelve to sixteen l<'et under llie surface at liigh

water, and about twelve miles from Ihe mainland. At the

distance of 100 yards, the*re is a depth, in all directions, of

two or three fathoms at low water. In 1807, during the

erection of the lighthouse, six large blocks of granite, which

had been landed on the reef, were removed by th(‘ force of

the sea, and tlirown over a rising ledge to the distance of

twelve or fifteen paces; and an anchor, WH^ghing about 22

cwt., was thrown up upon the rock,* Mr. Stevenson informs

us, moreover, that drift stones, measuring upwards of thirty

cubic flSet, or more than two ions’ weight, liave, during

storms, been often cast upon the rock from the deej> wal( r.f

Codfi Eife and Firth of Forth,—On the coast of Fife, at

St. Andrew^s, a tract of land, said to have intervened b(*t\\eeii

tiilO eastle of Cardinal Beaton and the sea, has been entirely

^ AecotiHt of EziHitioii of Bell-Rock t Kd Phil Jonrn \oI in, p 54.

ligkthottee, p. 16S. 1820.
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swept away, as were the last remains of the Priory of Orail,

in 1803. On both sides of the Firth of Forth, land has been

consumed; at North Berwick in particular, and atNewhayen,

where an ai'senal and dock, built in the reign of James IV.,

in the fifteenth century, has been overflowed.

Eaei coast of England .—If we now proceed to the English

coast, we find records of numerous lands having been des-

troyed in Northumberland, as those near Bamborough and

Holy Island, and at Tynemouth Castle, which now overhangs

the sea, although formerly separated from it by a strip of

land. At Hartlepool, and several other parts of the coast of

Durham composed of magnesian limestone, the sea has made
considerabh' inroads.

Coast of Yorkshire.—Almost the whole coast of Yorkshire,

from the mouth of the Tees to that of the Humber, is ill a

state of gradual dilapidation. That part of the cliffs which

consists of lias, the oolite series, and chalk, decays slowly.

These rocks present abrnpt and naked precipices, often 300

feet in height; and it is only at a few points that the grassy

covering of the sloping talus miirks a temporary relaxation

of the erosive action of the sea. The chalk cliffs are worn

into caves and needles in the projecting headland of Flam-

borough, where they are decomposed by the sea spray, and

slowly crumble away. But the waste is most rapid between

that promontory and Spurn Point, or the coast of Holderness,

as it is called, a tract consisting of beds of clay, gravel, sand,

and chalk rubble. The argillaceous beds which are irregu-

larly intermixed cause many springs to be thrown out, and

this facilitates the undermining process, the waves beating

against them, and a strong current setting chiefly from the

north. The wasteful action is very conspicuous at Dimlington

Height, the loftiest point in Holderness, where thtS beanoa

stands on a clift' 146 feet above high water, composed of clay,

with pebbles scattered through it.* ‘ For many years,’ says

Professor Phillips, ‘ the rate at which the cliffs recede from

Bridlington to Spurn, a distance of thirty-six miles, hashes
found by measurement to equal on an average two tnd a
quarter yards annually, which upon thirty-wx milee oi eoait

* Phillips's Geology of Torksbiis^ p. 61.
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wotild amount to about thirty acres a year. At this rate, the

coast, the mean height of whicli above the sea is about forty

feet, has lost one mile in breadth since the Norman Conquest,

and more than two miles since the occupation of York
(Eboracum) by the Bomans.’ * The extent of this denudation,

as estimated by the number of cubic feet of matter removed
annually, will be again spoken of in Chapter xxii.

In the old maps of Yorkshire, we find spots, now sand-

banks in the sea, marked as the ancient sites of the towns

and villages of Auburn, Hartbnrn, and Hyde. ‘ Of Hyde,’

says Pennant, * only the tradition is left; and near tho vil-

lage of Hornsea, a street called Hornsea Beck has long since

been swaJlowed.’t Owthorne and its church have also been

in great part destroyed, and the village of Kiln sea ; but these

villages have been rebuilt farther inland. The annual rate of

encroachment at Owthorne for seveial }ears preceding 18^10

is stated to have averaged about four yards. Not unreason-

able fears are entertaimnl tli«it at s<nrie future tune the Spurn

Point will become an isbfnd^ and that the ocean, entering

into the estuary of the Humber, will cause great devastation.!

Pennant, after speaking ot the silting up of some ancient

ports in that estuary, observes, ‘ But, in return, the sea has

made most ample reprisals ; the site, and t^veii the very names

of several places, once towns of note upon the Humber, are

now only recorded in history. Kaveiisper was at one

time a rival to Hull (Madox, Aiit. Excli. i. 122), and a poit

so very considerable in 1332, that Edward Baliol and th(‘

confederated English barons sailed from lienee to invade

SkiOttond ; and Henry IV., in 1399, made clioiee of this port

io land at, to effect the deposal of Richard II.
;

yoi the

whole of this has long since been devoured by the nien'iless

ocean ;*exten8ive sands, dry at low water, are to be 8(*en in

their stead.’

§

Fenhant describes Spurn Head as a promontory in the form

and Sea-Coaat J PhiJlips’a Goolug} of Yorkshin,

Yorludnret p. 1'22« 19^3, London. p 60

f Aretic Zoo1ogy» vd, i p. 10, In- g Arctic Zoology, vol i p 13 In-

trodortioD.
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of a sickle, and says the land, for some miles to the norths

was ‘ perpetually preyed on by the fury of the German Sea,

which devours whole acres at a and exposes on the

shores considerable quantities of bi'autiful amber/

LincohisJnre.—The maritime district of Lincolnshire con-

sists chiefly of lands that lie below the level of the sea, being

protected by embankments. Some of the fens were embanked

and drain('d by the Romans ; but after their departure the

sea returned, and large tracts were covered with beds of silt

containing mariin' sliells, now again converted into produc-

tive lands. Many dreadful catastrophes by incursions of the

s(‘a are recorded, wlu'roby several parishes have been at

different times overwhelmed.

Norfolk ,—The decay of the cliffs of Norfolk and Suffolk is

incessant. At Hunstanton, on the north, the undermining

of the lower arenaceous bods at the foot of the cliff, causes

masses of red and white chalk to be pri'cipitated from above.

BetwSen Hunstanton and* Wej bourne, low hills, or dunes, of

blown sand, are formed along ^he •shore, from fifty to sixty

feet high. They are ooniiK>s<Hl oV dry sand, bound in a com-

pact mass by tin long creeping roots of the plant called

Murr.iin (.Lwfridw arfUMiriu)* Such is the present set orthe

tid(‘s that the harbours of Clay, ^V^ells, and other places, ax*e

Hecurely defended by these barriers ; affording a clear proof

that it is not the fetrongth of the material at pai'ticular points

that determim's whether the sea shall be progressive or

stationary, but the general contour of the coast.

The waves constantly undermine the low chalk cliffs,

covered with sand and clay, between Weybourne and Sher-

ringhani, a certain poi’Lion of them being annually removed.

At the latter to>vn I ascertained, in 1829, some facts t^bieh

throw light on the rate at wdiich the sea gains upon tkeland.

It w^is computed, xvhen the present inn was built, in 1805,

that it would require seventy years for the sea to raacli the

spot: the mean loss of hind being calculated, ttom previous

observations, to be somewhat less than one yard

The distance between the house and the sea was fifty jards ;

but no allowance was made for the slope of the ground being

from the sea, in consequence of which the waste was
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mlly accdei’ated every year, as the cliff grew lower, there

beijig at each succeeding period less matter to remove when
portions of equal area fell down. Between the years 1824

and 1829, no less than seventeen yards were swept away,

and only a small garden was then left between the building

and the sea- There was, in 1829, a depth of twenty feet

(sufficient to float a fi*igatc) at oau' point in the harbour of

that port, where, only forty-eight years before, there stood a

cliff fifty feet high, with houses upon it * If once in half a

century an equal amount of change were lu’oduced suddenly

by the momentary shock of an earlliquake, liistory would bo

filled with records of such wonderful revolutions of the

earth’s surface
;
but if tli(» conversion of liigh land into deep

sea be gmdual, it excites oiilj lt»cal attention. The flag-stafl*

of the Preventive Service station, on the scmtii side of this

harbour, was thrice removed inland between theyeais iHl I

and 1829, in oonsequenc(‘ of the advance of the sea.

Farther td^ tlie^ south we find eliflk, composed, like these <»f

Holderness before mentioned, of alternating strata of blue

clay, gravel, loam, and fine*sand. AHhoiigh tliej sometimes

exceed 300 feet in height, the havoc made on the (*oast is

moft formidable. The Avhole site of ancient (’lomer now

forms part of the German Ocean, the inlialiiiaiits h.iviiig

gradually retreated inland to their jiresent situation,

whence the sea still threatens to dislodge them. In the

winter of 1825, a fallen mass was piecipitated fioin near the

lighthouse, which covered twelve acres, extending far into

the sea, the cliffs being 250 fe(‘t in height.* Tlie undermin-

ing by springs has sometimes caused Lirgfe poitioiis of the

tipper part of the cliffs, with houses still standing upon them,

to give way, so that it is impossible, by erecting brcakw^aieis

at the base of the cliffs, permanently to ward ott'tlu* danger.

Mr. Redman states that during the tweiitj -tin ee
j
ears uliich

elapsed between the Ordnance Suiwey of 18 >8 and tlie year

1861, a portion of the cliff, composed of sand and clay, be-

tween CTomer and Mundesley, receded 830 feet, amounting

to a mean annual waste of fourteen feet; and the cliff at

* Taylor’a Geology of Eawt Norfolk, p. 32.
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Happisburgh has, according to his estimate, wasted at the rate

of about seven feet a year for sixty years preceding 1864.*

On the same coast, says Mr. R. C. Taylor, the ancient vil-

lages of Shipden, Wimpwell, and Eecles have disappeared ;

several manors and large portions of neighbouring parishes

having, piece after piece, been swallowed np ; nor has there

been any intermission, from time immemorial, in the ravages

of the sea along a line of coast twenty miles in length, on
C

1 ip 60

ToMtr ul tlu bun <1 Cliurch of hedfs, Noilolk, a d 1839

The inlniHl slope of tb* lulls of blown sand is shown jn tins view, with

tht Li^ldhouvo ot llaslxirousfb, N W ol the tower, m the distance

which these places stood-f Of Eccles, however, a monnmait

still remains in the ruined tower of the old chnroh. So early

as 1605 the iuhabitairts petitioned James I. for a xtidnotiofi

of taxes, as 300 acres of laud, and all their houses, save fottf

teen, had then been destroyed by the sea- Jfot one-half

that number of aoies now remains in the parish, and htils

of blown ,
sand, called ‘ Marrams ’ from the plant by ‘tirhidh

they are overgrown, now occupy the site of thd hoa^,

* East Coast between Thames and 1864.

Wnsh, J B Bedmsn, C E., Proc Inst + Taylor’s Ooology of Sa«t HnWfcll.

Cn-il Engineers, vol. xiiu pp 81-88, p 89.
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vllioh were still extant in 1605. When I risited the spot

in 1839} I fonnd the tower of the chnrch half buried in the

dunes of sand, as represented in the drawing (fig. 50), and
iwenty-three years afterwards my triend the ^v. S. W.
King made a sketch from nearly the same spot, which is

g^ren in fig. 51. In the interval the sand dunes, which are

always moving inland, had considerably altered their position

in reference to the tower, which after the stonn of 1862 was
•

Fig 51

£cc1«i8 Tower ae rt appttred after the htomi of^ Nfucrnhd lSh2 from a dnwiiip;

by Eev S/W King, taken from mail} tlu Kimt >n as hg 50

B^n £iA represenled in fig. 51, on the bt^a-side, the waves

Imving washed the foundations of the edifice.* The level

of the base of the tower, and of the ruins of the nave and

chancel of the church (see fig. 51) has now such a rcLition

to high-water mark, that Mr. King naturally suggest s that

them must have been a subsidence of this part of th*- cjoast

eince the church was built. The precise dale of its election

is unknown, but the upper or octagonal part of the tower is

supposed to date from the 16th century, and this addition

* SCt Bedmaa hsa vs s view wheD it was nearl} att much oh the aes-

of EediiS Tower as seen by him in IS6I4 wmrd side of the dimes as in 1862
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would not hare been made at that period had the site beeia

considered as in danger from the encroachments of the sea.

Observations on the level of the foundations of buildings

now within reach of the tide may hereafter lead us to an

exact estimate of a change of level if there be one in pro*

gi’ess, although, antecedently to experience, we might have

anticipated that a wasting coast was less favourable than any

other for ascertaining whether the land was rising, sinking,

or stationary. As tlie tide rises eight feet at Lowestoft, and

sixteen at Cromer, it becomes a question whether in the

course of four or five coniuries its mean level at any given

point on this ea&toni cutist may vary sufficiently to explain

the presc'Tit position of the ruined church at Eccles relatively

to high-water mark, but I am not aware that we have

any riTorded data for confirming or invalidating such an

hypothesis.

M. E. de liejiumoiit has suggested that sand-dunes in

Holland and other countries may serve natural chrono-

meters, by which the date of the eft^isting continents may he

ascertained. The sands, he sa)§, are continually blown in-

land by the force of the winds, and by observing the rate of

their inarch we may calculate the period when the m6ve-

inent commenced.* But tlie example just given will satisfy

every g(*ologist fhat we cannot ascertain the starting-point

of dunes, all coasts being liable to waste, and the shores of

the Low Countries in jnirticular being not only exposed to

inroads of the sea, but, as M. de Beaumont himself has well

shown, having even in historicfil times undergone a change

of level. Tlie dunes may indeed, in some cases, be made
use of as chronomefers, fo enable us to assign a minimum
of antiquity to existing coast-lines; but this test must be

applied with great caution, so variable is the rate which

the sands may advance into the interior.

Hills of blown sand, between Eccles and Wiuterton, have

barred up and excluded the tide for many hundred years

from the mouths of several small estuaries; but there ere

records of nine breaches, from 20 to 120 yards wide, having

* Be B€auzDont, Geologie Pratique, p. SlSw
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lieen made through these, by which immense damage was

done to the low grounds in the interior. A tew miles south

of Happisburgh, also, are hills of blown sand, which extend

to Yarmouth, These dunes afibrd a temporary protection

to the coast, and an inland clift' about a mile long, at Win*
tertOD, shows clearly that at that point the sea must have

penetrated formerly farther than at present.

Silting ttp of estuarus.^ At Yarmouth, the sea has not

advaftced upon the sands in the slightest degree since the

reign of Elizabeth. In the time of the Saxons, a great

estuary extended as far as Norwich, which city is represented

even in the tbirteentli and fonrteentli centuries as ‘situ-

ated on the banks of an arm of the sea.* The sands

whereon Yarmouth is built first became firm and habitable

ground about the joar lOOS, from uhicli time a lint* of dnnes

has gradually increased in lieiglit and breadth, stndching

across the jv'hole entrdneo of tin* ancient ealuar},a])d ob-

structing the ingress of th<* Ijdc^ sjo completely tliaf they

are only admitted by tW' i^<utow pash.igo* ^NliKdi tljc river

keeps open, and which has gradually shifted several miles

to the south. The ordinary tides at the river’s month rise,

at present, only to the height of three or four feet, the spring

tides to about eight or nine.

By the exclusion of the sea, thousands of acres in the in-

terior have become cultivated lands ; and, exclusivf* of smaller

pools, upwards of sixty freshwater lakes have been formed,

varying in depth from fifte«*n to thiity f(H*t, and in extent

from one acre to twelve hundred,* Tli^' Yare, and other

i^lvers, frequently conimnnicate with these sheets of water

;

and thus tliey are liable to be filled up gradually uith lacus-

trine |ind fluviatile deposits, and to be converted into land

covered with forests. Yet it must not be imagined tliat the

acquisition of new land fit for cultivation in Norfolk and

Suffolk indicates any permanent growth of the eastern limits

of our island to compensate its reiterated losses. No d(Ha

can form on such a shore.

In the sea immediately oft Yarmouth is a great range of

* Taylor’s Geology of East Norfolk, p 10.
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sand-banks parallel to the shore, the shape of which rariee

slowly from year to year, and often suddenly after great

storms. Ca2>tain Hewitt, R.H., found in these banks, in 1886,

a broad channel sixty-five feet deep, where there was only a

depth of four feet during a prior survey in 1822. The sea had

excavaifed to the depth of sixty feet in the course of fourteen

years, or perhaps a shorter i)eriod. The new channel thus

formed served in 1888 for the entrance of ships into Yarmouth

Roads
;
and the magnitude of this change shows how easily

a new set of the waves and currents might cause the sub-

mergence of the land gained within the ancient estuary of

the Yare.

That great banks should be thrown across the mouth of

estuaries on our eastern coast, where there is not a large body

of river- water to maintain an ojten channel, is perfectly intel-

ligible, when we bear in mind that the marine current, sweep-

ing along Ihe coast, is chargc'd with the materiiils of wasting

cliffs? and ready to form a bar anywhere theinstant its course

is inten'uided or checked by anj* o)ii>osing stream. The

mouth of the Yare h.is been, w\fhiu the last five centuries,

diverted about four miles to the south. In like manner it is

evident that, at some remote i>eiiod, the river Aide entered

the sea at Aldboroiigh, until its ancient outlet was barred up

lUid at length transieii'ed to a point no less than ten miles

distant to the south-west. lu this case, ridges of sand

and shingle, like those of Lowestoft Ness, which will be

described by-and-by, have been thrown up between the river

and the sea ; and the ancient sea-cliff is now to be seen in-

land. (See fig. 52.)

It may be asked why the invers on our east coast are always

deflected southwards, although the tidal current flows alter-

nately from the south and north? The cause is to be fbund

in the superior force ot wliat is commonly called ‘ the flood

tide from the north,’ a tidal wave derived from the Atlantic,

a small part ofwhich passes eastward up the English Ohannel,

and tlirough the Stmits of Dover and then n<«r^ward% wWJe
the principal body of w^ater, moving much more rapidly in a

more open sea, on tlie western side of Britain, fiirst passes
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the Orkneys, and then, turning, floats down between Norvjny

and Scotland, and sweeps with great velocity along our

eastern coast. It is well known that the highest tides on

this coast are occasioned by a powerful north-west wind,

which raises the eastern part of the Atlantic, and causes it

to pour a greater volume of water into the German Ocean.

This circumstance of a violent off-shore wind being attended

with a rise of the waters, instead of a general retreat of the

sea, naturally excites the wonder of the inhabitants of our

coast. In many districts they look with confidence for a

rich harvest of that valuable manure, tJie sea-weed, wlien

the north-westerly gales pievail, and arc* rarely disap-

pointed.

Coast of •SuffoUi.—The cliffs of Suflolk, to nhieh we next

<1, a The dottid lines express a senes of snnd .iitd fornniif; the

extremity of the tnangiilHr sput cilUd tin Nths

bf ft, ft The dark line roprosonts the lulanl elift on who h tht of

Lowestoft stands, bet^ieeu whu li ind ilu m a is tho N> sh

proceed, are somewhat less elevated than those of Norfolk,

btit ooroposed of similar alternations of cla}, sand, and

gravel* From Gorleston, in Suffolk, to within a few miles

north of Lowestoft, the cliffs are being slowly undermined.

Near the last-mentioned town there is an inland cliff about

sixty feet high, the sloping talus of which is co\ered with tuif

and heath. Between the cliff and the sea is a low flat tract of

sand^ oalled the Ness, nearly three miles long, and for the most

part out of reach of the highest tides (see fig. 52). The point

• From Hr. B. C. TayW. Hem. Sw Phil Hag Oct 1827, |> 287.
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of the Ness projects from the base of the origin al cliff to tLe

distance of GGO yards. This accession of land, says Mr,

Taylor, has been effected at distinct and distant intervals,

by the influence of currents running between the land

and a shoal called the Holm Sand, about a mile off Lowes-

toft. The lines of gi'owih in the Ness are indicated by a

series of concentric ridges or banks enclosing limited areas,

and several of tliose ridges have been formed within the

observation of persons now living. A rampart of heavy

materials is first tbronn up to an unusual altitude by some

extraordinary tide ntteiided with a violent gale. Subse-

quent tides extend tlio base of this high bank of shingle, and

the iiitersHces are then filled with sand blown from the

beach. The Ariindo and other sea-side plants by degrees

obtain a footing
;
and cre(‘ping along the ridge, give solidity

to the mass, an<l form in some cases a matted covering of

turf. Meanwhile another mound is forming externally,

wdiicli by the like process rises and gives protection to the

first. If the sea forces its way through one of the external

and incomplete mounds, the breach is soon repaired. After

a while the maritime plants within the areas enclosed by

these embankments are succooded by a better speciei^ of

h(‘rbage affonliiig good pasturage, and the sands become

sufficiently hrin to su])pori buildings.

DestrartUni of Danwirh by ike mu— Of the gradual destruc-

tion of Duiiwicb, once the most considerable seaport on this

coast, we liave many authentic records. Gardner, in his

histoiy of that borough, published in 1764, shows, by refer-

ence to documents, beginning with Doomsday Book, thiat

the cliffs at Duiiwicli, SouthwolJ, Easton, and Pakefield

have been always subject to waste. At Dunwich, in

particular, two tracts of laud wdjich had been taxed in the

eleventh century, in the time of Khig Edward the Confessor,

are mentioned, in the Conqueror’s survey, made but a few

3"ear8 afterwards, as having been devoured by the sea. The
losses, at a subsequent i)eriod, of a monastery,—at another

of several churches,—afterwards of the old port,—thou of

four hundred houses at once,—of the church of St. Leonard,

the high-road, town-hall, gaol, and many other buildings,
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a^e roetttionod, with the dates when they perished. It is

stated that, in the sixteentli century, not one qnai'ter of

the town was left standing
;
yet, the inliiibitaiits retreating

inland, the name was preserved, as has been the case with

many other ports, when their ancient site has been blotted

out. There is, however, a church, of considerable antiquity,

still standing, the last of twelve mentioned in some records.

In 1740, the laying open of the chiireli} ard of St. Nicholas

and 8t. Francis, in the sea-cliffs, is well desciibed by

Gardner, with the coffins and skeletons exposed to view—
some lying on the beach, and rocked

In cradle of the nidt imp( rjoiis hiiigt

Of these cemeteries no remains can now h<‘ seen. Ra} also

says, ‘that ancient writings make nienlion of a wood a mile

and a half to the east of Dunwich, tlie site of wliicli must at

present be so far within the sea/* This <*iiy, once so flourish-

ing and poptiloii*:^ is nosv a hina^l vJIage, willi about twenty

houses and one hundred itihabjtants.

There is an old traditiofl, ‘that the tailors sat in their

shops at Dunwich, and saw the shijis in Yarmouth Buy;’

but*when we cou'^idcr how far tlu^ coast at Lowestoft Ness

projects between these places, we c.innot giv(‘ cnMlit to the

tale, which, nevertheless, ]>roves how much the inrf)adh» of

the sea in times of old had promi)ted nion of lively iniaginu/-

tion to indulge their taste for the inarv^dlous.

Gardner’s description of the cemeteries laid open by the

waves reminds us of the scene wliicli has been so well

depicted by Bewick,t and of which immerous points on the

same coast might have suggested the idea. On the verge of

a cliff, which the sea has undermined, are represented the

unshak&n tower and western end of an abbey. The eastern

aisle is gone, and the pillars of the cloister are soon to follow.

The waves have almost isolated the promoiiTorv, and invaded

the cemetery, where they have made sport with the liiortal

relics, and thrown up a skull upon the beach. In the fore-

ground is seen a broken tomlmtone, erected, as its legend

CoQMquences of tho I>eluge, Fby». t Hiotorj of Briurij Bird«, toI u p,

Btscosnes, S20, ed. 1821.
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tells, ‘to perpetuate the memory*—of one whose name ifi

obliterated, as is that of the county for which he was ‘ Custos

Rotuloriim.* A cormorant is perched on the monument, de-

filing it, as if to remind some moraliser, like Hamlet, of ^ the

base uses * to which things sacred may be turned* Had this

excellent artist desired to satirize certain popular theories of

geology, he might have inscribed the stone to the memory of

some philosoplier who taught ‘ the permanency of existing

continents ’—
‘ the era of repose *— ‘ the impotence of modern

causes.’

The incursions of the sea at Aldborough were formerly very

destructive, and tliis borough is known to have been once

situated a quai ter of a mile east of the present shore. The

inhabitants continued to build farther inland, till they arrived

at the extremity of their property, and then the* town de-

cayed greatly : but two sand-banks, thrown up at a short

distance, now afford a temporary safeguard to the coast.

Between these banks aiuh the present shore, wliere the cur-

rent now flows, the sea is twenty-four feet deep on the spot

where ihe town formerly stood.
*

Erhcx .—Harwich is said to have owed its rise to the de-

struction of Orwell, a town which stood on the spot how
called ‘ tlie west rocks,’ and was overwhelmed by an inroad

of the sea since the Conquest. Apprehensions have been

entertained that the isthmus on which Harwich stands may
at no remote period become an island, for the sea may be

expected to make a breach near Lower Dovercourt, where

Beacon Cliff is composed of horizontal beds of London clay

containing septaria. It had wasted away considerably

between the years 1829 and 1838, at both which periods I

examined this coast. In that short interval several gardens

and many houses had been swept into the sea, and in Ap>til

1838 a whole street was threatened with destruction. The
advance of the sea is much accelerated by the traffic carried

on in septaria, which are shipped off for cement as fast as

they fall down upon the beach. These stones, if allowed ta

remain in heaps on the shore, would break the force of i&b

waves, and retard the conversion of the peninsula into an
island, an event which might be followed by the destrn^^tioxl
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tho town of Harwich. Captain Washington, oa-

certaine4, in 1847, that Beacon Cliff, above mentioned, which
is ai^ont fifty feet high, had given way at the rate of forty

feet in forty-seven years, between 1709 and 1766; eighty

feet between 1756 and 1804; and three hnndied and fifty

feet between the latter period and 1841 ; bhowing a mpidly
accelerated rate of destmetion.*

Among other losses it is recorded that, since the year

1807,»b field called the Vicar’s Field, which belonged to the

living of Harwich, has been overwhelmed ;t and in the jear

1820 there was a considerable space between the battery at

Harwich, bnilt in the beginning of the present centiuy, and

the sea; part of the fortification had been swe[>t away in

1829, and the rest then overhung the water.

*At Walton-on-the-Naze, in the same county, the cliffs,

composed of London clay, capped b)' the shelly sands of the

crag, roach the height of about lOO feet, and are annually

undermined* by the waves. The oW churchyard at WMton
has been washed away, a*id the cliffs to the south are con-

stantly disappearing.
*

Kent.—Ide of Shefppey .—On the coast bounding the estuary

of the Thames, there are numerous examples both of the gain

and loss of land. The Isle of Shep[)ey, which is now about

six miles long by four in breadth, is composed of London

clay. The clifiis on the north, wliich are from 100 to 200

feet high, decay rapidly, fifty acres having been lost in twenty

years, between 1810 and 1830. The church atMinsb'r, now
near tjie coast, is said to have been in t]>e middle of the

island in 1780; and if the present rate of destruction should

continne, we might calculate the period, and that not a i^ry

remote one, when the whole island will be annihilated. On
the coait of the mainland, to the east of Sheppey, is 11erne

Bay ; a place still retaining the name of a bay, although ihe

term is no longer appropriate, as the waves and currents have

swept away the ancient headlands. There was formerly a

Sfonll promontory in the line of the shoals where the present

* Udal Harbour OornmiMionw^ t On the authority of Dr Hitebdl,

Sibst Euport, 1S4«. p. 176. F.OA
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pier is built, by which the larger bay waa divided into two

called the Upper and Lower.*

Still farther east stands the church of Reculrer, upon & ditf,

about twenty-five feet high, composed of sand with some inter-

stratified slabs of clayey sandstone. Reculver (Regulviunr)

was an important military station in the time of the Romans,

and appears, from Lelaud’s account, to have been, so late as

Henry VlII.’s reign, nearly one mile distant from the sea.

In the ‘Gentleman’s Maga/me’ there is a view of it, jaken

in 17b], which still loprestnts a considerable space as inter-

Fig .)3

\ itw ot lieeuhor Church, Ukt-n m the jear 17hl

1 ImIc of Sill |»jn
^ 2 Vru jont (hijprl now dosti 0}

p

1 Tin cottfv£f© between

lUib clup 1 iml tlio cUflt w iH domohslujJ b} tlie hoa in 1782

veiling betv^een the north wall of the churchyard and the

clift.f Home time before the jear 17h0, the waves had reached

tlie site of the ancient Roman camiJ, or fortification, the walls

of which had continued for several years after they were

undermined to overhang the sea, being firmly cemented into

one mass. They were eighty
3 ards nearer the sea than the

church, and they are spoken of in the ‘ Topograpbica Britan-

nica/ in the year 1 780, as having recently fallen down. In

1801, part of the churchyard with some adjoining houses was
W'asbed away, and the ancient church, with its two spires, was

* On the of W Gunnel Esq and W. Bicliardson, Eeq , F.G«€k

t Vol n. Now Series, 1809, p 801
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Mid alMtndoned as a place of worship, bat kept ia

repair a« a landmark well known to mariners. Z risited the

spot in dntfie 1851,and saw human bones and part of a wooden
coffin projecting from the cliff, near the top. The whole build-

ing would probably have been swept an ay long ere this, had
not the fiirce of the waves been checked by an artificial

canseway of stones and large wooden piles driven into the

sands on the beach to break the force of the waves.

Jsia qf Thcmet.—The Isle of Thanet was, in the time of the

Fig 84

S«cnh er Church, m 1834

Bomans, separated from the rest of Kent by a iiaiigable

channel* through which the Roman fleets sailed on their nay

to and from Liondon. Bede describes this siriall e'stuai y as

being, in the beginning of the eighth century, three furlongs

in breadth ; and it is supposed that it began to grow shallow

abont the period ofthe Norman Conquest. It was so far silted

up in the year 1845. that an Act was obtained to build a

bridge across i^; and it has since become marsh land with

smaB siseams rtuming throngh it. On the coast, Bedlam

vot. I. MM
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Fam, beloDging to the hospital of that name, lost eigh^

acres in the twenty years preceding 1830, the land being

composed of chalk from forty to fifty feet above the level of

the sea. It has been compnted, that the average waste of

the cliff between the North Foreland and the Recnlvers, a

distance of about eleven miles, is not less than two feet pear

annum. The chalk cliffs on the south of Thanet, between

Ramsgate and Pegwell Bay, had on an average lost three

feet per annum during the ten years preceding 1830. •

OooJwin FSnnds.—The Goodwin Sands lie opposite this part

of the "Kentish coast. They are about ten miles in length,

and are in some parts three, and in others seven, miles dis-

Fipr 56.

If

II

Mi.ikspc.irti b Cliff 111 1836, sctn fioni the north-east.

tant from the shore ; and, for a certain space, are laid bare at

low water. That they are a remnant of land, and not * a

mere accumulation of sea sand,’ as Rennell imagined,* may
be presumed from the fact that, when the erection of a light-

house on this shoal was in contemplation by the Trinity

Board in the year 1817, it was found, by borings, that the

bank consisted of fifteen feet of sand, resting on blue clay

;

and, by subsequent borings, the subjacent chalk has been

reached. An obscure tradition has come down to 'us, thwt

the estates of Earl Goodwin, the father of Harold, Hrho

died in the year 1053, were situated here, and some have

* Oeol. of Heiod. vol. ii. p. 826.
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^coxyectured tliat they were overwhelmed by the flood men-
tioned in the Sajton Chronicle, mb anno 1099. The last

remains of an island, Consisting, like Sheppey, of clay, may
peihapS have been carried away about that time.

There are other recoivls of waste in the county of Kent, as

at Deal ; and at Dover, where Shakspeare's CliflF, composed
entirely of chalk, has suffered greatly, and continuailly di-

minishes in height, the slope of the hill being towarcte the

land.* (See fig. 55.) There was an immense landslip from

this cliff in 1810, by which Dover was shaken as if by an

earthquake, and a still greater one in 1772.* We may sup-

pose, therefore, that the view from the top of the precipice

in the year 1600, when the tragedy of ‘ King Lear ^ was

written, was more ^fearful and dizzy ^ than it is now. The
best antiquarian authorities are agreed that Dover Harbour

was formerly an estuary, the sea flowing up a valley between

the chalk Jiills. The remains loniid in different excavLj^tions

confirm the description of the spof given by Oocsar and An-

toninus, and there is clear J#istorieal evidence to prove that

at an early period there was no shiiigle at all at Dover.f

Straits of Doven—In procoetling from the noi’thcni parts

of the German Ocean towards the Straits of Dover, the water

becomes gradually more shallow, so tliat in the distance of

about two hundred leagues, we pu'^s from a deptli of 120

fatlioms to that of 58, 38, 18, and at one point near the

middle of the Channel even less than 2 fathoms. The

shallowest part follows a line drawn between Itomney Marsh

and Boulogne. From this point the English Channel again

deepens progressively as we proceed westward, so that the

Straits of Dover may be said to part two seas. J

Whqjiher England was formerly united to France has oft<*n

been a favourite subject of speculation. So early as l6or> our

countryman Verstegan, in his ‘ Antiquities of the English

Nation,* observed that many preceding writers had main-

tained this opinion, but without supporting it by any weighty

reasons. He accordingly endeavours himself to confirm it by

AtiD. Jiegiirt^ 1772. JStevofiHon, Ed. Phil Joum No v

tSae J. B, £«dmfiii on Ohnnge« of p. 45. and 1^. Pittoii, (i«ol. Ira/iM.

SE. Oooit of England, Proceed. Isatit. 2d eeriee. voL ir plate 9.

Civil Esgm. vol xi. ISdl, 1852.

V M 2
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varions arguments, the principal of vrhich are, first, the pr6x-i

imity and identity of the composition of the opposite cl%
and shores of Albion and Gallia, which, whether fiat and

sandy, or steep and chalky, correspond exactly with each

other; secondly, the occurrence of a submarine ridge,-,called

‘ Our Ladys Sand,’ extending from shore to shore at no great

depth, and which from its composition appears to be the

original basis of the isthmus ; thirdly, the identity of the

noxious animals in France and England, which could neither

have swum across, nor hare been introduced by man. Thus

no one, he says, would have imported wolves, therefore ‘ these

wicked beasts did of themselves pass over.’ He supposes the

ancient isthmus to have been about six English miles in

breadth, composed entirely of chalk and flint, and in some

idaces of no great height above the sea-level. The operation

of the waves and tides, he says, would have been more power-

ful when the straits were narrower, and even now they are

destroying cliffs composed of similar materials, lie suggests

the possible co-operation of eartb(:[uhkes; and when we con-

sider how many submarine forests skirt the southern and

eastern shores of England, and that there are raised beaches

at many points above the sea-level, containing fossil shells of

recent species, it seems reasonable to suppose that such up-

ward and downward movements, taking place perhaps as

slowly as those now in progress in Sweden and Greenland,

may have greatly assisted the denuding force of * the ocean

stream,’ IIoTa/icoio fiir</a aOevof 'ilKsavoio,

Folkestone.—At Folkestone the sea undermines the chalk

and subjacent strata. About the year 1716 there was a re-

markable sinking of a tract of land near the sea, so that

houses became visible from certain points at sea, and ftom

particular spots on the sea cliffs, from whence they could not

be seen previously. In the description of this subsidence in

the Phil. Trans. 1716, it is said, ‘ that the land consisted of a

solid stony mass (chalk), resting on wet clay (gault), so that

it slid forwards towards the sea, just as a ship is launched icm
’

tallowed planks.’ It is also stated, that within the mesRls^

of persons then living, the cliff there had been washed

to the extent of ten rods.
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t SncTOttolunettts of the sea at Hjthe are also on record

;

hot between this point and Bye there has been a gain of

land within the times of history ; the rich level tract oalled

Itomney Harsh, or Dnngeness, about ten mUes in width and

five in breadth, and formed of silt, having received great ac-

(Massiun. Mr. Bedman has cited numerous old charts and

trastwodhy authorities to prove that the average annual

inereetse of the promontory amounted for two centuries,

previous to 1844, to nearly six yards. Its progress, how-

ever, has fluctuated during that period
;
for between 1689

and 1794, a term of 105 years, the rate was as much as 8{

yards per annum. He observes ‘ that this great accumula-

tion, commonly called Bomney Moi'sb, is composed for a

distance of 'about two miles of undulating ridges marking

£he periodical accessions made to the coast, like the rings of

gfrowth in timber.’* It is ascertained that the shingle is

derived from the westward. Whether the pebbles are stopped

by the meeting .of the tide from*the north flowing tlftough

the Straits of Dover, with ^hat which comes up the Channel

from the west, as was fornierly held, or by the check given

to the tidal current by the waters of the Bother, as some

m&intain, is still a disputed question. There is, however,

no doubt that since the Point of Dungeness has advanced,

forming a great natural groin, it intercepts the shingle

which formerly travelled eastward and was accumulated by

aiijlficial groins at Hythe. The martello towers erected on

the low coast S. and S.W. of Hythe must ere long perish, as

Mr. Mackeson has pointed out to me, for want of a supply

of protecting shingle. At Dymchurch the towers numbered

26, 27, have already been removed, their destruction being

threatened by the advancing tide. The town of Winchelsea,

situated to the south of Bomney Marsh, was destroyed in

the reign of Edward I., the mouth of the Bother stopped up,

and the river diverted into another channel. In its old bed,

an ancient vessel, apparently a Dutch merchantman, was

found about the year 1824. It was built entirely of oak,

and much blackened.t Large quantities of hazel-nuts, peat.

Mid wood ore found in digging in Bomney Marsh.

* Bednisa. FToe. Bagia. vol zi p 189.

t Edw. Jowa. of Seioaeo, Ho. sz. p. 88
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South coast of England.—^Westward of Hastings, or of St^

Leonard’s, the shore-line has been giving way as fa^ Ad

Pevensey Bay, where formerly there existed a haven now

entirely blocked up by shingle. The waste has amounted

for a series of years to seven feet per annum in some places,

and sevt^al martello towers had in consequence, before 1351,

been removed by the Ordnance.* At the promontory ofBeachy

Head a mass of chalk, three hundred feet in length, and from

seventy to eighty in breadth, fell in the year 1813 with a tre-

mendous crash ;
and similar slips have since been frequent.

f

About a mile to the west of the town of Newhaven, the

remains of an ancient entrenchment are seen on the brow of

Castle Hill. This earthwork, supposed to be British, was

(widently once of considerable extent and of an oval form,

but the greater part has been cut Way by the sea. TKe

cliffs, which are undermined here, are high ; more than one

hundred feet of chalk being covered by tertiary clay and sand,

from sixty to seventy feet in thickness. In„a feVv centuries

the last vestiges of the Woolwich Reds or plastic clay forma-

tion on the southern borders of tlfe chalk of the South Downs
on this coast will probably be annihilated, and future geolo-

gists will learn, from historical documents only, the ancient

geographical boundaries of this group of strata in that

direction. On the opposite side of the estuary of the Ouse,

on the east of Newhaven harbour, a bed of shingle, composed

of chalk Hints derived from the waste of the adjoining cliffs,

had accumulated at Seaford for several centuHes. In the

great storm of November 1824, this bank was entirely swept

away, and the town of Seaford inundated. Another great

beach of shingle is now forming from fresh materials.

The whole coast of Sussex has been incessantly encroached

upon by the sea ffom time immemorial
; besides the ctimp at

Newhaven, two ancient earthworks ofunknovm date, ohe near

Seafend, and the other near Eastbourne, have been partially

destroyed by the encroachments of the sea. Although sud*

den inundations only, which overwhelmed fertile or inhabito^

tracts, are noticed in history, the records attest an extraor*

* Bedmaxi, as cited, p 315

t Webster, Geol. Trans vol. ii p. 192, 1st series.
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^naiy amount of loos. During a period of no more than

eighty years, there are notices of about twenty inroads, in

which tracts of land of from twenty to /our hundred aeree in

extent were overwhelmed at once, the value of the tithes

being mentioned in the Taxatio Ecclesiastica.'*^ In the reign

of Elisabeth, the town of Brighton was situated on that

tract where the chain pier now extends into the sea. In the

year 1665 twenty-two tenements had been destroyed under

the «Uff. At that period there still remained under the

eliff 113 tenements, the whole of which were overwhelmed in

1708 and 1705. No traces of the ancient town are now
perceptible, yet there is evidence that the sea has merely

resumed its ancient position at the base of the cliffs, the site

of the old town having been nothing more than a beach

abandoned by the ocean for ages.

Hampshire.—Isle of Wight.—It would be endless to allude

to all the localities on the Sussex and Hampshire coasts

where the land given way ; but 1 may point out tlie re-

lation which the geologieal structure of the Isle of Wight
bears to its present shape,‘as attesting that the coast owes

its outline to the continued action of the sea. Through the

middle of the island nins a high ridge of chalk strata, in a

vertical position, and in a direction east and west. This

chalk forms the projecting promontory of Culver Cliff on

the east, and of the Needles on the west; while Sandown

Bay on the one side, and Compton Bay on the other, have

been hollowed out of the softer sands and argillaceous strata,

which are inferior, in geological position, to«ihe chalk.

The same phenomena are repeated in the Isle of Furbeck,

where the line of vertical chalk forms the projecting promon-

tory of Handfast Point ; and Swanage Bay marks the deep

excavation made by the waves in the softer strata, corre-

sponding to those of Sandown Bay.

Swrsi Castle Baatk—progressioe motion of sea beaches.

—

Although tiie loose pebbles and grains of sand composing

any gifen line of sea beach are carried sometimes one way,<

sometimes anotiier, they have, nevertheless, an ultimate

* Usatell, Geology of Suseex, p. 293.
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motion in one particular direction.* Their prognWfir,

example^ on the south coast of England, is from west to easty

which is owing partly to the action of the waves drivel^ oast^

wards by the prevailing wind, and partly to the currant, or

the motion of the general body of water caused by the tides

and winds. The force of the waves gives motion to pebbles

which the velocity of the currents alone would be unable to

cany forwards ; but as the pebbles are finally reduced to

sand or mud, by continual attrition, they are brought within

the influence of a current ; and this cause must determine

the course which the main body of matter derived from

wasting cliffs will eventually take.

It appears, from the observations of Mr. Palmer and

others, that if a pier or groin be erected anywhere on our

southern or south-eastern coast to stop the progress of the

beach, a heap of shingle soon collects on the western side of

such artificial barriers. The pebbles continue to accumu-

late till they rise as high as the pier or groin, ^fter Which

they pour over in great numbers^ diR*ing heavy gales.t

The western entrance of the Solent, a cnannel dividing

the Isle of Wight from the mainland, is crossed for more than

two-thirds of its width by the shingle-bank of Hurst Castle,

which is about two miles long, seventy yards broad, and

twelve feet high, presenting an inclined plane to the west.

This singular bar consists of a bed of rounded chalk flints,

resting on a submarine argillaceous base. The flints and a
few other pebbles, intermixed, are derived from the waste of

Hordwell, and other cliffs to the westward, where tertiary

strata, capped with a covering of broken chalk flints, from

five to fifty feet thick, are rapidly undermined. In ilie great

storm of November 1824, this bank of shingle was moved
bodily forwards for forty yards towards the north-east; and

certain piles, which served to mark the boundaries of two
manors, were found after the storm on the opposite side

of the bar. At the same time many acres of pasture land
if

* See Palmer on Shingle Beaches, down , and are used eith^to
Phil Trans 1834, p. 668 force of the waves, or to retain

t Groins are formed of piles and beach

wooden planks, or faggots staked
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COf^iTod %y shingle, on the farm of Westover, near

IfjitoingtoA. But the bar was soon restored to its old position

hf pebbles drifted from the west; and it appears from'

ancient^msps that it has preserved the same general outline

and position for centuries.*

I&f Austen remarks that, as a general rule, it is only when
high tides concur with a gale of wind, that the sea reaches

the base of cliffs so as to undermine them. But the waves

are perpetually employed in abrading and fashioning the

materials already strewed over the beach. Much of the

gravel and shingle is always travelling up and down, between

high-water mark and a slight depth below the level of the

lowest tides, and occasionally the materials are swept away

and carried into deeper water. Owing to these movements,

every portion of our southern coast may be seen at one time

or other in the condition of bare rock. Yet other beds of

sand and shingle soon collect, and, although composed of new
materials, ^invariably exhibit ou ^the same spots prel-isely

similar characters.f * •

The cliffs between Hurst Shingle Bar and Christchurch are

undermined continually, the sea having often encroached for

a sWies of years at the rate of a yard annually. Within the

memory of persons now living, it has been necessary thrice

to remove the coast-road farther inland. The tradition,

therefore, is probably true, that the church of Hordwell was

once in the middle of that parish, although now (1830) very

near the sea. The promontory of Christchurch (Hengistbury)

Head gives way slowly. It is the only point between

Lymiugton and Poole Harbour, in Dorsetshire, where any

hard stouy masses appear in the cliffs. Five layers of large

ferruginous concretions, somewhat like the septaria of the

London clay, have occasioned a resistance at this point, to

which we may ascribe this headland. In the meantime, the

waves have cut deeply into the soft sands and loam of Poole

and after severe frosts, great landslips take place,

which by degrees become enlarged into narrow ravines, or

chines, as they are called, with vertical sides. One of these

* Eedn^im, m cited, p. Z16. Valley of the English Channel, Quart,

t Sobi A. C. OodwithAustes oa the Joum. Q, S. vol. vi p. 72.
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chines, near BosQomb, has been deepened twenty feet withip

a few years (1 880). At the head of each there is a spring, the

waters of which have been chiefly instrumental in producing

these narrow excavations, which are sometimes froiSi lOO to

150 feet deep.

Isle of Portland.—The peninsulas of Purbeck and Portland

are continually wasting away. In the latter, the soft argil-

laceous substratum (Kimmeridge clay) hastens the dilapida-

tion of the superincumbent mass of limestone. •

In 1665 the cliffs adjoining the principal quarries in Port-

land gave way to the extent of one hundred yards, and fell

into the sea; and in December 1734, a slide to the extent of

1 50 yards occurred on the east side of the isle. But a much
more memorable occurrence ofthis nature, in 1792, occasioned

probably by the undermining of the cliffs, is thus described in

Hutcliin’s History of Dorsetshire :— ‘ Early in the morning

the road was observed to crack
;

this continued increasing,

and before two o’clock the ground had sunl^sevefal feet, and

was in one continued motion, but» attended with no other

noise than what was occasioned by the separation of the

roots and brambles, and now and then a falling rock. At

night it seemed to stop a little, but soon moved agAin
; affhd,

before morning, the ground from the top of the cliff to the

water-side had sunk in some places fifty feet perpendicularly*

The extent of ground that moved was about a mile and a

quarter from north to south, and 600 yards from east to

west.’

Formation of the Chisil Bank ,—Portland is connected with

the mainland by the Chesil Bank, a ridge of shingle about

fifteen miles long, the first part of which, near Portland,

for a length of about two miles, has the sea on each side of

it. It then continues seven miles farther in a north-westerly

direction as far as Abbotsbury, sloping steeply 6n the one

side towards the sea, and on the other towards a narrow

channel called the Fleet, which may be regarded as an estualiy

the waters of which are brackish. It then stretches fiar five
'

miles farther as a pebbly beach thrown against the coast of

Dorsetshire.

The pebbles forming this immense barrier are chiefly '
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loosely thrown together, and rising to the height

o£ ftom twenty to thirty feet above the ordinary ^high-water

mark; :and forty feet at the south-eastern end, whieh is

neatest the Isle of Portland, where the pebbles are largest^

Hejre its width is about 600 feet, which diminishes to about

500 at Abbotsbuiy.

That part of the bar which attaches Portland to the main-

land rests on Kinimeridge clay, which is sometimes exposed

to viw during storms. The clay may have formed a shoal,

and the set of the tides in the narrow channel may have ar-

rested the course of the pebbles, which are always coming

from the west. It is a singular fact that, throughout the

Chesil Bank, the pebbles increase gradually in size as we
proceed south-eastward, or as we go farther from the quarter

which supplied them. Had the case been reversed, we should

naturally have attributed the circumstance to the constant

wearing down of the pebbles by friction, the beach along

which they*are rolled being seventeen miles in length. • But

the true explanation of tiie phenomenon is doubtless this :

the strongest currents or movements of the sea during storms,

when a gale from the south-west co-operates with the tide,

act^with greater power in the more open channel or farthest

from the head of the bay
; within the bay the land affords

xnore shelter from the wind and waves. In other words, the

force of the sea increases southwards, and as the direction

of the bank is from north-west to south-east, the size of the

masses coming from the westward and thrown ashore must

always be largest where the motion of the waves and currents

is most violent. Colonel Eeid states that all calcareous

stones rolled along from the west are soon ground into sand,

and in this form they pass round Portland Island.*

The Storm of 1824 burst over the Chesil Bank with great

fury, and the village of Chesilton, built upon its southern

extremity, was overwhelmed, with pdany of the inhabitants.

During another gale on the 28rd/Nov., 1852, the south-west

wind throw in upon the-bank puring the night and early

part of the ,
following day a m^s of shingle amounting by

* See ]falmer on Motion of Shingle Ck>l. Sir W. Beid, Papers of Koyal

Beaches Trane. 1834, p. 568 ; and Engineers, 1888, vol. ii. p. 128.
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measurement, according to Mr. Coode, 0.£., to no lesi^ thf^n

three and a half millions of ton8>

The storm before alluded to of 1824 carried away pari of

the Breakwater at Plymouth, and huge masses of rock, hom.

two to five tons in weight, were lifted from the bottom of the

weather side, and rolled fairly to the top of the pile. One
block of limestone, weighing seven tons, was washed round

the western extremity of the Breakwater, and carried 150

feet.t The propelling power is derived in these cases from

the breaking of the waves, which run fastest in shallow water,

and for a shoi-t space far exceed the most rapid currents in

swiftness. It was in the same month, and also during a

spring-tide, that a great flood is mentioned on the coasts of

England, in the year 1099. Florence of Worcester says,

^ On the third day of the nones of Nov. 1099, the sea came

out upon the shore and buried towns and men very many, and

oxen and sheep innumerable.^ We also read in the Saxon

Chronicle, for the year 1099, ^This year eke on ’St. Martin’s

mass day, the 11th of Novembre, sprung up so much of the

sea flood, and so myckle harm <iid, as no man minded that it

ever afore did, and there was the ylk day a new moon.’

South of the Bill, or southern point of Portland, ts a

remarkable shoal in the channel at the depth of seven fathoms,

called ‘the Shambles,’ consisting entirely of rolled and

broken shells of Furpnra lapillusy Mytilus ed/iduy and oilier

species now living. This mass of light materials is always

in motion, varying in height from day to day, and yet

shoal remains constant.

Dorsetshire—Devonehne.—At Lyme Eegis, in

the ‘ Church Cliffs,’ as they are called, consisting oif lias

about one hundred feet in height, gradually fell away at iitie

rate of one yard a year, from 1800 to 1829.J

An extraordinary landslip occurred on the 24tli of De-
cember, 1839, on the coast in Devonshire between Iijme

Regis and Axmouth, which has been described the

Rev. W. D. Conybeare, to whose kindness I am

* Coode, Proc. Inst, of Civ. Engineers, p. 82.

1862-3, vol. xii. p. 645. t According to tfao ipt

t De la Beebe, Geological Manual, Carpent of Lyme.
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fip Meompanjring seotion, fig. 56. The tract of downs

Tanging there along the coast is capped by chalk (&), which

rests on nndstone, alternating with chert (t), beneath which

is more thasi 100 feet of loose sand (k), with concretixyis at

bottom* and belonging, like i, to the upper greensand

formation or chloritic series $ the whole of the above masses,

fe, t, k, repose on retentive beds of clay (1), belonging to

the lias, which shelves towards the sea. Numerous

springs issuing from the loose sand (k) have gradually

removed portions of it, and thus undermined the super-

stratum, so as to have caused subsidences at former times.

Fig 56

A. Tract of Downs still romaimng at thoir original level.

B. New ravino.

<?, D. SuTjk and fractured strip united to A, before the convulsion.

D, B. Bindou underdid as before, but more fissured, and thrust forward

about fifty feet toward the sea

F, Pytamidai crag, sunk from seventy to Lweniy fe^*^ in height

^ 0, New reef upbeaved from the sea.

and to have produced a line of undercliif between D and

£, Id 1839 an excessively wet season had saturated all

th4 rockfl with moisture, so as to increase the weight of the

incumbent mass, from which the support had already been

withdrawn by the action of springs. Thus the superstrata

were pnwipitated into hollows prepared for them, and the

adjacent masses of partiatly undermined rock, to which the

movement was communicated, were made to slide down on a

sUppeiJ ImmIs of watery sand towards the sea. These causes
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pfave rise to a convalsion, which began on the morning of tlve

24th of December, with a crashing noise ;
and, on the even’'

ing of the same day, fissures were seen opening in the

ground, and the walls of tenements rending and sinklag,

until a deep chasm or ravine, B, was formed extending nearly

three-qnafters of a mile in length, with a depth of from

100 to 150 feet, and a breadth exceeding 240 feet. At the

bottom of this deep gulf lie fragments of the original sur-

face thrown together in tJie wildest confusion. In Conse-

quence of lateral movements, the tract intervening between

I'lg 67

Vjo\^ of tho Axmouth 1 indslip from Grout Bindoii, looking westward to

the Sidmouth hills, and eMiiary of the Exe From an original

drawing by Mrs Buckland

the new fissure and the sea, including the ancient tmdercliff,

was fractured, and the whole line of sea-cliff carried bodllj^

forwards for many yards. ‘A remarkable pyramidal crag,

F, off Culverhole Point, which lately formed a distinguishing

landmark, has sunk from a height of about seventy to twmity

feet, and the main cliff, E, previously more than fifty freti

distant from this insulated crag, is now brought ahnost dose

to it. This motion of the sea-cliff has prodnoed a
effect, which may rank among the most strilang ph^noridna
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of this catasti^ophe. The lateral pressure of the desoeiiding

rooks has t;ir|fed the neighbouring strata, extending beneath
the shingle of the shore, by their state of unnatural conden-

sationj to burst upwards in a line parallel to the coast

—

thns an elevated ridge, G, more than a mile in length, and
rising more than forty feet, covered by a confused assemblage

of broken strata, and immense blocks of rock, invested with

sea^weed and corallines, and scattered over with shells and
stnr-fish, and other productions of the deep, forms an ex-

tended reef in front of the present range of cliffs.*

A full account of this remarkable landslip, with a plan,

sections, and many fine illustrative drawings, was published

by Messrs. Conybeare and Buckland,t from one of which

fig. 57 has been reduced.
* Tor Bay .—The shores which bound Tor Bay give way con-

tinually at many points
;
their waste forms the subject of a

memoir published by Mr, Pengelly, in 1861.J He has shown

that thrice In th§ course of the last#hundred years it has-been

necessary to carry the road between Torquay and Paignton

farther inland. *A solid miss of masonry, built for the pro-

tection of the present road, was swept away by the waves in

a Storm, in October 1869, at wdiich time the neighbouring

cliffs were also imdermined at many points on the coast,

comprising some precipitous rocks of limestone.

8t MichaeVs Mount, Comtvall.—When we reflect on the

gre^it amount of change caused by the undermining power of

the waves, aiid by landslips in the last three or four cen-

turies ou our southern coasts, and the proof‘d of submergence

of numerous forests which have sunk at some unknown

period, and which extend here and there from the shore line

to some distance out at sea ; it becomes a matter of surprise

that we should find a single point where the outline of the

present coast can be demonstrated to have remained for

nineteen centuries unaltered. For this reason St. MichaeFs

Mount, in Cornwall, deserves our special attention, for it can

be shown that all the characteristic features in its physical

* Bev. W.I). Oonybeaw, letter dated t liondon, J. Murray, 1840.

Axmiwter, Dec. Jl, 1889. t Geologist, toI iv. p 447. 1861.
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geography have been reiatned throughput that

centuries identically such as they now are. •

The Mount (see figs. 68, 59, and 60, pp. 645 and 546) oon-

sists chiefly of granite, with some slate rock, like that of th#

adjoining coast, It is 195 feet high# with precipitous hides#

and is situated near the head of Mount’s Bay, which is dis*'

tant about ten miles eastward from the Landes End. Twice

in every twenty-four hours is this mount an^island, and twice

when the tide falls it is connected by a narrow isthmus^with

the mainland. This isthmus is composed of the slate before

mentioned, the same which enters into the structure of part

of the Mount, where it is penetrated by veins of granite at

the junction of the two formations. At the highest spring

tides there is no less than twelve feet of water on the isth-

mus, and six at neap tides : in ordinary weathfer it is usually

dry for five hours at low tide. The annexed views (p. 545)

will give the reader an idea of the appearance of the Mount
at high and low water. ^

« c

‘

*

As there is no other rock on ^ur coast which is twice

alternately an island and^ a promontory evhry twenty-four

hours, this circumstance alone would be almost conclusive

m favour of. the opinion, that the Mount is the Ictis "of

Diodorus Siculus. That historian, writing in the year 9 B.C.,

thus speaks of the trade of the ancients wilh Britain:’

—

‘ The inhabitants of Belerium are hospitable, and, on account

of their intercourse with strangers, civilised in their habits/

‘ It is they who produce tin, which they melt into the fonn

of astragali, and they carry it to an island in front of Britain,

called Ictis, This island is left dry at low tides, and they

then transport the tin in carts from the shor^U Here the

traders buy it from the natives, and carry it to idraul, over

which it travels on horseback in about thirty days# "to the

mouths of the Rhone,’

About the year 1823, a block of tin, now in the museum of

the Royal Institute of Cornwall at Truro, was dredged up
in Falmouth Harbour (see fig. 61). It has the says

* For the original of Ilgs. 58 nnd 59, 1 am indebted to tbe dS

Henrj Jamee.



View of l&f Michael h JVIoqnt at tide

B^xid two ot tli€^ balancing each other would constitute such

a load as a horse itiight conveniently carry * In addition to

* CoL-^t H James on Block of Tin dredged up in lalmouth Harbour, 46th
Annual B^pofrt Boyal Insh Cornwall, 1863.

VOL. L KB
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the above considerations;, Dr. Barham has shown that

of Diodorus not only answers geographically to St«

Fig. 60.

yiew of St. Michael’s Mount at high tide, showing the position of the

harbour and the town of Marazion, E.N.E. of ,tho Mount.

Mount, but is just such a proiiiontory as would have been

selected by foreign traders as well adapted for defence. It

Fig. 61.

^ fo tks Vn«^

Surface and ^ide views of an ancient block of tin dredged in Falmouth

Harbour.

The block is stamped with a small representation of itselfi
^

right-hand corner of the drawing. *

,

still affbrds a good port, daily frequented ivhieat^

cargoes of tin are someUmes taken on bos^lKaer Imithotg
\ i
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jbieett trta.m^po£ted, as in the olden time, at low tide across the

iAtlsLinus,. OOtlliers of 500 tons’ harden can now enter the

harbonr, which is on the landward or sheltered side of the

MWnt {aS seen in figs. 58, 60), and the depth of water would

hare sufficed to float the largest vessels which the Phoenicians

and oihmr ancient navigators employed when they traded

with the Osssiterides, five,"if not ten, centuries before the

Christian era.

According to Carew, the old name of St. Michael’s Mount,

*Churaclowse in Cowse,’ signifies, in the Cornish language,

‘ Ihe Hoare Bock in the wood,’ and from this some have in-

ferred that the rock was once surroVinded ^vith forest-covered

land. At present there are no trees upon the Mount, only a

few shrubs, and it is not easy to imagine bow such a name
could evdr have been appropriate since the days of Diodorus,

when the Mount was evidently already isolated, and the

isthmus such as it is now. Mr. Pcngelly has lately entered

into a fulf discussion of this subject,* stating truly, that to

make such a n%me appA^inate, we are required to assume

that the Mount was surroxmded by land covered with trees

;

a geographical state of things which at once Cannes us back

mnch piore than nineteen centuries, and yet the Cornish

language is assumed to have been spoken when the designa-

tion of the ‘Bock in the Wood* was assigned to the Mount.

Whether we endeavour to explain the altered geographical

conditions by encroachments ofthe sea on the land, and the

Bwe^ing away of a low tract which once filled the bay, or

by a general subsidence of the whole region* to a lower level,

we diolald have to assign a date to the old forest anterior to

PhceniiskA times, and thus ascribe a fabulous antiquity lo

the Cornish tbngue. Here, no doubt, as elsewhere, the

waves have in the course of the last twenty oi*thirty cen-

turies converted some tracts of land into sea. Near Pen-

zance, for example, in the' same bay, it is recorded that

'^lirty-six acres of pasture land called ‘ the Green ’ have

hOen gradusBjr removed and reduced to a bare sandy beach,

smce thC' reign of Charles H. It is also known that the

l^randfisther of the present Yiear of Madron (1865) received

* BsogeUy, readst Brit. Awoc., Birminghain, 1865.

V » X 9
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tithe for land which was situated under the cliff at Penzance^

Mr. Pengelly also mentions that the coast near Marazion

(see fig. 60), which is only a third of a mile distant from

the Mount, has yielded slowly at some points within the

memory of persons now living, hut so gradually that the rate

of waste c&nnot have exceeded ten feet per century
;
and he

calculates that if this cause of change is alone appealed to,

it would have taken ten thousand years or more, before our

time, to remove so much land as would have stretched •from

the mainland to tlie Mount. On the other hand, it is a some-

what forced liypothesis to assume that whereas a retrospect

of nineteen centuries displays to us the Mount geographically

the same as it now is, yet shortly before that time, when
Cornish was spoken, there was a sinking down and sub-

niergeiicc of a wooded tract.

There have certainly been depressions here, as in so many
other parts of the English coast, but they may have.happened

very long before the time of history. Thus for example,

between Nowlyn and St. Michael’s 'Mount, aj Boase relates,*

there is seen under the sand black vegetable mould full of

hazel-nuts, and the branches, leaves, and trunks of forest

trees, the elm among others, all of indigenous species, ihe

roots are seen in the soil in their natural position. The wing-

cases of insects have also been found among the vegetable

matter. The stratum has been traced seaward as far as the

ebb permits, and it implies the downward movement of a level

tract which preserved its horizontality when subsiding. If

we endeavour to form a conjecture as to the probable date of

such a submergence, we find ourselves involved in a geological

enquiry of vast extent, although the event is so modem as to be

eoinjnised within the human period. Thus, to revert again to

the Devonfhire coast, tiiere is a submerged forest at Torquay,

and much peaty matter resting on bluish clay, which niayte

traced from the neighbourhood of Tor Abbey, at a height of

about eighty-four feetabove the sea, forthree-quarters ofamile

to the shore. The same bed extends to an unknown distance

seaward, many stumps and roots of trees being obserred

* Boase, cited by He la Beche in hU Report on the Geology^
chap xiii.
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firmly fixed in the clay, and bones of the deer, wild hog,

tiorse, and the extinct Bos longifrons occurring in the peat

;

with these, the antler of a red-deer was observed by Mr.

PengeUy, having several cuts on it made by a sharp in-

Strumenti and the whole fashioned into a tool for piercing.

From this forest-bed, at a point in the bay where there is

a depth of more than thirty feet of water, the fishermen drew

up in their trawl, a few years before 1851, the molar tooth

of the mammoth, or Elephas primigenius, stained with the

black colour of the peat, and retaining much of its animal

matter, its fresh condition being probably due to the anti-

septic quality of the peat. The specimen is now in the

Torquay Museum, and it is interesting as serving to establish

the fact that the mammoth survived when the surface of

this region had already acquired its present configuration,

so far^as relates to the direction and depth of the valleys in

the bottom of one of which the peat alluded to was formed.

I mention these /acts to show that^submarine forests oil this

coast cannot be safely appealed to in confirmation of changes

which may have*occurred iif the historical period. They may
belong to the close of the paleolithic era, although long sub-

sequent to the filling of the caves of Brixham and Kent’s

Hole, near Torquay, when the elephant, rhinoceros, and cave-

bear co-existed with man, before the excavation of some of

the vaUeys which now descend to the sea on this coast.

To return to Cornwall; the oldest historians mention a

tradition of the submersion of the Lionnesse, a country said

to have stretched from the Land’s End to the Scilly Islands.

The tract, if it ever existed, must have been thirty miles in

length, and perhaps ten in breadth. The land now remaining

on either side is from two hundred to three hundred feet

high; *the intervening sea about three hundred feet deep.

Although there is no authentic evidence for this romantic

tale^ it probably originated in some former inroads of the

Atlantic, accompanying, perhaps, a subsidence of land on this

coast.

If we then turn to the Biisid Channel, we find that both

on the north and south sides of it there are numerous re-

mains of submerged forests ; to one of these, at Forlock Bay,
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on the coast of Somersetshire, Mr- Godwin-Austen ^ tae

lately called particular attention, and has shown that it ex«

tends far from the land. There is indeed good reason to

lieve that there was once a woodland tract uniting Somerset^

fehire and Wales, through the middle of which the ancient

Severn flowed. The former existence of such land enables ns

to comprehend how along the southern coast of Glamor-

ganshire fissures and caves in the face of precipitovis diffs,

at the base of which the sea now beats, may have •been

inhabited by the I13 ena and bear, or became the receptacles

of the bones of the elephant, rhinoceros, tiger, reindeer and

other quadrupeds, most of them now extinct. In one of these

oaves no less than 1,000 antlers of the reindeer were found.

At St. Bride’s Bay, in Pembrokeshire, and proceeding

farther to the north in Cardiganshire and again » in North

Wales (as in Anglesea and Denbighshire), we have repetitions

ofthe same appearances of ancient forests adjoining the coast.

One 'of these in Anglesea^ reminds us in a .strikfng manner
of the phenomena before mentioned as characterising the

forest-bed of Tor Abbey. A beJl of peat three feet thick,

with the stumps and roots of trees, was observed by the

Honourable W. Stanley, exposed at low water in the harbour

of Holjhead, and stretching upwards to a slight elevation

above the sea, where tlie excavations made for the railway in

1849 brought to light two peifect heads of the mammoth.
The tusks and molars lay two feet below the surface in the

peat, which was covered by the stiff blue clay.f It i$ not

improbable that this mammoth survived most of the lost

species which were its contemporaries in what has

called the Cavern period. At the same time, we must not
forget that the fauna, not only of the bronze age, but of the

oldest lake^dwellers of Switzerland to whom the use ofmetids
was unknown, was identical with that of the historical

no mixture of the bones of the mammoth or of Bos hn^gifirmg^

or even of the reindeer, having been detected, whether amtmg
the wild or domestic animals of the lacustrine "

* Quart Gcol Journ 1866, vol xxn has been pre8eute4 to tlui

p 1 Beum by the Hon. W.

t One of these skulls, referred by whose property they \

Prof Owen to kUplm
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0f Swit^laiLd or in kitclien-niiddens of Denmark. If,

all the littoral, sunk forests of the south and west

of England are referable to about the same geological period,

the occasional presence in them of the mammoth will entitle

them, to be regarded as very ancient, or of a date intervening

between the era of the lake-dwellings and that of the oldest

epoch to whidi man has yet been traced back.

West coast of England.—Having now brought together

an ample body of proofs of the destructive operations of the

waves, tides, and currents, on our eastern and southern

shores, it will be unnecessary to enter into details of changes

on the western coast, for they present merely a repetition of

the same phenomena, and in general on an inferior scale.

On the borders of the estuary of the Severn the flats of

Somersetshire and Gloucestershire have received enormous

accessions, while, on the other hand, the coast of Cheshire,

between the rivers Mersey and Dee, has lost, since the year

1764, many hundred yards, and sojrie atfirm more than half

a mile, by the advance o/ the sea upon the abrupt cliffs of

red clay and marls. WitHin the period above mentioned

several lighthouses have been successively abandoned.* There

are traditions in Pembrokeshire t and Cardiganshire X of far

greatef losses of territory than that which the Lionnesse tale

of Cornwall pretends to commemorate. They are all impor-

tant, as demonstrating that the earliest inhabitants were

familiar with the phenomenon of incursions of the sea.

Jjoss of hmd on the coast of France.—The French coast,

particularly that of Brittany, where the tides rise to an ex-

traor^uaxy height, is the constant prey the waves. In

the ninth century many villages and woods are reported to

have been carried away, the coast undergoing great change,

whereby the hill of St. Michel was detached from the main-

land. The parish of Bourgneuf, and several others in that

neighbonrhood, were overflowed in the year 1600. In 1 785,

during a great storm, the ruins of Palnel were seen imcovered

• Ed. New p. 228

S. p. 386 J Meynck’s Cardigan

who cites Giialdua; also { Von HofT, Goachichte. &c. vol. i.

Esy> ^On tie Byt. Tbsol, p. 49,
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CHAPTER XXI.

ACTION OF TIDES AND CUBEENTS

—

Continued. •

INlvOADS Till SI A AT THT MOUIHS 01 THE RHINI IN HOLLAND—CHANOES

IN PHH AUMb O* IHl KIIINB—PUOOES SUBSIDINCP OP LAND—BSTUART

01 TH> UIIM HObfH lOUMlD IN 1421—ZHYDBR ZEE, IN THU THIRTEENTH

rjiNlLIty—ISLANDS DESIROiFD—DELPA OF THE BMS CONYBBTBD INTO A
HAY—> SI I ARY OI TKF DO 1 I ART FORMED—RNCROACUMFNT OF THE SEA ON
rim COAST OF SLISVILE—on THF SHORFS of north AMERICA—BAITIC

(LRRFNTS—CIMDRIAN DKIUGF—TIDAL WAVF, CAT LED THE BORE *

Inyoads of the sea at the mouths of the Rhine.

—

The line of

Britiah coast considered in the preceding chapter' offered no

example of the conflict of two great* antagonistic forces; the

influx, on the one hand, of a river draining a large continent,

and, on the other, the action of the waves, tides, and currents

of the ocean. But when we pass over by the Straits‘of

Dover to the Continent, and proceed north-eastwards, we
find an admirable illustration of such a contest, where the

ocean and the Rhine are opposed to each other, each dis-

puting the ground now occupied by Holland
;
the one striving

to shape out an estuary, the other to form a delta. Theta
was evidently a period when the river obtained the

dency, when the shape and perhaps the relative level Of

coast and set of the tides were very different
; but for riie hu&b

two thousand years, during which man has witnessed and
actively participated m the struggle, the result ha# been

in favour of the ocean ; the area of the whole territory hav-

ing become more and more circumscribed
; natural and aarti-

fioial barriers have given way, one after another; and many
hundred thousand human beings have perished in the iWtveSt,

Changes in the arms of the Rhine .—The Rhine, afterfiowing

from the Grison Alps, copiously charged with eedimenjiv fttet

purifies itself in the Lake of Constance, where a large
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is Isnoed; then swelled by the Aar and numerons otiher

^biltaxies, it flows for more than sbc hundred miles towards

the north ; ‘when, entering a low tract, it divides into two
arias, about ten miles north-east of Cleves,—a point which
may be considered the head of its delta. (See*, map, fig.

62.) In speaking of the delta, I do not mean to assume that

all that part oi Holland which is comprised within the

several arips of the Rhine can bo called a delta in the
•

Fig 62

4lPk tint between Antwerp and Niciiport represents pint of thi Ntthcr-

landH which was land in the time oi the Korn ins, tluii oA'irfion* J by

the eea before and during the 6th cintmy, and jiftcrwauls riLoincrted

;pito land

The latter a west of Amsterdam indicates the Luke of Haiirltni draim 1 in

18a3v oud turned into arable land 13 ieei b« low the sea Itvel

strteb^ seiase of the term; because some portion of the

0>untiiry thus circumscribed, as, for example, a part oi Gelder-

land and Utrecht, consists of strata which may have been

deposited in the sea before the Rhine existed. These older

tracts loaj either have been raised like the UUah Bund in
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Cutch, during the period when the sediment of the Bhine

was converting a part of the sea into land, or they may havrf

constituted islands previously.

When the river divides north of Cleves, the left arm taies

the name of the Waal ; and the right, retaining that of the

Rhine, is connected, a little farther to the north, by an arti-

ficial canal with the river Yssel. The Rhine then flowing

westward divides again south-east of Utrecht, and from this

point it takes the name of the Leek, a name which was given

to distinguish it from the northern arm called the Old Rhine,

which was sanded up until after the year 1825, when a

channel was cut for it, by which it now enters the sea at

Catwyck. It is common, in all great deltas, that the principal

channels of discharge should shift from time to time, but in

Holland so many magnificent canals have been constructed,

and liave so diverted, from time to time, the course of the

waters, that the geographical changes in this delta are end-

less, and their history, sir^ce the Roman era^ forms a compli-

cated topic of antiquarian research. # The present head of the

delta is about forty geographical ifiiles from the nearest part

of the gulf called the Zuyder Zee, and more than twice that

distance from the general coast-line. The present head’of

the delta of the Nile is about 80 or 90 geographical miles

from the sea
;
that of the Gauges, as before stated, 220 ; and

that of the Mississippi about 180, reckoning from the point

where tlie Atchafalaya branches off to the extremity of the

^

hew tongue of land in the Gulf of Mexico. But the com-
parative distance between the heads of deltas and the sea

affords no positive data for estimating the relative magnit^e
of the alluvial tracts formed by their respective rivers, for the

ramifications depend on many varying and temporary circum-

stances, and the area over which they extend does ndt hold

any constant proportion to the volume of water in the river.

The Rhine, for instance, has at present three mouths.

About two-thirds of its waters flow to the sea by the Waal,

and the remainder is carried partly to the Zuyder Zee^by the ‘

Yssel, and partly to the ocean by the Leek As the whole

coast to the south as far as Ostend, and on the north to the

entrance of the Baltic, has, with few exceptions, from time
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immamorial^ yielded to the force of the waves, it is evident

tSiat the common delta of the Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt

(for these three rivers may all be considered as discharging

their waters into the same part of the sea), would, if its

advance had not been checked, have become extremely pro-

minent ; and even if it had remained stationaiy, would long

ere this have projected far beyond the rounded outline of the

coast, like that strip of land already described at the mouth
of the Mississippi. But we find, on the contrary, that the

Islands which skirt the coast have not only lessened in size,

but in number also, while great bays have been formed in the

interior by incursions of the sea.

In order to explain the incessant advance of the ocean on

the shores ajid inland country of Holland, M. E. de Beau-

mont has suggested that there has in all probability been a

general depression or sinking of the Lind below its fewmer

level over a wide area. Such a change of level would enable

the sea to break througli the anoieut line of sand-bank» and

islands which prot('‘cted#the coast— >iv ould lead to the en-

largement of bays, tlie forifiatiou of new estuaries, and ulti-

mately to the entire submergence ot land. These views

appear to be supported by the fact that several peat-mosses

of fresh-water origin now occur under the lc\ el ot the sea,

especially on the site of the Zuyder Zee and Lake Flevo, pre-

sently to be mentioned. Several ex(*avations also made for

wells at Utrecht, Amsterdam, and Rotterdam have proved,

that below the level of the ocean, the soil near the coast con-

sists of alternations of sand with marine shells, and beds of

peatwand clay, which have been traced to fhe depth of fifty

feet and upwards.*

I have said that the coast to the south as far as Ostend

has given way. This statement may at first seem opposed to

the fact, that the tract between Antwerp and Nieuport,

shaded black in the map (fig. 62, p. 55!1), although now

dry laud, and supporting a large population, has, within the

historical period, been covered with the sea. This region,

however^ consisted, in the time of the Romans, of woods>

maredies, and peat-mosses, protected from the ocean by a

^ M. JEa de Beaumont, G^ologie Pzstioue, toI. i. p 316 , and ibid. p. 260.
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chain of sandy dunes, which were afterwards broken through

during storms, especially in the fiftli century. The waters

of the sea during these irruptions threw down upon the

barren peat a horizontal bed of fertile clay, which is in some
places three yards thick, full of recent shells and works of

art. The inhabitants, by the aid of embankments and the

sand dunes of the coast, have succeeded, although not with*

out frequent disasters, in defending the soil thus raised by

. the marine deposit.* •

Inroads of the sen in Holland ,—If we pass to the north-

ward of the territory just alluded to, and cross the Scheldt,

we find tluit between the fourteenth and eighteenth centu*

ries parts of the islands Walcheren and Beveland were swept

away, and several populous districts of Kadsand—losses which

far more than counterbalance the gain of land caused by the

sandiiig-up of some pre-existing creeks. In 1658 the island

Orisant was annihilated. One of the most memorable in-

roads of the sea occurred in 1421, when the tide, pouring

into the mouth of the united Meuse* and Waal, burst through

a dam in the district between DoH and Gertrudenberg, and

overflowed seventy-two villages, forming a large sheet of

water called the Bies Bosch. (See map, fig. 62.) Thirry-

five of the villages were irretrievably lost, and no vestige,

even of their ruins, was afterwards seen. The rest were re-

deemed, and the site of the others, though still very gene-

rally represented on maps as an estuary, has in fact been

gradually filled up by alluvial deposits, and had become in

1835, as I was informed by Professor Moll, an immense

plain, yielding abundant crops of hay, though still uninha*

bited. To the north of the Meuse is a long line of shore

covered with sand dunes, where great encroachments have

taken place from time to time, in consequence chiefly of the

prevalence of south-easterly winds, which blow down the

sands towards the sea. The church of Scheveningen, not&r .

from the Hague, was once in the middle of the village, and
now stands on the shore, half the place having been over-

whelmed by the waves in 1570. Catwyck, once far from the

^ Belp.«'pe, M6m d« TAcad. Hoy.de Bruxeileb, tom. x. 18S7. Dumoot,

of the same Soc. tom. v. p. 643.
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jsea, is now upon the shore
; two of its streets having been

overflowed, and land tom away to the extent of 200 yards in

1719. It is only by aid of embankments that Petten, and
several other places farther north, have been defended

against the sea.

In 1853 the Dutch Government laid dry, by means of

steam power, a great sheet of water westward of Auisterd ira,

formerly called the Lake of Haarlem, and so re])resented in

our map, H (fig. 62), extending over 45,000 acres. Tliis gained

land lies thirteen fet't beneath the moan levtd of tlie ocean ;

and in 1859, when I visited it, supported an ugricnltnral

population of 5,000 souls.*

Formniion of the Zitychr Zee and Sfraif^ of StitcoretK—StiW

more important aie the changes wliicdi have taken place on

the coast opposite the right Jirm of tlie Ithine, or tlie Yssel,

where the ocean has burst through a large isthmus, and en-

tered the ^inland lake Flevo, wdiich, in ancient iiine*?, w^as,

according fo Pomponius Mela, Ibrnn'd by the overflowing of

the Rhine over certain lands. It a})p(Mr& that, in tin*

time of Tacitus, *therc were* several lakes on the pxesent site

of the Zuyder Zee, between Friesland and Holland. The

successive inroads by which Ihese, and a great pjirt of the

adjoining territory, were transformed into a great gulf, began

about the commencement, and were complct(Hl towaids the

close, of the thirteenth century. Ailing gives the following

relation of the occurrence, drawn from manuscript docu-

ments of coriteniporary inhabitants of the iifutzlibouring pro-

vinces. In the year 1205, the island now called Wieringen,

to the south of tlie Texel, was still a part of the nuiinland,

but during several high floods, of whi(*h the dates arc' given,

ending in December 1251, it was separated frc»m the conti-

nent. * By subsequent incursions, the sea con ‘turned great

parts of the rich and populous isthmus, alow trnct vhich

stretched on the north of Lake Flevo, between Staveren in

Friesland and Medemblick in Holland (see map, fig. 62),

till at length a breach was completed about tlit' year 1 282,

and afterwards widened. Great destruction of land took

For a fuller description of Uns drained tract, see Ly^ll's ‘ Vnthiiiity Man.’

p- U7.
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place when the sea first broke in, and many towns were swejrt

away; but there was afterwards a reaction to a certain

extent, large tracts, at first submerged, having been gradu^

ally redeemed. The new straits south of Staveren are more

than half the width of those of Dover, but are very shallow,

the greatest depth not exceeding two or three fathoms. The

new bay is of a somewhat circular form, and between thifty

and foriy miles in diameter. How much of this space may
formerly have been occupied by Lake Flevo is unknown.

Deshutium of islanth.—A senes of islands stretching from

I Iff G3

Vi( w of p irt of tin island of Heligoland, with Sandy Island

a Sandy Island in tin. distinct said to have been formerly united with the

mam island i

h b btraU of a light green colour separ iting the beds of red marl and sandstone.

the Texel to the months of the Weser and Elbe are probably

the last relics of a tract once continuous. They hAve greatly

diminished in size, and have lost about a third of their

ber, since the time of Pliny; for that naturalist Oouuted

twenty-three islands between the Texel and the Eider, in

Schleswig-Holstein, whereas there are now only Sixteen,
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jclti4ingHeligo]a4id and Nenwerk.* The island of Heligoland,

ai^ aoaouth of the Elbe, consists of a rock of red marl and

aatidstone of the Trias formation (or Keuper and Banter of

the Germans), and is bounded by perpendicular red cliffs,

above 200 feet high. .(See fig. 68.) Although, according to

some accounts, it has been greatly reduced in size since the

yeaaf 800, M. Wiebel assures us that the ancient map by

Meyer cannot be depended upon, and that the island, ac-

cording to the description still extant by Adam of Bremen,

was not much larger than now in the time of Charle-

magne. On comparing the map made in the jear 1708 by

the Danish engineer Wessel, the average encroachment of

the sea on the cliffs, between that period and 1818 (or about

half a century), amounted to about three feet a year for the

whole circumference of the island.f ^.ccording to some

authorities, Sandy Island (see a, fig. 68), now separated from

Heligoland by a navigable channel, formed, within the

memory of man,i a portion of the larger island. Oit the

other hand, some few islands off the Dutch and Danish

coasts have extended theirbounds in one direction, or become

connected with others, by the sanding-up of channels
;
but

even these, like Juist, have generally given way as much ou

the north towards the sea as they have gained on the south,

or land side.

The Dollari formed,—While the delta of the Rhine has

suffered so materially from the movements of the ocean, it

can hardly be supposed that minor rivers on the same coast

should have been permitted to extend their deltas. It ap-

pears that in the time of the Romans there was an alluvial

plain of great fertility, where the Eins entered the sea by

three arms. This low country stretched between Groningen

and I^esland, and sent out a peninsula to the norUi-east

towards Emden. (See map, fig. 62.) A flood in 1277 first

destroyed part of the peninsula. Other inundations followed

at different periods throughout the fifteenth century. In

a part only of Torum, a considerable town, remained

standiiig; and in spite of the erection of dams, the remainder

* Too Hoff, yol. i. p. 364.

t Quart, Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. iv. p 32 ,
Memoirs.
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of that place, together with market-towns, villages,, imd
monasteries, to the number of fifty, were finally overwheluEjiseif,

The new gulf, which was called the Dollart, although small

in comparison to the Zuyder Zee, occupied no less than six

square miles at first
;
but part of this space was, in the course

of the two following centuides, again redeemed from the sea.

The small bay of Leybucht, farther north, was formed in a
similar manner in the thirteenth century; and the bay of

Harlbucht in the middle of the sixteenth. Both of <these

have since been partially reconverted into dryland. Another
new estuary, called the Gulf of Jalide, near tlxe mouth of the

Wes^^r, scare(‘ly inferior in size to the Dollart, has been

gradually hollowed out since the year 1016, between which

era and ir)*)! a spae(‘ of about four square miles has been

add(‘d to ihe sea. The rivulet which now enters this inlet is

very small
;
hut Aren conjectures that an arm of the Weser

had once an outlet in that direction.

(Joust of Sf^hle'iwuj. —Farther north we finclso in^ny records

of waste on the western coast of Sdileswisf, as to lead us to

anlicipnlo tliut, at no distant pel’iod in the history of the

physical ^^eography of Europe, Jutland may become an

island, and the ocean may obtain a more direct entrance iflto

the Il.iltic. Indeed, the temporary insulation of the northern

'

extremity of Jutland has been effected no less than four times

witliin the n'cords of history, the ocean having as often made
a breach through the bar of sand, which usually excludes it -

from theLym Fiord. This long frith is 120 miles in length,

including its windings, and communicates at its eastern end

witli the Bailie. Tlie last irruption of salt water happened
in 1824, and tile fiord was still open in 1837, when some
vessels of thirty tons’ burden passed through.

The Marsli islands between the rivers Elbe and Eider are

mere banks, like the lands formed of the ‘ warp ’ in the Hum-
ber, i>rotected by dikes. Some of them, after having been
inhabited with security for more than ten centuries, have
been suddenly overwhelmed. In this manner, in 1216, no
less than 10,000 of the inhabitants of Eiderstede and Dit-

marscli perished; and on the 11th of October, 1634, the
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Isle of Nordstrand, thus formed, was, towards the end of

the sixteenth century, only sixteen geographical miles ha, cir-

cumference, and was still celebrated for its cultivation and
'

numerous population. After many losses, it still contained

9,000 inhabitants. At last, in the year 1634, on the even-

ing of the 11th of October, a flood passed over the whole

island, whereby 1,300 houses, with many churches, were lost;

above 6,000 men perished, and 50,000 head of cattle. Three

small islets, one of them still called Nordstrand, alone re-

mained, which arc now continually wasting.

The redundancy of river water in the Baltic, especially

during the melting of ice and sinw in spring, causes in

general an outward current through the channel called ‘the

Cattegat. But after an unusual continuance of north-

westerly gales, especially during the height of the spring-

tides, the Atlantic rises, and pouring a flood of water into

the Baltic, commits dreadful devastations on the isles of the

Danish Archipelago. T|iis current even acts, though with

diminished force, as far eastward ^s the vicinity of Dantzic."*^

Accounts written during the last ten centuries attest the

wearing down of promontories on the Danish coast, the

deepening of gulfs, the severing of peninsulas from the main-

land, and the waste of islands, while in several cases marsh

land, defended for centuries by dikes, has at last been over-

flowed, and thousands of the inhabitants overwlielme'd in the

waves. Thus the island Barsoe, on the coast of Schleswig

(see fig. 64), has lost, year after year, an acre at a time, and
the island Alsen suffers in like manner.

Cimhrian deluge,—As we have already seen that, during the

flood above mentioned, 6,000 men and 60,000 head of cattle

perished on Nordstrand, on the western coast of Jutland, we
are well prepared to find that this peninsula, the Gimbrica

Chersonesus of the ancients, has from a remote period beeti

the theatre of like catastroj)hes. Accordingly, Strabo re-

cords a story, although he treats it as an incredible fletitoa,

that, during a high tide, the ocean rose upon this eoafit to

rapidly that men on horseback were scarcely able to esOapeuf

* See examples in Von Hoff, toI. i. p. 73, who dies Pisansky.

t Book vii. ©imbri. ^ 'S
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Morufi^ alluding to the same tradition, says, ‘ The Cimbrians,

Teutons, and Tigurini, flying from the extreme limits of Gaul,

when 1316 ocean had overflowed their territory, were looking

out in all parts of the world for new settlements/* This

erent, commonly called the ‘ Cimbrian Deluge,’ is supposed
to have happened about three centuries before the Christian

era ; but it is not improbable that the principal catastrophe

was preceded and followed by many devastations like those

experienced in modern times on the islands and shores of

Jutland, and such calamities may well be conceived to have

forced on the migration of some maritime tribes.

Inroads of the sea on the eastern shores of North America ,

—

After so many authentic details respecting the destruction

of the coast -in parts of Europe best known, it will be un-

necessary -to multiply examines of analogous changes in

more distant regions of the world. It must not, however,

be imagined that our own sea coasts are wearing away at an

exceptionally rapid rate. Thus, for example, if we pass over

to the eastern coast of NuFth^Anierica, where the tides rise in

the Bayof Eundy to a greal elevation, we find many facts

attestingthe incessant demolition of land. Cliff’s, of ten several

hundred feet high, composed of sandstone, red marl, and

other rocks, which border that bay and its numerous estu-

aries, are perpetually undermined. The ruins of these cliffs

are gradually earned, in the form of mud, sand, and large

boulders, into the Atlantic by powerful currents, aided at

certain seasons by drift ice, which forms along the coast, and

freeases round large stones.

At Cape May, on the north side of Delaware Bay, in the

United States, the encroachment of the sea was shown by

observations made consecutively for sixteen years, from 1804

to 1820* to average about nine feet a year
; f and at Sullivan’s

Island, which lies on the north side of the entrance of the

harbour of Charlestown, in South Carolina, the sea earned

away a quarter of a mile of land in three years ending in

17864

* ‘ Cimbri, Teutoni, atque Tigunni, toto orbe quaerebant.'—Lib. ni cap 8

ab axtremia OaUi« profugi, cum terras t New MontUy Miig vol vi p 69.

inuadaesot OceanuB, novas sedes J Von Hoff, vol j. p 96.

0 o 2
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Tidal wave called ‘ the Bore.^—Before concluding my re«

marks on the action of the tides, I must not omit to

tion the wave called ‘the Bore/ which is sometimes pro-

duced in a river where a large body of water is made to rise

suddenly, in consequence of the narrowing of the channel.

The wave terminates abruptly on the inland side ; because

the quantity of water contained in it is so great, and its

motion so rapid, that time is not allowed for the surface of

the river to be immediately raised by means of transmitted

pressure. A tide wa\e thus rendered abrupt has a close

analogy, observes Dr. Whewell, to the waves which curl over

and break on a shelving shore.*

The Bore which enters the Severn, where the phenomenon
is of almost daily occurrence, is sometimes nine feet high,

and at spring-tides rushes up the estuary with extraordindry

rapidity. The finest example which I have seen of this wave
was in Nova Scotia,f where the tide is said to rise in some

places seventy feet perpendicular, and to bo the 'highest in

the world. In the large estuary of the Shubenacadie, which

is connected with another estuai^ called the Basin of Mines,

itself an embranchineiit of the Bay of Fundy, a vast body of

water conies rushing up, with a roaring noise, into a long

naiTow channel, and while it is ascending, has alf the ap-

pearance of pouring down a slope as steep as that of the

celebrated rapids of the St. Lawrence. In picturesque

effect, however, it bears no comparison, for instead of the

transparent green water and snow-white foam of the St.

Lawrence, the whole current of the Shubenacadie is turbid

and densely charged with red mud. The same phenomeuou
is frequently witnessed in the principal branches of the

Ganges and in the Megna as before mentioned (p. 475). ‘ In

the Hoogly,' says Rennell, ‘ the Bore commences at Hoogly

Point, the place where the river first contracts itself, and is

perceptible above Hoogly Town
; and so quick is its motiQU,

that it hardly employs four hours in travelling from one to

the other, though the distance is nearly seventy nfrlea»

Calcutta it sometimes occasions on instantaneous rise of^flve

Phil Trans. 1833, p 204. nca, in 1842, foI ii, jp.

t See Lyell’s Travels in North Ame- 1845
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fed;; and both hore, and in every other part of its trach, the

boats, on its approach, immediately quit the shore, and make
for safety to the middle of the river. In the channels,

between the islands in the mouth of the Mcgna, the height

of the Bore is said to exceed twelve feet ; and is so terrific in

its appearance, and dangerous in its consequences, that no

boat will venture to pass at spring-tide.’* These waves may
sometimes cause inundations, undermine cliffs, and still more

frequently sweep away trees and laud animals from low

shores, so that they may be carried down, and ultimately

imbedded in fluviatile or submarine deposits.

Rcnuell, Phil Trans 1781
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CHAPTER XXII.

EEPEODUCTIVE ErPECTS OP TIDES AND CUBRiaiTS.

DEPOSITING POA^FR 01 TIDAT CURRFNPS —SILTING ITP OP HSTUARIEfJ DOES

NOT COMPT-NSATB PHK TOSS OF LAND ON THE BORDERS OF THE OCEAN

—

ORIGIN OI 8HOA] S AND VALLLYS IN TUF BKD OP THE GERMAN OCEAN

—

COMPOSITION AND IXTKNT Oi ITS HAND-BANKS— STRATA DEPOSITED BY

CURKIMS IN THE FNOLISH CHANNEL— AT THF MOUTHS OP THE* AMAZONS,

ORINOCO, AND MISSISSIIPI—WIDE AREA OVFE WHICH STRATA MAY ME FORMED

BY THIS CAUSE

Depositing power of tidaV currents,

—

Feom the facts enume-

rated in the last chapter, it appjgal-s that on the borders of

the ocean, currents and tides co-operating with the waves of

the sea are most powerful instruments in the destruction and

transportation of rocks; and as numerous tributaijies dis-

charge their alluvial burden into the channel of one great

river, so we find that many rivers deliver their earthy con-

tents to one marine current, to be borne by it to a distance,

and deposited in some deep receptacle of the ocean. The
current, besides receiving this tribute of sedimentary matter

from streams draining the land, acts also itself on the coast,

as does a river on the cliffs which bound a valley. Tet the
waste of the cliffs by marine cmrents constitutes on the

whole a very insignificant portion of the denudation a^iimiaUy

effected by aqueous causes, as I shall point out in the sequel

of this chapter (p. 572).

In inland seas, where the tides are insensible, or on iho£^

parts of the borders of the ocean where they are feeble, it is

scarcely possible to prevent a harbour at a river^fi nnouth
from silting up ;

for a bar of sand or mud is formed at

where the velocity of the turbid river is checked by the iWi,*

or where the river and a marine current neutralise each
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other’s force. For the current, os we have seen, may, like

the river, hold in suspension a large quantity of sediments

or, co-operating with the waves, may cause the progi^essive

motion of a shingle beach in one direction. I have already

alluded to the erection of piers and groins at certain places

on our southern coast, to arrest the course of the shingle and

sand (see p. 536). The immediate effect of these temporary

obstacles is to cause a great accumulation of pebbles on one

side*of the barrier, after which the beach still moves on

round the end of the pier at a greater distance from the

land. This interference, however, with the natural course or

movement of the materials of the beach is often attended

with a serious evil, for during storms the waves throw sud-

denly into the harbour the vast lioap of pebbles which have

collected ‘for years beliind the groin or pier, as happened

during a great gale (Jan, 1839) ai Dover.

The formation and keeping open of large estuaries are due

to the combined infumce of tidal* currents and riv(T8*; for

when the tide rises, a Targe body of water suddenly enters

the mouth of the river, where, becoming confined within

n 2u:row bounds, while its momentum is not destroyed, it is

urged ^n, and, having to pass through a contracted channel,

rises and runs with increased velocity, just as a stream when

it reaches the arch of a bridge scarcely large enough to give

passage to its waters, rushes with a steep fall through tlie

arch. Duripg the ascent of the tide, a body of fresh water,

flowing down from the inland country, is arrested in its

course for several hours; and thus a large Inke of fresh and

brackish water is accumulated, which, when the sea ebbs, is

let loose, as on the removal of an artificial sluice or dam.

By th© force of this retiring water, the alluvial sediment both

of the river and of the sea is swept away, and transported

to such a distance from the mouth of the estuary, that a small

part only can return with the next tide.

It sometimes happens, that during a violent storm a large

bar erf sand is suddenly made to shift its position, so as to

previsnt the free influx of the tides, or efflux of river water.

' Tlins about the year 1500 tifie sands at Bayonne were sud-

denly thrown across the mouth of the A clour. The river,
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flowing back upon itaelfy soon forced a passage to the north*

ward along the sandy plain of Capbreton, till at last it

reached the sea at Boucau, at the distance of setren leagues

from the point where it had formerly entered. It was not

till the vear 1579 that the celebrated architect Louis de Foiai

undertook, at the desire of Henry III., to re-open the ancient

channel, which he at last effected with great difficulty.*

In the estuary ofthe Thames at London, and in the Gironde,

the tide rises only for five hours and ebbs seven, and in all

estuaries the water requires a longer time to run down than

up
; so that the preponderating force is always in the direc**

tion which tends to keep open a deep and broad passage. But
for reasons already explained, there is naturally a tendency

in all estuaries to silt up partially, since eddies, and back*

waters, and points where opposing streams meet, are very

numerous, and constantly change their positiour

Many writers have declared that the gain on our eastern

coast, since the earliest periods of history, has more than

counterbalanced the loss
;
but thej nave beep at no pains to

calculate the amount of loss, and have often forgotten that,

while the new acquisitions are manifest, there are rarely any

natural monuments to attest the former existence of tlj^ land

that has been carried away. They have also taken into their

account those tracts artificially recovered, which are often of

great agricultural importance, and may remain secure, per-

haps, for thousands of years, but which are only a few feet

above the moan level of the sea, and are therefore exposed

to be overflowed again by a small proportion of the force re-

quired to move cliffs of considerable height on our shores*

If it were true that the area of land annually abandoned by
the sea in estuaries were equal to that invaded by it,,, there

would still be no compensation in kind.

The tidal current which flows out from the north-west,

and which, deflected and confined in the German Ocean,

bears against the eastern coast of England, transports, as

we have seen, materials of various kinds. Aided by the

waves, it undermines and sweeps away the gianite,

trap rocks, and sandstone of Shetland, and remoTes
T

* Nouvelle Chroniqu© de la Ville de Bayonne, pp, 118, 18S. 1827.
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j^Vel and loam of the cliffs of Holderness, Norfolk, and
Suffolk, which are between twenty and three hundred feet in

hdight, and which waste at various rates of from one foot to

six yards annually* It also bears away, in co-operation with

the Than^es and the tides, the strata of London clay on the

coasts of Essex and Sheppey. The sea at the same time con-

sumes the chalk with its flints for many miles continuously

on the shores of Kent and Sussex—commits annual ravages

on tlie fi*eshwater beds, capped by a thick covering of chalk-

flint gravel, in Hampshire, and continually saps the founda-

tion of the Portland limestone. It receives, besides, during

the rainy months, large supplies of pebbles, sand, and mud,
which numerous streams from the Grampians, Cheviots, and

other chains, send down to the sea. To what regions, then, is

all this matter consigned ? It is not retained in mechanical

suspension by the waters of the ocean, nor does it mix with

them in state of chemical solution,—it is deposited some-

yet certainly not in the immediate neighbourhood of

our shores
5

for, in that^c^e, there would soon bo a cessation

of the encroachment of the sea, and large tracts of low land,

li^e Romney Marsh, would almost everywhere encircle our

island.

As there is now a depth of water, exceeding thirty feet, in

some spots where towns like Dunwieh flourished but a few

centuries ago, it is clear that the current not only carries far

away the materials of the wasted cliffs, but is capable also of

keeping clear the bed of the sea to a certain moderate depth.

Origin of shoals and valleys in the hoHom of the German

Ocean.- -To what extent in a downward direction this power

of submarine erosion extends, is a question of the highest

geological interest, and one respecting which we liave at

present no very accurate information. The sea between

Great Britain and the Continent of Europe has rarely a

depth of more than 50 fathoms, and the only part which

exceeds 100 fathoms is a narrow channel skirting the western

coast of Norway and Sweden, which varies from 200 to 300

fathoms, and attains at one point, near the entrance of the

Baltic, toe extraordinaiy depth of 480 fathoms, or 2,580 feet.

Some hydrographers are of opinion that even this channd
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has been scooped out by a tidal current, but to me it appears^

more probable that it indicates the original depth of this part

of the ocean where fresh sediment has not been thrown down*

Nevertheless, there are some submarine valleys, or long

narrow ravines, traversing the shallow parts of the German
Ocean, which seem to have been due to a tidal current,

capable either of scouring out a channel, or of keeping one

clear by not allowing it to become the receptacle of matter

drifted towards it from the nearest coast. Of this nature is

the depression called the Outer Silver Pits, about 60 miles

due east of Flamborough Head, the deepest part of which is

about 40 fathoms, or 240 feet. If the Mississippi, with a

surface velocity of three miles an hour, can push along sand

and gravel at the bottom, and keep open a channel from 150

to 200 feet in depth, a marine current, sometimes flowing at

a still greater rate, may w^ell be supposed to excavate or keep

clear the Silver Pits. Mr. Murray, in the memoir explanatory

of his map of the North Sea, in which he has embodied the

results of Captain Hewitt’s survey, assumes that this ravine,

and also the Inner Silver Pits, near the mouth of the Hum-
ber, have been scooped out by the tidal current, whereas tt^e

great shoals north and south of the Silver Pits are araas in

which drift matter and comminuted shells are constantly

heaped up in comparatively tranquil water. The great shoal

to the north, called the Dogger Bank, about 60 miles east of

the coast of Northumberland, is no less than 200 .miles in its

longest diameter
;

it has been compared in size to the whole

principality of Wales. In this area there is one tract 76 miles

long and 20 broad, nowhere exceeding 15 fathoms in depth,

while the shallowest parts were found by Captain Hewitt

to be only 42 feet under water, and in one place the wreck

of a ship had caused it to be still shallower. South of the

Silver Pits there is another vast area of shoals, which we
may safely regard as the receptacle both of sediment brought

down by rivers and of matter derived from the waste of the ‘

British coast. Entire as well as broken shells are dredged

up on the Dogger and other banks over which flshesmetl

annually trawl their nets. Currents running sometimes

the north, and sometimes from the south, remove parts of the
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banka during heavy gales, causing the sands to shift their
* position, in which case the strata, when re-deposited, must
greatly resemble the so-called crag of Norfolk and Suffolk.

Nor can there fail, in the course of ages, to be spots where
some of the unconsolidated older tertiary formations, such,

for example, as the Bagshot sand and London clay, will be
denuded with as much facility as the modem sand-banks

;

such denudation would inevitably take place during oscilla-

tions in the level of the bottom of the sea, like those which
we know to have occurred during and since the Glacial

epoch. Whenever the sea scooped out such channels in the

ancient strata, fossil shells of extinct species would be

mingled with recent ones, and both the one and the other

would often be more or less rolled. As the bones also of the

elephant and other extinct mammalia are occasionally

dredged up with oysters attached to them, from the bed of

the sea. between Suffolk and the Netherlands, such fossil

bones would bo occasionally inclutled in the new formations.

The chief difference in fthjjjracter between the riiocoiie and

modern strata will consist in the inlermixturo in the latter

of works of art together with the bones of man
;
monuments

of higidreds, nay thousands, of wrecked vessels, which in the

last twenty centuries have sunk on these banks, and so im-

peded for a time the free passage over them of shelly sand,

as to produce shoals reaching within thirty feet of the

surface.

So great is the quantity of mud held in ouspension by the

tidal current on our shores, that it is fo ^nd useful artificially

to introduce the water into certain lands reclaimed from the

sea and which are below the level of high tide
;
and by re-

peating this operation, which is called ‘ warping,’ for two or

three years, considerable tracts have been raised, in the

estuary of the Humber, to the height of about six h et above

their former level. If a current, charged with such materials,

lUeets with deep depressions in the bed of the ocedn, it must

often fill them up 5
just as a river, when it meets with a lake

in its course, fills it gradually with sediment.

OowparcMoe ejjicacy of rivers and currents as transporting

and demding agents,— have said (p. 566) that the action of
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the waves and currents on sea-cliffs, or their power to remove

matter from above to below the sea-level, is insignificant in

comparison with the power of rivers to perform the same
task. As an illustration we may take the coast of Holder-

ness, decfcribed in Chap. xi. (p. 614). It is composed^

as we have seen, of very destructible materials, is thirty-six

miles long, and its average height may be taken at forty feet#

As it has wasted away at the rate of two and a quarter yards

annually, for a long period, it will be found on calculation

that the quantity of matter thrown down into the sea every

year, and removed by the current, amounts to 61,321,600 cubic

feet. It has been shown that the united Ganges and Brahma-

pootra carry down to the Bay of Bengal 40,000,000,000

cubic feet of solid matter every year, so that their trans-

porting power is no less than 780 times greater than that of

the sea on the coast above mentioned
;
and in order to pro-

duce a result equal to that of the two Indian rivers^ we must
have a line of wasting coast, like that of Holdemess, nearly

28,000 miles in length, or longes^than the,entire circum-

ference of the globe by above 3,000 miles. The reason of so

great a difference in the results may be understood when, wjb

reflect that the operations of the ocean are limited to a single

line of cliff surrounding a large area, whereas great rivers

with their tributaries, and the mountain torrents which flow

into them, act simultaneously on a length of bank almost

indefinite.

Nevertheless we are by no means entitled to infer that the

denuding force of the great ocean is a geological cause of

small efficacy, or inferior to that of rivers. Its chief influence

is exerted at moderate depths below the surface, on all those

areas which are slowly rising, or are attempting, as it jvere,

to rise above the sea. From data hitherto obtained respect-

ing subterranean movements, we can scarcely speculate on an
average rate of upheaval of more than two or three feet in a
century. ^An elevation to this amount is taking place in

Scandinavia, and probably in many submarine areas aa Vast

as those winch we know to be sinking from the proofs de-»

rived from circular lagoon islands or coral atolls#*

» See the last chapter in Vol. II.
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Suppose sttata as destructible as the greater part of the

o Tertiary, Cretaceous, and Wealden deposits of the British

Isles, or the coal-measures or mud-stones of the Silurian

periods, to be thus slowly upheaved, how readily might they

all be swept away by waves and currents in an open sea

!

How entirely might each stratum disappear as it was brought

up successively and exposed to the breakers ! Shoals of wide

extent might be produced, but it is difficult to conceive how
any continent could ever be formed under such circumstances.

Were it not indeed for the hardness and toughness of some

limestones and of many crystalline and volcanic rocks which

are often capable of resisting the action of the waves, few

lands might ever emerge from the midst of an open sea.

Arrmgsment of materials in curreyd deposits and their wide

• diffu8ioi(i .—It has been ascertained by soundings in all parts

of the world, that where new deposits are taking place in the

sea, coarse sand and small pebbles commonly occur near the

shore^ while farther from land,^and in deeper watej*, finer

sand and broken shells are sjTead out over the bottom. Still

farther out, the finest rflud and oo/e are alone met with.

Mr. Austen observes that this rule holds good in every part

of the English Channel examined by him. He also informs

ns, tfiat where the tidal current runs rapidly in what is called

* races,’ where surface undulations are percedved in the calmest

Weather, over deep banks, the discoloration of the water does

not arise from the power of such a current to disturb the

bottom at*a depth of 40 to 80 fathoms, as some have sup-

posed. In these cases, a column of water, soiuotirnes 500

feet in height, is moving onwards with the tide clear and

transparent above, while the lower portion holds tine sediment

in suspension (a fact ascertained by soundings), when sud-

denly it impinges upon a bank, and its height is reduced to

300 feet. It is thus made to boil up and flow off at the surface,

a process which forces up the lower strata of water charged

with fine particles of mud, which in their passage from the

QC^st had gradually sunk to a depth of 300 feet or more.*

One characteristic effect of the action of currents is, the

Bobt. A. C. Aufiteu, Quart. Journ. Geol Soc. vol vi, p 70.
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immense extent over which they may be the means of dif-

fusing homogeneous mixtures. Even off coasts where there ^

are no large rivers, they may still have the power of spread-

ing far and wide over the bottom of the ocean, not only sand

and pebbles, but the finest mud. Thus for several thouscmd

miles along the western coast of South America, comprising

the larger parts of Peru and Chili, there is a perpetual rolling

of shingle along the shore, part of which, as Mr. Darwin has

shown, is incessantly reduced to the finest mud by 4ihe

waves, and swept into the depths of the Pacific by the tides

and currents The same author, however, has remarked that,

notwithstanding the great force of the waves on that shore,

all rocks 60 feet under water are covered by sea-weed, show-

ing that the bed of the sea is not denuded at that depth, the

effect of the winds being comparatively superficial. ,

In regard to the distribution of sediment by currents it

may be observed, that the rate of subsidence of the finer mud
carried down by every grejjt river into the ocean, cr of that

caused by the rolling of the waves uppn a shore, must be ex-

tremely slow
;
for the more minut^<^tlie separate particles of

mud, the more slowly will they sink to the bottom, and the

sooner will they acquire what is called their terminal velocity.

It is well known that a solid body, descending throrfgh a

resisting medium, falls by the force of gravity, which is

constant, but its motion is resisted by the medium more and

more as its velocity increases, until the resistance becomes

sufficient to counteract the further increase of velocity. For
example, a leaden ball, one inch in diameter, falling through

air of density as at the earth’s surface, will never acquire

greater velocity than 260 feet per second, and, in water, its

greatest velocity will be 8 feet 6 inches per second. If the

diameter of the ball were of an inch, the terthinal

velocities in air would be 26 feet, and in water *86 of a foot

per second.

Now, every chemist is familiar with the fact that minute

particles descend with extreme slowness through watef> the

extent of their surface being very great in proportion to thmr
weight, and the resistance of the fluid depending on the

amount of surface. A precipitate of sulphate of baryta, for
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example, will somethnes require more than five or six hours

^to subside one inch while oxalate and phosphate of lime

require nearly an hour to subside about an inch and a half

and two inches respectively,t so exceedingly small are the

particles of which these substances consist.

When we recollect that the depth of the ocean is supposed

frequently to exceed three miles, and that currents run

through different parts of that ocean at the rate of foiu:

miles an hour, and when at the same time we consider that

some fine mud carried away from the mouths of rivers and

from sea-beaches, where there is a heavy surf, as well as the

impalpable powder showered down by volcanos, may subside

at the rate of only an inch per hour, we shall be prepared to

find examples of the transportation of sediment over areas of

indefinite extent.
%

* On tht‘ authority of Mr Faraday 1 On the authority of Mr Ti. rhilhi)a
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CHAPTER XXIIL

lONEOTJS CAUSES.

CHANOKS OF Tim IXOttGANlC WORIJD, CONTIK-TJED—IQNROUS CAUSES—Um-
HION OF TMK STHUKCT- DISTINCT VOLCANIC RKGIONS—RRMION OF THE ANDES

- SYSTEM OF VOJ.CANOS EXTENDINO FROM THE ALEUTIAN ISLES TO TUB

MOLUCCA AND SI'NDA ISLANDS—POLYNESIAN ARCHIPELAGO—VOLCANIC BE-

OION EXl'ENDING FROM CENTRAL ASIi TO THE AZORES—TRADITION OF

DELUGICS ON THE SHORES OF THE HOSPHORUS, HBLT.ESPONT, AND GRECIAN •

LSI ES—PERIODICAL ALTERNATION OF EARTHQUAKES IN SYRIA AND SOUTHERN

ITALY—WESTERN LIMITS OF THE KHUOPFAN REGION—EARTHQUAKES RARER

AND MOKE FEERLB AS WE RECEDE FROM THE CENTRES OF VOLCANIC ACTION

—EXTINCT VOLCANOS NOT TO Dl^ INCLUDED IN LINES OF ACTIVE CENTS.

We have hitherto considered the i^hanges wrought, since the

times of history and tradition, by the continued action of

aqueous cfiuses on the earth’s surface ; and we have next to

examine those resulting from igneous agency. As the -rivers

and springs on the land, and the tides and currents in the

sea, have, witli some slight modifications, heen fixed and

constant to certain localities from the earliest periods of

which we have any records, so the volcano and -the earth-

quake have, with few exceptions, continued, during the same
lapse of time, to disturb the same regions. But as there are

signs, on almost every part of our continent, of great power
having been exerted by running water on the surface of the

land, and by waves, tides, and currents on cliffs bordering

the sea, where, in modern times, no rivers have excavated,

and no waves or tidal currents undermined—so we find signs

of volcanic vents and violent subterranean movements in

places where the action of tire or internal heat has Iqng been

dormant. We can explain why the intensity of the force of

aqueous causes should be developed in succession in different

districts. Currents, for example, tides, and the waves of the
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decrtaroy shape out or silt up estuaries,

isthmuses, and annihilate islands, form shoals

iu iscm pi^, remove them from another, wiihont the

dliS05tion mud position of their destroying and transporting

besoming transferred to new localities. Neither can
> levels of the earth’s crust, above and beneath the

vary from time to time, as they are admitted to have

varleid at former periods, and as it will be demonstrated that

they «tiH do, without the continents being, in the course of

ages, modified, and even entirely altered, in their external

conj^guration. Such events must clearly be accompanied by

a Complete change in the volume, velocity, and direction of

the s^ams and land floods to which certain regions give

passaipe. That we shoubd find, therefore, cliffs where the

sda once ‘committed ravages, and from which it has now
retired—estuaries where high tides once rose, but wliioh are

now dried up—valleys hollowed <iut by water, where no

streams noV flow, is no more tlian we should expect ;—ihese

and similar phenomena are the necessary consequences of

physical causes n*ow in ope^tion ; and if there bo no insta*

l^ily in the laws of nature, similar fluctuations must recur

agftia and again in time to come.

But, however natural it may be that the force of running

hi numerous valleys, and of tides and currents in many
tracts of the sea, should now be spent, it is by no means so

eASy to explain why the violence of the earthquake and the

fit** of the volcano should also have become locally extinct at

SuC^lDSSSive perioda We can look back to the time when the

mrata, whereon the great mass of Etna rests, had no

a&d that time is extremely modern in the earth’s

l^ibory. This alone affords ground for anticipating tlut the

e)!Upti<friB of Etna will one day cease.

Kee qam ralftiretB aidet fornacibas .£tiia

Ignea temper ent, ntgue enunfuU igwa semptr,

(Orin, Ml tars hb xt 340)

xhomcraiild words which are put into the mouth of

l^ytbagOtfUB by the Boman poet, and they are followed by

as to the cause of volcanic vents shifting their

« jYOB,* I. f f
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positions. Whaterer doubts the philosopher expvesseii as to

the nature of these causes, it is assumed as incontrorertible

that the points of eruption will hereafter vaiy, became thejf

have formerly done so; a principle of reasoning which, as I

hare endeavoured to show in former chapters, has been too

much set at nought by some of the earlier schools of goology,

which refused to conclude that great revolutions in the earth’s

surface are now in progress, or that they will take place

hereafter, because they have often been repeated in former

ages.

Division of the subject.—Volcanic action may be defined to

be ‘ the influence exerted by the heated interior of the earth

on its external covering.’ If we adopt this definition, with-

out connecting it, as Humboldt has done, with the theory of

secular refrigeration, or the cooling down of am original

heated and fluid nucleus, we may then class under a general

head all the subterranean phenomena, whether of volcanoli,

or earthquakes, and those insensible movements of the land,

by which, as will afterwards ajjphar, large districts may be

depressed or elevated, without convulsions. According to

this view, I shall consider, first, the volcano ; secondly, the

earthquake ;
thirdly, the rising or sinking ofland in countries

where there are no volcanos or earthquakes ; fourthly, the

probable causes of the different changes which result from

subterranean agency.

It is a very general opinion that earthquakes, and voloiUDOS

have a common origin; for both are confined to certain

regions, although the subterranean movements are as a rttlo

by no means most violent in the immediate proximity itd-

canic vents, especially if the discharge of aeriform fltdds

and melted rock is made constantly from the samp

But as there are particular regions, to which both the poiptit

of eruption and the movements of great earthquake
confined, I shall begin by tracing out the geogveP^*
boundaries of some of these, that the reader

of the magnificent scale on which the agency of

fire is now simultaneously developed. Over the whole of<1^
^

vast tracts alluded to, active volcanic vents are distribntod

intervals, and most commonly arranged in a linear dineoMd!i.
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Throtighout the intermediate spaces there is often abundant
evidence that the subterranean fire is at work continuously,

for the ground is convulsed from time to time by earthquakes

;

gaseous vapours, especially carbonic acid gas, are disengaged

plentifully from the soil
; springs often issue at a very high

temperature, and their waters are usually impregnated with

the name mineral matters as are discharged by volcanos

during eruptions.

When a volcano is isolated like Etna, it is supposed to have

opened a communication with the interior by a star-shaped

fissure, whereas vents which are linearly arranged imply a

long line of dislocation in tlie earth’s crust, analogous to

those great lines of rending, upheaval, or dislocation to which

the axes of mountain-chains arc due. We know that when
the side of a great volcanic cone is rent, an open and straight

fissure is sometimes formed many miles in length, as was the

case on Etna in 1669, when a renji twelve miles long .was

produced, at the botton^ of which incandescent lava was

seen. Here and there alonff the Ime of such a rent, cones

of eruption are thrown up lu succession at points where the

gaseous matter obtains the freest access to the surface, and

has polver to force up lava and scorico. What is here dis-

played on a small scale is exhibited in grander dimensions

where activevolcanos form chains thousands of miles in lengtli.

The distances to which trap dikes or the lava which once

filled the lower parts of vertical rents can sometimes be

traced, is another monument of the same kind of action.

Some of the dikes in the north-east of En<j]and—Yorkslnre,

IDuirham, and Northumberland—for instance, may be followed

from 20 to 60 miles in nearly straight lines, and were no

doubt f>t some remote period connected with fissure's extend-

ing upwards perhaps even to what was then the surface of

eai*th’s crust, whether covered by the sea or atmosphere.

Jfijt, idexis Perrey, in his History of Earthquakes, has shown

violent subterranean movements are most frequent along

ifktm of mouutain'Kihauis.

p p a
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TOLCANIC REGI0TS6.

Begion of the Andes of South America.—Of the Uteni

volcanic regions, that of the Andes of Soirth America m
of the^best defined ; it affords an illusftration of the tineibr

arrangement already alluded to, of which there is no good ex-

emplification in Europe, where the most active volcanig vents

are isolated. If we turn first to that part of the Cordillera

which extends from lafc. 2° N. or northward of Quito, to lat*

43® S. or southward of Chili, we have, in a space compre-

hending forty-five degrees of latitude, an alternation on a

grand scale of districts of active with those of extinct vol-

canos, or which, if not spent, have at least been dormant ^for

the last three centuries. How long an interval of rest may
entitle us to consider a volcano as entirely extinct is not

easily determined; but^we know that in Ischiathere inter-

vened between two consecutive fruptions a pause of seven-

teen centuries
;
and the discovA»y of America is an event of

far too recent a date to allow us even to conjecture whether

different portions of the Andes, nearly the Whole of wddeh

are subject to earthquakes, may not experience siltemartely

a cessation and renewal of eruptions. Nor does the lineacr

series seem to end even with the southern limits of the

Cordillera, for we can scarcely doubt that the Fuegian vol-

canos in lat. 51® 30' S., and those of South Shetland,

S., belong to the same chain.

The principal line of active vents which have beOn Steen in

eruption in the Andes extends from lat. 43® 28' B*i oaf,

Tantales, opposite the Isle of Chiloe, to Coquimbo, in lafc

S. ;
to these thirteen degrees of latitude succeed more

eight degrees, in which no recent volcanic eruptfe^^

been observed. We then come to the ^volcanos of

and Peru, reaching six degrees from S. to N., or
21® S. to lat. 15® S. Between the Peruvian

those of Quito, another space intervenes

fourteen degrees of latitude, said to be free

action so far as yet known. The volcanos of ^ifei
succeed, beginning about 100 geographical miilas

frote
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the eqittfttor, and oontiniung for about 130 miles north of it,

\{h0ii there ooours another undisturbed interral ofmore than
flix degrees of latitude, after which we arrive at the volcanos

of GmteaialA or Central America, north of the Isthmus of

Panama**
SEaving thus tsaced out the line from south to north, I may

first state,* in regaird to the numerous vents of Chili, that the

v<dcanoa of Yantales and Osomo were in eruption during the

great earthquake of 1835, at the same moment that the land

was i^aken in Chiloe, and in some parts of the Chilian coast

permanently upheaved ; whilst at Juan Fernandez, at the dis-

tance of no less than 720 geographical miles from Yantales,

an eruption took place beneath the sea. We have thus

proofs of a great subterranean disturbance extending simul-

taneously over an area about 900 miles (60 to a degree) north

and south, and in one part at least 600 due east and west.

Some of the volcanos of Chili are of great height, as that of

Autuco, itfJat. 37® 40' S., the sum^mit of which is at least

16,000 feet above the sea. From the flanks of this volcano,

at a great height^ immense#;urrents of lava have issued, one

of which flowed in the year 1828. This event is said to be an

exoaption to the general rule ; few volcanos in the Andes, aixd

none of those in Quito, having been seen in modern times to

pour out lava, but having merely ejected vapour or scoria3.

Both the basaltic (or augitic) lavas, and those of the fel-

spathic class, occur in Chili and other paits of the Andes;

but ihe volcanic rocks of the felspathic family are said by

Von Bach to be generally not trachyte, but a rock which has

boM called andesite, or a mixture of augito #ind albite. The

lalrt^mentioned mineral contains soda instead of the potash

’ fouud in common felspar.

The •volcano of Rancagua, lat. 34® 1 5' S., is said to be

alWitys throwing out ashes and vapours like Stromboli, a

of the permanently heated state of certain parts <‘1 the

hiterior of the earth below. A year rarely passes in Chili

liiflt^ut Sotoe slight shocks of earthquakes, and in certain

itiibicts not a month* Those shocks which come from the

* See Von Bnch’e Detenptloii of valuable ekitcliof the pnneipalvolcenoe

C1IUSI7 Islaiid* (Pm0, e4. 1830) for a of the globe
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side of the ocean are tlie most Txolent, and the same is Sfiid to

be the case in Peru. The town of Copiapo was laid wast^

by this terrible scourge in the years 1773, 1796, and 1819,

or in both cases after regular intervals of twenty-three yeors^

Tliere have, however, been other shocks in that country i|i

the periods intervening between the dates above mentioned,

although probably all less severe, at least on the exact site of

C/C>piapo. The evidence against a regular recurrence of vol-

canic convulsions at stated periods is so strong as a general

fact, that we must be on our guard against attaching too

much importance to a few striking but probably accidental

coincidences. Among these last might be adduced the case

of Lima, violently sliaken by an earthquake on the 17th of

June, 3 578, and again on the very same day, 1678; or the

eriij)fcions of Cosegnina in the years 1709 and 1809, whieh

are the only two recorded of that volcano previous to that of

1835.*

the permanent upheaval of land after earthquakes in

Chili, I shall have occasion to speak in the next chapter,

when it will also be seen that g^reat shocks often coincide

with eruptions, either submarine, or from the cones of the

Andes, showing tlie conm^ction between the force which

elevates continents with that which causes volcanic out-

l)ursts.t

I'he space between Chili and Peru, in which no volcanic

action has been observed, is 150 nautical leagues from south

to north. It is, however, as Von Buch observes, that part of

the Andes which is least known, being thinly peopled, and
in some parts entirely desert. The volcanos of Peru rise

from a lofty pla<forin to vast heights from 17,000 to 20,000

feet above the level ot* the sea. The lava which has issued

from Viejo, lat. 55' S., accompanied by pumice,“is com-

posed of a mixture of crystals of albitic felspar, bombleiid^>

aiicl miofl, a rock which has been considered as one of the

varieties of andesite. Some tremendous earthquakes which

bare visited Peru in modern times will be mentionjp^ in- ^
subsequent chapter.

The volcanos of Quito, occurring between the seoemd
* Darwin, Geol, Trans. 2nd sories, toL v. p. 612. t Ibid. p. 006. >
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degr0e of sooth and the third degree of north latitude, rise

to vast elevations above the sea, many of them being between

14,000 and 18,000 feet high. The Indians of Lican have a

tradition that the mountain called L’Altai*, or Capac Urcu,

which means ‘ the chief,’ was once the highest of those near

the equator, being higher than Chimborazo
; but in the reigu

of Ouainia Abomatha, before the discovery of America, a

prodigious eruption took place, which lasted eight years, and

brol;p it down. The fragments of trach} te, says M. Bons-

singault, which once formed the conical summit of this

celebrated mountain, are at this day spread over tlie plain.*

Cotopaxi is the most lofty of all the South American vol-

canos which have been in a state of activity in modern

times, its height being 18,858 feet; and its eruptions have

been moije frequent and destnictiv'^o tlhiu those of any otlier

mountain. It is a perfect com*, usually covered with an

enormo;is bed of snow, which has, however, been sometimes

melted siiddciily during an eriijdion; as in Jiinuary for

example, when tlie snows \\eie dissolved in om* niglit.

Deluges are often caus#l in the Andes by the liquefaction

of great masses of snow, and soimdimes bj the rending open,

dming earthquakes, of subterranean cavities filled Avith

waterf In these inundations tine \oIcanic sand, loose stones,

and other materials Avhich tin* water meets with in its

descent, are swept away, and a vast quantity of mud, called

‘moya,’ is thus formed and earru‘d down into the lower

regions. Mud derived from this source descended, in 1707,

from the sides of Tungiuvigua in Quito, and tilled vallejb a

thousand feet wide to the depth of six hundred feet, damming

up rivors and causing lakes. In tliese cnrrejits and lak(*s of

moya, thousands of small fish are sometiim*s enveloped,

which; according to Humboldt, have lived and multiplied in

SUbteiTanean cavitie^s. So great a quantity of thosf* lisli were

ejected from the volcano of Imbaburu in IfiSl, that fevers,

which prevailed at the period, were attributed to the effluvia

atisiug from the putrid animal matter.

In Quito, many important revolutions in the physical

features of the country are said to have resulted, within the

Ball, de U Soc. OmoI da Franco, 2ud Sor t(jm. vi. p. 50
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memory of man^ from the earthquakes by which it haa be^n

convulsed. M. Boussingault declares his belief, that if w
full register had been kept of all the convulsions experienced

here and in other populous districts of the Andes, it woi:dd.

be found that the trembling of the earth had been inees^

sant. The frequency of the movement, he thinks, is not du0

to volcanic explosions, but to the continual falling in of masses

of rock which have been fractured and upheaved in a solid

form at a comparatively recent epoch; but a longer series

of observations would be requisite to confirm this opinion.

According to the same aui hor, the height of several moun-

tains of the Andes has diminished in modern times.*

The great crest or cordillera of the Andes is depressed

at the Isthmus of Panama to about 1,000 feet above the

sea- level, and the watershed between the two seas near thfe

Gulf of San Miguel is only 150 feet high. What some geogra-

phers regard as a continuation of that chain in Central

America lies to the east of a series of volcanos, many of

which are active, in the provinces of Pasto, Popayan, and

Guatemala. Coseguina, on the sAuth side* of the Gulf of

Fonseca, was in eruption in January 1836, and some of its

ashes fell at Truxillo, on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico*

Wliat is still more remarkable, on the same day, at Kingston

in Jamaica, the same shower of ashes fell, having been car-

ried by an upper counter-current against the regular east

wind which was then blowing. Kingston is about 700 miles

distant from Coseguina, and these ashes must ' have been

more than four days in the air, having travelled 170 miles a

day. Eight leagues to the southward of the crater, the asbcs

covered the ground to the depth of three yards and a half,

destroying the woods and dwellings. Thousands of cattle

perished, their bodies being in many instances one mass of

scorched flesh. Deer and other wild animals sought thd

towns for protection ; many birds and quadrupeds were found
suffocated in the ashes, and the neighbonring stream^ were

strewed with dead fish.f Such facts throw light on igeo^

logical monuments, for in the ashes thrown out at remote

* Bull dd la Soc. Gtol. de France, t Caldcleui^,

tom vi. p. 56. p 27.
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fxowi the volcanos of Auvergne, now extinct, we find

« the bones and skeletons of lost species of quadrupeds*

ATsaa'co.^The gteat volcanic chain, after having thus pur^

sued its eourse for several thousand miles from south to

north, etends off a branch in a new direction in Mexico, in

the parallel of the city of that name, and is prolonged in a

great platform, between the eighteenth and twenty-second

degrees of north latitude* Five active volcanos traverse

Hesico from west to east—Tuxtla, Orizaba, I^opocatepetl,

JoruUo, and Colima. Jorullo, which is in the centre of the

great platform, is no less than 120 miles from the nearest

ocean—an important circumstance, as showing that the

proximitj of the sea is not a necessary condition, although

certainly a. veiy general characteristic, of the position of

active volcanos. The oxti-aonlinary eruption of this moun-
tain, in 1769, will bo described in the sequel. If the line

which connects these five vents be prolonged in a westerly

direction, it cuts the volcanic group of islands called the

Isles of Revillagigedo, wi the Pacific.

To the north of Mexico there are said to he three, or

according to some, five volcanos in the peninsula of Cali-

fornia
;
and a volcano is reported to have been in eruption

on tlie N.W. coast of America, near the Columbia Eivor, lat.

45" 87' N.

We$t Indies,^—To return to the Andes of Quito, Von Buch

was inclined to believe that if we were better acquainted with

the region* to the east of the Madalena, and with New Gra-

nada and the Caraccas, we might find thg volcanic chain of

the Andes to be connected with that of the West Indian,

or Caribbee Islands. The truth of this conjecture has almost

been set at rest by the eruption, in 18i8, of the volcano of

SSamfia in New Granada, at the mouth of tbc river Mada-

lena.*

Of the West Indian Islands there are two parallel series,

the one to the west, which are all volcanic, and which rise to

the height of several thousand feet ; the other to the east, for

the most part eonrposed of calcareous rocks, and of moderate

height. In the former or volcanic series, are Granada, St*

* Oomptos Kenctiii, lS49, toI. xxix p 531.
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Vincent, St. Lucia. Martinique, Dominica, Guadaloupe, Mout-
serrat, Nevis, and St. Eustace. In the calcareous chain are .

Tobago, Barbadoes, Marie Galante, Grandeterre, Desirade,

Antigua, Barbuda, St. Bartholomew, and St, Martin. The
most considerable eruptions in modern times have been those

of St. Vi^icent. Great earthquakes have agitated St. Do-
mingo, as will be seen in the thirtieth chapter.

I have before mentioned (p. 459) the violent earthquake

which in 1812 convulsed the valley of the Mississippi at]^ew

Madrid for the space of 800 miles in length, of which more

will be said in the 1 wenty-eighth chapter. This happened

exactly at the same time as the great earthquake of Carac-

cas, BO that it is 2)ossible that these two points are parts of

one subterrant'an volcanic region. The Island of Jamaica,

with a tract of the contiguous sea, has often experienced*

tremendous shocks ; and these are frequent along a line

extending from Jamaica to St. Domingo and Porto Rico.

Thu,s it will bo scon that^ without taking accouut of the

West Indian and Mexican branchej. a linear train of vol-

canos and tracts shaken by earthqtftikes may* be traced from

the Island of Chiloe and opposite coast to Mexico, or even

j)erhaps to the mouth of the Columbia River— a distance upon

the whole as great as from the pole to the equator? In

regard to the vvesti^rn limits of the region, they lie deep be-

neath the waves of the Pacific, and must continue unknown

to us. Oil the Ctist they are not prolonged to a great dis-

tance, exceed where they inelude the West Indian Islands;

for there seem to be no indications of volcanic eruptions in

Buenos Ajres, Brazil, and the United States of North Ame-
rica oast of the Rocky Mountains. In California, Oregon,

and north-west America, ten or twelve volcanos are men-
tioned. •

Volranic region from the Ale^dian Isles to the Moluccas and
Isles of Simla .—On a scale nhich equals or surpasses that

of the Andes, is another lino of volcanic action, which com-

mences, on the north, with the Aleutian Isles in Bu^siim

America, and extends, first in a westerly direction for nearly

200 geographical miles, and then southwards, with a few in-

terruptions, throughout a space of between sixty and seventy
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degrees of latitude to the Moluccas, where it sends off a
branch to the south-east, while the principal train continues

westerly through Suinbawa and Java to Sumatra, and then

in a nortli-westerly direction to the Bay of Bengal.* This

volcanic line, observes Von Buch, may be said to follow

throughout its course the external border of the continent of

Asia
;
while the branch which has been alluded to as striking

south-east from the Moluccas, passes from New jSruinea to

New Zealand, conforming, though somewhat rudely, to the

outline of Australia.f

The connection, however, of the New Guinea volcanos with

the line in Java (as laid down in Von Buck’s map) is not

clearly made out. By consulting Darwin’s map of coral reefs

and active volcanos,! the reader will see that we might almost

with equal propriety include the Mariana and Bonin volcanos,

in a band with New Guinea. Or if we allow so much latitude

in framing zones of volcanic action, we must also suppose

the Nqw Hebrides, Solomon Isles, and New Ireland (see map
fig. 05, p. 587) to constitute one line with the New Hebrides,

which lie to the south of the same tiap.

The northern extremity of the volcanic region of Asia, as

described by Von Buck, is on the borders of Cook’s Inlet,

north-east of the Peninsula of Alaska, where one volcano, in

about the sixtieth degree of latitude, is said to be 14,000 feet

high. In Alaska itself are cones of vast height, which have

been seen in eruption, and which arc covered for two-thirds

of their height downwards with perpetual snow. The summit
of the loftiest peak is truncated, and is said to have fallen in

during an eruption in 1786. From Alaska the line is con-

tinued through the Aleutian or Fox Islands to Kamtschatka.

In the Aleutian Archipelago eruptions are frequent, and about

thii'ty miles to the north of TJnalaska, near the Isle of

nack, a new island was formed in 1796. It was first observed

after a storm, at a point in the sea from which a column of

smoke had been seen to rise. Flames then issued from the

new islet which illuminated the country for ten miles round
f

* See map of \^lcamc linoe in Von Coral Reefe^ &c. London, 1S4S. In the

Buch^s -work on the Canaries. annexed map, fig, 66, X have oopied

t Von Bach, ibid. 409. withpemissionasmaUpajittiifthatidil''

t Darwin, Structure and Difltrib. of able map aeoompaiqfUig that WQlk.
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a frightful eaHhquake shook the new-formed cone, and

showers of stones were thrown as far as Umnack. The erup-

tion continued for several months, and eight years afterwards,

in 1804, when it was explored by some hunters, the soil was

SO hot in some places that they could not walk on it. Accord-

ing to Langsdorf and others, this new island, which is now
several thousand feet high and two or three miles in circum-

ference, has been continually found to have increased in size

w£ien successively visited by different travellers
; but we have

no accurate means of determining how much of its growth,

if any, has been due to upheaval, or how far it has been

exclusively formed by the ejection of ashes and streams of

lava. It seems, however, to be well attested that earthquakes

. of the most terrific description agitate and alter the bed of

the sea and surface of the land throughout this tract.

The line is contiimed in the southern extremity of the

PeninStjlaof Kamtschatka, where, according to Dittmar, there

are twelve active and twenty-six extinct volcanic conus. The
largest and mgst active #f these is Kluis(*hew, lat. 50® 0' N,,

which rises at once from the sea to the prodigious height of

J.6,000 feet. Within 700 feet of the summit, Erinan saw, in

1829, a current of lava, emitting a vivid light, flow down the

north'^west side to the foot of the cone. Large quantities of

ice and snow opposed for a time a barrier to the lava, until at

length the fiery torrent overcame, by its heat and pressure,

this obstacle, and poured dowm the mountain side with a

frightful noise, which was heard for a distance of more than

fifty miles.^

Mont Blanc is 15,760 feet high, but a flow of lava from its

summit to the base in the valley of Chamouni would give a

very inadequate idea of the descent of the Kamtschatka cur-

rent, because Chamouni is 3,500 feet above the level of the

sea-t

The Kurile chain of islands constitutes the prohaigation of

the Kamtschatka range, where a train of volcanic mountains,

mne of which are known to have been in eruption, trends in a

* VoB Bttdi* DeMrip. lies Canar. Kamtechatka, and Kurile region, nee

p, 450* citee Eman and otltetn. Ale\ie Perrey, Soc. Imp de Lyon, IS63

t IsUr eztiptione in the Alaska,
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southerly direction. The line is then continued to the south-

west in the groat island of Jesso, and again in Nipon, the

principal of the Japanese group. It then extends by Loo

Choo and Formosa to the Philippine Islands, and thence by

Sangir and the north-easiern extremity of Celebes to the

Moluccas (see map, fig. 65). Afterwards it passes westward

tlirough Sumbawa to Java.

There are said to bo thirty-eight considerable volcano^ in

Java, some of which are more than 10,000 feet high. They

are remarkable for the quantity of sulphur and sulphureous

vapours wliich they discharge. They rarely emit lava, but

rivers of mud issue iroia them, like the moya of the Andes of

Quito. The inciiiorablo eruption of Galongoon, in 1822, will be

described in the twenty-sixth chapter. The crater of Taschem, -

at the eastern extnunity of Java, contains a lake strongly

impregnated with sulphuric acid, a quarter of a mile long,

from which a river of acid^ water issues, which sup|K)rts no

living creature, nor can fish live in the sea near its confluence.

There is an extinct crater near Batx"ir, called Guevo Upas, or

the Vall('y of Poison, about half a mile in circumference,

which is justly an object of terror to the inhabitants of the

country. Every living being wliich penetrates into this valley

fulls down dead, and the soil is covered with the carcases of

tigers, doer, birds, and even the bones of men
;

all killed by
• the abundant emanations of carbonic acid gas, by which the

bottom of the valley is filled.

In another crater in this land of wonders, near the volcano

of TaJaga Bodas, we learn from Mr. Reinwardt, that the

sulphureous exhalations have killed tigers, birds, and innu-

merable insects ; and the soft parts of these animals, such as

fibres, muscles, nails, hair, and skin, are very weD preserved,

while the bones are corroded, and entirely destroyed.

We learn from observations made in 1844, by Mr. Jukes,

that a recent tertiary formation composed of limestone and
resembling the coral rock of a fringing reef, clings to ibe

flanks of all the volcanic islands from the east end of

to the west end of Java. These modem calcareous strata

are often white and chalk-like, sometimes 1,000 feet and up-

wards above the sea, regularly stratified in thick horison^
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and they show that there has been a general elevation

• of these islands at a comparatively modern period,*

The s^me linear arrangement which is observed in Java

holds good in the volcanos of Sumatra, some of which are of

great Wght, as Berapi, which is more than 1 2,000 feet above

the sea, and is continually endtting vapour. Hot springs are

abundant at its base. The volcanic line then inclines slightly

to the north-west, and points to Barren Island, lat. 12® lo'

in the Bay of Bengal ; a volcano often observed to emit

smoke and vapours, anck from which lava has proceeded since

1780 (see below, Chap, xxvii.) The volcanic train then

extends, according to Dr. Macclelland, to the island of Nar-

condam, lat. 13® 22' N., which is a cone seven or eight hun-

dred feet high, rising from deep water, and said to present

signs of lava currents descending from the crater to the base.

Afterwards the train stretches in the same direction tg the

volcanic island of Ramree, about lat. 19® N., and the adjoin-

ing island of Cheduba, which is tepresented in old clmrts as

a burning mountain. Tljus wo arrive at the Cliittagong coast,

which in 1672*wa8 convulsed by a tremendous earthquake

(see Chap. xxx.)t

To enumerate all the volcanic regions of the Indian and

Pacific oceans would load me far b(*yond the proper limits of

this treatise ;
but it will appear in the last chapter of this

work, when coral reefs are treated of, that the islands of

the Pacific consist alternately of linear groups of two classes,

the one lofty, and containing a(tive volcanos, and marine

strata above the sea-level, and which have been undergoing

upheaval in modem times
; the other very low, consisting of

reefs of coral, usually with lagoons in their centres, and in

which there is evidence of a gradual subsidence of the

ground. The extent and direction of these parallel volcanic

bonds has been depicted with great care by Darwin in his

map before cited (p. 587).

The most remarkable theatre of volcanic activity in the

}7orthem Pacific—or, perhaps, in the whole world—occurs

* IPlKpisr tead at meatisg of Brit. t Macclolland^ Re^iort on Coal and

Aaaoc. Soathcuupton, Sept. lSi6 Min Uesoumfl of India.. Calcutta, 1638.
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in the Sandwich Islands, which hsTe heen admimhly tvewMffl

of in a work published by Mr. Dana in 1849.* >

Volcanic region from Central Asia to the ^scres.-—Anoitikfir

(Treat region of subterranean disturbance is that which

been imagined to extend through a large part of Oeotsal /
to the Azores, that is to say, from China and Tartiuy titro^upl.

Lake Aral and the Caspian to the Caucasus and the oouttttilii^

bordering the Black Sea, then again through part of Ald&

Minor to Syria, and westward to the Grecian Islands, OttSeoe,

Naples, Sicily, the southern part of ^pain, Portugal, and the

Azores. The breaks in this supposed continuous series of

volcanic disturbances are of such extent that the connection

as a linear group cannot be insisted on, but it may be useful

in hel2)ing us to remember the geographical limits within

which certain volcanos and earthquakes of historical date'

have been witnessed. Eespecting the eastern extremity of

this line in China, we have little information, but many
violent earthquakes are known to have occurred there. The
volcano said to have been in eruptiop in the seventh century

in Central Tartary is situated oii the northern declivily of

the Celestial Mountains, not far distant from the large lahe

called Issikoul; and Humboldt mentions other vents and

Bolfataras in the same quarter, which are all worthy of notice,

03 being far more distant from the ocean (2GO geographicat

miles) than any other known points of eruption on the

globe.

We find on the western shores of the Caspian, in the

country round Baku, a tract called the Field of Fire, which

continually emits inflammable gas, while springs of najditha

and petroleum occur in the same vicinity, as also mud
volcanos (see Chap, xxvii.) Syria and Palestine abound

in volcanic appearances, and very extensive areas havd be^
shaken, at different periods, with great destruction of oiijieis

and loss of lives. Conthmal mention is made in history of

the ravages committed by earthquakes in Sidon,

Berytus, Laodicea, and Antioch, and in the Island of C|F|isnf&l.

* Geology of the American Exploring of Geology, *Sandvidi t.

Expedition. See also Lyell’s Elements Index
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The country around the Dead Sea exhibits in some si)ots

layers of sulphur and bitumen, forming a superficial deposit,

supposed by Mr. Tristram to be ofvolcanic origin. A district

near Smyrna, in Asia Minor, was termed by the Greeks

Catacecaumene, or * the burnt up,‘ where there is a large arid

territory, without trees, and with a cindery soil.* This

country was visited in 1841 by Mr. W. J. Hamilton, who
found in the valley of the Hermus perfect cones of sooriie,

with^lava-streams, like those of Auvergne, conforming to the

existing river-channels, %nd with their surfuce uudecom-

posed.f

Grecian Archipelago ,—Proceeding westwards, wo reach the

Grecian Archipelago, where Santorin, afterwards to be de-

scribed, is the grand centre of volcanic action (Vol. ii. Cliap.

x^vii.) •

It was Von Bach’s opinion that tin' volcanos of Greece

were arranged in a line running N.N.W. and S.8.E., and

that they •afforded the only €‘xample in Europe of aNive

volcanos having a liiioaa direction; but M. Virlei, on the

conti'ary, annonntes as the result of liis investigations, made

during the French exiiedition to the Morea in 182!), that

thci*e is no one determinate lino (»f direction for the \oloanic

pheno&ena in Greece, whether we follow the ]>oiiits of erup-

tions, or the earthquak(\s, or any other signs of igneous

ageiicy.J

Macedonia, Tlirace, and Epirus have always been subject

to earthquakes, and the Ionian Isles are conlinually con-

vulsed.

Respecting Southern Italy, Sicily, and tb^; Lii>ari Isles, it

is unnecessary to enlarge here, as I shall have occasion again

to allude to them. I may mention, however, tliat a band of

volcanib action has been traced by Dr. Daulxoiy across the

Italian Peninsula, from Ischia to Mount Vnltur, in Apulia,

the commencement of the line being found in the hot sj>ring8

of Ischia, after which it is prolonged tlirough Vesuvius to

the liagod’Ansanto, where gases similar to those of Vesuvius

Strabo, ed. FaL p, ^00. t Virl(*t, Bulloin do la OAol de

t Refioarcheo in Asia Minor, vyjI ii. Franco, tom in \> lOIt

p. S9.

VOL. I. Q Q
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are evolved. Its farther extension strikes Mount Vultur, a

lofty cone composed of tuff and lava, from one side of which

carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen are emitted.*

Traditions of deluges .—The traditions which have come

down to us from remote ages of great inundations said to

have happened in Greece and on the confines of the Grecian

settlements, had doubtless their origin in a series of local

catastrophes, caused principally by earthquakes. The fre-

quent migrations of the earlier inhabitants, and the' total

want of written annals long aft^r the settlement of each

country, make it impossible for us at this distance of time to

fix either the true localities or probable dates of these events.

The first philosophical writers of Greece were, therefore, as

much at a loss as ourselves to offer a reasonable conjecture

on these points, or to decide how many catastrophes might

sometimes have become confounded in one tale, or how much
this tale may have been amplified, in after times, or obscured

by fnythological fiction. The floods of Ogyges knA Deuca-

lion are commonly said to have h^pp^ued before the Trojan

war ;
that of Ogyges more than seventeen,’ and that of Deu-

calion more than fifteen, centuries before our era. As to the

Ogygian flood, it is generally described as having laid waste

Attica, and was referred by some writers to a great overflow-

ing of rivers, to which cause Aristotle also attributed the

deluge of Deucalion, which, he saj s, affected Hellas only, or

the central part of Thessaly. Others imagined the same

event to have been due to an earthquake, which threw down
masses of rock, and stopped up the course of the Peneus in

the narrow defile between Mounts Ossa and Olympus.

As to the deluge of Samuthrace, which is generally re-

ferred to a distinct date, it appears that the shores of that

small island and the adjoining mainland of Asia were inun-

dated by the sea, Diodorus Siculus says that the inhabi-

tants had time to take refuge in the mountains, and save

themselves by flight
;
he also relates, that long after the event

the fishermen of the island drew up in their nets* the capitals

of columns, ‘which were the remains of cities submerged

^ Daubeny on Mo\mt Vultur, Ashmolean Memoirs. Oztod, 1806.
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hy that terrible catastrophe.’* These statements scarcely

•leave any doubt that there occurred, at the period alluded

to, earthquakes and inroads of the sea accompanied by a

subsidence of the coast. It is not impossible that the story

of the bursting of the Black Sea through the Thracian Bos-

phorus into the Grecian Archipelago, which accompanied,

and, as some say, caused the Samothraciau deluge, may liave

reference to a wave, or succession of waves, raised in the

Eu^ne by the same convulsion.

We know that subterr^iean niovemonts and volcanic erup-

tions are often attended nol only by incursions of the sea, but

also by violent rains, and the complete derangemont of tl^o

river drainage of the inland country, and by the damming
lip of the outlets of lakes by landslips, or obstructions in the

courses bf subterranean rivers, such iis abound in Thessaly

and the Morea. We need not thert‘f(>re be surprised at the

variety of causes assigned for the traditional floods of Gn^ce,

by Heroddtus, Aristotle, DicKlorus,* Sti’abo, and others.* As

to the area embraced, lirsl^all the Grecian deluges occumnl

simultaneously, instead ot Inung bj>r(‘ad ovi'r many centuries,

and had they, instead of being extremely local, michefl at once

fr5m the Euxine to the south-webtern limit of the Pelopon-

nesus, and from Macedonia to Rhodes, the d(*vaHtation would

still have been more limited than that already alluded to,

p. 581, which visited Chili in 18^35, wlnui a voloaoiic eruption

broke out in the Andes, opposib^ ChilcK*, and another at Juaii

Fernandez, distant 720 geographical indes, at the sann*

time that several lofty cones in the Cordillera, tOO miles

to the eastward of that island, threw out vapour and ignited

matter. Throughout a great part of the space thus recently

shaken in South America, cities were laid in mins, or the laud

was permanently.upheaved, or mountainous waves rolled in-

land from the Pacific.

Periodical alternation of earthqtaihes in Si/rir and Southern

Italy ,—It has been remarked by Von Hoff, that from the

commencement of the thirteenth to the latter half of the

seventeenth century, there was an almost entire cessation of

* Book V, ch. jclri.—See Letter of M. Virlet, Balletju do la Soc. Cr^l. de

FraitCQ« tom. li. p. S41.

'
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earthquakes in Syria and Judea; and, during this interral of

quiescence, the Archipelago, together with part of the ad-*

jacent coast of Asia Minor, as also Southern Italy and Sicily,

suffered greatly from earthquakes ; while volcanic eruptioiis

were unusually frequent in the same regions. A more ex-

tended comparison, also, of the history of the subterranean

convulsions of those tracts seems to confirm the opinion, that

a violent crisis of commotion never visits both at the same

time. It is impossible for us to declare, as yet, whethef this

phenomenon is con si ant in this {Vid other regions, because

we can rarely trace back a connected series of events farther

than a few centuri(»s; but it is well known that, where

numerous vents are clustered together within a small area,

as in many archipelagos for instance, two of them are never

in violent eruption at once. If the action of on6 becomes

very great for a century or more, the others assume the ap-

peartince of spent volcanos. It is, therefore, not improbable

that st'parate provinces of the same great range 6f volcanic

fires may hold a relation to one 4^e<rp-seated focus, analogous

to that whi('h the apertures of a small group bear to some
more superficial rent or cavity. Tims, for example, we may
conjecture that, at a coniparativel^> small distance from the

surfiice, Ischia and Vesuvius mutually communicate with

certain fissures, aTid that each aftbrds relief alternately to

elastic fluids and lava there generated. So we may suppose

Southern Italy and Syria to be connected, at a much greater

dei>1h, with a lower f>art of the very same system of fissures;

in which case any obstruction occurring in one duct may
have the effect of causing almost all the vapour and melted

matter to be forced up the other, and if they cannot get vent,

they may be the cause of violent earthquakes. Some objec-

tions advanced against this doctrine that ‘ volcanos act as

safety-valves,’ will be considered in the sequel.*

The north-eastern portion of Africa, including Egypt,

which lies six or seven degrees south of the volcanic line

already traced, has been almost always exempt from earih-

quakes ; but the north-western portion, especially Fez and
Morocco, which fall within the line, suffer greatly from time

Soe Vol. n. Ch. XXXII , Cafise Volcanic ErupUom.
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to thue. The southern part of Spain, and also of Portugal,

have generally been exposed to the same scourge simultaue*

ously with Northern Afeica. The provinces ofMalaga, Mxircia,

and Granada, and in Portugal the country round Lisbon,

are recorded at several periods to have been devastated by
great earthquakes It will be seen, from Michell’s account

of the great Lisbon shock in 1755, that the first movement
proceeded from the bed of the ocean ten or fifteen leagues

front the coast. So late as February 2, 1816, when Lisbon

was vehemently shaken, ^o ships felt a shock in the ocean

west from Lisbon; one of them at the distance of 120,

and the other 262 French leagues from the coast fact

which is more interesting, because a line drawn through the

Grecian Archipelago, the volcanic region of Southern Italy,

Sicily, Southern Spain, and Portugal, will, if prolonged west-

ward through the ocean; strike the volcanic group of the

Azores, which may possibly therefore ha ve a submarine con-

nection with the European line. • •

In regard to the voluianic system of Southern Europe, it

may be observed, that there is a cential tract where the

greatest earthquakes prevail, in which rocks are shattered,

mountains rent, the surface elevated or depressed, and cities

laid ijpi ruins. On each side of this line of greatest commo-

tion there are parallel bands of country where the shocks are

less violent. At a still greater distance (as in Nc»rtliern Italy,

for example, extending to the foot of the Alps), there are

spaces where the shocks are much rarer and more feeble, y('t

possibly of sufficient force to cause, by continued repetition,

some appreciable alteration in the extej nal form of the earth’s

crust. Beyond these limits, again, all countries arc liable to

slight tremors, at distant intervals of time, wlieii some great

crisis of subterranean movement agitates an adjoining vol-

canic region ;
but these may be considered jis more vibralions,

propagated mechanically through the external cover iug of

the globe, as sounds travel almost to indefinite distances

titrongh the air. Shocks of this kind have been felt in Eng-

land, Scotland, Northern France, and Germany—particularly

during the Lisbon earthquake. But these countries cannot,

* Yetneta, Journal das Voyages, tom. iv. p 111.—Von liolf, rol. ii p 275.
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on this account, be supposed to constitute parts of the south-

ern volcanic region, any more than the Shetland and Orkney f

Islands can be considered as belonging to the Icelandic circle,

because the sands ejected from Hecla have been wafted

thither by the winds.

Besides the continuous spaces of subterranean disturbance,

of which we have merely sketched the outline, there are other

disconnected volcanic groups, of which several will be men-

tioned hereafter.

Lines of net LUC aud exiinet volcano^^ 7hot to be eonfo^inded.

—

We must always bo careful to distinguish between lines of

extinct and active volcanos, even where they appear to run in

tlie same direotiem
;

for ancient and modern systems may in-

terfere with each other. Already, indeed, we have proof that

this is the case
;
so that it is not by geographical position,'

but by roferenee to the species of organic beings alone,

whether aquatic or terrestrial, whose remains occur in beds

iiit(*rstratified with lavas, that we can clearly distinguish the

relative ago of volcanos of which ncjt eruptions are recorded.

Had Southern Italy been known to civilised nations for as

short a period as America, we should have had no recordbf
eruptions in Ischia

;
yet we might have assure^ ourselves

that the lavas of that isle had flowed since the Mediterranean

was inhabited by the species of testacea now living in the

Neapolitan seas. With this assurance, it would not have

been rash to include the numerous vents of that island in the

modern volcanic group of Campania.

On similar groiuids we may infer, without much hesitation,

that the eruptions of Etna, and the modern earthquakes of

Calabria, are a coiitimiatiori of that action which, at a some*

what earlier jieriod, jiroduced the submarine lavas of the Val

di Note in Sicily. But, on the other hand, the lavas of the

Eugaiiean Hills and the Yiceutin, although not wholly beyond

the range of earthquakes in Northern Italy, must not be

confounded with any existing volcanic system ; for when they

flowed, the seas were inhabited by animals of the Eocene

period, almost all of them distinct from those now known to

live, whether in the Mediterranean or other parts of the

globe.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

VOLCABTIO DISTEICT OP »APLES.

HISTORY OF THK 'lOICANiC W{1 PTIONM IV TWF 1)1‘<T1UCT ROFVD NAPl VS—
BAUTY COWLISlONft IN Till ISLAND 01 !SiHl\ M MfUOl H CONLS TUHOV^N
UP IHTTtB—lAKB A’lKIlMS TllV AOIf^TARA ID-NITVVI 01 IJIK KKf ITIONS
01 V1SL\ILS, AD 7il“ I>FS< RinruiV OF IHl IHVKDMKNA HIS

SllEVCR HKMPKCTINO the DFsTItlCrinN 01 illllllANEtM AM> lOVlKlI

HisTom oi risivns i w a Di^rHAuniD in hchia in U02
—PAtSK IN IHL mil HONS 01 MONTI \ I m ) lUiMTlN tp
VNIlOltlflTY 1)1 Till liOICVMC OI hUiflOVK 01 \ I si Ml S AM) i IILHUH T \N

FlklDH IN AMCIKNI AND M IDHUV TiAllA

•
• •

I SHALL next give a akot^li oi llie history of Koirie of the vol*

eaiuc vents Jisi/eised tlii%ugliout ihv gnut regiotia before

de&cribed, and (oiisidei the composition and tiirangemeut of

tht^ir lavas and cjectcnl niattii. The only volcanic region

knowh to the ancients was that of the MeditiTi tinoan
;
and

even of this they have tiansiiiiited to ns very imperfect

records relating to the eruptions of the three piincipal dis-

tricts, namely, that round Naples, Dial oi Sicilj and its isles,

and that of the Grecian Archipelago. far th(‘ most con-

nected senes of leeords tliiougliout a long period relates to

the first of these provinces
; and ibese cinnot be too atien-

tively considered, as much histoiieal information is indis-

pensable in order to enable us to olitain a clear mow of the

connection and alternate mode of action of the diflerent venis

in a single volcanic group.

Early conmkian^ in the hJand of Ischia.—The Neapolitan

volcanos extend from Vesuvius, through the Plilegneau Fields,

to Procida and Ischia, in a somewhat linear arrangement,

Ifanging from the north-east to the south-west, as will be

seen in the annexed map of the volcanic district of Naples

(fig, 66), Within the space above lin*ited, the volcanic force
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is sometimes developed in single eruptions from a consider*

able number of irregularly scattered points; but a great p^
of its action has been confined to one principal and habitual

vent, Vesuvius or Somma. Before the Christian era, from
the remotest periods of which we have any tradition, this

principal vent was in a state of inactivity. But terrific

convnlsions then took place from time to time in Ischia

(Fithecusa), and seem to have extended to the neighbouring

isle of Procida (Proohyta)
; for Strabo* mentions a story of

Fig 66
*

A Astroni 11 Monte IJiirL'iro M Mf)nte Nnovo 8 The Solfatara

Procida having been torn asunder from Ischia ; and PUnyf
derives its name from its having been poured forth by an

eruption from Ischia. .

The present circumference of Ischia along the water’s edge

is eighteen miles, its length from west to east about five, and
its breadth from north to south three miles. Several Greek

colonies which settled there before the Christian er^ were

compelled to abandon it in consequence of the violeniCe of the

eruptions. First the Erythrseans, and afterwards flie Chal-

* Lib. V t Hat. Hist. lib. ib. c. 6.
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ilSS&mUy are mentioned as having been tamed out by earth-

• <|uabes and igneous exhalations. A colony was afterwards

estabHahed by Hiero, king of Syracuse, about 880 years

before the Christian era ; but when they had built a fortress,

they were compelled by an eruption to fly, and never again
" returned* Strabo tells us that Tima^us recorded a tradition,

that, a little before his time, Epomeus, the principal moun-

tain in the centre of the island, vomited fire during great

earthquakes; that the land between it and the coast had

ejected *mnch fiery matter, which flowed into the sea, and

that the sea receded for the distance of three stadia, and then

returning, overflowed the island. This eruption is supposed

by some to have been tliat which foriued the crater of Monte

Corvo on one of the higher flanks of Epomoo, above Foria,

‘the lava-current of which may still be traced, by aid of the

scorise on its surface, from the eiator to the sea.

To oi\e of the subsequent eruptions in the lower parts of

the isle, ^hich caused the expuKton ol the first Greek eolony,

Monte Rotaro has been attributed, and li bears every mark

of recent origifi. The cone, which I examined in 1828, is

remarkably perfect, and has a crat(*r on its summit pre-

dlsely resembling that of Monte Nuovo near Naples; but the

hill 18 larger, and resembles some of the more censidenible

cones of single eraption near Clermont in Auvergne, and,

like some of them, it has given vent to a lava-stream at its

base, instead of its summit, A small ravirn^ swept out by a

torrent exposes the &tru(*ture of the cruie, which is composed

of innumerable inclined and slightly uiiduLtting layers of

,
pumice, scoi’i®, white lapilli, and enormuas angul iv blocks of

trachyte. These last have evidently been throun out by

violent explosions, like those which in 1822 laumhcd from

Vesirvius a mass of augitic lava, of man^ tons’ weight, to

the distance of three miles, which fcdl in the gaulen of

Prince Ottajano. The cone of Rotaro is covered with the

arbutus, and other beautiful evergreens. Such is the strength

qC the virgin soil, that the shrubs have berome almost

arborescent; and the growth of some of the smaller wild

plants has been so vigorous, that botanists have scarcely

been able to recognise the species.
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The eruption which dislodged the Syracusan colony is sup-

posed to have given rise to that mighty current which forms

the promontory of Zaro and Caruso. The surface of these

lavas is still very arid and bristling, and is covered with

black scorice; so that it is not without great labour that

human industry has redeemed some small spots, and con-

verted them into vineyards. Upon the produce of these

vineyards the pojmlation of the island is almost entirely

supported. It amoiuited when I was first there, in 1828, « to

about twenty-five thousand, and was on the increase.

From the date of tlie great eruption last alluded to, down
to our own time, Ischia has enjoyed tranquillity, with the

67.

Piirt of Iscliiu ‘^coii from the \V(st l>)m a drawing by G. P Scropo.^

a ]Vloiilo L’punno jMontfc Vieo.

( ^Vnotlior ot rbu nimor cones with a crater ^

exception of one emission of lava hereafter to be described,

which, although it occasioned much local damage, does not

appear to have devastated the whole country, in the manner

of more ancient explosions. There are, upon the whole, on

ditterent parts of Kpoiiieo, or scattered through the lower

tracts of Ischia, twelve considerable volcanic cones which

have been thrown up siTice tlie island was raised above the

surface of the deep
;
and many streams of lava may have

flowed, like that of ‘Arso’ in 1302, without cones having

been produced ;
so that this island may, for ages before the

period of the remotest traditions, have served as a

alve to the whole Terra di Lavoro, while the fires of Tesa^

vius were dormant.

* See G. Poulelt Scrope, Geol. Trans. 2d saries, vol. ii. pL S4.
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Xfdto Averms^—It seems also clear that Avernus, a circular

•lake near Puzzuoli, about half a mile in diameter, which is

now a salubrious and cheerful spot, once exhaled mephitic

vapours, such as are often emitted by craters after eraptions.

There is no reason for discrediting the account of Lucretius,

that birds could not fly over it without being stifled, although

they may now frequent it uninjured.* There must have been

a time when this crater was in action ; and for many cen-

turies afterwards it may have deserved the appellation of

‘atri jauua Ditis,’ emittjiig, perhaps, gases as destructive of

ainmal life as those suffocating vapours givoJi out by Lake
Quilotoa, in Quito, 171)7, by which whole herds of cattle

on its shores were killed,t or as those deleterious emanaticuis

which annihilated all the cattle in the island of Lancerote,

one of the Canaries, in 17iJ0.J Bory 8t. Vincent unuitioiis,

that in the same isle birds fell lifeless to the ground; and Sir

WilUam^Hamilton informs ns that he ]nekt*d up dead birds

on Vesuvius during an eruption. • •

Solfatara,—The Solfs*tara, iienr Pnzzuoli, which luny be

considered as af nearly (‘xtinguished <*iMter, uppcsirs, by the

accounts of Strabo and otlj»u\s, to have been before the (‘hris-

tffin era in very much the same state iis* at pr(‘M‘nl, giving

vent ’continually to aqueous vapour, tog(»ther w’iih sulphu-

reous and muriatic acid gases, like tliosc evolved by Vesuvius.

Ancient history of Vemvim. — yucli, then, were the points

where the subterranean tin^s obtained vtuit, from tiie earliest

period to which tmditioii reaches back, down to the first cen-

tury of the Christian ora
;
but we tlnui arrive at a crisis in the

to volcanic action of this district—one of |hc most interesting

events witnessed by man during the brief period tljroughout

which he has observed the physical changes on the earth’s

surface. Prom the first colonisation of Scuitliern Italy by the

Greeks^ Vesuvius afforded no other indications of its volcanic

character than such as the naturalist might infer, from the

analogy.of its structure to other volcanos. These were recog-

* De Rersm Nat. vi. 740.—Forbes, { Von JJurh I'tbcr vnl<^*u-

ott Bay of Naples, Edin. Jourh. of Sci., iechoti Ausbrucli auf der Itjsel Uinze-

No. Ui. neer aeriee, p. S7 Jan. 1S30. rote.

t Humboldt, Voy., p. 317.
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nised by Strabo, but Pliny did not include this mountain in

his list of active vents. The ancient cone was of a very '

refjular form, terminating not as at present, in two peaksf

but with a summit which presented, when seen from a dis-

tance, the ordinary outline ofan abruptly truncated cone. On
the sum’nitj as we learn from Plutarch, there was a crater

with steep cliffs, and having its interior overgro^vn with wild

vines, and with a sterile 2>lain at the bottom. On the ex-

terior, the flanks of the mountains were clothed with fertile

fields richly cultivated, and at its J^)ase were the populous

cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii. But the scene of repose

was at length doomed to cease, and the volcanic fire was re-

called to the main channel, which at some former unknown
period had given passage to repeated streams of melted lava,

sand, and scorise.

Renewal of ite erupfionit.—The first symptom of the revival

of the energies of ibis volcano was the occurrence of an

eorthqHake in the year 63 after Clu-ist, which did considerable

injury to the cities in its vicinity.^ tVora that time to the

year 71) slight shocks were frequent; and iii the month of

August of that year they became more numerous and violent,

till they ended at length in an eruption. The elder Pliny,

who commanded the Koman fleet, was then stationed at

Misenum; and in his anxiety to obtain a near view of the

phenomena, he lost his life, being suffocated by sulphureous

vapours. His nephew, the younger Pliny, remained at

Misenum, and has given us, in his Letters, a lively descrip-

tion of the awful scene. A dense column of vapour was first

seen rising verticall) from Vesuvius, and then spreading it-

self out lah'rally, so tliat its upper portion resembled the

head, and its lower the trunk of the pine, which characterises

the Italian landscape. This black cloud was pierced ooca-

sionally by flashes of fire as vivid as lightning, succeeded by

darsness more profound than night. Ashes fell even upon

the ships at Misenum, and caused a shoal in one part of the

sea—the ground rocked, and the sea receded from the shoresj

so that many marine animals were seen on the diy Sand.

The appearances above described agree perfectly with those
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witnessed in more recent eruptions^ especially those of Monte
in 1588, and of Vesuvius in 1822.

The younger Pliny, although giving a circumstantial detail

of so many physical facts, and describing the eruption and

earthquake, and the shower of ashes which fell at 8tabia»,

makes no allusion to the sudden overwhelming of two large

and populous cities, Herculaneum and Pompeii. Tn explana-

tion of this omission, it has been suggested that his chief

object was simply to give Tacitus a full account of the par-

ticulars of his uncle’s <^ath. It is worthy, however, of re-

mark, that had the buried cities never been discovered, the

accounts transmitted to us of their tragical end might well

have been discredited by the majority, so vague and general

are the narratives, or so long subsequent to the event. Taci-

• tus, the friend and contemporary of Pliny, when adverting in

general terms to the convulsions, sd}s merely that * cities

were copsumed or buried.’ *

Suetonius, although he alludes to the eruption ifleiden-

tally, is silent as to the cities. They an' mentioned by

Martial, in an <?pigram, as irnmerscsl in cinders ; but the first

historian who alludes to them by nann' is Dion (’assiusjt

^ho flourished about a eeuturv and a half afh'i* Pliny, He
appears to have derived his information from the traditions

of the inhabitants, and to have recorded, without discrimina-

tion, all the facts and fables which he could collect, lie tells

us, ‘that during the eruption a multitude of men of super-

human stature, resembling giants, a[>peared, sometimes on

the mountain, and sometimes in the environs—that stones

and smoke were thrown out, the sun was hidden, and then

the giants seemed to rise again, while the sounds of trumpets

were heard, &c. &c. ; and finally,’ he relates, ‘twf) entire

citieS, Herculaneum and Pompeii, were buried under showers

of ashes, while all the people were sitting in the theatre.’

That many of these circumstances were invented, would have

been obvious, even without the aid of Pliny’s leib'rs; and

the examination of Herculaneum and Pompeii enables us to

prove that none of the people were destroyed in the theatres,

and indeed, that there were very few of the inhabitants who

* ' Haastifr ant urbes/—Hi«t. lib. i t Hum lib Ixn
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did not escape from both cities. Yet some lives were lost,

and there was ample foundation for the tale in its most f

essential particuilars.

It does not appear that in the year 79 any lava flowed from

Vesuvius
;
the ejected substances, perhaps, consisted entirely

of lapilli, sand, and fragments of older lava, as when Monte

Nuovo was thrown up in The first era at which we
have authentic accouuts of the flowing of a stream of lava is

the year 103(5, winch is the seventh eruption from the rtjvi-

val of the fires of the volcano. A^few years afterwards, in

1019, anoth(‘r eruption is mentioned, and another in 1138

(or 1139), after which a great pause ensued of 168 years.

During lliis) long interval of repose, two minor vents opened

at distant 2)oints. First, it is on tradition that an eruption

took place from the Solfatara in the year 1198, during the

reign of Frederick II., Emperor of Germany ;
and although

no circunibtantial detail of the event has reached^ us from

those ‘'dark ages, wo may rt^eive the fact without he^sitation.*

Nothing more, however, can be attributed to this eruption,

as Mr. Scrope obsi'rAes, Ilian the discharge' of a light and

scoriform tracliytic lava (that of Monte Olivano), of recent

aspect, resting upon the strata of loose tuft* which cover the

principal mass of trachyte.f

Volcaifir eruption in Tschia^ 1302.—The other occurrence is

well autlieiiticiitecl,—the eruption, in the year 1302, of a

lava-stream from a new vent on the sonth-east end of the

Island of Iscliia. Dining part of 1301, earthquakes had

succeeded one another with fearful rapidity 5 and they ter-

minated at last with the discharge of a lava-stream from a«

point named the Ciimj)o del Arso, not far from the town of

Ischia. The lava ran quiie down to the sea—a distance of

about two miles : in colour it varies from iron grey red-

dish black, and is remarkable for the glassy felspar which it

contains. Its surface is almost as sterile, after a pm*iod of

five centuries, as if it had cooled down yesterday. A few

scantlings of wild thyme, and two or three other dwaarfi^

* The earliest nuthonty, says Mr. &c, No i., new series, p. 12^, July,

Forbos, pfivtn tor this fact, apponrs to 1S29.

be Capaccio, quoted in the Terra Tre- t Ocol. Trans., second series, Tok iu

maute of Bonito.—Edin. Journ. of Sci. p. 346.
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plants alone appear in the interstices of the scorise, while

the Vesttvian lava of 1767 is already covered with a luxuriant

vegetation. Pontanus, whose country-house was burnt and

overwhelmed, describes the dreadful scene as having lasted

two months.* Many houses were swallowed up, and a par-

tial emigration of the inhabitants followed. This eruption

produced no cone, but only a slight depression, hardly de-

serving the name of a crater, where heaps of black and red

scorim lie scattered around. Until this eruption, Ischia is

generally believed to h^ve enjoyed an interval of rest for

about seventeen centuries ; but Julius Obsequens,t who flou-

rished A.D. 214, refers to some volcanic convulsions in the

year 662 after the building of Rome (91 n.o.) As Pliny,

who lived a, century before Obsequens, does not enumerate
’ this among otluT volcanic eruidions, the stor)’^ has been

thought erroneous, and it may perliaps relate to some sub-

terraneau commotions of no great \iolenee.

History of Vemvins after 1UJ8?—To return to V(*suViufl ;

—

the next eruption occtwgtHl in IdOG; between which era and

1631 there was only one other (m 1M)0), and that a slight

one. It has been renvirked, that througliout this period

Etna was in a state of such unusual activity as to lend coun-

tenance to the idea that the groat Sicilian vcJcano ihay

sometimes serve as a channel of discharge to elastic fluids

and lava that would otheiwise ris(^ fy the vents in Campania.

But we have not sufficient data as yet to enable us to form

an opinion whether such a coincidence may not have been

accidental and exceptional. When volcanic vents are dis-

tinctly arranged in a linear series, the sifbtoiTaru'an conne(»-

tion of different portions of the line may be speculated upon

more freely.

Formati<m of Monte Nuovo, 1538.—The great ]»ause was

also marked by a memorable event in the Phlegnean Fields

—the sudden formation of a new mountain in 1538, of which

we have received authentic accounts from contemporary

writers.

The height of this mountain, called ever since Monte

^ Lib. VI do Bello Neap, in Grsevii Thesaur,

t Frodig. libel e. cziv.
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Nuovo, has been determined, by the Italian mineratogist

Piiii, to be 440 English feet above the level of the bay j its

base is about 8,000 feet, or more than a mile and a half

in circumference. According to Pini, the depth of the

crater is 421 English feet from the summit of the hill, so

that its bottom is only nineteen feet above the level of tibe

sea. The cone is declared, by the best authorities, to stand

partly on the site of the Lucrine Lake (4, fig. 69), which

was liothing more than the crater of a pre-existent volcano,

Tig 6S '

Monte Nuovo, fornioJ in the Bay of itai.p Scpf 29th, 1638

1 CN)ni» of Mo?ite Nuo^o 2 Brim of crater of

3 1 IkitumI c jIUhI Baths i»f ho.ro or Stufe di Tntoli.

and was almost entirely filled during the explosion of 1&98*

Nothing now remains but a shallow pool, separated from the

sea by an elevated beach, raised artificially.

Sir William Hamilton has given us two original letters

describing this eruption. Tlie first, by Falconi, dated I538>

contains the following passages,* ‘ It is now two years since

there have been irequent earthquakes at Pnzzuoli, Naples^

and the neighbouring parts. On the day and in the i^ght

before the eruption (of Monte Nuovo), about twenty dicicks^

great and small, were felt. The eruption began on the 29th

* Campi Plilegrsei, p. 70.
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of Septembor^ 1588. It waa on a Sunday, about one o’clock

^
in tke night, when flames of Are were seen between the hot

baths and Tripergola* In a short time the fire increased to

such a degree, that it burst open the earth in this place, and

threw up so great a quantity of ashes and pumice-stones,

mixed with water, as covered the whole country. The next

morning (after the formation of Monto Nuuvo) the poor in-

habitants of Puzzuoli quitted their habitations iii terror,

covered with the muddy and black shower, which continued

the whole day in that country—flying fioni death, but with

rijj f»o

Iho i’lilfpjttin } ilUIh *

1 Mont< Tsivno 1 Lutnnc L»k(

2 -Mor to BiHurcj 5 I In >I i n i

3 I^knA\<rnus <> I*ii//u li

7 J? i> of IJuiT •

“**death painted in their countenances. Some with th**ir

children in their arms, some with sacks full of ilieir goods;

othensk leading an ass, loaded with their fnghten^^d family,

towardsNaples ;
others carrjdng quantities of bn (K, of vai lous

sorte, that had fallen dead at the beginning of the eruption

;

others, again, with fish which they had found, and which were

to be met with in plenty on the shore, the sea having left

* these nspTMenUtioiw of the Fble- PhJegnii ’ Tho faithful neeb of hie

grsean Fidae, 68 and C9, are ro- cedoured (Khn<<tti(>iiH of the scirury

doQod from TiewB given by Bir WilUam of that country runuot hr too highly

Mamiiton in his great a^urk 'Campt praised

TOL. U E U
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them dry for a considerable time. I accompanied Signor

Moramaldo to behold the wonderful effects of the eruption.^

The sea had retired on the side of Baiee, abandoning a con-

siderable tract, and the shore appeared almost entirely dry,

from the quantity of ashes and broken pumice-stones thrown

up by the eruption. I saw two springs in tlie newly-dis-

covered mins ;
one before the house that was the Queen’s, of

hot and salt water,’ &c.

So far Falconi : the other account is by Pietro Giacon&o di

Toledo, whioli begins thus ;
—

‘ It is now two years since this

province of C’ampagna lias been afflicted with earthquakes,

the country about Pnzzuoli much more so than any other

parts : but on the 27th and the 28th ofthe month ofSeptember

last, the earthquakes did not cease, day or night, in the town

of Puzzuoli: that plain which lies between Lake -AvernuS,

the Monte Barbaro, and the sea, was raised a little^ and many
cracks were made in it, from some of which issued water; at

the s&mc time the sea, immediately adjoining the plain, dried

up about two hundred pacesy so that the fish were left on the

sand a prey to the inhabitants Pnzzuoli". At last on the

2i>th of the same month, about two o’clock in the night, the

earth opened near the lake, and discovered a horrid mouiib,

from which were vomited furiously smoke, fire, stoned, and

mud, composed of ashes, making at the time of its opening

a noise like the loudest thunder. The stones which followed

were by the flumes converted to pumice, and some of these

were lanjer than an osr, Tlie stones wenl. about as high as a

cross-bow can carry, and then fell down, sometimes on the

edge, and sometimes into the mouth itself. The mud was

of the colour of aslies, and at first very liquid, then by de-*

grees less so, and in such quantities, that in less than twelve

hours, with the help of tin* above-mentioned stones^ a'^tnoun-

tain was raised of 1,000 paces in height. Not only Fuzaiioli

and the neighbouring countiy was full of this mud, but the

city of Naples also ; so that many of its palaces were defaced

by it. Now this eruption lasted two nights and ^wo dajjir

without intermission, though, it is tnie, not always with t&e

same force ;
the third day the eruption ceased, and I went

up with many people to the top of the new hill, and aaw
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down iuto its moath, which was a round cavity about k

quarter of a mile in circumference, in the middle of which

the atones which had fallen were boiling up, just as a caldron

of water boils on the fire. The fourth day it began to throw

up again, and the seventh much more, but still with less

violence than the first night. At this time many persons

who were on the hill were knocked down by the stones and

killed, or smothered with the smoke. In tlie day the smoke

stiU^^ontinnes, and you often see fire in the midst of it in the

• night-time.’ * %

It will be seen that both these accounts, written imme-

diately after the birth iif Monte Nuovo, agree in stating that

the sea retired
;
and one mentions that its bottom was up-

raised; but they attribute the origin of the new hill exclu-

sively to Tkhe jets of mud, showers of scoria', and large frag-

ments of rock, cast out fnmi a central orifice, for sevtTal

days and nights. Baron Von Buch, liow(‘ver, in liis excellent

work on Ihe Canary Islands, and volcanic phenomena in

general, has declared lii^<g)inion that the cone and crater of

Monte Nuovo were formed, not in the manner above de-

scribed, but by the upheaval of solid beds of white tufi',

which were previously horizontal, and were pushed up in

1538, so as to dip away in all directions from the centre,

with the same inclination as the sloping surface of the cone

itself. ‘It is an error,’ he says, ‘to imagine that this hill

was formed by eruption, or by the ejection of pumice, scorim,

and other incoherent matter ;
for the solid beds of upraised

tuff are visible aU round the crater, and it is merely the

< jfiuperficial covering of the cone which is nvade up of ejected

sooriaB/t

In ^nfirmation of this view, M, Dufrenoy lias cited a pas-

sage from the works of Porzio, a celebrated physician of that

period^ to prove that in 1538 the ground where Monte

Kuovo stands was pushed up in tlie form of a great l>ubble

or bfistor, which on bursting gave origin to the present deep

crater. Porzio says, ‘that after two days and nights of

violent earthquakes, the sea retired for nearly 200 yards ; so

that the inhabitants could collect great numbers of fish on

Oampi Phlegrtti, p 77* tP 347 Pam 1836.

B tt 2
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this part of the shore, and see som^ springs of fi^sh water

which rose up thexe. At length, on the third day of the

calends of October (September 29), they saw a large tract of

ground intervening between the foot of Monte Barbaro and

part of the sea, near the Lake Avernus, rise, and suddenly

assume the form of an incipient hill
; and at two o’clock at

night, this heap of earth, opening as it were its mouth,

vomited, with a loud noise, flames, pumice-stones, and

ashes.’*
**

So late as the y(‘ar 18tC a fourth manuscript (written im*

mediately after the orui)tion) was discovered and published

in Germany. It was written in 1538 by Francesco del Nero,t

who inontioiis the drying up of the bed of the sea near

Piiyyiioli, which enabled the inhabitants of the town to carry

off loads of fibh. At about eight o’clock in the morning of

the 29th September, the earth sank down about fourteen feet

in that place whore the volcanic orifice now appears, and
tliero issued forth a smaH stream of wat(*r, at first cold, and

afterwards tepid. At noon, on tl^p f^ame day, the earth began

to swell up in the same spot where it had sunk down fourteen

feet, so as to form a lull. About this time fire issued forth,

and gave rise to the great gulf, ^with such a force, nrise,

and shining light, that I, who was standing in my garden,

was s(dzed wdth terror. Forty minutes afterwards, alti^ough

unwell, I got upon a neighbouring height, from which I saw

all that took place, and by my troth it was a splendid fire,

that tlirew up for a long time inneh earth and many stones,

which fell back again all round the gulf, in a semicircle of

fi-om one to three bow^-shots in diameter, and, filling up parA

of the sea, formed a hill nearly of the height of Monte Mo-
rello. Masses of earth and stones, as large as an ox, were

shot up from the fiery gulf into the air, to a height which I

‘Mngrms torw tractuM, qui inUr Omui'a, Modica, Phil,, 6t MsthAtbat., in

radi(< N nmutis, quom Barharuni incoloE* unum (^>llecta, 17^6^ cit^ hy

appellant, et mare juxtaAvpniuHijaoc't, Mem pour servir k jane

scso engere videbatnr, et roontih subit^ G^logique de la France^ Um- iv, p. 274.

naicentin fipiram imitari. Eo ipso the t See Nenee Jiibr Bach to^646^ and
hor4 uoctis II , iste torra^ cumulus a translation in the Qnortofly Jonm. of

aporto veluti ore, miigno rum fremitu, the Oool Soc. to 18i7, vol. iii. p. 20-

magnos ignes eromuit
;
pumiccsque, et Memoirs,

lapides, cinoreaquo.'— Ponsio, Opera
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estimate at a mile and a half. When they descended, some

>rere dry, others in a soft muddy state,’ He concludes by

aHuding again to the sinking of the ground, and tlie eleva*

tion of it which followed, and says that to him it was incon-

ceivable how such a mass of stones and ashes ooulil have

been poured forth from the gulf. He also refers to Ihe ac

count which Porzio was to draw up for the Viceroy.

On comparing these four accounts, recorded by eye-wit-

ness^, there appears io be no real discrepancy between

. them. It seems clear that^the ground first sank down four-

teen feet on the site of tlie future volcano, and after having

subsided it was again propelled upNvards by the lava mingh’d

with steam and gases, which were about to burst forth.

Jets of red-hot lava, fragments of fractured rock, and occa-

sionally mud composed of a mixture of pumie(% luff, and

bea-water, were hurled into the air. Some of the blocks of

stone were very large, loading us to infer that ilie gnjund

which sanl^and rose again was inucli shattered and tor^i to

pieces by the elastic vapowrs. The wliole hill was formed

at once, butby anliiterriutUng action extending over a week

or more. It seems that the chasm opened h(*l wei^i the Tripew-

gola and the baths in its suburbs, and thnt the ejocled

materials fell and buried that small town. A considerable

part, however, of the hill was formed in less ilian twenty-

four hours, and in the same manner as on a smaller scale the

mud cones of air volcanos arc produced, with a cavity in the

middle.* There is iio difficulty in conceiving that th(*

pumiceous mud, if so thrown out, may have sot into a kind

stone on drying, just as some cements, CLmiposed of vol-

canic ashes, are known to consolidate with facility.

I am informed that Baron Von Buch discovered some

marine sheila of existing species, such as CK'cur fossil m the

tuff of the neighbourhood, in beds exposed low down in the

wall of the crater of Monte Nuovo. These may have

ejected in the mud mixed with sea-water which was cast out

of the boiUng gulf; or, as Signor Arcangelo Scacchi has

suggested,* they may have been derived from the older tuft,

which contains marine shells of recent specios. The same

* Hem lioy. Acad. Nap. 1849
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observer remarks that Porzio^s account upon the whole cor-

roborates the doctrine of the cone having been formed

eruption, in proof of which he cites the following passage
‘ But what was truly astonishing, a hill of pumice-stones and

ashes was heaped up round the gulf, to the height of a mile

in a single night.’* Signor Scacchi also adds that the

ancient temple of Apollo, now at the foot of Monte Nuovo,

and the walls of winch still retain their perfect perpendicu-

larity, could not ])ossibl3
" have maintained that position had

the cone of Monte Nnovo really been the result of upheaval.

Tripergola was imicli frequented as a watering-place, and

contained an hospital for those who resorted there for the

benefit of the tlierinal springs
; and it appears that there

were no ft'wer than three inns in the principal street. Had
Porzio stat(Ml that any of these buildings, or the ruins of

them, were seen by himself and others raised up above the

plain, a short time before the first eruption, so as to stand on

the cummit or slope of a e)(*w]3'-raised hillock, we might have

been compelled, by so oircnmstanjial a narrative, to adopt

M. Dufrenoy’s iiilerprotation.
^

But in the absiuiee of such evidence, we must appeal to

the crater itself, where we behold a section of the whole

mountain, without being able to detect any original rtucleus

of npheav('d rock distinct from the rest : on the contrary, the

whole mass is similar throughout in composition, and the

cone very symnu^trical in form ; nor are there any clefts, such

as might be looked for, as the effect of the sudden ]jpthrow

of stonj'' masses. Mr. Constant PrtU^ost has well remarked that

if beds of solid and non-elastic materials had yielded to ^
violent pressure directed from below upwards, we should find

not simply a deep empty cavity, but an irregular opening,

where many rents converged
; and these rents wouldT be now

seen breaking through the walls of the crater, widening as

they approach the centre. (Sco fig, 70, ci, 6.)t Not a single

fissure of this kind is observable in the interior of Monte

Nuovo, where the walls of the crater are continTione mA
* * Verum quod omnem siipcrat ad^ aspicitar.*

mirationem,mon6circum eamror&gitiem t M4m de la Soc. 0^1. de tmaiitk

ez piimicibus et cinere plusquara mille tom. it. p. SI.

pussuuiu altitudine un& Aoete congefltua
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entire; nor are tibere any dikee implying that rents had ex-

listed which were afterwards fiUed with lava or other matter.

It has moreover been often urged

by Von Bueh, De Beaumont, and 70.

others, who ascribe the conical

form of volcanos chiefly to up-

heaval from below, that in such ^

mountains there are a great imm-
bex^ of deep rents and ravines,

which diverge on all sides like the

spokes of a wheel, from near the

central axis to the circumference or base of the cone, as in

the case of Palma, Oantal, and Teneriffc. Yet the entire

absence of such divergent fissures or ra\ ines, in such cases

'as Monte Nuovo, Sonnna, or Etna, is passed by unnoticeil,

and appears to have raised in tbeir minds no objection to

their favourite theorj

.

It is, itideed, admitted b> M. IKifr(5noy that there are some

facta which it is very#difli<*ult to reconcile >uih his own

view of Por2io'?> record. Tims, for example, tliere are C(t-

tain Homan monuments at the base of Monte Nuovo, and on

tfie borders of Luke Avernus, sucli as the templea of Apollo

(before mentioned) and lUuto, which do not ainun to have

suffered in the least degree hy the supposed upb(»aval. ^ The

walls which still exist have preserved their vertical position,

and the vaults are in the same state as other monuments on

the shores of the Bay of Baiie. The long gallery which U‘<1

to the Sibyl’s Cave, on the other side of Lake Avernus, has

• in like manner escaped injury, the rool of the gallery' re-

maining perfectly horizontal, the only change being that the

soil of the chainW in which the Sibyl gave out her onicles

is nt>w covered by a few inches of water, whu*h merely indi-

cates n slight alteration in the level of Lake Avernus.’ * On

the supposition, then, that pre* existing beds of punuceons

tuff were upraised in 1538, so as to form Monte Nuovo, it is

acltnowtedged that the perfectly undisturbed state of the con-

tignons soil cn which these ancient monuments stand, is very

dhS^rent from what might have been expected.

* Dafr^noy, 3ttm. pour aemr,
, p. 277.
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Mr. Darwin, in his ‘ Volcanic Islands/ has described several

crateriform hills in the Galapagos Archipelago as composed f

of tuff which has evidently flowed like mud, and yet on con-

solidating has preserved an inclination of twenty and even

thirty degrees. The tuff does not fold in continuous sheets

round th.i hills ns would have happened if they had been

formed by the upheaval of horizontal layers. The author

describes the composition of the tuff as very similar to that

of Monte Nuovo, and the high angles at which the bbds

slope, both those which have flowed and those which have

fallen in the form of nslios, entirely removes the difficulty

supposed by M. Dufrenoy to exist in regard to the slope of

Monte Nuovo, where it exceeds an angle of 18® to 20®.* Mr.

Dana, also, in his uceount of the Sandwich Islands,f shows

that in the ‘cinder cones’ of that region, the strata have an

original inclination of betwetui and 40®, while in the

‘ tufa cones ’ fornuHl near the sea, the beds slope at about an

angle •of JIO®. The same 'naturalist also observed in the

Samoan or Navigator Islands in Pcjljtnesia, that fragments of

fresh coral had been thrown up together with volcanic mat-

ter to the height of 200 feet above the level of the sea in

cones of tufa.t

In October, 1857, 1 re-examined Monte Nuovo in company

with Prof. A. Soacchi. On the south side of the mountain I

saw both largo and small blocks of trachyte entering into its

composition, together with scorim, just as we might have ex-

pected from the accounts handed down to us of the eruption.

In the interior ()f the crater on the east and north-east side

an internal talus is seen, the bed«i of which slope at angles of

26° and 30° towards the centre or axis of the cone as at

a, fig. 71. Such taliises are well known as charactering

cones of eruption, being formed by those ejected materials

which fall inside the margin of the wall of the crater, and
which, although for the most part ejected again during sub*^

se<pient explosions, often leave some monuments of tlisit

former existence. We found several fragments of nutfioft

* Darwin's Volcanic Islands, p. 106, Expedition, in 1838—184S» p. 86i.

note. X p. 828.

t Geology of the American Exploring
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Cwrdinm^ Cefithium, &c., as well as of Roman bricks,

%in these strata, and I myself picked up three pieces of

pottery. Such remains are just what we might have looked

for; they are such as would have been showered down from

.above on a spot where the gaseous explosions burst through

marine accumulations like those of the Starziv, and by which

the houses of Tripergola were blown into the air.

I shall again revert to the doctrine of tlu* origin of vol-

canic cones by uplienval, when speaking of Vesuvius, Etna,

- and Santorin, and sluill fow merely add, iluit, in the

whole coast, fi*oni Mojite Nuovo to bejoinl Piizzindi, was up-

raised to the height of many feet above tin* bed of the Medi-

Fitf 71.

.Si^tioa of Moute Nuo\o bliovif i ii r iil tAins tt on tin* innor slope of

iho oratii cn it« noilh-i*U‘it suio

torronean, and has since retained the greater part of the

elevation then acquired. Th«‘ pioofs of these remarkable

changes of level will be considered at length when the phe-

nomena of the temple of Serapis are described.*

Volcanos of the Pfdegnran Fuhh,—Iinmediahdy adjoining

Monte Nuovo is the larger volcanic cone of Monte Barbaro

(2, fig. 69, p. 609), the ‘ Gaurus inaiiis ’ of Jinenal—an a[»-

pdlatioii given to it probably from its de< p eircnlar crater,

which is about a mile in diameter. Large as is this cone, it

was probably produced by a single eruption
;
and it does nrd,

perhdps, exceed in magnitude some of the largest of those

formed in Ischia, within the historical era. It is composrid

chiefly of indurated tufa like Monte Nuovo, stratifieil con-

fcxrmably to its conical surface. This hill was once very cele-

bni^lSd for its wines, and is still covered with vineyards ; but

when tike vine is not in leaf it has a sterile appearance, and,

late in the year, when seen firom the beautifnl Bay of Baiie,

SwCbap.XXIX.
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f

it often contrasts so strongly in Terdure with Monte Nuotq,

which is always clothed with arbutus, myrtle, and other wild #

evergreens, that the stranger might well imagine the cone of

older date to be that thrown up in the sixteenth century,^

There is nothing, indeed, so calculated to instruct the

geologist as the striking manner in which the recent volcanic

hills of Ischia, and that now under consideration, blend with

the surrounding landscape. Nothing seems wanting or re-

dundant
;
every part of the picture is in such perfect harmftny

with the r<'at, that the whole has the appearance of having

been called into existence by a single effort of creative

power. Yet what other result could we have anticipated if

Nature has over been governed by the same laws? Each new
mountain thrown up—each new tract of land raised or

depressed by earthquakes—should be in perfect accordance*

with those previously formed, if the entire configuration of

the surface has been due to a long series of similar dis-

tnrbaitces. Were it true that the greater part of the dry

land originated simultaneously in jti present state, at some

ora of paroxysmal convulsion, and that uddiCions were after-

wards made slowly and successively during a period of

comparative repose. ; then, indeed, there might be reason lo

expect a strong line of demarcation between the signs of

the ancient and modern changes. But the very continuity

of the plan, and the perfect identity of the causes, are to

many a source of doc('ption ; since by producing a unity of

oftect, they load them to exaggerate the energy of tlie agents

which operated in i he earlier ages. In the absence of all

historical information, they are as unable to separate the^

dates of the origin of different portions of our continents,

as the stranger is to dett^nniue, by their physical features

alone, the distinct ages of Monte Nuovo, Monte Barbaro,

Astroni, and the Solfatara,

The vast scale and violence of the volcanic operations in

Campania, in the olden time, has been a theme of deela*

mation, and has been contrasted with the oomparatiira state

* Hamilton (writing m 1770) Bays, Phlagpwi, p. SS. Tbia remark »o
* tha new mountain produces as yet but longer applicabla when 1 aaw it, in

a Tory slender vegetatiou/—Campi 1828.
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of qtdesceoce of this delightful region in the modern era.

Instead of inferring, from analogy, that the ancient Vesuvius

was always at rest when the craters of the Phlegrajan Tields

were burning—that each cone rose in succession,—and that

many years, and often centuries, of repose intervened between

different eruptions,—geologists seem to have generally con-

jectoed that the whole group sprang up from the ground

at once, like the soldiers of Cadmus when he sowed tlie

drsigon’s teeth. As well might they endeavour to persuade

us that on these Phlegrccan Fields, as the poets feigned,

the giants warred with 5ove, ere yet the puny race of mortals

were in being.

Modem enqdione of Vi^nvln^.—For nearly a century after

the birth of Monte Nuovo, Vesuvius continued in a state of

tranquillity, Th^^re had tlien berm no violent eruption for

492 years; and it appears that the crater was then exactly

in the, condition of the present extinct volcano of Astroni,

near Naples. Bracini, who visiU^d Vesuvius not long before

the eruption of 1(531, the following iniereKting descrip-

tion of the interior ^ The crater was five miles in ciremn-

fereiice, and al>out a thousand paces (l(‘ep; its sides wer(i

tfovered with brushwood, and nt the bottom there was a plain

off whicli cattle grazed. In the woody {>arts wild boars fre-

quently harboured. In one part of the plain, covered with

ashes, were three small jiools, one filled with hot and bitter

water, another salter than the sea, and a third hot, but taste-

less/* 'But at length tlicse forests and grassy jilains were'

consumed, being suddenly blown into the air, and their ashes

scattered to the winds. In December, lfi'51, sevm sireams of

lava poured at once from the crater, and overflowed several

villages on the flanks and at the foot of the mountain,

lte£ua, partly built over the ancient site of Herculaneum,

was consumed by the fiery torrent, (freai floods of mud

were as destructive as the lava itself,—no uncommoji occur-

rence during these catastrophes ;
for such is the violence of

rains produced by the evolutions of aqueous vapour, that

toirents of water descend the cone, and becoming charge4l

* RumiltonV Ciimpi Fhl«giW), folio, rol. 1 p. 62 ,
imd Bn«iUik, CiiiDp4n)0,

tome I p. 1S6.
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with impalpable volcanic dust, and rolling along loose ashes,

a<^*qiiire suflicient consistency to deserve their ordinaiy' appel-

lation of ‘ aqueous lavas.*

A brief period of repose ensued, which lasted only until

the year 166b, from which time to the present there has been

a constant series of eruptions, with rarely an interval of rest

exceeding ten years. During these three centuries, no ir-

regular volcanic agency has convulsed other points in this

district. Brieslak roniaikcd, that such irregular convulsions

had occurred in Hit- Bay of Naples in every second century;

as, for example, the eru2>tion of the ^olfatara in the twelfth;

of the lava of Arso, in Ischia, in the fourteenth; and of

Monte Nnovo in the sixteenth: but the eighteenth has

formed an e.^ception to this rule, and this seems accounted

for hy the un2>rocedented number of eruptions of Vesuvius

during that period ; whereas, when the new vents opened,

there liad always been, as we have seen, a long intermittence

of activity in the in‘iiici2)al vutcano.
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CHAPTER XXT.

VOLCANIO BISTEICT OF NAPI/l’-S— fOwftWM/ <7.

*
DlMFV«»ION4> AND STftlCTlia OF TIIF C 'ffK Ol I M lIUrY AVH
MOTP V <n FAV\—nOP’i Sf iiRl 1 —JUhl nil HHIMSOI iWAIHtS

NOT APinirAmK to souma am> mm^hs hjiii ns miv iv win is tiv

THF ^ORTSf SIDI* OF MuNII soV\t i \lUiriMs ( M I »!) l(;tFOtS lA^AS

— OTilOIN AM) COVTONlirOK Ol 1 Hi MATTH< I>\M O !>< HUCllANUNT
AND^POMFMH' -CONDtnON AND COKILMS Ol IHt HI HIM) Cflll-S HVLAII

jriVTHR O! 8XKt I.TONS- -1 ATI Ol- 1)1 11\MHN «I AMMM AM) V I OK

TARtE blHSTANCfS—Kon S HI TIMIIS s \m 1 H )<l ^ Ofl OHICi)

0)>rV DINU HPMAUXS OV Till IaMIVMAN I0I(\N»S

• • »

Rir'uciur(* of fbo co)f( oj' ///s- Hi ivrix IIk' oihI of tln^

c^iijhtoeiitli cewturj jiruf tbi mmt 1S22, flu* fifnMt (inter oi

Ve«tivins had been jf^nuluall} fillid In l.na boiling np from

below, and by seoria* filling from ilit* o\pl('sjons of minor

mcf^iths wliioli were formed at lulfiidls on its bottom and

sides. In place of a regiiLir cjMty, tlnrefoie, theie was a

rough and rocty plain, covered \Mtli blocks ot l.na and sco-

rifiD, and cut by numerous tissiiies, iiom winch clouds of

vapour were evolved. But tins stab* of things was totally

changed by the eruption of October 1^22, wl mi violent ex-

plosions, during the space of more than twenty di\«c, broke

Up and threw out all this accumulated mass, so .is to leave

an immense gulf or chasm, of an irregular, but somewhat

eUi|ftical shaxie, about three* miles in circuinft*rc nc'o wlieii

measured along the very sinuous and inegular line of itw

extreme margin, but somewhat less than tluee-quarir is of a

mile in its longest diameter, which was directed from N.E.

to S.W.* The depth of this tremendous abyss h is been

variously estimated ; for from the hour of its foimation it

^ Account of the Eroption of Ve- Scrope Unq , Jounu of Sci Ac* vol xr

9UV1U8 m October 1822^ by O P p 175
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diminished daily by the dilapidation and falling in of its sides.

It measured, at first, according to the account of some

authors, 2,000 feet in depth from the extreme part of the

existing summit;* but Mr. Scrope, when he saw it, soon

after the eruption, estimated its depth at less than half that

amount. More than 800 feet of the cone was carried away

by the explosions, so that the mountain was reduced in

height from about 4,200 to »‘1,400 feet.t

As we ascend the sh»ping sides, the volcano appears a m^ss

of loose materials—a mere heap of ^-pbbish, thrown together

without the slightest order ; but on arriving at the brim of

ihe crater, and obtaining a view of the interior, we are agree-

ably surprised to discover ihat the conformation of the whole

displays in every pait the most perfect syinmetiy and ar-

rangement. The materials are disposed in regular strata,

slightly undulating, appearing, when viewed in front, to be

disposed in horizontal iilanes. But, as we make the circuit

of the edge of the crater, ana observe the cliffs by which it is

encircled projecting or receding in s-dlent or retiring angles,

we behold transverse sections of the currents of lava and
beds of sand and seorim, and recognise their true dip. We
then discover that they incline outwards from the axis of the

con(‘, at angles varying from 25® to 40°. The whole cone, in

fact, is composed of a number of concentric coatings of alter-

nating lavas, sand, and scoriie. Every shower of ashes

which has fallen from above, and every stream of lava de-

scending from the lips of the crater, have conformed to the

outward surface of the hill, so that one conical envelope may
be said to have been successively folded round another, until

the aggregation of the whole mountain was completed. The
marked separation into distinct beds results from the differ-

ent colours and degrees of coarseness in the sands, soorise^

and lava, and the alternation of these with each other. The
greatest difficulty, on the first view, is to conceive how so

much regularity can be produced, notwithstanding the un-

equal distribution of sand and scorise, driven hy prevaiiiiig

* Mr Forbes, Account of Mount Ve- p. 195. Oct. 1828.

suYiufi, Kdin. Joum. of Sci. I7o. xviii. t Ibid. p. 195.
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wmds in particular eruptions^ the small breadth of each

sheet of lava as it first flows out from the crater,
*

• But, on a closer examination, we find that the appearance

of extreme nnilbrmity is delusive; for when a number of

beds thin out gradually, and at different points, the eye does

not without difficulty recognise the termination of any one

stratum, but usually supposes it continuous with some otlier,

which at a short distance may lie precisely in the same plane,

The difficulty, moreover, of following any given layer is in-

creased by its undulating form, produced by the moulding of

successive layers on the^ outer sides of a cone, which can

never preserve perfect 8yt!iin<'try owing to its irregular mode
of growth. As countless IkjJs of sand and scorite c'onstitute

the greater part of the whole mass, these may sometimes

•mantle* continuously round the whole cone; and even lavu-

streams may be of considerable breadth wlnni first they over-

flow, and since, in some erupiions, a considerable part of the

upper portion of the cone brealc^down at once, may form a

sheet extending as faijas the s})ace which the e^e usually

takes in, in a single sectfon.

The high inclination of some' of the beds, and the firm

union of the particles even where tliere is evidentl} no ce-

meift, is another striking feature in th(» volcanic tuffs and

breccias, which seems at fiist not very easy of explanation.

But the great eruption of 1H22 afforded ample illustration of

the manner in which those strata are formed. Fragments of

lava, scoriae, pumice, and sand, when tliey fall at slight dis-

tances from the summit, are only lialf cooled down from a

^ state of fusion, and ai’e afterwards acted ui.»on by the lieat

from within, and by fumeroles or small crevices in the cone

through which hot vapours are disengaged. Thus healed,

the l^ected fragments cohere together strongly; and th<3

whole mass acquires such consistency in a fev; days, tliat

fragments cannot be detached without a smart blow of the

hammer. At the same time sand and scoria), ejected to a

greater distance, remain incoherent.^

Sir William Hamilton, in his description of the eruption of

1779, says that jets of liquid lava, mixed with stones and

* McmticeUi and GfweUi. 9U»Ha di F^non, <kl Vesar iu 182U$*3
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scorias, were thrown up to the height of at least 10,000

feet, having the appearance of a* columi^ of fire.* Some of

these were directed by the winds towards Ottajano, and acme

of them, falling almost perpendicularly, still red-hot and

liquid, on Vesuvius, covered its whole cone, part of the

mountain of Somma, and the valley (the Atrio) between

them. The falling matter being nearly as vividly inflamed

as that which was continually issuing fresh from the crater,

formed with it one complete body of fire, which could not be

less than two miles and a half in breadth, and of the extra-

ordinary height above incniioned, casting a heat to the dis-

tance of at least six miles round it. Dr. Clarke, also, in his

accoujit of tlic eruption of 1793, says that millions of red-hot

stom‘S were shot into the air full half the height of the cone

itself, and then bending, fell all round in a fine arch. On
another oc(*asioii he says that, as they fell, they covered

nearly half tin' cone with lire.

The same author has also described the ditferent appear-

ance of the lava at its source, and at some distance from it,

wdien it laid descended into the plains below. At the point

wdiere it issued, in 1 793, from an arched chasm in the side of

the mountain, the vivid torrent rushed with the velocity of a

flood. It was in perfect fusion, unattended with any soorim

on its surface, or any gross materials not in a state of com-

plete solution. It flowed with the translucency of honey,

‘in regular channels, cut finer than art can imitate, and

glowing with all the splendour of the sun.’— ‘ Sir William

Hamilton,’ he continues, ‘had conceived that no stones thrown

upon a current of lava would make any impression. I was

soon convinced of the contrary. Light bodies, indeed, of
five, ten, and fifteen pounds’ weight, made little or no im-

pression even at the source ; but bodies of sixty, seventy, and

eighty pounds were seen to form a kind of bed on the surface

of tlie lava, and float away with it. A stone of 300 cwt., that

had been thrown out by the crater, lay near the source of

the current of lava : I raised it upon one end, and thq^ let it

fall upon the liquid lava, when it gradually sank beneath the

surface, and disappeared. If I wished to describe the manner
* Campi Phlfgtfibi.

^
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in which it acted upon the lata) I should saj that it was like

) a loaf of thuertra into a bowl of very thick honey, which

§iadu631y involves" itself in the heavy liquid, and then slowly

sinks to the bottom.
^ Him lava, at a small distance from its source, acquires a

darker tint upon its surface, is leas easily acted upon, and, as

the stream widens, the surface, having lost its state of per-

fect solution, grows liarder and harder, and cracks into in-

numerable fragments of very porous matter, to which they

give the name of scoriee^^nd the appearance of which has

led many to suppose that it proceeded thus from the moun-
tain. There is, however, no tmth in this. All lava, at its

first exit from its native volcano, flows out in a liquid state,

and all equally in fusion. The apjMiiarance of the scorim is to

be attributed only to the action of th(3 external air, and not

to any difference in the materials which compose it, since any

lava whatever, separated from its channel, and exposed to

the action of the external air, immediat^^ly cracks, lK*come8

porous, and alters its term. As we proceeded downward,

tliis became more and more evident
;
and the same lava

w^ich, at its origiiud source, flowed in perfect solution, un-

divi<|ed, and free from incumbranccB of any kind, a little

farther down had its surface loaded with the sconce in such

a manner, that, upon its arrival at the bottom of the moun-

tain, the whole current resembled nothing so much as a heap

of unconnected cinders from an iron-foundry.’ In another

place he says, that ‘ the rivers of lava in the plain resembled

a vast heap of cinders, or the scoriBO of an iroi foundry
,
i-oll-

4ng slowly along, and falling with a rattling noise over one

another.** Von Bucli, who was in company with MM. de

Humhpldt and Gay-Lussac, describes the lava of 1800 (the

most fluid on record) as shooting suddenly before their eyes

from top to bottom of the cone in one single instant. Pr^)-

fessor J. 1>« Forbes remarks that the length of the slope of

the cone proper being about 1,300 feet, this motion must

eoit^qpond to a velocity of many hundred feet in a few

seconds) without interpreting Von Buch’s expression literally.

The same lava, when it reached the level road at Torre del

V
* Otter^i Life of Dr. Cleike.

VOL. /• ,

' SB
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Greco, moved at the rate of only eighteen inches -pee minute,

or three>tenth8 of an inch per second.’’'' ‘ Al'fhongh oommon
lava,’ observes Professor Forbes, ' is nearly as liquid as

iron when it issues from the orifice of the crater, its fluidity

rapidly diminishes, and as it becomes more and more bixr*

dened by the consolidated slag through which it has to force

its way, its velocity of motion diminishes in an almost incon-

ceivable degree
;
and at length, when it ceases to present the

slightest external trace of fluidity, its movement can only be

ascertained by careful and repet^d observations, just as in

the case of a glacier. ’t

It appears that the intensity of the light and heat of the

lava varies considerably at different periods of the same

eruption, as in that of Vesuvius in 1819 and 1820, when Sir

H. Davy remarked different degrees of vividness in the white

heat at the point where the lava originated.J

When the expressions ‘ flame ’ and ‘ smoke ’ are used in

desenbing volcanic appearances, they must generally be

understood in a figurative sense. „We are informed, indeed,

by M. Abich, that he distinctly saw, in the eruption of Vesu-

vius in 1 834, the flame of burning hydrogen ; § but what is

usually mistaken for flame consists of vapour or scoriae, and

impalpable dust illuminated by that vivid light which is

emitted from the crater below, where the lava is said to glow

with the splendour of the sun. The clouds of apparent smoke

are formed cither of aqueous and other vapour, or of finely

comminuted scoriae.

Ropy scoria.—In their descriptions of lava, geologists

often speak of ‘ ropy scoriae,’ for sometimes a large portion

of the scoriform surface assumes the appearance of Qoils of

cable. This structure I saw very conspicuously di^layed

by the lava of 1857, where it had poured over ftom ^ lip

of the crater and descended the N.N.E. side of the cone.

There were no loose fragments of scorits upon it, and 'Qie

surface hod the form partly of ropes and partly of the roots

of trees. Occasionally %Te may obsme such kvas bnf

g Balletitt de to Soc. OM d* FHHNto,

tom. vii. p. <S , Knd Oliwttotion ofTs*

ntTm and Etm, p. 8. ,

• Pliil. Trans. 1846, p. 154.

t Ibid. p. 148.

t Ibid. p. 241.
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and Ye9iivin% especially near the points from which they

^
issued^ exhihiting^ for a short distance, flattened spaces a few

feet or yards wide, on which the rope-like coils are arranged

one within another, all bending the same way, as a 6 r in

fig. 72. I had an opportunity in 1858 of seeing tlie manner

Fig. 72.

in which this structure originates. The highest crater of

Vesuvius was then tranquil or only omitting steam ; but half

way down the mountain on the bide towards Naples and

below the Piano di Gincstra, were two cones which had

cently been thrown up. Near the base of one of these was

a grotto, Trom which lava had been flowing wdthont inter-

mission for sevoml moirths, and was still pouring out in a

perfectly liquid 6l:ate. It bad built up a ridge between

and 15 feet in height, at the top of whicli it had formed

a straight canal 5 feet wide. At the point where it issued

from\he grotto, it seemed as fluid as water, and was at a

white heat. In order to enable me to approach near enough

to watch its movements witho^it being 8(»orclied, my guid<‘s

held up between me and the flery stream a bull’s-hide screen

pierced with small holes, through which wo looked.

At the distance of about two yards from the grot lo, the

lava flowing with great velocity in the canal, began to turn

from white to red, and a few feet farther on it acquired a

darker colour, and many small separate pieces of scoricc wer<»

seen floating on its surface, showing that solidification had

commenced. About four yards from the point of efflax, ihe

surface of the stream hod already become black, and the de-

toohed pieces of scorim bod begun to be pressed against ea^ch

other so W to and they soon became welded together

into continuotis ropy coils, each set bending forward in the

middle where the stream ran fairt^st, and fitting one within

the other, as in fig. 72. Their successive formation and

• « 2
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arrangement reminded me of the manner in which wreaths

of foam collect on a river below a cataract or the piers of
^

a bridge, and being carried by a current or by the wind

against a bank or island, retain for some time the marks of

having been formed on the surface one after the other. The
course c.i a lava-stream may always be known by the direc-

tion in which such coils are bent.

Dikes in the recent rovcy how formed,—The inclined strata

befui’e mentioned wLicli dip outwards in all directions fl*om

the axis of Ihe cone of Vesuvius, are intersected by veins or

dikes of com2)act lava, for the most part in a vertical position.

In 1H28 these w^ere seen to be about seven in number, some of

them not Joss than 400 or 500 feet in height, and thinning

out bt‘fore tlu-y reached the uppermost part of the cone.

Being harder than the beds through which they pdss, they

have decomposed less rapidly, and therefore stand out in

relief. When I visited Vesuvius, in November 1828, I was

prevented from descending into the crater by tb^ constant

ejections then thrown out; so tha^ I got sight of three only

of the dikes; but Signor Monticelli had previously had
drawings made of the whole, which he showed me. The
dikes which I saw were on that side of the cone wbic& is

encircled by Somma, The eruption before mentioned, of

1828, began in March, and in the November following the

ejected matter had filled iij) nearly one-third of the deep

abyss formed at the close of the eruiition in 1822. In

November T found a single black cone at the bottom of the

crater continually throwing out seorife, while on the exterior

of the cone I observed the lava of 1822, which had flowed

out six years before, not yet cool, and still evolving much
heat and vapour from crevices.

Hoffmann, in 18‘52, saw on the north side of Vesuvius,

near the peak called Palo, a great many parallel bands of

lava, some from 6 to 8 feet thick, alteniating with scorim

and conglomerate. These beds, he says, were cut through

by many dikes, some of them 5 feet broad. They resemble

those of Somma, the stone being composed of grains 4f leueite

and augitc.*

* Geognost. Beobachtungen^ &c. p. 182. Beriin, 183S.
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There can he no doubt that the dikes above mentioned

^have been produced bj the filling up of open fissures with

liquid lava ; but of the date of their formation we know
nothing fitrther than that they are all subsequent to the year

79, and, relatively speaking, that they are more modern than

all the lavas and soorise which tliey intersect. A consider-

able number of the upper strata are not traversed by them.

That the earthquakes, which almost invariably precede ernp-

tiotfS, occasion rents in the mass, is well known; and, in

1822, three months before the lava flowed out, oi)eu fissures,

evolving hot vapours, wor* numerous. It is clear that sucli

rents must be injected with melted matter when the column

of lava vises, so that the origin of tlie dikes is easily ex-

plained, as also th*' great solidity .and crjsfalline nafm'e of

the rock composing them, wUicli lias been formed by lava

cooling slowly under great pressnrt*.

ScaccUi, in his detailed narrative of what happened from

day to daj^ in the eruption of IhoOi gives an account of a long

linear opening or fractiye on the N.N.E. side of the cone of

Tesnvius, from otie part <»f winch lava issued. This chasm

marked, no doubt, the sib' of whai has iif)w become a dike

tra‘ver3ing the mountain. When Signor Scacchi accompanied

me t5 tbe Atrio, in 1858. the chasm alluded to was still visible

on the slope of the cone, 1hough even then it bad been

portly filled by the lava of 1857, whicli descending from the

lip of tbe crater hod flowed into it.

It has been suggested that the frecpient rending of volcanic

cones during eruptions may be connected witli the gradual

and successive upheaval of the whole mass in such a manner

as to increase tbe inclination of the romposing the

cone; and in accordance with the hy[K»thosis before proposed

for the origin of Monte Nuovo, Von Biich supposes that the

present cone of Vesuvius was formed in tin- jear 79, not

by eruption, bnt by upheaval ; and that it was not produced

the repeated superposition of scorite and lava cast <.ut or

flowing from a central source, but by the uplifting of strata

previously horiaontal. The entire cone, according to hia view,

rose at once, such as we now see it, from the interior and

middle of Somma, and has since received no accession of
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height, bat, on the contrary, has ever since been ^mtnishing
in elevation.*

f

I shall endeavour to show that this hypothesis of Von
Buch, whether applied to the modern cone of Vesuvius or to

the more ancient cone called Somma, is wholly untenaUe.

But before enlarging on this topic, I may mention some facts

recorded hj M, Abich in his account of the Vesuvian erup-

tions of 1833 and 1834, because they might seem at first

sight to favour the jiossibility of such a mode of origin.! * In

the year 1834, the great crater of Vesuvius had been filled

up nearly to the top wiih lava, wfiich had consolidated and

formed ii level and unbroken plain, except that one small

cone of scoria^ had been thrown up, wliich rose in the middle

of the plain like an island in a hike. At length this flat area

of lava was broken by a fissure which passed from 'N.E, to

S.W., and along tliis line a great number of minute cones

emitting vapour were produced. The first act of formation of

thes(‘*minor cones consisteil, according to Abich, of a poiiial

upheaval of beds of lava previously, horizontal, and which

had been rendered flexible by the lieat and •tension of elastic

fluids, which, rising ivom below, escaped from the centre of

each new monticule. There would be considerable analogy

between this mode of origin and that ascribed by Von !Buch

to Vesuvius and Somma, if the dimensions of the upraised

masses were not on so different a scale, and if it was safe to

reason from the inflation of bladders of half-used lava, from

1 5 to 25 feet in height, to mountains attaining an altitude

of several thousand feet, and having their component strata

strengthened by intei'secting dikes of solid lava. «

At the same time M. Abich mentions, that when, in August

1834, a great subsidence took place in the platform of lava

within the great crater, so that the structure of the Antral
cone was laid open, it was seen to have been evidently formed,

not bif 'upheami, but by the fall of oinders and seorise which
had been thix>wn out during successive eruptions.!

Mr. Scrope, writing in 1827, attributed the formation of a
iir

* Von Buch, Descrip. Phys. des lies G4ol, snr lo et TEtiiaa,

Canaries, p. 342. Paris, 1836. 1837.

1 Abich, Vuea lllnst. de Pheaom. X Ibid, il 2k
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volcanic oonc eliiefij io matter ejected froid a oeatral orifice,

but paortly to tbe injection of lava into dikes, and * to that

*fj>rce of gaseous expansion, the intensity of which, in the

ceutrtd parte of the cone, is attested by local earthquakes,

which so often accompany ertiptions.’* The inclination of

some of the lavas may, no donbt, have been modified in some
cases during the rending and dislocation of the cone, but I

do not believe, any moie than does the author just cited, that

such disturbances have played a conspicuous part in giving

to volcanic mountains the configuration, whether external or

internal, by which they ars distinguished.

Previous to the year 79 of our era, Vesuvius appears, from

the description of its figure given by Strabo, to have been a

truncated cone, having a level and even outline as seen from

a distance. That it had a crater on its summit, we may
infer from a passage in Plutarch, on which Dr. Daubeny has

judiciously commented in his treatise on volcano8.t The walls

of the crater were evidently entire^ except on one side, \v hero

tliere was a single narrow breach. When Spai'tacus, in the

year 72 b.c., encamped 6* gladiators m this hollow, Clodius,

the preetor, Isssieged him there, keeping the single outlet

canefuUy guarded, and then let down his soldiers by scaling

ladders over the steep precijiices w inch surrounded the crater,

at the bottom of which the insurgents were encamped. On
the side towards the sea, the walls of this original oavitj,

which must have been three miles in diameter, have been

de8troyed,.and Brieslak was the first to unuounce the opinion

that this destruction happened during the tremendous erup-

tion which occurred in a.d. 79, when the new cone, now called

Vesuvius, was thrown up, which stands encircled on three

sides by tbs ruins of the ancient cone, called Monte Somma.

In tiie annexed diagram (fig. 73) it will be seen that on

th.e side of Vesuvius opposite to that where a portion of the

ancient ooue of Somma (a) still remains, is a projection ih)

called the Pedamentino, which some have supposed to be

port of the ciroumference of the ancient crater broken down

towards the s^ and over the edge of which the lavas of the

* Q«(d. Ttaa*. Sod hcim, voI. u. p 341.

t 2nd «da 1848, p. 218.
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modern Yesnvins hare ponred j the axis of the pres^ cone

of Vesuvine being, according to Visconti, precisely equidistant

from the escarpment of Somma and the Pedamentina. .

'

In the same diagram I have represented the slanting beds

of the cone of Vesuvins as becoming horizontal in the Atrio

del Cavallo at (c), where the base of the new cone meets the

precipitoua escarpment of Somma ; for when the lava flows

down to tliis point, as happened in 1822, its descending conise

is arrested, and it then runs in another direction along this

Fig. 73.

<t Monte Sonimdp or tho remains of tlio ojiciont rone of Vesuvius.

//. The Pi'dunieutina, a lemu’e-liko projection, encircling the base of the*lp«c©nt

couu of Vesuvius on tho souUi side.

V. Atno dol Cavallo.^

i/, Crater »*ru|)tu)n of 18*J2.

/. SuiuU cone thrown up in 1H28, at the bottom of Iho great emtpr.

g,g. I)ikeH iiitwseoling Soiunia

A, A. I)ikt*h nilovsootin^ the roecni ctnio of Vesuvius.

N.13. Tho incluiahoii nf the bedh at «, e,J\ d, is coDsider&bly exaggerated in this

(iiugraiu far want ol' inon* space. ^

small valley, circling round the base of the cone. Sand and
scoriffi, also, blown by the winds, collect at the base of the

cone, and are then swept away by torrents ; so that there is

always here a flattish plain, as represented. In the same

manner, the small interior cone (/) must be composed of

sloping beds, terminating in a horizontal plain ; for, while

this monticule was gradually gaining height by successive

ejections of lava and scoriie, in 1828, it was always siuv

^ So called from travellm leaving their horses and mnles there when ikef
prepare to ascend tho cone on foot.
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rounded by a flat pool of semi-fluid lava; into which scorim

and sand were thrown.

*• In the steep semicircular escarpment of Somma^ which

&C68 the modem Vesuvius, we see a great number of sheets of

lava inclined at an angle of about 26'’ and in some rare cases

of 80® and more# They alternate with scoriro^ and are inter-

sected by nnmerons dikes from two to four feet thick, which,

like the sheets of lava, are composed chiefly of augite, with

crystals of leucite, but the rock in the dikes is more compact-,

having cooled and consolidated under greater pressure. I

saw one dike two feet thftk composed of leucite and augite

in that part of the wall of tht; Atrio called Canale del In-

ferno, which was as vesicular as ordinary lava; but this case

is quite exceptional. 8ome of the dikes cut through and
• shift others, so that they have evidently been formed during

successive eruptions.

Vesuviou miiierah,— A groat variety of minerals arc found

in the lavas of Vesuvius and Somina; augite, leueiti^ (called

by the French ainplii^ene'^, felspar, mica, and olivine are

most abundant^ Jt is an (‘xtraonlinary fact, that, in an area

of three square miles round Vesuvius, a greater number of

shnple minerals liav(* Ixhui found than iri any spot of tlie same

dimensions on the surface of the glolx*. Hau}^ enutnerated

only 380 species of simple minerals as known to him ; and

no less than eighty-two had been foinid on Vesuvius and in

the tuffs on the flanks of Sornma befr>re the (Uid <»f the year

1828, Many of these arc poonliar to that locality. Some
mineralogists have conjectured that the greater ])urt of the8<*

^ were not of Vesuvian origin, but thrown ij]> in fragmemts

fix)m some older formation, through whiclwthe gaseous ex-

plosions burst. But none of the older rocks i/i Italy, or

elseilhere, contain such an assemblage of miiu^ral products

;

and the hypothesis seems to have been j»rompk‘d by a dis-

inclination to admit that, in times so recent in the earth’s

Mstciry, the laboratory of Nature could have been so prolific

in the creation of new and rare compounds. Had Voauvius

h&en a volcano of high antiquity, formed when natuie

WjlatoD*d AB in ber prime, and played at vill

* Her Tirgin fancioa,
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it would have been readily admitted that these^ or a much
greater variety of substances, had been sablimed in the

crevices of lava, just as several new earthy and metallic,

compounds are known to have been produced by fomeroles,

since the eruption of 1822.

At the fortress near Ton'e del Greco a section is exposed,

fifteen feet in height, of a current which ran into the sea

;

and it evinces, especially in the lower part, a decided tendency

to divide into rude columns. •

Mr. ScTope mentions that, in the cliffs encircling the

modern crater of Vesuvius, he saw^nany currents offering a

columnar division, and some, almost as regularly prismatic as

any ranges of the older basalts ; and he adds, tliat in some

the sjiheroidal concretionary structure, on a large scale,

was equally conspicuous. Brieslak also informs us that, in

the siliceous lava of 1737, which contains augite, leucite,

and crystals of felspar, he found very regular prisi^s in a

quarry .near Torre del Greco; an observation confirmed by

modern authorities.
,

Hyj)oihc»i» of elevation craters not applkahle to Monte

Souima or to Veanvius,—It has been imagined by MM. Von
Buch and Dufriuioy, that a largo part of the tufaceous strafia

which rise in Somiua to more than half the height of the

mountain are of submarine origin, an opinion which I shall

show to be quite untenable. The same writers, as well as

M. £. de Beaumont, have also taught that the sheets of

lava which we see in the great section of Somma laid open

in the Atno, could not originally have been inclined at angles

of more than four or live degrees, so that four-fifths of their

present slope must be due to their having been subsequently

heaved up and tilted. Their original approach to horizontally

was inferred from the comi)act structure of many of the beds,

as well as their supposed parallelism and continuiy m tiie

line of their strike. M. E. de Beaumont, in particular, luu
contended that if they hod run down a greater inelinatiOB

than four degrees, and still more decidedly if they had poured

down a slope exceeding twenty degrees, they wonl^liave

consisted not of broad sheets of solid rook, bnt of narrow

streams of porous lava and scoriae.
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I should have been at a loss to account for the support

which the theoretical views above stated have received from
• men of such eminence, had I not been assured by my scien-

tific Mends at Naples that no one of those geologrists over

visited the niunerous ravines which intersect the north side of

Monte Somma. In exploring these Jeep and njirrow valleys I

had the good fortune to be accompanied by Signor Guiscai^i,

than whom no one possesses a more thorough knowledge of

the structure and composition both of Vesuvius and Monte
Somma. On looking at the latter inountiiin from the north,

I was struck with its gtnieral resemblance to old volcanic

cones such as I have seen in tha C.ajiary Islands (Palma for

example), or such as Junghuhu has descrilwHl in Java. From

the crest of the great escarpment of the ‘ Atrio,* or what the
• Spania-rJs wpuld (*all the ^ Caldera,' deep ravines or ^ barran-

cos,’ veiy near each other radial e ontwardH in all directions,

towards the north-west, north, and north-easi, vt»ry shalltw

near th^ summit, hut becoming* rapidly deeper and •having

precipitous sides towar^lstlieir terminations, as near the towns

or > illages of Sctnta Anastasia, Somma, and Cttai'ino. At the

upper ^d of the ravine-liko pr)rtion ul sevexal of these valleys

is frequently seen a precijiiee o\er wliich a cascade falls in

the rainy season when the cliaunei of the tornuit above is full

of water. Passing upwards from Anastabia into the valley

called the Ciisa dell’ Aoqua, I saw at tlie liead of that ravim‘

a perpendicular cliff*, which is the site of one of those water-

falls, which was dry at the time. Tlie cliff was GO feet in

height, and consisted of thin beds of stony lava inli^rstoiti-

• fied with others which w'ere more sconaceous, and some of

which were formed of loose pieces of scorhe/ At the head of

au adjoining ravine called the Fosse di Cancheroni, is a much
finer precipice, between 200 and 300 feet high, over which

the water is thrown alter heavy rains. It exhibits a great

succession of beds of lava, some of them of a red colour,

and much like the modem streams from Vesuvius, di^ ided by

strata of scorim, tuff, and breccia, the latter containing frag-

mentsoflavaoften leucitic, sometimes angular, and sometimes

rounded by attrition* These last imply that there were

gullies of f^ueous erosion on the ancient flanks of Somma.
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The ravine-like character of these ‘ barrancos ’ is due, I

conceive, to their liavijig been excavated by torrents cutting

tlieir way backwards. In a neighbouring valley, namely,

that of Olivelli, are seen tracliytic lavas with pumiceous

tuffs like those which cover Pompeii, but of much older

date. Blocks of white dolomite, sometimes more than a foot

in diar.eter, occur, though rarely in the ancient tuffs, as

well as blocks of lava four or five feet in diameter. Above

the village of Somma we examined the parallel and adjoinihg

ravines called the Vallone di Paiiico and the Vallone di Gas-

tello, Although they are very near each other, the dissimi-

larity of the sections whielii they present to the geologist is

very marked. It is the same every wh(‘re, the greatest diver-

sity of cliaracfer prc'vailing in the details of structure instejwl

of that uniformity, for explaining which the theory of up-

heaval or elevation craters was invented. Thus, on the right

side of the ravine called the Casa delT Accjmi is seen a pink

lava more than 30 feet thick, containing cr}stals of augito

and leueito, and inclined at an angl(^ 20 degrees, to which

there is nothing answering in the next closely adjoining

valleys to the t»ast and west. The same dense mass terftiinates

abruptly at its lower end. Some of the lavas and tuffs in

the huau* ravine are iincoiiformable to other sets, and must

have flowed down after valh»ys had been excavated in the

flanks of the old cone. The entire absence of dikes in most
of the valleys, even in those upper parts of them which are

only separated by a distam'e of a few hundred yards from the

section in the Atrio whore the dikes are so abundant, would
have surprised im* had I not been familiar with the same
plienoinenon in other volcanic mountains, especially the

Ganaries, where the dikes are almost entirely confined to the

vicinity of the gmnd centres of eruption.

The annexed section (fig. 7 1) may give some idea of the

geneml character of the north of Somma, so far as it is pos-

sible to represent in one view the straeture of a cone, the

separate parts of which are so unlike each other. The dikes

so conspicuous in the Atrio terminate soon after the crest a
;

from rt to 6 a great thickness of stony and scoriaceous lava,

dipping at angles of about 20 degrees, is most cohspicuotis

;
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and from h to c w2iite pumiceous tuffs abound, some beds

haying a steep, others a very slight dip, while towards the

» plain at d modem tufaceous alluvium is spread over the

surface*

In no one of the tuffs in these sections have any marine

sliells been found ; but, what is still more decisive of the sub-

aerial origin of the whole mass, is the frequent occurrence of

the leaves of ferns and of dicotyledonous shrubs and trees.

These have been found in the valleys above St. Sebastian as

well as above St. Anastasia and Ottajano—in a word, along

the whole range of the flanks of the mountain, from east to

west. Sometimes trunks of troQs and carbonised wood occur

in the tuffs at heights of 1,000 and 2,000 feet above the

sea, as in tlie valley of the Casa dell’ Acqiia. Leaves of the

oak are not uncommon, but those of the butch(*r’s broom,

Huscu8 aetdeatusj are by far the most frequent. 1 believe tliat

. a rich terrestrial floi'a wull one day be obtained from these

tuffs.

Fossil sea-shells have been found in ejected fragments of

sandstone and tuff in the older parts of Vesuvius on the side

of Naples at the height of 972 feet above tin* sea
;
es])ecially

at a place near the Fosso Grande called the Rivo di Quaglia,

which I visited with Signor Guiseardi. That gentleman has

published an account of about a hundred species of marine

shells, all ctf them save one, Buceimim semistriaium^ of species

now living in the Mediterranean, which he has obtained from

fragments*of tuff and sandstone cast up into the air at some
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remote period and then imbedded in the ^Id tuffs like pieces

of dolomite and other rocks foreign to the mountain. They

only prove that some of the early eruptions burst through tuffs*

of marine origin like those found between Naples and Vesu-

vius. Such tuffs contain similar shells, but seem only to rise

to the height of about thirty feet above the level of the sea.

As to the seji-shells said to have been found on the north

side of Somma, I learned that the guides, finding such fossils

to be in request, have been in the habit of taking fh)m the

sea-shore fragments of luff covered with the recent Vermetus

and passing them off’ as fossils bMonging to ancient and
highly elevated beds on the flanks of Somma.

There is nothing in the dimensions of Somma which is

opposed to the notion of its having originated from the same
central axis of eruption as that by which the modem 'Vesu-

vius has been formed. I observed in 1857 that the top of

the escarpment where it lowers towards Ottajano, as .well as

the flank of the old mountain below, was almost'entirely

devoid of vegetation, from the sterilising effect of the volcanic

sand and lapilli which fell upon it during the eruption of

1822, and which were more than a foot thick at tliite great

distance from the cratin'. I found in them some ofthose pear-

shaped masses of sooriie called voleanic bombs, also projeeVed

from tlie crater in 1822. This circumstance, together with

the fact that ilio oj»posito side of Vesuvius was in like man-
ner reached at an (‘qnal distance from the present centre of

eruption by the matter then ejected, is a clear proof that we
want no greati»r po^ver tluui that possessed by the existing

volcanos to reconstruct a cone liaving as large a diameter as «

Somma. No upheaval is wanted to perform such a feat, the

ordinary forces of the elastic vapours being amply sufficient

to form such a cone by ejecte<l matter only.

The ravines then on the north side of Somma demonstrate

that the origin of tliat mountain was due to successive

flows of lava and showers of scorim, and that there were many
long intervals of rest between successive eruptions, during

which valleys of aqueous erosion were scooped out, and
forest-trees and shrubs had time to grow. These plants

were sometimes buried in showers of ^umiceous matter, or
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in mtid sweeping down the steep slopes. But how, it will be

asked, can we reconeile with aU these api)eamice8 the struc-

• tore of the mountain at a short distance from the ravines

above described, such as is revealed to us in the grand section

of the Atrio? In reply to this question, I may remark that

there is no difficulty when once a close inspection is mode of

the arrangement and composition of those beds which are in-

tersected by numerous dikes in the great escarpment alluded

tOl They are as irregular as the modern lava-streams and

showers of ashes which in the years 1855 and 1857 descended

slopes of between 18 an3 30 degrees, and formed new em-

velopes of the cone arranged one above the otlier.

In that pa.rt of the precipice exposed in the Atrio which

is called Canale del Inferno, flows of lava may be seen 12 feet

• thick,*and consisting exclusively of fragmentary scoria?. In

many other cases the only part composed of solid rock is no

more than one or two feet tliick, above and Iwdow which the

mass is SCoriaceous and fragmenliiry. Not a f(‘w ofthese lavas

may originally have fo^^med miiTow stripes on the steep slope

of the ancient 8omma, fik<" those narrow hands wliieh I saw

formed^by the lavas of 1855-57 and 1858, and some of which

iVatched descending rapidly in 1857 down the modem cone.

Bui the enquiry will still be made, how is it possibh^ that

those continuous and horizontal slieets of stony lava, the

edges of which every observer recognis(*s in the escarpment of

Somma, could have been formed by narrow rills of fluid matter

descendihg a slope of 20 degrees ? The simple answer is, that

there are no such extensive stony beds. Signor G uiscardi and

• I convinced ourselves, in 1858, that the supposed existence of

them is a delusion. There are some beds df whitish tufl*, one

in particular, which is very conspicuous, which the eye traces

for a*great length, in the middle of the great section, and
which, seen at the distance, have the character of stony lnyers.

They may have been produced simultaneously throughout

their whole extent in the same manner as some layers of

aeorise of modem date, which have been seen to faU red-hot

from the air, and to cover the wide expanse of the mountain-

side with a mantle of fire. But when real sheets of stony

lava are examined, they are never seen to reach far in a
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horizontal direction, but thin oui^ and pasa laterally into

scoriae.
,

I measured carefully the dimensions of one ofthe nnmerons*

streams of 1857, and found it to be 50 feet wide, and inclined,

like the surface of the cone on which it rested, at angles

varying from 18 to 28 degrees. Its average thickness was

10 feet. Having had opportunities of studying several fine

cross-sections of the modern lavas ofMount Etna, which had

consolidated on still steeper slopes,* I feel sure that a s8c-

tion of the stream in question would be such as is repre-

sented at No. 1, fig. 75, in which tlie central mass h would

tig 7513 2

Structure of siiccessiv-e juxtaposed nuxlorn lava-streams.

be as ^compaci and stony as the ordinary lava of« Somma,
while a and c would consist of scoriaceous materials. The
lower layer of scoria) c is usually the least thick ; it is formed

ill paii by the sudden cool in of the lava pouring over the

cold and damp soil, while the upi)er bed a is that which edn-

bolidatos by contact witli air. But as the mass ah c would

rest on an old lava, the layer c would join on to the upper
se(»ria) of a subjacent bireain, so that the solid and stony mass
h would be separated by a bed of considerable thickness from

the solid layer next below. The stream No. 2 next flows

down and has a similar structure, and to this succeeds the

third stream. No, 3, which fills up the interspace betweei^

Nos. 1 and 2, and is also made up in like manner of three

parts; a cross-section of the whole exhibiting a central,

almost continuous stony layer of precisely homogeneous rock,

because all of the lavas pioceed from one caldron of fluid

matter, like those thirty or more currents which issued from
the crater in 1857. Probably the beds of Monte Somma
seen in the Atrio at the bottom of the great section wet^
formed originally near the base of the cone, which had only

tlien attained a small part of its present dimensions, and the

* Sat: paper by the author oa the Structure of Etna, PhiL Trans! 1868, p. 784.
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Aiioljgaatioii there being lese than 18 degrees, some currents

may have been wider than those which 1 saw in 1857, shoot-

*ing down dopes of 80 degrees.

In the escarpment of the Atrio, the stony lavas form no
more than a seventh part of the whole mass, the rest consist-

ing of tuff or volcanic sand and fragmentary scorim. I

observed at many points ropy lavas in this section, and some
grottos which indicate tunnels like those in which modern

lavas often now (see above, p. 027). For a short distance,

some stony layers in the Atrio have so sU'ep a dip as to

resemble dikes ; but I dodbt whether even these have been

tilted, for some of the lava of 185J, on the N.N.E. side of ilu-

cone near the snmuiit, flowed down a slwp slope, reaching

at one point an angle of 48 d<‘grees. 1 observed that its surface

•was ropy and root-likt>, and had evidently eonsisted of V(*ry

viscous lava. It formed what was called the ‘gibbo.sity’ of

1857, and I have no dembt that itcunlaincd within i( a stony

layer having a dip of at least 40 degrees. Hnch giblmsitics are

caused by the abrupt terrnitmtion of viscous streams, which

stop at different heiglitt on the flanks of the cone for want

of a sufficient supply of jnelt<*d matter to enable them to

pittceed farther.

Xass enodopin^ Herculamum ami I’ompitl.— I have spoken

in the description of fig. 74 of the alluvial matter which

covers the plain c, d, at th<* foot of the mountain. Aejneous

vapours are evolved copiously from volcanic craters during

eruptions, and often for a long lime subseipiently to the dis-

charge of scoriffi and lava ; these vapours are eomlcnsed m
Jihe cold atmosphere surrounding the high volcanic peak, and

heavy rains are thus caused. The floods thus occasioned

-sweep along the impalpable dust and light scoriic, till a cur-

rent dt mud is produced, which is called in Campania ‘ lava

d’ acqua,’ and is often more dreaded than an igneous stream

(lava di fuooo), from the greater velocity with which it moves.

Ontiie27‘th of October, 1822, one of these alluviums de-

scended the cone of Vesuvius, and, after overspreading much
^Itiv^ted soil, flowed suddenly into the villages of St. Sebas-

tian and Ma^sa, where, filling the streets and interior of

some of the houses, it suffocated seven persons. It will,

von. I. T T
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therefore, happen very frequently that, towards the base of

a volcanic cone, alternations will be found of lava, alluvium,

and showers of ashes. The great eruption, in 1822, caused,

a covering only a few inches thick on Pompeii. Several feet

are mentioned by Prof. J. D. Forbes,* but he must have

measured in spots where it had drifted. The dust and ashes

were five feet thick at the top of the crater, and decreased

gradually to ten inches at Torre delP Annunziate, The size

and weight of the ejected fragments diminished very regu-

larly in the same continuous stratum, as the distance from

the centre of projection was greater.

To which of these two Litter divisions the mass enveloping

Herculaneum and Pompeii should be referred, has been a

question of the keenest controversy; but the discussion

might have been shorten(Ml, if the combatants had reflected •

that, whether volcanic sand and ashes were conveyed to the

towns by mnning water, or through the air, during an erup-

tion, the interior of buildings, so long as the roof* lemain

entire, together witli all underground vaults and cellars,

could be filled only by an allvviunt/ We learn from history

that a heavy shower of sand, pumice, and lapilli, sufliciently

great to render Pompeii and Herculaneum uniiihabitabie,

tell for eight successive days and nights in the year 79,*ac-

eompaiiied by \iolont rains. We ought, therefore, to find a

\cry close resemblance between the strata covering these

towns and those composing tin' minor cones of the Phle-

giu'an Fields, accumulated rapidly, like Monte Nuovo, during

a continued shower of ejected matter
; with this difterence,

however, that the strata iueumbeut on ihe cities would be^

horizontal, whereas those on the cones are highly inclined

;

and that large angular fiagments of rock, wdiich are thrown

out near the vent, would he wanting at a distance ^here

small lapilli only can be found. Accordingly, with these ex-

(*eptions, no identity can be more perfect than the form and

distribution of the matter at the base of Monte Nuovo, as

laid open by the encroaching sea, and the appearance of the

beds superimposed on Pompeii. That city is covered with

numerous alternations of different horizontal beds of tuff and
* Ed Journ of Science, No xix p 131 Jhu 1829 c
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•lapilli, for the most part thin, and subdivided into very fine

layers. I observed the following section near the amphi-
*.theatare, in November 1828—(descending series) ;

—

Inrhoiu

1. Black sparkling sand from the eruption of 1822, coutaining

minute regularly formed crystals of augite and tourmaline 0
2. Vegetable mould . . ... 8 0
li. Brown incoherent tuff, full of pistMtc divided

into layers, foom half an inch to three inches in thickness . 1 0

4 Small scorim and white lapilli . . (1

5. Brown earthy tuff, with numerous pisolitic globules . 0 U
(5. Bruwn earthy tuff, with divided into layers . .40
7. leaver of whitish lapilli . . . .01
8. drey solid tuff . . .08
9. Pumice and white lapilli . . .03

Many of thf' ashos in the^o beds are vilrifiod, nnd Imrsli to

the touch. Crystals of leucite, fresh and farinatM'oiis,

have been found intennixed.^ * The depth of the 4)ed of

ashes above the houses^is variable, but seldom exe<'e(JiS 12 or

14 feet, and it is said Aiat tlie higher part of the amphi-

theatrealways projected above the surface; though if this

wdi*e the case, it seems inexplicable that the city should

nevt^r have been discovered till the year 1750. It will be

observed in the above section, that two of the brown, half-

consolidated tuffs are filled with small jiisolitic globule,s.

This circumstance is not alludiHi to in the animated contro-

vei*sy w^hivh the Royal Academy of Naples maintained with

one of their members, Signor Lippi, as to the origin of the

gtnita incumbent on Pompeii. The mode of nggregntion of

these globules has been fully explained by Mr. Scrope, who
saw them formed in great numbers in 1822, by rain falling

during the eruption on fine volcanic sand, and sometimes

also produced like bail in the air. by the mutual attraction

of the minutest particles of fine damp sand. Their occur-

rence, therefore, agrees remarkably well with the ac<*our.f of

heavy rain, and showers of sand and ashes, recorded in

historv.t

* ForU’S Eli Jouru of Heioncd, i .Scropc, Oaol Trang
, wKjjiid

2ffo, p. 130 •
^

Tol i» p 346
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Lippi entitled his work, ‘ Pd il fuoco o I’acqua che sotterCi*

Pompei ed Ercolano ? ’* and he contended that the two cities

were neither destroyed in the year 79, nor by a volcanic erup-,

'

lion, but purely by the agency of water charged with trans-

ported matter. His letters wherein he endeavoured to dis-

pense, as far os possible, with igneous agency, even at the

foot of tne volcano, were dedicated, with great propriety, to

Werner, and aflPorded an amusing illustration of the polemic

stylo in which geological writers of that day indulged them-

selves. His arguments were partly of an historical nature,

derived from the silence of contem^wrary historians, respect-

ing the fate of the cities, and partly drawn from physical

proofs. He pointed out with great clearness the reseniblauce

of the tnfaceous matter in the vaults and cellars at Hercula-

neum and Pompeii to aqueous alluviums, and its distinctness *

from ejections whioli had fallen through the air. Nothing,

h(‘ observes, but moist pasty matt(*r could have received the

impression <if a woman’s breast, which was found in a vault

at Pony3(‘ii, or have given the cast of a statue discovered in

the theatre at Herculaneum. Tt was objected to him, that

the heat of the tuff in Herculaneum and Pompeii was proved

by the ourhoiiisation of the timber, corn, papyrus-rolls, afhd

other vegetable substances there discovered : but Lippi* re-

pli(Ml with truth, that the papyri would have been burnt up,

if they h.id come in contact with fire, and that their being

only carbonised was a clear demonstration of their having

been envelopi'd, like fossil-wood, in a sediment deposited

from wiitcr. Tlxe Academicians, in their report on his

pamphlet, assert, that when the amphitheatre was firsfi

cleared out, the matter was arranged on the steps in a suc-

cession of concave layers, accommodating themselves to the

inferior form of the building, just as snow would lie ifIt had

fallen there. This observation is highly interesting, and

points to the difference betwe»'n the stratification of ashes

in an open building and of mud derived from the same in the

interior of edifices and cellars. Nor ought we to call the

allegation in question, because it could not be substantiated^

at the time of the controversy after the matter had been all

* Napoli, 1816 .
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Viimoved
;
although Lippi took advantage of this removal,

^
and met the argumenta of his aiitagonistB by requiring them
•to prove the fact* No stream of lava has ever reached

Pompeii since it was first built, although the fonndations of

the town stand upon the old leucitic lava of Somma ;
several

streams of which, with tuff interposed, had been cut through

in excavations*

Infusorial beds covering Pompeii,—

A

most singular and

unT'xpected discovery was made, in J 844-45, by Professor

Bhrenberg respecting the nature of many of the layers of

ashes and pumice env<doping Pompeii. lie ascertained tliat

they were, in great part, of orgfwiic and fn^sli-water origin,

consisting of the siliceous cases of microscopic infusoria*

What is still more surprising, this fact proves to be by no

means an isolated or solitary example of an intimate relation

between organic life and the results ot volcanic activity. On
the Rhine, sevenil beds of tuff and pumiceoiis conglomerate,

resembling the imvss incnmbeni u]>on Pomj>eii imd*elosely

connected with extinct# ydeanos, arc now ascertaincil to hi*

made up to a grtat extent of the siliceous eases of infusoria

(or ratlfer Diatomaceoj), invisible to the naked eje and often

half fused.* No less than 91 distinct species have already

been detected in one mass of this kind, more than 150 feet
•

thick, at Hochsimmer, on the left bank of iho Rhine, near

the Laacher-see. Some of these Rhenish infusorial accumula-

tions appear to have fallen in showers, others to have been

poured out of lake-craters in the form of mud, as in the

Brohl valley.

• In Mexico, Peru, the Isle of France, find several other

volcanic regions, analogous phenomena have Iw^en obserwd,

and everywhere the species of infusoria belong to fresh-water

and terrestrial genera, except in the case of tiie Patagonian

pumiceous tuffs, specimens of which, brought home b\ Mr.

Darwin, are found to contain the remains of marine animal-

cules. In various kinds of pumice ejected by volcanos, the

microscope has revealed to Professor Ehrenberg the siliceous

^ Not A few of the OTsy.inic bodien, arenowrefrardoflby botAnmie phintH,

celled by Ehrenberg Mofueonn,' muh and nr© called Dulatnact»' And I)a»*

H# OatUoDelJa Aid Bacillana, once eup-

poeed to belong to the aniua! kingdom.
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eases of infusoria often half obliterated by the action of

heat, and the fine dust thrown out into the air during erup-

tions is sometimes referable to these most minute organic*

substances brought up from considerable depths, and some-

times mingled with small particles of vegetable matter.

In what manner did the solid coverings of these most

minute plants and animalcules, which can only originate and

increase at the surface of the earth, sink down and penetrate

into subterranean cavities, so as to be ejected from the vbl-

canic orifices? We have of late years become familiar with

the fact in the process of borinjf Artesian wells, that the

seeds of plants, the remain^? of insects, and even small fish,

with other organic bodies, are carried in an uninjured state

by the underground circulation of waters, to the depth of

many hundred feet. With still greater facility in a volcanic

region we may conjecture, that water and mud full of in-

visible infusoria may be sucked down, from time to time, into

subterranean rents and hollows in cavernous lava Which has

been permeated by gases, or in rock,s dislocated by earth-

quakes. It often happens that a lake whiclf has endured for

centuries in a volcanic crater, disappears suddenly* on the

approach of a new eruption. Violent shocks agitate the

surrounding region, and ponds, rivers, and wells are dried

up. Large cavities far below may thus become filled with

fen-mud chvofty composed of the more indestructible and
siliceous portions of infusoria, destined perhaps to be one

day ejected in ‘a fragmentary or half-fused state, yet without

the obliteration of all traces of organic structure.*

Herculaneum .—It was remarked that no lava has flowed*

* See Ehronberg, Proceedings (Be- bottom of the ocean. The marine cur*

rii’bto) of the Hojal Acad, of Sci. Berlin, rent bus been rushing in format^ years,

1841, 184d, and an excellent abstract of and as the infusoria inhabiting the

his papers by Mr. Ansted in the Quart. waters of the Mediterranean are ex-

Journ. of the Geol. Soc. Loudou, No. 7, oeediugly abundant, a vast store of their

Aug. 1846. In regard to marine infu- cases may accumulate in submarine ca-

soria found in volcanic tuff, it is well verns (the water, perhaps, being con-

known tliat on the shores of the island verted into steam, and so escaping up-

of Ceplialonia in the Mediterranean wards), and they may then be cast up
(Proceedings, Geol. Soc. vol. ii. p. 220) agjiin to furnish the materials of vol-

thore is a cavity in the rock, into which canic tuff, should an eruption occur like

the sea has been flowing forages, and that which produced Gstham Island, off

many othoro doubtlesB exist in the leaky the coast \>f Sicily, in 1831.
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•over the site of Pompeiii since that city was bailt, but with

Herculaneum the case is different. Although the substance
* •which fills the interior of the houses and tlie vaults in that

buried city must have been introduced in a state of mud, like

that found in similar situations in Pompeii, yet the super-

incumbent mass differs wholly in composition and thickness.

Herculaneum was situated several miles nearer to the vol-

cano, and has, therefore, been always more exposed to be

covered, not only by showers of ashes, but by (illuviums and

streams of lava. Accordingly, masses of both have accu-

mulated on each other ab0ve tlie city, to a deptli of nowhere

less than 70, and in many places of 1 12 feet.*

The tuff which envelopes the buildings consists of com-

minuted volcanic ashes, mixed with pumice. A mask em-
* bedded in tllis uuitrix has loft a cast, the sharpness of which

was compared by Hamilton to ihost‘ in pliister of Paris
; nor

was tht} musk in the least degree scorched, as if it liad been

imbedded in heated matter. This tuff is porous ; and, when
first oxcavati^d, is soft and easily worked, but acquires a con-

siderable degree«of imluratir)n on exposure to the air. Above

this lowest stratum is placed, nccording to Hamilton, ‘the

m&tter of six eruptions,^ each separated from tlie f>tlier hy

veifis of good soil, lii these soils Lippi states that Ikj col-

lected a considerable number of land kIioUk

—

an observation

which is no doubt correct ; for many snails burrow in soft

soils, and some Italian sj;)ecie8 descend, when they hybernate,

to the depth of five feet and moi‘e from tlie surface. Della

Torre also informs us that there is in one part of this su|>er-

^imposed mass a bed of true siliceous lava {laCa dl plelra dura) ;

and, as no such current is believed to have flowed till near

1,000 years after the destruction of Herculaneum, we must

conefude that the origin of a large part of the covering of

Herculaneum was long subsequent to the first inhumati'Ui of

the place. That city, as well as Pompeii, was a seuiiort.

Herculaneum is still very near the shore, but a tract of land,

a mile in length, intervenes between the borders of the Bay

of Naples and Pompeii. In both cases the gain of land is

due to the filling up of the bed of the sea with volcanic

* HtiftiiltoD, OWry. on Mount Vonurius, p. 94. l/jodon, 1774.
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matter, and not to elevation by earthquakes, for there has*

been no chanj^e in the relative level of land and sea. Pom-
peii stood on a sli^^ht eminence composed of the lavas of the**

ancient Vesuvius, and flights of steps led down to the water’s

edge. The lowermost of these steps are said to be still on

an (‘xact level with the sea.

(^ond if10718 and contents of the huried cities.—After these ob-

servations on the nature of the strata enveloping and sur-

rounding the cities, wo may ])roeeed to consider their internal

condition and contents, so far at least as they offer facts of

geological interest. NoiwithstandiTig the much greater depth

at which Herculaneum was buried, it was discovered before

Pompeii, by the accidental circumstance of a well being

sunk, in 17P3, which came right down upon the theatre,

\ih(‘re the statues of Hercules and Cleopatra were soon found.

Whether this city or Pompeii, both of thorn founded by

(jroek colonies, was the more considerable, is not yet deter-

mined but both are mentioned by ancient authors as among
s(‘ven most flourishing cities in Canipania. The walls of

Pompeii were thre(‘ miles in circumference ;'but we have, as

)et, no certtiin knowledge of the dimensions of Hercufejioum.

In the latt(»r place the theatre alone is open for inspection;

tin' Forum, Temple of Jupiter, and other buildings, havhig

been Hlled up w'ith rubbish as the workmen proceeded, owing

to the dithculty of removing it from so gi'eat a de])th below

ground. Even the theatre is only seen by torchlight, and

the most interesting information, perhaps, which the geolo-

gist obtains there, is the continual formation of stalactite in

the galleries cut through the tufi’; for there is a constantt

percolation of water charged A\itli carbonate of lime mixed

with a small portion of magnesia. Such mineral waters

must, in the course of time, create great changes in many
rocks ; especially in lavas, the pores of which they may fill

with calcareous spar, so as to convert them into amygdaloids.

Some geologists, therefore, are unreasonable when they ex-

pect that volcanic rocks of remote eras should accord precisely

witli those of modem date ; since it is obvious that many of

those produced in oiir own time will not long retain the same
aspect and internal composition. ^
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• Botli at Herculaneum and Pompeii, temples have been

found with inecriptions cominemoratiiijj the rebuilding of

‘ the edifices after they had been thrown down by an earth-

quake.* This earthquake happened in the rei<?n of Nero,

sixteen years before the cities were overwhelmed. In Pom-
peii, one-fourth of which is now laid open to tlie day, both

the public and private buildings bear testimony 1o 1h<*

catastrophe. The walls aj‘o rent and in many places Ira-

vA’sed by fissures still open. Oolumiis arc lying on the

ground only half liewn Irom huge blocks of travertin, and the

temple for which they w?re designed is seen half repamed.

In some few places the pavemei^ luul sunk in, but in general

it was- undisturbed, consisting of large irregqltir flags of

lava joined
.
neatly together, in which llie carriage wheels

have often worn ruts an ineh and a halffieep. In the w'idor

streets^ the ruts are numerous and irregular
;

in llio narnnver

there nre only two, one on each side, which are viny con-

spicuont It is inipo.-^sihlt^ ii<»t to look with some •inti»n*at

even on these ruts, w']^ich were worn by chariot wdicels more

Ilian seventeen* centuries ago; ami, independently of their

antiquity, it is romarkuble to see sucli deep incisiemH so con-

tinuous in a stone of great liardne&s.

^Sinall number of (ilicltfonx.—A very small number of

skeletons have been discovered in either cit y ; and it is clear

that most of the inhal)itarits ih>1 only found time to esca]>e,

but also to carry with them the principal parti of their valu-

able efitkds. In tbe barracks of Pompeii wen^ the skeletons

of two soldiers chained to tbe stocks, and in the vaults of a

• countr} -house in the suburbs were the skeletoim of Hfweuteen

persons, who appear to have fled there to escape fiom the

shower of ashes. They were found enclosed in an imlurated

tuff, and in this matrix was preserved a perfect cast of a

woman, perhaps tbe mistress of the hrmse, with an infant in

her arms. Although her form was imprinted on the rock,

nothing but the bones remained. To these a chain oi gold

was suspended, and on the fingers of the skeletons were rings

with jewels. Against the sides of the same vault was ranged

a long line of earthen amphoras.

vSwinlfdnic and LfiUiid® PHdprai, Phil. Tnum 17'>8, vol i. p flMJ.
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The writings scribbled by the soldiers on the walls of their •

barracks, and the names of the owners of each house written

over the doors, are still perfectly legible. The colours of

fresco paintings on the stuccoed walls in the interior of

buildings are almost as vivid as if they were just finished.

There are public fountains decorated with shells laid out in

patterns in the same fashion as those now seen in the town

of Nnplos
; and in the room of a painter, who was perhaps a

naturalist, a large collection of shells was found, comprisiitg

a great variety of Mediterranean species, in as good a state

of preservation as if they had remaftied for the same number
of years in a museum. A comparison of these remains with

those found so generally in a fossil state would not assist us

in obtaining the least insight into the time required to pro-

duce a certain degree of decomposition or mineralisation;

for, although under favourable circunistaiices much greater

alteration might doubtless have beem brought about in a

shorter ^)eriod, yot the example before us shows thaf an in-

humation of seventeen centuries may sopietimes etfect uotliing

towards the reduction of shells to the state fn which fossils

are usually found. •

The wooden beams in the houses at Herculaneum are black

on the exterior, but, when cleft open, they appear to be almdst

ill the state of ordinjiry wood, and the progress made by the

whole mass towards the state of lignite is scarcely ap])reciable.

Some animal and vegetable substances of more perishable

kinds have of course suffered much change and defcay, yet

the state of preservation of these is truly remarkable.

Fishiug-nets are very abundant in both cities, often quite •

entire ;
and their number at Pompeii is the more interesting

from the sea being now, as we stated, a mile distant. Linen

has been found at Herculaneum, with the texture well de-

fined; and in a fruiterer’s shop in that city were discovered

vessels full of almonds, chestnuts, walnuts, and fruit of the
^ carubiere,’ all distinctly recognisable from their shape. A
loaf, Jilso, still retaining its form, was found in a baker’s

shop, with his name stamped upon it. On the counter of

ail apothecary was a box of pills converted into a fine earthy

substance; and by the side of it a small cylindrical roll
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• evidently prepared to be cut into pills. By the side of these

was a jar containing medicinal herbs. In 1827, moist olives

• were found in a square glass case, and ‘ caviare,’ or roe of a

fish, in a state of wonderful preservation. An exaininatioii

of these curious condiments has been published by Covelli

of Naples, and they are preserved hermetically sealed in the

ijiuseuin there.*

Papyri ,—There is a marked difference in the condition and

appearance of the animal and vegetable substances found at

Pompeii and Herculaneum; those of Pompeii being pom*-

tinted by a grey pulverult^iit tuff, those in Ilerculaneiim seem-

ing to have been first enveloped ^y a paste which consolidated

round them, and then allowed tlxem to bcctnne slowly carbon-

ised. Some of the rolls of papyrus at Pompeii si ill rilain their

form; bid th(‘ writing, and ind(vd almost all the vegetable

math'r, ai»pear to have vani'^bed, and to have bemi replac<‘d

by volcanic tuff Romewhat pulv eruh^nt. At Hen ulaneum tin*

earl hy iTialt(*r has scaroelj (*r penetrated
; and tlie v«»gctal»le

substance <»f the papjni^ has f#ecome a thin friable black

matter, almost* resembling in appearance the tinder which

remailTs when stiff paper lias been burnt, in wliicli the letters

luay still be sometimes traced. Tin* small bundles of papyri,

composed (d’ five or six rolls tied up together, had fiomi»tiines

lam hori/oii tally, and were pressed in that dir(*etioii, but

sometimes tliey had been placed in a vertical position. Small

tickets were attached to each bundle, on which the title of

the Avork was inscribed. In one case only hn ve the sheets

been found with writing oil both sides of the pages. So

• numeious are the obliterations and corre(*tioii8, that many

must have been original manuscripts. The variety of liand-

writings is quite extraordinary: nearly all are Aviitlcii in

Greek, but tliere are a few in Latin. They were almost all

found in a suburban villa in the library of one private indi-

vidual ;
and the titles of four hundred of those least injured,

which have been read, are found to be unimportant works,

but all entirely new, chiefly relating to music, rhetoric, and

cookery. There are two volumes of Epicurus ‘On Nature,*

and the others are mostly by writers of the same bcliool, only

* Prof. J*. D Torbeb, pdin. Journ of 8ci., No. six r 130 Jilo. ISiO
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one fragment having been discovered, by an opponent of the

Epicurean system, Chrysippus. In one of the manuscripts

which was in the hands of the interpreters when I visited the

museum in 1828, the author indulges in the speculation that

all the Homeric personages were allegorical—that Agamem-
non was the ether, Achilles the sun, Helen the earth, Paris

the air. Hector the moon, &c. If the opinion of some anti-

quaries be correct thatnot one-hundredth partof Herculaneum

has yet been explored, wo may still hope that some rolls bf

papyrus may yet be found containing some of the lost works

of the Augustan ago, or of eminent Greek historians and

philosophers.
^

Sfahiip .—Besides the cities already mentioned, Stabire, a

Hinall town about six miles from Vesuvius, and near the site

of tlie modern ( ^istel-a-Mare (see map of volcanic district of

Naples, p. (JOO), was overwhelmed during the eruption of 79.

Pliny inentious tliat, when his uncle was there, ke was

obliged* to make his esc*a2>e; so gi*oat was the quantity of

falling stones and ashes. In tln^ riii^is of this place, a few

skeletons have been found buried in volcanic ejections, to-

gether with some aiii iquitii's of no great value, and I’olls of

papyrus, which, like tliOhO of Pompeii, were illegible.

Torre del Grn'O ovrrfloxvid In/ /nru.—Of the towns hitherto

mentioned, IIerculaii(*uiri alone has been overflowed by a

stream of melted matter; but this did not, as we liavc seen,

enter or in jure the buildings, which were previously enveloped

or covered over with tuti*. But burning torrents have often

taken their course through the streets of Torre del Greco,

and consumed or enclosed a large portion of the town in*

solid rock. It seems probable that the destruction of three

thousand of its inhabitant'^ in Ifl'll, which some accounts

attribute to boiling water, was principally due to one of tliose

alluvial floods wliich we before mentioned; but, in 17J17,

the lava itself flowed through the eastern side of the town,

ajid afterwards reached the sea; a’tid, in 1794, another cur-

rent, rolling over the western side, filled the streets and

houses, and killed more than four hundred persons. The
main street is now quarried through this lava, which supplied

building stones for new houses erected w^iere otheife had been
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• annihilated. The church was half-buried in ii rocky mass,

but the upper portion served as the foundation of a new
*0 edifice.

The number of the population when I was first tluuv. in

1828, was estimated at fifteen thousand ; and a satisfactory

answer may readily be returned to those who enquire' how
the inhabitants can be so ‘^inattentive to the voice (if tiiih*

and the warnings of nature/* as to rebuild their dw('llings

OH a spot so often devastated. No neighbouring bite un-

occupied by a town, or wdiich would not b(* (‘qiially inseouns

combines the same advantages of proximity to Naples, to

tlic bca, and to the rich lands on the flanks of Vesuvius. If

the present population were exilc'd, tliey would immediately

be replaced by another, for tin* same naisoii that the Jla-

• remnfa of Tusehny and the Cainpagna di lioina will never be

d(‘]yopulatt'd, although tlic malaria fever commits more luivoc

ill a fe,w years than the VeRUvian lavas in as many een1uri(‘R,

Tbo disk'ict around Naples HUf)>li(‘b one amongst innumer-

able examples, that those regions wlnu'C' tln‘ surface is most

frequently renw^od, and where ilie renovation is accom-

panied^ at different interv.ils (»f turns by partial destruction

of animal and vegetable life, may nevertlndess lx* amongst

most habitable and deliglitful on our globe, and the

r(‘inark applies as well to parts of tin* surfaci' which ari' Ihe

abode of aquatic animals as to tlioM* wlu(*h sttpi»ort terr<»s-

trial species. The sloping sides of Vesuvius give nourishment

To a vigorous and healthy population of about eighty tliou-

sand souls : and the surrounding lulls and plains, ioget Int

^ with se^tTal of the adjoining isles, owe tlie fyrtiiily (d* their

soil to matter ejected by prior eruptions. Had tb(» fninla-

niental limestcme of the Apennines remained uncovered

tlirougliout the whole ar<:*a, th(' couritrv’ could mit liave sus^

tained a twentieth jiart of its present inh.ihitant^. Thi^ will

be apparent to every geologist who has niark(Ml the chtnge

in th(‘ agi*icultural chara«t<T of the soil tlu* moment hr lias

pas&ed the utmost boundary of the volcanic ejection ,

w’hen, for example, at the distance of about seven miles from

f
* Sir H TU-^y. ConM/ljiiois in Travf*) p
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Vesuvius, lie leaves the plain and ascends the declivity of the»

Sorrentiiie Hills.

Y(*t favoured as this refjion has been by Nature from time

immenioriiil, the si^us of the changes imprinted on it during

Iho period that it has served as the habitation of man may
a])poar in after-ages to indicate a series of unparalleled

disasters. Let us suppose that at some future time the Medi-

terranean should form a gulf of the great ocean, and tliat

the waves and tidal current should encroach on the shores^Df

Campania, as it now advanet's upon the eastern coast of

England ; the geologist will then l^eliold the towns already

buried, and many more winch will evidently be entombed

hereafter, laid open in steej) cliffs, where he will discover

buildings su])enin]>osed above each other, with thick inter-

vtunng strata of tuif or lava—some unscathed by firc^, like

those of Herculaneum and Pom])eii; others half melted

down, as ill T(UTe del (treco ; and many shattered and thrown

a bout ir. strange contusion, as in Tri])ergola, beneath Monte

Nnovo. Among the ruins will he seen skeletons of men, and

impressions c>f the liunian form stamped in solid rocks of fuff.

Nor will the signs of eartlnpiakes be wanting. The pavement

of part of the Domitian Way, and the temple of the nyinplfs^

suhnnTged at high tide, uill be uncover'd at low watti'^

the columns renmining erect and uninjured. Other bmiples

which liad once sunk down, like that of Sorapis, will be found

to have been upraised again by subsequent movemeuts. If

they wdio study these phenoiinuia, and speculate on their

caus(\s, assume that there were piuiods when the laws of

Nature or tin) whole course of natural events diftered greatly,

from those observed in their own time, they will scarcely

hesitate to refer the w’onderful monuments in question to

those })rimeval ages. When they consider the numerous

proofs of rcitcralf'd catastrojdu's to wdiioh the region was

subject, they may, perhaps, coiiuiiiserate the unhapjiy fate of

h»‘iiig- condemut'd to inhabit a planot during its nascent and
*

clundic state, and fed grateful that their favoured race has

t'.scaped such scenes of anarchy and misrule.

Yet what was the real condition of Campania during those

\ ears of dire convulbion * A climate,' sa} 3 Forsyth, ‘ where
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• heaven’s breath smells swet't and wooingly—a vigoron-^ and

luxuriant nature unparalleled in it> pnKluetionS' a coast

p which was once the fairy-land of poets, and the favourite re-

treat oi* "reat men. Even the tyrants of the creation lovtul

this alluring region, spared it, adorned it, lived in it, died in

it.’"^ The inhabitants, indeed, have enji>jcd no iiunmnity

from the calamities which are the lot of nianbind ; but tlu‘

principal evils which they have suffered must be attnbut(»d

to»moral, n<»t to pbysi(‘al, causes—-tp disastrous events over

wliK liman mi<^bt ba\e e\ercist‘d^ il c<ui1n>l, r.itliiT than to

the inevitable catastr(»]di<*^ whieh result from subterranean

a^«*nc\. WIuui Sparta<*us encampt'd his arm) of tern thoii-

siiid <^.idiators in the (»ld extuict crater of Vesuvius, the

vol(‘ano wa-* more justly a subicet td' t(U mr to t’ampania than
‘ O has'cv ‘r l)t‘(Mi since the i> kindling ol il>. fin^s.

•
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